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(and shop) instruction and independent study in the skills needed by
construction electricians. It was adapted from military curriculum
materials for use in vocational education. Students completing the
course will be able to perform apprentice duties pertaining to the
installatiOn Of overhead electrical- distribution systems up to 5,000
volts, operate power plants up to 200 kilowatts singlyor.in.
,parallel, install interior wiring systems with ,associated electric
devices' and equipment,'and perform electrical tests and maintenance
on 115/230 volt circuits. Bas,ic electricity and electronics is a
prerequisite for this course. The course material, which covers 205
hours. of instruction, is organized into four units: introduction,

`,pole climbing indoctrination, interiorselectriciant and power
r giteratioh-ihd-dritribiltien. The course contains both teacher and

student materials. The-teacher materials include the "Curriculum
Outline for Construction Electrician, Class Al" and two instructor's
guides, The curriculum outlfhe tontaihs an introduction to,the
course; 'Outline Of instruction; outline of training objectives; and
lists of texts; references, tools, equipment,-materials, training
aids and devices, and a master schedule. The instructor guides.
contain the. lesson outlines. The student materials include four texts
plus information sheets, job sheets, and drawings.. (KC)
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MILITAIrt CURD CULUM MATERIALS
v.

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package were' selected. bythe National Center fqF Riseirch in
Vocationaltducation Military Curridulian Project for dissem-
ination to the six regional CurriCuldn Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials-agencies-.- -The-purpose of

_ disse9inating these .courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian' setting::-

The course materials we're acquired, evaluated by project
'._ staff .and practitioners the 7i.e).d, and prepared,for-
,di,ssemination. Materials which were specific to the rilitary-
v.v.re delited, copyrighted materials were either anitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained; These course packages contain
Curriculum :resotirm materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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. Military Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

The National Center for Research in
.Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of-diverse-agerrefesTinstftatteffit;
and organizations to solve educatiorial prob-
ems relating to individual, career planning,.
preparationi'and progression-.- The National
Center fulfills its mission by;

Generatinglcnowledge through research

Information and field
SCTACOS Division

The ation'n1 Center for-fleseardh
in Vocationpl Education,

Evaluating individuatprogram,needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products ,

Operating inforniation systems and
services f, -

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials -

'WRITE OR CAL.,
-Program-In &Minion Office
The Nationa1penter. for Research in Vocational

Educe* A

The OhloStateMnivorsity
1980 Kenny Road, Columbus; Ohio 43210
Telephone: 814/488-3855 or Toll Free 800/

8484815 within the continental U.S. ,

/except Ohio)
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Curriculum Material..
Dissemin'ation Is A's

..3J..43.3.L

an activity td increase the accessibility -61",
military-developid curriculum materials to
vocationeand technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes'the identification -and
acquisition of curriculum materials,in print-
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force, ,

Arh y, Marine Corps-and Navy.
. -.

-Access to military 'curriculum. Materials 'is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum Of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education, and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
subjedt Smatter specialists, and courses

-deemed applicable to yolbatiopal and tech-
- nical education are selected for dissemination.

The. National Center for Research in'
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative: to

_acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley:E.Budke, Ph,D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

. 0

What Materials
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions or
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation. . .

, Course materials include programmed.

I

.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

4., 4 - 4 ..,S ,
Z.1 .,

.3

Contact the Curriculum- Coordination-Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly -or refer '

.you, to an, instructional materials agency
closer to you.

instruction,
..

curricurum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and. technical

COORDINA10i.l.CE0 rEns

manuals. EAST CENTRAL NORTHWEST
Rebecca S. Douglass William Daniels

The 120 courses represent the following Director Director
Sixteen vocational subject areas: 100 North First Street Building 17'

,, Food ServiceAgriculture
Springfield, IL 62777
21:7/782-0759

Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504

Aviation Health '206/753.0879

Building & Heating & Air
Construction Conditioning MIDWEST SOUTHEAST

Trades Machine Shop Robert Patton James F. Shill, Ph.D.

Clerical Management & Director Director

Occupations Supervision 1515 West Sixth Ave. Mississippi State University

Communications Meteorology & Stillwater, OK 74704 Drawer. DX
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Course' Description \a. .
t,, . ;

Students completing thiscdurse will be able to pbrforin apprentice duties pertaining to the installation of overhead electrical distribution systems up to
5,000 volts, operate power plants up to 200 KW singly or in parallel, install interior wiring systems with associated electric devices and equipment, and
performolectrical tests and maintenance on 1151230 Volt circuits. Basic electricity and electronics isa pieniquisite for this course. a

.
This count contains materials for 205 hours of instruction for both classroom and shop um. The course materials are ttvidect into four units. The first
section of Unit 1.1 and all of Unit 2.2 were deleted because they deal with specific military procedures, organization and forms. The remaining sections

. are acceptable for Ilse in 'vocational education. these 'sections include the following:c . . -
%Mit 1j ibtroduction

I
1.1.2

. 1.1.3

Unit 1.2

-1.2,1
1.2.2

.
Study Techniques (1 hour classroom)
Satety.Techniquss (1 hour classrodm)

. .
Pole Climbing Indodtrinstion

;

Pole Climbing Equipme nt and Techniques (2 hours lassroom. 9 hours practical,'"
Pole Climbing Pnietice toGiallify (12 hours practice) -

Unit 1.3

1:3.1
1.3.2

Interior

Boxes. Fittings and Electrical Devices tit hours classroom)
Basic Circuits andillueptints (7 hours desitroom, 1 hour praiticil)

6

to

.

.

.

,

'

1.Z3
1.3.4
1.3.5
1.3.6
1.3,7
1.3.8
1.3.9
1.3.10
1.3.11

1.1)2
1.3.13

Conductors, Splices and Connectors11 hbfir classroom, 1 hour practical)
Cods Studies (5 hours-classroom) . -
Conduit installation (3 hours classroom, 12 hours practical) .
NonMetallic Sheathed Cable (2 hours classroom) .

Service .Light Fixturos (2 rs rjassrooml . .
. Temporary Wiring 1 hour clasmoorp, 5 bows/practical)

Hand Tools and Test Equipment (2 hours classrootn,3 hours practipl)
4Motors, Motor Controllers and Circuits (6 hours damrogtp) .
Cubicle Wiringll hour classroom. 26 hours practical) -
Mointenance and Trouble Shooting (2 hourtdassrooni 7 hours practical)

Unit 2.1
I

.- Power ilaibwotion and -
0

2.1.1 'Tying Knots (2 hours classroom, 4 hours practical)
2.1.2 Framing Poles (1 hour classroom, hours practical)
2.1.3 Erecting and Setting Palos (2 hours classroom, 7 hours practical)
2.1.4 Mounting Croeserrns, Rins add Insulators (2 hours Classroom, 13hourspractical)
2.1.5 Guying Poles (2 hours classroom, 7 hours practical)
2.1.6 . Stringing Primary Line Conductors (1 hour classroom, 10 hours pratticalf. 2.1.1 Tranoformemana Protective Equipment (1 ham classroom, 5 hours practical) I
2.1.8 Stringing Secondary Mains (1 hour clOssroom, 6 hours practical)
2.1.9 Transformer C,onnections (3 hours classroom, 4 hours practical)
2.1.10 - -7 . Pole Top Rescue (1.hour classroom-6 hOurs practical)
2.1.11 Power Plants (2 hours elossroom, 7 hours practical)'

- 2.1.12 , Systems Testing (1 hour classroom, 2 hours practical)
Disassemble Pole Line (1 hour classroom, 10 hours practical)

\

The course contains both teacher and student materials. The teacher materials include the Curriculum Outline for Construction Electrician, Class Al and
two instructor's guides. The curriculum outline contains an introduction to the course: outline of instruction; outline of training objectives: and lists of
texts, references, tools, equipment, Materials, trai'ning,aids and devices, and a master schedule. The instructor guides contain the lesson outlines. The
student materiels include four.texts plus information sheets, job shoots, and drawings. a .

. ' r .

three Navy three commercial texts are required but are not included. One Navy and two commercial referencei are suggestea. The following films
are Minutia for use but are not provided:

CLI.001 Climbing with Confidence
HOW-001 How Distribution Transformers are Made
ITS-001 It's CSP for Me
PO L-001. Pole Top Rescue and Closed Heart Malsage

/44;iy
MA-5741-A2
MA-2564
MS-9669

MC-8317

Erecting Large Poles
Installation of Crossencs
First Aid, Part IV, Resuscitation, Mouth-m-Mouth,
Nose-to-Nose .

Lifeline of the Lineman .

"I*

. . . .
as. Army - . 1 6
Tr- 114717 Pole Line Construction. Part V, Installation of A nahor.s
TF 11-2718 Pole Line Construction, Part VI. I nsrillat ion of Guys
TF 11.2827 Climbing and Working on Poles t
TF-5660 Motor Connections in Three Phu:, and Single Phase

Induction Motors
TF.6027 Roughing-in Non - Metallic Sheathed Cable
TF-6037 Conduit Installation
TF-6180 - Motor Control System

1:0

.77\ N
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t INTRODUCTION .

1. This curriculum was developed by Naval construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, California 93043, as Course Model Manager, and is effective
upon final approval of the Chief of Naval Technical Training.

2. Commands_are_invited to submit explicit comments on thcontent of-thia
curriculum to the Commanding Officer, Naval Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, California 93043; with copies to the Chief of NaVal Technical
Training, Naval Air Station Memphis (75), Millingtoni, Tennessee 38054, and
the Commanding Officer, Naval Construction Training Center, Gulfport,
Mississippi 39504.

I:- Training notes

This course has been developed and designed in accordance with the
. principles of systems engineering. In order to insure that the objectives of

ea4 uniare met, it is expected that the instructor wilt teach thetopics
as outlined in accordance. ith the referenced publications. .Deviation is
alloyed only'to exceed or supplement_the_required instruction. Lesson_
ou

of,thl.esson. While it is compulsory that all objectives of each training
°period be met, it is recognized that the specified times established for each
lesson may vary with the achievement level of each group of students, the

,number of students -per cycle, the instructor -to-student ratio, and-the
availability of facilities. It is the responsibility of the school toprovide
for the efficient implementation and administration of this publication and
_to ensure that. each of the learning activities outlined herein is taught in
a manner

ensure_

provides a.miXiiinegain in:knowledge-eneikill-for each student.

O

4. Training Method's

a. The traditional methods of conference, demonstration pd practical
exercise are used during this course of instruction. In keeping with changes .

which potentially will benefit the instruction, other methods are also included:

(1) Information presentations: These are designed primarily to make
information available in a groupssetting, have no objectives, and are not
instructional. No.tests are iven on information presentations.

(2) Silf-study. text materials: These iadividualized materials do have
objectivesand-are-instructional and will he- tested at the end of each section.
of the student workbook.

.(3) Group audio-visual presentations : These presentations can be
either inforeatiOnaor instructional.

(4) Progress evaluation restrTests-that--are-inserted-ate-cr-i-t-ical
points to determine students'.capabilitiesto perform objectives.

(5) Group, interactive locrure.-- Group-participates-by responding to
situations presented verbally by the instructor or in the workbooks provided
to the students.
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b.` Schobls will emphasize the importance of performance-
orientated trainig wherein learning-by-doing rather than
listening and watching is practiced.- Tile devoted to the
traditional methods of instruction will. be limited in favor of

the,iethods depend to a great- extent on availability of
audi,b-visual aids, there are other alternatives that can be

developed at the training center using existing material.

The stddent-learni-best in-a-job-relevant-environment. Time
devoted,to lectures, conferences, and demonstrations should be held to
the minimum required for explaining the objectives, course organization,
safety precautions, and other introductory-type subjects pertinent to
the course. 6

5. Testing Concepts:

. Criterion testing Uests designedtto measure performance of specific
objectivesYmill_be used to.measure_studentlerformisnm. Each student

cv

,s atedin,the objective. A series of performance teats for eachfsdheduled
evaluation is,Provided at the end of each unit. Each test requirement or
problem .is closely related to Specific training objectives and.performance
standards. _Standards of:proficiency are stated explicitly in, performance
tests. Proficiency testing is conducted using the pass/fail, go /no-go
technique. Student performance during the formativetestawill proVide
indicators as to needfor additional training on an individual or gioup
oasis. Performance on the pass/fail tests conducted after each phase of
the course provides the basis for determining whether or not a student will
be graduated. Unittests will'be used in determining aass standing and
honor graduates.

6. How to use Instructor Guides

Instructor Guides are provided for each topic and include supporting
instructional materials and aids identified by the topic'numbempreceded
by a letter Code designation. The letter code key is as follows:

As - Assignment Sheet
JS = Job Sheet '

IS - Information Sheet
CN - Class Notes

. OS - Operation Sheet
T - Test
FT - Final Test
TR,- Transparencies
DS - Diagram Sheet'

PE - Performance Evaluation
WB-=-Workbook
G'- Definitimi of item -in general

A complete list of all supporting materials and aids is documented with
full descriptive titles in ANN= I,thru VII.

owl
0



NOP 11
The In tructor guides are intended to be used as master lesson plans

subject to personalization by the ind4.vidual instructor. In all cases,
'-'it is expected that tne instructor *ail stung the references in preparations

for annotating the guide. It is also expected that each instructor will
develop are appropriate introduction for each topic that will (1) create
interest, (2) show the value of the topic to the student, (3) relate the
topic to previous and.future topics in the course, and,(4) communicate the
learning objectives-to the student. 'Well-prepared introductions will then
provide the Important motivational conditioning to establish readiness and
effect for learning appropriate'to each topic.

The first page of each instructor guide contains the following functional
information:

1.. Topic oT Lesson ,

2 Time in Periods
3. References
4. -Instructional Aids
5. Instructional Materials

, 6. Objectives (Terminal and Enabling)
7. Topic'Criterion Test (as applicable)
£1-

The pages following'page 1 of each instructorkguideprovide in a three-
column format the teaching/learning procedures for conducting the lesson.
The left-hand column includes the outline of instructional content required
by the objectives; the center column includes recommended instructor activities
,or methodology; one right -hated column contains recommended student learning'
activities.

a. While the methodology and student learning activities documented in
each inetructor,guide have been tested and proven to be effective for.the
lead school, those schools implementing this curriculum are encouraged to
axercise_creativity in designing - learning exercises and conceiving methods
and techniques to meet course objectives.-- .

St
- b. Instructors and. supervisors of instructionshould constantly evaluate.

the program and seek-new and more effective °methods, content and procedures
to improve their instruction. When changes in this curriculum become nec-
essary because of new developments or because of needs that become evident
through experienCe gained in using the curriculum, the school. command is ,

encouraged to take appropriate action. The types'of changes'and the condit-
ions under which they will be made are as follows:

(1) Type A changes and those of course length; change in title of
the course; or addition, deletion or alteration of blocks of subject matter
to such an extent that,the objectives of courses are changed,'or that

m logistics, personnel allocations, funds-and the like become involved. For
,Type A changes, the CNTECHTRA (Code 0162A) must participate in the planning,
.development and execution. Type A changes' may not be made effective until
approved the Chief of Naval Technical Training.

1"/
A. I
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(2) Type II changes are those within established structure of the
course such as changes in instructional emphasis that are brought about by
changes in'topic content or time re-aliocation (other than minor adjustments
An time),, changes-in instructional procedures, and similar actions chat
wilLalterssthc-ohfectivesof a topic. For Type Itchanges, approval of the

_ ,Chief -Of Naval TeChnical Training -must be gained prior to implemertting------,
-%the changes.

. (3) Type C changes include corrections of clerical errors; insertion
of. titles and designations of new films; publications, and equipment; minor
adjustments in time -allocations; additional suggestions to assist the instructor
and so forth. For Type C changes, the Chief of _Naval Technical Training must
.be notified -in writing of the'nature of the changes, with sufficient information
on the-mechanics St the changes to make possible the maintenance of'an up-to-date
copy of the curriculum. in order-to avoid unnecessary paper work,-Type C
changes may be accumulated andreported only when the quantity-or occasion
warrants.

c. Formative Test: During the classroom phase struction-at
speCific checkpoints identified by the instructor, informal written tests_
will be administered to demonstrate mastery of :mei-Mc ,subjects. These

-tests are designed to reinforce learning. Tests are administered atcthe °
.end ot each unit of instruction. Formal tests may vary from 10 - 25 multiple -
choice qbestions and will have bearing to influence class standing and to
determine honor graduates.

7. Peer Instruction
,

It is envisioned that.those students who learn faster or who have previously
developed a particular skill can be used (after demonstrating proficiency in,the
subject) as peer instructors to assist'sloi leArners. This technique enhances
-motivation and early subject mastery while minimizing requirements. Care should
.be taken not to 'pair students with widely disparate learning abilities. i.e:,
a student who has finished step 10 should not bi paired with a student who is
finishing step 2. He should help a student sitio is finishing step 8 pr. 9 and a
:stildent who has finished step 3 or 4.should help the student at step 2. In this
way,, there is a better chance that-there will be no resentment of the peer
instructor and he will also receive reiniurcement from the instruction, having
just--completed-the_faskhimself

IS
1

- 0
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COURSE DATA. PAGE

COURSE MISSION: Upon completion ot ehe training outline in this course, the
student will be able to perform apprentice duties pertaining to the
installation of overhead distribution systems up to 5,000 volts, operate
power plants up to 200 KW singly-or in parallel, Install and operate a
tactical field telephone system, install interior wiring systems with
associated electrical devices and equipment, and perform electrical
tests and maintenance on 115/230 volt/circuits.

PERSONNEL AND RATINGS ELIGIBLE: Selected CR,..,CA, CN, SN and FN volunteers
for Group VIII rating.

OBLIGATED SERVICE: . See TRANSMAN, NAVPERS 15909 (Series)

NEC GAINED: None

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: Vision correctable to 20/20 with accurate color .

perception

SECURITY CLEARANCE REQUIRED: None

PREREQUISITE TRAINING AND/OR BASIC BATTERY TEST SCORES REQUIRED:
GCT + ARI = 105 and successful completion of Basic EleCtritiCy/ElettrOU cS
Programmed Initruction Course, NAVPERS 94558

GRADING WEIGHT FACTORS: Performance of taskslthroughout the course wild.
be graded on a go/no go basis with written tests liven atthe end of
each phase.' Final grade to be class ranking specifically designed to
-enabte-the Commanding-Officer to comply with-Bureau of Personnel
directives relative to meritorious advancement.

o
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

TOPIC Hutt 1.1

tntrodurt Ion

1.1.4 OAVCONSTRACEN IndoetrItteClon
1.1.1 Registration and OrientatIOn

.-
1.1.2 . .Study Techniques .

-1.1.3 Safety Policies

CLASS

4
,,,

I

1
,

1

PRACT

0
0
0

0

TOTAL

4

1

1

1

. PAGE

4

4

4

4

7 0 7

Unit 1.2
re

Pole Climbing Indoctrination

1.2.1 Pole Climbing Equipment and Techniques
1.2.2 Pole Climbing Practice to Qualify

*0
Unit-1.3

Interior Electrician

1.3a- Bo4es, Fittings and Electrical Devices
1.3.2 Basic Circuits and Blueprints

-Conductors, SplicesAnd Connectors
1.3.4 Code Studies ,

1b3:5 Conduit Irts&allition -
1:3.6 Non-Metallic-Sheathed Cable }

-1.3.7 Service Entrances'
1.3.8 Light ,Fixtures
1.3.9 Temporary Wiring'
1.3.10 Hand Tools and Test Equipment
1.3.11 Nators,'Motor Controllers and Circuits
1.3.12 Cubicle Wiring
1.3.13' - Maintenance and Trouble Shooting
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Standing
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TOPIC Unit 2.1

Nlwer Gt.neriltion and DIsiribuilon

-2.1%1' Tying Knots
2.1,.2_ .Framing Poles
2.1.5 Erecting and Setting Poles

.2.1.4 Mounting Crossarms, Pins and Insulitors

2.1.5 Guying Poles . ,.

2.1.6 Stringing Primary Line Conductors
2.1.7 TransfOrmers and Protective Equipment

2.1.8 - 'Stringing Secondary Mains
2.1.9 Transformer ConneCtions
2.1.10 Pole Top Rescue
2.111 Power Plants:

2.1.12 Systems Testing
2.1.13 .Disassemble Pole Li'ne

Student Written Evaluation for Class
Standing ,

Unit 2.2
C

Field Telephone communications

2%2.1 tactical Field Telephone and

Switchboard

Graduation

* Total Periods Classroom: 73

* -Total Periods Piactical: 168

* Total Periods.for Coufse: 241
** Total'PeriodsGMT: .40.

Administrative Time: 07. Periods

Total Weeks for Course: 08

CI.ASS

0 2

1

2

PRACT TOTAL

4 6
5, 6
7 9

2 . 13 15

2 7 '9

1 1\ 10 1 U
1 5 6.

1 6
i 7

3 1 4 1 7r_
2

1

---
..6_

7

. 7 1.:__ i.,

:4*-1.

1 2 3,.

1 10 11'

1 0 1

21 86 107

5 7

2 7

0 1 1

0 1 1

.* All periods represent 60 minutes of actual instruction.
0

** GMT'- General Military Training required by OPNAV Instructions
1500:22B, etc. .
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OUTLINE OF TRAINING QBJECTIVES

Unit 1.1 INDOCTRINATION Contact Hours: 1

Term inal Objective: Upon completion of this unit of instruction the

student will. have registered fothe course, received course text books,

auNwered questions pertaining to key points on the organization, mission

0n4 regulations of NAVUONSTRACEN and CBC, reviewed ,class schedule, been

introduce to class counselor, stated the standards.of the school,

deseribed.the benefits that can be derived from go.d study teChnique,

StatQd how to,report accidents or Lire, and liste: the safety praCtices

that are enfOreed in the

Topic 1.1.0 NAVCONSTkACN.INDOCPRINATION Contact four:;: 4'

Enabling Objectives: npon completion of this topic the student will have

answered questions pertaining to key points on the organization, mission

and regulations of CBC and tiAVCONSTRACkN. The itudent-will complete ,

the Indoctrination Response'Sheet 001/911C with 100X accuracy:

Topic 1.1.1 REGISTRATION AND ORIENTATION Contact Hours:

Enabling Objective . .", .-. will have

registered_ for_ the course, received text books,. met his class counselor,

and 'stated the standards of the school without reference to,written

material. .

A .

-Topic 1-.1.2 STUDY TECHNIQUES

2

Contact Hours:' 1

Enabling -Objectives:, Upon completion orthis topic the student will

demonstrate his ability to state orally the benefits of good study

tc.4hniques. He will do thiN in answer to key queitions based nn his

information sheet and on the ins'tructor's emphasis during the period.

6

Topic 1.1.3 SAFETY POLICIES . Contact Hours:

Enabling Objectives: Upon completions of this topic the student will

demonstrate his ability.to answer specific oral or written questions

regarding key policiesloverning the safe handl, .g of.equipment and

materials,,consideration for personal safety (including aveiding and

- eliminating fire hazards); methods of reporting accidents and fires;

---------ind-rdUties-ane.teskrisibititles-of-the-class-satety man.

_Unit 1:2 POLE CLIMBING INDOCTRINATION. Contact Hours: 23

Terminal. Objective: Upon Completion of this unit of instruction the

.
,student mill be able to select,'adjust,.and use pole climbing equipment

to climb a 35 foot pole in accordance with the ProgriMmed Instruction,

_Series 0717590, 'Foie katmbing Techniques's.

b
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Topic 1.2.1 POA LE CIAMBING EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES Contact HoUrs: 11

Enabling Object'ices: Upon completion of this topic the student
will be able to identify, inspect, adjust' and perform main-
tenance ou climbing-equipdentpriox to climbing a 20 foot

.
pra:dtice pole. Steps of procedure will be performed in"accord-
ancewith the Programmed Instructionseries- 071/590, "Pole
Climbing Techniques", without error. °

Topic 1.2.2 PRACTICE POLE CLIMBING TO QUALIFY Contact Hours: 12
a

Enabling Objectives:. Upon completion of this topic the student will be
-able to climb a 35 foot pole to within 2 feet from the top, beltoff, 4.
'circle the pole clockwise and counterclockwise., unbelt'and descend to
the ground. Pole climbing techniques will be performed in accordance
with steps of procedure outlined in the Programmed Instruction, Series
07X/590, "Pole Climbing Techniques", without error in order to qualify
for "Lineman".

Unit 1.3 INTERIOR ELECTRICIAN Contact ,Hours: 108

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this, unit the student will be
able to use elettrician's tools to install and test electrical material
and equipment within an open framed building, and a reinforced concrete
subarea with surrounding concrete masonry unit wall. Installations
will conform to the completed drawings that follow prescribed code
rulings and, calculations as outlined in the appropriate job sheets.

a Topic 1. r S Contact Hours: 7

. -

Enabling Objettives: Upon completion of this topic the studentill be
ableAto install9boxes, fittings, and electrical devices within an open
ramed building. Evaluation bf this topic will be conducted during
TopieCE "A"'IG 1.2.12 and in accordance with the Job Sheet,CE "A" JS
1.3.12.1, "Cubicle Wiring": Installation of electrical materials will
be 100% correct.

Topic 1.3.2 BASIC CIRCUITS AND 3LUEPAiNTS

e.

Contact Hoursf 8

Enabling Objectivea: Upon-completion of this topic the student will be
able to draw basic circuits and read blueprints. Completed drawings will
contain incandescent and flourescent lighting systems, receptacle cir-
cuits and required switches. Drawings will conform to the requirements
outlined in the Information Sheet CE ' A" IS 1.3.2.1.

Topic 1.3.3' .CONDUCTORS, SPLICES AND CONNECTORS 'Contact Hours: '2
-

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be
able to.make interior wiring splices indconnections using insulated
copper conductors, wirenuti, split-bolt connectors and electrical tape.
Splices andiconnections will be made in accordance with-the=JOb Sheet
CE "A" 3S 1.3.3.1, "Conductors, Splices and Connectors". Practitall
application will be 100%coriect."

O
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Topic' b.3.4 CODE STUDIES

7.

Contact Hours: 5

'Enabling Objectives:, Upon .completion of this topic the student will be
able toselect the correct code ruling that applies to each item. of
electrical material add equipment to be installed in the open framed
building and the reinforced concrete slab area with surrounding concrete
unitigall. Selections will be in accordance with the National Elec- .

tricii Code and the Information Sheet CE "A" IS 16.4:1, "Code Studies".
Code rulings selections will be-100% correct.

Topic 1.3.5 CONDUIT INSTALLATION Contact Hours: 14

Enabling Objectives: Upon completiOn of this topic the student will be
conduit, rigid non-metallieconduit,"and

electrical metallic tubing. natallation will be performed in a re-
inforced concrete slab-ar a With surrounding concrete masonry unit wall
in accordance. with theJ Sheet CE "A" JS'1.3.5.1,"Conduit Installation
in. Concrete Slaband Cone ete Unit Wall". Conduit runs will be installed
100% correct.

'Topic l.3.6 NON-METALLIC SHEATHED CABLE Contactiiours: 2

Enabling Objectives: ,Upon completion of this topic the student Will be
able to install non - metallic sheathed cable in.the open framed building.
Installation oftype'"NM" cable will be performed during Topic CE "A"

4IG 1.3.12 aridin accordance with.the Job Sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.12.1,
Cublele-ble-tnns will be installed 106% correct.

,Topic 1.3.7 SERVICE ENTRANContact Hours:
Enabling Objectives: (Jon completion of this topic the student will be
ableto install,a single-phase, threl-wire, 120/208volt service for the
Anterior wiring system in the open framed building. Installation of the
service bd done'dnring Topic 1.3.12, and in accordance with the
Job.,Sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.12.1, "Cubjcle Wiri0". Service entrance
-ii iiallatron will be 100% correct.

Topic2,lp.8 LIGHT FIXTURES e Contact Hours:

Enabling. Objectives: Upon completion of thietopic the student will be
able to instl"flourescent and incandescent lighting fixtures in the
open. framed 'building. Installation offixturea will be done during

-7TopicA.1.12, and' in accordance with the Job Sheet CE "A" JS L.3.12.1,
"Cubicle Wiring": Fixtures will be installed ldrcorrect. .

Topic r.3.9 TEMPORARY WIRING Contact Hours:

EnablInfrObjectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be
able to install a pole mounted temporary wiring system required for pew
construction.._ Installation will conform to the drawings and procedures
outlined in.theJob Sheet CE "A" JS E.3.9.1, "Temporary Wiring".

- Installation will be1002 correct.

24
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6
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Topic 1.3:10 HANDIT60LS AND TEST E0IPMENT Contact Hours: 5

Enabling Objective:. Upon completion of this topic the student will be
ableto use handtools and test equipment' required to install and test
electrical material and equipment. Steps of procedure will be conducted
at an assigned test beat: in accordance with the Job Sheet CE "A" JS
1.3.10.1, "Handtcols andiTest Equipment". 1Ne of handtools and testing

will be executed 100Z to?rrect.

Topic 1.3.11 MOTORS, MOTOR CONTROLLERS AND CIRCUITS Contact Hours: 6

Enabling Objectivet:. Upon completioil of this topic the student will .be
able: to install a motor, moLor controller, and associated circuits

within the open frisked building. Installation will take pliwe'during
Topic1.3.12, and in accordance with the Job Sheet cr. "A" JS 1.3.12.1,

."Cubicle Wiring". Equipment will be installed 100% correct.
a

lopiEI.3.12-CUBICLEWIRING. Contact Hours: 27

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be
able to use electrician's tbols and install boxes, fittings, motor,
Motor controller, push button station, circuit breaker panel, rigid
,steel conduit, insulated conductors, non-getallic sheathed cable;
electrical devices%and fixtures. 'Installation will be within the
open framed building in-accordance with the Job Sheet CE."e..IS 1.3.12.1,
"Cubicle Wiring", and will be 100%. correct.

Topic 1.3.13 MAINTENANCE: AND TROUBLESHOOTING. Contact Hours: 9

Enabling Ohjectives: Upon completiOn of'his topic the student will be

able to Perform'maintenancexonnd troubleshooting procedures on interior
wiring circuits, motor controllers, motors and associated eqdipuent.
Steps of procedure will'he inaccordance with the Job SheetCE "A" JS
-1.3.13.1; *Maintenance and Troubleshooting" and will be 100% correct.

4
o .

STUDENT WRITTEN EVALUATION FOR CLASS STANDING Contact Hours: 1'

Unit 2.1 POWER-GENERATION AND DISTRUBUTION Contact Hours: 107

Terminal Objective: Upon completion ofthis unit of instruction the
student will be able to install-an overhead distribution system up to
5,000'volts, and operate altetnating current generators up to 200 kw,
singly or in parallel. -Installation and operation will be performed
in accordance with 'appropriate job sheets.

Topic 2.1.1 TYING -KNOTS - ' Contact Hours: 6
7 . ,.

.'
,

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be
able- to tie a timber-hitch, half-hitch, clove-hitch, bowline, gruWs
knot and properly make up a hindline for stowage. Knots will beitied
in a 6 foot length Or1/2 inch line in accordance with procedurei out-
lined in Job Sheet. CE "A" JS 2.1.1.1, "Tying Knots". Knot tying pro-
xeduret will be 'executed without error.

2
A),

4.
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Topic.21.2 FRAMING POLES .Contact Hours:% 6
,.

'. I

,Enabling Objectives: Upon completion* of this topic'the student will be

. able eo frame a power pule inaccordince.with Joh Sheet CE "A". 45

"Eraming poles". Freeing will he 1002 correct.
.

. -

Topic 24. 1$ 3 ERE6TING AND SETTING POLES .Conlnct Hours: 9

,

' Enahling Objectives: Upon completfon of thfi topic,,Afte student will he

able, to perform as a crew member, the piking mt!thod of raising and

setrini n 35 foot.power.pole in accordance witIrthe steps of.procedure '

outlined in.the Job Sheet CE "A" JS 2.y.3.1, "Erecting and Setting Poles".
,

Practical .performance will be without / / error.

e

'Topic 2.1.4 `MOUNTING CROSSARMS, FINS, AND INSULATORS Contact Hours: 15

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this Copic the student will be

able to mohht single and double crossarms ind initall pins, -nd insulators

on the 35 foot poles in accordance with Job Sheet CE "A'" JS 2.1.4.1,

"Mounting Crossarms, Pins, a 'td Insulators", Steps of-procedure will be

. performed 100% correct.

Topic 2.1.5 GUYING POLES Contact Hours:

,

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topiC the student will be

Mile to construi:t and install.guy assemblies using the necessary tools

and equipment. Inliallationwill be 100% correct in accordance
...oath Job Sheet =CE "A" JS 2..1.5:1, ."Guying Poles ".

Oe

Topic 2.1.6 STRINCI1G'.PRIMARY'LINE CONDUCTORS Contact Hours: 11.

s
4

Eiabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be

able to install primary line conductors in accordance with procedures !

and safety precautions outlined id the Job Sheet CE. "A" JS 2.1.6.1,

Stringing Primary Line Conductors". Installation will be ddne without

- error.
. k

%

,Topic 2.1.7' TRANSFORMERS AN!? PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Contact Hours: 6

1

5 (

'. ." Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be

.
ableto install a three phase transformer' bank with associated.protec-

tive equipment. Installation will be 10Orcorrect in accordance with

Job Sheet CE "A"^JS 2.1.7.1, "Transformers and Protective Equipment".
.

,
Topic 2.1.8 STRINGING SECONDARY MAINS .

COntact Hours: 7'

.

.. . .

u 5

Enibling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be

able to install the secondary mains 'required for the seconda d try.-

bution of.power at 120/208 volts, Installation will confo to he Job

'Sheek%CE "A" JS 2.1.8:1, "Stringing Secondary Mains". Steps.of procedure

will be performed 100% correct. .

,

.

'
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l'ipp .9 TRAUSIMNER coNNcTioNs Contact Hours: 7

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion ri this topic the student will be-

able to connect the three phase trans;craer bank to the primary and
secondary distributionsystems; -Connections will be made without error

and in accordance witfi the Job Sheet CE "A" iS 2.1.9.1i Transformer

Connections".Y
.:,

%o

Topic 2.1.10 ',POL; TOP. RESCUE
.

Contact Hours: 7

"_Enabling Objectives: Upon completiWof this topiC7the student will be
-ableto perform pole top rescue.. procedures while adhering to required

,,

-;,1-"r:'-
---safety-precautions.---Rescue-performance will be in accordance with Jab

_ v5how12-1W74174,4-40413-11ple.jo0,Resiue". Steps of procedure will

.-mite executed 1002 correct. .

Topic 2.1.11' POWER PLAITS
.-

Contact Hours: 9

Enabling Objectives: Upon, completion of this topic-the-student will be
111 _ es

up to 200 ,kw. Generators will be operated
= procedures outlined'in the

"Power Plants". -Operating procedures will

r.

'Topic-2.1.12 sysrmapirm
- J_

Enabling Objectivus:*,Uccercompletion of this topic -the student-will be

ble to coedaii,varioue.teats..ontransfOrkei-secondaries and check

'vital's-grounds: Ground-theCki will be performed while the system is

V.----L-7-404,mised,..ent_ttiesapriary system's-testing will becondiacted while

'systole-n*0 energised by the-poweOlant. Testing and ground check

procedurqm as outlined in-inb_Sheet_CE_W.JS 2:1.12.4 "Systems_

Testing" will be executedJOOZ Correct.

Topic 24413-, *ASSEMBLE POLE LINE

singly or in.parallel in
Job Sheet CE "A" JS 2.1.11.1,
be performed without error.

Contact Hours: 3

Contact Hours: 11

InalinorOblearive Upon CompletionUf uhis topic _the-student.will be

abliHtoAlepsiemble the primary and-secondary disttibution systems and
asso4iaped,meterlals and eqqpmerit..- Disassemblyxndstorage of mai:aria s

wilt be dew in,accordance with the, Job Sheet CE "A" JS 2.1.13.1,

-"Blaisemmble 7010,,ine. Steps of procedure willbevdone without error.
4 0

41101INE MITT= EVALUATION FOR CLASS STANDING Contact Hours: 1

'Unit 2.2' /

-.Tirinin4Clijective: Upon caMpletion:of this unit of instruction the

'student-Win be1014 to initial and operate-tactical field phones and
:switchboards under eindlated field conditions in accordance with the

-_,JobAlbeit CI "A" JS 2.2.1.1, "Installation and Operation of Tactical

lisld ?bones and Switchboards". -

Contact Hours:

:e

7

9
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Topic 2.2.1 TACTICAL FIELD TELEPHONES AND- SWITCHBOARDS Contact Hours: 7

EigilbrObjuctives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be

1--able to ihstall and operate tactical field telephones and-switchboards

e using field wire, type TA..312/PT field telephone sits and type SB-22A/PT

switchboard. :retaliation and operation procedures will be 1002
correctin acco dance with the Job Sheet. CE "A" JS 2.2.1.1, "Tactical

and Switchboard".Field Telephon

GRADUATION

0

t

"

Contact Hours: 1

J.
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ANNEX I

TEXTS .

1. Tools and Their Uses, NAVPERS 10085-B.

2.A Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS 10636-G.

3. NAVFAC 1p-416, "Facilities Engineering Electrical Interior

Facilities",-March 1972.
.

4. TM5-704, "Construction Print Reading in the Field", August 1952.

5. TM11-6805-262-12, "Switchboards, Telephone, SB-22/PT and
. ,

iSB-22A/PT". 4

6. Allen-Bradley Manual, "Wiring Diagrams, for Full Voltage Starting

a

7. Lineman'i and Cablemen's Handbook, 4th edition, Kurtz; McGraw-Hill

k Co. New York :New York.

4.

. 8. National Elictrical Code (latest edition), National Fire ProteCtion
Association, No. 70, 470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston Massachusetts 02210.

9. Programmed Instruction, Series -08/551A, "Electrical - Symbols ".

10. "Programmed Instruction,. Series 071/590, "Pole Climbing Techniques ".

A

A-I-1
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REFERENCES

1. ,1N5-725, "Rigging".

ANNEX II

1

2. American Electrician's Handbook,. 9th edition,
McGraweill Book Co., New York, New York.

3. National Electrical Safety Code, 1911.edition,
,E/ectrical and Electronics Engineers Inc., 345
New,York,,New York'` 10017.

Croft, Carr and Watt;

ANSI -g2; Institut.. pf

East 47th Street,

ts

3o

I '
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ANNEX, III
I

700LS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

TOOLS

fsvmec. te. ITEM

5110-00-34%-3276 'Buck-4aw

!..,-5120-60-26777023.
. .-

5120 -00 =251 -7574

-
5120-00-2234419

5120-0016-3802

MFG 82063 MPH 6025

5120 -00- 221 -2050

.Cable Grip

Cant Hooks

Carrying Hqoks-

Digging Bar

File Gauge

Framing Square

51 070o-618-6898 Hand Bender, E.M.T 1/2"

11.20 -00-618 4890 Hand Bender, E.M.T., 3/4"

,141F61-.04065 411p14 84.3 -Jenny (mule), 'Pole

MFG 82063 MPN,-1306-' Pole ToP,RescueHarness

.MFG 73569 MPWC400-0648 _Pele*T6pGiu with block and
--Htackle'

5120-00-2234852. Pike Poles,
pt,

MEG 04065 MPA 1800 Ratchet Bender

:51220-001.443-3336, ,. Shovel, Short, "D" Handle

5120-004884450- Shovel, Straight

5120-00-488-8444 ,Shovel, Spoon

4020-00-968-1352, :- Tag Line.'

5120-00-4964520 Tamping Bar

'5440:06-0614900
-

6 foot Step Ladder

5440-00-223-6026 .20 foot Extension Ladder

at-

"- UNIT COST

a
0. 2 ea. 2.25

8 ea. 6.00

6 ea. 5.60

8 ea. 5.60

2 ea. 8.80

24 ea. 10.00

4 ea 4.40

. ,

12 ea:. 2.63
.

12 ea. 4112

1 ea.,. 33.44

14a. 40.00

1 ea. :342.74, '.

8 ea. .10.92

1 ea. 310.00

4 ea, 2.83

2 ea. 1.90

4 ea. 8.90

1 rl. 25.00

4 ea. 9.00

12 ea. 53.00

1 ea. 43.26

A-III-1
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TOOLS (Cpat'di

. KITS

FSN/MFG NO.'

Fnellity 01162A,,

Assembly 80006

:

Facility- 01102A

Assembly -80007

ITEM

Kit, RIeCtriolans, Tools

Kit, Lineman's Tools.

Facility:01102A Kit, Electronics Maintenance

Assembly 80008 Tools

MAJOR

6258-307-7688 - Air Circuit Breaker, Model K600

Type I.60, Generator Switchgeqr

UNIT COST

6 ea. 355.25

6 ea. 709.09

ea. '245.93,

1 ea: 1,021.00

625.8-307-7689 1 Air Circuit Breaker, Model K600 1 ea: 1,021.00
.

Type MO, Generator Switchgear

_

.L158-307-7751 .' Air 6.rcilit Breaker, Modal 1 ea. 694.006

AK-2-251Generator Switchgear ,

6258 -307 -7755 Air Circuit Breaker, Model 1 ea. 694.00

AK-2-25,-Generator SOitchgear

NAVFAC CODE 512111 Generator, Diesel Driven, Portable 1 ea. 6,520.00

NSN 6115-00-9,8-12411 Skid-moUnted, Liquid-Cooled, AC,
15kw4.0.8 P.F., 50/60 Cycle,

. 1

3,Phase, 1500/1800 RPM, Engine

Serial #320741c

NAVFAC CODE 512111

NSN 61/5;00-118-1241

6258-00-3074233

Generator, Dleiel Driven, Portable 1 ea. 6,520.00,

Skid-Mbunted, Liquid Cooled, AC,

15kw,. 0.8 P:F.,, 50/60 Cycle,

3 Phase, 1500/1800 RPM, Engine .

Seriil #3207441

Load Bank, Generator, Portable,,, 1 ea. ,4,434.00

Reconnectable, 208/240/416-480
Volts, Single Phase and .3 Phase,'

5 kw:to,250 kw Capacity



..MAJOR EQUIPMENT '(Cont'd)

-N FEN/MFG-tin.1111
NAVFAC CODE 371001
;ON -2CD -3830-0108162

NAVFAC CODE 072300
NSN 2320 -00 -805 -3540

1HC5805 -715 -6171

6258-307-6528

TEST,EQUIPNENT

70E-6625 -00 -SPH -b044

ITEM

Earth Auger, Skid mcd Turntable
for 2 1/2 ton Military Truck

Truck, Telephone andPole Line
Construction,. 2 ".1./2 ton 4. x 6

CED w/winch, A frame
.

Swiichboird, Telephone, Manual,
Field Type, for interconnecting
12 circuits, poWered by two
1.5 volt dry cell batteries,
Model SB-32A/PT

9ND 6625-00-8164519

INK 6625-00-24)-

AC Hower-CLr-cy

Ammeter

lamp -on7Ammeter
- "

Phase - Sequence Near

f<

Simpson 260 Mulrimitar,,
A

Vibroground (GroundMeteY

9iy, UNIT COST

1 ea. 21,250.00

1 ea. 18,000.00

1 ea. 419.00

9NJ 6625 -Q0- 004 -9536

9ND 6625 0-2246135

MISCELLAN OUS EQUIPMENT

MIG 04065 MPN 5X1H02A

MFG 04065 MPN SSG -I.

5510-00-268-3132

MFG -04065 MPN 0.30.

70L 5925-LL-CCO-4722

70L 5935-LL-CCO-4724

--,-.4V71145-00-617-1374

5805 -00- 543 -0012

Motor6, Split Phase, 1/3 H.P.

Motor Controllers

Practice Poles, 20 foot.

Practice Poles, 35 foot..

Push - button Stations, Stop-Start

6 ea.

4 ea.

24 ea.

6 ea.

Temporary Power Panel, 50 Amp 1 ea.

1 ea.Connector Body, Armored Wboot

-Wire,. Electric,.4 Conductor,

.#6 GAWG, per ft.

Temporary Power Pole & Panel
'Assembly, 50 Amp.

Telephone, Tactical Field,
.Type" TA- =312 /PT

77.00

45.50

80.00

168.00

130:00

12.00

193.69

23.00
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MATERIALS

Anchor rods andexpAnding_type_anchors.

2. Batteries3 BA-20

3. Boxes, non-metallic.

4. Boxes, steel.

3. 'Braces, (Flat).. . ,

'6. Cable, non - metallic- sheathed.

7. Circuit breakers..
%

8. Circuit breaker panels.

9. Crossarms and mounting hardware.

10. Electrical devices .and fittings.

11. '',Electrical tape. 4

12: Electrical metallic tibing-.

`43. Field telephone wire, WD-2/TT.

14. Fuse cutouts.

15. Grounerod,copperweld, 8 foot x 5/8" diameter

16. Ground wire, #8 AMC, bare, solid, copper.

17.. Guy wire.

18. Guy grips," preformed.

19. Guy attachments..

Lightning arresters.

-21. Lighting fixtuies, incandescent and flourescent.

*22. line,' 6 foot lengths" of 1/2"

23. .Moto.t.s.

,Motor controllers.
.

34

C
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"25. Pin Insulators.

26. Primary.conductors,-06 AWG,

27., Rigid non..metallic-conduit.
_ . .

28. Rigid steel. conduit'.

k

29. SeCondaeY conductors, #.2 AWG, stranded, insulated, copper.

30. Secondary racks.

31. Single conductor, #12 AWG, solid, copper.

32. Split -bolt connectors. /.

33. Strand vise with stranti vise hook.

34. strain insulators.

11.



*RAIN1Nc AlON AND DEVICES

rtW (Coiomerclal)

ANNEX tV

1. CLI-001, "Climbing uph Confldente" (28 min.)._

HOW-001, "How Distribution Transformers' are Made" (20 min.).

1: ITS-001, "It's CSP for 1.0"(10 min.).

,
'4. POL-001; "Pole top Rescue and Closed Heart Massage" (28 min.).

FILMS (U.S. Navy) '

1. MA-5741-4, "ErectiniLarge Poles" (21 mid:).

2. AA2564i ,"Imstallation of Crossarms" (18 min.) (Obsolete).

3. *-9559i'"First Aid, Part IV, Resuscitation, Mouth -to- Mouth, Mouth-

-

I.

ICI

to- Nose" (23,min.).
f

4. mc-83t7. "Lifeline of.the Lineman" (15 min.) (Obsolete).

5. MN-51386A, "Sailors in Green" (28 min.).

6. MN-6990, "Discipline Pays Off" (11 min.).

FILMS (U.S. Army)

1. TF 11-2717, "Pole Line Construction, Part V, Installation of
(12min.Y.

2. TF 11-2718, "Pole Line einstruction, Part VI, Installation of Guys"
(20 min.)

TF 11-2817, "Climbing and Working on Poles" (25 min.) .-BotoIfict

Anchors"

4.

5.

TF,11-3619

TF 11-3620

(16-min.).

Oft.

, "SB- 22 /PT, Part I, Characteristics and Installation" (20 min.).

, "SB-1/PT, Part II, Operation and Preventive Maintenance"\
6. :TF-5660, ':Motor Connections in Three-Phase & Single Phase Iaduction

Motors" (20 min.) (Air Force). \

7. TF-6027,- "Roughing-in non-metallic sheathed cable. (15 min.) (Air Force).

\

O



FILMS (U.S. Army). ((5int'd)

-8." TF-6037, "Conduit l:ation"5 (17;min.)

9. TF-6180, Itiotor Control Systees" (16 min.)

10. TF 11-3600 "Tactical Cable Conittuction"

FILMS (Obsolete)

1. 0E-377: "Cable Surface Wiring" (15 min.).

2. 0E-382, "Power Conduit Bending" (17 min.).

(Air Fbrce).

'(Air Force).

(23 min.).

S.

3. 0E-386, "Split-Phase Motor Principles" (20 min.).

DISPLAY BOARDS

,1. Crossarm Construction, Primary Line.

2. COiduit.

3. Electrical Material Display. board.

4. Flourescent end.Incandescent Lighting.

5. Ground Fault Protection.

6. Kit, 80006, Electrician'-s Tools.

7. Kit, 80007, Lineman's Tools.

8. Kit, 80008, Electronics Maintenance Tools.

` 9. Motor Controller.

' 10. Non-seallic sheathed Cable' Circuits.

11. Pole Line Erection Tools.

12. PolelLine Hardwire, Insuiatoriland Protective Devices.

I.

13.' Pole Guying Hardware.

14. Piimary and Secondary Ties with Deadend and Protective Devices.

15. Single Phase AC Motor, Cutaway.

16. 'Splices and Connections.

O

O
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DISPLAY BOARDS (Cont'd)

'17. Three Phis* Motiii, Disassembled.

18.. Transformer Connections.

er
-19, Transformer Connections Diagram's.

-

LOCALLY PREPARED -MATERIAI.S:

1. Job Sheets. 4

-a. CE"A".JS 1.3.3;1, "Conductors, Splices ind Conne9tors ".

b. CE "A" JS 1.3.5."Conduit Installation in Concrete Slab and Cinder
Block Wall".

c. CE "A" JS "Temporary Wiring".

CE "A" JS "Hand Tools and Test Equipment".

e. CE "A" JS 1.3.12.1; "CUhicle Firing".

f. CE'"A" JS 1.3.13.1, "Maintenanie'and-Troubleshooting".

g. CE "A" JS 2.1.1.1, "Tying Knots".

h. CE "A",JS 2.1.2.1, "Framing Poles".

. i. CE "A" -"Erecting and Setting Polet16.

4

t

j. 'CE "A" JS 2.1.4.1,-Nounting CrosiarFi, Pins and Insulators".
6

k. CE "A" JS 2.1.5.1, "Guying Poles ".

1. CE JS 2.1.6.1, "Stiinging Primary Line Conductors".

a. CE "A". JS.2.107.1, "Transformers and PrOtective.Equipment".

n. CE "A" JS 2.1.8.1, "Stringing Secondary Main's".

o. CE "A" JS 2.1.9.1, "Transformer Connections ".

p. CE "A" JS 2.1.10.1, "Pole Top Rescue".

q. CE "A" JS 2.1.11.1, "Power Plants".
tG

r. CE "A" JS 2.1.12.1, "Systims Testing".

A-IV-3
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JOB,SHEETS (Coned)

JS 2.1.13.1, "Disassemble.Pole Line".

.

t. CE,"A" JS 2.2.1.1, "Tactical Field Telephones and Switchboard".

2. Infaimaiion Sheets.

a. "CE "A" IS 1.3.1.1, "Boxes, Fittings and Electrical Devices".

b. CE "A" 4 1.3.2.1, "Basic Circuits and Calculations".

o

c. CE "A" IS 1.3.4.1, "Code Studies".

d. CE "A" IS 1.3.5.1, "Under Slab Conduit Installation".

cz "A" IS 1.3.8.1, "Light Fixtures".

f. CE "A" IS 1.3.11.1, "Single Phase Motors".
.

g. CE "A" IS 1.3.11.2, :three Phase Motors".

h. CE "A" IS 1.3.11.), 'Motor Control". .

3. Drawings.

a:. CEVDOC 1.3.13.1, "Cubicle Wiring, Room Series #. 1 thru 6".

b. CE "A" DWG 2.1.9.1, "Primary and Secondary Distribution Jumper

Connections".

c. NAVFAC DWG #409381, "Advanced Base StandardPole Line".

'41.

-1-..,
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TRAINING AIDS EQUIPMENT

I. -16ime mov,ie projector.

2. tfipaque projector.

A

. a

0°
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FIRST WEEK

TOPIC NO. TYPE PERIOD

FIRST DAY

1.0.0

1.0.1
1.0.2

SECOND DAY

1.2.1

1.0.3

.

THIRD DAY

1:2.1

FOURTH DAY

1.2.2
1.3.1

C

C
C
C

C
P
C

,C

9,

10
11.
12

13

.

P . 15

16

17

F 17.5
P 18

-19'
C 20

21

21
. 23

24

25

26
27

C 8

1

.2

3

4

5

6

7

8

14.5

, ANNEX VII

MASTER SCHEDULE
,

TITLE ---RATIO

Command/Base Indoctrination

Chaplain's Lecture
Military Courtesies arid Uniform
Grooming Standards
Registrition and Oilentation
Study Techniques

.
,

Safety Policies

24/!

24/1

'24/1

. 24/1
24/1
24/1

° Pole Climbing Equipment and Techniques 24/1
6/1
24/1
6/1

. Aerobics Lecture 24/1

Pole Climbing Equipment and Techniques 6/1

Aerobics: 24/1

Pole Climbing Equipment and Techniques 6/1

Boxes, Fittings and Electrical Devices 24/1

.
.

.

Pole-Climbing Prattice to Qualify 6/1

Boxes, fittings add Electrical Devices 24/1

'Basic Circuits.andBlaeprints .24/1

A-VII -1
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FIRST WEER (Cont'd)

TOPIC NO.. TYPE PERIOD :c TITLE, RATIO

( C.

.

.

'

:

.

FIFTH DAY

C

C

.

F
-F

.

--

29
30
31'

32

33
34

35

35.5
.

Basic Circuits and Blueprints

.
.

Military Behavior and Conduct Ashore

,

Close Order Drill

Aerobics
.

.

24/1

24/1

.

24/1
.8/1

1.3.2

1.0.4

1.0.17
1.0.

,:-'

$
SECOND WEEK

,

FIRST DAY

"1.2.2 P, 1 Pole Climbing Practice to Qualify 6/1

1.3.2 2 Basic Circuits and Blueprints 24/1

3
4

'PP. 5

1.3.3 C 6*

P 7

P .8

P 9
C 9.5

10
11
12

13

14

1.3.5 C 14.5

THIRD DAY

1.2.2 P 15

..1.3.5 C -16

17

P 17.5
18

19.

21

i
1

Conductors, Splice and Connecp)rs

..,-.

24/1
24/1
24/1 .

Pole'Cliibing_Pfactice to Qualify

CunductorkSplices"and Connectors
Code Studies

Conduit Installation (in slab)

. .

Pole Climbing Practice -to -Qualify

Conduit Installation (in slab)

.

6/1
24/1
24/1

24/1

6/1
24/1

12/1

1.0.3 21.5 Aergics 8/1

I
4 3 .

A-VII-2
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SECOND WEEK (Cont'd)

TOPIC NO. TYPE PERIOD TITLE

FOURTH DAY

1.3.5

4

FIFTH DAY

RATIO

a .

22 Pole Climbing Practice to Qualify 6/1
Conduit Insiallatibn (in slab) , 12/1

24 .

25

26

27

28

1.3.5 P :29

30
1.63.6 C 31

1.0.16 C 3.2

4.0.8 .! C 33'

'34

35

1.0.3 F . 35.5

THIRD- WEE(

FIRST DAY-

P 1

C -* 2

C 3

.4
5

6

+ .1'I '1 :3 . 9 7 "
I 1.0.3 F 7.5

SECOND-DAY

-P 8

9 .

P 10
11

12

13

14

14.51.3.10

COnduit Installation (in slab) -12/1

Non-metallic-sheathed Cable 24/1

Navy Traditions and,Customs 24/1

Drug and Alcohol Abuse 24/1

Aerobics ..

°

8/1

Pole Climbing Practice to Qdalify\ 6/1
Non-metallic-sheathe&Cable ' 24/1
Service Entrances 24/1

.
1

Light Fixtures 24/1
, 4

Temporary Wiring 24/1

Aerobics 8/1

Pole Climbing Practice to Qualify 6/1
TeMporary Wiring 24/1

12/1

Handtools and Test,Eguipment . 24/1

ti

--A-VII-3
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THIRD WEEK (Cont'd)

TOPIC NO. TYPE PERIOD

- THIRD DAY

15
1 :3: 10 C 16

17

17.5
18

19

20

1.3.11 20.5
21

1.0.3 'r 21.5'

FOURTH DAY

1.2.2
1.3.11

1;3.12

FIFTH-DAY

1.1.12

1.0.6
1.0.7

1.0.3

P 22

C 23
24

25
26

27

,C . 28.

P 29

30
31

C 32

C 33

-34;.

F 35 .

FOURTH WEEK

FIRST DAY .

1.2;2 . P 1.

1.3.12 2

3

4

-5

6

7

1.0.3 F 7.5

TITLE RATIO

Sle Climbing Practice to. Qualify 6/1
Hand Tools and Test Equipment, 24/1

12/1

Motors, Motoi Controllers and Circuit? 24/1

Aetobics 8/1

Pole Climbing Practice to Qualify 6/1
Motors, Motor Controllers, and Circuits 24/1

.

Cubicle Wiring - 24/1

CUbicle Wiring 12/1

'. .

Pay. and Allowances 24/1

Financial"Responsibility 24/1

Aerobics - 8/1,

Pole Climbing Practice to Qualify 641

Cubicle Wiiing 12/1

AerobiCs 8/1

.A -VII -4
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WITH WEEK (Cont'd)

TOPIC NO. TYPE PERIOD TITLE RATIO

-SECOND DAY

1.2.2
1.3.12

P 8 Pole Climbing Practice to Qualify 6/I

P 9 Cubicle Wiring
-,10 :

11

12

13

14

THIRD DAY.

1.2.2 P 15 ,'" Pole Climbing Practice to Qualify 6/1

1.3.12 P 6 Cubicle Wiring . 12/1
17

18

19

20 '

21

.1.0.3 r 21.5 \ Aerobics 8/1

FOURTH DAY

1.3.12: 'P 22' Cubicle Wiring .4"1"44; 12/1
23

24 '

25

26. \

27 .
\

1.3.13 C 28 ,- Maintenance and Troubleshooting 24/1
T

12/1

FIFTH DAY

'' 1.3.13 , C 29 Maintenance and Troubleshooting 24/1
P 30 8/1

31 ' P

1.0.9 C 32 Career Opportunities and Special 24/1
Programs

33,

-1.0.10 C 4 Basic Principles of- Leadership 24/1
1.0.3 F 35 Aerobics 8/1 ..



O

FIFTH. WEEK

Ibt

.TOPIC NO. TYPE 'PERIOD TITLE

,

ar

RATIO

PIRST DAY

,

I , 'I

2

3

4

-5 '

C 6 Student Written Evaluation for 24/1

Clasi Standing
2.2.1 C 7 - tactical Field Telephone and .1:- 24/1

Switchboards
1.0.3' F 7.5 Aerobics 8/1

SECOND DAY
.,

'2.2.1 C .8 Tactical, Field Telephones and 24/1

Switchboards

Maintenance and Troubleshooting K/1

9
8/1

11

12
13
14

2.1.1 14.5 Tying Knoii 24/1
,

.TH/RD DAY

2:1.1 C 415 Tying Knoti.
16

- 17

18
19
20 . ,

'-. 20.5 Framing Poles

21-

1.0;3 F

24/1

8/1

24/1

8/1

717



,

FOTH WEEK Cont'd)

TOPIC NO. TYPE PERIOD TITLE RATIO .

FOUF:t1CDAY .

.

i.1.2 '22- Framing Poles
23
24.-
25 '

8/1-

26
'2.1.3 C 27 EreCting and Setting Poles 24/1

FIFTH DAY
4

2.1.3 . P 29 Erecting and Setting Poles 8/1
.

:30'
. ..'

. 31

'/r., s.- 1.-00f1 C 32 Navy iluman Goals Objectices 24/1

:'- 1.0.12 C 33 Sea Power (Seabee History) 24/1

34 .
,

_

-...i..0.i3 C ,-- 34.5 Safe Driving 24/1

35

1.0.3 P 35.5 Aerobics 8/1
...

SIXTH WEEK
4.4

, DAY

2.1.3 P 1
. 2

3

4

2.1.4 C 5
6

P 7 ,.

1.0.3 ,

SECOND DAY

7.5..

2.1.4 P 8

9

'110
11

12
13-
14

Erecting andSetting Poles 6/1

Mounting Crossarms, Pine and Insulators 24/1

W
Aerobics 8/1

Mounting Crossarms, Pins and Insulators 6/1

,171. ,

C".
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SIXTH WEEK (Coned)

TOPIC ,140. TYPE PERIOD TITLE

THIRD DAY

:.,_ ,

RATIO

15 * Mounting Crossarms, Pins and Insulators -6/1
16
17
18
19
20

2.1.5' C 20.5
21'

1.0.3 F '21.5

F0111TH DAY

2.1.5 C 22
.P 23

FIFTH DAY'

24

-.Guying Poles ,

Aerobics

24/1

8/1

Guying. Poles 24/1
6/1

25 -
26
27
28

- k
2.1.5. .r. 29 Guying Poles .- .7-

2.1,.6 '. c. 30 - Stringing Primary Line Conductors
P 31

1..0.4 C 32 UM
t '33 C

1.0.19 *. N'' C. -34 Enlisted Performance Evaluations
1.0).3 ---F---7 - . 35 - . Aerobics ' 0

-

sivara WEEK , ,

FIRST DAY.

2..6 . 1 Stringing Primafti.,ine Conductors

3
- 44

6,

7
1.0.3. 7.5 ,.Aerobics 8/1

..

6/1.
24/1
6/1

24/1

24/1 ,
8/17

6/1

4 -

A -VII -8
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SEVENTH WEEK (Cont'd)

TOPIC NO. TYPE,. PERIOD TITLE

SECOND DAY .

.4.7P

2.1.7

!

THIRD DAY

C

8

9

10
10.5
11

11.5

`12

13
14

P 15

16

2.1.8 C 4 16.5
17

P 17.5

18

19
20

21

1.0.3 F 21.5

FOURTH DAY

2.1.8 P . 22

, 2:1.9 C
23
24

'25

4.ifk

.27

g8

FIFTH DAY

a

.2.1.9 29

30

2.1.10 C 31

1.0.20 ° C 32

1.0.21 C 33

1.0.22. C -34

1.0.3 -F 35 '

Stringing Primary Line Conductors

.;Transformers and Protective Equipment

4

Transformers an Protective Equipment-

Stringing Secondary Mains

Aerobics

Stringing Secondaq Mains a

ti

Transformer Connections

RATIO

6/1

6/1

8/1

6/1

'24/1

6/1.

Iraniformer Connections 6/1.

Pole Top Rescue 24/1
Educitional Opportunities 24/1
Code of Conduct, Part 1 24/1
Code of Conduct, Article I 24/1
Aeroids 8/1



EIGHTH WEEK

:TOPIC NO.

ilisT DAY

2.1.10

2.1.11

1.0.3

SECOND DAY

2.1.11

TUIRD DAY

2.1.11

2.1.12

TYPE PERIOD TITLE, RATIO

P 1 lole.Top Rescue 6/1
2
3

4

6

C 7' Power Plants 24/1

F .7.5 :Aircibics 8/1

C 8 Power Plants 24/1

9

P 9.5 12/1

10 ,
11
12
,13

14

15 Power Plants
16'

C 16.5 Systems Testing
17'

17.5
18

\19
19.5- Disassemble Pole Line
20\

20:5
21 \\
21.5 \ ,Aerobics

2.1.13

P

1.0.3

a

O

4.

A-V11-10



EIGHTH WEEK (Coned)

TOPIC NO. TYPE PERIOD TITLEIr
FOURTILDAY

-
7

2.1.13 P 2Z i --Disassemble Pole Line
1, 23 , ""'

24.'

'25

.26

-27'

28

FIFTH DAY

2'.1.13' .P- 29 Disassemble Pole- Line 6/1

RATIO

6/1

%,:f : .30 . ...

C . - :31 Student Written Evaluation for 24/1
'Clas's Standing

1.0.23 C 32, Code of Conduct, Article II 24/1
:.: 1.0,24 . C 33: .%., Coderof.-Conduct, Article 11r 24/1

1.0;25 - C 34 Code of Conduct, Article IV .241/

1-9.3: F 35 VAerobics 8/1
-

I

O
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CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN SCHOOL

cuss "A"

INSTRUCTOR GUIDES

PHASE

Interior Electrician

53
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fI

.4

'moDipicAtioNcs-
6

1...2141/10 :4/./of thisipublication has (have) been cleated in

adapting this- material for inclusion in
\
the "Tria l'Impl ementatica of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
A
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O

',NAVAL CONSTRUCT
TORT HUENEME,-

CONSTRUCTION ELECTIICIAN "A"

Classification:, Unclassified

Topic: Study Techniques

Average Time::-:1 Period (Class)

Instructional Materials: °-

A. Texts:

' 1. How to Study, 5th Edition, Thomas F. Staton,
-P.O. Box6133, Montgomery; Alabama 36106.

e

ION TRAINING CENTER
CALIFORNIA 93043
SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

B. References: None.

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials: None.

D. Training Aids and Devices: None.'

E. Training Aids Equipment: None.

I.

CE "A" IG 1,1.2

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit of
instruction the student will_have-registered-for-fbe
course, received course textbooks, answered questions
pertaining to keypoinis on the organization, mission
and regulations of NAVCONSTRACEN and CBC, reviewed
class schedule., been introduced to class counselor,
stated the benefits that can be derived from good
study-technique, stated how to report accidents, or
lire, and 14440 the safety practices that areienforced
in the sChoolf

Enabling Objectives:' Upo completion of this topic.
the student will demonstrate his ability to state
orally the benefits of good study techniques. He
will do this in.answer to key questions based on his
information sheet and on the instructor's emphasis'
during the period. He must be basically correct in
this as well as in answer to key questions pertaining
to perparation for tests and examinations. ,,,.-..,

Criterion Test: The student will demonstrateltis
ability to desCribe the key points listed in "How
To Study', pd.will exercise good study techniques
throughout. is assignment to CE §chool.

Homework: None.

.
(1 of 4)



milamilir INSTRUCTION

I. ,Introduct on to the lesson.
1

A. Establi eh contact.:

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce delfaild

'2; Topic: Study Techniques.

I.B.' Motivate student.E. Establish readiness.

_ ,?-
2. Asegnient.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a:- Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better Conitruction Electrician.

D.

.I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

I.D. State learning objectives.

1. Benefits-of good study techniques. 1. State information and
materials necessary to guide

2.. Factors contributing to good study student.
techniqdes.

3. Improve reading habits.

(2 of 4)

CE "A" IG
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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0

V 0

4,

--OUTUNI OF INSTRUCTION

Pregentation.

).

A:- Steps of procedure:

1. Benefits of good study techniques.

W

a._ Economy of time' and effort.

b. Study technique.

(1) Attitude.

(2) ,Study environment.

(3)' Time budgeting.

(4) Concentration' habits.

(5) Reading habits.

(6) Note taking.

Factors contributing to good study
techniques.

a., Favorable environment.

,,..INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

0
2.

(1), Free from distraction.

.Proper lighting

(3) Proper temperature.

(4) 'Comfortable furniture;

(5) Necessary materials.on hand.

(3 of 4)

CE "A" 1C1.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION-

b. Study time budget.

Definite,study time.

(2) Daily load'ofiitudy hours.

(3) Avoid interruptions.

3. 'Improve reading ability..

_ a. Develop reading habits.

b. Develop better vocabulary.

(1)_ Use dictionary for:definitions.

III. ApPlicatiOn.
_,C7

A. Clear up any area of doubt in regard to study
technique.

/V. Summary.
.z

A. Benefits. f good study techniques.

B. Factors coneributing.to'good study techniques.

C. Reading ability.

D. Questions.

V. Test: None.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(4 of, 4)
0
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION,TRAINING.CENTER
PORT HUENEME,-CALIFORNLA, 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A -721 -00184
.

Classification: Unclassified.

Topic.: Safety Policies

AversgesT4me: 1 Period (Class);

Instructional Materials:

Texts: None.

- 8; References:

NAVSO P-245% Department of the Navy,
PrecaUt1ons for Shore Activities.

'Tools, Equipment and Materials: None.

D. Training Aids and Devices: None.

E. Training Aids Equipment: None.

O

01..

. (1 of 4)

15;;4t
1:

CE "A".IG21.1.3

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit'of
instruction the student will have registered for the
course, received 'course textbooks, answered questions
pertaining to key points on'the organization, mission
and regulations orNAVCONSTRACEN and CBC, reviewed
class schedule, been introduced-to class counselor,
stated the standards of the'school, destribed-the
benefits that can be deriVed from good study techniques,
stated how to reportlaccidents'or fire and listed
the safety practicekthat'areenforced in the school.

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
the student willAedonstrate his /her ability to
answer specific oral or written questions regarding
key policien governing the,safe handling of equipment
and materials; consideration for. personal safety
(including avoiding and eliminating fire hazards);
methods'of reporting accidents and fires; and, duties
and responsibilities of the'Class Safety Man. .

Student's answers must be'basicalli correct.

Criterion Test: The student will conform to the: safety
policiei"for the duration °fde assignment to CE
"School.

Homework: None.

C1



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION'

I. Introduction. to the lesson,

A. Establfsh contact.

1. NiMe:

2. Topic: Safety Precautions.

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1: Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform bettesion the jOb.

I

c. Get advanced.

d. Be.a better Construction Electrician.

I. Safety policies.

2. Application..

3. Summery..

5. Assignment.

s /2 of 4).

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
,!..\

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

9

)1c .

I.C. .,Brihg out need and value
ot.material being presented.

.

State learning objectives.

1. State informition and
materials:aecessary to guide.
student.

53
CE "A"

STUDENT ACTIVITY

66
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

CE "A" IG.1.1.3
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

A.. Safety policies. q /.. ,:t:,

1. Safe handling.and use of equipmint.

a. Electric drills.
- ..

"----.
b. Digging tools.

-...1 .,Ladders. ;
0

d. Climbing.geai. .r

4'

a. Generators.

f. Transformers.

g. .Electrical' panels.

2. Personal safety.

a. Climbing poles.

r-

..
. .t -

,-b ,

. Working around electrical .1!c rcuits.
\ t , .

0 ., -
1 c. Working around generating equipment,.,

. . .

3. Flare havards.

a. 'Smoking.

Methods of, reporting a fire.

a: Report to the instructor:

b. Report to the office. 4
A

c. Fire alarm box.

(1-oi 4)

4'
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OF Dirriscrios
,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

55
0

CE "A" IG 1.1:3
-STUDENT ACTIVITY

r

3.- Mdthods,of fighting fire.

CO2 bottle.

b. Water.

c. Sand.

6. -First aid in the field/shop.

SIN Report to instructor.

N. Dispensary.

1. IntrOduttion of Class Safety Man.

° .111. Application.
.

, A. Apply rules of safety throughOut assignment
to CE School.

IV. ,Sumnary.

A. 'Safeilandling and use of equipment._
.

B. Personal safety.

t. -Fire hazard.

D. Methods of .reporting fire.

E. Methods oflfighting fire.

T. First aid.

V. Aest: None.

-.

70
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORTAUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION-ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL"TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018.

Classification: Unclassified .

Topic: Pole Climbing Equipment and Techniques

Average Time: 2 Periods (Class), 9 Periods (Pract)

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 9.

2. Programmed Instruction, Series 071/590,
"Pole Climbing Techniques".

3. The Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th
edition, Kurtz, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, N.Y.

B. References: None.

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials.:,

1. Lineman's kit of climbing e'quipment.1

2. Hardhat and gloves.

3. File and gaff gauge.

D.. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Films;

CE "A" Id 2.1

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
of instruction the student will be able to select;
adjust, and use pole climbing equipment to cliib a
35 foot pole in accordance with the Programmed
Instruption Series 071/590, "Pole.Climbing Techniques ".

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
the student will be able to identify, inspect, adjust,
and perform maintenance on climSing equipment prior
to climbing a 20 foot practice pole. Steps of
procedure will be performed in accordance with the
Programmed Instruction Series 071/5901 "Pole__
Climbing Techniques" without error.

Criterion Test: The student will perform the required
inspection, adjustment and maintenance procedures
on pole climbing e ui ent and use the ro
c ing-techniOis to climb a 20 foot pole as outlined
in the Programmed Instruction. All procedures' will
be executed 100% correct.

Homework:; Read "The_Lineman's and'Cnbleman's
Handbook", chapter 43, pp. 43-1 thru 43-20.

(1 of 10)
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a. MC 8317 "Lifelide of the Lineman"'(15 Min.).

'b. TF 11-2827 "Climbing and Working on Poles"
(25 min.).:

c. CL1-001 nlimbing frith Confidence" (28 min.).

2. Climbing equipment display.

E. Training Aids- Equipment:

1. 35mm Movie Projectoi.

1

.73 (2 of 10)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Pole Climbing Equipment and
Techniques.

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

a.- Use and care of pole climbing
equipment.

b. Attain climbing knowledge and
skill.

C. Establish effect.

1. Valk.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

INSTRUCTOR-ACTIVITY-

1

. STUDENT ACTIVITY

T.A. Introduce self and topic.,

I.B. Motivate-student.

I.B.1.a. Well maintained climbing
gear is.the lifeline of the
lineman. ,

'

I.B.l.b. :Climbing with confi-
deuce can only be done after
some practice and strict obser-
vance' of all safety rules.

I.C. 'Bring out need-ape-value
of material being preiented.

d. Be a better Construction Electrician.

D. Overview:

/. Identify, inspect, adjust and perform
iasinteriance'on climbing equipment.

2. Pole climbing-practical performance.

I.D. State learning objectiies.

1. State information and .

materials necessary to guide
student.

(3 of 10)
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Y. OUTLINEOP INSTRUCTION

I.I. Presentation.

A. Climbing- equipment.

CE 'A" : 1.2.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. 'Body belt. II.A.1. Introduce body belt.

a. Cushion section. II.A.l.a. Identify parts.

(1) Comfort.

b. Tool saddle (tool loops).

(1) Holds tools (no tools in
center loop).

c. D-rings.

(l)'-Attachment points fOr the
safety-strap.

d. Belt section.

II.A.1.b.(1) Stress: To prevent"
spinal injury.

(I) 'Secures body belt to waist.

2. Safety strap. iI.A.2. Introduce safety straps_

a. Strap. II.A.2.a. Identify parts.

(1) Supports body In working
position.

b. _Snap/keeper combination.

(1) To attach safety strap to D-
.

rings.

c. Buckle assembly.

:(1) To adjust length ofsafety
strap._

(4 of-Ti0) 73
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1 OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. Climbers..

Leg irons (left and tight).

(1) Adjustable.

b. Ankle.straps.

SecuresIleg irons to feet.

c. Leg straps and pads.

(1) Secures top of leg iron.

cr. Gaffs,

(1) Steel I(Tree or,pole).

-'(2) Replaceable spurs.

(3). Supports body'weight:

CE IG 1.2.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II:A.3. 'Introduce climbers.

II.A.3.44: Identify parts.

4. Lineman's gloves. II.A.4. Introduce gloves.

a. Leather with gauntlets.

b. ,Required hand and arm protection.

It

5 Safety hit.. II.A.5. IntrpaUce safety hat.
s

a. High impact fiberglass with
adjustable head band.

.b. Required head protection on job
sites.

(5 of 10)

79
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OUTLINZ or Immoction

B. Inspection.

1. Body belt, safety itrap and climbers.

5'

a. Carefully inspect before eachusetvi

b. Check, leather and/or fabric.

(1)- For cuts, cracks, tears,
enlarged buckle ongue holes, and
for hard or dry leather.

(2) Stitching for broken, ragged, or
. rotten threads.

C. Check,metal parts:"

. ,
. .

.

(1) For breaks, cracks; loose
attachment, and excessive wear.

C. Adjustments.
t

1.' Body belt.

a. Snug, but not tight.
8

Approximately 2" below waist-
line, on the hips.

2. Ssfety strap.

a. Length 'adjustable_ to meet working

u conditions.

.3. Cl!mbeis.

a. Reipve keeper screws.
. .

81.
06,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Demodstrafte,

of belt, strap and
inspect ion

climbers.'

//-

II.C.1.a. Demonstrateproger
'position of belt on body.

/

CE "A" 1.2.1 -

,STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.2. Demonstrate how td,
adjust safety strap.

II.C.3. Demonstrate how to

adjust climbers.
. '

0

(6 of JO)"
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OUTLINE OF'INSTRUCTION

b . Raise or lowerksleeve approximately
1/2" below the inside prominence,
orthe knee joint.L

c. Reinstall keeper. screws.-

. Safety hat.

a. Head band must be tight enough
- to hold hat on head regardless of

the working position. /

D, Maintenance.

1. -Leather parts.

Clean with saddle soap every 3 months-
Or as necessary.

Dress with neats foots oil afte9
cleaning,,let dry 24 hours.

.2. Nylon parts.

a. Clean with warm soapy water.

3. Climbers.

a. Check,gaffs frequently with gaff
gauge.

b. Sharpen and shape as required.

Sharpen on flat side only.
6

'4(2) Use 20 :' .mill- bastard Or

8".sroboth file.

.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.4. Demonstrate safety hat
head band adjustment.

II.D,3.a. Demonstrate proper
use of gaff gauge.

Demonstrate how to
sharpen,S gaff.

(7 of 10)

b2
CE "A" IG 1.2.1

STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE, OF INSTRUCTION

(3) 'File fromheel to point.

(4) Cheek progress with gauge.

'1. MC-8317, "Lifeline of the Lineman".

.. \

.2.- TF-11-2827,, "Climbing and Working
on Poles ".

3.- CL1-101; "Climbing with Confidence". ,.
.

.
. ,

---...E. Pole climbing techniques. .

1/4,

0

1. Programmed Instruction, "Pole Climbing II.F.1. Discuss and answer II.F.1. Participate

- Techniques". , \ . questions.- in discussion.
\

Il

,INSTRUCTORACTIVITY

II.E. Show films and discuss
highlights.

63
CE "A" IG 1.2.1

STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. -"The Linemad's and Cableman!s_----
___1____-Handbook";-4----------

eeident prevention.

a. Causes of accidents.

8,5

(i) Lack of supervision and/or
knowledge.

ca) Improper work methods.

(b) Rules or instructions not

.._ observed.

\(c) Lack of proper inspection'
-

--andliiaintenance. (Defective
tools, materials and devices.)

(2)t'7Personal- carelessness.,

(8 o..\. 10)
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OUTLINE' OF INSTRUCTION'

. (a) , Attitude.

(b)' Failure to think.

(c) Mechanical manner of doing
work (lack'of concentration).

(d) Haste.

(e) Poor judgement.

(0 Willfulness.

,(g)
4

Phm1 sical Condition.

:(h) Intoxication. ,.

(i) Conditions beyond'conirol
(elements). _.

(j) Contributory'negligence of
others..

Application.

A. Student practice.

1. tearing body belt and safety strap.

2. Adjusting climbers.

INSTRUCTORACTIVITY

01.

III.A. Provide climbing
equipment and tools for each
student.

(9 of 10),

C

4.1

CE "A".IG' 1.2.1'

STUDENT ACTIVITY

'3.

0

4

III.A.1. Put on body
belt and safety,strap
and adjuit for proper
fit.

/-
III.A.2. Adjust height
of'leg irons to within
1/2" of the knee joint.

SS

0



a

a

4-OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

3. Climiclimbers with gaff gauge, sharpen III.A.3. dljsely observe
as required. . Students gauging and

sharpening gaffs.

4. Perform pole climbing procedure.

J
IV. &Amery.

A. Climbing equipment.

11.1 Inspection.

C. AdjustmeSts.-

D. ,NainteSance.

I. Films.

F. Pole ciiubing techniques..

C. Safety.

Demonstrate how to
climb, maneuver and assume
working P sitions on pole.

4

4

CE "A" 4.2.1 -

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Sharpen gaffs
as required.

Observe
indtructor

,s

demonstration.

a. Ask instructor
to check-for-proper fit.

b. Students perform
practice climbing.

0

(10 of 10)
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CE "A" IG 1.2.2

NAVAL-CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER.

I PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043 s

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018
1

/Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Pole Climbing Practice to Qualify

Average Time:. IL Periods (Pract)

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts: Non^

R. Refere4es: None.

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

A. Lineman's kit .of climbin equipolent.

2. Hardhat and gloves.

3. Practice poles.

Training Aids and Devices,: None.

E. Training Aids Equipment: Noue.

'9:1

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
of instruction the student will be able to select,
adjust, and use pole climbing equipment to climb a
35 foot pole in accordance with the Programmed
Instruction Series 071/590, "Pole Climbing Techniques":

Enabling Objeltives: Upon completion of this topic
the student will be able to climb a 35 foot pole
to within 2 feet of -the top, belt off, circle the
pole clockwise and counter-clockwise and descend to
the ground. 'Steps of -procedure will be perfort
without error in order-to qualifvfor-ILineMan".

Criterion Test: The student will climb a 35 foot
pole, following the prescribed-safety practices and
steps of procedure as outlined in the Programmed
Instruction; "Pole Climbing Techniques" without
error.

HOMework: None.

1

(1 of, 3)
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OUTLINE-OF INSTRUCTION

I. IntrOdiltion to-the lesson.

A. Establish-coqtact.

- 0

1. Name:

-
o1I

2. 'Topic: Pole Climbing Practice.

1.. Purpose.

A. To become 4oficient in pole
climbing.

S. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

it. Get advanced.

d. Bea better Construction Electrician.

D., Ov

I. Pole climbing p actice.

_1.
1

Iti

INSTRUCiOR 4FTIVITY

I.A Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

Bring out need and vallUe.

terial being presented .I

D

1 ,

I.D. State'learIng objective.

4 1_4,
A.. State infOrmation and

materials necessary to ,guide
studgnt, 1

(2 -of 3

CE "A!' IC 1.21.2

STUDENT ACTIVITY

'45 4
v".k

40-



06714NR Of INSTRUCTION
4

.,.

II. ,Presentations
i.

.

A. Piactice pole climbing.

4

I Y

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY\
. -

57:r
4 CE "A" Lu 1.2.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

,,
,

II.A., Schedule practice at
1 hour per day for first 4 weeks'.

1. In accordance with Pole Climbing
e .

',Techniques, Topit 1.2.1.
.

"II. Applidatiod.
.

At Perform pole climbing practice.e.
:

.
' ,*ts

1: .4wceod aipole, belt-off, clscle clockwise
csinterClockwise, unbelt, and descend.

/ .
1

IV. Summary. j

i ..

A. Policlim#0.4 practice.
f

.

t . . .,

. Teit\: None'
1

and

06

.

3
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qg "A" IG 1.3.1

. e
,

.,,
. NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER

...

-, PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043
CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A -721 -0018C -

I
,

' Classification: Unclassified 0

..,-,

-Ss

Topic: Boxes; Fittings and Eledirical Devices Terminal Objective,: Upon completion of this unit the
student will be able to use electrician's tools toAverage Time: 7 Periods (Class) install and test electrical material and equipMent
within an open-framed building, and a reinforced.

Instructional Materials: concrete slab area with surrounding concrete mssonry
u6it wall. 'Installations will conform to the completed
drawings that follow prescribed code rulings and
calculations. as outlined in the appropriate job
sheets.

A. Textg:

1. .Construction Electrician 3 & 2, AVPERS
10636-C, chapter 7:

0

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
2.' National Electrical Code, Article,370. the scOdent4will be.able to install boxes, and fittings

within an open - framed building. Evaluation of this ..B. References:
topic will be conducted during Topic CE "A" 1.3:13
and in accordance with the Job Sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.13.11. American Electricians Handbook, 9th edition,. "Cubicle Wiring". Installation of electrical' materials

Croft, Carr and. Watt; McGraw -Hill Book Co.,. will be 100%-correct.
New York, N.Y,.

Q.
Criterion Test: The student willoinstall the requiredC. Tools, Equipment and Materials:
boxes, fittings and,electrical devices in an open -
framed building. Installation will be 100% correct.

,1. Boxes, steel. 0

Homework: Reid Construction Electrician 3 & 2,2. Boxes, Non-metallic. chapter 7, pp. 167 - 176.

3. Fittings.

4. Electrical devices.

5: Wall plates.

0

0

e (1 of 5) 'ag
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4

4

L\-

0

.

Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally Piepared Materials: .
.

b

a. Electrical material.diaplay board . -,
'...

. ,

0.

l
4'

b. Infbriition sheet.-.

(1) CE "A" IS 1.3.1.1, "Boxes,.Fittings
o and Electrical Devices".

. Training Aids Equipment: None.

7

OF

(2 of 5)

.0

a

A
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OUTLTNE OF INSTERCTION

I. Introduction to.the lesson.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

'A. Establish contact. I.A. Introduce self and topic.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Boxes, Fittings and Electrical

B. -Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

a.. Identify and use electrical material.

2. Assignment.**

C. Establish effect.

$

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. 'Perform better on the job.°

c. Get advanced.

4
d.. lie a better Construction Electrician;

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out need and-value
of material being presented.

D. Overview: I.D. State learning objectives.

1. Boxes. 1. State information and
$ materials necessary to guide"

2. Fittings. 'student.

o

3. Electrical devices.

4$ Wall, plates.

LIMINIMINI
101.

O

.7/
CE "A" A. 4..1.1
SZUDENT ACTIVITY

(3 of 5)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION .

II? Presentation.

Boxes.

- , -

C

1. Steel.

a. 4/S. ,

b. 4/0.
.

c. Handy.

d. Gem.

4

2. Non - metallic and metallic cast boxes.

INSTRUCTOR. CTIVITY

II.A. Pass out information-

sheet CE "A': IS 1.3.1.1, "Boxes,
Fittings and Electrical Devices".

,o.

a. Non-metallic switch boxes. II.A.2.a. Show the electrical
fa material display board.

b. Conduit outlet bodies. .
.

:

co PS and FD.

d. Switch and outlet, with mounting nails.

Number'of conductors (box fil01).
/

a,- NEC4Table 370=6(a)(1), "Deep Stress the need for

*Boxes'. code rulings governing electrical
materials.

b. .NEC Table,370-6(a)(2), "Shallow
Ecixes". a

CE "A" 1.3.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

;;

c. -Ngc Table 370-6(b), "Volume Required
Per Conductor".

0

B. Fittings. '

103
(4 of 5)



OUTLINE OF INST1DCTION

;

. 1. Conduit.

2.

3. Supports.

4. COvers.

V::-
C. Electrical devices.

1. Receptacles.

2. Switches.

3. Lampholders.

to

9

7

2r)

4.- Surface-type wiring devices.

U.- Wall plates.

. A

1. Switched'.

2. Receptacles.

3. Miscellaneous.

III. Application.

if

INSTRUCTOR-ACTIVITY

s

A.. Student will select the proper electrical
materials for. installation into the 3-room
cubicle in accordance with procedures outlined
in Job Sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.13.1, "Cubicle Wiring".

Sammary.

OE "A" ,L,1.3.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

O

0

0
4.a

1. Boxes.

.
2. Fittings.

2.

3. Electrical Devices.

4. Wall plates. (5 of 5)

105
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\......- NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER'
PORT HiJENEKEk CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION- ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURShA-72170018

.Classificatidn: Unclassified

Topic: is Circuits and ilsepFints N ..Terminal Objective* Upon completion of this unit

ti

-;
41E th" IG . .3.2

`?.

Average Time:

Instructional

A. Texts:

.7'Periods Atlass), 1 Period (Pract$

Materials:
11,

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10436-G, chapter 2. (

2. National Electrical Code, Articles 210
and 220.

Programmed Instruction,' Series 058/551k,
"Electrical 4xmbols". . -4

:. 3

)the student will bcable.to use electrician's tools
to install and teat'el'ectrical material and equipment

withincal,open-fraMedinlilding, anda reinforced
concrete slab area with'aut'rounOing concrete masonry
unit wall. Installations will conform to the completed
drawingsthat follow Orescribed code rulings and
calculations as outlined in the appropriate jobsheets.

Enabling Objectil.ell____Upon completion of this topic
the studeatill be able to draw basic circuits and

' 'blueprints.' Completeddrawings will contain incandes-
centand'ilourescentlighting systems.' Drawings -

confdim to the requirements 75utlined in the Informatio
Sheet 'CE "A " -'I 1.3.2.1, "Basic Circuits and Blue -
priits ,', and..wifl be 100% correct. ,

Criterion Test: The student will complete an electri-
Ocal drawing containing the required circuits for new
construction without error. '

1
. ..

4. _1115-704, '"easilructio6 Print Readiwg in the
- L. _ _Field", Auguit 1952. '

I
, ' 0 1.

r. References:

. . -0 . Homework: Read Construction Electrician 3 & 2,,
1. American Electrician's;Handbook, 9th edition, tl chapter 2, pp. 12.7-25. ..

.Croft, Carr and Watt; McGraw41111 BooloCe..,
.... ,L

New.York, N.Y.
. .

. ..
. ..

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:,
.,

.

1. Paper.

4 2. Rulqr.

3. Pencil.

407

(1 of 6)
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. Training Aids and Deyices:

I. Locally rrepared Material.

M. -Information sheets.

(1) CE "A" IS 1.3.2.1, "Basic Circuits
and Blueprints".

4,
E.- training Aids Equipment:- None.

,

O

(2 of 6)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION,

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

CE. "A" 1u 1.3.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY 0 STUDENT ACTIVITY

O
000

I.A. Introduce self and 'topic.

1. Name: q

2. Topic: 'Basic Circuits and Blueprints.
. 4 0 0/

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

a. Draw electrical diagrams.

'Assignment.

a. Complete electrical drawing.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job:

c. Get advanced.
0

d.. Be a better Construction Electrician.

Overviewf

1. Basic circuits, multiwire.

2: Voltage.

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring_out need and value
of material being presented.

I.D. State learning objectives. -

1. State information and
materiels necessary to guide
student.

-

1

3. Grounding type receptacles Ind
,protection.

(3 3-of 6) 112
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Conductors.

5: Receptacle outlets.

6. Feeders.

7. Branch circuit and-feeder calculations.-

8. Electrical prints.

II. Presentation.

A. Basic circuits, multi -wire.
a

Definiiimis; NEC Article 100.

2. Color 'code for branch circuits.
A'
3. Grounded conductor.

4. Grounding conductor.

51 UngrouWded conductor.

6. Symbols. 1

B. Voltage.

1. To ground.

2. Between conductors - dwellings and non -
dwelling occupancies. .

3. Voltage 0

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

0

Review P.I. 058/551A,
"Electrical Symbols".

CE "A" Id 1.3.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

. Grounding-type receptacles and protection.

113
(4 of 6)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

D. Conductors.

1. Insulation.

2. Notes to Tables 310-12 thrbugh.110-15.

3. Ampacity.

E. Reeepticle.outlets.

1. Grpund-fault circuit protection.

2. 'Maximum load.

3. Permissible load.

F. Feeders.

G. Branch-circuit and feeder calculations.

1. Geheral lighting load.

. 2. Lighting and receptacle Circuiis.
.

3. Continuous and non-continuous loads.

H. Electrical prints.

1. Symbols.

2. Scale.

3. Floor plans.

4. Wiring diagrams.

5. Notes,
e

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

0

CE "A" - 1.3.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

O

(5 of )- 116
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. Mechanical.

b. Electrical.

III. Application.

'INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

0

A. The student will, complete an electrical print
in accordance with information sheets
CE "A" IS 1.3.2.1, "Basic Circuits and Blueprints".

IV. Summary.,
.

. A. Basic circuits, multi-wire.

B. 'Voltage. .

is

C. Grounding type receptacles and protection,
s .

U. Conductors.

E. Receptacle /outlets.

-0

F. Feeders.

G. Branch circuit and feeder calculations.

H. Electrical prints.

(6 of 6)

0

O

a

O

CE "A" It 1.3.2
'STUDENT ACTIVITY

0

0
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
_HUENEME , CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A"[SCHOOL-TRAINING-GOURSE A-721-0018

Classification: Unclassified

Conductors, Splices and Connectors.

Averaii*Time:- 1 Period (Class), 1 Period (Pratt)

° Instructional Materials:

k.

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 7.

2. National Electrical Code, Article 310.

B. References:

r , (

I. AmericaniElpctrician Handbook, 9th edition:.
Crofti. Carr and Watt, McCraw -Hill Book Co.,

-Pew York,A.Y.;
\

C. ToolS, Equipment and Materials:

O.

- 1. Electrician's, knife.

K 2. Adjustable open-end wrenches.

it 1, foot lengths of #12 and #6 insulated'
conductors.

4.; Wirenuts, Type HS -20. .

---, 3- -Split -bolt con tors for #6 wire:

6- Electrical tape, plastic.

Sd
CE "A" Ia. 3.3

0

'Terminal Objective: 'Upon conplet4On of this unit
the'student will be able to use electrician's tools
to install, and test electrical material and -equipment

,

'within'an open-framed building, and 'a reinforced
concrete slab area with surrouhdiitg.concrete masonry
unit wall. Installations will confoin to the completed
drawings that follow prescribed code rulings and
calculations as outlined in'the appropriate job
sheets.

Enabling Objectives: .Upon completion of this topic
the student-will be able to make interior wiring
splices and connections using inaulatdd copper con-
ductori; wirenuts, split-botkconnectors and electrical
tape. Splices and connections will be made in , .

accordance! with the job sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.3.1,
."Conductors,' Splices and Connectors". Practical
application w311 be 100% correct.

Criterion Te4: The student will make splices and
connections using'l foot lengths of copper conductors
and appropriate wirenut'S and connectors. Splices-and
connections will be 100; correct.

Homework: Read Coiistruction Electrician 3 & 2,
chapter, 7, pages 167 - 174. _

(1 of 7)
120



-

D. -tisiqing Aids and bevices4

1. Splices and connections display.
. .

E. Trainink Aids Equipment: None.

121,
O

(2 of 7)
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CE "A" '1G 1.3.3
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ourtati or INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to. the lesson.

A. Establish'cOntact.

'1. _Ammo:

2. Topic: Conductors, Splices and
Connectors.

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

.

1. Value.

a. -Pasi course.

b. Perform bett4,on the job..

e. Get advanced.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.'

Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

115'd Be a better Construction-Electrician.

. Ove-rview' I.D. State learning objectives.

1,: Conductors for general wiring.

° Splices and connectors used in
interior wining.

,N

3. Job sheet.

4. Questions.

1. State information and
materials necessary to guide
student.

(3,of 7)

F
CE "A" 10_1.3.3

STUDENT ACTIVITY'

1.



OUTLINE OR INSTRUCTION

II.. Piesentation.

A. Conductors for general wiring.

1. General descriptign.

a. NEC 310 -1.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
CE "A"*. 1.3.3

STUDENT ACTIVITY.

2. Conductor application. II,A.2. Stress: 300 volt insul-
ation (limited to fixture wiring)

a. NEC 310-2. 600 volt insulation (general
, --, . wiring). _ _

(1) ,Table 310-2(a) Conductor
applic!fion. . .

3. Conductor insulati ns.
r e AI.A.3. Compare: How insulation

thickness varies between: Ex. -RHW
and THWN.a. NEC Table 310-2(b) Conductor

Insulations.

'4. Notes to NEC Tables 310-12 through II.A.4. Stress: Importance of
310-15.

,,,,,,

Notes 1-12 when applied to
interior wiring.

B. .Splices and connectors used in interior ,

wiring: -.

1. Splices.

2., Connectors.

C. rnetoduce job sheet.

-1. CE "A" JS 1.3.3.1, "Conductors,
Splices and 'Connectors".

-

(4 of 7)
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OM ME OF INSTRUCTION

D., Stips of ptocedure:

1. Make a splice uSihg: two one foot lengths
of #12 solid copper conductors anea
#HS-20 wirenut.

a. Prepare-conductors by stripping
5/8" of insulation from one end
of each wire.

b. Grasp both wires together (with
skinned ends even).

c. Place-the wirenut over bare-ends
and-turn in a-clockwise direction
until,tighi. (Completed splice
shall have no.bare.copper exposed
below the wirenut.)

Make ,a splice using: two one foot
lengths of #12 solid copper conduc-
tors, one one foot lengthlof
fixture wire, and a OHS -20 wirenut.

. a. Prepare conductors by seripping
5/8"of insulation from one end-
of-the 2 #12 conductors.

h. -'Skin 1" Of insulation from one
end of the fixture wire.-

c. Grasp the/ #12 Acinductors and
wrap (in a clockwise direction)
the stranded fixture wire
around the 2 #12's:

z

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY t.

CE "A". 1.3.J
STUDENT AQTXVITY

II.D.1.a. .Demonstrate: 1I.D.1.a. Observe
Technique of usingillectrician's technique.
knife"to skin insulation.

II.D.l.b. Note: Wires may
be twisted together or
straight.

II.D.1.c. Note: Size of wire -
nut will be dependent upon size
and number of conductors.

O

II.D.2.c. Ensure that the #12
conductors are-even at the ends. -

(5 of 7)
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OUTLINE OF rtinkucnoti

O

d. Turn the wirenut on to the 3 wires
and twist in a clockwise direction

until tight.

3. Make a splice using;:,two one _foot -.

lengths of.#6 stranded:Copper conductors'
and a 16 split-bolt connector:

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

a. Prepatie conductors by stripping 1"
of insulation -from one.end of each

conductor.

b. Place stripped ends of conductors
together and install 16 split -

bolt connector.

c. Tighten split-bolt connector using
two adjuOtable operi7end wrenches.

d. Tape finished connection by
applying plastic tape until .

original insulati;m1 is replaced.

III. Application.

A. Student practice.

a. Make splices using wirenuts, split-
bolt connectors and electrical
tape.

IV. San:nary.

A. Conductors for general wiring.

B. Splices and connectors used in interior
wiring.

129.

M "A" IC 1:3.3
-STUDENT ACTIVITY

. ,

II.D.3.b. Demonstrate: Proper
procedure for disassembling 16
split-bolt connector and
reassembling over the two 16
conductors.

-

II.D.3.c. Demonstrate; Place one .II.D.3.c. Splice
wrench on body of the connector must not slip when
and tighten bolt with second pulled by hand.
wrench.

O

M.A. Splices shall be 100%
correct and no exposed bare -

copper.

(6 .7)
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I

ourutit-of-InsitticnoN:

C. Jab ----sheet
_

D. Qnestiona.-

V. Test: None.

131

4

v.

N

INSTRUCTOR - ACTIVITY

(7 of 7)

.

O

_1

CE "A" f 1.3.3
STUDENT ACTIVITY.

..4
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CE IC 1.3.4

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION INC CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORN 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAI INC COURSE A-721-0018 °

Classification:"Unclassified

Topic: Code Studies % Terminal Objec ve:..Upon completion of this unit
. the student will be able to use electrician's tools

Average Time: 5 Periods-(Class) to install and te electrical material and equipment
within an open -fraud d building, and a reinforced.

Instructional Materials: concrete slab area w.th surrounding concrete masonry
. unit wall. Installatfens will confotm to-the

A. Texts: , completed drawings that ollow prescribed node rulings
/ ; and calculations as outl d in the appropriate job

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS sheets.
10636 -C, chapter .

2. National Electrical
3, 4 and 9.,

,

S

14(

. References: one.

C. Tools, Equipment and

D. Training Aids and Devices:

Enabling Objectives: Upon co pletion of this topic
Code, chapters 1, 2, the student will be able to se ect 4ecorrect Code'

.

ruling that applies to each item of electrical
material and equipment.to be inst lied in the op
framed building and a. reinforced c crete sla area
with surrounding concrete masonry un wa . Seise ions.

Materials: None. will be in accordance with the National Electrical
Code and the Information-Sheet CE "A" iS 1.3.4.1,
':,Co.de Studies". Code rulings selections will be

.9 100% correct.
.

. .
.

1. Locally Prepared Material:,

. Criterion Test: The student will demonstrate his/her
. a. Inforuation sheet. 4' _ability by selecting the correct code ruling that

applies to the circuits and equipment to be
(1) ;GE "A" IS 1.3.4.1, "Code Studies". installed-during Topic-1.3.5 "Conduit Wiring", and

Topic 1.3.12, gtubicle Wiring". Selections will be
E. Training Aids Equipment: None. 100% correct. '

Homework: Read National Electrical Code, chapters
1 and 2.

(1 of 5)
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OUTLINE:OF -INSTRUCTION

I. ImtrodUctiiiii to the lesson.'

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:.

2. Topic:. Code Studies,

B. Establish readiness.

1. .Purpose.

2. Assignment.

.'Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. terf9rmbettei on the job.

Get advanced.

d. Be a better Construction Electrician.

D. .0veriew:

I. Introduction.

2. C:eneral guides, chapter i.

3. Wiring design-and) Eotection, chapter 2.
T

,Wiring methods and materials, chapter 3.

5. Equipment for general use, chapter 4.

6. Tables and examples, chapter 9.

135

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce Self and topic:

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of. material being presented.

I.D. Okate learning objectives.

1. State information and
materials necessary to gdide,.
student.

(2 r. 5)

ro

CE "A" I4 1.3.4
STUDENT ACTIVITY .

136
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ounart or INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

A., Introduction.

1. Purpose of code.

.of 2. Scope.

3. Examination oflequipment for safety.

.7

4. Wiring Planning:

. General guides, chapter 1..

1.- Definitions.

2. General requirements.

Wiring Design and Protection, chapter 2.

1. Use and identification. of grounded
conductors.

2. Biancli circuits.

-.3. Feeders.

4. Branch-circuit and feeder calculations.

5. Artidies.

6. Overcurrent protection-.

7. Grounding.

D. Wiring methods and materials.

1. General -requirements.

14 "

C

O

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(3 of 5)

CE "A" IG 1.3.4
STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE 01 INSTRUCTION

2. Conductois for general wiring.

3. .Non- metallic- sheathed.-

4. Rigid metal conduit.

5. Rigid non-metallic conduit.

6. Electfical metallic tubing.

7. Outlet, switch and junction boxes and
fittings.

8. Switches.

9. Switchboards and panelboards.

E. EqUipment for general use, chapter 4.

1. Lighting fixtures, lampholders, lamps,
receptacles and rosettes.

2. Motors, motor circuits ani controllers.

F. -tables and examples.

1. Tables and notes.

2. Examples of service calculations.

III. Practical application. od

A. The student will apply the code rulings
during the practical application of Topics

I. 1%3.5 and 1.3.12.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(4 of 5)

z

CE "A" IC 1.3;4

-STUDENT ACTIVITY

140.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

IV. Summary.

A. Introduction.

B. General Guides, chapter 1.

C. Wiring Design and Protection, Chapter 2.

D. Wiring Methods and Materials.

E. Equipment fof General Use, Chapter 4.

F. Tables and Examples.

V. Teat:- None.

(5 of 5)
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CE Ar IG i.3.5

'NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER 4

'-PORT HUENEME,'CALIFORNIA 93043 7

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-72170018

Classification: Unclassified °t .

''.

p. y .

Topic: Conduit Installation., Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
the student will be able to use electrician's tools

Average Time: 2 Periods (Class), 12 Periods (Pract) to install and test electrical material and equipment

within an open-framed building. and a reinforced
Instructional Materials: 4

concrete slab area with surrounding concrete masonry
.unit wall. Installations will Conform to the cow=

A. Texti:
. ,

)

pleted drawings that follow prescribed code rulings
and calculations as outlined in the appropriate job

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2,.NAVPE .. sheets.

r, 10636-G,-chapter 7.

i
Enabling Objectives: Upon completion oi this topic

2. National Electrical Code, Articles 36 and
,_.-.

the student will be able to install rigidimetal
348. conduit, rigid non-metallic conduit and electrical1

'' metallic tubing. Installation will be performed in
.8. References: a reinforced concrete-slab area with surrounding

concrete masonry unit-wall,in accordance with-the -
1. American Electrician's Handbook, 9th edition, job sheet. CE "A" JS 1.3.5.1, "Conduit Installation in.

Croft, Carr and Watt; McGraw-Hill Book Co., 'Concrete Slab and Cinder Block Wall ". Conduit runs
New York, N.Y.

. will be installed 100% correct. A '-

C.

.

Tools, Equipment and Materials:
. .

Criterion Test: The student will inAall'rigid
steel conduit, rigid non-metallit conduit and elec-

'1. Electrician's tool kit. trical metallic tubing in the'reinforced concrete.
Installation will be 100% correct. ,

2. Hand benders (E.M.T.), sizes la" and 3/4".

Homework: Read National Electrical Code, articles
3. Greenlee ratchet bender, 4/2" to 1"

r

346 and 348 and Construction Electrician 3 & 2,
pages 161 - 166.

4. Rigid st el conduit.

51. Rigid non-metallic conduit.

6. . Rigid non-metallic conduit bender.

(1 of
144
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7. Electrical metallic tubing.

8. Connectors, E.M.T.

9. Locknuts.

10; Bushingi.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Films:

a. TF -6037, "Conduit Installation" (17 min.),
Color, 67, AF.

b. 0E-382, "Power Conduit Bending" (17 min.).

2. Locally Prepared Material.

a. Conduit display board.

b. Job sheet.

(1) CE "A" JS 1.3.5,1, "Conduit Installation
in Concrete Slab and Cinder Block Wall";

b. Information sheet.

(1) CE "A" IS 1;3.5.1, "Under-slab Conduit
Installation".

E. Training Aids Equipment:

1: 16mm movie projector.

O

..0

(2 of 8)
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Ammamwor INSTRUCTION

Introduction-to-t e lesson.

A.. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Conduit Installation

B. stablish readiness.

1. Purpo'se.

2: Assignment:

14?

Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass.course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better Construction Electrician.

D. Overview:

1. Rigid steel conduit.

2. 'Rigid non-metallic conduit.

3. Electrical metallic tubing.

\ 4. Job sheet.

5. *Questions.*

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I,A. 'Introduce self and topic.
o .

I.B. Motivate student.
'

I.C. Bring out,need and value
of materials being presented.

e.

I.D. State learning objectives(

1. State information-a
materi'll necessary to gui e
student.

CE "A" IG 1.3.5
STUDENT. ACTIVITY

(3 of 8)
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mums or INSTRUCTION

95"
"A .1.3.5

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II. Presentation.

A. Rigid steel conduit.

B.

1. Use.

2. Cinder fill.

3. -Minimum size.

4. NUmber of conductors in conduit.,

5. Cut, ream and thread.

6, Eushings, couplings and connectors.

7. Bends.

How made.

b. Numberin one run.

S. Supports.

Construction specifications.

10. "Power Conduit Bending".

Rigid non - metallic conduit.

1. Description. ,*

2. Uses permitted

3: Uses notpermitted.

. 1119 J

II.A.5. Stress: Nhy these
procedures as listed must
be followed.

II.A.10. Show film and discuss,
highlights.

(4 of 8)
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OUTUNE QF INSTEUCTION

A. Installation requirements.

a. Trimming. e

b. Joints.

.c. Supports.
-7

d. Expansion joiniff.

e. Number of conductors.

f . Bends; how made.
.

,g. Bends, number in one:run.

h. Boxes bnd fittings.

'i. Splices and taps'.

'5. Construction specificati ns.

C. Electrical Metallic tubing,

1.' Use.,

2. 'Wet locations.
1

3. Minimum and maximum sizes.

151

INSTRUCTOR_ ACTIVITY'

MBA. Demonitrate bending
PVC with approved bender.

(5. of 8)

CE "A" IC 1.3.5

STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OWiLINE or INSTRUCTION

4. Number of conductors in tubing.

5. Couplings and connectors.

6. Bends.

'a. How made.

b. Number in one run.

7. Cutting and reaming.

8. Supports.

9. ConuLruction specifications.
.

10. Film: "Conduit Installation".

. Introduce job sheet.

1. CE "A" JS 1.3.5.1, "Conduit.Installftion

in Concrete Slab and Cinder Block Wall".

D. Steps of procedure.

1.. Install rigid conduit (steel or P.V.C.).
intoa reinforced' concrete slab.

a. 'Locate stub-up points on print.

Conduit. Measure distance 'of COntruit run
, J

On print and convert to-working
measurements.

c. Locate conduit run with stakes
and chalk.

, ,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.7. Stress: The need to
ream E.M.T. to avoid damage
to conductor insulation.

II.B.10. Show film and
discuss highlights.

II.D:1. Note: Assign a conduit
run to two:students. Pass out
job sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.5.1
and information sheet CE'"A"
IS 1.3.5.1.

ILD:l.b. Stress: Scale on
print 3/8" = one foot.
3/8 ".= distance on pridt:
one foot = actual distance
applied to conduit run.

(6 of 8)

CE 've'

STUDENT ACTIVITY .

II.B.10. View film
and participate in
discussion.
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OF INSTRUCTION 4

(
d. Select 1preforaed

conduit for'assigned'circuit.
(Lighting, receptacle or special
Purpose.)

InsitalIsconduit where indicated ,

with
.

f. Secure conduit to rebar at approx-
imately every 3 feet with rebar
tie-wire.

Apply conduit section from conduit
ru(in the slab) to panel. Sieure
to panel, with double lock-nuts
and bushing.-

h. Apply-covduit section from conduit
run to junction box. Secure to J.B.
with double lock-nuts and bushing.

i. P..C. runs located in the slab
will require rigid steel 90°
stub-ups to panel and junction
boxes

2. Install electrical metallic tubing.

a. Measure distance of E.M.T. run
Lbetween junction boxes as
,outlined on the print. Convert
distance to working measurement.

b. Select the proper size and length
of E.M.T. and secure to the
junction boxes with connectors
and lock-nuts.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.D.l.h. Note: Plug both ends
of conduit run with paper or
rags to avoid any foreign matter
that may be inserted.

II.B.1.i. Note: Installations
shall be 100% correct.

CE ...3.5

STUDENT ACTIVITY

6 '

. -
II.B.2.b. Note: Securing the
E.M.T. to the junction boxes
will secure the conduit into
position.

(7 of 8)



OUULME OF INSTRUCTION. INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

,C. 'Check all points of connection
r

betWeen conduit-to-panel, conduit- /=
to-conduit and conduit-to-junction '

bOxes,
.

. .

III. 1Practical application.

I,I01.2:c. Note: E.M.T.
installations shall be 100%
correct.

CE "A" 1.3.5
STUDENT ACTIVITY

A. The student will install the following:

'1. Rigid conduit runs in/the simulated
reinforced concrete,Alab. .

2. Electrical metallic tubing runs in
the concrete/block wall surrounding
the concrete slab.

'//

sIV. Summary. ,

A. 'Rigid,steel.conduit.

B. Rigid non - metallic. conduit.

Electrical metallic tubing.

. Jab sheet.

E. .questions.

.V. Tet: None.

a

t-

,
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,NAVAL CONSTRUCT/ON TRAINI.WICENTER
PORT HUENEMdALIFORNIA1 93043

CONSTRUCTION:ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE'A-721-0018

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: 'Nom-metallic-Sheathed Cable

Average Time: 2 Periods (Class)

Instructional Materials:

A. Text:

B.

C.

D.

1. National Electrical Code, Article 336.

References:

1. American Electrician's Handbook9th edition,
Croft, Carr and Watt; McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, NeY.°

Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. Short lengths of all types of
sheathed cables.

non-metallic-

Training Aids and,Devices:

14 'Films:

a. TF-6027,--"Roughing-in Non-metallic-
Sheathed Cable (15 mill.), Color, 67, AF.

b. 0E-377, "Cable Surface Wiring". (15 min).

CE .3.6

Terminal Objective: 'Upon completion of this unit
the landent willbe able to use electrician's tools
to install and test electrical material'ind equipment
'within an Open-framed building, and a reinforced-
concrete slab area with surrounding conci4e masonry.
unit wall. Installations will conform-1O-Ahe
completed drawings that follow prescribed code rulings
and calculations as outlined in the appropriate
job sheets.

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
the student will be able to install non-metallic-,
sheathed cable in the open-framed building. Instal-
lation of Type "NM" cable will be performed during .

Topic CE "A" IG 1.3.12 and-in accordance with the oe
job sfieet CE "A" JS 1.3.12.1, "Cubicle Wiring".
Cable runs will be ,installed 100% 'correct.,::

Criterion Test:. The student will install non-metallic-
sheathed cable within an open-framed building..
Installation will be 100% correct. .

Homework: Read National Electrical Code, Article 336.

(1 Of 5)



0 2. Locally Prepared Material:

a. Non-metallic-sheathed cable circuits
display board.

E. Training Aids Equipment:

0

1. 16mm movie projector.

CE "A" IC ....3.6.



OUTLINE or INSTVJCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

AT. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Non-metallic-Sheathed Cable.

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignieni.

C. Establish effect.

w

1. Value.

-a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

b..,.Get-advanced.

a. Be a better Construction Electrician.

. Overview:

l. Non-metallic-sheathed cable.

2: Practical application.

3.
.
Questions.

a

CE "A" 11 1.3.6
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce-self and topic.

0

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. ABring out need and value
of material being presented.

I.D. State learning objectives.

1. State information and
materials necessary to guide
student.

(3 of 5)



°until or numuctiOi

II. PreseatatiO. 4

Ion - metallic- sheathed Cable.

1. Definition.

2. 'Construction.

a. Type NM".

b. Type "NMC ".

c. Marking.

i: Use.

a. Type "NM".

b. Moisture and corrosion-resistant
Type,"NMC".

4 Supports.

a. Exposed. work.

b. Through studs, joists and rafters.

.c. Bends.

5. Films: k

ja. OE -377, "Cable surface Wiring".

b. TF-6027, "Rough-in Non-metallic
Sheathed Cable".

a

165

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY'

4/0
CE "A" 1.3.6

STUDENT ACTIVITY

C

II.A.5. Show films and discuss II.A.5. View films and
highlights. participate in discus-

(4 of 5)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

III. Practical application.

. Install non-metallic-sheathed cable in
accordance with the, ob iheet"CE "A" JS
1:2.12.1, "Cubicl:Oiring" during
Topic 1.3.12.

IV. Summary.

A. Non-metallic-sheathed cable.

B. Films.

C. Practical application.

\ D. Questions.

16 7

?/( .

CE "A" 1.3.6
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(5 of 5) '.. 103
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NAVAL'CONS UCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Service Entrances

Average Tlae: 2 periods (Class)

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

0' 1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 7.

2. National Electrical Code, Article 230.

B. leferences:

if. AneriCan Electrician's Handbook, 9th edition,
Croft, Carr and Watt, McCraw-Hill Book Co.,
Nor York, N.Y.

C. Tools. Equipment and Material: None.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally Prepared Material.

a. Service entrance display board.

E. Training Aids Equipment: None-
:

16

CE- "A" IG 1.3.7

ei!

Terminal Objective: Upon-completion of this unit
the student will be able to use electrician's tools
to install and test electrical materials and equipment
within an open - framed building, and a reinforced
concrete slab area with surrounding concrete masonry
unit wall.. Instillations mill conform to the
completed drawings that follow prescribed code rulings'
and calculations as outlined in the appropriate job
sheets.

\
Enab ing Objectives: Upon completion of this topic-
the s udent will be able to install a single-phase;
three-wAre, 120/208 volt service for the ,interior ,

wiring s stem in the open-framed building. Installatior
of the se ice will be done during Topic 1.3.12 and
in accords ce with the Job Sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.12.1,
"Cubicle Wi ng". Service entrance installatiOn will
be 100% correct.

Criterion Test.: \The student will install a service
entrance with associated equipment and devices.
Installation will be 100% correct.

I -

Homework: Read Constiuction Electrician; chapter 7,
pages 157 - 160 and NatAonal Electrical Code,
Article 230.-

(1 of 6) 170



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.'

1. Name:

2. ,Topic: Service Entrances.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY -

I.A. Introduce self and topic.
0

°

B. Establish readiness. I.B. Motivate student.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment..

C. 1,Egtablish effect.

,t
1. Value.

a. Pass course:

b. PerforM'better on the job.

Get advanced.

d. Be a better Construction Electrician.

Bring out need and -value
of Material0being presented'.

)

CE "A" It. 1.3.7

STUDENT ACTIVITY
'

D. Overview:
0

I.D. State learning objectives:
0

1. Definitipns. 1. State Information and
materials necessary to guigg

,2. Types of services. student.

3. General requirements.

4. Insulation and size of 'service

conductors,

a

(( of 6)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

.5. Service drops.

6., Underground services.

7. Service-entrance conductors.

8. Service equipment.

9. Grounding and Guarding;
r

10. Practical application.

11. Questions..

II. Presentation.

A. Definitions.

1.- Service. 0

2. Service cable.

3. Service conductors.

4. Service drop.

5. Service entrance conductors.

a., Overhead system.

b. Underground sYetem.-

6. Service equipment.

7. Service lateral:

8. Service raceway.

1"

6

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY,.

(3 of 6)

O ,

7

/07
CE "A" I 3.7
STUDENT AWIVITY

0-

1'7.1 P"!

/

//*



I

Of INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

B. Types of services.

1. -Single phase, 2-wire.

2. Single phase, 3-wire.

3. Three phase, 4 -wsire.

4. Three phase, 3-wire.

.

'ef

C. General requirements.

1. Residential.-
.

0 2. Emergency lighting.
0

i
3. Multiple-occupancy buildings.

4. -Sulifsetd ef service entrance conductors.

D. Insulation and size
I

of service conductors.'

E. Service 'drops.

Service-drop conductors.

-2. Minimum size.

3. Clearances.

4. Supports over buildings.

5. Point of attachment.

C3.

6.___%mns of attachment.
0

(4 -01' 6)

CE "A" 1.3.7
-STUDENT A IVITY

3

O

176

ce
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

. F. Underground services.

-Insulition.

2. Size.

3. Protection against damage.

4. RaceWay-seal.

G; ;Service- entrance conductors.

1. Conductors without -Splice._-

12. Other conductorsin service raceway.
4

H. 'Service equipment:*

I. GroUnding and Guarding. .

III. Practical Application.

A. Shall be perfoimed tiuring-Topit

IV. Summary.

'A. Definitions.

B. Types of service.

C. General requirements.

D. Insulation and size of service conductors.

E. Service drops.

. / .

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

o '

(5 of 6)

II

/-

,

/
CE "A" : 1.3.7'

STUDENT ACTIVITY

O

;

173 .
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01 MIL OF INSTRUCTION

O

F. Underground service.

G. Service- entrance conductors.

H. Service equipment..

. Grounding and Guarding.

practical application..

K. Questions.

Test:' None.

V a

,,wwhow'

O

'It
CE' "A" 1.3.7INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

=STUDENT ACTIVITY

4

ps

.

.

O

O

6
4

(6 of 6)
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
.. PORT UENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN '"A" SCHOOL TRAINING BOURSE A-721-0018

CE "A" IG 1.3.8

ClaasifiCation: Unclassified

Topic: Light Fixtures Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
the student will be able to use electrician's tools

Average Time: 2 Periods (Class) to install and test electrical material and equipment
within an open-fraked building, and a reinforced

Instructional Materials: co Crete slab area with surrounding concretemasonry

\ unet wall. Installations will conform to the. completed
A. Texts: drawings that follow prescribed code rulings and

1
calculations as outlined in the appropriate job

1. National Electi\ical Code, Artigle 410. sheets.

B. References: Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
the student will be able to install flourescent and

1. American Electrician's Handbook, 9th edition, incandescent lighting fiTtures in the open-framed
Croft, Carr and Watt; McGraw-Hill Book Co.,' building. Installation of fiitures will be done'
New York, N.Y. during Topic 1.3.12 and in accordance with thp job

/ sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.12.1, "Cubicle Wiring'. Fixtures
C. Tools, Equipment and Materials: None. will be installed 100% correct.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally Prepared Material:
O

-a. Flourescept and Incandescent Lighting Homework: Read National Electrical Code, Article 410...
Display.

Criterion Test: The student will install flourescent
and incandescent lighting fixtures. Installation
will be 100% correct. .

b. Information sheet.

t CE "A" IE\1.3:8.1, "Light Fixtures".

E. Training Aids Equipment: None.

of 5)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Aek,,

Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact. I.A. Int roduce self and topic.
o

CE "A" , 1.3.8
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

A. Name:1

2. Topic: Light Fixtures.

B. Establish readiness.

1./ Purpose..
/

"2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1.

C

Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Ge advanced.

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out heed and value.'
of material-being presented.

r

o

d; Be a better Construction Electrician.

D.. Overview:

1.', Incandescent lighting.,

2. Flourescent lighting;

Fixture wiring.

4. Practi al application.

5. Qrstions.

I.D. State learning objectives.

1. State information and
\materials necessary to guide
student.

184



IOUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.--

0

A. Incandescent lighting..

1. _General rules.

a. NEC 410-1.

2.1 Provisions for. fixture locations.

t

a. \NEC 410-4, 'Specific Locations.

NEC-410-5, Near Combustible Material..
.

NEC 4106, Over 'Combustible Material.

NEC 410-8, In 'Clothes Cloiets,

Provisions at fixture outlet boxes.'-'
.

canopie ',and" pans.
. . 17

a. NEC 410-11, Temperature Lim t of
Conductors a- Outlet Boxes.

4. Fixture supports.

a. NEC 410-15, Supports, General:

b. \NEC 410-16, Means of Support.

5. Wiring Of fixtures.

a. NEC 41\0-17, Fixture Wiring - General.

b. NEC 410-19,ToOductor Insulati(411.

I

P

.e

CE "A" IG 1.3.8
'INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY -STUDENT-ACTIVITY

o e-

(3 of 5)
1

0
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

O

1

I

O

c. NEC 410-23, Protection of Conductors
and Insulation.

d. NEC 410-26, Fixture Raceways.

e. NEC 410 -27, Polarization of Fixtures.

6. Installation of lampholders,-

a,. NEC 410-41, Screw-shell Type.

b. NEC 410-43,Lampholders in Damp or Wet
Locations.

- 1

7. Lamps.

d
.a. NEC 410-49,Bases, Incandescent Lamps.

B. 'Flourescent lighting.

°

1'. Fixture mounting.

a.1 NEC 410-74, Fixture Mounting.
r.

(1) Exposed ballasts.

(2) Combustible lOw-density cellulode
_fiberboard. '

2. Grounding.

CE "A" IG 1.3.8,
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. NEC 410-92, Metallic Wiring Systems.

`b. NEC 410r93, 1i on-Metallic WiringiOetems.

NEC 410-95, Equipmiat Near jOrounded
Surfaces.

NEC 410-96, Methods of Grounding.

J. 7

(4 of 5)

et

r
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'OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a C. Fixture wiling.'

lltIncandescent and.flourescent.

a. Introduce, information sheet.

(1) CE"A" IS 1.3:8.1, "Light
Fixtures".

A

III. Practical application.

A. Insta;lation Of lighting fixtures will be
execdied Juring the cubicle wiring prahical
in accordance with CE "A" JS.1.3.12.1,
"Cubicle Wiritig".

IV. unary.

A. Incandescent lighting.

Flourescent lighting.

C. Fixture wiring.

_Practical application.D.

E. Questions.

V. Test: None.

1°'

ft

,INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

.

CE "A" 16 1.3.8
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.1.a. Pass, out information
sheet CE "A" IS 1.3.8.1; "Light
Fixtures".

1

0



NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME4-CALIFORNLA 93043

-CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL-TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

'Classification:r Unclassified'

Topic: Temporary'Wiring

Average Time:' 1 Period (Clasel, 5.Periods (Piact)

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. 'National Eirectrical Code,
'305.

B: References: None.,

1'

.J

Articles

C. Tools, Equipment and'Mat\erials:.

1.I Electrician's tool kit.

Digging tools.

210

. Temporary power pole assembly - 50 amp.

41
1

,Talporary power panel and cord assembly

f 5(?

5. 5.-Tfoot step ladder.

,6. 20 foot extension ladder.

7. 1/2" rigid steel conduit.

and

CE "A" IG 4-3.9
ti

a-

Terminal Objective: Upon completidn,of this unit
the student will beable to use electrician's tool
to install and -test electrical material and equipment
within an open-framed building and a reinforced 1

concrete slab area with surrounding concrete Masonry
unit wall. Installations will conform to the
completed drawings that follow prescribed code rulings
ana calculations as butlined.in the appropriate
job sheets..

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
the student will be able to install aetpole-mounted
temporary wiring system required for new construction.
Installation will conform to the, drawings and procedures
outlined in the job sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.9.1,
"Temporary Wiring". Installation will be 100%
correct.

Criterion Test: The student will install 'a temporary
wiring system in accordance with drawings and pro-
cedures outlined in the job sheet CE "A" JS,1.3.9.1,
"Temporary Wiring". Installation will be 100%
correct.

Homework: Read National.Electrical Code, Articles
210 and 305.,



;4.

8. Grounding conductor, #8 AWG bare copper.

9. 8 fOot x'518" copper -weld. ground rod.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1.: Locally Prepared Material.

a. Job sheet.

,(1) CE JS 1.3.9.1, Temporary Wiring",

. Training Aids Equipment: None.

O

C

(2 of 9)

//

CE "A" IG
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1: Name:

2. Topic:" Temporary Wiring.

B. Establish readiness.

1.- Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b.. Perform better on the job.

c. Get adviinced.

d. Be a better Construction Electrician.

D.. Overview:

1. Temporary wiring.

2. Introduce job sheet.

3. _Steps of procedure.

4. Practic.al performance.

5. Questions.

CE "AY J1.'3.9-
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of. material being presented.

I.D; State learning objectives.

1. State information and
materials necessary to guide
student.

(3 of 9) 'I
a
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OUTIJNEOF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

A. Temporary wiring.

1. General requirements.

a. -Services.

b. Feeders.

c. Branch circuits.

d. Receptacles.

e. Earth returns.

0 C.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
CE "A"

STUDENT ACTIVITY

f. .Disconnecting means.
.

2. Ground fault protection. II.A.2. Stress the need for
NEC Articles 210-7 and 305. ,.

a. Grounding-type receptacles and-
_ protection.

3. Types.

a. Temporary power pole assembly.

(I). 50 amp capacity-.

b. Temporary power panel and cord
assembly.

(1) 50 amp capacity.

4. Temporary service requirements.

II.A.3.a. Describe the panels
with their receptacles and
circuit protection.

(4 of 9) 19S



OUTLINE or 'INSTRUCTION

a.
o

Clearance above ground service drop
"minimum clearances".

O

199

(1) At.center of street 18'

(2) 'At curb line ... .. 16'

(3) Over residential driveway .

b.. Normal -height of pole.

.(1) 25' - 6" x 6".

c. Conduit and fittings.

(1) Minimum conduit size - 3/4".

(2) Galvanized rigid'steel or
aluminum conduit, electrical
metallic tubing or_polyvinyl
chloride.schedufe.80 plastic
conduit without protective
covering. Metal conduit
shall be covered with wood
moulding or fiber conduit.

0

(3) Conduit fittings shall be
raintight.

(4) Wire with,rubber or equivalent
insulation shall be not lea's
than No. 8 AWG.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.A.4.b. A longer pole shall
be used where normal height
pole will not provide required
clearance,

(5 of 9)

CE "A" IG 1.3.9

STUDENT ACTIVITY



O

OUiLIKOF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(5) 'Receptacles shall'be of proper
rating for the load to be
served, for portable-tools -
3 -pole type: For,Ongle phase
and three phase motors,7
-type.- Where more,thanone
voltage is used, receptacles

. shall not be intercfiangeable.

d. Grounding.

(1) ArmOced ground wire no, 8 min.,.
.ground wire.

(2) Approvedgrounding clamp and
fittings must be'accessible.

Conduit...muse-extend-to -Around
rod to protect ground wire from

'"mechanical injury.

B. Introduce job sheet.

1. CE "A" J$ 1.3.9.1, "Temporary Wiring".

C. Steps of procedure.

1. Install tempOrary power pole assembly.

a. Location of pole shall be 18'
north of northwest corner of the
"conduit-wiring-in.-slab area"
building.

b. Use appropriate digging tools and
dig a lediameter by 5' minimum
deep-thole-with-er-sloping trench.
to the hole approximately 6'
long by. 10" 4ide.

001

II.C.1. on chalkboard.

46 ---1

(6 of 9)

T

I

CS "A" IG.1.3.9
STUDENTACTrtriTY

O

4

II.C.1.b. Student will
draw diggingtools:
shovel (D-handle,,
tampifig bar, long
handle shovel, and
scoop shovel. .



OUTL1dE or INSTRUCTION
11.

C. Use-2"*k 10" x 8' butt board,' in
the hole.. '

,-

d. With the pre- assembled pole"butted

Up-against the butt board, in the
sloping trench, two men on each .

side of the pole will raise and
'set the assembly into the hole.

_e..._kour_men,_each positioned-909 apart
around the pole, will:support the
pole in a Vertical position with
.pike poles.

f. One shoveler and one tamper;
replace all the dirt back in the
hole around the pole.

Install grounding system.-

a. Select an 8' x 5/8" copper, weld
grduild rod and position it-approx-
imately 12" to the right side of
the pole while facing the panel.

b. Use a 5 foot step ladder for reqUired
height when hammering ground rod'
-into the ground.

c. Select the 'pre-formed 1/2" rigid
. steel conduit with threaded ends .

-and one 90° bend.

install ground clamp assembly on
the 90°'end.

4t.
1.1ek

e. Secure straight end to knockout r
in-panel with double-locknut 'and
bushing.

-203

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

g of 9)
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CE "A" I ..3.9

STUDENT ALLIVITY

ti
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OUTLIN1 At INSTRUCTION

,

1.

f. Secure ground clamp to ground rod.

g. Install #8 AWG bare copper conductor
and connect to neutral bar in the
panel and to ground clamp.

h. SecurelLe_conduit-with-2-1/2"--
steel conduit strips. (Use

wood screws.)

Connect service drop to building 120.

4. Pobition 20 foot extension ladder
against rear of Building.

b. Secure the 3 #8 insulated conductors
(from the temporary power pole)
to the insulator rack attached to
the building. .

c. Ensure that the service power
is. "OFF" before making the 3
connections.

4. Test circuits.

a. Connect extension cord with
rectUired, twist -lock, 3 prong plug
and check cord assembly outlet_with

voltage tester.

b. Using a"40 watt:lightbulb and test
socket,, connect one.lead to hot
cerminaiof receptacle. Touch other
lead of test light to ground.

6/111-1-/-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.3.a. Ensure that ladder
is positioned at.the proper
angle before student ascends.

1023
CE "A" 1_ .3.9

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.4.b. Circuit breaker (ground
fault circuit interrupter) will
trip.immediately to indicate
proper operation of mechanism.

0

(8 of 9)
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CE "A 1.3.9

LINE OF INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

EVALUATION: Depthcof pole
in ground, vertical positioning,
installation of grounding
system, connections at panel
and building 120, and testing
procedures shall be 100%
correct.

III. Practical performance.
0

. The student will dig a hole and set a
temporary power pole using appropriate
tools and equipment.

Installation and
testing-will be in accordance with
CZ "A".3S 1.319.1,

"Temporary Wiring".

IV. Summary.,

A. "Temporary wiring.

B. ntroduCe Job sheet.

C. Steps of procedure.

D._ Practical performance.

E. Questions.

V. Test: None.

(9 of 9)

STUDENT ACTIVITY
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721=0018

Classification: Unclassified

'Topic: Hind Tools and Test Equipment

Average Time: 2 Periods (Class), 3 Periods (Pract)

TnOtuctional Materials:

A. Texts: ,

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 4.

Z. Tools andTheir Uses, NAVPERS 10085 -B.

S. References: None.--

C. Tools-,-- Equipment -and- Materials:

1. Electrician's tool kit.

2. Ammeter.

3, Voltmeter.

4. Multimeter (Simpson 260)..

5. Clamp-on-Volt-ammeter.

power-circuit-analyzer.-

7. Phase-sequence meter.

8. Voltage tester (Wiggins).

209

CE "A" IG 1.3.10

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
the student will be able to use electrician's tools
to install and test electrical,material and equipment
within an open-framed building and a reinforced
concrete slab area with surrounding concrete masonry

.unit wall. Installations will.conform to the
completed drawings that follow prescribed code rulings
and calculations as outlined in the appropriate__
job sheets.

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
the student will be able to use handtools and test

-equipment required to install and test electrical
equipment. Steps of procedurewill'be conducted
at an assigned test bench in accordance ulth_tte job--.

"A" JS 1.3.10.1, "Hundtools and Test
Equipment". Use of handtools and testing will be
executed 100% correct.

Criterion Test: The student will use tools and test
equipment to install and check circuits for grounds,
shorts, continuity, volts and ampi. Testing
procedures will be 100% correct.

Homework: Read Construction Electrician 3 & 2,
chapter 4, pages 41 - 59.
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9. Non-metallic-sheathed cable.

10. Electrical metallic tubing.

11. BoAes, fittings and devices.

12. AssoAl rted space heaters. _

D. Training Aids and Deiices:

1. Locally Prepared Material:

a. Job sheet.

(1) CE "A" JS 1.3.10.1, "Nandtools and
Test Equipment".

E. Training Aids Equipment: None.

I

O

CE "A" IG 1.3.10
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Handtbols and Test Equipment

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value:

a. Pass course.

. Perform better on the

c. Oet advanced.

d. Be a better Construction

I-. Electrician's too' kit.

D. Overview:

2.

3.

Ammeter.

Voltmeter.

Multimeier (Simpso,

5. Clamp-on volt'-ame zer.

Electrician.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

Motivate student.

O

I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

I.D. State learning objectives.

1. State information and
materials'necessary to guide
student.

CE "A" /u 1.3.10

STUDENT ACTIVITY

(3 of 10)
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CE °A" IC 13.10OUTLINI OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY I STUDENT ACTIVITY.

. 1. A.C. power-cirCuit analyzer.

7. Phase-sequence meter.

Voltage tester (Wiggins).

9. Common power tools.

10. Practical application.

11. Questions.

II. Presentation.

A. Ammeter.

1. Description.

tit

a. Iriternal components.

b. Dial. 1

Z. Use.

3. Safety precautiohs.

-B. Voltmeter.

1. Description.

a. Internal components.

. b. Dial.

I. Use.

1. Safety precautions.

2 1

(4 of 10)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

C. Nultimeter (Simpson 260).
0

1. Description.'

a. Ammeter, (millisups).

h. Voltmeter, (A.C. or D.C.).

c. Ohmmeter.
C..

d. Dial.

Uses.

3. Safety precautions.-
',

ar-AboL..niap on interior wiring
SyitAs to check curt

4

a.

D. Clamp-on volt-ammeter.
.

Is
1. Description.

2. Uses. 4 :

3. Safety precautions.
. e

E. A.C. -power- circuit analyze
1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY .

.

a

CE "A I0 1.3.10
STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Description. ILEA. Construction Electrician
3-6 2, NAVPERS 106364G, pages

24 Ubes-(direct_XIL!11!P)' 45 - 51.

a. Single-phase, 2 wire circuit.

b: Three-phase, 3 wire circuit.

(5 of 10) 213



OUTLINE 01' INSTRUCTION

*3. Siklety precautions.

Phase-sequence meter:

1: Description.
.

'2. Ilse.

3. .Hook-up procedures.

G: voltage tester (Wiggins).

. 1.. Description.

r. Use.

3. Teisting procedures. 0

.Safeti,Precautions.

R. tmamon handtools.

1. Safety rules.

2. Electrician's tool-box.

I. Common power tools.

1. Safety rules.

2. _Grounding requirements.

3. Electric drill.

4. Drill press.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.F.l. Construction Electrician
3 & 2,.NAVPERS10636-G, page's
57 - 58.

II.G.l. Construction Electrician
3 & 2, NAVPERS 10636-G, pages.
52 - 53.

(6 of 10)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

5. Bench grinder.

6. Disc sander - special safety precautions.

3. Introduce job sheet. O

1.- CE "A" JS 1.3.10.1, "Handtools and Test
Equipment".

X. 'Steps,of procedure.

1. Teat an interior wiring system.for
continuity using the voltage tester
(Wiggins).

a. Main disconnect - with the breaker in
'the OFF position, place the test
leads on the incoming line leads L1
and L2. Voltage reading shall be
approximately 220 volts.

b. Place the main disconnect and 411
circuit disconnects into the ON
position. IF any circuit disconnect
trips to the tripped poiltion, make
note of the circuit.for further-
teting.

/3r
CE "A" IG 1.3.10

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

O

c. Check the remaining circuits for .II.K.1.c. If lighting circuit
continuity by using the following feed goes to the lighting
procedures:' fixture first, then start at -

the fixture.
(1) Lighrilwcircuit - Check'hot

lead to ground at lighting
fixture (115 V.). Turn wall
switch ON and check voltage
to ground on both terminals
of sWiteh: Should indicate
115V. .

(7 of 1.0); 9
Iry
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I (2) Receptacle circuit - at each
outlet check between each
contact point and ground.
115V should be read.betweenthe-

-smiller of the two parallel
slots and ground.

2. Locate a ground in the circuit (with
the tripped breaker) using an ohmmeter._

'Ensure that all circuit breakers
are OFF, including the main.

4

b. Disconnect circuit from panel
by removing circuit breaker
with conductor attached.

c. Remove circuit neutral conductor
from nedtral.bar.

'Place test leads on. the neutral'

conductor and ground. If a zero,
reading is obtained, the neutral
is grounded somewhere'in the circuit.

e. Open circuit at the half-way
junction box and determine
which section is grounded.

f. Continue process of elimination
-until grounded conductor is .

located.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.K.1.c.(2) Stress:
The smaller of the two parallel
slots in the:receptacle is the
hot terminal.

Ir.K.2. Stress: Definition of
the following:

a. Short - Two wires in a
cable or conduit making direct.
contact with each other

.b. Ground - A conductor
making direct contact with
metallic junction boxes or,
raceways.

II.K.2.d. On a lighting circuit,
ensure that all light switches
are in the ON position and all
light bulbs taken out of their
socketst

II.K.2.f. At all points of
testing, use test leads between
the neutral or circuit conductor
(wEichever is grounded) .and any
metal portion of the circuit.

(8 of 10),
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CE "A" IG 1.3.10
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION ° .

3. Locate a short in a second cii6it
(with a tripped breaker) using-an
-ohmmeter.

a. 'Ensure thit all circuit breakers
are OFF, including the main.

b. Disconnect.circuit from panel by
removing circuit breaker with
conductor attached.

c. Remove circuit neutral conductor
from neutral bar.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

/33
CE "A"
STUDENT ACTIVITY

d. Place test leads on neutral II.K.3.d. Ensure that all
conductor and the lead connected light bulbs are removed., #

to the circuit breaker. Meter-:
.will read ZERO if a short exists.

e. Open Circuit at the half-way
junction box and determine
which'seetion is shorted.

4. Repair grounded and shorted circuits.

k`p

a. Correct the grounded and the
shorted condition in each circuit
with several wraps of electrical
tape.

b. Energize circuits by placing the
main breaker and lighting and
receptacle circuit breakers in
the ON position.

c: Test all circuits for normal
operation;

II.K.4.a. Test procedures
and cable repairs shall be
executed 100% correctly.'

.(9 of 10)



OUTLINE OUDISTRUCTI0N

III. -Ap011oatlon.

Praetical.-performance.

i. The student will perform various tests on
eircuitkAising:the voltage tester
-(Wiggins)- aad -the ohmmeter: tests

in-,aceordance With -job
=sheet_CE "A"4 1:0.10a;-"Handtools=and-
Test EquIpment";_

IV. Summary.I

.A. Ammeter.

B. Voltmeter.°

C. Multimeter (Simpson 260).

0. Clamp-on volt-meter.

E. A.C. power-circuit analyzer.

F. Phase-sequence meter.

G. Voltage tester (Wiggins).

H. Common handtools.

I; Common power tools.

J. Job sheet.

K. Questions.

L. Practical performance.

V. Test: None.

0(1;7
4.41.

4

et

)

CE "A" IG 1.3.10
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

t .
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'MAUL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEKE,SALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COULIE A-721-0018
o

Classification: Unclassified

Topic:. Motors, Motor Controllers and Circuits

Average Time: 6 Periods (Class)

Instructional Materials:

.
A. Texts:

O

1. Construction Electricia0,3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G.

2. National-Electrical Code, Article 430.

3. Allen-Bradley Manual, "Wiring Diagrams fOr
Full-Voltage Starting Switches".,

B. References: None.

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. Electrician's tool kit.

2. Motor.

3. Motor Controller.

4. Push button stop-start station.

S. Electrical metallic tubing.

b. *12 AWG insulated copper- 'conductor.

7. 'Flexlble eonduit.

22b.

t.

.

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
the student will be able to use electrician's tools
to install and test electrical material and equipment
within an open-framed building, and a reinforced

i
concrete slab area with surroun ing concrete masonry
unit wall. Installations will onform to the
completed drawings that follow-Prescribed code rulings
and calculatiOns as outlined in the appropriate
job sheets.

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
. .

the student will be able to install a motor, motor
controller and associated circuits within the open -
.framed building. Installation will take place
during Topic 1.3.12 and in accordance with the job

. sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.12.1, "Cubicle Wiring". 'Equipment
will be installed 100% correct.

Criterion Test: The student will install motor
and moter controller with a push button stop -start
station. Installation will be without error and
in accordance with job, sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.12.1,
"Cubicle Wiring".

Homework: Read National Electrical Code, Article 430.

(1 of 14)



O

D, Training Aids and Devices:

1. Films:

a. 0E-386, "Split-Phase Motor Principles"
,(20

b. TF-6180, otor Control Systems"
(16 min.).

c. TF-5660, "Motor Connections in Three Phase
and Single Phase Induction Motors"
(20 min.).

2. Locally-Prepared Materials:

a. Cutaway of single phase A.C. motor.

b. Disassembled three phase mOtor.

c. Motor controller display..

d. :Istforniation_shkgs s

(1)--CE-"A" IS 1.3.11.1, "Single Phase
Motors".

(2) CE "A" IS 1.3..11.2, "Three Phase
. Motors' ".

(3) CE "A" IS 1.3.11.3, "Motor Control".

E. Training Aids Equipment:

1. 16mm movie projector.

X31
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OUTLINE' OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY ,

(6) Three methods of speed control - II.A.1.a.(6) Draw on
resistance, centrifugal device, chalkboard
tapped field.

O

B. Single -phase induction motors.

23 a

L. Types and characteristics.

al Shaded pole.

(1) Stator-wound coils and solid
shading coils.

RESISTANCE

Ls
o

Ss
fb

S2
atfabotf'

4

,

CENTRIFUGAL DEVICE

L2 .

TAPPED- FIELD

RI

CE "A" It .3.11
. STUDENT ACTIVITY

Mao

1I.B.1.a.(1) Shadingcoil - is
/starting winding, wound, coils
are running windings. ,

(5 of 14)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Rotor-squirrel cage.

(3) Reversing - not norially done
.due.to amount of work required
to reposition shading coils.

b. Straight-split phase.

(1) Stator-- slotted for starting
and running windings.

(2) Rotor squirrel cage.

CE "A" I( 0.1.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.1.b.(1) . Display straight
split-phase stator.

.

(3) Centrifugal switch - discos'- II.B.l.b.(3) Draw on chalk-
nects starting winding from board and show LO and HI-

_- ,circuit. voltage connections. ..

. .

Dual voltage - 2 running
windings.'

Single voltage - 1 running
winding

1.0W VOLTACE HOOKUP

(6 of 14).
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

237

(4) Reversing - Reverse
flow through either
or running winding,
both.

current
starting
but not

(5) Used on oil burners, washing
machines, pUmps and bench
grinders.

c. Capacitor-start split-phase motor.

(1) Sameai straight split-phase
with capacitor added for
starting under full load.

(2) Connections - LO and HI voltage.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.l.b.(4) Show on chalk-
board - on II.B.l.b.(3)
drawing.

II.B:ltc.(1) Define examples
of no-load and full-load
starting:

No-load: Bench grinder.
Full load: Compressor.

Draw on chalkboard.

II.B.1.c.(2) Low Voltage:

High Voltage:

of 14)

t-2.

CE "A" IG 1.3.4 -
STUDENT ACTIVITY

233
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OITPLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(3) Used in refrigerators,
compressord, buffers and floor

.

sanders.

d. Film: 'OE-386, "Split-phase motor II:B.1.d. Discuss highlights
Principles'. .of film.

4'

CE "A" It i.3.11
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

C. Three-phase motors.

1. Types and characteristics.

a. ,Single voltage motor. II.C.l.a. Display disassembled
three-phaie motor.

(1) Stator - slotted for windings,
three individual phases
identified - A, 'B, C.

(2) Rotor - squirrel cage.

.(3) Reversing - Reverse any two
(2) line leads.

(4) 'Connections - only three leads
are "brought-out" to connect
motor to Li, L2 and L3.'

0.

(8 of 14) 2- t)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

241.

(5) Three-phase single-voltage
schematics.

b. Dual voltage.

lb

(1) Same as a single-voltage
motor except each phase is
split sand nine leads are
brought out for high or
low voltage connections.

(2) Schematics.

(a) Wye low-voltage connections.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.l.a.(5) Draw on
chalkboard.

1.3

CS CO
Agi

BF

B0

BS

u/YE

II.C.1.b.(2) draw on
chalkboard.

Wye low-voltage

Ls

6

(9-'of 14)
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CE "A" IC 1.3.11
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.l.a.(5) Complete
connections on infor-
mation sheet CE'"A",
IS 1.3.11.2, "Three-
Phase Motors".

II.C.l.b.(2) Complete
on information sheet,
.CE "A" IS 1.3.11.2,
"Three-Phase Motors".

4



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1.0'143

(b) Wye high voltage
connections.

O

I

(c) Low-voltage delta
connections.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

As seen on nameplate

4Ir6 IS"---.4

/t 8

2. I/3
Ls Ls

e high voltage
1.2

69

fi 10

La
As seen on nameplate

q 8

t3 ¶2
L2

Low voltage delta

(10 .of 14)
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CE "A" IC 13.11
STUDENT ACTIVITY

.

Il.C.1.b.(2)(c) Complete
connections on infor-
mation sheet, CE "A"
IS 1.3:11.2, "Three-
Phase Motors".



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(d) High voltage delta
connections.

4)4

. Testing for wye or delta.

a. Ohmmeter - R x 100 scale.'

AO'

b. 'Both type motors - 9 lead's are

brought out..

c. Uses.

(1) Machine lathes.

(2) Elevators.

(3) 'Hoists.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

-3

CE "A" It .3.11.
STUDENT ACTIVITY

06 Sc Y- TYPE
ITATIPomis

9 5 .7 '4=
- 8
7

53 2 Of '6-41
.

, . (INFINITY)

1116
5

ATZSTTYPCNETS4 8 .7

6 -82 I (iER0)

(11 of 14)



OUTLINE OF INSTIWCTION -

X

. D. Motor control systems.

fr.

1. Motor branch circuit protection.

a. Fuse or circuit breaker - to
protect conductors for grounds
and shorts.

b. Disconnect must be horsepower rated.

(1)* A general service fused dis-
connect Is not designed for
possible locked rotor currents.

(2) Shall be in sight from -controller.

c. Film: TF-6180, "Motor Control
Systems".

2. Motor controller.

a. Definition: A device that
operates and opens the circuit
due to excessive' motor overload.

b. -Components.

(1) Operating coil.

(2) Main,contacts.

- (3) Auxiliary contacts. ,

(4) Thermal-coils.

(5) Holding coil contact.

1.0*.t

4
I

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.D.1. Display training aid of
conductor protectoin,portion
of motor branch circuit.

II.D.l.c. Discuss highlights
of film.

II.D.2. Display training aid
of motor controllers.

II.D.2.b.(4) Explain where
and why 3 thermal overloads

' are required. .

(12 nf 14)
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CE "A" IC 1.3.11
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.D.l.c.
in discussion.

II.D.2. Complete
connections on infor-
mation sheet a: "A"
IS _1,:.3.11.3, "Motor

Control".
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OUTLLNE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Operation.

(1) Operation sequence.

3. Push - button control stations.

a. Stop-start.

b. Start-jog-stop.

c. Hand-off-auto.

d. -Forward-reverse-stop.

/117
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.D.2.c.(1) Follow training
"diagram depicting both motor
and control circuits.

NOTE: Provide each student
with the Allen-Bradley Manual
for full-voltage starting
switches.

.CE 1.'A" IC .3.11-
STUDENT ALfIVITY

.t
e. Fast-slow-stop.

4. Film: TF-5660, "Motor Contr011ers II.D.4. Show film and discuss II.D.4. Participate
in Three-Phase and.Single-Phase practical application in Topic in discussion.
Induction Motors". '1.3.12.

III. Application.

A. Practical performance.

1. The student will perform the installation
or a motor, motor controller and push
button station ,during topic .3.12, in
accordance-with-job sheet CE "A" .TS
1.3.12.1, "Cubicle Wiring".

IV.! Summary.

_Single-Phase Motors.

B. Single - Phase Induction Motors.

(13 of 14)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

C. Three-Phase Motors.

D. Motor Control Systems.

E. Job sheet.

F. Questions.

V. ,Test: None.

n-i
4,DA.

CE "A" -IC, J..3.11

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(14 of 14)
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Classification: Unclassified

CE "A" IG

NAVAL,CONSTRUCTION.TRAINING CENTER
PORTNUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "AD-SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE k-721-0018

Topic: Cubicle Wiring Terminal Objective:Upon completion of this unit the
student will be able to use electrician's tools to

Average Time: 1 Period (Class), 26 Periods (Pract) install and test electrical material and equipment
within an open-framed building and a reinforced concrete

Instructional Materials: slab, area with surrounding concrete masonry unit wall.
Installations will conform to the completed drawings

A. Texts: that follow prescribed code rulings and calculations
as outlined in the appropriate job sheets.

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 7. - Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic

the student will be able to use electrician's tools
2. National Electrical Code, Article 300. and install boxes, fittings, motor, motor controller;

push-button station, circuit breaker panel, rigid steel
B. References: None. conduit, electrical metallic tubing, flexible metallic

conduit, insulated conductors.and non-metallic sheathed
L. Tools, Equipment and Materials: cable. Installation will be within the open-framed

building in accordance with the job sheet CE "A" JS
1. Electrician's tool kit. 1.3.12.1, "Cubicle Wiring", and will be 100% correct.

2. Hand and ratchet bender. Criterioh Test: The student will wire an open- ,

framed building using electrician's tools and electrical's-
3. Motor. construction material. Installation will be. 100%

correct.
4. Motor controlier.

/Homework: None.
5. Push button stogy ;tart button.

6. Circuit breaker panel.
4

7. Lighting fixtures.

8. Boxes.

3

(1 of 15)
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CE "A" IC ).12

9. Fittings.

10. Electrical devices.

11. Rigid and flexible conduit.

12. Electrical metallic tubing.

13. Nonietallic sheathed cable:

112 AWG insu ated copper conductor.

D. 'Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally prepred materials.

a. Job Sheet.

(1)' CE "A" JS 1.3.12.1, "Cubicle Wiring".

b. DrawiAgs.

1) CE "A" DWG 1.3.12.1, "Cubicle Wiring
Series Rooms 01 thru 06.

#

E. Training Aids Equipment: None.

Iry

(2 of 15)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction -o the lesson.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

A. Establish contact. Ilk- Introduce self and topic.

1. Name:

-2. Topic: Cubicle Wiring.

B. Establish readiness.

4,1,tyPose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

i; Value.

a. Pass course..

6.. Perform better on the job.

e. Get advanced.

d.- Be a better Construction 'Electiician.

D. Ogerv4ew:

I.B. Motivate student.

STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.C. Bring out need and value,

of material being presented.

I.D. State learning objectives.

I Introduce job sheet. 1. State information and

_____materials_necessary_Po guide
student.°:

3. Questions.
.1

(3 of I.5)



OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

A. Introduce lob sheet.

1. CE "A" JS 1.3.12:1, ".Cubicle Wiring".

Pr Steps / of procedure.

1. Make a list of materials required to
.',install circuits #1 - #4.

a. Count the number and type of
boxes for the lighting, recep-
tacle and motor circuits.

Estimate the amount of conduit,
singleconductor wire and
non - metallic sheathed cable.'

c. Determine the fittings req4lred
to, connect the-conduit and
cable to their, appropriate
junction 'boxes-.

,d. Estimate the amount,of'wood
screws, staples and other hard-
ware necessary to secure the

list all switches:outlets,
lighting fixtures, plates and
the motor with associated ,

control equipment.

Ott.-r)

.0

9

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY.

fI.B. Assign cubicle to student
teams and issue appropriate
print:from CE "A' DWG 1.3.12.1,
';Cubicle Wiring Series 1 - 6.

L. Indicate on chalkboard
the required heights from floor.
'level:

a. Receptacles: 12".

to center of box.

b. Switches: 48" to
center of box.

c. Motor controllers:
5' 6" to center.

(4 of 15

/S-a
CE "A"'1 ).3.12

STUDENT ACTIVITY

2t

Q
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

F. Submit thelist of material to the
material issue room and ensure that
all bOxeb, fittings and hardware
are complete after receipt of issue

NOTE: Check out _a complete of
electrician' "o s and sign the
cubto ard.

a.*

nstall outlet and junction boxes for
circuits # 1 - #4.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

CE ,"A" IG 1.3.12

STUDENT ACTIvITY,.

a. Circuit #1 - Using wood screws,
install the two 21/4" and 2" gem boxes
in the locations outlined on the-print.

b. Circuit #2 - Using wood screws,'
.install the three 21/4" x 2" gem boxes
in the locations oalind on the print.

c. Circuit #3 - Using 1/2" roofing shingle
nails, .secure the 4/S x 2 1/8" deep
box and hanger assembly to be-used for
the flOurescent fixture installation.
Location shall be in,accordance with
the print.

Where print indicates "S3" (3-way
switches), mount a 21/4" x 2" gen box
at each location.

Where print indicates "S4" (4 .-way

switch), mount a 4/S x 31" deep box
with a single-gang plaster king.

261
(5 .of 15)

II.B.2.a. Boxes shall be
mounted,,for h. wallboard
finish. All receptacles shall
be 12" to center above
finished floor.

II.B.2.c. Position the bar
hanger to allow for 1/2" wall-
board finish.

NOTE: Switch boxes shall be
mounted 48". to cetiter above
finished floor.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

d: Circuit #4 - Using wood screws,
mount the motor controller as per
location indicated on the print.

Install atop-start station below
the motor controller with a 1/2"
off-set nipple.

Install. a'4 /11 x 1 1/2"-detp
junction box-approximately 2
feet from the motor, in-line
with the. run to the controller.

3. Install in. circuits #1 and42,,non-
metallig=sheathed cable, type NMC,
2-conductor #12 copper with ground
as. indicated.

a From panel to first outlet: "At
panel, skin the cable back
approximately 12", install cable
connector, insert conductors into
panel knockout and secure con-
nector with locknut.

'b. Route the'cable to the first
outlet following the shortest
practical route.

c. Skin cable end approximitely 6"
and install,bable connector on
cable.- Secure connector to
junction box with locknut.

d. 'Secure cable to studs with 2 staples,
on& at each end approximately 12
'inches from box and pane],

CE "A" IG 1.3.12
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.2.d. Motor controller
shall be mounted 5' 6" to
center above finished floor.

NOTE: The run from the controller_
to the 4/11 boxshall be in 1/2"
E.M,T. Trom box to motor shall be
in 1/2" flexible conduit.

IT,.B.3.a. Use extreme care when
using cable skinning tool, "Do not
damage insulation on conductors".;

1I.B.3.b. Keep cable free of
kinks.

(6 1 15)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

e. Install cable to remaining outlets
on circuits 11 and #2. Using
procedures outlined in 3A - 3d as
outlined above.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

4. Install 1/2" flexiblemetalli uit
from S4 to flouresce g t junction
box. (Circuit.- , switch leg #3.)

a. Silectcorrect length of flexible
conduit and install one end at the
lighting outlet using a flexible
conduit connector and locknut

I

Route the conduit as outlined on the

print. Secure conduitto S4 switch
box as per 4a.

c. Secure conduit to studs using
conduit straps,- one Wi6lin 12
inches of switch box and one in
eldse proximity to the lighting
outlet.

5. Install 1/2" flexible metallic conduit.
from motor to junction box (circuit
*4).

a.' Select length of flexible conduit
(approximately 2 feet long) and
install one end at the motor
terminal box.

b. Secure other end to 4/11 x 1 1/2"
deep junction box.

/CC
'CE "A" IG 1.3.12
STUDENT ACTIVITY

1I.B.4.c. Secure conduit straps
with 1/2" shingle nails.

JI.B.5,13. Do not secure this
length of conduit with a strap.
Flexibility required for motor
vibration.

27.

I

2CC
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OUTLINE-OF INSTRUCTION
,

6.' Install 1/2" electrical metallic tubing.
from S3 to flourescent light junction
box. -(Circuit #3, Switch leg #2).

a. Use the 6' folding rule to measure
the distance from the'llourescent
light junction box to.S3. (Switch

leg #2

b. Select one or two lengths of 1/2"
E.H.T. as required.

c. First step - Form a 6" stub-up on,
one end of conduit following the
measuring and bending procedures
outlined in the attached, drawing

, titled "Accurate Stubs".

d. Second step - Form a"back-to-back
bend with the first 900 'bend
(6" stub -up) following the

'measuring and bending procedures
outlined in the attached drawing
titled "Back-to-Back Bends".

e. Install conduit with short stub

and E.M.T. connector tolthe
lighting outlet boX. Long stub
will eater-hole dn top plate

above S3.

itrthe second pfece of conduit,
bend an offset near one end.
Aniount of offset Willdepend_upon
location of knockout in S3 gem box.

25[

INSTR CTOR ACTIVITY

II.B. . The conduit run shall:

be r concealed in the attic

space and. the wall partition.

II.B.6.c. Inform students to
locate a small piece of 1/"
E.M.T. and practice withtheir
assigned hand bender.

II.B.6.d. Take-up measurement
varies between different
benders.

(8 of 15)

a

CE "A" IG 13.12

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.6.c. Practice
bends as shown on
appliCable pages of
job sheet.

//



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

g. Measuie distance between top of switch
box and end of conduit, subtract 1/8",
cut and ream, and secure conduit ends
together with a coupling. Secure
conduit run toswitch'box with a
connector and locknut.

7.. Install non-metallic-sheathed cable,.type
NMC, 3-conductor, #12.copper with groung.
(Circuit #3, switch leg #1.)

a. Use same procedures as outlined for
circuits #1 and #2.

8. Install 1/2" electrical metallic tubing
for.home run (Circuit #3).

a. Use same procedures as outlined foritem
#6. l(Circuit #3, switch leg #2).
Start run from lighting outlet.

9. Intall type-Tai: conductors betWeen
panel and lighting outlet. (Circuit #3,
home run).

2C3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
CE "A" IG 1.3.12
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.6.g. Ensure that'all
fitting4' and locknuts are
,tight.

II.B.7. Students will select
the piece of 3 conductor cable
.that would be close to'the
,measurement from S

3
to lighting

outlet.

a. Inse'rt fish tape into circuit #3'b E.M.T.
home run at_the panel. Push until' 12"
of end is exposed at lighting outlet box.

b. Skin the ends of 1 white and 1 black
.type TW, #12 conductorsapproximately
'3 ". Bend the exposed copper at the
insulation and install on the fish,tape.
Apply 3 or 4 wraps 'of electrical tape up
and down the connection.

(9 of 15)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Pull fish tape it the panel until
approximately 12" of wire is

exposed.

d. Leave approximately g6offree
length (at junction_box) when
cutting the condtictors from the

rolls.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

While one.man is
pulling on the fish tape,.---
an assistant will apply pres-
sure on the. - conductors at

the_junaion box.

10. Install type TW .conductors between S4

and lighting outlet. (Circuit #3,

, switch leg #3.)

a. Select 2 coils of red'and 2-coils of
blue type TW #12 single conductor wire.

.b. Insert.fish,,,tape into flexible conduit

at the lighting outlet and push
until 12" of end is exposed.at S4

switch box.

c.
AFollow prfrcedures in deem #9 for

°securing conductors to fish taper--L.

and pulling p conduit.

U. Install type TW conductors between S3
and lighting:outlet (Circuit #3, switch

leg 12).
$7.

I

II.B.10.c. Remove tape on fish
tape and prepare for item 1111.

(10 of 15)

ti

1

CE "A" IC 1.3.12'
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.9.d. Remove tape.

on fish tape and prepare
for item #10.

gl 07
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OUTLINE-OF INSTRUCTION

a. Select 1 coil of black, 1 coil of
red and 1 coil of blue, type TW.
#12 single conductor wire.,

b. Insert fish tape into-E.M.T. at the
lighting outlet and push until 12'
of end is exposed at S3 switch box.

/5'9
CE "A" IC 3.12

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

c. Follow-procedures in. item #9 for II.B.11.c. Rem4 tape and

securing conduitors to fish, tape and .ensure that 6" /of free length

pulling in conduit. V -Ofconductor is in the box.

12. Install 1/2" electrical metallic tubing
from motor controller to junction box.'.

(Circuit #4.)

a. Select one or two lengthsof 1/2"
E.M.T. as required..

b. ..Conduit shall be run "surface
from top,.of-coiitroller to

concealeir-i;;W in the attic.

c. ttarting at- controller, measure
for offset and bend as required in
one end of conduit.

d. Measure distance from top of
controller to top of- ceiling joist.

Lay out measurements according to
attached drawing."Accurate Stubs"

V 1

Ili 111, i ai

1

I

-

e. Make 90° bend and place offset end II.B.12.e. Do not install lock-

with connector into,..controller nut at this time.

knockout.

.7

(11 of 15)
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OUTLINE.C_E-INSTRUCITON INSTRBCTOR'ACTIVITY

f. Position conduit_Lnd.mark with
pencil 1/8"-frod edgetef:junction

e box-at the knOuckbur.'4

g. Cut,'ream, and instafrIonnector.

h. Secure loth endl with locknuts,
and strap conduit abOve controller'
using 1/2" E.M.T. strap and 1/2"-,
shingle nails.

13. Install 1/2" electrical metalliL tubing.frow
.

panel to junction bobs. ,(Circuit 14 - home run).

a. Conduit shall, be run concealed in-stud

V
area_above.th4e panel. _

--1311------------ . . 1 .

.
.

,

.

b. e available' short pieces of 1/2" .E.M.T. -for the
9°stud bend from panel and offset to junction
box.

1 .

. 1

14. Install type TW conductors --bc_t_licen panel to motor
junction box, and from junctpn box to controller.

a. Inacrt fiih7tape into E.M.T. at junction
box and pTsh until 12" of end is:exposed
at the panel.

b. Skin the ends of 2 black and 1 white
type TW, #1.2 conductors. Follow
installatioriprocedures outlined in
item #9.

c. Insert.fidh tape into E.M.T. at
junction box and -push 'until 12"
ofend is- exposed at the controller..

cs.?"71

(12- of 15)\

CE "A". IC 3.12

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.14.b. Remove tape on fish
tape and prepare for itet #14c.



t

OUTLINE OF 'INSTRUCTION

d. fikin\the ends of 3 black and 1

white type TW, #12 conductors and

repeat item 19 procedures.'

'15. Install type TW conductors between

controller' and push- button station

(circuit 14).'

.a.\ Install 1 white, 1 black and 1 red

type TW, 1 12 conductors. Determine

length by estimating distance by

routing-each conductorbfrom terminal

to terminal. Cur, skin and, secure

each in accordance with attached

drawing,titleR "Single Phase Motor

Controller Connections ".

16. Connect circuit conductors at motor

controller and motor (Circuit #4).

a. Follow the attached diagram titled

"10 Motor,Contrdller Connections"

for controller and motor connections.

17. Connect all switches and Make necessary

splices (Circuit #3).

A., Follow the attached diagram titled

"3 and 4 Way Circuit Diagram for

"Circuit g3".,

Complete installation with switch

and receptacle, plates, covers and

fixture assembly.

a1- -Follow examples outlined on

'display board,

0

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

O

CR "A" Id J.12

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.16.a.'Ensure that all
connections at controller are

made in a clockwise direction.

II.B.17.a. 'CondUct rough
wiring inspection for evaluation.

Installation shall be 106%

correct.

(13 of 15)
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OUTL1NE OF INSTRUCTION. INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

14. Test all circuits.'

a. Energize panel: ?lade main
disconnect in.ON 'position.

.b. Circuits #1 and #2: Turn ON
circuits #1 and #2 breakers and test
each outlet for presence of 115
.volts between parallel slots and
small slot to ground. Should read

'115 volts.

0
c.

,

Circuit 03: Turn ON circuit #3
breaker and, test each light switch for
proper oper &cion.

. ,

d. Circuit 04: Turn ON circui-t-r-'
breaker and test-motor circuit for
on off operation `via push-button.

11,

Application.

A. Practical performance.

1. the student will install circuits #1 - #4,

using electric/M.16 tools and-electrical

construction material. Installation and
evaluation will be done in accordance
with Job Sheet CE "A" JS.1.3'.12.1,
"Cubicle Wiring". -

1V. Summary.

1

A. Intrr duce job sheet.'

NOTE:..All circuits shall operate
100% correct.

° (14 of 15)

C1 "A" IC r3.12,

STUDENT



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

B. Steps of procedure.

C. Practical performance.

D. Questions.

V. Test: None.

0

231
o

/0
CE "A" 1G, i.12

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(15 of 15)
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NA'IAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 991043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURE A-121-0018

Classification:

Topic: Maintenance and

Average Time: 2 Periods

Instructional Materials:

A.
.

Texts: None.'

B. References:

Unclassified 7

Troubleshooting,

(Class), 7 Periods (Pract)

0

1. NAVFAC MO -116,, Facilities Engineering '

Electrical Facilities, March 1972.

C. Tools, Equipment and Materialv

1. Electrician's tool kit.

Z. Step ladder 6 foot.

3. Completed cubicle wiring: circuits #1 - #4.

4. Voltage tester (Wiggins).
0

5. Wiping rags.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally Prepared Material:

a. Job sheet.

(1) CE "A" JS 1.3.13.1, "Maintenance
and Troubleshooting".

E. Training Aids Equipment ; :None.

vr
CE "A" 10, 13

Terminal Objective: 'Upon completion of this unit

the student will be able to use electiician's tools

to f6atall and-test electrical material and equipment

within an open-framed_ building, and a reinforced

concrete slab area with surrounding concrete masonry

unit Wall. Installations will conform,to the
completed drawings that follow prescribed code rulings
and calculations as outlined in ttie appropriata

lob sheets.

Enabling Objectives: Upon.cbmpletion of this topic

the student will be able to perform maintenance and

troubleshooting procedured on interior wring circuits,
motor controllera,' motors and associated equipment.

Steps of'procedure will be in accordance with job
sheet CE "A" JS 1.3.13.1, "Maintenance And Trouble-,
shooting" and,will be 1002 correct.

Criterion Test: The student will demonstrate his .

ability by.perforling maintenance and troubledhooting

on interior wiring circuits, motor controllersonotors
And associated equipment as outlined in job sheet

CE "A" JS 1.3.13.1., "Maintenance and Troubleshooting".

procedures will be executed 100% cortet.

Homework:. None.

(1 of 8)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. IntroddCtion to the lesson.

4

-'INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

A. 'Establish Contact. I.A. Introduce self and topic.

1. Name:
0

2. ,Topic: Maintenance and Troubleshooting.

B. Establish.,readiness.

1 . Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C.' Establish effect.

1. Value.

a:\ Pass course

b. Perform\petter on.the lob.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better,Construction Electriciin.

D. Overview:

1. Job sheet.

2. Steps of procedure.

a. Maiptain and test circuit
breaker panel.

.1

b: Inspect co nduit and cable

systems.

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out peed and value

of material beArtg presented.
rt.

I.D.--State learning objectives.

1. State information and
materials necessary to guide

student.

(2 of 8)
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r

a

;

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCUM

c. Maintain and teir fiourescent

circuit.

1E.

f` d. NAAisaln and test motor, motor
controller and push button station.

-

*3. Questions.

.Presentatiou.
,I/ ,

A. 'Introduce job .sheet.

040 I

INSTRUCTOR' ACTIVITY

.

I. -CE "A" J§-1.3.13.14-Maintenanee and '

i
v

, Troubleshooting". t,
,

Aol Steps of procedure. . ,

,. . . .-..
I.

..<

1. Maintain aid tesi circuit breaker panel.
.

a: n-Ensure that the main--it\
the OFF poiition.-

b. Label all circuits with circuit
number :Ind type,.

Check Inferior of panel for clean-
.

. d. with ascrewdriver, check all 0.rcuit

breakcer load connections. DO hOT

OVER TIOHTEN.

e.

0

a

CE "A" IG11.3.13
STUDENT ACTIVITY

.
, .

Check load balance'(equal didtri- ..II.B.1.e. Calculate approximate load
laition of load. aeross 0'14 two r using the following factors, an..

. .

phases). chalkboard:
\

-

. . I\

.
. -

1. Receptacle-- 180 watts.'
.

..

\
,)

\

-'(,) of
-

8) .

. ,

. / t
. .

i
.. t:' f/
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a

0

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.l.e. (Coned)

2. Flourescent Fixture
_-

100 watts.

3. 1 H.P. Motor - 746 watts

a. Provide an example

using the above factors,

f. Grounding,- check connections Circuit breaker

atpanel and ground, rod. panel and-grounding system
maintenance and,load balance

steps of proceUre shall be

.
performed 100% correct.

2. Inspect conduit and cable systems.

a., Electrical metallic tubing: Check

all connectors and couplings'by
hand. If loose, tighten with
adjustable open-end wrench.-

(1) Check securing of E.M.T.
'for proper number of bends, type
of straps and their location.

b. 'Flexible metallic conduit: Check

all conduit connectors by hand.
Remove any.sharp-edges at termin-

ations of conduit.

(1) Check securing of flex conduit II.B.2,b.(1) Total number of

for proper number of bends, bends shall not exceed 3600.

type of straps and their'
location. 4

283

a
(4 of 8.)
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CE "A" IG 0.13
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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. OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

291

c.. Non-metallic-sheathed cable:
InSure that all cable 'runs are
within the concealed areas of
the building.

(1) Check all cable connectors at
the panel and junction boxes.
DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN SCREWS
ON CABLE CONNECTORS.

(2). Ensuie that the location,
'and proper number of staples
were installed to secure the

cable. "Check for staples
hammered too tightly on the
cable."

,3. Maintain and test flourescent circuit.

a. Check fixture reflector for
cleanliness. Clean if required.

b. Check flourescent lamps for'
seating firmly and ccrrectly in the

lamp holders.,

c. Turn ON'Llghting.circuit breaker
at panel.

d. Test 3 way and 4 way switches'

for proper operation.

.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II,B.2.c.(1).-Damage.to cable
insulation will occur.when
cable connector Is secured too
tight.

II.B.2.c.(2) Damage to cable
insulation will occur when
staples are hammered beyond
the safe limit.

Inspection-of conduit and
cable wiring systems shall
be performed 100% Correct.

II.B.3.d. If switches do not
operate correctly, review the
drawing titled "3 and 4 Way
Circuit Diagram" for circuit #3.

(5 of 8)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

e: Turn light ON: If lamp flickers,
swirls or flutters, turn OFF for
a fe minutes - then turn ON.

Chang lamps if flicker remains.

4. Maintain and test motor, motor
controller and 'Nish button station.

a. Ensure that the motor circuit
disconnect (at the panel) is in
the OFF polifion:

b. Motor controller: Remove cover
and check-for dirt, pieces Of
copper wire, presence of moisture,.
and loose. connections.

(1) ,Check the ampere rating of
the thermal overload units
and compare with the'name-
plate ampere rating on the
motor.

(2) Check contacts for. making

full contact. Push contact
assembly with f,inger posit-
ioned below solenoid '(coil).

(3) Cleaning. contacts: Use extra
Tine sandpaper and remove high
spots on contacts, if required.
DO NOT USE EMERY CLOTH!!

c. Push-button station: Remove,cover
and check for' loose connections
and conductors laierfering with '

travel of moving parts.

CE IC 1.3.13

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY-

II.B.3.e. If flickerilig lamp

is not replaced, it May cause,
damage to the ballast.

II.B.4.b. Clean out all loose
'particles and tighten any,
loose connections. DO NUI
OVERTIGHTEN.

'II.B.b.(1) If the current ,

ratings differ by 4 or more amps,
teporethis to the instructor.

II.B.4.b.(2) This check will also
ensure free travel of contact
assembly.

Il.B.4.c. Operate Stop and
Start buttons to ensure free
travel of moving parts.

a

a

-7-

(6 8)
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e.

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

d. .Replace covers on controller and

push-button station. Place

° circuit #4 (disconnect at.panel)
to the ON position.

(1) *Pust Start-button and check
motor for proper operation.

.e. Motor does not operate:

III. Practical

(1). Tura circuit disconnect to
OFF position.

.(0) . Use a step ladder "to get in
position to Check the splices
and motor connections in the
attic area.

(3): Refer to the wiring diagram
"Single Pha'se,Motor Controller

......-Connections" and make cor- ,
rections as required.

(4) Repeat starting progyduies and
check system for proper
operation.

application.

A. Maintenance and testing procedures will be

dole in accordance with job sheet CE JS

-1.3.13.1, "MaAptenanceband Troubleshooting".

IV. Summary.

0. A. Job -sheet.

--B:---Steps,of procedure:-

295

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

/I.B.4.d. Maintenance and
testing procedures shall be
performed 190% correct.

.4

II.B.4.e.(4) Maintainence and
testing procedures shall be
performed 100% correct.

,

(7 of 8)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
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&TUNE OF INSTRUCTION

C. Practical application.-

D. QuAstions.

V. Test: None. -

O

C
O

r

- CE A IG 1.3.13
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY'

99

(8 of 8)
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Power Generation & Distribution



NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93041

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE Ar721-0018_

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Tying Knots

173'
f.

CE "A" XG2"..1.1

1

Terminal Objective: Upon completion-Of this unit the
student will be able to-install an'oVerhead distribution

Average Tine: 2 Periods (Class), 4 Periods (Pract) system up to 5000 volts and operate alternating
current generators up to 200 KW, singly or In parallel.

Instructional Materials: Installation-and operation will be performed in accord-.
....

ance with appropriate job sheets.
A. Texts:

,., -

.
.

Enabling -Object iVES: UFT-ote-omptetiotr-of-this-,topie-the'
I. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS student will be able to tie a timber-hitch, half-hitch,
- 10636-G, chapter 1. clove-hitch, bow-line, grunt's knot and properly make:

up a handline for stowage. Knots will be tied in a
2. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th edition,6 foot length of 1/2" line in accordance with the

Kurtz; McGraw-Hill Book Cot,'New York, N.Y. procedures outlined in-Job Sheet CE "A" JS 2.1.1.1,
"Tying Knots". Knot tying procedures will be executed

B. References: None. without error.
-

-... C. Tools, Equipment and Material:- Criterion Test: The student will tie a timber-flitch,
. half-hitch, clove-hitch, bow-line, grunt's knot and

1. Classroom training poles. properly make up a handline for stowage, Knots will
° , be 1002 correct _ _

---2-.--Prae.tlee pole climbing areas. .

Homework: Read:
3. Handlines (eomplete'with 4 ft. attaching

lines). 1. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook:

12 foot lengths of 1/2" synthetic 11:1Z-,
(one per student):.

5. CroSsarms'

D. Training Aids and Devices:
.

- 1. -Locally prepared material:___

300

.8. Section 4, pp. 4-1 thru 4-12.

b. Section' 10, pp. 10-1 thru

c. Section 45, pp. 45-1 thru '45-4 and
pp. 45-26 -thru 45-30

of 7) 301--
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a. Knot tying display board.

b. Job sheet.

(1) CE "A" JS 2.1.1.1, "Tying Knots".

E. Training Aids Equipment: None.

/7
CE "A". IG 2.14
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'CE "A" IG 2.1.1OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact, I.A. Introduce self and topic.

0

1. Name:

2. Topic: Tying Knots.

B. Establish readiness:

1'. Purpose.

2. -Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. bet advanced.

d. Be a better construction electrician.

I.B. tioitivte student.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

D. overview:
f.D. State learning objectives.

1. Jo Sheet. 1. State information and
materials necessary to guide

2. Kncit-tying demonstration. student.

3. Questions.

of, 7)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

A. Introduce job sheet.

306

I. CE "A" JS 2.1.1.1, "Tying-Knots".

CE "A" IG'2.1.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY,

II.A.1. Hand out CE "A" Jsc
41 2.1.1.1,-"Tying KnOts". \\

Steps of procedure.

1. Prepare handline for use.

a. Udcoil handline.

2. Prepare handline for storage.

a. Two-block snap and ring with
shive block.

b. Coil in clockwise direction into--
2 1/2' - 3' coil.

c. ifse tail of liandline to keep made
up.

II.B.1. Uhdoil handline for
students.

II.B.2. Make up handline for
storage.

3. Secure handline to top of pole with II.B.3. Demonstrate tying timber
4 foot attaching line. hitch on training pile.

a. Using timber hitch.

(1) Bitter end of 4 foot tiil around
the pole (6" from top),, and lay on

.top of. secured end. Brihg.under
secured end and spiral back upon
itself approximately 4 times. While
holding'bitier end, apply pull on
secured end and draw tight.

.p

(4 of 7)°
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Tie a clove-hitch and a half-hitch
on a crossarm.

a. Lay'broinarm in.a horizontal
position on the grotind with one
end resting on top of line boot,.

O

b. Apply'clove hitch to elevated end
ofcrossarm by making two over-
hand Amps (close to the snap and
ring assembly), pass second loop
behind' first,athen install over
end of crossarm. Tighten by
pulling firmly,on both ands.

c. Rest opposite end of crossarm on
line boot and apply a half-hitch
by moving slack from line, (between
clove-hitch and half-hitch). Make
one overhand loop formed andplaced
over end of crossarm so that tension
on running end will tighten loop
around crossarm.

. Tie a-clove-hitch and finger line on
a crossarm.

a. Tie a clove-hitch same as before.

b. Extend-running end of handline up
-alone arm.

c. -Secure handline to top of arm.

(1) Pass a'3/ 8" finger line
through the tip pin hotOf
arm.

(2) Secure around arm jATI handline
with a now knot. '

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

.11

II.B.4.a. Demonstrate placing
crossarm on line boot.

/ 77

CE "A" IG 2.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.4.b. 'Demonstrate proper II.B.4.b. Observe
way to tie a,clove-hitch- on the deionstration.
arm.

II.B.4.c. Demonstrate proper II.B.4.c. Observe
way to tie half-hitch on other demonstration.
end of arm.

II.B.5.a.

II.B.5.b.
bandline

II.B.5.c.
handline

I t

(5-m7)

Tie clove hitch.

Demonstrate running
along arm.

, Demonstrate securing
to top of arm..

to
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

6. Grunt's knot.

4
a. Used to raise tools and materials.

b.- =Can be untied from the ground.

7. Bowline.

a. Places a loop in the end of a
line.

a

b. Will not slip or pull tight.
a

III. Application.

A. Students practice preparing a handline
for use and storage.

s,

C.

Students practice tying knotd.---

St4dents-practice raising crossarms as
outlined by instructor.

IV. Summary.

A. Steps.of 'procedure.

1. Prepare handline for

Prepare handline for

use.

storage.

3. Secure handline to pole.

4. Tie a clove-hitch and half-hitch
crosharm.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

.U.B.6. Demonstrate tying
a grunt's knot.

II.B.7. Demdnstrate tying a
bowline, following prdcedures
outlined in the Lineman's and
Cableman's Handbook, pp. 41-6.

CE"A" 1G 2.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

III. Issue students climbing gear;
handlines and a 12' length of
1/2" diametei line.

on a

5. Tie a clove hitch. an.: fingerline on a
crossarm.

(6 of 7)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

,6. Tie a grunt's knot-.

7. Tie ,a bowline.

V. Test: None-.

a

It

/
CE "A" IC 2.1.1'

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(7 of 7)
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN-He SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Framing Poles

Average-Time: 1 Period '(Class),lasIs), S Periods (Pract)

.Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. "Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 9.

Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th
edition, Kurtz; McGraw-Hill book Co.,
New, York, N.Y.

a: References: None,

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. 6 foot folding rule..

2. Framing square (24" x 36").
o

3. Cant litioks.

4. Utility saw.

5. ,;Lineman's hammer..

6. Chisel (2" wood).

CE "A" IG 2.1.2

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
the student will be able to install an overhead'
distribution-system rated up 6.5000volts, and
operate alternating generators up-to 2001CW; singly
or in parallel. Installation and operation will be
performed in accordance with appropriate job sheets._

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
the student will'be able to frame a.power pole in
accordance with Job Sheet CE "A" JS ?.1.2.1, "Framing
Poles". Framing tolerances will be 100% correct. -

Criterion Test: The student will frame a power pole
within the tolerances outlined in the Job Sheet
CE "A" JS 2.1.2.1, "Framing Poles".

Homework: Read:

J. Lineman's and Cableman's

a; Section 11, pp. 11-1

b. Section 45, pp.-45,5

Handbook:

thru 11-26.°

thru 45-7.

OP.



. Wood brace.

8. Auger bit 11/16" x 14".

9. Chalkline.

10. Tape measure, 100 ft.

11. S foot sections of power poles.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

. 1. Films.

a. MA -2564, InstalLatin of Crossarms,
(18 min.). 1

2. Locally Prepared Material:

a. Framed pole display.

b. Job 'Sheet.

CE "A" JS. 2.1.2.1, "Framing Poles".

E. Training Aids Ettuiiment:

316

16mm movie projector.

c

4

4(2 of 9) ...I

CE "A" IG 2.1.2
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1, Name:

.2. opic: Framing Niles.

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1.. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. 'Get advanced.

d. Be a better construction electrician.

D. Overview:

/
CE "A" IG 2.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

1. Define framing.

2. Framed-, according to intended
usage.

I.C. Bring out need and value of
material being presented.

I.D. State learning objeCtives.

1. Job Sheet. 1. State information and
materials necessary to guide

2. Terms and definitions. student.

3. Framing demonstration.

4. Questions.

f 9)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

320

resentat on.

;1,7-Introduce job' sheet and

CE "A" IC 2.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. CE "A" JS 2.1.2.1, "Framing Poles":
a

;

2. _MA-2564 7nstallation'Of Crossarms". It.A.2. Show film and discuss II.A.2. View film and- .--_-

hiihlights. participate'in guidedB. Roofing the pole:
discussion.

Prevents water, snow or ice from
collecting on top and causing
decay.

2. Steps of procedure.

a. Position pole o*Ii two (2) crossarms
or short sections of poles,
face up.

II.B.2. Draw sketch on
chalkboard:

040% sine' bc POLE.

b. .Rotate pole 90°. II.B.2.b. Show; cant hooks II.B.2.b. View cant
used to turn and hold poles hooks

c. On back side.- measure from top for
1". and-mark with chalk or

for framing.

pencil. Complete angle of 15° by
drawing linefrom top of face.to mark
on back side of pole.

d. Using A crosscut say., follow chalk/
pencil line and-cut roof.

(4 of 0
3e1
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OUTLINE OF- INSTRUCTION

C. Cutting asingle gain:

CE "A" IG 2.1.2
,---INSIRUCTOFACTIVITY STUDENT AtTIVITY

Locate -petteon--_two_ (2)_ crossarms or
sections- of poles,--_fatesup-.

,Snap a IL face of pole from roof to ;;OTE: E. Denotes centerline.
butt.

3. On E. measure down 12
11

roof and mark, this is the
from peak of 3. Sketch on chalkboard.
center of the

4. On thet measure 2 1/4" mark, and mark,
this denotes the top and bottom limits
of the gain.

5. Using the crosscut saw,,cut 1/2" deep at
to and bottom marks of.the gain.

a. -Hake but 90° with axis of pok.;.

b. Using.the lineman's hhmmer and a 2" wide
wood chisel.

a. Split the gain on C. into two equal
halves.

b. From outside to center ofgain, drive
chisel quid remo 1/L! of gain at a time..

c. Finished gain should be
slightly concave.

211111

0

If.f;.6.e. Keeps crossarm from
rocking motion.

(5 of 9) 323'
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00,ANE OF INSTRUCTION

CaSsarm through fiori:hOle.

324

a. Draw two diagonal pencil lines that
intersect in the center of gain.

b. Use wood brace and 11/16" auger-
bit. ,More hole at the center of
each gain.

D. Cutting multiple gains on face of pole.

. II Snapt_ on face, of pole. from roof CO
to0Ct.

_

. Measure -few,' roof down 12 lir-L.1111_

tilde is center of first sari.

O

O

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

-

II:B.7.a. Sketch on chalkboard:
e

CE "A" 2.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.7.b. Demonstrate how to II.B.7.b.
maintain vertical boring osi---
tion with two students 90 apart
sighting for accuracy.

(6 of 9)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I Second gain.
o .

I
. CE -Am IG 2.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITYINSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Measure down_24" from center-of- . .

--first-gain,,and mark center of
second gain-

.

4. Third 'gain.

F-
a. Measure down ont 24" from center of

second gain, and mark center of,
third gain.

5. Hark upper and lower limits of gains as
. -.before.

a. 2 1/4" above and below center.

t. Remove wood from gains as.bzfore..

7. :11eck gains for parallel surfaces.

a'. Two framing squares, one in each

4. Sight squares and level gains as
needed.

1

7.4%) - 10.7*
rot

(.4101..04ARMS

HAvACLTL
HOLES FOP,
G4.4 AT r*Cm ME?. TS

Sketch on chalkboard.
sieStOPE

of. 9)
vtet.rtAh

4
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-OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

1. Measure down from center of line arm
24" and mark.

2. Measure circumference of pole at buck
arm nark.

E. Cutting gains for buck arms.

C

39

3. Divide circumference by (4).

a. 24 4 = 6.

4. From mark on center line measure the
distance obtained above.

a. 6". -

5. Rotate pole-90°-so that new mark is on top.

a. Use cant hooks.

6. Place bolt in line aim through bolt'hole
to help align the 90° relationship.

-7. Measure and cut gain as_before.

8. 'Drill buck-Arm through bolt hole as before,
using bolt in line arm to-keep the
required 90° alignment.

9, Check finished gains for accuracy with two
(2) framing square's.

a. One in each gain.

,b. Sight before.

(8 of 9)

CE "A" IC 2.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

.0



0"tvILINE Or INS1RUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

F. Mechanical gain. mechanical gain.

I. No cutting required.

2. Drill hole for crossarm bolt.

C. Guy attachment holes.

1. ln line with line or buck -arm.

2. 9" below same.

III. Application.,

A. StLident practice - framing apole.'

IV. Summary.

0

A. Cutting khe, roof.

B. Cutting .a single gain.

-C. Cutting multiple ,.gains on same surface..

D. Cutting:gains for buck-arms.

F.. Mechanical gains.

F. Guy attachment holes.

. Test: None.

CE "A" IC 2.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

3 3.1



Topic:

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER'
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 9304.3

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-;21-0043
1

Classification: Unclasilified

Erecting and Setting Poles

Average Time: 2 Periods (Class), 7 Periods (Pratt)

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 9.

2. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th
edition, Kurtz, "McGraw -Hill Book Co.,
New York, N.Y. .

B. References: None.

C. Tools, Equipment and Material:

1. Tools:

fig'
CE "A" IC .1.3

Terminal Objective: Upon completiqn of this unit
the student will be able to install an overhead dis-
tributimVsystem rated up to 5000 volts and operate- ,
alternating current generators up to 200 KW, singly
or in parallel. Installation and operation will be
perfOrmed in accordance with appropriate job sheets.

Enabling Objec4w.s: Upon.completion of this topic
the student will have witnessed the installation of
a framed power pole usingan earth auger and line
truck, and will be able to perform as a crew member the
piking method of raising and setting a 35 foot power'
pole. Practical performance'will be done without

.

error in. accordance with he Job Sheet CE "A" JS 2.1.3.1,
Erecting and Setting Power Poles".

Criterion Test: The student will be evaluated upon
his assigned task as a crew member in erecting and
setting a pole. All work will be' 100% correct.

Homework: Read:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Dtgging bar.

"D" handled shovel.

Straight shovel.

Spoon shovel.

Tamping bar.

L. Lineman's and Cablrman's Handbook:

a. Section 4, pp. 4-12 thru 4-20.

b. Section 4, pp. 4-24 thru

c. Section 13,, pp. 1371 thru 13-10.

f. Pike poles.
J. Section 5, pp. 41-10 thr.0 45-13.

332
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g. Cant hociks.

h. Carrying hooks.

i. Sighting rod.

%2. Equipment:
.

-a. Line truck.

b. Earth auger.

3. Materials:

a, 35 foot pole.

.b. Butt board, 2" x 12" x 8'.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

I. .Films:

a. MA-5741-A2, "Erecting Large Poles"
(21 min.) .

2. Locally Prepared Materials..

a. Job sheet.

(1) CE "A" VS 2.1.3.1, "Erecting and
Setting Power Poles".

E. Training Aids Equipment:

1. 16mm movie projector.

334
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A, Establish contact.

1. same:

2. Topic: Erecting and Setting Poles.

CE "A" IC 2.1.3
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

. . Establisu readiness..
Notivate student.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect. I.C. Bring.out need and value
of material being presented.

1. Value.

a. Pass course..

b. Perform better on the job.

c. 'Get advanced.

d.. Be a better Construction Electrician.

D. Overview: I.D. State learning objectives.

1. lob sheet.
1. State information and

materials necessar.to guide
2. Terms and definitions. student.

J. Steps of procedure.

.4 Questiol. 1.

32



_:LINE OF INSTRUCTION

Presentation.

Introduce job sheet and film.

CE JS 2.1.3.1; "Erecting and
Setting Poles ".

2. MA-5741-A2,1nrecting Large Poles".

B. Steps of procedOre.

1. Pole hole.

a. Depth - calculation shall be in
accordance with length of pole
and type of soil.

(1) In rocky soil - in accordance
with the recommendations out-
lined in the Lineman's and
Cableman's Handbook, page
11-2.

(2) In sandy or swampy soil - in
accordance with the procedures

"outlined in the Lineman's and
'Cableman's Handbook, page
11-3.

INSTRUCTOR. ACTIVITY

ILA. Pass out CE "A" JS 2.1.3.1,
"Erecting and Setting Poles"

II.A.1. Define the terms used..
in setting a pole.

11.A.2. Show film.

II.B.1.a. Show example on
chalkboard: _LI0 foot pole in

normal soil: -.10% of the pole
length and add 2 feet. Minimum
depth 5 feet. 10% of 40.- 4
feet 1- 2 feet = 6 feet required
--for depth of hole.

CE "A" IC 2.1.3
STUDENT ACTIVITY,

IL.A.2. View film.

1I.B.1.a.(1) Review-information'..
in Lineman's and CableMan's
Handbook,

II.B.1.a.(2) Review iniormation
in Lineman's and Cableman's.

'Handbook.

b. Diameter - 6" greater than 'the
diameter of the pole-at the butt.

(4-.of 12) 3
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93
OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

CE "A" IG 2.1.3
STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. Digging trench to pole hole.

a. ,Trench is required to easil
accomodate the width of the pule.

II.B.2.a. Sketch on chalkboard. II.B.2.a.. Depth of
hole will be within

1-*-- 101-.4 + 6 inches. Diameter
of hole will be within
+ 6 inches to + 9
inches of pole diameter.

5%.%

99

b. Length and depth of trench will
. vary according to size of pole.

3. Setting pble in hole. II.B.3. Refer to Lineman's and

340

Cableman's Handbook, pages 11-9
a. Assign numbers 1 - 10 to to 11-12 for piking method, and

piking creand crew leader. table outline of how the size
of the piking crew depends upon

- 6 "Pikers". the length and weight of the
pole to be raised.

"Jenny Operator".

"Cant Nook Operator".

(1)- #1

(2) P7

(3) 48

(4) 1;9

(5) #10

"Butt-Board Mae.-

"Crew Leader".

b. position butt board in hole. 1I.B.3.b. Sketch on chalkboard. II.B.3.b. #10 will
L';(10"x ensure that Board is -
Burr &Alto

properly positioned in
the bottom ofzthe

t3 of 12)

hole.
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- OLTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1

C. #10 will issue command-to 4 1 - 6 to
place pole in trench with butt of
pole against the butt- beard.

(I) _111 - 6 will use 3 cirrying'hoOks

to place-pole in trench.

010 will issue command to #1 - 6 to
raise end of pole by hand, and #7-

to place "Jenny" under the pole for_.
support.

CE- "A" IC 2-.1.3
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STDENTACTIVIU

a

e: #10 will issue command to position Sketch on chalkboard.
pikes.,

1
41'3 5

f. Raise pole upon command until -rear
pikers #1 and ?2 yell'"High Pike".

Stop "raising pole and allow #7 to
move forward with jenny under pole
to new position.

oi 11,6 -

ANT4
4-

C
HOOKS

With jenny repositioned, #5 and #6
will repike their poles (one at a time). The Other
men will follow.in.order until all the pikei are lowered.
#10 issue command to raise pole until "High Pike" is
yelled by rear pikers. Follow the piking procedures
until pole settles in the hole.

,4
. (1) #8 will reposition cant hooks as

pole decends further into the
hole.

(6 0: '12)

II.13.3.d. All commands
shall be stated 100%
correct.

mitt
BOARD

HOLE

313
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CE "A" IC 2.1.3

OCTLISE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(2) k9 ensures that butt-board,
does not bind the pole by
becoming cocked in the hole.

(3) #10 will align the pole by
informing ; #8 'to turn the pole

so that it is properly faced.

(a) Dead -ends.

1. Dead-end poles face
dead-end.

2. Adjacent.poles also
face dead-end.

(b) Straight lines.

1. Back to back and
gain to gain.

o

II.B.3.g.(3)(a) Sketch on
chalkboard.

-

II.B.3.g.(3)(b) Sketch on
chalkboard.

ci
II.B.3.g.(3)(c) Sketch on

(c) Curved charkboar

1. All poles face
cent er of curve.

) Angle lines. II.B.3.g.(3)(d) Sketcji on
chalkboard.

Angle pole bisects
the angle.

2. Adjacent poles face
angle.

(7 of 12)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

V U

(e) Corners.

r

INSTRJCTOR ACTIVITY.

-II.B.3.g.(3)(e) ,Sketch on
chalkboard:

1. Same as dead-end
900poles, because a 90

- .
.

corner is really two
dead-ends 90° displaced.

(f) Steep grades.

1. Face up hill.

(g) Crossings.

1.

2.

Shorter than
span length.

7'73216
II.B.3.g.(31(f) Sketch on
chalkboard.

1I.B.3.g.(3)()
chalkboard.

average X50 CO -1

Sketh on

a. Adjacent poles
face crossing.

C

it.b.3.:;. (3) (g)2. SkerA onLonger than average
. chalkboard.span lengtly

a. Adjacejt poles
face -awa from
crossing.

(8.)f 12'

/9'6
CE "A" IC 2.1.3

STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF,...1WSTRUCTION

fLI

4.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY\

14). 09 and 10 will use a pike II.B.3.g.(4)
pole held vertically with the chalkboaid.
point inthe ground, positioned. -
ipproximateli 30 feet from -the
' le so that 'alignment -can.-be

deiermined.from 2 poSitions,
900 apart.

(5) 01 - #4 will set the bottom
of their pike poles fitmly
on the ground 900 apart around

'the pole with pikes in the
pole (all 4 .at same level).

Sketchy on

4. Backfill and tamp dirt in hole around
pole..

313

a. #9 will shovel dirt into hole.

b.- #5 and #6 will tamp.

c. 'Pikers #1 - #4 will remove
aligning pikei when 1/2 the
hole is filled and tamped.

. Setting framed pole with earth augerrs
and line truck.

X97
CE "A" IC 2.1.3

STUDENT ACTIVITY;%

II.B.3,g.(4) 30' can
be stepped off with 10
formal walking steps;

II.B.4. Unsure, that ALL-the dirt
is firmly compacted back in the

II.B.4.a. Vertical position of
pole and gain direction will be 100%
100% correct.

II.B.5 Demonstrate:
Operating,Characteristics
of the earth auger and
line truck.. Stress: all
safety precautions.

(9 of 12) O

I .B.5. Stude is wi11
render assistan e w en
required by the
instructor'.

349



:OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. Excavate hole with earth auger.

(1) Determine e>act location
pOle hole.

(2) Posi ion auger above pole
loc ion'and align boom with
ve tical and horizontal levels.

for

_(3) xcavate hole to a depth of
5 1/2 feet.

b. Pisition pole at pole hole with

c.

33u

inc truck.

(1) Dete-rmine'epproximate balance
point slightly above mid-
point of pole.

(2) Attach winch cable-around pole
and raise approximately 3 to
4 feet.

(3) -Place pole alongside of the
hole so that the balance
point and the center of the
hole are in line.

Raise and set pole with the line
truck "A" frame.

(1) Operate winch lever to release
winch cable.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.5,a. Demonstrate: Align
pole location with other poles
in pole line, and how to use
the earth auger to excavate hole.

II.B.5.b. . Demonstrate: Use of
line truck in picking up and
positioning pole at pole hole.

II.B.5.c.(1) Demonstrate:
Releasing winch cable.

(10 of 12)

CE "A" IC 2.1.3
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.5.c.(1) With tag
line attached to the.
eye of the cable,
maintain tension as
cable is lowered.

35j



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCUON

(2) Attach winch cable slightly
above former balance-point.

(3) Operate winch in the raise
position.

(4) Position the pole over-the
hole.

(5) Lower the pole in the, hole.

.

(6) ALign the pole and backfill.

(7) Secure all eiluipment-in the'
'parking area..

Ili. Application.

Student pyiictice erectingand setting
poles.

17". .111:.kmArv,

Job i0.1veL.

`INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II'.B.5.c.(3) Demonstrate:
Removing cable slack and

.-raising the pole".

,Demonstrate:
Raise butt,of pole to apprOx-
imatelyr1 fpot above the
ground.` - Position butt of pole,

directly over the hole.

II.B.5.c.(5) Demonstrate:
Lowering of pole by operating
the winch control.

II.B.5.c.(6) Position four
students with pike,polea at
90° intervals around the pole
and align pole with one cant-
hook operator.

ir

(II of 12)

q9'
CE "A" IG 2.1.3

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.5.c.(2) 'Follow
instructor's directions
as to where and how to
attach "J" hook and
.cable.

1.I.B.5.c.(3) Stand
aside while pole is
being-raised.

xi;



°CIL= OF INSTRUCTION

2. Steps of procedure.

a. Pole hole.

- b. Digging trench to pole hole.

c. Setting ynde in hole. .

d. Backfill andttamp dirt inhole
around pole.

V. Icie,

INSTRUCTOR Aciur STUDENT' At: 1 Y

(L of 12)
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CE "A" IG 2.1.4

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOE TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Mounting Crossarms, Pins and Insulators Terminal Objective: Upon completion'pf this unit
the student will be able to install,an overhead.

Average Time: 2 Periods (Class), 13 Periods (Pract) distribution system rated up to 5000 volts, and
operate' alternating current generators up to 200 KV/

singly or in parallel. Installation and operation

will be performed in accordance with appropriate

job sheets.

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. Construction Electrician 3 F. 2,

NAVPERS 10636-G, chapter 9.

2. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th
edition, Kurtz, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

New York, N.Y.

References: None.

C. Tools,-, Equipment and Materials:

- 1. Lineman's tool kit.

2. Climbing gear.

3,, Handline.

4. Additional line material as-listed in
NAVFAC DWG 1109831.

-Enabling Objectives: .Upon completion of this topic
the student will be able tp mount single and double .
crossarmg, and install- pins and insulators on the 35'

foot poles in accordance with Job Sheet CE "A" JS
2.1.4.1, "Mounting Crossarms, Pins and,Insulators".
Steps of procedure must be 100% correct.

Criterion Test: The-student will assemble and mount

crossarms on a pole. Installations will be-100% correct.

Homework: Read:

1. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook:

a. Section 4, pp'. 4-21 thru 4-23.

. Section 12, pp. 12-1 thru 12-31.

c. Section 45, pp. 45-19 chru 45-21.

(1 of 20)
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A

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally Prepared Material.

a. Crossarm and .Hardware

-

b. Job Sheet

.(1) CE "A" JS 2.1.4.1, "Mounting
Crossarms, Pins and Insulators".

T..'Training Aids Equipment: None.

%.0

(2 a-11 2u)

CE "A" LG 2.1.4
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OUTLINE OF. INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:

360 .

2. Topic: Mounting Crossarms, Pins and
Insulators.

B. E3tblIsh readiness'.

Purpose.

I. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better Construction
Electrician.

D. Overview:

1. Job Sheet.

_Materials required Single ;arm.

3. Steps of procedure - Single arm.

4.. Materials required Double arm.

5. Steps of prdcedure - Double arm.

CE "A" IG 2.1.4.
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVIT

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. 'Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

I.D. State learning objectives.

6. Questions. (3 of 20) 36'1
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/

OCTLINE'OF INS
2/

(RUCTION

II. Prisentation

Introduce job sheet.

1. CE "A" JS 2.1.4.1, "Mounting Crossarms,
Fins and Insulators ".

CE "A" 2.1.4
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

B. Materials Required - Single arm installation. II.B. Introduce crossarm, II.B. Observe mater-
identify top and bottom of arm. ials as introduced in

1., Crossarm. demonstrationsY

a. One each.

2. Mechanical gain.

a. One each.

3. Flat braces.

a. Two each:

b. 28".

4. grace bolts.

3 00

a. Two each,

b. 3/8" x 4 1/2".

S. -Spring washers.

4. 3/8" diameter bolt.

(1) Two each.

h. 5/8" diameter bolt.

NA, (L) Five each.

II.B.2. Introduce mechdnical
gain.

11.B.3. Introduce flat braces.
Note two hole sizes, 7/16"'and
9/16".

II.B.4. Introduce brace bolts.

II.B.5. Introduce spring washers.

(4 of 20)
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- -OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

6. Through-bGit, static-proof.

a. 5/8" diameter.

b., Length.

(1) Diameter of pole at gain
plus 4".

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY.'

11.8.6. Introduce bolt and
demonstrate how to determine
proper length.

II.B.6.b.(1)' -End of bolt must
not extend past the outer most
nut, more than 2".

c. One each.

Square washer, flat.

a. 5/8" diameter bolt.

b. Five each.

11.8.7. Introduce washer.

3. Lag screw. 11.8.8. Introduce lag screw.

--a. 1/2" diameter.

b. One each.

e

;70. sin, 'insulator.

a. 1" lead thread for insulator.

b. One each.

11.8.9. Introduce pin.

10. Insulator, pin type. II.B.10. Introduce insulator

a. 1" thread diameter.

b. One 'each.

zio..1, hoe post insplaior.

334

and demonstrate how to assemble
to pin.

1

11.8.11. Introduce stud.

-(5 of 20)

CE "A" IC 2.1.4 .

STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. 3/4".threadfor insulator.

b. 5/8" thread-shank.

c. Thre6 each.

12. Insulator line post, tie top.

a. 3/4" thread for stud.

b. Three each.

, -

-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

113.12. Introduce insulator
and demonstrate how to assemble .

to stud. 1

. Steps of procedure,- single arm. II.C. Demonstrate measuring
diameter of pole at gain.

1. DeterMine length of through bolt.

a. Diameter of pole at gain, plus 4".

2. Prepare crossarm.

a. Install brace, bolts in .crossarm II.C.2.a. Demonstrate instal-
from back side. lation of bolts.

b. Install flat braces over end of Demonstrate instal-
brace,bolts. lation of braces.

c. Iristall 3/8", diameter spring

washers on brace bolts over flat
brace.

0
f

(1) SNUG 3/8" nut on brace bolts.
DoNot tighten,at this time.

Rotate fiat braces towards center
of conserm,to facilitate
handling.

II.C.2,c. DeMonstrate instal-
lation of spring washers.

II.C.2.d. Demonstrate. rotating
braces.

CE "A" IG 2.1.4
STUDENT ACTIVITY

r

I 3f3"
(6 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. Linemen's pdsition.

a. Lineman ascend pole and helt-16
off just below and facing the
gain.

b. A tach handline to pole. .

1) Timber hitch.

1-;

6

4. Insert through-bolt in pole. 2

a. Groundman: Send the proper length
static-proof bolt aloft, via the
grunt's bag:

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

11.C.3. Stress: Linemah's
position on pole facing/gain
with safety belt even*th the
bottom of the gain. /

b. Lineman: Insert bolt from back of II.C.4.b.' Demonstrate insertioh.
pole.

5. Send crossarm aloft.

4. Ensure amis sent aloft so that' the
"top" of the arm will face up, and
that the braces will be next to the

o. Linemen receives crossarm.

a. Linemen: Place'crossarm on safety
strap.

(1) GrOundman raises arm with band-
line.

(2) LineMen guide arm onto your
safety belt.

ule

(7 of 20)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
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CE "A" .. 2;1.4
OUTLINE C

'

).F INSTRUCTION , INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

,'L A

7. '.Install mechanical gain.

s
. I

a. Install mechanical gain,o
1
n,pro- 1I.C.7.a. Demonstrate proper

truding'through bolt, installation'of mechanical gain.

11

(1) Concave side towards pole.

?osition crossarm on_pole. II.C.8. Demonstrate positioning
crossarm on pole.

.--

a. Rotate flat-braces down'away
.

i
from the through bolt hole.

'1
/ .

b. 'Guide crossarm over through bolt.

e

\
- 1

-i:

Secure crossarm in position.
. .-

\
4, Install a scipare-washer,on

through-bolt. . . ' .

b: Install a 5/8",sking washer-on
through-bolt:

c. Install a 5/8" nut, tighten till
nutjustccintacts the spring
washer.

d. Remove the clove-;hitch from
crossarm. t`

4. Align crossarm.

the mechanical-gain the

(1) Using a screwdriver, move

_right or left:' so that the.

arm is at 90° to the direc-
tion of- the line. -

LI.C.9. Demonstrate securing the
crossarm in position.

II.C.9.c. Demonstrate tightening_
nut.

If.C.9.e. Sketch on chalkboard.

(8 of: 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

C

f. Level crossarm.

(1) Put a 24" level on top of arm
and level.

(2) Tighten'the through-bolt nut
=all the way,down, with a line-
man's wrench then back off
1/4 turn or90°.

g. Attach flat braces to pole.

(1) Bring the two flat braces
togethei on faCe of pole.

C

- CE "A" 2.1.4
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.9.g. Demionstrate bringing
ill braces together.

(2) Drive a lag screw .into the9/l6" II.C.9.131(2) Demonstrate lag'
holes_and on into the pole;- screw insiallation.
all except the last 112" that
must be screwed in using a
wrench.

h. Secure flgt braces to crossarm..

(1) Using a "lineman's wrench ",
ttesten the nuts on brace
bolts till the spring washers
are fully compressed.

(2) Back nut off 1/4 turn or 90°:

40. Installation of insulators.

a. Grot'ndman assemble line post and
pink -type insulators as:pei. instruc-

,

toridemonstration.

1

3'72

II.C.10.3\ Demonstrate how to
assemble a line post and pin-
type insulator.

(9 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION1

b. Grounduan - Send assembled insul-

ators aloft via the "grunt's bag".

(1) One in bag at a time.

ago
CE "A" IG 2.1.4

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

c. Lineman - Receive insulators via II.C.10.c. Demonstrate

handaine, insert assemblid insul- insertion.

ators into pinholes as per
instructor location.

, -, .

r

Rotate 1,1sulator so that the Saddle 11.C.10.d. Demonstrate p:oper

is, in the direction of he line. positiOn of insulator to line

conductor.
. ,

e. Install a 5/8" flat washer on. Il.C.10.2. Demonstiate instal -

line' -post studs on bottom side lation or washer.

of crossarm.

(11-1 Square with arm.

f. Install a 5/8" spring washer.on I
11.C.10.f. Demonstrate instal -

studs.
laLion of spring washer.

g. Install 5/8" nut and tighten 1I.C.10.g. Demonstrate tightening

till spring washers are fully of nut. .

compressed. 1,

h. Back off nut 1/4 tutn or 90°. "II:C.10.h. Demonstrate 900 back off.

O. Materials required for double arm dead-
,

end.

P

1. Crossarm.

4
I

a. 'two each.

(10 ,of 20) ;



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1.- Mechanical gain.

a. One each.

3. Flat braces.

a: Four each.

b. 28" 'long.

4.I Brace bolts:

a.I Four each.'

5. Spring washers.

a. 5/3" diarer bolt.

(1) Five each.

3/8" diameter bolt.

(1)- Four each.

0.V
CE "A" iG 2.1.4

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

6.1 Through7bolt, static-proof. 1I.D.6. Introduce bolt.

a. 5/8" diameter.

b. Length.

(1) Diameter of pole at gain
plus 8".'

_One !ach.

L.,

1/2" 4 4'1'
(

G. NV'
. 4

II.D.7. IntroduCe lag ~crew.

.

(11 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION' INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

8. Dcpble-arming eye bolt. 11.1)28. Introduce frt.

, a. 5/8" diameter. ss

*b. Length.

\ (I) Diameter of pole at gain' lus 8".

Four each.

(IV One for each conduc+ to',be
dead-ended.

9. Square washer. ,

a. 5/8" diameter bolt.

b. Five each.

10. Wa her nut.

a\. 5/3 diameter bolt.

b. Eight each.

11. Insulntor.suspension.

a. 6" diameter.

b. Seven each.

(iY One per neutral _conductor-.
;

(2)' TwO per phase conductor.

insulator.

One oaCh.

ti r

. \

il.p.lo: Introduce was\ler nu

i

1

CE "A" IG 2.1.4
STUDENT ACTIVITY

20)
o

Introduce insulator.

- - -
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

13. .Insulator, pin.

a.. One each.

.14. Stud line post.

a. One each.

15. Insulator line post.

a. One each.

O

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

E. Steps 'of prOeedure - double arm- dead-end.
1

1. Determine length of through-bolt and
D.A. bolAs-;,L-

a. Measure &Faker of pole at: gain.

b. Add 8" to this distance.

2. \lustail a washer-nut On each D.A. eye Demonstrate installation

\*. of easher-nut on eye bolt.

1

Demonstrate measuring
of gain.

,

a. Nut: faces eye of .bolt.

b. Installed fill length ofthreads.

3. Prepare first erossarm.

a. Install though -bolt in proper . 11.E.3.a. Demonstrate installation
hole. of through-bolt and ins&illation

(l.) Install a flat washer on '

.

spring'and nAoC washar . i

.

bolt. 1

i

A

' '

1
41

CE "A"-IG 2.1.4
STUDENT ACTIVITY

1

(0 Install a )/S" s,win

\

g waslwi.

3 () \

11.(13 of 20),

11

1, 'A-

c

8.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRtJCT1ON

/ .,

c:Q /7
CE "A"

)INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(3) Install,a15/8" nut.dn bolt.
A

\

b. Insert dopbp-arm eye bolts in 11A.3.b., Demonstrate instal-
proper hoyek. lotion of eyd bolt.

(1) Install d.flat washer op
D.A. bolt;

(2) Install a 5/8" spring washer
on.D.A, bolt.

/

( Install 5/8" nut ,and tighter.
/

(a) 'Two D.A. eye bolts next
k to through bolt.

(4) Instakl 5/8" nut towithin
6" of crossarwface.

! fi
(a) Two outside D.A.

e
eye

bolts.

c. 'Attach flat braces.

.

,(11 Install brace bolts in cross-
.

atal from back side.

(2) Install flat brace4 over end- II.E.3.c.(2) Stress: Use 7/]6"

I
of brace bolts. e diameter hole. *'

f

(3) Install 3/8" diameter spring
washers on brace bolts.

(4) Install 3/8" nut on brace

m.

.

(a) Snug, npt tight.

(1 ot, 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(5) Rotate braces towards center
of arm.

d. Pre-see5/81! diameter,bolts tor DemOnstrate proper
second crossarm. installation of 5/8" nuts.

CE "A" IG 2.1.4
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) Install a 5/8" diameter nut on
each D.A. eye bolt to a distance
from the face of the crossarm

'equal to the diameter of the
pole'at the gain, minus one
inch.

(a) Diameter of pole 8.% install.
nut, on bolt to within 7"
of crossarm face.

, Prepare second crossarm.

a. Install flat braces same as before.

Linemen's 'position.

a. Lineman ill - ascend pole and- belt -

off just below and fat-ing the gain.

b. ,Secure handline,to polo.

(1)
0

Use timber hitch.

c. Lineman d2-- ascenh p6le and belt-
off just below the gain and facing
the first lineman,'

O. Send fix-;t crossarm'aloft (crossarm
with D.A.. eye bolts).

a. Clove hitch on betto41.
a

II.E.5. Illustrate positions
on chalkboard.

(15 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION.

b. Finger lihe on,:top.

7. Receiving first crbssdrm.

a. Lineman f12: Remove fingerline and
position crossarm on safety strap

_____!_as_stated_before-,

B. Position first crossarm.

CE "A" IC 2.1.4
.1NSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

IL.E.7.a. Stress: First cross-
arm goes on back side of pole..

0
_ -

.

a.- -Lineman #2: Remove nut, spring 11.E.8.a. Stress: Do not drop
washer and flat washer from through- nuts and washers.
bolt: and pl:,ce.in nut and bolt bag
on your bell..

b. Insert through-bolt in "through- .

bolt" hole.

c. Drive through -bolt. thro4h hole.

I" (1) Use lineman's hammer if needed.

(L) Do not-bend bolt.

9. Install mechanical gain.

a. Lineman #1: Install me:hanical
gain on protruding through-bolt.

(1) Concave side towards pole.

10. Lineman #1: Install 5/8" spring
wainerS on'the four double-arm bolts.

11. :.ineman ;I: Install flat washers on
.:_hc four double-arm bolts.-

, -

Stress: Do not bead
bolt,

II.F.9.a. Demonstrate instal-
lation oT mechanical gain.

II.E.10. Stress: Install up
to'the preset 5/8" nut.

II.E.11. Stress: Instal] up
to the spring washer.

(16 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

12. Send second crossarm aloft.

a. Clove hitch on bottom.

b. Finger lilp ozi top.

13. Receiving second crossarm.

a. Lineman #1: Remc46fingerline and
position arm on isafety strap.

14. Position second crossarm.

Ri7em6n 11: Thee crossarm on
,through-bolt...

15. Secure crossarm assembly in position.

a. Lineman #1: Install'a square washer
on through-bolt.

b. Install a 5/8" sprint; washer on
U.iough-bolt.

c. Install a 5/8" nut on through -bolt.

(L) ,Tighten till r.ut contacts
spring washer.

d. Remove handline. from second crossarm.

e. Align crossarm assembly.

(1) Using a screwdriver, move the
mechanical gain to, the tight or
left so that toe' arm assembly is
at: 90° to theJiroction of the
line.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
0

(17 of 20)
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' STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4

.

f. Install D.A. bolts i6 second arm.

.(1) Pass the ends of the D.A. bolts'
through the respective holes.

CE "A" 2.1.!,-

INSTRUCTOR. ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVIT\

Start with utside bolts .II.E.15.f.(1),(a) Sketch on
first. chalkboard. 0

.(2) Lineman Ill: Install 5/8"
washer nuts on the D.A. bolts
protruding from the second
arm.

9

g. Level crossarm assembly.

(1) Place a 24" level on top of
second crossarm and level
assembly.

h. Attach flat braces to pole.

(I) Bring the two flat braces
together on face of pole;

(2) Drive a lag screw into the
9/16" holes and on into the
pole, all except the last 1/2"
that must be screwed in using
a wrench.

i. Secure flat braces to crossarm.

. (1) Using a lineman's wrench"
tighten'the nuts on brace bolts
till the sprirg washers arc
fully compressed.

. .

DO THESE FIRST

__1

Rt

e-

..
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTIQH--.

(2) Back nut off 1/4,turn or 900.

Secure nut on'through bolt.

(1) Lineman #1: Tighten fully,
then back off 1/4 turn'or 90°.

K. Secure nuts on D.A. bolts..

40

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
CE "A" IG 2.1.4

STUDENT ACTIVITY'

(1) Lineman #2: Tightenthe nuts II.E.15.k.(1)j Sketch on
on inside of first crossarm, chalkboard: Tighten theie:
tighten fully;then back off .

_._ 1.:

1/4 turn or 90°.

(2) Lineman 111: Use a 6' folding
rule and measure title distance

from arm to arm next to.Pole.
Now tighten or loosen the nuts
of the second crOssarm till the
measurement at the end of both
arms is the same as the measure-
ment next to the pole.'

16. Installation of-suspensicai insulators.

a. Groundman: Assemble two 6 inch
suspension insulators per phase
conductor and one insulator for
neutral conductor.

b. Groundman: Send ONE insulator
asserl.W.y aloft at a time via the

-"gcunt's'Gag".

the

O

II.E.16.a. Demonstrate proper
why.to assemble insulator. "All
cotter keys face the same
direction".

(19 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF. INSTRUCTION-

'

c. Lineman 42: Attach the'insula;or
assemblies to the D.A. eye bolts
as, per instructor location.

17. Idstallation of
insulators.

a. Install per

b.

line-post and pin-type

instructor location.

Install as befdre.

III. Application.

... -

A. 'Student practice - installing
pins and insulators.

P. Summary.

v.

A. Job sheet.

V

crosharms,

S. Material" required single arm.'

C. Steps of procedure r single arm.

D. Materials required - double arm 'dead; -end.

E. Sreps of procedure

Test: None.

- double arm dead-end:

A *

INSTRUCTOR AgIviTy

Ifl.E.16.c. Stress: All cotter

pins must.face the pole.

A.

II.E.17.a. Streiss: Needed only

to support phase jumpers.'

II:E.17.b. Sketch on chalkboard
how jumpers will be trained.

III.A. Assign 4 students to
a pole

(20 of 20)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

O

III.A. Student piactice
and complete assigned
project to required
standards of 100%
correct...,
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, 'CALIFORNIA' 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE14r721-0018

Cbassification: Unclassified

Topic: Plying Poles
Terminal Objecti$e: Upon completion- Zr this unit
the student will be able to install aWoverhead dis-
tribution system rated up to 5000 voltg-,' and operate-

alternating current generators up to 200 KW,- singly or
in parallel. .Installation and operation will be
performed in accordance with appropriate job sheets.

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the
student will be able to construct and instalrguy-
assemblies using the necessary tools and equipMent.
Installation will be 100% correct and in accordance
with Job Sheet CE "A" JS 2'1.5.1, "Guying Poles".

Average Tiae: 2 Periods.(dlass), 17 Periods (Pract)

:nstrucy.i.nal NaterialS':

A. Texts:

CE "A" Id 2.1.5

S

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2. NAVPERS
13636-G, chapter 9.

2. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th
edition, Kurtz; McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, N.Y.

B. References: None.

C. equipuent and Materials:

c

1. lon1S and equipment:-

a: Lineman'S tool kit,

b. Climbing gear..

c. Shovel,.

o

4. Tamping bar.

'a. Cable grip.

t. evifift hoist.

Criterion Test: The student will assemble and instill
a guy assembly and an expanding-type anchor. Instal-
lations will conform to the tolerance-outlined in the
job sheet.

Homework: Read: Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook,
section 12, pp. 12-1 thru 12-31.

(1 of 12)
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g. eStrand vise hook.

h. Auger truck.

21. Materials:

a. Through-bolts.

b. Guy attachments.

c. Preforme guy grips.

)d. Strain i sulators. -

e. Strand vise.

f. Expanding-type anchor.

g. Anchor rod.

h. Guy wire.-

D. Training Aids and Devices:

i. Films:

a. TF-11-2717i'"Pole Line Construction,
Part V,-Installation of Anchors " -(12 min.).

b. TF-11-2718, "Pole Line Construction,
Part VI, Installation of Guys" (20 min.).

2. Locally Prepared Materials:

a. Guy and anchor display.

b. Job Sheet,.

(1) CE "A" 'JS 2.1.5.1, "Guying Poles".

(2 of 12)
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Cs.

E. Training Aids Equipment:

1. 16mu movie projector.

40',)

O

(3 of 12)

CE "A" IC 2.1.5 ----
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I." Introduction to the I^sson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2. Npic: Guying Poles.

B. Ettablish readiness:

1. Purpose.

.2. Astignment.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better Construction Electrician:'

D Overview:

1. Job sheet.'

2. Steps of procedure.

3., Questions.

4Q2

CE "A".IG 2.1.5,
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

z

I.A, .Introduce self and topic.

Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out need and value
ofmaterial being presented.

I.D. State letrning objectives.

1. State information And
'materialinecessary to guide student.

(4 of 12)
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OULANZ OF INSTRUCTION .

II. Presentation.

A. Introduce job sheet and films.

CE "A" JS 2.1.5.1, "Guying Poles".

0

2. TF-11-2717, "Installation of
Anchors".

3. TF4.-11-2718, "Installation of Guys".

B.- 'Steps of procedure.

1. Digging in the.anchor.

a. Location of.hole (distance).

.(1) Guy ratio (heUlt)

-
Ideal ratio: For every fooc
of height there shoul4 be
one foot of lead.

b. Location of hole (direction).

(1) Refer to NAVFAC Dwg. 1109831
for position.of pole in pole-
line for direction that
crossarms will be facing.

. (2) Position hole using 2 to 1
ratio.

AZ-. Dighole using-auget truck.- ----

CE "A"1 .1.)
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ALLIVITY

II.A.1. Review steps of
procedure'outlined in the
job sheet.

II.A.2. Show film "Installation II.A.2. View film.
of Anchors".

II.A.3. Show film "Installation II.A.3. View film.
of Guys".

Sketch on chalkboard. .

I*113.1.b.(2) 2 to 1 ratio will
be adequate for 'poleline practical.

(5 of 12) 405
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(1)

O

Position auger on a 450 angle
pointing away from the pole.

(2) Depth of hole ,11.11 depend

upon the length of anchor rod.

EXAMPLE: 5/8" x 7' rod. Eye
of anchor rod shall be approx-
imately 6" above ground. Depth
of hole = 6' 6".

d. Install anchor.'

(1) Use expanding-type anchor in
accordance with'instructor's
demonstration.

(2) Fill anchor hole with shove-
ling and tamping procedures
used for filling vole holes.

2. Install malleable guy attachment"
on pole.

a. Select-a-through -bolt with
length required for the diameter
of pole and guy*attachment. Instal=
lation4ill be in accordance with
the guying detairoutlined.in
NAVFAC Dwg. 1109831.

c:24c=26

CE "A" IGI2.1.5
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.1.c.(1) bistructor will 11..E.I.r.(1) Observe
operhte the auger truck following the operation of the
all safety rules. auger tzuch.

II.B.l.c.(2)d Sketch on chalk-
board:

1I.B.I.d.(1)
installation
type anchor.

TI.B.1.d.(2)
of anchor eye
ground.

Demonstrate
or the expanding-

Stress: Opening
is facing the

II.B.2.a. Review with class
detail in the NAVFAC Dwg.

4 f/

(6 of 12)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

.4

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

b. Lineman: Will nstall the guy
attachmentson the pole 9" below
top crossarm .and 9" below second
crossarm.

3. Assemble "guy assembly" on the
ground.

a. Calculate overall length of guy
assembly using Pythagoream Theorem.

4.

C2 = A24 B2 or

,C

'b. Use "C" measurement for length of
guy wire. Cut required length,
and cut Apce in half.

c. _Install_"Preformed Guy Grips".

(1) For attachment to the pole -
on top section of.guy strand,

Long leg of guy grip shall'be
applied first.to its entire
length. -(Align end of guy
strand with Mark "A".)--Align
cross-over mark "A" of short
let with "A". Mark on long
leg. Complete installation.

2.2
CE "A" It, 2.1.5

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.2.b. Stress: Number of .

'guy attachments depend, upon

,location -of guying and guyirig

detail description outlined
in NAVFAC Dwg. 1109831.

A
HEIGHT

ASSEMBLY

Sketch on chalkboard.

C

II.B.3.b. Stress: Cutting
strand in ht will locate' the

strain insulator in the middle
of the guy assembly.

Sketch on chalkboard-77

CROSS- OvER
FrIARIC$*

END OF
GUY SRAnD

ido
Demonstrate: Row to install guy
FMTWa short length -of guy
strand. , 0

"'(1 of 12)

1%.
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' OUTLINE OF -INSTRUCTION

(2) For attachment to the guy II.B.3.c.(2) Sketch on chalk-.

strand insulator. Align end board.
of guy strand with Mark "B",

_ wrap long leg. Align "B" of .

Short leg with "B" of long leg..

C

'4 1 0

r

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
. CE "A" I -1.5
STUDENT ACTIVITY

'

Co*plete
.

ring" ofstrain instulator will '_

(3).-Install-boitom-section of be point-down when installed.
guy strand to straininsul.-
ator and complete guy:grip
installation as illustrated
In 11.8.3:c.(2.-

4. Install "automatic dead-end strand-
4

-vise" on anchor rod.

a. Disassemble strand vise. ,......-----II.B-4.vay..Sketchan-'cbalkistidrd:

(1) Remove "body" from "yoke" and
seperate"yoke" from "bail".

b. Insert bail into eye of anchor
rod and reassemble strand vise.

5. Attach "guy assembly" to pole.
.

StreZsL Final assembly of strand
vise should have keeper 90° from
bail.

(8 of 12) 411



ounpa OF INSTRUCTION

a. Lineman: Will ascend pole, and

belt off close to guy attachment and
receive the guy assembly via hand-%
line. preformed guy grip.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.5.a. Demonstrate: How
groundman will tie a "grunt's
knot" in the eye of the top

(1) Grasp guy assembly with both
hands approximately 4 to 6
inches below the preformed_
eye. Inform groundman to
release the grunt's knot by
pulling on the handline.

(2) Place eye of guy grip over
the guy attachment.

6. Attach "guy assembly" to anchor-rod.

a._ Insert guy strand through body
.ofstrandvise.

Qb......___Attac "wire grip",(with eye
do ,r'Y approximately 4 feet from

strand vise. .

f2

CE "A".F .1.5

STUDENT ACTIVITY

to keep guy assembly away from
.pole while lineman descends
pole.

II.B.6.a. Demonstrate: When
inserting guy strand -into strand
vise with one hand,-remove-slaek
from guy strand with other hand.

Stress: The guy strand must be
straight and end unfrayed.

II.B.6.b. Ensure that free chain
with bottom hook is-extended to
within 4 - 6 inches of maximum
chain length.

(9 of 12)
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OUTLIKE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Insert top hook of coffin hoist
into eye of wire grip.

Insert bottom hookof coffin
hoist into eye of strand vise
pulling hook.

-4- 7. Tensioning guy assembly.

a. Operate handle assembly of coffin-
hoist throughout its-maximum up-
and -down- travel.`

-bv--An-observer-=positioned-90°-froM
guy assembly axis, and approxiMately
30 feet from the pole, will'inform
coffin hoist operator when the top
of pole is pulled 4 to'6 inches
from dead center. -- ----

c. Place coffin hoist control lever in
the "DOWN" position, operate handle
as per II.B.7., remove coffinhoist.
and pulling hook when adequate
slack is provided.

i. Lemove excess guy strand.

a. Cut end of guy-aria with bolt,

cutters to within 1 - 3 inches
of strand vise body.

O

CE "A" IG 2.1.5
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1I.B.6.c. Demonstrate: Proper
method of inserting hook of
chain hoist'into eye of pulling
hook. Remove slack from coffin
hoist chain.'

II.B.7.a.. Assistant to coffin
hoist operator will guide guy
strand into strand vise as
tensioning is performed;

II.B.7.c. Personnel assigned to
handle coffin hoist will secure
it where sand or dirt cannot
enter the working parts,

Guy installation evaluation:

1. Eye of anchor rod:
6 inches above ground.

(10 of 12)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

III. Application..

A. Student practice - guying poles.

IV. Summary!

Steps of procedure.

1. Digging in the

A.

4 "

anchor,

31
CE "A" IG 2.1.5

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

.Guy installation .evaluation

continued:

2. Ends of wily-strand shall be
within the limits of appropriate
crosser _marks,

3. Strain insulator:. Frost ring
facing towardi ground.

Minimum clearances:
Horizontal - from face of pole -

-67fect-,--
Vertical - from finished grade -
8 feet.-

4. End of strand: 1 to 3 inches
past 'strand vise body.

-r11-

0111 TS

III:A. Assign 4 students to a III.A. Student'practici
'pole requiring a guy. and complete assigne-

projec$ tit:the assigned.
tolerances.,

(11-of- 12)
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mune OF INSTRUCTION_

tiiifiarifilliTible guy attachment.

c. Assemble:, guy _assembly on the ground.

. Install -automatic ilead=,end'_ strand
vise. -

e. Attach guy fassembly to pole.

O

Attach guy_ assembly to anchor rod.

. Tensioning, guy assembly.

Remove excess guy strand.

'V. Teat: None.

41,3

a

CE "A" It -.1.5
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY'

(12 of 12)
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Topic:

4 *-.

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORINA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICI :N "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A7721-0018

Classification: Unclassifiea

Stringing Primary Line Conductors

Average Time: 1 Period (Class), 10 Periods (Pract)

Instructional Materials:

. texts:-

1. Constru.:tion_Electrician 3 &-?.-,-NAVPERS-
10636 -G, chapter 9.

2. Lineman's: and Cableman's Handbook, 4th
edition, Kurtz; McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, N.Y.

B. References:

1. U.S. Department of'Commerce,
Bureau of Standards, "Safety
Installation and Maintenance
Supply and Communication Lim

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. Tools and Equipment.

a. Lineman's tool kit.

b. Climbing gear.

k. Slings.

420

National
Rules for the
of Electric

O

C4 "A" IC 2.1.6

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
the student will be able to-install an overhead
distribution system rated up to.5000 volts, and operate
afteinating current generators up to 200 KW, singly
or in parallel. Installations and operation will be
performed in accordance with-appropriate job sheets.

Enabling Objectives: Upon comiaet on o tre-tblitt
the student -will be able to install primary line
conductors in accordance with procedures and safety
precautiona outlined in the Job Sheet-CE "A" JS
"Stringing Primary Conductors". InstallatiOn will be
done'without error.

Criterion Test: The student will install primary line
conductors and make the required insulator ties and
inter - conductors connections. All procedures will be
executed 100% correct.

Homework: Read: Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook,
section 15 and 16, pp. 15-1 thru 16-58.

(1 of 10)
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O

d. Cable grips.

e. Coffin hoists.

f. Handline.

2. Materials:

a. A6 listed it NAVFAC Dwg. 1109831,.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally Prepared Materials:

a. Automatic dead-end.display board.

b. Job Sheet.

(1) CE "A" JS "Stringing
. Primary Line Conductors".

E. Training Aids Equipment: None.'

I. a

a.

(2 of 10)
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CE "A" IC 2.1.6
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OUILARE OF INSTRUCTION

,
I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:.

2. Topic: Primary Line Conductors.

B. Establish readineis.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

Value.

Pass course.

b. Perform
,

better o the job.

c. Get advanced.

CE nA"
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Introduce self and topic.
. 7

, Motivate student.

4. Be a better ConstructionElectrician.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

O

a

D. OvervieW: I.D. State learning objectives.

1. Primary line hardware. 1. State information and -*
materials necessary to guide

2. Job Sheet. student.

3. Steps of procedure.

4. `Questions.

no ,,-

(3 of 10)
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CE "A" IG 2.1.6

OUTL 'CTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II. Presentation.

A. 'Primary line hardware.

1. "LD" and "LS" Automatic Dead-End Device. II.A.1. Demonstrate: How device
is installed on the end of a

a. Always used'atdead-end and conductor.

corner poles to terminate primary
conductors.

b. %D" type designed with cotter key
assembly for securing to bell-
type insulator.

c. "LS" type designed with a stranded
bail assembly for securing to bell,
or clevis and spool-type insulators.

-2. Compression splice. 11.A.2. Demonstrate: How to make
a compression splice using the device,

a. Used t6 join two sections of compression tool and two pieces of

,primary solid conductors. copper conductor.

3., Tension splice. 11.A.3. Demonstrate: How to make

a tension splice. using the

B. Introduce Job Sheet. tension, sleeve and two pieces of

copper conductor.

CE "A" JS 2.1.6.1, "Primary Line
Conductors ".

C. Steps of procedure.

1. Installation of primary conductors.

a. Select the pre-determined lengths
of 16 AWG medium hard-drawn solid
copper conductors (identified
cbils)..

.

(4 of 10)
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OUTLINE QF IMIRPCTION

b. Layout conductor coils by rolling
alongside of poles froi dead-end
to dead-end poles. Leave 6 feet
past both dead-end poles.'

(1) Conductors will be positioned on
the ground under related insul-
ators on the poles.

c. Lineman: Ascend dead-end pole with
and prepare to receive primary

conductors.

d. Groundman: Secure a wire grip jaw.
to the end of one conductor and
secure wire grip tosnap of handline.
Raise wire grip and conductor to
lineman.

'(1)' Secure conductor in jaw assembly
of wire grip approxirnitely 6'
from end. itaise inside conduc-

tors first.

0237
CE "A" IG

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

e. Lineman: Insert end of #6 conductor

into automatic dead-end assembly.
Pull in approximately 6 feet. Repeat
same procedures for the remaining -

three conductors.

f. Lineman Descend dead-end pole and -

ascendthe first,pole in line (with
handline).

c._ Groundmant Place hook of handline on
one inside conductor. Raise conductor

to the lineman. Repeat with other

inside conductor.

42S (5 of 10) 420
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

h. Lineman: Place remaining conductors
on the inside of the center
insulators.

(1) :"Inside of insulatori"_- side
of insulators facing the pole.,

i. Lineman: Place remaining conductors'
on the inside-of their respective --
insulators. -

Complete raising of conductors on
the remaining in=line poles.

k. Linemen(two): Ascend corner pole
with a handline and prepare. to raise
and secure primary conductor ends.,,

1., Groundmin:. Secure a wire grip to the
end of one outside conductor and
secure the other end of wire grip to
the snap of handline.

(1) Secure conductor in jaw assembly
of wire grip approximately 3 to
6 feet from end of conductor,
Raise outside conductors first
before raising center conductor.

m. Lineman:- Insert end of each.conductor
into automatic dead-end assembly.
Pull in approximately 4'. Repeat same
procedures for all conductors.

.. Sagging primary eonductors.

023i
CE "A" IG 2.1.6

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

o 430 (6 of 10)
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. OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

a. Groundman: .Select two (2) 4'
slings (3/8".steel cable with-a
standard'size-eye.at each end) and
hoist to the lineman.

b. Lineman': Secure slings as per
Sketch:

Insert hook of each coffin hoist
into eyes of slings'and secure
the chain end hook into cable-
grip attached to each outside
conductor.

(2) Operate handles of coffin
hoists till correcr sag is
obtained.

c. During sagging procedure, ensure
that each conductor is guided
(without kinking through the
automatic dead-end).

(1) Conductoishoad be coming
out of the top or bottom of
the automatic dead-end in
-accordance with drawing
II.C.2.6.

a 39
CE "A" IG 2.1.6
STUDENT ACTIVITY

Il.C.2.b.(2) Sag
alined:1y idstruet6i-iighting from

,the ground.

(7 of 10)



OUTLINE Ot INSTRUCTION

d. After proper sag is obtained on
the outer conductors, remove one
set of sagging equipment and install
on inside conductors.

e. Perform same sagging procedures as
outlined in and sag to
same configuration as the outside
conductors.

O

Remove equipment after all conductors
have been raised and sagged. ',

3. Secure primary conductors to pin insul-
t ators (make.ties).

a. On all in-1 otes conductors will
aced on top of each perspective

insulator.

b. Groundman: Select (for each pole) 4
pieces Of 36 inch long, #6 AWG soft-
drawn, solid copper conductor.

C. Lineman: Follow sketch:

INITIAL WRAPS
2 TvRNS'
C i.eSC PITCH

4

r

it °Z1CK I:LOOPHOT
APpROX. 3 ON
ENDS OF TIE -

STARTING 45° HELIX
POINT

SINGLE-PIN TYPE INSULATOR TIE pa,
COPPER CONDUCTORS.

(1) \Complete:ties on all poles.
.\\

FINAL WRAPS
5 TURNS

.20
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.3.b. Stress: To utilize
nose-bag for hoisting tie-wires
to lineman.'

II.C.3.c. Provide classroom
training aid for students to
make practice ties before ma17-
ing ties on overhead conductors.

(8 of 16)

CE "A" IG 2.1.6

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Practice ties:

. .
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

4, Make jumper connections at all corner
poles.

a. Groundman: Compile, a list of material
required at each pole in'accordance
with the NAVFAC 1109831,. "Advanced

Base Standard Pole Line".

b.-

(1) Ensure that the' required number

of split-bolt connectors and
jumper wires are on hand before
lineman ascends the corner poles.

Lineman: Ascend corner pole and
complete the installation of primary
conduCtors in accordance with the
drawing.

2

CE "A" It. 1.1.6

STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) Form the jumper wires in a smooth II.C.4.b.(1), Stress: PriMary
.and'safe configuration between conductors shall be installed-
.conductors. and sagged with appropriate ties

made on each insulator

Application

A. Student practice - install primary
conductors for 4160 volt overhead distri-
bution system.

IV. Summary.

A. Primary line hardware.

O

v

NOTE: All work shall be executed.
.1007. correct.

. (9 of 10)
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------OUTLENE OF INSTRUCTION

B....Steps of procedure:

I. installation of pkimary conductors.

2. Sagging primary conductoii.

3. Secure primary conductors to pin

insulators.

Make jumper connections at all corner

4'V., Test: None.

gE "e
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(10 of 10)



.NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
,'PORT HUENEKE',,CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Transformers and Protective Equipment

CE "A" IG 2.1.7

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
the student will be able,* install an.overhead

Average Tine: 1 Period (Class), 5 Periods (PraCt). distribution system rated up to 5000 volts, and
operate altefnating current generators up to 200KW,

Instructional Materials: single or in parallel. Installation and operation
will be performed in.accordance with appropriate

A. Texts: job sheets.

J. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 9.

2. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th
edition, Kurtz;-McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, N.Y.

B. References: Nene.

Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. Tools and Eqnipment:

-a. Lineman's tool kit.

b
r

Climbing gear.

c.

.

Pole top gin.

d; ,Block.and tackle assembly.

44()

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of thistopic
the student will be able to install a three-phase
transformer bank with associated equipment. Instal-
lation will be 10070 correct in accordance with the Job
Sheet CE "A" JS 2.1.7.1, Transformers and Protective .

Equipment".

Criterion Tests: The student will install a three-
phase transformer bank, fuse cutouts and lightning
arrestors. All procedures will be performed 100%
correct.

Homework; Read: LineMan's and Cableman's Handbook,
section 17,-pp. ,17-1 thru 17-30.

(1 of 8)
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e. Three single-phase transformers.

f. Fuse cutouts and_bracket assemblies.

S. Lightning arrestors and bracket assemblies.

2. Materials:

As listed in NAVFAC Dwg. 1109831.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally prepared materials:

a. Lightning arrestor and fused cutout
display.

b. Job Sheet.

(1) C1 "A" JS "Transformers and

*Protective Equipment".

E. Training,Aids Equipment: None.

44r)`4A..

(2 of 8)
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'OUTLIMS OF INSTRUCTION

I. LncrodutirLt the lesson.

A. Establish contact:

1. Name:

'2. Topic: Transformers and Protective
Equipment.

B. Establish readiness.
4

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

e

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

M .

'IN

04-y)
CE "A" IC 2.1.7

STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introdude self and topic.

,1.8. Motivate student.

C. Establish effect. I.C. Bring.out need and value
of material being presented.

'1. Value.

a. :ass curse.

b. '2erform better on the job.

c 1.0,t'adunced.

c. ge a butter Construction Electrician.

L.D. State learning objectives.

1. Job sheet. 1. State information and
materials necessary to guide

2. Steps of procedure. student.

3. Questions':

444
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

II. -Presentation.

4.

4 4 U(.*

A. Introduce job sheet..

1. CE "A" JS 2:1.1.1, "Transformers and

Protective Equipment".

Steps of _procedure.
vo,

1. Preparations. for installing transformers.

a. Lineman 111: Ascend' transformer pole

with handline and prepare to receive

the pole top gin.

b. Lineman #2: Ascend pole and position

on opposite side of lineman la.'

c. GrotindMan: Attach pole top_gin gto

handline u'Ang a "grunt's knot"
abo7a the snap and ring. HoiSt

to lineman.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.1.c. Demonstrate: Tying

"grunt's knot" on pole top gin.

d.. Lineman #1:, Position pole top gin, Il.B.l.d. Demonstrate: How to

install pole top gin on a

e. Secure pole, top gin in accordante classroom pole. "

with instructor's classroom
dvmonstration.

f. Greundnan: Select a block and tackle
assembly and use handline to hoist

gear to lineman 1.

(1) Enure that ore person holds
bottom portion of the blodk

and tickle while groundman
hoists assembly to lineman 1/1.

(4.of 8)

4/6
CE "A" IC 2.1.7

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.1.d. Observe

demonstration.

A



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4

g

a y7

Lineman #1: Receive hook of block
and insert into eye of pole top gin.

a

h. Groundman:,Position transformer
directly below block and tackle
assembly.

2. Install transformers to step down three
phase, 4 wire, 4160 volts.

,a. The following procedures will be
vved.for the'instailation of three
single-phase transformers.

b. Croundman: Attach tag line around
main body of transformer with a
timber hitch.

c. Cronndman: Attach a DO inch sling,
(with an eye on each end) to the
lifting hooks on the sides of the.
transformer. Insert hook of
block and tackle through sling
loop.

(1) Line handler will take up the
slack on the block and tackle

.- assembly as soon as hook is
engaged in the sling secured
to the transformer.

d. Four (4) men: Two men on the tag
line and two on the "fall line"
of. the block and tackle assembly,-

'INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
cE "A", IG 2.1.7

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Demonstrate: Tying a
timber hitch around a transformer.

Stress: Tag line required to'
steady ascent of transformer.

of 8)
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OUTLIME OF INSTRUCTION

(1)' "Fall line" is the' hoisting
line coming from the top block.

e. While two men raise the transformer
the handlers tending the tag line
will ensure that"the transformer
is.kept iwayfrom the pole.

f. Lineman: -;With appropriatesignals,
indicate to the groundman the'

f

exact Height required for the
transformer to be before placing
on crossarms. a

(1) First two transformers will be
placed on outside Of'the..,cross
Arms. third transformer, will .
be centered on crossarm.

Lineman: After each transformer is
placed in position, lemeve tag line
an,: secure end to the eyes of sling
(while still secured to block and

tackle).

h. Grcundman: Lower bottom block by
pulling on tag line.

14 Complete transformer installation
using procedures outlined above.

(1) Position transformers with
equal spacing oh the crossarms.

Linemen #1 & 42: 'Lower block and 11.11.23j. Transformer instal

tackle with.handline. Disassemble lation procedures will he executed

polektop gin from pole and 100% correct.

lower with handline.

C9W
. .

CE "A" It, 17
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(6- of



OUTLIME OF INSTRUCTION

3. - Install protective equipment.

a. Groundnut: Select 3 fuiliold cutouts

and,3 lightning arrestors, and
6 "L" type brackets for Mounting
the protective devices. Hoist
material to lineman with associated
hardware for mounting and securing
-devices:.

b. Lineman: Install equipment and make
connections as follows:

452

CE "A" I. .17
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) Outer fused cutouts shall be
,installed_ at a slight angle in
toward the pqle (required for
operation of hot stick to open
fused cutout).

(7 of 8)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

.(2) Mount the arrestors first, then,
reposition yourself' on pole to

mount fused cutouts in their

respective positions: Ensure

that all equipment is tightly
secured before descedding pole.

ILI. Application.

A. Student practice - install three single-
phase transformers for stepping down 4160
volts to 120/208 volts, 3 phase, 4 wire
secondary distribution and protective

equipment.

IV. Summary.

A. Job sheer.

B. Steps of procedure.

1. Preparations for installing transformers.

Z. Indtall transformers to step down three

phase, 4 wire, 4160 volts.

3. Install protective equipment.

V.\ None.

NOTE: Protective equipment
installation procedures shall
be executed 100% correct.

(8 of 8)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY



NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER,
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Stringing Secondary Mains

Average Time: 1 Period (Class), 6 Periods (Pract)

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 9.

2. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th
edition, Kurtz; McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, N.Y.

B. Reterences:

1. U.S. Departme
National Bure
Rules for the
Maintenance o
Communication

nt of Commerce,
au of Standards, "Saf
Installation and

f Electric Supply and
s Lines".

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. Tools and equipment.

a. Lineman's tool kit.

b. Climbing gear.

c. Hardhat.

4 5

CE "A" IG 2.1.8

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this-unit
the student will be able to install an overhead
distribution system rated up to 5000 volts, and
operate alternating current generators up to 200 KW:

singly or in parallel. Installation and operation

will be performed in accordance with appropriate-
job sheets.

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
the student will be able to install the secondary
mains for the secondary distribution of power at

120/208 volts. Installation will conform to the
job sheet CE "A" JS 2.1.8.1, "Stringing Secondary

Mains". Steps of procedure will be performed 100%

correct.

Criterion Test: The student will install a secondary

distribution system complete with required hardware

etYand materials. Installation procedures will be

'executed 100% correct.

Homework: Read: Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook,

section 5, pp. 5-5 thru 5-15 and section 17, pp. 17-7

thru 17-13.

(1 of ,10)



1

d. Secondary distribution hardware.

2: MateriAlS:

a., Secondary distribution hardware as
listed in NAVFAC Dwg. 1109831.

.D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally Prepared Mat2riall

a. Secondary main distribution display board.

b. Job Shot.

(1) CE "A" JS 2.1.8.1, "Stringing Secpndary
,Mains".

E. Training Aids Equipment: None.

(2 of 10)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Stringing SecondaryfMains.

B., Establish readiness.

I. Purpose.

Assignment.

c,)5"3
CE "A" IG 2.1.8

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT-ACTIVITY---

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

C. Establish effeCt: I.C. Bring out need and value

of materihl being presented.

1, Value.

-a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

4 Be a better Construction Electrician.

D. Overview: I.D. State learning objectives

1. Transforper connections. I. State information and
materials necessary-to guide

2. Conductor clearances. student.

3. Introduce'job sheet.

4. Steps of porcedure.
Or

5. Questions.

O

(3 of 10)
. 461



OUTLINE OF ISNTRUCTION

II. Preientation.

A. Transformer connections.

1. Delta-Delta.

2. Delta-Wye.

3. Wye-Wye.

B. Conductor clearances.

1. From wood.

Z. From equipment.

C. Introduce job sheet.

1. CE "A" JS 2.1:8.1, "Stringing Secondary
Equipment".

D. Steps of procedure.

1. Install secondary distribution system.

a. Position secondary racks as per
sketch on following page:

C

462

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.D.1.a. Holes for secondary
rack on transformer pole shell
bell) accordance with the sketch
on following page.

(4 of 10)

CE "A" IC 2.1.8
STUDENT ACTIVITY

463



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

SINGLE
, CLEWS
1 IN sULAT011

Ltip Pea

b. Rroundman: .Seleet two 4 spool
secondary tacks with spools.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

C ENTER:
TRAN51=C = PIER

.CE "A" IC 2.1.8
STUDENT-ACTIVITY

'For rack installation
thru-bolt holes-shall IA: 11/16"
diStneter for-the 5/8" diameter

4 - thru-bolts, longth dependent bolts.

upon pule diameter and 2"-exposure.

6 - curved wahro;.

6'2-spring

6 - riots .

.4E-A (5 of lo)"

9



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION-

4 -.pre-cut lengths of #2 AWG
insulated stranded copper conductors.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

2 - eye bolts.

4 - 3/8" automatic dead-ending devices
-for #2 AWG triplex stranded conductors.

2 - Pre-cut lengths o£ .#2 AWG triplex

(service-drop).

c.- Lineman: :Ascenii pole with handline and
prepare to receive tools and materials. .

d. Lineman:' With brace and 11116" bit,
drill first hole for rick a minimum

`-of 10" below,transfuNrmers% Drill
second hole 24" downlfrom centers of,

top rack hole.

(1) Position of rack on transformer
pole as per sketch II.1.a.(note).

e. Groundman: Select secondary rack and
,disaSsemble pin and insulator spools.
Hizist'the disassembled rack with two
thru-bolts with an equal number-of
curved washers, spring washers and
nuts to the lineMan.

f. Lineman: Place_ secondary rack over
the two thru-bolt holes and'align
top and <bottom rack holes with holes,

ln pole..

(1) When tightening nutl, apply
pressure until spring washer, is
-flatt,then back off 1/4 turn to
allow-the spring washer to-
eipand and contract.

i% 01 10),

CE "A" IG 2.1.8
STUDENT ACTIVITY

'467



OUTLINE OF

asp
.CE'"A" IG 2.1.8

INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY,
1

(2) Install.thru-bolts with bolt-
head dgainat rack, and apply-
curved washer, spring washer
and nut on oppqsite end.

g. Groundman: ,Hoist to lineman the pih
and 4 insulator spools. Ensure that
pin is complete with a cotter key.

h. Lineman: When installing insulators,
position pin in top hole and align
one insulatorfat a time as the pid _

is being' installid. Insert cotter 1

key and spread the ends approximately
1/2"

'(1) Make sure thatthe spools are
equally spdced throughout the
length Of;the rack.

i. Croundman: Select the 4 lengths of
q2 AWG stranded insulated copper
Conductors. !loll out each conductor
bctween the two secondary poles.
Using-the handlineraise the
conductors to the lineman, one at

ime.

j Linewan: Secs ee first conductor to
the cop spool (secondary system
neutral conductor) in accordance
with the following sketch and
the classroom display:

II.D.1.j. Top hole,..for secondary

'rack thru-bolt-will be loca ed
10 1/4" from the top of the pole.

Note: CoMplete dead- ending,of re-

maining conductors-as per sketch.

(7 of 10)
4C9



OUTLINE OF INSTRUa ION' INSTP.L1CTOR AC;TIVIT1

k. second Install.se,condery
rack andcomplete the installa-
tion of the secondary
distribution system.

2. .InStallatioti of "service drop".

a. Groundmen: Select a single spool
clevis complete with pin,
insUlator," spring washer and nut.
Hoist lineman.

b. Lineman: Mount the single spool
clevis assembly as per followlftg
sketch:

0

TIGHT
1..(RA,PS/ (81., rTORS)

estu.r

Cost/ taCTCR

" SECONDARY
RACK

CE "A" Ii 2.1.0
STUDENT ACTIVITY

47
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

\
c. Ground.aan: Select twowo pre-measured II.D.2.c. Demonstrate: How to

lengths of #2 AWC stranded, Insu*ed apply dead=end device on the
aiuminuM\conductors (triplex) and \ stranded ,aeutral conductor of

twa automatic dead-ending devAces. the triplex cable. .

Secura a device on each neutral
conductor (approximately 30" back
from end). Hoist one end of each
service drop to the lineman, one
at.i*time.

d. Lineman: Place both wire bails\of
dead ending devices on thepsingle
spool insulator, and replace pin
and cotter key.

-

e.' CroUndman: Place a dead-ending
device on each service -drop approx-
imatel9 12" from end on neutral
cond\mtor.

f. Lineman: Using a tag line, hoist
.on of triplex with automatid
'dead-end device and secure-td a .

sigle-spool assembly mounted on-
angle iron. Sag cable accordingly
by'pulling'slack thru'the dead-end,
device. Repeat procedure at other
:service drop.

g. Lineman: Complete service drop ;11.0.2.g. All secondary distri-
installation by splicing thelneutral $ution procedures' shall be exec-
and phase conductors with split-- sited 1002 correct.

bolt connectors. Tape each phase
-splice and leave the neutral
Untaped.

iractical application.

472
.(5 of 10)

2

5 7
CE "A"

STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF'INSTRUCTIOM
d

: A. As a crew wember, the student will install
a-secondary distribution system complete
with required-hardware and materials.
Installation and evaluation will be done
in accordance,with Job Sheet CE "A" JS
2.1.8.1, "Stringing Secondary Mains".

IV. .Summary..

A. Transformer connections.

B. Conductor clearances.

C. .Job Sheet.

D. Steps of procedure.

E.I Questions.

d
CE "A" IG 2.1.8

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

O

(10 of 10)
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING 'COURSE A7721-0018

Classification: ".'Unclassified

Topic: Transformer Connections

Average Time:

Instructional Material:

3 Periods (Class), 4 Periods (Pract)

A. Texts:

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 9.

2. Lineman'skand Cableman's Handbook, 4th
edition, Kurtz; MtGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, N.Y.

3. Peferences',--- O

0
1 U.S. Department of Commerce, National

Bureau of Standards, "Safety Rules for
the Installation and Maintenance of
Electrical Supply and Communication Lines".

C. foo'ls, Equipment and Materials:

1. Tools and Equipment:.

a. Lineman's tool\kit.

b: Climbing gear.,,

\

I 2 'materials

'CE "A", IC

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
the student will be able to install an overhead
distribution system raped up to 5000 volts, and 12'

operate'alternating current generators up to 200 KW,
singly or in parallel. Installation and operatilin will
be performed in accordance with appr9priate job ,sheets.

Enabling Objectives: ylpop completion of this, topic
the.student will be able to connect the three-phase
transformer bank to the primary and secondary dis-

,

tribut-.... systems.' Connections will be made without
error and In accordance with the job sheet CE "A" JS°
2.1,9.1, " "Transformer Connections".

,Critdtion Test: ,The student will connect a three-
Phase transformer bank to the primary and secondary
distribution systems. All connections will be made
1iO correct.

Homework: Read: Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook:,
section 49, pp. 49-1 thru 49 -16.

(1 of 8)-, /
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tt.

a. Jumper wires.

b. Split-bolt connectors.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Films. a

a. ,HOW-001, "How Distribution Transformers
are Made ", (20 min.,)!"

b.

v.

4

ITS-001, "It's C.S.P. For Me", (10 min.).

I

2. Locally PreparedMaterial:
. .

a. Tkansformer Connection Displ 'B a .

\
b. Lb Sheet.' \

1

.

(I) . CE "A" JS 24.9.1, "Transformer ,
Cnnnegtions". .

c. ,rrawing.

1(1) CE "A"-DWG 2.1.9.1,."Primary.and
!/--Secondari Distribution Jumper
I Connections':. 1

!
E. Trainini Aidi EqUipment:.

1. 16mm movie projector.

A

(2 of 8)
11,

I

1)

a

0.4

.

CE "A" IG 2.3 9.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

B.

._

1. Name:

2. Toptc: Transformer Connections.,

Establish' readiness:

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student. "

C. Establish effect: I.C. Bring out need and value
of materials being presented.

1. Value.

a: Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better Construction Electrician.

a

a63

0

D. Overview: I.D. State learning objectives.

1. Transformer connections. 1. State information and
materials necessary to guide

2. Transformer construction. ,student.

3. PrOtective equipment.

4. Introducejob'sheet.

5Steps Of procedure.

r4 8 C (3 of 8) .

0

O

CE "A" It.

STUDENT ACTIVITY



CE "A"-IG 2.1.9
STUDENT ACTIVI'aOUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Make primar&distribution jumper
conneicaani t step-down transformer
poled

to: Make secondary distribution jumper
tondrctions.

6. Questions.

II. Presentation.

V4.4,
:A. Transformer c nnections.

1. Primary le tibution system voltages: 'II.A.1.° Indicate the following II.A.1. Copy on job

on chalkboard: * sheer,

N car

1:11

482

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

c

a. Y-Y, 2400/4160 volts.

Ha I

2. Secondary distribution system voltages: 11.A.2.. Stress: 120V, single
0 is obtained between neutral and

a. Y-Y, 1201208 volts. any phase (A, B, or C) .

ALSO:,
208V,, single 0 is obtained between
phases A-B, A-C or B-C.

-°ALSO:

208V., three i is obtained by
connertidg equipment to all th,-ee

phases (A-B-C).

(4 of 3)
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OE °. :NE OF INSTRUCTION

B. Transformetconstruction.

1. 'Fit MOeW-001, "How Distribution
Tra sfotmrs are Made".

II

2. Film: ITS-001, "It's C.S.P. for Me".

C. Protective equipment.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
CE U" 7- 2...9

STUDENT e. ..IV1TY

.

& Show films , -II.B.1. & II.B.2. View
and discuss highlight of each, films and participate.

in discudsion.

1.' Lightning-arrester.- _Display:_ Mock-up of
lightning arrester and assoc--

a. Protedts transformer against iated hardwaie.
voltages greater than the normal
line voltages.

b. Furnishes a path to ground to
drain off-exceag-voltage (lightning
striking primary line). ,

AX12t,- Primary distribution fused-cutouts.
V

110

Prot:'ect the primary windings of
-
Stress: A(fuse'is

the Sistribution transformer against purposely installediap an
overload or short-circuit. intentional weak spo.0-in an .

electrical circuit.--

Display:" Fused cutout and
the internal partg-(fue-elemeqitr
and connections).

Required clearances for jumper II.C.3. List on chalkboard
connections. -

a. From wood - 3".

b. From equipment., - 6".

equipment, flat brades, guy wire,
conductors.

4

(5 of 8) 483



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

0

D. Introduce j.,b sheet.

1. CE "A" JS 2.1.9.1, "Transformer
Connections".

E. Steps of procedure.

1. -Make primary distribution jumper '0,
connections at step - down transformer
pole.

a._ Lineman: Ascend transformer pole
and connect existing 6' ends of each
phase conductor to the associated
lightning arresters, fused cutouts
and transformers in accordance with
the attached drawing titled "Light-
ning Arresters*, Fuse Cutouts, and
TransforMer Connections".

b. Groundman: Select a l0 foot length
of II6AWG solid- hard-drawn, bare
copper conductor and hoist to line-

c. Lineman': Connect, lightning arresters
tv.r!Xistinglrouh"d3ng conductor On
pole as'per drawing titled, "Primary
and Secondary. Distribution JUmper
Connections".

. .

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

d-_-Groundman: Select two four foot pieces
of #6 AWG"splid, hard-drawn, bare
copper conductors and hoist to line-
man

0

(6 of 8.)

0

...

3

04
CE "A" IG 2.1.9

STUDENT ACTIVITY

V



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

e. Lineman: Connect 6' tail of over-
Lead primary neutral conductor to
the ground wire connecting light-
Wing arresters. 'Connaction'sh411
be made with split-bolt connector.
Secure end of 'conductor to the
nearest iii"bushing.

f. Complete neutral connection using
the two 4 foot pieces of #6-
copper between the three H1
bus"ngs.

L.

2. Hake secondary distribution jumper
Connections.

a. .Groundman: Select two four foot:
pieces of #2 AWG stranded, insul-

_ acd.,'copper cotluctors and hoist
to lineman.

b. Lineman: Install the two four
toot pieces. of jumper wire between

the 12 secondary bushings as per
attached drawing.

;

C(mpietion of secondary hook-up
shall be in accordance with the
drawing titles "Primary'and
Secondary' Distribution Jumper
Connections".

(1) Meauremenis for jumpers shall
be made'betwetn X1 bushings
anetheir respective secondary
distribution
Ensure that jumee!ri are instal-
led with the required clearances

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
CE "A" IG 2.1.9
STUDENT ACTIVITY

0

II.E,l.f. Stress: That bare high
-voltage conductors shall'maintain
the following 'clearances:

3" - wooden crossarms and poles.
- metallic equipment and

hardware.

II.E.2.c.(1) Installation of
primary and secondary connections
shall be performed 100% corrger.*

(7 of 8) O
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MUNE OF iNSTRUCTION.

II* Application.

A. Student practice - instill primary and
0 .secondary jumpers and make connections

0 in accordance with Job Sheet CE "A" JS

2.1.9.1,-"Transfbrmer-Connections and
Drawing-CE " " DWG 2.1.9.1, "Primary
and Secondary D tribution Jumper Con-

nections".

/V. Summary..

A. Transformer connections.

B. Transformer construction.

4

C. Protective equipment.

D. Introduce Job Sheet. .1

E. ,Steps*25 procedure.

1. Make primary distribution jumper

connections at.step-down-transformer

. pole.

2: .Mrakc secondary distribution jumper

connections.

F. Questions.

v. Test: 'Whe.

400

1

INSTRUCTOR ACiiViTY

°'

(8 of 81
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CE "A" IC L.I.9
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CHNTER
i'ORT HUE1EYX, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

Classification: Unclassified'

cZ,,
CE "A IG 2.1.10

Topic: Pole Top Rescue , -Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
the student will be able to install an overhead°

Average Time: i Period -(Class), 6 Periods (Pract) distribution System rated up to 5000 volts, and
-

-- 'operate alternating current generators up to 200 KW,

Instructional. Materials: singly or in parallel. Installation and operation
. will be performed in accordance with appropriate

job sheets: -A. Texts:..

1. _Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 9.

2. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th
edition, Kurtz; McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Nei York; N.Y.

B. .References: None.

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
the student_ will be able to perform pole top rescue
procedures while adhering to- required safety-pre=--
cautions. Rescue performance will be in accordance
with the Job Sheet CE "A" JS 2.1.10.1, "Pole Top
Rescue ". Steps of procedure will be executed 1002
.orrect.

Criterion Test: The student will perform pole top

C. Tools, `Equipment and Materials. rescue procedures in accordance with the job sheet
CE "A" JS 2.1.10.1, "Pole Top Rescue". Rescue

1. Tools and equipment. procedures will be-execUted 1067. correct. -

Climbing gear. Homework: Read: Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook,64,
section 49, pp. 49-1 thru 49-16.

'- b. Handling.

c. Harness with lifeline:

d. Blanket.

D, Training, Aids and Devices: 0

(1 of 131

F.
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'1. Film's:

a. MA-9559, "Resuscitation, Mouth-co-Mouth,
Mouth-to-Nose", (23 min.).

-b. POL-001, "Pole Tdp Rescue and Closed
Heart Massage",-(10 min.).

Locally Prepared Materials:

as Job Sheet.

(1) CE "A". JS 2.1.10.1, "Pole-Top Rescue".

. Training Aids Equipment:

1. 16mm movie projector.

494

f.2 0 :: 13)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Pole Top Rescue.

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

-W. -Pass-course.

CE "A" IC 1.10
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being'presented.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get. advanced.

d. Be a better ConstructIon.Electriciam

D. Overview:

1. First lid for lineman.

a. Films.

b. Wounds and control.bleeding.

c. Shock.

d. Artificial respiration.

6%. Burns.

I.D. State learning objectives.

1. State information and
materials necessary to guide
students.

(3 of 13)
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QUILINR QF INSTRUCTION

2. Introduce job sheet.

3. Steps of procedure.

a. Perfoim pole top rescue of-an

injured lineman.

4. Questions.

Presentation.

A. First aid for lineman.

1. Films:

a. MA-9559, "Resuscitation, Mouth-to

Mouth, Mouth-to-Nose", (23 min.).

--POL=004-qole_Top_Rescue and
Closed eart Massage", (10

2. Wounds and control of'bleedin4.

a. Wound is any break in the skin..

b. Two classes of wounds.

(1) Severeobleeding.

(2) Bleeding /6 not severe.

c. Control of severe bleeding between

the wound and the heart at the

pressure point nearest the wound.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

O

0272
CE "A" IG 2.1.10
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.A.1. Show films and discuss II.A.1. Take notes

highlights. during discussion.

II.A.2.c. Demonstrate: Ask for

a student volunteer, point out-

Where the arterial pressure
points are on his body and head.

(4 of 13)
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ales OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Apply pressure with fingers
at the following locations.

At the temple in front of
the ear against the skull. ,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.A.2.c.(1) Refer to following
sketch for pressure points:

About an inch forward
from the angle of the
lower jaw.

In the neck at the side
of the wind pipe, against
the/ backbone.

Behind the inner end, of
the collarbone, down
against the first rib.

On the inner side of the
upper arm, halfway between
the shoulder and elbow.

thigh about four inches
below the groin.

d. Control of not severe bleeding.

(1) Apply antiseptic, sterile
dressing and a bandage firmly
in place.

3. ShOck.

a. A disturbance of the nervous system
restlring in'a-depressed state of
all body functions due to,lack of
proper circulation. Theinore_

wore severe

the shock.

500
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OR 4.1O

. Tourniquets .ale useful in
two locations: On the bra-
chial artery about the middle
of the upper are and on the
femoral artery in the groin.
These two points should
take care of bleeding at any

v. place below them. Pressure
should be applied tight
enough to stop the blood

Alfrom spurting and should be
released every 15 minutes:
if bleeding starts again, the
bandage should be tightened.

73
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4.
OU. .NE OF. INSTRUCTION

b. - Symptoms.

(1)- Face is pale..

.(2) Skin is cool and clammy with

perspiration-around-Lthe_nose,
mouth and forehead.

____(3) Pulse - fast and weak.

CE "A" IC 1.10
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ALIIVITT

(4) Eyes - lack luster and pupils
.may -be dilated.

-(5)- Breathing shallow and frfegular,
---'----

(6) Dizziness, nausea and vomiting'
may occur.

(7) In-- severe cases, unconsciousness
"May devel9p.

c. Treatment.

(1) Keep injured lying down, his
head level with his body.

d02: O

temperature.
- .

<3) If consciOui, give hot tea or
:5 k

O ,

. cof fee. in small quantities.

O

(4) If injured becomes nauseated,
discontinue fiquid.

(6 of 13)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Artificial-respiratidn.

a. In all cases of ASPHYXIA, (drownings
hanging, gas poisoning, electric
shock) the heart udlially continues
to function for =a undetermined
period of time. Artificial reepir-
ition started immediately during
this interval may save a.life.,"

S. Burns.

ti

a. Injuries caused by dry heat, fire,

electricity,hot'iolutions,' steam
and Chemicals such as acids or-
alkalis. Electricity may cause
burns either by current rassing-
through.the body.or by an electric
flash'.

b: Classification:.

(1) First Degree.- rz.,:dening -of the
"skin.

4
(2) Second Degree - the fSrmation

bi is.ters

.

(3)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.A.4.a. Explain: ASPHYXIA -
the.extreme condition caused
by lack of oxygen due to ihter-
ference With respiration.

Third Degree - deeper destruction
of tissue such as charring.

c. Treatment.'

(1) Immerse burned area in ice
water until pain subsides.

(2) Use wet packs seaKed in Ice
water - keep wet. by gently

pouring ice water over pack.

(7 of 13)
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CUMULI)! INSTRUCTIOff

(3) Minor burns.

.(4)

(4) Apply medication to a
sterile dressing and place
over burn.

_ (b) Apply bandage lightly.

Major burns.

(a)

'(b)

(c)

Apply sterile dressing and
cover with a blanket or
other suitable material.

Treat for shock.

Do not attempt to remove
charred particles of
clothing from burned area.

E. Introduce job sheet.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

1. CE "A" JS "Pci? Top Rescue ". MBA.. Issue job sheets.

C. *tees of procedure.
-

1." Perform pole top rescue of an-iniured
lineman..

-
.

Rescuer #1:. Make'i,quick survey of
the,'Victim's accident situation and
ensure that a rescue can be safely
accomplished in 'a short period pf
time.

VictimIncancact with over-
head conductor - use non-
cenducting material to clear
from electrical contact..,

(1)

76

II.C.1.a. Situation -- rescuer #1
will be-working with, intended
victim on the pole at the
time of the simulated accident.

(S or 13)

CE "A" IC 2.1.10

STUDENT ACTIVITY'
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(a) Speed is important, bUt the
rescuer shall take all pre-
cautions for his own safety

(2) Assume-a position on the pole
next to victikso"that you can
swing his body over your safety
strap:

(a) Victim's body shall be
positioned face up on.the
safety strap.

-"

.(3) The victim's head should be
tilted into maximnM extension
-by pressing upward on jaw with
one hand and push the crown of
the head back with the other
hand.

(4) Take a deep breath and
your moat.' across the v4eLim'
mouth and breathe air into his
lungs.

(5) When victim's chest expands,
remove your mouth and listen
for escaping air.

(6) Continue resmu breathing
at the rate of 12 -to 15
breath:: pet miuute.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

c277'CE "A IC .1.10
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.1.a.(3) 4lemonstrate: Use
volunteer to _slow the following:

inc.1:11.() Stress: If stomach
bulges preis gently to remove
excess air. .

_(9 of 13)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION__ -INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
IG 2.1.10

$T7:1DEVT ACTIVITY

b. .RescuerRescuer #2 - After victim is posit- Ir.c.i.b. Explain; This procedure
ioned across: rescuer #1's safety : should be applied when there is
strap, proceed to climb to a position absence of a heartbeat or pulse.
directly'ander the victim in order
to apply "external heart resusci-
tation".

(1) fo4tioa-your arms" around
upptr chest of the victim and
locate the lower half of the
breast bone just below it's
center.

(2) Place both hands on this
position: with the thumb end
of clenched fist against breast
bone, and other hand applying .

pressure over clenched fist.

rya

c. Rescuer #1 - after ,each period of 5
pressure strokes, (by rescuer 42) -

apply 2 rescue breaths.

d. Continue chestrresuscitation cycles
until the:victim is-revived.

II.C.I.b.(2) Demonstrate as per
sketch.

*1'

--"" (6. -;(.541f.

Alf011

(1603

(10 of 13)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

- e. Rescuer #1 - when victim is revived
and breathing on his own, prepari
to lower him.,

.(1) Signal to groundman to hoist
the rescue tackle and har-
ness.

(2) After receiving harness (with
lifeline attachedthrow over
crossarm and place on victim.

(a) When harness is on the
victim, the ground crew
(3 men) will take a
strain on the lifeline
to relieve the weight on

-rescuer-Pi is safety strap.
Ground crew will strictly
adhere to the commands
from rescuers #1 and 02.

f. Rescuer #1 - swing vjetim into a
safe position fol. 'owring to the
ground.

:Jignal to ground crew to
begin lowering;

(a) Ensdre - that handline will
no clip off the crossarm.
Pfn insulator shall be
installed near end of
crossarm.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.l.e. Note: If.resCue
harness is not available the
handline should be used. by pas-
sing snap hook through both-"D"
rings and snap onto first "D"
ring passed through, demonstrate.

CE "A" IG .1.10

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.1.e.(2) Demonstrate: On
classroom pole and crossarm.

II.C,l.f. Rescuer #2 will assist
in positioning victim for lowering -
to ground.

OA of 13)
IV 1 t)
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OttiLLUE OF-INSTRUCTIOV

514

A2). Cround_crew will lower vjctim
-=_:sidiiiyand gently using-hand

-over_hand.method on _the life-,
-

(3) Life1ineiejniided-by rescuer
#1"and to Maintain victim's
destent to the ground in a
safemanner,-_

Place =victia-on a blanket and
cover him after releasing
_harnisi.

(A)

III. Application.

A. Student practice - perform pole top rescue
in accordance with steps of procedure in
outlined in job sheet CE "A" JS 2.1.10.1
"Pole Top. Rescue ".

IV. Summary.

A. First aid for lineman.

1. Films.

2. Wounds and control of bleeding.

3. Shock.

,4: Artificial respiration.

Burni.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.1.f.(4) All steps of
procedures shall be executed
100% correct.

CE "A" IC 2.1.10

STUDENT ACTIVITY,

(12 of 13) .515



OUTLINE Of INSTRUCTION

B. Introduce Jab sheet.

C. Steps of procedure.

1. .Perform pole top rescue of an injured
lineman.

V. Test: .blose.

51S

At

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

o.

(13 of 13).
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O

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Power Plants .
Terminal Objective:. Upon completion of this-unit
the student will be able to install an overhead

. Average Time: 2 Periods (Class), 7 Periods (Pract) distribution-system*rated up to 5000 volts, and
operate alternating current generators up,.to 200 KW

Instructional Materials:
a singly or in parallel. Installation and operation will

be performed in accordance with appropriate job sheets.

518

A. 'Texts:
Enabling Objectives: Upon completidn of this topic

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS the student will be able to operate a power plant

10636-G, chapter 8. housing generators of varying capacities up to 200 KC
Generators will be operated singly or in parallel in

S. References: None. accordance with procedures outlined in the job sheet

CE "A" JS 2.1.11.1, "Power Plants". Operating

C. fools,dEquipment and Materials: Procedures will be performed without...error.

1. Equipment.
3.4

A. Generators - 120/208V, 3 phase, 4' wire.

(1) 3-15 KW.

(2) 4-100. KW.

' (3) 1-150 KW.

(4) 1-200 KW.

b. Load bank:

(1) 250 KW resistor -type.

c. Switchboard and associated equlpment

Criterion Test: The student will perform prestart
checks and operate generators either singly or in

parallel. All procedures will be executed 1002 correct.

Homework: Read: Construction Electrician 3 & 2;

NAVPERS 10636-G, chapter 8, pp. 177 -196.

(1 of 9)

56.



D.

. Materials:

a. Diesel fuel...,

b.: Crankcase oil.

c.- Distilled water.

Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally Prepared Material.

a. Job Sheet.

(1) CE "A" JS 2.1.11.1, "Power Plants".

Equipment: None.

fi

(2 of 9)
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..,OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION

I. _Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Pcwer Plants.

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

. Perform better on, the job.

c. Get advanced.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I-B.--Motivate-stddint.

. I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

d. Be a better Construction Electrician.

Overview: I.D. State learning objectives.

1. Introduction to power plants. 1. State information and
materials necessary to guide

2. Job sheet. student.

3. -Power plant operation.

4. Question;.

(3 of 9)

CE "A" IG
STUDENT ACTIVITY,
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION.

II. Presentation.

A. Introduce

1. Power plants.

B.

a. Advanced base.

b- -Permanent base.

c. Combat areas.

d. Temporary power. for new construction.

.e. .Emergency power.

Introduce job sheet.

1. CE "A" JS 2.1.11.1, "Power Plants".

C. Steps of proCedure.

1. Prestart check of generators, prime
movers, and equipment. (Two 15 KW units.)

a. Fuel tanks -,verify that fuel tanks,
are .full by reading level on .fuel

tank dipstick, or fuel gauge.

b. Crankcase - check by reading level on

-dipstick.

c. Radiator - check water level -and add

if required.

d. Batteries - check liquid level and add
distilled water if required to pre-
scribed level .

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(4 of 9)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

gpgv
CE "A" IG c.1.11

0

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY'

e, Generator circuit breaker - (located
on each generator.) .Place in the
OFF" or "OPEN" position.

.

4

f. Voltage .regulator switch - .Place II.C.1.f. Prestart4checka shall

switch in the MANUAL position and . be executed 100% correct.

rotate field control knob to,the
maximum decrease position.

2. Starting prime mover.

a. Locate speed.eontrol and position
half way between its, minimum dnd

maximum position.

b. Locate engine - start - switch and
depress to activate the battery. .

operated cranking motor.. Wheel engine
is running, place switch to the UP
(run) position.

(1) Check lubricating oii pressure
gauge. if no pressure after'
10 seconds, stop the engine by-
pullingthe STOP:CONTROL handle
out _all the may.

A

c. Adjust speed control ,r freguenc
control vernier knob until the fre-
quency registers 60 Hertz.'

d. Adjust voltage r.0gulator rheostat II.C.2,d. Stress-: Ocsmost

A...voltmeter Indicates ators,.the-output voltage is derived

4 -208 volts.. ,frrim a 3 phase, 4 wire wye confifiu -

ation, or phase-to-phase (208-volts)
and phase-to-ground (120 volts).

5`)
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'mum OP. INSTRUCTION'

e. Recheck all meters for correct
frequency, voltage, oil pressure,
water-temperature and battery
charging ammeter.

f. When all systems appear normal, place
voltage regulator in the automatic
position and adjust voltage to 208

3. Apply resistor load to generator
(for single operation).

a. Check main breaker on the load
bank. (Place in the OFF posit-.
ion.)

b. Place the geneiator circuit
breaker to the ON or CLOSED
position.'

c: Place the switchboard circuit
breaker to the ON or CLOSED
position.

NOTE: The load bahk cooling fan
warnifig.signalmill operate-for
approximately 2 seconds.

. d. Place the switchbOard buss-tie
breaker in the CLOSED position by
press Y-tlhe CLOSED (black button).

switchboard and generator /breakers

ro.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.2.f. P,rime movers should

be up to operating temperatures
before applying load. Cold
application of load can cause
damage to both generator and
prime mover,

II.C.3.a. Stress: It thia
breaker is in the ON position
when the switchboard circuit
breaker is placed in the ON
position, the generator circuit
breaker will trip.

Stress The buss-tie
breaker requires power to ope to

-electrically - therefore, 'bo the

CE "A" IC 2.1.11
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.2.f. Practical
performance: Prestart
checks shall be executed
100% correct.

0

on the operating unit m St be in.

(6 of 9)



OUTLINE OT INSTRUCTION .

e. Place the load bank main circuit
breaker in the ON position and check
voltage on loadbank-voltmeter and
frequency meter.

f. Apply small load of 7. KW to warm the
generator and activate the governor
and voltage regulator. Check and
adjust voltw and Hertz if required.

g-

..

Apply additional load of 10 KW
for a total of 17 KW a 2 KW
overload: Check readings andrun
unit on overload for approximately
2 - 5 minutes.

h. Reduce. load by disconnecting 7 KW,
and prepare second generator for
parallel operation.

I. Check volts and amps across all
phases by turning the appropriate

e selector switches. if

j Check water cooling and lube oil
pressure on both units.

4. Parallel operation (for 2 15 KV units).

a. Place generator main breaker to
. ON position on No. 2 unit.

b. Place the synchronizing lamp
switch (on the power unit to be
paralleled) in the ON position.

as'/
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.3.f. The 7 KW! resistor

load will indicate approximately
33.6 amps. (Run at this load-for
approximately 5. minutes.)
Applying the load by the student
will be closely-supervised by
the instructor.

CE "A" IG 2.1.11
STUDENT ACTIVITY

Ir.C.3.h. Second 15 KW unit should
be up to operating temperature and
ready for parallel operation%

II.C:3.i. Volts and amps should
read the same.across all phases..

II.C.4.a. This will connect 2nd
unit to main buss for parallel
operation..

(7 of 9)
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OUTLINE or INSTRUCTION

c. Turn the vernier knob on #2 unit
until both units are operiting at
approximately the same frequency.
The synchronizing lamps will glow
and go out at a very, slow rate.

d. Stand by the switchboard breaker
(for the %generator to be paralleled)
and wait'until 'Amps go out. At
'that moment, place the breaker in
the ON position..

CE "A" IC .1.11

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVI14

II.C. -4.c. When equal speed is
:obtained, the matching frequen-
cies will be indicated byghe
slow change in the brilliance'
Of the synchronizing lamps.

II.C.4.d. Time'the dark interval,

then in the middle of this interval,
place the circuit breaker n the
ON position.

e. Adjust vernier knob (on No. 2.unit)
to increase speed to share 1/2 of
the 10 KW load. Check Heitz,

'volts and amps on the two units,
and insure that the load, is

equally distributed.

5. Securing ?arallel operation.

a. On Noi;2 unit; disconnect switchboaid
circgit breaker, diSconnect generator
ciredit breaker, Pace voltage
regulator switch to the manual position
decrease voltage to "0",- slow engine
(with vernier) to idle speed, pull
engihe stop knob all the way, after
engine stops, phsh knob all the way in.

,b., Disconnect 10 KW load and main circuit
breaker on the load bank.

c. OPEN the buss-tie breaker (red

button).

d. Place the switchboard circuit in
tne'OFF position.

(8 of 9)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

e. Place the generator main breaker
in the OFF position.

f. Place the voltage regulator switch
to the'llANUAL position and decrease
voltage to "0".

S. Slow engini-(with vernier) to idle
speed, pull engine stop knob all the
way out. After engine stops,
return knob to normal start position.

III. Application.

A. Student practice.

1. Prestart checks.

2.' Operate one generator unit.

3. ,Operating' two in parallel, with
load. .

4. Securing procedures.

IV. Summary.

A. Introduction to power plants.

B. Job sheet.

C. Power plant operations.

D. Questions.

V. Test None.

0

O

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.4.g. Before securing either_
unit (after students haye comp-
leted their practical performance)
allow for cooling time to lower
temperatures for approximately
15-20 minutes.

CE "A" IC 2.1.11
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.4.g. Practical--
performance: Single .

and.parallel.resistor
load operating and
securing pracedures
shall be executed:
100E correct.
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT'HUENAE, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAININd COURSE A-721-0016

-raassification: Unclassified

Topic: Systems Testing

Average Time: 1 Period (Class), 2 Periods (Pract

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. Construction Electrician 3 &12, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 4.

B., References: None.

C. Tool, Equipment and Haterial:

1. Lineman's tool kit.

2. Climbing.gear.- -

3. Vihrogrouud test meter (ground -o-meter).

4. Simpson 2`60 (Multimeter).

5. 'Clamp -on ammeter-voltmeter.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally Prepared Material:

w

5o

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
the student will be able to install an overhaddlatributialC
system rated up to 5000 volts, and operate alternating
current generators up to 200 KW, singly or in:parallel:
Installation and operation will be performed in

-
accordance with appropriate job sheets.

Ts

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
the student will be able to conduct various tests

on transformir secondaries and-check systems grounds.
Ground checks will be perfoYmed while the system
is de-energized, and the secondary systems testing

be conducted while system's are energized by the.
power plane. Testing and ground check procedures as
outlined in Job Sheet CE "A" JS 2.1.12.1, "Systems
Testing" will be executed 100% correct.

Criterion Test: The student will conduct various
tests on transformer secondaries for voltage and
current, -and check systems grounds. Tests Will be
conducted while systems are energized. Ground checks
will be made when systems are de-eaergized. All
procedures will be executed 100% correct.

Homework: Read: ConstruCtion Electrician 3 & 2,
NAVPERS 1063& -G, chapter 4, pp 41 - 74;

(1-of 11) 527



a. Job sheet.

(f) CE "A" JS 2.1.12.1, "Systems Testing ".`

E. Training Aids Equipment: None.

`N.

"a.

(2 of 11)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

_

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2; Topic: Systems Testing.
9

Establish readiness.

I.. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. -Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass, course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

. Be a better Construction Electrician.

1

D. Overview:

1. Test equipment.,

93
CE "A" IC 2.1;12

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out need and value of
material being presented.'

I.D. State learning objectives.

State information and
materials necessary to guide

a. Vibroground. student.

-b. Multi-meter (Simpson 260).

c. 'Clam).-on ammeter voltmeter.

2. Job sheet.

(3 of 11)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. Stetip_Of procedure.,

4.' Questions.

II:. PresentAtion.

A. Teat equipment.

1. Vibroground.

a. Null-balance principle.

b. To check man-made grounds.

c. Operation.

(1) The current flowing through'
the calibrated potentiometer
causes a voltage drop which
is fed to the, primary of
the ratio transformer,
inducing a voltage drop in
tht secondary causing a
current flow in the measur-
ing circuit.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

CE "A" IG 2.1.12
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.A.l.a. The voltage drop devel-
oped by a current flowing through
the unknown ground resistance is
'measured by comparing it to P

portion of the voltage drop L.evei
oped by that same current flowing
through a calibrated potentiometer.

II.A.1.b. Grounds protect electri- II.A.l.b. Take

cal systems and specific electrical notes.

equipment from damage or destruction
by voltages from other circuits,

or lightning. ;z,

8 (4 of 11)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) This current cancels the
current in the measuring
circuit due to the voltage
drop across the ground rests
tance between the electrodes
connected to terminals X and 1.

When the potentiometer and
range switch are adjusted so
that the two currents exactly
cancel, the galvapometer
needle will rest in the zero
'position.

Mutfimeter(Simpt;on 260).

a. Voltmeter dial setting.

(1) To check voltage at distri-
bution panels - phase-to-
phase and phase-to-ground.

3. Snap ammeter.

a. To check secondary distribution
service drops, and individ-

ual dwelling circuits.

4. Safety.

- a. Adhere to all safety procedures
when using test equipment.

B. Introduce job sheet.

1. CE "A" JS 2.1.12.1, "Systems Testing".

0

1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

95-
CE "A"IO .1.12

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Always'start at highest
meter range. This practice .

protects the meter-from injury
if an attempt is made to read a high
value in a low range.

II.A.3.a. Use highest scale when
starting test.

II.A.4.a. Stress: Safety require-
ments for each piece of equipment.

P

II.B.1. Pass out job sheet and have
students follow instructor presentation.

(5 of 11)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

. 2. Cbeck primary, secondary`and service
grounds (before energizing system)
using vibroground test equipment.

a. Locate primary step-up transformer , II.B.l.a. Show vibroground
bank-driven ground rod. / test equipment:.

b. 'Set up the two reference /grounds

as per sketch:

CE "A" IG 2.1.12
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY i STUDENT ACTIVITY

5%1G

A

II.B.l.a. Students
follow job sheet
outlines

IVAMSFORMEA.SAKK

GROVNPROD.-..
LOWER TEST

VISROGROUNO

e- 6"
.-(1) Use leather hammer to drive

reference grounds. Leave
approximately 1 1/2" of top
of each rod exposed above ground.

c. Attach jumper wires and make connec-'
'tions as per sketch

,/°f

REFERENCE
G.NCONDS



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
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CE "A" lc z.1.12

.INSTRUCTOR:ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY'

d. Set "range selectoe_on vibro- -3 ID.B.24. Explain functions

ground test set to the multiply : of vibiogrodad controls:

by 10 scale. -

i

. (1) Ground connections -

- Tirkinals X is always connected
. ito-the ground rod to be tested.

Terminals 1 and 2.are.refereace
---

-,z
grounds.

A

i.

(2)- Balance meter - Shows
balance point for taking read-
ings. "Arrows indicate direction

to turn potentiometer.

_,
_ : ' . (3) Balancise potentiometer -:.

c .
. Gives true ground resistance
reading to 0.1 OHMS times range
multiplier when knob is turned
to obtain a balanced needle. -

(4) Range selector - Multi-

ply by 1-10-100-1000.

Example: Potentiometer reads 1.8

Range selector is on 10
Solution - 1.8 x 10 = 18 OHMS.

(5) Operating-lever switch
Pressed.upwaid, it energizes
inatrument at reduced sensitivity,
pressed downward, gives maximum
'sensitivity for final adjust -

meat of balancing potentiometer.
"Spring return protects' instrument
-against accidentally being left on

between measurements.

(7 of 11)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

e. Operate "lever switch" to UP or

ADJ position.

f. Set "balancing potentiometeeeto a
point where needle is in the

center position.

g. Place "operating lever switch"
into READ position and readjust
potentiometer if required.

h. Multiply reading by pZi and notify
instructor if resistance is more

than 3 OHMS.

i. Perform ground checks on secondary
'transformer pole and dwelling

service.

(1) Follow steps-of procedure
outlined in items 1.a. through

.1.h.

0.

3., -Energize power plant,

a. Follow procedures outlined in topic
JOb Sheet CE "A" JS, 2.1.11.1,

Power Plants.

CE "A" IG 2.1.12

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.2.f. Explain arrows on dial
will show the direction to move
the knob when required.

,r--

II.B.2.h. Grounding -requirement

for substationsandlswitching
stations on primary systems shall
not exceed 3 011/1.S.

'II.8.2.i. Stress. safety require-

ments - when working with vibro=
ground test equipment.

(I) I)* not drop test set.

(2) Do not 'operate "Operating
Lever Switch" for extended periods
of time:

(3) Do not drive reference
ground rods to more or less
than 1 1/2" out of the ground.

(4) Do not exceed 10' 6"'

between rods.

(8 of 11)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Check voltage at dwelling disiribution
panels: Phase-to-phase and phase-to-
ground.

a. Select a-multimeter and set the
followingErange 0-250 volts.

b. Secure multimeter in a:position
above the distribution panel.

c.- If the _approximate voltage of the
circuit toie tested is unknown,
stari-iAth the highest voltage
range:

d-. Hake the following voltage checks
and record the readings:

(1)__With-test-leads-across the
two incoming hot leads, read
and record voltage.

(2) With test leads;'read across
each hot lead and ground.
Record each reading.

e. Return multimeter to tool room.

5. Check amperage at the secondary dis-
tribution mains, service drops and
individual dwelling circuits.

a Sele,t a clamp-on. type ammeter-
volteter.

CE "A" IG -.1.12
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.4. Stress to ensure that
proper voltage from-transformers
are found:

II.B.4.a. On secondary distri-
butiOn you will be reading
voltages less than 250 volts.

II.B.4.b. Eye height for easy
viewing and to ensures against

dropping.

II.B.4.c. Highest range would be
1000V. If reading is approximately
240V move selector to 250V scale.

II.B.5.' Stress to ensure proper
balancing of load across trans-
former secondaries.

Amprobe scales as follows:
ti

Ammeter - 0 to 6-15-40100-300.

Voltmeter - 0 to 150-300-600.

(9 of 11) 553



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION.

b. Don climbing gear and ascend the
secondary distribution transformer
.pole.

c. ,AssuMe a working position between
the 4 spool secondary rack and the
single spool clevis assembl4y.

d. Check each phase conductor and
neutral on the secondary distri-
bution system.

e. Inform a recorder on the ground of
ammeter readings on each hot phase
and neutral. '

f. Che:k each service drop for
amperage readings at the drip
loops.

. (1) Inform recorder of ammeter
readings on West and East
service drops.

g. -Descend transformer pole and'
,prepare to take readings at ihe
interior distribution panels.

h. Placd the main disconnect in the
OFF position.

(.) Start with ,either West or
East 'panel.,

i. Position each branch circuit conduc-
tor w:th a loop for accessible oper-
ation of the clamp-on ammeter..

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
;

II.B.5.b. Inform student to
clamp ammeter on to tool holder
on belt.

II.B.5.c. Set meter on the
0-100 ammeter scale before using.

II.B.5.d. If reading Is leas
than 40, move to0-40 scale.
If lessthan 15 moveito 0-15.

(10 of 11)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

j Place the main disconnect in the
ON position.

k. Check each branch circuit and record
ammeter readings.

1. Add ammeter loads -of- individual

branch circuits and compare with
the load readings on the main .

secondary distribution conductors.

6. Demonstrate use of vibroground, multi-
meter and clamp-on ammetervoltmeter.

III. Application.

A. /The student will practice taking readings
with the vibroground, multimeter and
snap-on ammeter- voltmeter in accordance.
with procedures outlined in the job sheet
CE 'A" JS 2.1:12.1, "Systems Testing". 1

IV. SumMarY.

A. Test equipment.

i. Vibroground. _

-

2. Multinecer (Simps9n 260).

3. Snap-on ammeter-voltmeter.

B. Job sheet.

C. Steps of pros -dure.

.D. Questions.

V. Test: None.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.5.k. Repeat same procedures
with remaining panel.

II.B.5.1. All circuit checking
procedures shall be executed
100% correct.

(11 of 11)
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING' CENTER
. , PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

Classification: Unclassified

:Disassemble pOleline

Average Time: 1 Period (Class), 10 Periods (Pract),

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10636-G, chapter 9.

B. _ References: None.

C. Tools, Equipment and Material:

1. Lineman's tool kit.

2. Climbing gear.

. J. Handline.

4. Tagline.

5. Wire grips.
4'

6. Pole-top gin'.0

7. Block and ta.kle.

8 keel said 2 reel;.

CE "A". 1G

Terminal Objective: Upon completionlof this uni
the student will be able to install an overhead
distribution system up to 5000 volts, and operate
alternating current generators up to 200 KW, singly,
or in parallel. Installation andoperation will be
performed in accordance with appropriate job sheets,__

Enabling Obje
the student w
and secondary
materials and
of materials
Sheet CE "A"
Steps of proc

tives: Upon-completion o1---f this topic
:11 be able to disassemble the primary
distribution systems, and associated
equipment. Disassembly and storage
11 be done in accordance with the Job

,"Disassemble Poleline".
dime will be done without error.

Criterion Teat: ,The student will disassemble the
primary and secondary distribution systems, and
associated materials and equipment. All work will be 1,
done in accordance with the Job Sheet CE "A" JS 2.1.13.1,
"Disassemble Poleline", and will be performed 100%
correct.

Homework: None.



D. Training Aida and Devices:

1. Locally Prepared Materials:

a. Job,Sbeet.

(1) CE "A" JS 2.1.13.1, "Disassemble

,Poliline".'

E. Training Aids Equipment: None.

(2 of 11),
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1. Introduction to the lesson.4.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Disassemhle Poleline.

. Establish readiness.'°-

1: Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1).

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate_, student.

I.C.- Bring out-need and value
of materia being presented.

1. Value.

a. yeas

b. Perform better on the job.

c, Get advanced.

d. Be a better Construction Electrician.°

Overview:

1. Introc;&-job sheet.

'2, Steps of procedure.

5E2

a. "Remove primary-conductors-from--
---Jused-curouts at platform-mounted

transformer-bank;

b. Disconnect and remove primary and'
\sec,orid4ry jumper wires at the
sacondary distribution transformer
pole

I.D. State learning-objectives.

State information and
materials necessary to guide
student.

(3 of 11)
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OUTLINE OF ;INSTRUCTION

c. Remove service drops, secondary
mains and associated hardware.

d. -Remove primary conductors between
transformer pole and corner pole.

.0.

e. Remove lightning arresters, pin
insulators, fused cutouts and
dead-end clevis assemblies at the

transformer pole.
6

f. Remove transformers (secondpry dis-

tribution).-

,

. Remove remaining primary conductors.

h. Remove guys and guying Hardware.Remove
---;

It; Remoire:.hardware,and crossarms.

II. Pfesentati'r.

Introduce job sheet.

1. CE "A" JS 2.1.13.1,_"Disaasemble
°Poleline".

B. Steps of,procedure.

1- Remove primary conductors from fused'
:utouts at platform-mounted transformer
Sank. ,

a. Lineman: Ascend; platform assembly

and f.ssume a posiLion to disconnect
primary conductors from bottom
terminals of fused cutouts.

O

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.A.1. Handout job sheets.

Stress:,This initial
disassembly procedure will
ensure against the possibility
of accidentally energizing the
lines

(4 of 11)'
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

0,

O

II.A. 1. Have students

follow instructor's
preentation.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Y.- -Disconnect and remove primary and,
secondary jumper wires at the secondary
'distribution transformer pole.-

a. Lineman: Ascend transformer pole

with handline secured to'belt:r..

p..) Secure handline above top

crossarm.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

b. Groundaan: Hoist the lineman's kit
of tools requir,ed to disconnect--

jumper-wires:

c. Lineman: Disconnect and remove
primary and secondary jumper wires,
andjumper wire's inter- connecting

the transformers.

3. Remove service drops, secondary mains

and associated hardware.

a. Lineman: -Disconnect service drops,

from secondary distribution mains.

(1) Remove neutral (of tri-plex
.cable assembly) from the

single-400l-clevis assembly.
Lower end of cable to ground

with iiandline.

,2) Remove single-spoql clevis -

assembly and lower tocground.

b. Linclgan: Remove and- lower'each

secondary conductor. ____------------

CE "A" IG 2.1.13

STUDENT ACTIVITY

-/1.4.2.c. All jumper ties, jumper
wires and.hardware'shall be lowered
to the ground using the "Grunt" bag.
"DO NOT-DROP,ANYTHING TO THE GROUND"

II.B.3.a.(1)_::Direct ground creti to

complete removal of tri-plex,and to

coil and" stow.

(5 of 11)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Remove secondary rack and
lower withpandline.

4 lemove-primaiy conductors between
transformer pole and corner pole.

k

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

a. Groundman:i Select a "wire grip"
and raise to lineman.

b. Lineman: Apply wire grip on outside
conduc4r. Secure clip end of
handline to wire grip. notify
grOund crew to take a strain on
conductor before cutting conductor
an inch from where Wenters dead-
ending device.

'(1) lower Conductor to the4round.

Lineman:, Ascend corner pole and
remove other end of primary
conductors and lower to ground.

(1) Coil conductors in i,.94ptinuous
coil using pressure spWing
devices.

c.

5. Remove lightning arresters, pin '

insulators, fused cutouts, and dead -
end clevis apieskblies at the trans-
former pole.

Lineman: Remove lightning arrest-
ers frOm their\ L -brackets and

lower to the ground. Remove L -

brackets.

II.B.4.b Cutting wire at this
point is required in order to
eliminate kinked, portion after
.dead -ending device,

II.B.4.b.(1) Use handline on
wire grip when lowering conduceor.

II.B.4.c.,(1) Splice ends.toge
with crimp -on connectors.

6 of 11)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

T

II.B.4.b. The two
outside conductors
be removed first before
removing the inside
conductors.

0
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Remove pin insulators, fused
cutouts and' dead -end assemb-

lies.

(2) :Stow gear as directed.

6. RemoVe transformers (secondary distri-
bution).

a. Groundman: Raise pole-top gin
to lineman.

b. Lineman #2: Ascendipole and assist
lineman #1 in securing pole-top gin
to t p of pole.

c.' Groundman: Raise block and tackle,
wire sling and tag line to lineman.

d Linemen #1 and #2:. Secure block and
tackle to pole-top gin with fall
line coming from top block.

(1) Secure wire sling to center
transformer and attach block
'and tackle to wire sling.

(2) Attach tag line to trarisformelr

using a timber hitch.

e. Ground crew: Take a strain on the
block-iiiFiackle fall line until
transformer hanger clears the.
supportin4 crossarm.

(1) Lower tranTiormer Eo the
ground.

INSTRUCTOR" ACTIVITY

II.B.5.a.(1) ,Lower all porcelain
items very carefully.

O

,

II.B.6.e.(1) ew
ith

trr 11n'member
steady transfo er descent w
tag line. Move transrormer away
from base of pole before lowering

#2 and #3.

. (7 of 11)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION i° INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

0

(2) Repeat steps of procedure on
the two remaining transformers.

(3) Store transformers as directed
by instructor. ,

7. Remove remaining primary conductors.

a. Lineman: Ascend cornet pole (next
pole in line after transformer pole)

handline.

(1), Secure, handline above the'top

crossarm:

b. Groundman: Hoist lineman's tools
and wire grips.

c. Lineman: Remove the wires from all
line pin insulators.

Attach wire grip on outside.'
conductor.

Attach clip of handline to wire
grip.

lake«a strain on wirelrip
before-cutting conductor at
automatic dead-end devilce.

d. Grotndman: Lower conductor to
thclpround.

CE "A" IG
STUDENT ACTIVITY

1

7 fI.B.7.c.(3) If conductor is cut

the I while there is slack on the .line,

the next pol.e in line will:vibrate

back' and foith causing pofisible
hazardto- a lineman on that pole.

e. Lineman: Remove remaining conductors
aslper II.B./.a. thru II.B.?.c.

1 .

(8 of .11) O
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(1) /Remove all associated' hardware.

I-
(2)' Repeat procedureslfor;remaving

. / primary conductors' on remaining
poles.

C.

f. Groundman: Splice conductors
'ter and roll i.po 2 coils.

Remove guys and hardware.

a. Lineman: Ascwid guyed pole with
handline.

toget-

(1). handline above top
crosser..

b. Greundmed:, _Hoist lineman'attools
and wire,grip.

c. Lineman: Attach wire grip to guy
wire.

(1) Attach clip of handline On
wire grip.

d. Groundman: Take a Strain on the
handline.

e: Lineman: Remove thru-bolt holding
guy attachment to the pole.
I

f. Groundmari: Lowet guy essemhly to
-the,ground.

(1) Remoye preformed guy grips
from guy assembly.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.7.f. Conductors will be
rolled up on two reels
on a reel holder.

supported

II.B.8.f. Stress: Avoid kinking
of the guy wire.

3/0
CE "A" it .1.13

STUDENT ACTIVITY .4



MUNE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Remove strand vise from
anchor rod. '

(3) Roll guy strands intb a coil
and identify With:a tag stating
assigned pole.

(4) Store hardware and guy strands
as directed by instructor.

9. Remove hardware and crossarms.

a. Lineman: Ascend pole'with handline.

0) Secure handline above top
crossa

b. Groundmany Hoist lineman's tool kit.

c. Linemen #1 and #2: 'ReMove dead-end
clevis assemblies,'pin insulators
and carefully lower items to_the'.
ground.

(1) Secure handline to crossarm with
clove and half hitch.' ,

(a) Lower crossarm to ground.

° (2) Remove flat brace lag screws,
nuts and washers.°

0

d. Groundman: Store,all line material
as directed by the instructor. a

4

3//
CE "A" 14 1.13

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

a

II.B.9.c.(2) On double arm, allow
thru-bolt to 'support 'one crossarm
while opposite crossarm is lowered
to the ground.

(10 of 11)
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...OUTLIVE OF INSTRUCTION

e. Lineman: Remolle handline'before

descending pole.

(1) Make up handline and store
. in a hanging position.

III. Practical application.

A. Disassembly of pole line and storage of
equipment and materials shall be done in
accordance with Job Sheet CE "A" JS 2.1.13.1,
"Disassembly Pole Line".

IV. SuMmsry:

A. Job Sheet.

B. Steps of procedure.

C. Practical application.

D. Questions.

V. Test: None.

5 73

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.9.c. All steps-of procedure

shall be execuied 100% correct.

-(11 of 11)
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MODIFICATIONS

313'

A.Locadof this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for,inclusion in the "Trial ImplementatiOn of a

ModelSystem,to Provide Military Curriculuo Material, En- Use in Voce.fioral

and Technical Education." Deleted-materic.2 involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc, ana.was o.ot considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education. V
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NAVAL CONS1P "CION,TEATNTNO'CENTER
PORT HUENEN , CALIFORNIA 9304i

CONSTgOCTIO ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINIIIC COURSE A77210018-

CE "A" DIA. .1.9.1

3,02.0

"PRIMARY AND SECONDARY
DISTRIBUTION JUMPER

CONNECTIONS"

(1 of 1)
,"LIGHTNINOvARRESTERS,
FUSE CUTOUTS, AND
TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS"
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of this publication could not be reproduced in adapting this materiRl for in-

elusion in the "Trial Implenentation of a Model System to Provide,Military

Curriculum Witerials for Ilse ix Vocational and.Technicil Education."



NAVAL SCHOOLS, CONSTRUCTION
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 91(141

C,EA

CLASS: 6

TITLE: BOXES, FITTINGS AND ELECTRICAL DEVICES

3 -24

INTRODUCTION: This information sheet will guide you in identifying the various
boxes, fittings and electrical devices used in construction.

INSTRUCTION MATERIALS:

A. Publications:

1. Texts:

a. NAVPERS 10636-G, CE 3 & 2, Chapter 7

b. National Electrical Code, Article-370

2. Reference:

a. American Electrician's Handbook, 9th Edition, crott, uarr and Watt;
Mc Grew-Hill Book Co., N. Y., N. Y.

B. Materials:

1. Boxes, steel

2. Boxes, non-metallic

3. Fittings

4. Electrical devices

5. Wall plates

C. InstructorPrepared Materials

1. Electrical material display board
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Conduit Outlet Bodies

It

LR

A

FS.and FD

Gang Boxes

Application:
Cast device boxes are in-
stalled to:

accommodate wiring devices
act as pull boxes for con-

ductors ins conduit system
Available as shallow (FS) or

deep (FD) configuration. Use
FO if device to be enclosed
exceeds 1 5/8" in depth
Standard Materials:
-Feraloy and aluminum
Standard FihIshes:,

Feraloycadmium zinc
electroplate and alum_ inum
cellulose lacquer.

Aluminumnatural
.;-

Dad [AI
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NAVAL SCHOOLS, CONSTRUCTION

PORT HURNEME,.CALIFORNI.4 (1O43
1:F.A 1,1.7.TS.1

CLAt;s: 4 PRACTICAL: 1

TITLE: WIC CIRCUITS 446 RLIMPRINTS

INTRODUCTION:_ This ittformation sheet will guide you in the proper steps
of procedure for CaTculating electrical loads and completing electricat
wiring diagrams.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

A. Publications

1.. Texts:

a. National Electrical Code

:b. NAVPERS /053G -G, CE 3 & 2, Chapter 2

c. Programmed Instruction, Series 058/551A, ?Electrical Symbols".

2. Reference

a. American Electricianslandbook, 9th Edit on, CroIt, Carr and
Watt; & Co'., N. Y., N. Y.

0

8. Instructional Aids

1. Materials

a. Pencil, ruler

b. Incomplete blueprint

C. Instructor Prepared Materials

1. Completed electrical blueprint display

(1 of 6)
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I. Preseutstiou

A. !Wit. Circuits

Panel and Brinch Circuit

Main Disconnect, Feeder and Branch-

Circuit Panel

Motor Circult

CEA 1.1.2.1sjh

SinglePole Switch for
Light Circuit

(2 of 4)

3 and 4-Way Switching

1 4

3

R

3 and'4Way Switching
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'CEA 1.1.2,IE.1

R. Definitions

1. 'Refer to: NEC Article 100

0c. Color Code

1. Refer to NEC ARticles 200.6 and 210.5(a) (b) (c)

Grounded-CondUctor °

Definition: A system or circuit conductor which is intensionally
grounded.

L-Example:

GROWIDED 'CONDUCTOR

E. Grounding Conductor

1. Definition: A conductor used to connect equipment or the grounded
circuit of a wiring system to a groundingvelectrode or electrodes.

2. Example:

_IIGRuuNoo4G CompucTOR

IT .

O

..amselowlgar



CEA 1.3.2.IS.1

F. Electrical SyMbOls

1. Refer to programmed. instruction "Electrical Symbols"..

. Voltage

E.

1. To ground: Refer-to NEC Article 2-10.6(a)

2._ between conduitors: Refer to NEC Article"210.6(b) (c)
,

3. Voltage drop: Refet to NEC Article 210.6(d):

4. Voltage drop calculations:
e,

K XI, X I X 2 KXLXIX2
VD = CM CM as VD-

K = Resistivity of Conductor materiel in OHMS per CM - FT = 12
for copper and 18-for aluminum.

L = Length one -way of circuit in feet.
I = Current in amperes.
2 = Number of conductors in circuit.
CM Area of conduCtor in circular mils (See NEC Table 8, Chapters9)

H. Conductors

1. Insulation-- TW, TEHN, THW, THWN, MTW, M/, AVA. Refer to NEC
"Tables 310-2(0 "Conductok Application", 310-2(b) "Conductor
Insulat-tons".

2.. Conductor "notes: Refer to NEC notes to Tables 310-12 through
310-15.

3. Ampacity: Refer to NEC, Table 310-12, "Allowable Ampacities of
Insulated Copper:Conductors".

(4 of 6)



CFA 1.3.2.IS.1

II. Application

A. A partially completed electrical-drawing will be provided for you
to make the required calculations, insert the missing-symbols and
complete the lighting and receptacle circuits.

All work shall be 1007, correct..

(6 of 6)
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II. Application
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to make the required calculations, insert the missing-symbols and
complete the lighting and receptacle circuits.
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TITLE:

LAVAL. SCHOOLS, CONSTRUCTION
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043:-

i

. 'CEA 1.3.114. JS.1*
3

CLASS: 3 "PRACTICAL: 2

CONDUCTORS,-SPLICES AND CONNECTORS-

3-16

. ,

INTRODUCTION: "This job sheet will guide you in the proper procedures when
making interior wiring splices and connections.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: Electrician's tool kit,work benches

MATERIALS: CMe.foot lengths or #12 and #6 conductors, assortment of wire
onmectors,-plastic electrical tape.

PICCEDUEES: See attached-

QUESTIONS: Instructor Prepared

REFERENCES:

A. MITERS 10636G, Cg 3 6i-2, Chapter 7
3, American Electrician's Handbook, Croft, Carr and Watt; 4k Craw-Hill Co.,

Chapter 2

(1 of 3)
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%MAT TO-DO DOW TO DO IT

CEA 1.3.k.JS.1

.

Kirf POIMS

1. Make a splice using; two-one
foot lengths of #12 solid coppet
conductors and a /HS-20 wirenut.

2. Make a splice using; two-one
foot lengths of t12 solid copper
couductors, one7ona foot length of
fixture wire, and a #HS-20 wirenut.

3. Hake a splice using; two -one
foot lengths of #6-stranded copper
condtictors and a i6 split-bolt
connector.

ti 2., 0

la, Prepare Conductors by stripping
5/8" of insulation from one end of
conductor.

lb. tasp both wires together (with
skinned ends even).

,lc. Place'the wirenut over bare ends
and turn in a clockwise.direction
Until_ tight. (Completed splice shall
have no bare.copper exposed below the,
wirenut)._,

2a. Prepare conductors by_strfnping
5/8" of insulation from one ens of
the 2 - #12 conductors.

2b. Skin 1" of insulation from one
ind of the fixture wire. .

2c. Grasp the 2-#12 conductors and
wrap (in a clockwise direction) the
stranded"fixture wire around the
2-#12's.

2d. Turn the wirenut on to the 3 Wire
and twist in a clockwise direction
until tight.

3a. Prepare conductors by stripping
1" of insulation from one-end of each
conductor.

3b. Place stripped ends of conductors
;.together and install #6 split-bolt
1

connector.

(2 of 3)

la. Use electrician's knife while
adhering to safety rules au per
instructor's demonstration.

lb. Wires may be twisted together
or straight.

lc. Splice shall be 1037: correct.

2c. Ensure that the fl2 conductors
are even et the ends.

2d. Splice shall be 1007. correct .

3b. Split-bolt connector shall be
disassembled before installing on

conductors as per instructor's
demonstration.

iTOr
%-0 4/ J.
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WINS TO DO
*II TO DO IT

CEA 1:3.4.JS.1
.1

UT POINTS

3c. ,Tighten split-bolt connector
using two adjustable open-end
wrenches.

3d. Tape finished connection by
app4ing plastic tape until, original
,insulation is replaced.

q

(3 of 3)

3c. Place one wrench on body ,of
the connector and tighten bolt
with-second wrench. 'Splice must
not slip when pulled by hand.

3d. Splice and taping shall be
1007. correct with no exposed .copper.
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NAVAL SCHOOLS, CONSTRUCTION
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CEA 1.30..IS.1
CLASS:i44

TOPIC: CODE STUDIES

INTRODUCTION: This information sheet will provide the various sections of
the code that apply to the electrical material and equipment you will install

- in Topics 1.3.6 and 1.3.13.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

A.' Publications

1. Texts:

a. National Electrical Code, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4 and°9

b. NAVPERA 10636-G, CE 3 & 2, Chapter 7



I. Presentation

A. 'Introduction

.1. 'Purpose of the.code

46 NEC Article 90-1

b. History The National Electrical Code was originally drawn in
1897 as.a result of the united efforts: of various insurance,.
electrical, architectural, and-allied interests. The original
code was prepared'by.the National Conference on Standard
Electrical Rules. Prior to thii,acting on an 1881 resolUtion
of the National Association of Fire Engineers' meeting in
RichmOnd, Virginii, a belie fni the fitst.code was:;.suggeied
to cover such itemsas identification of the white wire, the
use orsingle disconnect devices, and the use of insulated
conduit.

2. ,Scope

a. NEC Article 90-2

3. Examination of Equipment for Safety.

a. NEC Article 90-8

. Wiring Planning'

.

a. NEC Article 90-9

petal Guides

.\ Definitions

_NEC Article 100

2. Geno it RequireMents.

a. NEC Article.110

C. Wiring Desigikand,Piotection

1. Use and Identification of Grounded,Conductors

-4. NEC ArtiCle:200

!Branch Circuite--

a. NEC Article 210

\ (2 of 4)
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1. Feeders

a. NEC Article 215

4: $ranch-Circuit and Feeder Calculations

S.

a.. NEC Article 220

SeriiCes

a. NEC Article! 230

6, Overcurrent Protection

a. NEC Article 240_

7. Grounding

a. -NEC Artic11 I50

D. Wiring Methods and Materials

1. -General Requirements

a. NEC Article 300

2, Conductors -for General Wiring

a. NEC Article 310

3. Nonmetallic- Sheathed Cable

a. NEC Article 336

4,, Rigid Metal Conduit

a. NEC Article 346

5. Rigid non-metalfic 'conduit

NEC Article 347

6. Electrical Metallic Tubing

'a. NEC Article-348

7. -Outlet; Switch and Junction Boxes; and Fittings

a. NEC Article 370

(3 of 4)
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1. Switches

a. NEC Article 380

9. Switchboards and Panelboards

a. NEC Article 384 .

E. Equipment for General Use

1. Lighting Fixtures, Lanpholders. Lamps, Receptacles and Rosettes

a. NEC Article 410

2. Motors, Motor Circuits and Controllers

. a. NEC Article 430

F. Tables and Examples

1._. Tables and Notes

a. NEC Chapter 9, A (Tables)

b. NEC Chapter 9,k, (Examples)-

II. Practical Application

A. You will apply the appropriate code rulings during the practical
application of Topics 1.3.6 anck1.3.13...

(4 of 4)
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NAVAL SCHOOLS, 'CONSTRUCTION

PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043
CEA 1.3.6,J7 JS.1

CLASS: 2 PRACT: 13

TITLE: CONDUIT INSTALLATION

INTRODUCTION: This job sheet will guide you in the installing of rigid
steel conduit, rigid non-metallic conduit and electrical metallic tubing
in a concrete slab area, and'cinder block wall. "

TOOLS ANDAND EQUIPMENT: Electrician's tool kit, hand and ratchet bender

MATERIALS: Preformed sections of.rigid steel conduit, rigid non = metallic
conduit and electrical metallic tubing; lockouts, bushings, E.M.T.
connectors, couplings, junction boxes, rebar tie-wire and chalk.

PROCEDURES: See attached

QUESTIONS: Instructor prepared

REFERENCES: 4
d

A. NAVPERS'10636-4, CE 3 & 2, Chapter T

B. National Electrical Code, Articles 346 and 348

C. American Electricians Handbook, Croft, Carr and Watt; MC,Graw0Hill
Book Co., N. Y., N.Y.0

(t of 3)



MIAS TO 00

1. Install rigit'conduit(steel
or int-o7:'a -simulated

reinforced Ontr°te slab area.

HOW TO DO IT

4

CEA

UT mums

Is.1,Locate stub-up points np print.

lb. Measure distance of conduit run
on print and convert to working
measurements.

lc. Locate conduit run with stakes

and chalk.

Id. Select preformed- sections of
conduit for assigned circuit. (Light-

ing, receptacle or,special-purpose)._

le. Install conduit where indizated
with chalk., .

If. Sectiie conduit to rebar at
approximately every 3 feet With rebar
tie-wire.

1g. Apply conduit section from
conduit run (in the slab) to panel.
Secure to panel with doUble lock-nuts
and bushing.

lb. Apply-conduit section from
conduit rue to junction box. Secure
to-J.11, with double lock-nuts and
bushing.

P.V.C. runs located in.the slab
will require'rigid sieel 90° stub -ups

topanel and junction boxes.

2,. Install electrical Nutallic_ 2a ____Messurit-Idiritlifice of E.M.T. rtIn

Lubin between junction boxes as °drained
on the print-, Cotmrt 6isiscv:e to

working measurement.

(2 of 3)

O

../

lb. Scale on print.
3/8" = One foot,therefore 3/8"
Distance on print and one foot =
Actual distance applied to conduit

9

lh:- Plug both ends of-condUit run
with paper or rags to avoid any
foreign matter that maybe inserted.

IL- Installations shall be 100%,
correct;

3 0
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TO DO
11011 TO DO IT

2b. .Select the proper size and

length E.H.T. and secure to the

junction boxes with connectors band

locknuts.

2c. Check all points of connection
between conduit-to-panel, conduit -to-

conduit, and conduit-to-junction
boxes.

(3 of 3)

CEA 1.3.60S. a.

113T IVIES

2b, Securing the LILT to the
Junction boxes will secure the
conduit into position.

4

2. E.M.T. installstinnc shall bi
tom correct.

(1)
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.NAVAL SCHOOLS, CONSTRUCTION
.PORT HUF.NFilE, CAL IFORNSA 93043 _

CEA 1.3.8. IS; I

CLASS: 3
.

TOPIC: LIGHT FIXTURES

1.3. e

INTRODUaTION: This information sheer will provide you with u n sand drawings-thatvply to incandescent and r* nt lighting.

-INSTRUCT'

A. Publications

1. Text;

a. National, Electrical-Code, Article 410

2. Refeienci:

a. AmericanElectrician'l Randbook, 9th Edition, Croft, Carr and
Watt -; Me GrawHill ?ook Cz>.", N. Y., N. Y.

(1 of 6)
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Presentation

CEA 1.3.9.1S.1

A. Incandescent lighting - Radiant energy-of those wave lengths to

which the human ee is sensitive. The the eye-

is sensitive a e middle of the- spectrum, of a-

g

--

of about 0.0004 to 0.0008.MM.

1: General Rules

a. NEC 410-1

2. Provisions for.Fixture Locations

a. 'NEC 410 -4,. Specific Locations

b. NEC.41075, Near-Combustible Materials

c. NEC 410-6, Over Combustible Material

.NEC 410-8, Id Clothes.Closets

3. Provisions At Fixture Outlet Boxes, Canopies and Pans.

a. NEC 410-11, Temperature Limit of Conductors at'Outlet
Boxes

4. Fixture Supports

. a. NEC 410-15, Supports, General

b. NEC 410-16', Means of SupeArt

5. Wiring ofjixtures,

a. NEC 410-17, Fixture Wiring - General
'

b. NEC 410-19, Conductor Insulation

c. NEC 410-23, Protection of Conductors and Insulation
41:

A. NEC 410 -26, Fixture Raceways

e. NEC 410 -27,. Polarization of Fixtures

6. Installation of.Lampholders

a. NEC 410 -41, Screw -Shell Type.

b. NEC 410-45 Lampholders in. Damp or Wet Locations

(2 of 6)



.a. NEC 410-49, Bases, Incandescent Lamps

b. ExaMples:,

cmiateLAs".

bil,y0,4FT

P4E014r1
M OGUL.

c. Types of Service

(1) Clear b4lb

(2) Inside-frosted bulb

(3) White bowl: bulb

(4) Silvered -bowl bulb

d. Miscellaneous Lighting Service Lamps

(1) Appliance - and indicator-service

(2) viation - service.

(3) Country hemi

(4) 'High-voltage

(5) Law-villtage
.,0

(6) Msrine-service

(7) Mine- service

(8) Optical-service _

:.. (9) .Photographic- service

Photo - service

Picture-projection

(12) Sign

(13) Spotlight -and floodlight-service lamps

(3 of 6)
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(14) Street-lighting service

(15) Traffic-signal

B. Floures4Int lighting-An electronic form of lighting that functions
through conduction in a gas..

*Fixture Mounting

a. NEC ,410-74; Fixture Mounting

(1) Exposed ballasts

(2) ,Combustible lowdensity cellulose fiberboard

brounding

a. '''NEC 410-92, Metallic Wiring Systems

b. NEC 410-93,-, Non-ietallic Wiring Systems
4

c. NEC 410-95, Equipment_ Near Grounded Surfaces

d. NEC 410-96, Methods- of grounding

Internal Wiring

(4 of 6)
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1.411;i %nth st4Iplc reactor

LIME

REACTOR
. 1PILAMERT

b. Two-lamp lead-lag preheat

LAG LAMP

c. Two-lamp series rapid start

SF.RtES
rART.

CAP^C roe.

BALLAST

42,

LAMP C.

(5 of 6)
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CEA 1.3.9.15 J.

d. Flourescent lase circuit with push - button starting
switch

(6 of 6)
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t ) NWAL SCWJOLS, CONSTRUCT iON
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

'CEA 10.1A.B.1*.
ci4S4: ruclacm.: 3

TITLE: TEMPORARY, WIRING

INTkODUCTION: this job sheet will guide,you in the proper steps of
procedure to install, test, and use a temporary power pole assembly.

TOOLS EQUIPMENT: Electrician's tool?ltit, temporary power pole
1--A7asg,mbly,(50 amp), temporary power panel and cord assembly (50 ant0),

diigiVittools, 20-foot extension ladder*, 5-foot step ladder, 8-foot
X 5/86,.cOpperweld ground rod, grounding conductor #8 AWG and 1/2"
rigid steel conduit.:

\ . .

MATERIALS: Mechanical connectori, electrical tape, ground clamp.

PROCEDURES: See attached

QUESTIONS: Instructor prepared

REFERENCES:

National Electrical Code, Articles 210 and 305

9

(1 of 4)
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/4V

WOO TO DO

7'
I. -Install-temporary power
pole. assembly.

4

How To oo

I. Location of pole:, shall be ta,

north of northwest' corner of the
."conduit-wiring-in-slab'area" build-
.ing.

lb. Use appropriate digging tools and
dig a 12' diameter by 5' min. deep
hole with a sloping trench to the hole
approx. 6' long by 10" wide Cu i per

drawing).

lc. Use 2" X 10"-x 8' butt board in
the hole.

Id. With the pre-assembled pole butte
up against the butt bOard,An the
sloping trench, two men on each side
of pole will raise mnd set the assembl
into the hole.

Ile. -Four men, each positioned 90°
apart around the pole, will support

1th.

pale in a vertical position with
pike poles..

(2 of 4)

CEA 1.3:14.J5.1

UT voiers

I

lb. Digging tools include; pick,
.shovel (D-Handle), tamping bar,
long handle shovel, and 'scoop shoiel.

6

6' 12



CEA 1.3.4..1S.1

HOW TO-DO IT KEY POINTS

2. Install grounding system;

-One,shoveler and one tamper;
replaie alt the dirt.back in'the hole
around the pole.

.

2a. Select an 8 X 5/8" copperweld
ground rod and position it approx.
12" to the right aide of the pole
while facing the panel.

2b. Use a 5-foot stepladder for
required height when hammering ground

rod into the ground.

2c:- Select the preformed 1/2" rigid
steel conduit with threaded ends_and'

one 90°-bend.

2d. Install ground clampassembly on
90° end.

2e. SeCUre straight end-to knock out
in panel with double-locknut and bush-

ing.

i2f. .Secure ground; Clamp to ground

rod.
. 7

2g: Install #8 AWG bare copper con-
ductor and connect- to neutral bar-in

the panel and-to ground clamp.

2h.' Secure 1/2" conduit with 2-1/2"

, rigid' steel conduit-straps. (Use

wood screws):

(3 of 4)
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MAT TO DO

3, Connect service drop to
Bldg. 120.:

Teit circuits

G44

....111=,,

'I

'VOW TO DO IT

CEAV1.3.14S,1

QT penis

I

3a., Position 20 foot ladder against
rear of ildg.120.'

3b, Secure the_3 - #8 insulated
conductors (frois the temporary power
pole) to the insulator rack attached
to-the building.

3c. Ensure-that the service power is
-"Off" befOicimaking the 3 connections;

4a. Connect extension cordiwith
required twist -lock.'34rong plug -...,

and check cord assembly with
Wiggin's voltage tester.

4b. Using a 407watt light bulb and
test socket, connect one lead to hot
terminal of receptacle. Touch_ other
lead of test light to ground.

1

(4 of4)

4b. Circuit-breaker (ground fault
circuit interrupter) will trip
immediately to indicate proper
operation of mechanism.

Installation and testing will be
executed 100X correct.

0-1G
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37°
NAVAL SCHOOLS, ;.ONSTRUCTION

POST HUFNEME, nALLFORNIA 93043
CEA 1..1. IS.

I.
CLASS: 5 PRACTICAL: 2

TITLE: HAND TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION: This job sheet will guide you in the proper steps of procedure
When using test equipment to locate grounds and shorts in lighting and receptacle
circuits.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: Electrician's tool kit, voltage tester (Wiggins),
multimeter.,

MATERIALS: !rewired circuits (lighting and receptacle), electrical tape.
.

PROCfDURES: See attached

QUESTIONS:, Instructor prepared

REFERENCES:

A. NAVPERS 10636,.G, CE 3 & 2,Chaptet 4

B. NAVPERS 10085B, Tools and Their Uses
t--

Jr%

Jr"

MO.

(1 of 4)



Ina TO DO

Test an interior wiring
, system for continuity using

the voltage tester (Wiggins).

CEA 1.3.14..4S4.1.

TO DO IT' ITT POINTS

la. Main Disconnect - With the
breaker in the Off position,
place, the test leads on the
incoming line leads LI and L2.
Voltage reading shall be
approximately 220 volts.

lb. Place the main disconnect
and all circuit disconnects
into the On position, If any
circuit disconnect trips to the
tripped position, make note of
the circuit for further
testing.

lc. Check the remaining cir-
cuits for continuity by using
the following procedures:

Lighting Circuit Check hot
.lead to ground at lighting fix-
ture (115V). Turn wall switch
On, and check voltage to, .

ground on both terminals of
switch - Should indicate 115V.

eceptacle Circuit - At each
outlet check between each
contact point and ground.

Comm cr
P0a4TS

(2 of 4)

lc. If lighting circuit feed goes
to. the lighting fixture.first, then
start at the fixtute.

619



NUT TO DO HOW TO DO IT

CEA 1.3.140JS.4,
10

NET .POINTS

Zz,

2. Locate a ground in the circuit
(with the tripped breaker) using
an Ohmmeter.

-115 V. Should be read .between the

Aimaller of the two parallel slots
and ground.

2a. Ensure that all circuit breakers
are Off, including the main-.

2b. Disconnect circuit'from panef
by reap-zing circuit breaker wit,
conductor attached.

2c. Remov..;circuit neutral conductor
from neutral bar.-

2d. Place test leads on the neutral
conductor end ground. If a zero
reading is obtained, the neutral is
grounded somewhere in the circuit.

2e. Open circuit at the half -way
junctiou box and determine which
section.is grounded.

2f. Continue process of elimination
until grounded conductor is located.

(3 of 4)

2a. Short - Two wires Ln a cable
or conduit makJng direct contact
with each other.

Ground A conductor making direct
contact with metallic junction boxes
or raceway,.

2d. On a lighting, circuit, ensure
that all light switches are in the
On position and all light bulbs taken
out of their sockets,

2f. At all points'of testing use
test leads between the neutral or
circuit conductor (whichever is
grounded) and any metal portion of
the circuit.

651



MUT TO 00

3 .3
CIA:1.3.101.JS.1

ia

BM TO DO IT UT POINTS

t.

tacit* a short in a second
circuit (with a tripped breaker)
-using in Ohmleter.

C

C

4. Repair grounded and shorted
circuits.

;,3a. Ensure that all circuit breakers
are Off, including the-main.

3b. Disconnect circuit from panel
by removing circuit breaker with
conductor attached.

3c. Remove circuit neutral conductor
from neutral .bar.

3d. Place test leads on neutral
conductor and, the lead connected to
the circuit breaker. Meter will read
ZERO if a shortAxists.,

3e. Open tircuit at the hal!.;way
junction box and determine which
section is shorted.

4a. Correct the ground and the
shorted condition in each circuit.
with several wraps of electrical
tape.

41)". Energize circuits by placing
main breaker and thelighting and
receptacle circuitimakers in the
"On" position.

4c. Test all circuits for normal
operation.

(4 of 4)

r.

3d. Ensure that all light bulbs
are removed.

4a. fei;t procedures and cable
repairs shall be executed 1007.
correct.,

it

(52
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CE "A".IS 1.3.11.1

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN."A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A- 721-0018

INFORMATION SHEET

. TITLE: Single Phase Motors

INTRODUCTION:. This information sheet will require identificati9n fill-ins

on various single phase motor drawings.

, TEXTS:

,l. Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS 10636-G.

,2. National Electrical Code, Article 430.

3.. Allen-Bradley-Manual, "Wiring Diagrams for Full Voltage Staiting

Switches".

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. ,Pencil.

2. Uler.

LOCALY PREPARED MATERIALS:

1 1. Incomplete single phase motor drawings.

2. Cultaway of single phase A.C. motor.

(1 of 3)

,

0
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PRESENTATION

. ,

1. Series or Universal
(Portable Handtools

Aandiappliances)

a. Resistance

Centrifugal
Device

fi,

c. Tapped field

:

CE "A"'IS.1.3.11.1.

--dogo6b0

a

kfl tJ e.)
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CE "A" IS 1.3.11.1

I

STRA/GH3 SPLIT -PHASE MOTOR

LOW VOLTAGE HOOK -UP HIGH VOLTAGE HOOK-UP .

CAPACITOR-START, SPLIT -PHASE MOTOR

LOW VOLTAGE HOOK-UP

0

(3 of 3)

HIGH VOLTAGE HOOK-UP



CE

'NAVAL-COMSTRUCTIONTRA1NING-CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFOR14 93043-

: CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

INFORMATION SHEET

As!

TITLE: Three. Phase Motors

INTRODUCTION: This information sheet will require identification
fill-ins on-various three phase motor drawings.

TEXTS:

1. Construction-Electrician 3 & 2, NAViERS 10636-G.

.2.1 National Electrical Code', Article 430.

3. Allen-Bradley Manual,,Viring Diagrams for Full-Voltage farting
Snitches".

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND

1. Pencil.

. Ruler. -

LOCALLY PREPARED MATERIALS:

I. Incomplete three phase motor drawings.

(1 of 4)

65:7
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CE "A" IS 1.3.11.2

THREE PHASE AA -CONNECTED SINGLE VOLTAGE MOTOR

( 2 If 4)

6.58 4

1
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CE "A",IS 1.3.11.2

C

AS SEEN ON
NAMEPLATE

1

1 t

1
r

_ITEREE-14AS CONNECTED DUAL VOLTAGE MOTOR
--------1.-.

(LOW VOLTAGE)

C

C

C
AS SEEN ON
NAMEPLATE

lq

r1:13

?2

THEEE PHASE_) CONNECTED DUAL VOLTAGE MOTOR
(HIGH VOLTAGE)

.

(3 4) V

659
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CE "Ai! IS 1.3.11.1

AS SEEN -ON
NAMEPLATE

CONNECTED-DUAL VOLTAGE MOTOR_
(LOW VOLTAGE) _

TIIREE PHASE4 -CONNECTED DUAL VOLTAGE MOTOR
(HIGH VOLTAGE)

(4 of 4)
66(,

AS SEEN ON
(i-,,

NAMEPLATE .

6 ; ft- g

4 lts , 17

. , .4.)1--- :
a.

3 ' -1 i

,,
-.<1'`..

_

1

L.3 Li /4 -,

,
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CZ "A" IS 1.3.11.3

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER -
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA' 93043

CONSTRUCTION EtCTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-721-0018

INFORMATION SHEET

TITLE: Motor Control

INTRODUCTION: This information sheet will require identification
fill-ins on various motor control drawings.

TEXTS:

1. Construction Electrician'3 & 2, NAVPERS 10636-G.

2. National Electrical Code, Article 430.

3. Allen-Bradley Manual, "Wiring Diagrams for Full - Voltage. Starting
Switches".

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Pencil.

2. Ruler.

LOCALLY PREPARED MATERIAL:

-1.' Incomplete motor control drawings.

0

(1 of 2)



WINDING

OPERATING COILS

TAPPED

,0
MAIN CONTACTS

(NO)

AUXILARY CONTACTS

415 /

THERMAL OVERLOADS
A 3 PHASE iTARTERWITH START-

STOP PUSH BUTTON STATION

0 0

(2 of 2
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NAVAL SCHOOLS, coNsulimmk
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CEA 1.3.No.TS.1
sa

CLASS: 1 PRACTICAL: 27

TITLE: C6ICLi.WIRING

INTRODUCTION: This, job sheet will guide you in the proper prdnedures for
wiring a three-room cubicle with receptable, lighting and motor circuits.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: Electricians tool kit, hand bender

MATERIALS: Boxes, fittings, motor; motor controller with push -buttoi\station,
circuit breaker panel; rigid steel, plastic and flexible conduit, electrical ,

metallic tubing, non - metallic sheathed cable, electrical devices, lighting
fixtures.

PROCEDURES: See attached

REFERENCES:

4

A. NAVPERS 10636-G, CE 3 & 2, Chapter 7

B. National Electrical Code, Afticle 300,

(1 of°15)
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WHAT TO 'Do HOW TO DO IT

,

CEA 1.1.13..;S.1 374/
44

KEY POINTS

1.Make a list of materials la. Count the number and type
required to install Circuits of boxes for the lighting recep-
#1 4. tacle and motor circuits.

O

2. Install outlet and junction
boxes for Circuits #1 - 4.

ti

664

lb. Estimate the amount of conduit,
single conductor wire, and non- metal-

lic sheathed cable.

lc.\,Detersine the fittings required
to connect the conduit and cable to
their appropriate'jUnctionboxes.

0
id. Estimate the amount of wood '

screws,staplee and other hardware
necessary to secure'the wiring.

le. List all switches,, outlets,
lighting fixtures, plates, and the
'motor with associated control
equipment.

lf. 'Submit the list of material to
the material issue room and ensure
that all boxes, fittings and hardware
are complete after receipt of issu..
Check out a complete set ofelectri-
cian's tools and\sign the custody

is
,

-

2a. Circuit #1 - Using wood safews,

install,the 2 - 2-1/4" X e gem boxes
in the locations outlinedon the print.

lf IcN

la. Material listing will be
compiled from the attached
.drawing,/kand footage of conduit
'and conductors will be in
accordance with the scale thereon,

O

0

2a. Boxes shall be mounted for 1!2"
wallboard finish. All receptacles
shall be 12" to center above finished

floor.

a

665
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WHAT TO DO

.c.

d

CEA 1.3.N.JS.

HOW TO DO IT 'UT POINTS.

2b. Circuit #2 Using wood screws;

install the 3 - 2-1/4",X 2" gem boxes
in the locations outlined on the

print.

2c. Ciicuit #3 Using 1/24 roofing
_shingle nails, secure the 4/S X 2-1/8"

deep, box and haiger assembly to be
used foethe flourescent fixture
installation. Location shall be in

accordance with thelprint.

Where print indicates "S3" (3-way
switches), mount a 2 -1/4" X 2" gem

box at each:location. .

Where print indicates "S4"'(4' -way
switch), mount a 4/S X 1-1/2" deep
*box with a, single -gang plaster ring..

'2d, Circuit #4 - Using wood screws,

mount the tor controller as par

location on he print.

Install stop -at station below the'

motor controller wit 2" off-set

nipple and locknutslat both ends.

Install a 4/11 X 1..1/2" deep JUnction

box approx. 2-feet from the motor, in-

line with the run to the antroller.

%.0

2c.- Position the bar hanger' to
allow for 1/2" wallboard finish.

Note: Switch boxes.shall be mounted

48" to center above finished floor.

3a. Motor controller shallbe
mounted 5' - 6" to center above.
finished Odor.

A

Run from the controller to 4/11 box
shall be 1/2" E.M.T. From box to

motor shall be.1/2" fllxible conduit.

667 11.



WHAT TO DO

3. Install 'non-metallic-
'sheathed cable, Type NMC,.
2=conductor #12 Copper with
ground (Circuits, #1 and #2).

Install 1/2" flexible.,
metallic conduit from S4 to
flourescent light junction box.
(Circuit #3, Switch Leg #3).

668

CEA\ 1.3.13, dS.1

0

I ROW TO DO IT ,

.

KEY POINTS
/ .

3a. Use extreme care when using
1cable skinning tool, "Do not

damage: insulation' on conductors".

3a. From panel to first outlet:
At panel, skin the cable back
approx. 12", install cable con-
nector on cable, insert conductors
into pane,l knockout and secure
connector with locknut.

3b. Route the 'able to the fiist
outlet following the shortest prac-
tical path.

3c. Skin cable \end approx. 6" and
install cable connector-on cable.
S4ure eodiactorto juvtion box with
locknut.

3d. Secure cable to studs with
staples; one at each end approx, 12
Anchesfrom bo panel.

41,

3e,-,7 Inst.

outlets on Circuits #1 and #2 using
procedures outlined in 3a -'3d,

4a. Select correct length of
flexible conduit and install one end
at the lighting. outlet using a flex-

ible condultconnector and lockout.

4b. Route.the conduit as outlined o0,
the print, Secure conduit to sti switc
boi as per 4a.

.e se
v. v.. A.*/

3b. Keep cable free of kinks.

669
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NEAT TO LK)
ilow fo'po ri

377_
.

CEA 1.3.11..m.'a
KIT POINTS

O

5. Install 1/2" flexible,ustallic
conduit'from motor to junction
Amt (Circuit #4).

6. Install 1/2" electrical
metallic tubing from S3 to flour-
eseent light junction box.
(Circuit #3, Switch Leg -#2).

0

G70

J.
g

O

4c. Secure conduit to studs aging
conduit straps -'one within 12 inches
of *witch box and one in close prox-
imity to the lighting Outlet.

5a. Select length of flexible
conduit (approx. 2-ft. long) and

one end at: the motorterminsl._

0

5b. Secure other end to 4/11 X 1-1/2"

deep junction box.

0

6a. Use the 6' - folding rule to
measure the distance from the Flour-
secant light junction box to S3
(Switch Leg #2).

6b. Select one or two lengths of

1/2" _X.14.T.A* required.

6c. First step - Form a 6" stub-up
on one end of conduit following the
measuring and bending piocedures
outlined Ln the attached drawing
titled "Accurate Stubs".

6d. Second Step Form a back-to-
beck bend with the first 90° bend

(6" stub-up) following the measuring
and bending procedures outlined in
the attached drawing titled "back-to.,

back bends".

4

tr us. 6.1g)

--4c. Secure conduit straps with
1/2" shingle nails.

5b. Do sot secure this length of
conduit with a strap.. Flexibility
required for motor vibration.

6a. The conduit run shall be run
concealed in the attic space and the

wall partition.

6c. Loiate a small piece of 1/2"
E.M.T. and practice with your assigned

hand bender.
Note: Take-up measurement varies
between different benders.

6d. With a scrap piece of.E:MI.T.
,practice making a back-to.back bend

,to exactly.2feet.

p
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f.

SillaT TO DO

7. Install nonmetallic- sheathed
cable, Type MIC 3-conductor #12

copper with ground. (Circuit #3,

Switch Leg #1).

S. Install 1/2" electrical
metallic tubing for home run

(Circuit #3).

9. Install Type TV conductors
between'panel and lighting out-
let (Circuit #3, home run).

O

672

DOD TO DO IT -

6e. Initall conduit with short stubs

and E.H.T. connector to lighting

'outlet box. Long stub will enter hole

in top plate.above S3.

6f. In the getoud piece of conduit,

bend an offset noir one end. Amount

of offset will depend upon:location
of knock-out in S3 gem box,

o

6g. Pleasure distance between top of

switch .box and end of conduit, sub-
tract 1/S"',_ cut and team, and secure
conduit enas.together with a coup-

ling. Secureconduit run to switch..

'box with a connector and .

14; Circuits #1 and #2.
Use same procedures as outlined

8a. Use same procedures as Outlined
for Item #6 (Circuit #3, Switch Leg .

#2). Start from lighting outlet.

9a. Insert fish tape into Circuit
#3's E.M.T. hogs run at the panel.
Push until 12" or end is exposed at

lighting outlet box.

%U vi 1J1

O.

O

gigs. 1.3.14.JS,1.
.

t It

'Trim

9

7a, Select the piece of 3-conductor
cable that would be close to your
measurement from S3 to lighting outlet,

673



wET TO PO

°

10. Install Type TW conductors
between S4 and lighting outlet
(Circuit #3, Switch Leg #3).

11. Install Type N conductors
between Si and lighting outlet.

(Circuit A3, Switch Leg #2).

614

HOW TO be IT

3
CEA 1.3.10.A..,

sZ _

KEY POINTS

9h,. Skin the ends of 1 -White and
I-Black, Type :W, d12 conductors
approx. 3". Bend the exposed copper
at the insulation and install on the
fish tape. Apply 3 or 4 wraps of
electrical tape up and down the
connection.

Pull'fish tape at panel'until
approx. 12" of wire is exposed.

9d. Leave" approximately 6" of free
length when cutting the conductors
from the rolls.

10a. Select 2-coils of Red, and 2-
coils of Blue, type TV v12 single
conductor wire,.

10b. Insert fish tape into flexible
conduit at'the lighting outlet and
push until 12" of end Li exposed at
S4 switch box.

10o. Follow procedures in Itepn #9
for securing conductors to fish tape
and pulling in conduit:

lla. Select 1-coil of Black, 1-coil
of Blue, Type N #12 single conductor
wire,'

t7 of 15)

9c. While one man is pulling on the
fish tape, an assistant is applying
pressure on the conduCtors at the J.B.

9c. Remove tape on fish tape and
prepare for Item #10;

a

10c. Remove tape on fish tape and
prepare for Item #11.

675



weatuioo

a U

12. Install 1/2" electrical
metallic tubing from motor con-
troller to junction box..
(Circuit #4)

O

67G

HOW TO DO IT

3q0
CEA

ta.

QT Nuns

11b. Insert fish tape into E.M.T.

st the lighting outlet and pusti until

12" of end is exposed it S3 switch

box.

Ile. 'Follow procedures in Item #9 for

securing conductors to fish tape and

putting in conduit.

12b. Conduit shall be run "surface
mount" frouktop, of controller to con-
cealed run in the attiP.

12c. Starting at controller, measure
for offset andebend as required in one

end of conduit.

12d. Measure distance from top of
controller to top of ceiling joist.

Lay out measurements according to
attached drawing "ACcurate Stubs".

12e. Make 90° bend and place offset
end with connector into controller

knockout.

12f. Position conduit and -mark with

pencil 1/8" from edge of junction
box at the knockout.

12g. Cut, ream, and instill connec-

tor.

O.:. UR. 1.11

11c. -Remove tape on fish tape
and ensure that 6" of free length .

bf conductor is in.the box,

0

124 Ao not.install'iocknut at this

time.

677
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A

:vit.? TO DO.

,0

. HOW TO DO IT

13. Install 1/2" electrical
metallic tubing from panel
to junction box. (Circuit #4-

home run).=

14. Install Type TW conductors
between panel to motor junction
box, and from junction box to
controller.

b

IS. Install Type. TV conductors
between controller and push-button
station (Circuit P4)..

678

12b. Secure both ends with lockouts
and strap tonduit above controller ch

using 1/2" 2.M.T.' Strap and 1/2" -

shingle nails.

13a. Conduit shall be run concealed
in stud area above the panel.

1'3b. Use available shOrt pieces of
1/2" Z.H.T.for the 90° stub bend
from panet.and'offset to Junction boot,

14a. Insert fish tape into 1.M.T.
at junction box 'and push until 12"
of end is exposed at the psnel.

14b. Skin the_ends of 2-Black, and
1-White, Type TW, #12-conductors,
Folio*/ installation procedures out -
lined.in Item #9.

14c. Insert fish tape into E.M.T. .
at Junction box and push until 12"
of end is exposed at the controller.

,

14d. Skin the ends of 3-Black, Type TY
#12 conductors and repeit Item #9
procedures.

15a. Install 1-White, 1-Black and
1-Red, Type TV, #12 conductors.
Determine.length,by estimating dis-
tance:by routing each conductor from
terminal to terminal. Cut, skin and
secure each in accordance with attach-
ed drawins titled-"111 Motor Controller
1:ennecttotift".

(9 of 15).,

0

CEA 1.3.14.JS.1
/7;

UT POINTS

14b. Remove tape on fish tape and
prepare for Item #14c.

679
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MUT TO DO

16. Connect circuit conductors at
.motor controller and motor.
(Circuit #4)

17. Connect all switches and make
the necessary splices. (Circuit
g3)-.

1E. Complete installation with
switch and receptacle plates,
covers and fixture assembly.

19. That all circuits.

9

63O

` 1111 TO DO IT

39 2 CEA 1.3.140S.1

irn Poterrs

16a; Follow the attached diagram
titled "10 Motor Controller Connec-
tions" for controller and motor
connection..

17a. Follow the attached diagramON
titled "3 and 4 -way Circuit Diagram
fOr Circuit #3).

18a. Follow examplei outlined on
display'board.

19a. Energise easel: (lace main
disconnect in On position.

19b. "Circuits Weed #2: Turn on**
Circuits and #2 breakers and test
each outlet for presence of-113 volts
between parallel slots, and mall
slot to ground. Should read 115
volts.

19c. Circuit #3 - Turn on Circuit f3
breaker and test each light switch
for proper operation.

19d. Circuit #4
breaker and test
on-off operatipn

- Turn on-Circuit f4
motor circuit for
via pus": button.

(10 01 1.5)

16a. Ensure.that all connections at
controller are made in a clockwise
direction.

17a. Rough wiring inspectiCan for
evaluation will be done upon comple-
tion of initalling switches, outlets
motor circuit and'light installatioi
shall be 100% correct.

19d. All circuits shell operate
1002:correit.

. 681
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SINGLE PHASE
Nbtoi Controller COnnectioni
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U. S . NAVAL -SCHOOLS , CONSTRUCTION
Port Hueneme, California 93043

CONDUIT BENDING

BACK-TB-BACK BENDS

39r

Make.stub bend at X with
"Guide-Line" centered on
either arrow located on side

of,hook. Measure distances
from X to Y.on tube.

Reverse bender and out A on
bender at Y on tube. Line up
"Guide-Line" with opposite
arrow than used-when makinn

first stub and make second

TO STRAIGHTEN

Place handle of bender-over stub. or
piece of nine that will fit.inside, and
push down to floor in one full sweep.

(13 .of 15)

Y.
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U.S. NAv A r., Srtio( C()INISTRUCTION
-Port Thinnotne, Milford:1. 93043

TRUE OFFSETS
Line up arrow on either side of
hook with "Guide-Line" and- make
45° bend.in tube. Reverse tube
in bender and adjust so that X.
is lined up with inch-mark on
bender corresponding to depth
of 'offset desired.-
Line up "Guide-Line" with oppo-
site arrow and make second 450
bend. A true offset, in the same
plane, will result between X and Y.

X

ACCURATE STUBS.

Subtract take.up from desired
stub height. This awes distance at
Which to 'place 6 on bender from
the end of the tube.

To make 11" - 90 bend with 1/2"
tube, allow 5" for take-up as
showm on diagram.

With 3/4" tube, allow 6" .

With 1" tube, allow 8".

WMp ONO

KEEP FOOT ON BENDER

.11"

11,

1

6"

5" Take-6P

414 of 15)

68G
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U.O. NAVAL St.11100L3, CONSTRUCTION
Port Irunneme, California ,93043

SADO-1.('8EN1

C-Center of finished saddle bend

X -Double the diameter of. round object from C
Y-Double the diameter of round object from_C

Reverse tube in bender.
and place B on bender at
X on tube. Make return,
bend of 22 1/2. .Duplicate

.

procedure placing B on
bender"at Y on tube and
complete saddle my makino
another 22 1/2' bend.

C

39
O

O

round.object

Place tube in.bender so that C
on tube is at notch on bender
and make 45 bend.. (A 45 bend"
is reachectwhen bender handle is
at a rinht an910 to tube)

22 l/

C.) Finithed bend neatly saddles
round object.

Proper alignment of tne-'!Guide-Line" with arrows on
. bender-hook will result in the saddle being in a straight

line.,
(15 of 15)
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NAVAL. SCHOOLS, CONSTRUCTION

'PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043
CEA 1.3./4,...1S.1is

CLASS: 2 PRACTICAL: 6

TITLE: MAINTENANCE AND TROUBLESHOOTING
N

INTRODUCTION: Thi1F.job sheet will guide you in the procedures for maintaining\
and troubleshooting Circuits #1 - #4 completed in Topic CEA 1.3.13 "Cubicle
Wiring".

MATERIALS: Electrician's tool kit, step ladder, wiping. rags.

°
PROCEDURES: See Attached

QUESTIONS: Instructor prepared

REFERENCES: NAVFAC MO-116, "Facilities Engineering Electrical Interior
Facilities", March 1972

O

(1 of 6$
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TO; DC

1. Maintain and test circuit

breaker panel.

-2. 0Inspect conduit and cable
wiring systems.

689

399
CEA 1.3.144.18a

is

HOW TO DO T iET POINTS

la. Ensure that main breaker is in

the Off position.

lb. Label all circuits with circuit

number and type.

lc. Check interior of panel
for cleanliness.

ld. With i Screwdriver, check
all circuit breaker load
connections., "Do Not Over
Tighten".

le. Check load balance (ecittal

:distribution, of load across the
two phases).

if. Grounding: --Check connec-
tions at panel and ground rod.

2a. Electrical metallic
tubing: Check all connectors
and couplings by hand. If

loose, tighten with adjudtable
open-end wrench.

0?

0

ONINSIMME.

le. Calculate appros. load using
the following factors:

Receptacle:- 180 -watts

Flourescent fixture - 100 watts

1 H.P. motor 46 watts

U. Circuit breaker panel and
grounding system maintenanceand
load balance. Steps of procedure
'shall be performed, 100% correct.

690



. HOW TO DO IT

CEA 1.3:1,4..JS.1
/3

KEY POINTS

(1) Check s4curing of,E.M.T.
for proper number of bends, type of
straps and their location.

2b. Flexible metallic conduit:
Cheek all conduit connectors by hand.
Remove any sharp edges at termina-
tions,.

(1) Check securing of flex foi
proper. number of bends, type of
straps and their location.

2c. Mosi-metallie=sheathed cable:
Ensure that all cable runs are run
within the concealed areas of the
building.

(1) Check all cable connectors
at the panel and junction boxes.
"Do not over-tighten screws on cable
connectors".

. (2) Ensure-that thirproper
number of Stages and their location
were installed to secure the cables.

Check.for st ples hammered too tightly
on the cable.

(1) Total number of bends shall_
not exceed 3600.

2c.. Concealed axeas: Within the
stud and abOve the ceiling joists
areas.

<1) Damage to cable insulation will .

occur when cable connector is secured
too tight.

)

(2) Damage to cable insulation
will occur when staples are hammered
beyond the safe limit,

Inspection o( conduit and cable
wiring systems shall be performed
100% correct.

G92 ."
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0 MAT TO DO HON TO DO IT

3. Maintain and test flourescent
lighting circuit.

0

4. Maintain and test motor,
motor controller and push-button
station.

G93

3a. Check fixture reflector for
cleanliness. Clean if required,

3b. Check flourescent lamps for
seating firmly and correctly in_the
lamp holders.

3t., Turn On lighting circuit
breaker at panel.

3d. Test 3-way and 4-way
switched for proper operation.

3e. Turn llighe ON: If lamp
flickets, Oirls or flutters,
turn Off for a few minutes -
then turn ON. Change lamps
if flicker remains.

4a. Ensure that the motor
circuit disconnect (at the
Panel) is in the Off position.

4b. Motor controller:- Re=
move cover and check for dirt,
pieces of copper` wire, pre-
sence of.moisture and loose
connections.

(1) Check the ampere
rating of the thermal over-
load units and compare with
the nameplate ampere rating
on the motor.

(11 orb,

4D/
CEA 1.3.14...S.1

83

UT POINTS

3d. If witches do not operate
correctly, review the -drawing
titled "3 and 4 -way circuit

diagram" for Circuit #3.

3e. If flickering lamp is not
.replaced, it'may causes damage to
the ballast.

4b. Clean out all loose particles
and tighten any loose connections.
"Do not over tighten".

,(1) If the current
ratings differ by 4 or more amps,
report this to the instructor.

O
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SWAT TO DO

0

C

HOW "TO DO- IT 3'

CEA 1.3.K.JS.1
is

PiT POINTS

(2) This check will also ensure
free travel of contact assembly.

(2) Check contacts for makins
full contact. Push. contact assembly
with finger positioned belowsolenoid
(coil).

(3)- Cleaning contacts: Use
extra fine sandpaper and remove high
spots on contacts, if required. Do-

not uieltmerielothn

40. Push-button "station: Remove
cover and check for loose connections
and conductors interfering with the
-travel of moving parts.

4d. Replace .covera on_controller and
station.tation. Place Circuit

(disconnict at panel) to the On
position.

Push Start button and chick motor for
proper operation.,

46. Motor does not operate:

(1) Turncircuit disconnect to
Off position.

(2) Use step_la4dev-to-gii in
on to check the'splices and

motor connections in the attic area.

4c. Operate Stop and Start buttons
to ensure free travel of moving
parts.

4d. Maintenance and testing
procedures shall be performed 1007
correct.

(3), ..,Refer to the Wiring diagram

"Single -Phase Motor Controller
Connections" and make corrections as
require4.,

-0



MOW TO DO IT

(4) Repeat starting procedures
and check system for proper'opererion.

o

/e3
CEA 1.3.r4.JS.1'

_.

ERT'POINTS

(4) Maintenance aid testing
procedures shall be performed 100%
correct.

69
(6 of 6)
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043.

CEA JS2.1.1.1

CLASS: 4 PRACTICAL: 3

TITLE: Tying Knots

INTRODUCTION: This' ob sheet. will guide you in the proper technique for
tying the timber-hitch, clove-hitch, half-hitch, bowling,
and grunt's knot. Knots will-be used when building the
overhead distribution system.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: 6-foot step-ladder
3- classroom mounted training poles
9

MATERIALS:___3mhandlines-(complete with 4-foot attaching lines)
24-pieces of'6 -foot length'" synthetic lines'

PROCEDURES: Sie attached

QUESTIONS: Instructor prepared

REFERENCES:

A. NAVPERS 10636-G, CE 3&2, Chapter 9

B. TM5-680, Electrical Facilities, May 1946

C. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th ed., Kurtz,
Book Co., New York, N.Y.

1

(1 of 4)
G99



WHAT TO DO
1. Secure-hand-line to top of

pole with '4''attaching line.

2. Tie a clovi-hitch and a half
hitch_onacrossarm.

790

HOW TO DO IT
1. Using timber hitch. 1.

la. Take bitter end around the pole
(6" from the tope)`nnd lay on top
of'secured end. Bring under

--secured-end-and-spiral-back upon
itself approximately.4 times.
While holding bitter end, apply
pul on secured end and draw tight.

2. Lay crossarm in a horizontal
----positiOn-on-therfoitiid-with one

end resting'On toe of line -boot.
Apply "clove-hitch" to elevated end
of corssarm by making two overhand
loops (close to the snap and ring
assembly), pass second loop behind
first, then install over end of
crossarm. Tighten by-pulling firmly
onlltOnds.

2a. Rest oppoiite end of crossarm on,.

lineboot.nd apply a hilf-hitch by
removing slack from line, make
one overhand -loop formed and
plaCed over end of crossarm so
that tension on running end will
tighten loop around crossarm.

(2 of 4)

la.

lb.'

CEA 2.1.1.JS.1

KEY POINTS
Check knot tying display.
for Correct ftocedure..

Using steps of procedure
performed by, instructor.

Insure that snap-hook and
D-ring are at the bottom of
the hand-line.

Use of lineboot-permits use-of--
both hands for tying clove-hitch.

PoOtion clove7hitch 4" to 6"
from end of crossarm.

2a. Remove slack in line between
clove*to half-hitch, applying
half-hitch 4" to 6" of end of
crossarm. If loop does not
tighten on crossarm,reverse
method of placing loop.



WHAT TO DO HOW TO DU IT

CEA2.1.1.3S.I

KEY POINTS
a

3. Tie a bowline in a 6 foot
length of V practice line.

2b. Test knots by raising crossarm
with operating side of hand-line.'

3. Form bowline in accordance with the
following sketches:
(Use sketch on page 41-6 LAC Hand.
Book)

2b. If 100% correct in tying clove

and half-hitch, lower and remove
crossarm before performing
bowline steps of procedure. -

3. Bowline will be used in pole
top rescue. This type of knot
is a non-slip, safe-to-use knot
for lowering an injured lineman.

3a. Have instructor check bowline
for accuracy.

(3 of 4)

703
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4. Tie a Grunt's knot in a hand-.
line (Handline will be se6ured
to the top of classromm pracr.
tice pole)

0

HOW TO DO IT , 0=

-Form the grunt's knot in accordance
with the following sketches:

4a. .Instructor will check Grunt's knot
for accuracy.

(4 of 4) .

. A Grunt's knot is used to raise

tools and fittings to the lineman ..

on the pole.
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NAVAL SCHOOLS CONSTRUCTION
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CEA 2.1.2.JS.1 .

CLASS: 1 PRACTICAL: 5

TITLE: framing Poles ,

,

INTRODUCTION: This job sheet will provide you with terms and their
defiditioni. The.terms listed will acquaint you with

. the three tasks outlined in the topic objective and the
proper steps of procedures you will follow to successfully
complete them.

TOOLS 4 EQUIPMENT: 6'-folding rule, framing square (36" X 24", two cant
hooks,Aluck-saw, lineman's hammer or wood mallet,
chisel (2" wood), wood brace, 11/16" x 14" auger-

,

bit, framing rack.

MATERIALS: 1-untreated power pole..

PROCEDURES: See Attached

,QUESTIONS: Instructor Prepared

REFERENCES: Lineman's and Cablemanls Hpndbook, 4th ed.,
Hill Book Co., NIY., N.Y:

(1 of 5)

706
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1. Identify terms used in
"framing" a pole.

2. Position pole for framing.

707.

MOW TO 00 T

1. Terms and definitions:

.

CEA 2.1.2.JS.1

ENT PO

a. rosf - top. of pole angle cut

15 , face-to-back.'

b. -Butt -*bottom'of pole.

c. Face - inside-curve of pole.,

d. Back or High side - outside
curve of pole; side used for
climbing.

e. Gaig - a'flat surface put into
face side of pole for mounting
crossarms.

f., Gain (preformed) - for attach-
ing crosser* without use of
cut- in ,gain. ,

g. Thru-bol t hole Required for
mounting crossarms.

h. Guy attachment hole- Required
`for' guy attachments.

I. Framing-rack - supports for bot
ends of pole for timing tasks.

2. Position po le on "framing- rack"
with face up.

,

2 of 5)

e. :Exception: For special application
other..than a straight run, the
gain may be cut where required for
take-off crossarm.

2. Use of two cant, hooks by one

student to position and hold the
pole while framing.

7O



C

TO DO

1

HOW TO DO TT

-.CEA 2.1.2.B.1

UT POINTS
yia

. Roofing the pole.

Cutting a single,gain.

109

3. Rotate pole 90°.

3a.' On back side-measure from the
top down 1"-and.mark with chalk

or pencil. Complete angle of

15
o

cut by scribing line from

top of face to mark on-back side.

3b. Use. buck -saw to follow guide line

in cutting roof.

4. On the face of the pole measure
down from the roof 1pk" and mark

with pencil.

4a.-' Measure 2t" above and below 10t"

guide mark and:make two horizontel
lines for :top and boito0 of gain.

4b. Using. buck -saw, cut along the two

lines to 5/8" deep.

4c,. With a lineman's hammer and wood

chisel (2",width)-split the gain

in two equal: vertical halves'.

3. Student with. cant hooks will

rotate pole 90 for purpose of

:measuring andoutting'roof..

34." Utilize framing square (36" x
24" "guide for pencil to complete
line for roof cut.

4d. rom outside to center drive chisel

and remove of the gain At a' time.

'(3 of 3)

. ,

, A

3b. While cutting, maintain true
vertical axis in downward

strokes. Upon completion ofcuti
reposition pole to "face up"

position.

4. Note in movie how centerline of
pole is found.

4a. Height of prossarwdetermines
size of .gain.
Standard arm height - 43/4".

/S. Maintain' accurate horigOntal
position- 'of saw While cutting,

4c. Do not drive chisel deeper then

the saw cuts. ..

4d. Remove small amounts during this
step and insurb that finished

gitn is' concave.,

41'



!DT TO Ili° .1.111011...
ROW TO DO IT

5. Cutting multiple gains.

6. Boring holes.

7. Check framing with the
instructor.

. On the face of the pole in aciord-
'ance with the special application
situation given iby the following
drawing: CEA 2.1.7.D.1 "Trans-
formers and secondary distribution
pole".

. Position for boring holes shall be
found by drawing two diagonal
pencil lines that intersect in
the center of each gain as per
sketch:

COMER
Fog

Pewit. ^ 6.14.3--H011
1.10(5

GAIN1

6a. Follow steps of procedure alighing
gains outlined in L & C Handbook,
page 10-10.

6b. With a wood brace and a 11/16" x
14" auger-bit bore hole at the
center of each gain.

CEA 2.1.2.JS.1

UT Paws'

. Measurements shall be given
by the instructor for the
voltage involved.

. Eventual mounting of erossarm
depends upon accuracy of the
location of the holthole.
Hole position shill be within
+ or - 1/8".

6b.

. Template as indicated in L & C Hand- 7.
book, page 10-10 will be used to
check for accuracy of alignment
and depth of the 2 gains and 3
holes.

7a. Roof angle will be checked with
an adjustable angle square.

(4' 5)'.

Maintain a vertical position on
the auger while drilling by
having a student check to'in-
sure accuracy.

. .

The template shall have
.clearance'at top & bottom
of each gain.

7a. The roof angle may have a + or -
1 variation from the required If

712
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via to Po

8. Anchor guy thru-bolt holes.

DOD TO DO IT UT PO

CEA 2.1.2.JS.1

'8. Thru-bolt hole: _for guy attachments

will be located (in line with)
.

gain thru bolt holes. Measure
down from center of top gain thru,

bolt hole 9". Second anchor'guy
thru -bolt, hole will be located 9"
down from center of middle-gain
hole and 90 from center line in
accordance with the following

sketch:

US * Lel

TARO -
13oi-r

HOLES

(5 of 5)

Guy
/..-ATTACOMENT
Hot.E9

eIOLT
HOI-E
Ws ThOur
GAIN

8. Top guy attachment hole'for
primary line anchor and second
hole for secondary. distribution
guying at 900 from primary.
All holes shall be wlthin-
+ or - 1/8".

714



2/ 3
NAVAL SCHOOLS CONSTRUCTION

PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043
CEA 2.1.3.JS.1'

CLASS: 2 PRACTICALe- 7

TITLE: Erecting and Setting Poles

INTRODUCTION: The steps of procedure for manually erecting and setting
a 35-foot pole are outlined in this job sheet for use by,
a team of ten men. This pole will become part of the power
distribution line to be built.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT:- Digging bar, short "D" handled shovil, straight shovel,
spoon shovel, tamping bar, pike poles, cant hooks,
jenny or mule, carrying hooks, sighting rod.

MATERIALS: 1 - 35 foot pole
1'- butt board, 2" x 12" x 8'

PROCEDURES: See Attached

QUESTIONS: Instructor prepared

REFERENCES: A. NAVPERS 10636-G, CE 3&2, Chapter 9

S. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th ed., Kurtz, McGraw-
Hill nook Co. N.Y., N.Y.

(1 of- 6) 715



1. Identify terms used ba
"Setting a pole".

716

HOW TO DO IT

, CEA 2.1.3.JS.1

ZIT tO

. Terms and definitions: 1.. Refer to Lineman's and

a. Pole hold - Hole in soil of
a specific depth and diameter.

b. Pole hole diameter:- should
beat least 6" greater than
the diameter of the pale at
the butt.

c. POle hole depth - Determined b
the length of pole and the
type soil:

(1) 'Normal soil: 10% of the
pole'length and -add
'2 feet, min. of 5 feet.
example 40' pole:
10% of 40 = 4 feet
+ feet = 6 feet.

d. Digging Bar - approximately
6 feet long, one end shaped

:to a blunt chisel point, other
end shaped to a'point similar'
to a pentil.

e. Shovels:
(1) Short "D" handled,shOvel-

used in digging first few
feet of pole hole.

(2) Strpight shovel - used to
cut sides of holes straigh
down and to looien dirt at
bottom of hole.

(3) -Spoon shovel - used to lif
loose ground from bottom
of hole.

(2 e' 6)



4

%MAT TO DO

2. Dig pole hole.

1

0

f.

HOW TO MO IT

2.1.3.JS.1

INT POINTS

Tamping bar - wood or steel bar
approximately 6' long used to
compress all the ground taken of
of the hole back down,around thi
pole. .

g. Pike pole - approximately 16' wi
a steel point on one end. Used
by piking crew to.raise pole an
steady.the pole during tamping
operation.

h. Cant,hook - a movable hook on a
4' handle usegl to keep pole
from rolling and to turn the
pole when required.

i. -Jenny or mule - pole support
approx. 6' high used to support
pole during lifting operation.

i Butt board - 2" x 12" x 8' boar
usedas backing board while
setting'pole in hole.

k. Carrying hooks - double handled
hooks for carrying poles by
hand.

t

th

2.- Dig pole hole to the required

width and depth for a 35' pole in
accordance with "Pole'hole diamste
and depth" definitions.

(3 of 6)

0

g- Refer to L & Handbook pages11.-
9 for table 11 , "Average
size of crew rep nired to raise
poles of different lengths".

2. Refer to L & C Handbook, pages
11-4 to 11-6.

71.9



N110 TO DO NOW TO DO IT

3. .Dig trench to pole hole. . '3. Dig trench to'easily accomodate
the width of the pole, and in
accordance with'the following
sketch:.

4: get pole in hole.

720

r. 1-_ 3 ,

1. "

Assign numbers 1010 to piking crew
and crew leader:
a. #1-6 "Pikers"
k. #7 "Jenny" operator
c. #8 "Cant hook" operator
d. #9 "Butt board" man
e. #10 "Crew leader".

4a. #9 - position butt-board in.hole.

4b. #10 - issure command to #1 -6. to
position pole in trench with butt
of pole against buttboard.

4c. #10 - issue command to #1-6 to
raise end -of- pale by hand, and

#7 to place "Jenny" under the
pole for support.

4d. #10 - issue command to #1-6
to position pikes in accordance
with the following sketch.

SEE PACE (5 cr 6)

(4' of 6)

gib
CEA 2.1.3 JS 1

UT POINTS

3. Ditch and hole measurements shall
be within + or - 6 inches.

0

4. Refer to L & C Handbook, pages
11-9 to 11-12.

4b. #1-6 will use 3 carrying hooks
to place, pole in ditch.

of'

4d. All commands shall be executed
-" 1007. correct

721



CEA I.1.4.JS.1

1

NOV TO DO IT

p5" lot

UT POINTS

117,ficssi

-'722

is
G,TH043(

4e. -Raise pole-upon command until
rear pikers.#1 and 25e11 "high
pike". Stop raising pole and '

allow #7, to move forward with
Jenny under pole. ' -

4f. With Jenny repositioned and 2
will re-pike their poles in
front of #5 and #6 (one ar a t
#10 will then come to raise
pole until "high pike" is yelled
again, followed by ibOve routine
until pole settles in hole.

. Align -pole wish pikers #1 - #4
positioned 90 around. the pole.

4h. #9 - remove butt board. ,

4e. Piking procedures shall be
executed 100X correct. k

41. will reposition .cant hooks
as pole dicends`further into
the hole. Operator-will ke,ep
the pole fro. turning; -----------

. #9 - make sure butt-board does
not bind the pole by becoming=
cocked-lin the hole.

4i. -#10 will align, the pole by in- 4i. Refer to L & C Handbook, page
forming #8 to turn poieso that
the gains face the direction out-
lined in the blueprint. DWG
No. 1109831.

NEXT STEP: #9 and #10 will 'use a
pike pole held vertically with poi t
in the ground' positioned approx;

30' 4rom.pole s.that alignment
can be determined.froi 2 positions
90 apart.

(5 of 6)
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CEA 2.1.3.JS.1

MIT POINTS

5. Back fill and tamp dirt in
hole around pole.

2

4j. #1-4 win get'bettom of pike
poles firmly on the ground and
hold steady until back fill°is
completed.

5. 49 will shovel dirt into hole, and
#5-6 will tamp the dirt so that all
that ha's been taken out is comprei
ed 'around the pole.

5.- ReioVe aligning pikers 0 1-4)
when enough earth has been back
filled to support the pole.
(approx k way up the hole)
ALL the dirt taken out of the hole
shall,go back in the hole.

. Vertical position of pole and
gain direction shall be 100%
correct.



NAVAL SCHOOLS' CONSTRUCTION
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CEA 2.1.4.3S.I

CLASS:,2 PRACTICAL: 14

(TITLE: Mounting Crossarma, Pins and Insulators

INTROCUTION: This job sheet in conjunction with the NAVFAC diawing
No.'1109831 "Advanced BaseStandard Pole Line, No.2
AWG Conductors, 2400/4160, 3 Ph, 4 wire", will guide you
in mounting cropsirms,-pins and insulators. The steps
of procedure shizAl.be closely coordinated with the various
crossarm configurations as outlined in the drawing.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT: Lineman's tool kit, climbing gear,' hard hat,
handline, auger. truck, line truck.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURES:

QUESTIONS:

As lilted in NAVFAC DWG No. 1109831

Seiettached procedures and drawing

Instructor prepared

REFERENCES: A.

B.

NAVPERS 10636-G, CE 3&2, Chapter 9 t".,

Lineman's and Cablaman's-Handbook, 4th ed., Kurt:, Mcgraw-
Hill Book Co., N.Y., N.Y.

sr
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Via DO IICW TO DO IT

Identify terms used.in
mounting crossurms, piss and
insulators.

727

CEA 2.1.4.JS.1

POURS

1.. Terms and'definitioni:

a. Single crossarm- sup-
port for_,Ansulators and
conductors:i Used on
straight-fIne'runs where
there is no excessive
strain. Also used as
bottom,support.for trans-
formers.

b. Double arm-,Used at line
terminals, corners, angles,
or at otIser points where
there'is,an excessive 'strain.*
When two or more transformerS
are mounted on the same pole,
double arms are used"for
their support.

c. Buck or reverse arms-used
at corners and.at points
where branch circuits are:
taken off at right angles;
to the main line.

d. Sie.arms-used in alleys
or other/locations where it
is necessary to cles
buildings`.

e. Pin holes-are located on
crossarmsat various dis-
tances determined by the
distribution .vol ttage an
number of phases.

f. Insulator pins-installed
in'pim holes for support
of insillaters.

(i of 7)

a.

.11,110111.11.0....!

,Refer to L & C Haddbook, pages
13-1 to 13-10 alternate arms
in a straight. tun should face
in the same direction.

r.
728
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729

0

1 D.A. Bolt -
bolt -, used

two arms on

h. Ihru-bOlt -
crossarm on

double arming,
When. assembling,

a pole.

used to mount
pole.

i. Carriage bolt - used to attacl\

the crosSarm braces to cross-

arm.

j. Eye bolt)- Use similar to D.
A. bolt-4th additional func-
tion of unting suspens:.on

\
k. Lag 'screw ; used to-Attach

crossarmbrace to pole.

1

i. Braces -

C.=I\
/:(1) pat - used to .prevent

crossarmlmovement. on pole.

(2) Angle - used to prevent
crossarm 'movement where
line goes off on an angle.

;

m. Insulators-.

Line -'used to support
primary conductors on top:
of crossarms.

Suspension-
end primary

any part of
requiring a
direction..
(3 of,7)

used to dead-

Tconductors on

pole line
Change of

CEA 2.1.4.JS.1

MIT PO

f
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0111 TO DO

CEA 2.1.4.JS.1

113T POINTS

2: Mounting crossarms and pins
on a pole in a:horizontal
poiition on the ground.
(corner pole)

n. Spring washers -'usecrto
iliminate/lootening condition
created by'thermal expaniion
and 'contraction of nuts, bolts
and pine.

2. Support the top end of the pole
approximately 4% fewt.off,the grout
:by use of the.line truck.. Apply
the hook and cable near the mid-
point of the pole and hoist top
end to the required distance.

/ /

2a. Mount the crossarms pins and
associated hardware in accordance
with NAVFAC.drawing No. 1109831
"Advanced.,baie standard pole line,
tNoi 2, AWG-Conductors, 2400/4160,
3Ph', 4 wire'!, Sactisn "Crossarm

Construction 61 -90 angle.

3. Install corner pole in hole. 3. Use line truck and required line
handlers to positi6n polein hole.

3a. Shoveler and tampers secure pole
in hole.

4. Mounting single crossarms and 4. Prepare crossarms on the ground
pins on a pole in a vertical in accordance with the position of
position in the'ground. the pole in the pole line and

the applicable detail drawing
as per MAYPAC drawing No. 1109831.

7.31

I-

!4a. Prepare to mount crossarms With
lineman up on pole facing gain,
side of pole and secure a headline,
with a timber hitch above top gain.

(4 of 7)

2. Pole hole'to be dug by auger
truck.

All hardware items are listed in
the-bill of materials and each
itemfcan be located by their

'assigned number installation of
crossarms pins and associated
hardware shall be 100% :correct in
accordance with the drawing.

4. Carefully note each .type of cross-
arm configuration, and how they
vary in the types of hardware
required.



MAT TO 90 VOW TO 00 IT

4b. Crounduan: Using headline with
snap and ring at bottom of loop
tie a clove-hitch on lower end
of crossarm and half-hitch on th
other end: ,

5. Mounting double crossarms,
pins and associated hard-
ware on a set pole.

CEA 2.1.4.JS:1

UT PO

4b. Ensure that brie's are next to
pole, and top of crossarm will
be up when lineman receives the
assembly from the handling*.

4c. Lineman: When receiving cross- 4c.
arm, remove half-hitch from uppe
end 'arid lay are-across safety

belt with assistance from ground
'man.

.(1) With arm approximately 'at
same level with gain while
resting on safety strap.
the lineman will slide the
thru-bolt into the gain-
thru-hole while pushing bol
from other side of arm.

(2) Place spring washer and nut-
on thru-bolt. Use lineman's
wrench to tighten nut until
spring washer is fully com-
pressed.

. Prepare double crossarms on the
ground as petite,' #4.

5a. First lineman ascend pole and
secure hendline above top gain
and position safety belt even
with bottom of top gain.

15b.

Groundman will 'help raise the
crossarm on the lineman's belt .

after the half -hitch has been
removed.

(1) Linemen: Do not remove
clove-hitch until thru--
`bolt is secured with nut
on spring washer.

(2) Refer to print 11111 of
material" for specific
type of hardware required
on.each crossarm configuration

Second lineman - 'will be position 5b. Second lineman will not ascend 9

ed on opposite side of pole. pole until the first lineman
is set in hie working position..

(5 of 7) I 2 4



MKT TO DO .....wri. HIM TO DO IT

5c. Groundman - raise crossarm with
D.A. bolts and thru -bolt in simil
manner as item 4b and c.
First lineman-facing gain will
receive this crossarm.

5d. First lineman - position first
crossarm on safety belt and guide
thru-bolt into gain hole. Apply
pressure on thru-bolt until thru
the pole and hold for.positioning
of second.crosserm.

5e. SeConn lineman - -call for second

crossarm. Position arm on safety
belt and guide onto first arm
D.A. bolts and thru-bolt.

(1) Place spring washer and nut
on thru-bolt first.- tighten
untilwasher'is fully Compre -

ed.. Repeat-same.on D.A. bol . ,

_(2) Apply dead-ending insulatOrs ' (2) First lineman shall_eiwiti- --:-

ane hardware as per drawing. second linemen-in receiving
de0,ending hardware from

1 _---ground.
1

---i
---

...,
5f. Secure croisatm assembly. , Installation,shall be level and _

..; facing in the proper dir,ction.
All nuts, bolts and screws will
be tight. .

CEA 2.i.4.JS.1

KEY POINTS

736



TO DO *MOW TO DO IT

5f. (cont'd)

(1) level ,cros-Sarms

1--(2i Position braces-to center of
pole.

POINTS

(3) Drive lag screw to 3/4" of

,tight position.

(4) Complete tight-ending of
screw with lag wrench.

6. Inform instructor that
crossarm installation is
complete.

(7 of 7) .



NAVAL SCHOOLS CONSTRUCTION
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CEA -2.1.S.JS.1

CLASS: 1 PRACTICAL: 7

TITLE: Guying poles

INTRODUCTION: This job sheet will guide you in the proper steps of
procedure for assembling and installing a guy and anchor.,
Type of guy will be dependent upon its location in the
pole line and the material required. Installation will
be in accordance with the NAVFAC DWG No. 1109831 -
"Advanced Base Standard Pole Line, No. 2 AWG Conductors,
2400/4160,,3 Ph, 4 wire.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT: Lineman's cliaing geir, tool kit, auger truck, shovel,
tamping bar, cable grip, coffin hoist, strand vise hook.

MATERIALS: Thrbugh-bolts, guy attachments, preformed guy grips, strain
insulators, strand vise, expanding type anchor and rod.

. )

PROCEDURES: See attached
. -

QUESTIONS:. Instructor preparid
1

REFERENCES: A. NAVPERS 10636-G, CE 3 & 2, Chapter 9 .

B. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th Ed., Kurtz,
Mcgraw-Hill Book Co., i.Y.,N.Y.

(1 of 8) '

739
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I. Digging in the anchor.

740--

1

I

HOW TO 00 iT

For each type of guy to be install.
ed, refer*to NAVFAC drawing No.
1109831 "Advanced Base Standard
Poleline, No. 2 ANC Conductors,
2400/4160, 3 Ph, 4 Wire ", for

applicable measurements :ind guy
ratio Height,.

Lead

CU 2.1.5.JS.1

UT POINTS

Ideal Ratio: For every foot of
height there should
be one foot of lead.

la. Locate hole by refering to

drawing for direction and 2 to 1
ratio.

klb. Hole to be dug on a 45
o

angle a-
way from the pole.. 'Auger truck

will be operated by instructor.

(2 -of 8)

lb. Depth of hole dependent upon -
length of anchor rod.

Example: 5/8" x 7'. Eye of
anchor rod shall be approx; 6"
above ground. Depth of hole
6'6".

741



MUT TO

2. Install "Malleable guy
attachment" on pole.

742

lb.

DM TO DO IT
cont 'd)

CEA 2..1.5.JS. I

LET POUTS

di

,
456'

lc. Install expanding type
anchor and back-fill
anchor hole, with shoveling
and tamping procedures
used in filling pole hales

2. Select thri-bolt with
length required for dia-
meter of pole and guy
attachment. Installa-
tion will be in accordance
with the guying detail
in NAVFAC DWG # 1109831.

2a. Lineman-Install guy attach-
ment on pole 9" below' top
crossarm and,9" below 2nd
crossarm. Use holes
drilled during framing

' practical. Number of guy
attachments dependent, upon
location of guying and
guying detail description
outlined in NAVFAC DWG 11
1109831.

(3 8)

O

1c. Installation procedures. as per
classroom instruction and film
presentation. Ensure that
opening'of.anchor eye opening
is facing ground.

2a. Check guy detail for require4
hardware to secure guy.

743



Vila TO DO

3. Assemble "Guy Assembly" on
the ground. ,

,

714

0

MI TO DO IT

CEA 2.1.5.JS.1

- ZIT POINTS

3. .Calculate overall length of guy
assembly using Pythagoreum Theorum

C2= A
2
+ 2

or C = A
2
+ B

2

3a. Use "C' measurement for lengtio
guy wire. Cut required length ar

0 cut piece in half.

A

3b. Install "Preformed guy grip" on
the top section of guy strand
in accordance with the following,
sketch: A Often OvE.It MARKS

L-EHP of OW STRAND'

Long leg of guy grip shall be
applied first to its. entire .

length. Align cross-over mprk.
"A" of short leg with "A"'mark one
long leg. Complete installation.

3c. Install next "Preformed guy grip"
on the °ther and of the top
section of the guy strand in
accordance with the following ,

sketch:
8,A

END OF G STRAW,

(4 of 8)

3a. When length of guy wire is cut
in half, location of strain
insulator is established in
the'mIddle of the, guy assembly.

3b. Cross-over marks "A": to be-used
as strand startingapoint for
,ssuill hardware and anchor rods.

Cross-over marks "B": (proVided
only on, sizes 3/8" and smaller):,
to be used as strand starting
point for insulators reqpiring
a larger loop.

3c.,, Ensure that "frost ring"

strain insulator will be
ing down when installed.

riA
.

of

Point-
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%MAT TO DO

4. Install,"Auromatic dead-end
strand vise" on anchor roc.

a. Attach "Guy assembly" to
pole.

O

746

e

Kg TO DO IT

3c. (cont'd)

Apply long leg of guy grip start-
ing at mark "B". Complete
installation as per 3b., except
align marks"B" of short leg with
"B" of long leg.

3d. Install bottom section of guy
strand to strain insulator and
complete guy grip installation
as per 3c.

4. Disassamile strand-vise by removin
body from yoke, and separate yoke
from bail: 1 .

YO4E ; AIL
t.s

KcePaR

4a. Insert bail into eye of anchor 4a. final assembly should,have keeper
rod and reassemble strand vise. 90° from bail.

CEA 2.1.5.JS.1

.

UT POIKIS

3d. Haive instructor check completed
guy assembly before proceding
to next-step. .

5. Lineman - ascend pole and belt
of close to guy attachment.
-Receive guy assembly via handline.

5a.. Grasp guy assembly with both
hands approx 4 to 6" below the
preformed eye and inform the
grunt, to release the grunts
knot by pulling ob the handline.

5b. Place eye of guy grip over the
guy attachment.

(5 of 8)

5. Grunt: Use "Grunts" knot in eye
of top preformed guy grip.

747
40'



yea TO DO

6. Attach "Guy assembly" to
anchor rod.-

DOW TO DO IT

Sc. Descend pole.

. Insert "Guy Strand" through body
of "Strand vise"-in accordance
with the following sketch: .

1

,,GuY ANS-rit o

1

Awcuot Roo

6a. Attach "wire grip" (with eye
down) approx. 4 feet from strand
vise.

6b. Indeit 192 hook of coffin hoist
into eye of wire grip.

.(6 of 8)

CEA 2.1.5.JS.1

PODirS

c. Grunt - keep guy assembly away
from pole while lineman descends
pole.

6. Remove slack from guy strand by
holding strand vise with one hand
and pull on guy strand.with other i

hand. Ensure that strand is,
straight (free of curve due to
strand reel) and end unfrayed.

5b. Ensure that free chain wih
bottom hook is extended to
within 4-6 inches of maximum.

4 9



7. Tensioning guy assembly.

ci

HOW TO 01) IT

6c. Insert bottom of hookof coffin
hoist to eye of strand vise pulli g chain.

hook in accordance with sketth:

____---

CEA 2.1..3S.1

n* POINTS

4.3d-

6c. Remove slack from coffin hoist

7. Operafe handle assembly of coffin
hoist through itstmaximum up and
down travel. 4 A

7a. Observer positioned /900 from
guy assembly axis, and approx.
30 feet from.poli, will inform
doff in hoist operator when the
top of pole is pulled 4 to 6"
from dead center.

7b. Place'coffin hoist control lever
in the "down" position,' operate
handle as per #7, remove coffin
hoist and puiling.hook when
adequate slack isjn the chain.

(7 of 8)

2

Assistant to doffin'hoistbparitora
will,guide guy strand into strand
vise as tensioning is-performed.'

7b. Place coffin hoist where sand' s:

or dirt will not enter working
parts.

751



IINAT TO DO
*DOW TO DO IT

8. Remove excess guy strand. 8. Cut end of guy strand with bolt
cuttersto within 1 to 3 inches
of strand vise body.

(8 of 8) °

CEA 2.1.5.JS.1

Irlr POINTS

8. Guy installation stall-be within
the following tolerances:

a. Eye of anchor rod: 6 to 12
inches'above ground.

b. Ends orguy strand shall be
within the limits of appropriate
cross-over marks.

d.

"I I". HH
LIMITS

Strafn insulator:
Frost ring- towards ground.

Min. clearances:-
1 Horizontal - from face of

1 pole - 6. feet.
-

Vertical - from. finished

.grade- 8 feet. 1

End, of strand:

1 to 3 inches past strand vise
both.

753



NA" %i. CONSTRUCTLON TRAINING 'COER
PORT'HtENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN "A" SCHOOL TRAINING: COURSE A-121-0018 11

\ _..i.
...

JOB SHEET \

-VO
CE "A" JS-2.1.6.1

TITLE: Stringing Primary Line Conductors

INTRODUCTION: This job sheet will guide you in the proper procedures
for installing:the primary line' onductors.

REFERENCES:

1. Electrician 3 & 2, NAVPERS 10636-G, chapter 9.

2. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th edition, Kurtz, McGraw -Hill,
Book Co., New York, N.Y.

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1; -Lineman's tool kit.

,2. Climbing gear.

.Hard,hat.

4. Headline..

,5. Slings.

6. table grips.

r. Coffin hoists.

8, Oter materials as listed in NAVFAC Drawing No. 1109831.

PROCEDURES:

. 1. Installation' of primary condUctOrs.'

a. Select the pre-determined lengths of #6 tbIG medium hard-drawn
solid copper conductors (identified coils).

b. Lay out conductor co ils by rolling alongside of poles fro
dead-end poles. Liave6 feei_past both dead-end poles.

(IY Conductors will be positioned on the under related
. iniularois on the poles.

O

O

c. Lineman: Ascend dead-end sole,with handlini and prepare, to
receive primary conductors.

04 few*t 1



CE "A" ..TS 2.1.6.1
,

d.. Groundman: Secure a-wire grip jaw to, end of one conductor and
secure wire grip to snaplof handLinel Raise wire. grip and con-
ductor to lineman

f.,

g

<1) Secure conductor in jaw assembly of wire grip 46proximately
,1

feet from
,

ende Raise inside conductors first.

Lineman: Insert'end of-1/6 conductor into. auto. dead-end assembly.
Pull in spproxiimately 6 feet. Repeat.same procedures for the
remaining three conductors.

Lineman: Descend dead -end pole and ascend thefirst pole in
line (with handline).

Groundman: Place hook of handline on one inside conductor.
'Raise conductor to the lineman. Repeat.with other inside
conductor.

Lineman: Place inside conductors on the' inside of the center
insulators. '

0
(1) Inside of Insulators- side oC insulator's facing the pole.

, .

1

i. ' Lineman: Place remaining, conductors on the inside on their-
respective insulators.

.,
',

j. Complete ra
I

gsin of conductors on the remaining iw-line poles.

k. Linemen (t, o) Ascend corner pale with a handline and prepare
to' raise and secure primary ends.

,

1. Groundman: Secure a wire grip to the end of one outside conductorand secure other end of'wire,lgrip'to the snap oC handline.

(1), Secure conductor in jaw assembly of wire grip approximately3 to 6 feet from nd of conductor... Raise outside conductorefirst before raising center conductor.
%

LinLan: Igsert end of each 'conductor into auto., dead-endlassembly.
,.,

1

Pullin approximately 4 feet. Repeat same piredure-slor all con-\luctors.
.

2. Sagging 'primary cOnductOrs.
1 .

.
l, ,

\
a. Groundman: Select two (2) 4 foot slings (3/8" stranded steel cable-with-a standard six eye at each end) and hoist to the lineman.

(1) Select two (2) "coffin hoists" of the same size and hoist tothe lineman. 1 - i

1

\

(2 of 4)

3



b. Lineman: Secure slingd as per sketch:

a

CE "40 JS 2.1.6.1 4/3e0

O

,

(1) Insert hook of each coffin hOOtinto eye's of slings and
.\ secure chain-end hook into cable-grip attached to each

'outside conductor.

(2) Operate handAes of coffin hoists until correct sag is Obtained.

.(a) Sag w ll be determined by instructor dighting from the ground-;-

.

c. During sagging procedure, ensure that each conductor is..guided (without

kinking). through the auto. dead-end.

,

(1) Conductor-should be coming out of the Cop or bottom of the

auto. dead-end in'accordancewith,drawing.'
1/4

0

d. 'Aftlr proper sag is:obtained'on the outez' conductors, remove

,oneset\of sagging equipment. and install on inside corductors.

Perform sine sagging procedures as outlined in 2h and sag to

same configuration as the outside 'conductors.

f. Remove equipment \after .4t conductors have been raised and

sagged.. )
t-

3. Secure primary conductors to pin insulatorsli (Make ties.)

a. On all in-line poles, conductors will be placed on top

respective insulator'.

of eachv

b. .Groundman: Select (for each pole) 4 piet:es of 36 inch long,

#6 AWG soft-drawn, solid copper conductcr.

(1) Utilize nose-bag for hoiFting tie-wires to lineman.

756
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c. Follow.Antcat:

-rIC-Per wkAp.oa.
orinuc rcla;

1Vik\

Fowt-to 1: nt: r 4..

Le,:t;) APP12Ci. A
Cri Et4P5 of rir .1

'3 7.
CE "A" JS 2.1.6.1

?ithT10o, wiz..).Ph

2 TURNS Coie a),104

.rare

F-IN 1..wRAPti
TURNS 1.5)4Et..lx

"4° STARTIriG POINT

Single-pin type insulator tie for copper coq

(1) Practice tie on clissroom t
\

raining. aid ttiesoverhead conductor:it.

(a\ Complete ties on all in-line poles.

ia.:,Make jumber connections at all corner poles.

a. Groundman: Compile a list ormaterial require
,accordance with the NAVFAC DWG #1109831, Adva

ndard PoleLine". 4

\\ t
(1) Ensure that the required number of split-ra and

and jumper wires are\on hand before line% cornerpoles. \
.. ,
.

.

Lineman: Ascend corner pole and*cOmplete the
of

primary conductors in accordance with the draw

on
:5 ;

1?

.1

0

(1) FOrm the jumper wires in 'a smooth and safe confitation
bitween conductors. Primary- conductors shill be stalled

o r

and sagged with appropriate ties on each insulator.
All work shall be executed'100% cect.

(4 at 4)



2.1.7.JS

\NAVAL SCHOOLS CONSTRUCTION
PORT.HUENEME, CALIFCRNIA 93043

CE"A" 2.1.7 JS 1

CLASS; 3

:TITLE; TRANSFORMERS AND PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

d

PRACTICAL; 7

Introduction; This job sheet will guide you in the proper procedures to install

the secondary transformers and pr tective equipment.

'
Tools, and Equipment; Linepan's Tool Kit; climbing gear, harhat, handline,

x
trap formers, protective equipment.

,,

,

Materials; As listed in NAVFAC DWG No 1109831

Procedures; See attached procedures

''Questi'ons; Instructor prepared .

-

.
0 . \ ea-#

References; A. NAVPER$ 10636 -G, CE l3 & 2, Chapter 9, .

.
,

.

\

B. Linemas And Cableman's Uandbook, 4th ED, Kurtz, McGraw-Hill

Book Co, N.Y.,.N. Y.

1

( 1 of 5\)
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yluvr TO no

1. Preparing for installing trans-
formers.

CE "A" 2.1.7 JS

C

HOW TO no IT REY POINTS

la, Lineman #1:

Ascend .transformer pole with

handline and prepare-to receive
the pole.tep gin.

lb. Lineman f2:
Ascend pole and position on oppo:

site side of Lineman'fl.

lc .ALeeateenl
Attach pole to top'gin to handline
using a %runts" knot somewhere
near and above the snap and ring.

Hoist to lineman

ld. Lineman #1:
Position pole top gin..

le: Secure pole top gin in accordance
with.instructoree classroom deM-
onstratida7-----

lf. Groundman:
Select a blockand tackle assembly
and use handline to hoist gear to
Lineman #1.

lg. pneman #1:
Recieve hook Of block and
into eye of poletop gin:

1h. Groundman:
Position transformer directly be-

. 100 block 174 tackle assembly.

insert

( 2 5 )

If. Ensure that one person holds bott.
portion of the block and tackle

while Groundman hoists assembly
to Lineman #1.

7G0



WILT TO cto ,

2.. Install' transformers to
step down three- phase,

Z-wire;-4160V.

O

764-

s

KU TO DO IT

2a. The following procedures will
be used for the installation
.of three single-phase trana-
formers:

2b. Groundman: Attach tag line
around main body of trans-.
former with 'a timber hitch.

2c. Groundman: Attach a 30-inch
sling (with au eye on each
end) to the lifting hooks on
the sides of the transformer.
insert hook ofblock and
tackle on to sling

2d. -Four (4) Men: Two men on the
tag line and two oil the fall
line of the .block and "tackle
assembly

2e. While two men raise the trans
former the handlers tending

'the tag line will ensure that
the transformer is kept away
from the pole

2f. Lineman; With appropriate
signals,indicate to the ..

groundmen the exact height
regoired"for the transformer
to' be before placing on
crossarms.

2g. Lineman: After each trans-
former is placed in position;
remaire tag line and secure
end to eyes of sling(while
still,secured to block and
tackle).

9

CE"A" 2.1.7 JS.1

UT POI

Line handler will take up the
slack on the.block and tackle
assembly as soon as hook is
engaged in the sling secured

. to the transformer.

2d. "Fall Line" is the hoisting'
line coming from the top
block.

2f. First two transformerg will
be placed on the outside of
the crossarms. Thirdirans-
former will be centered on

' crossarms.



WHAT TO j DO

3. Install protective equipment.

763

IKW TO DO IT

CE"A" 2.1.7. JS, 1

ELM ponirs WV/
2h. Groundman: Lower bottom block

by pulling on tag line.

2i. Complete transformer installation
using procedures outlinea above

2j Lineman #16#2: Lower block and
tackle with headline. Disassemble
pole top gin from pole, and also
lower with headline

3a. Groundman: 'Select 3-fused cutouts
and 3-lighting arrestors, also
6-"L3' type brackets for mounting
the protective devices. Hoist
material to lineman with ansociat-
ed hardware for mounting .and :e-

curing devicesdevices

3b. Lineman: Install brackets as per
sketch:

( 4 of 5 )

V

21. Position transformers with equal
spacing on the crossarms.

2j Transformer installationTrocedur

shall be executed 100% correct -

3b. Outer fused cutouts shall be in=
stalled at a slight angle in tovall
the pole. (Required for operation
of hot stick to open fused cutout:

i"

764



WHAT TO £10

765

:Cre 2.1.7. JS: 1

1101 TO Do_n EST POINTS

(1) Mount the arrestors first, then (1)-Protective equipment installation
reposition on pole to mount fused 'procedures shall be executed 1001.
cutouts in their respectivi'pos- 'correct.
itions. Ensure that'all equipment
is tightly secured before descen---
ding pole.

1'

766



NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT NUCNZME, CALIFORNIA 93043

.CIA JS 2.1.8.1
CLASS: I PRACTICAL: 6

TITLE: STRINGING SCCoNDARY MAINS-

12. 1. RI.

INTRODUCTION: This job sheet will guide you in,the.proper procedures for
installing the secondary mains with related hardware and materials.

. . e 0 r
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: Lineman's tool kit, climbing gear, hard hat, secondary
distribution hardware

MATERIALS: As listed in NAVFAC Owg. No. 1109831

PROCEDURES: See attached procedures.''

QUESTIONS: Instructor prepared

REFERENCES: A. NAVPERS 10636-G, CE 3 6e'2, Chapter 9

B. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 4th Edition, Kurtz,
Mc Graw-Hill Book Co N. Y., N. Y.

0



HOW TO DO IT!UT TO DO . -

1. Install secondary distributi la. Position Seconday .racks as per

systen.- sketch.

.IS 2.1.8.1

1ST MIDI'S

0

763

Vp

MS&

O

O

tr

lb. Groundnan: Select: lb. For rack installation thru-bolt
holes shall be 11/16" dia. for the

2 - 4 Spool Secondary racks with 5/8" dia. bolts.

spools

4 - Thru-bolts, length dependent
upon pole diameter and 2"

exposure.

6 - Curved washers

(2 of 6)

709t



o CEA 38 2.1.8.1

VOW TO DO IT POINTS

l

6- Spring washer

6 Nuts

O

4 - Pre:Cut. lengthavf #2 AWG
insulated stranded copper
conductors,

2 - Eye bolts

4 - 3/8" automatic dead-ending
devices for #2 AWG triplex.
strained conductors.

2 - Pre-cut lengths of #2 AWG
triplex (service drop).

Ilc. Linenenl. Abceid'transformer
pole with haAdlini sal prepare to
receive tools and materials. ..

ld. Lineman: With brace and 11/1e
.bit,drillk First bole for rack*. a
min, of 10" below tegniformers. Drill
second hole 24" down from center of
top rock bole.

le. GroUndmen: Select secondary
rack and disassemble pin sad insul-
ator spools. Noist'to linemen, the
dIsassenbled,rack with two.thrbolts
with an equal number of curved mash-
ers; spring washers and nuts.

(3 of 6)

.
Id.' Position of rack on transformer
pole as per Sketch la.

Cs,

ti*

771
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WHAT TO DO

a

NOW TO 00 IT

lf. Linemen:- Peace secondary 'rack

over the two thru-bolt holes and
align top and bottom rack holes with

holes in-pole.

.(2) Install thru-bolts with
bolthead against rack, and
apply curved washer, spring
Wisher and nut on opposite end;

1g. ,GrOundman: Hoist to lineman

the pin andjour-insulator spools.
Ensure that pin is complete with a

cotter key.

lh. Lineman: When installinga_
insulators, position pin in OpAfie4e

and align one insulator at a timejas

the pin is being installed. Insert

cotter key and spread the ends

ipproX. 1./2". '

Groundman: Select the 4-lengths

of #2 AWG stranded insulated copper
conductors. _Roll out each conductor
between the -two- secondary poles.
Using the headline, raise the conduc-

tors to the lineman, one at

AliiiiiiSecurcfirst-conductor-
to the cop spool (secondary syitem

neutral conductor) is accordance with
the following sketch and,tbe class

roan display:

(4 of 6) .

CEA JS 2.1.8.1

ENT POINTS

lf. When tightening.nut apply
pressure ontli spring. washer is
flat, then back off 1/4 of a turn
to allow spring washer to expand and

contract.

lh. Make sure that the spools are
equally spaced throughout the length
of- the rack.



2. Installation of "Service
Drop"..

. A%

HOW TO DO IT

1k. Second pole: Install secondary

rack and_complete the installation
of the secondary distribution system.

26. Groundmen: Select a single
spool clevis complete with pin,
'insulatOrt spring washer and nut.

Hoist to lineman.-

2b. Lineman: Mount the single
spool cIevis assembly as per ollow-
ing sketch:

SmOLIE WV"
CL.EV1SAeadsii INA

.a .....

.C.11/ at 2,1.161

re7 POINTS

lk. Top hole for secondary iack thru-

bolt will be located 10-1/4" from. the
top of the pole.

Complete dead-ending of remaining

actors - as 'per sketch.

(S of 6) 7 75



:4&T TO DO

CIA JS 2.1.1.1

1'Dpi iro no rr UT TOMS

O

2c. gmfigus'Selset two pre-
ussiored length:ref ft AW0 stranded,
immolated alumimma comducters (tri-
plea): and two automatic di:ad.-end--

ins devices. Secure a drilte-en7---
each neutral conductor (approx. 30"
back from end). Hoist one end of

each-service drop to the lineman,

one at a time.

2d. Lineman:: Place both wire bails
of dead-ending devices on the single
.spool insulator, and replacepin and
cotter key. .

. .

2e. .Groundman:' Place a dead-ending
device on each service drop approx.
12" from end on neutral conductor.

2f. Lineman: Using etag line,'
hoist end.of triplex with automatic
dead.end device and secure to a
single-spool assembly mounted on
angle iron. Sag cable accordingly
by pulling slack thru the dead-end
device. Repeat procedure at other
service drop.

2g. Lineman: Cosiplete service drop.

Installation by splicing the neutral-
and phase conductors with rplit4olt
connectors. Tape each plugs* _splice

and leave the neutral untapped.

41,

g. All secondary distribution
",-installation procedures shall be
-*%-executed 100% correct.



NA:AL (XitoOLS, CONSTRUCTION
PORT MENEM, CALIFORNIA 91043

CA ,.1.9.J3.1
CLASr: I ,PRAC1: 4

TITLE: TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS

INTRODUCTION: This job sheet will guide you in making the proper connections

between the bank of thrqp single-phase transformers, and the prImary and

secondary distribution systems.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: Lineman's too' kit, climLing gear, hardhat.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURES:

QUESTIONS:

REFERENCES:

Jumper wires, split-bolt connectors'

Pee attached._

Instructor prepared

A. CE 3 & 2,.SAVPERS 10636-G,- Chapter 9

B. Lineman's and Oableme's Nandbook,.4th Edition, Kurtz,
Mc,Grsw-Hill Book Co., New York, N. Y.

C. U. S. Department of Commerct, National Bureau of_Standards,

----uSafety Rules for the Installation and Maintenance of

Electric Supply and Communication Lines";

778
of 4)
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VMS HOW_TOJYLLT

1. Make primary distribution
jumper connections at step-
down transformer pole.

a

Ii. Lineman: Ascend transformer
pole and connect existing 6' ends of
each-phase conuuctor to the associated
lightning arresters, fused cutouts
and transformers in accordance with
the attached diming titled "Light-
ning Arresters, Fuse Cutouts, and
Transformer Connections". .

lb. Croundman:- Select a 10-foot
lengtia-IPOG pond, hard-drawn,
`copper conductor and hoist to line-
man.

'779

lc. Linemen: Connect lightning:
arresters to existing grounding con-
ductor on pole as per drawing titled,
"Primary and Secondary Distribution
Jumper Connections".

ld. Groundm5n: Select two four-
foot pieces of #6 AWG sOlid-hard-
drawn bare copper- conductors and

le. ,LiniMan: Connect 6! 1411 of
-overhead primary neutrircoiduCtor-
to the ground wire connecting light--
ning.arrosters. 'Connection shall be
vMde with a split-bolt connector.
Securi-,pad ofiConducter to the nearest
147bnihtig.,

If. Completeneutral connection
-using the MI:lour-foot pieces of #6
copper between the three H1 bushings.

(2 of 4)

415--e
CEA 2.1.9.JS.1

EET_POIRTS

a

Id. Ensure that bare high voltage
conductors maintain the following
clekrances:

--....
3" - Wooden crosissirms and poles

.6" - Metallic equipment and hardware

730



YIPS TO DO

2. Make secondary distribution 2e. Croundman: Select two four-foot

jumper connections. pieces of #2 AM% stranded insulated,
copper conductors and hoist to line-

_

MING

a

HEW TO-00 IT

2b. Linemen: Install the two four-
.foot pieces of jumper wires between
the X2 secondary bushings as per
attached drawing.

2c. Completion of secondary hook-up
shall -be -in accordance with the draw-
ing titled "Primary and Secondary
Distribution Jumper Connections". .

(3' of 4)

CEA 2.1..:A.1

Pozwrs

2c. Measurements for jumpers shall
be made to ensure proper length-for
connections and reeuired clearances.
All procedures shall be executed---- ---*
100% correct.

782
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"PRIMARY AND SECONDARY
DISTRIBUTION -JUMPER

CONNECTIONS"

(4 of 4)

.

Tip
"LIGHTNING ARRESTERS,
FUSE CUTOUTS AND
TRANSFORMER CONNECtIOIN"



CE" A" 2.1.10.JS.1

NAVAL moms commucnoi
"PORT HUENEME, CALIF 43041

CENA" 2.1.10.M.1

TITLE: Pole Top Rescue

INTRODUCTION: This job sheet will guide you in the procedures for performance
pole top rescue,of an injured.lineman under simulated conditions.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT.

A. Climbing gear

B. Hard hat

C. Handline

D. Harness with life-Line

E. Blanket

PROCEDURES: -See attached

QUESTIONS: Instructor Prepared

REFERENCE:

A. CE 3 & 2 NAVPERS 10636G, Chapter 9.

a

dt,

B. Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook 4th edition, Kurtz, Section 49, pp.
49-1 through 49-16..

O

o.

7S5



O

io Do 10
1. PerforaLpple top- rescue of `an

iniured lineman.

4

HOW TOIDO IT

aa. Rescuer #1._ Hakea quick survey of la.
the victims accident situation and
ensure that a rescue can be safely
accomplished-within..a short period
of ttme.-

. -

(1) If victim isin contact with a
overhead conductor, use-the.
proper non-conductift material
to clear-him from electrical
Contact.

(2) Assume a position on the pole
next to the victim so that you
can swing his body over your
safety strap

(3) The victims; head should be
tilted into maximum extension.
by pressing upward on jaw with
-one -hand and push the crown
of the head back with the othe
hand.

(4) Take a deep'bieath and seal
your mouth across the victims
mouth and breathe air into his
lungs.

(5) When victims chest -expands re-
move your mouth and listen for
escaping air

(6) Continue rescue breathing at
the rate of 12 to 15 breaths
per idnute.

O

CE"A" 2.1.10.JS.1

ZIT POINTS

Pole'top situation Rescuer AI will
be working_with intended victim on
the pole at the time of the simulat
accident.

(I) Speed is very important but the
rescuer shall take all precauti
for his own safety-

(2) Victim's body shall be wisition
face Up-on the -safety:strap

(3) Cheek should seal the victims

nostrils.j.f not, close nosttils
by squeezing nose with hand.

(4) If stomach bulges,' press gently

to remove excess air.



.HOE TO DO IT

CE"A" 2.1.10.JS. 1

POIRTS

44575-77-

2a. Rescuer #2 After victim is pot-
Wooed across rescuer #1'4 safety
strap, proceed to climb to a posit-
ion directly under the vietimain or
der to apply "External Heart,Resus-
cit;Eftlon".

(1) Position your-arms-araund-the
upper chest of the victtm, and-
locate the lower half of the:
breast bone just below it's'cen
ter.

(2) Place both hands on this pos-
itionLidth thumb end of clenc-:
had fist against bract bone,
and other hand applying pressur
over clenched fist.

(3) Exert-pressure inward.approx. 2
.eight timer.

3a. Fescuer'41,Afier each period of 5
pressure-strokes, apply,2-rescue
"breaths.,

4a; Continue these resuscitation c 16
0 -until the victim is revived

. ,
.

5a. Rescuer #1 When victim is revivfd
. and breathing on his own; preparet
lower him.

2a. This procedure should be applied
when there is absence of a hefrt
beat or pulse.

5a. If rescue harness s not available,
the handline should be used by pass.
ing snap hook through both "D" ring:_
and snap onto first "DP ring passed
through.

7S9



T TO

O

VW TO DO IT

(1) Signal to groundman. to hoist

the rescue tackle and harness.

(2) After receiving- harness (with

life -line attached) throw over
cXcsarm and place harness on
victim.

. Rescuer #2.Relove-tool belt ifusi
rescue harness after ensuring-that
allistrappm-the-harness are se-
cured properly

. Rescuer #1.,Swing victim into a sa
position forlowering,to the groilud

(1) Signal to ground crew to begin
lowering.

(2) Giound crew will lower victim
slowly and gently using the
hand,OverAand method on the

CE"A"-2:1:1-0..1S. 1

Y1

9

(3) Life-liae is.guided by rescuers
& #2 to maintain victims

descentio ground in a safe man
ner

(4) Placi-ctim on a blanket and
cover himrafter releasing har-
ness..

EET POINTS

(1) After-harness is placed on the
victim, the ground crew'(3 men)-
will take a strain on the.life-
line to relieve the weight on
rescuer #1's safety strap. 'Gran.
crew will. trictly:adhere-to-tho

commands from rescuers. #1 6

7a. Rescuer #2 will assist in position

victim for lowering to the ground.,

(1) Ensure that handline will not
slip off the crossara. Pin in-
sulator shall be installed new
end ofcrossarm.y,

(4) All steps of Procedure shall'be

executed 100% correct.



NAVAL SCHOOLS, CONSTRUCT/ON
PORT MENUS, CALIFORNIA 93043

CEA 2.1.11.A.1
CLASS: 3 PRACTICAL; 7

TITLE: POWER PLANTS

O

INTRODUCTION: This job sheet will guide you ih the procedure, for executing
Irestart checks, operating generators singly or in parallel, applying and
equalisi4 load between generators.

EQUIPMENT: Generators' 3 15.KW, 4 100 KW, 1 150 KW, and 1 200 KW

PROCEDURES: See attached

QUESTIONS: .Instructor prepared,

,REPEMENCE:

A. NAYPERS 10636, CE 3 & 2, Chapter

5-7

(1 of 6) 79



WHAT TO DO
1. 'Prestart check of generators,
prime movers and equipment (two -
15 KW units).

c.

2. Starting primer mover.

793

HOW TO DO. IT

la.. Fuel Tanks - Verify that fuel
tanks are full by reading_lemer_on
fuel tank dip stick, or fuel gauge.

CEA

14. Crankcase Oil - Check by'-
reading level on dip stick.

lc. Radiator - Check water level
and add if required.

Id. Batteries Check liquid
level and add distilled water if
required.

le. Generator Circuit Breaker .(Lo-
cated on each generator). 'Place in
the "Off" or the."Open" position.

lf. Voltage Regulator Switch -

Place switch in the. Manual position
and rotate field control knob to
the maximum'Decrease position.

_2a Locate'speed.control and --
position half-way to .its maximum
and minimum position,

2b. Locate engine- start- switch
and depress to activate the
battery-operated starting motor:.

e5

(2 of 6)

2.1.11.JS.1
KEY POINTS 1/5f

la. Check for type of
_fue1,4gas_or_diesea-re-
quired if lever is low.

Alb.. Carefully follow
anufacturer's procedures
for properly checking oil
level.

ld. Use extreme care when
adding distilled water, 'to
batteries. DO NOT OVERFILL.,

le. Ensure that the circuit
breaker located in the
switchboard is'also in the
"Open" position. Check
small viewing window for
breaker position.
lf. Prestart checks
shall be executed 100%
correct.

-2a -Ensure-that the stop.
control handle is pushed in
all the way.

4

791



MUTTON)

3. Apply resistor load to
generator (for single
operation). 6

HMI TO 00 IT

CEA 2.l.11.JS.1

NIT POINTS

(1) Immediately after the.
engine fires,- (operates on
its own power), check the
"lubricating oil pressure
gage". .

2c. Adjust speed control or fre-
quency control'vernier knob until
the frequency registers 60 Hertz.

2d. Adjust voltage regulator
rheostat knob until the A.C. °

voltmeter indicates 208 volts.

2e. Recheck all meters foor-
rect frequency,_ voltage,_
pressure, water temperatrid
battery charging ammeter.

2f. When all systems appear
. normal, place voltage regulator

in fh-e-iiitbMati-c -poilti-ob andad- -performed-100%-correc--,
just voltage to 208 volts.

IC - Note: Prime movers should be

(1) If it does not_indicate

oil pressure within 10
seconds after the eogine
fires, jua.the 'engine at'
once by pulling thellm -

control handle out, all the
way.

.

2d. On most generators,the out-
put voltage is derived from a 3-.
phase, 4-wire we configuration, or
hase-to 7phase (208 volts), and
phate-to-ground (120.voles).

2f. Starting procedures shall be

up to operating temperature before
applying.load. Cold application of
load can cause damage to both gen-
erator and prime mover.

3a. Check main breaker on .the 3a. if
load bank. ° (Place in the Off

,this breaker is in the On
position when the switchboard circuit-

breaker is place in the On position,
.\

the Gen. C.S. will trip.
.

position).

(3 of 6)

796
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HOW TO DO IT
3b. Place the generator circuit breaker
to the On pOsition'or Closed position.

CEA 2.1:11.JS.1

KEY POINTS

3c. Place the switchbodia`circuit breaker
to the On or Closed position'

Note: The load bank cooling fan warning
-signal will operate for approximately
2 seconds.

3e.. Place the load-bank main circuit
breaker'in the "On" position and cheek
voltag on ldad bank voltmeter and
frequency meter.

3f. Apply small load of 7 KW to warm
the=generator and activate the governor
and voltage regulator. Check and

ipeadjust both volts and Hertz, if required.

3g. Apply additional load of 10 KW for
a total of 17 KW - a 2 KW overload. Check
readings.
o

3h. Reduce load by disconnecting.7KW,
and prepare second generator for parallel
operation.

3i. Check volts and amps across
phases by turning the appropriate
selector switches. -

(4 of 6)

3d. Place the switchboard ".

buss - tiebreaker in the On or
Closed position by pressing the
Closed 'button. (Black ,button)

3f. The 7 KW resistor load
will indicate approximately
33.6 .amps (run -At this load
for approx. 5 min.)

3g. Check for proper voltage
regulator and governor operation.
(Run at overload for approx.
2 - 5 batt.4

tz

.3h. Second 15 KW unit should
be up to operating temperature
and ready for parallel operation.

and 'amps readings
should bi-the-same-acKos51all
phases.



Paraltil operation (for 2 -
1S 101 units)

L

Securing parallel operation..

---

.7.99

1101I TO DO IT

3j. Check loiter cooling and tube
oil. pressure On With units.

4a. Place generator main 'breaker.

to At Position-on No. 2- unit.

4b. Ptice the avachronisinst. lamp
switch (on the power unit to be
..paralleled) in the Oa position.;

4c. Turn the vernier knob on #2
unit, until 'boils 'units are operating

at approximately the same frequency.
The sync. lamps will glow and .go out
at. a very slow rate.

1

4d. Stand by the switchboard breaker
(for the geaerator .to be paralleled)
Ind wait nntit lamps go out. At
that monent, place breaker in the
Oa 'position.

4e. Adjust vernier knob (on No, 2
.unit) to increase -speed to share 1/2
of the 10 DV load. Check Hertz,
volts and sups on the two units,
and ensure that the load is equally
distributed.

5a. On 42' unit disconnect _switch-

board -Circ.* breaker; disconnect
generator circuit breaker, ,place
voltage regulator switch to the
nasal position4,dtcrease voltage
to 01,..iloureggine`(vitb,vernier) to

idle.speed, pull engine stop knob all
the wayiont,- after angina stops, posh
knob `all the-way in.

(5 'of-

CIA 2.1.1t.JS.1 461

4a. This will connect 2nd-unit
to main buss for parallel operation.

, I .

4c.. Men equal $peed is obtained, the;.
matching frequencies will be
ted by the slow change in the'bril
lance of the. synchronising lamps.

BOO



ISIT TO SO NON TO .00 IT

5b. Disconnect 10 1W load and main
circuit breaker on the load bank,

Sc, the buss -tie breaker-(red.
button)

5d. . Plane the switchboard circuit
breaker in'the Off position.

5e.-- Place the .generator mein breaker
in the Off-position.

5f. Place voltage regulator switch
to the manual position and decrease
voltage to 0,

5g. Slow engine (with vernier) to
idle speed, pull engine stop knob all
the way mut. After engimeltops,
return knob to normal start position.

(6 of 6)

SEA 2.1.11.JS.1

UT POINTS

5g. Single and parallel resistor
load operation and securing procedures
shall be executed 100 correct.

20 Note: before securing either
maTater students have completed
their practical performance) allow
for cooling time to tower tempera..

tures, approx. 15.20 minutes.

802



NAVAL SCHOOLS, comsrmicituN
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CEA 2.1.12.a.t
CLASS: I PRACTICAL: 2

JITLE: SYSTEMS TESTING

INTRODUCTION: This job sheet will guide you in the proper procedures in
testing and recording ground'resistance, voltage and amperage using a
vibroground tester, multimeter (Simpson 260) and a Snappon ammeter-voltmeter.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: 'Lineman's climbing gear and tool kit, vibroground test
meter, Simpson 260 (HUltimiter), Snap-On ammeter-voltmeter.

MATERIALS: None

PROCEDURES: See attached.

'QUESTIONS: Instructor' Prepared

REVERENCE:

A. CE 3 & 2, NAVPERS 10636-G, Chapter 4

(1 of 7)
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-101 TO DO IT

1. -Check priilary, secondary and
,service grounds (before energiz-
ing system) using vibroground test
equipment.

-14.,7 Locate primary step-up trans-
fbrier bank-driven ground rod.

lb., Set up the two reference grounds
as per sketch:

moms poesca
lugs(

gifigNIMA
-40114."11 PICAS

METER

(vWmOrmtc;oAP),

isigrucm
(1) Use bilmmemis hammer to

drive reference vounda. Leave approx.
1-1/2" of top of each rod exposed
above ground.

(

(2 of 7)

#45/
CEA 2.1.12.JS.1

LET POINTS



WHAT TG DO

806

HOW TO DO'IT

lc. Attach jumper wires and make
connections as per sketch-lb.

ld. Set "Range Selector" on vibro-
ground test set to the multiply by
10 scale.

(3 of /)

CEO 2,1.12.JS.I

UT POINTS

ld. Vibroground test set:

(1) Ground-connections -
Terminal X is always connected to the
ground rod tobe tested. Terminals 1
and 2 are reference grounds.

(2) Balance,meter.- Shows
balancepoint for taking readings.
Arrows indicate direction to turn
potentiometer.

(3) Balancing potentiometer-
true ground resistance reading

to 0,1 OHMSetimes range multiplier.
When knob is turned to obtain a bal-
anced needle.

(4) Rance selector - Multiply by
1-10-100-1000.

Example: Balancing potentiometer
reads 1.8.
Range seleCtor is on 10
Solution 1.8 X 10 = 18 OHMS

(5) Operating lei switch -
Pressed upward, it energizes instru-
ment at redvced sensitivity, prsssnd
downward,'gives maximum sensitivity
foi final adjustment of balancing ,

poteniometer. Spring return protects

807



CEA 2.1.12.JS.1

HOW TO DO IT HET POINTS

le. Operate "lever switch" to up or

Adj. position.
.

If. Set "balancing' potentiometer" to

a point where needle is in the center

position.

lg. Place "operating lever swi4 a"

into R_ ead position and readjust po-
tentiomefer if required.

h. Multiply reading by 10 and notify
instructor if resistance is more than

3 OHMS.

li. Perform ground checks on seconder
transformer pole and dwelling service.
Follow steps of procedure outlined in
Items la through lh.

(4 of 7)

instrument against acci ntally
left on between measureme ts.

O

If. Arrows.on dial will show th
direction to move the knob when
required.

lh. Grounding requirement for sub-
stations and switching stations on.
primary systems shall not exceed 3-
OHMS.

li. Adhere to safety requirements
when working with vibroground test
equipment:

(1) Do not drop test set.'

(2) Do not operate "Operating
Lever Switch" for extended periods of
time.

(3) Do not drive reference
ground rods to any more or less than
1-1/2" out of the ground.

(4) Do not exceed 10! 6" between

rods.

803



WIRT ?0 DO

2. Energize power plant.

3. Check voltage at dwelling dis-
tribution panels: Phase-to-Phase

and Phase-to-Ground.

4. Check amperagat the secon-
days distribution mains, service
drops and individual dwelling

circuits.

810

HOW TO.D0 IT

2a: Follow procedures outlined in
Topic 2.1.11, Job Sheet CEA 2.1.11.
JS.1, "Power Plants".

IIMODINEWIMIMMININIMO

3a.. Select a multimeter and set the
following range: 0-250 volts.

3b. Secure multimeter in a position
above the distribution panel.

3c. 'If the approximate voltage of
the circuit to be tested is unknown,
start with the highest voltage range.

3d. Mike the following voltage cheeks
and record the readings:

(1) With test leads across the
two incoming hot leads, /Read and
record voltage.

(2) With test leads across each
hot lead and grounds ?Read each vol-
tage and record,

3e. Return multimeter to tool room.

4a. Select, a clamp-on type ammeter-
voltmeter.

4b. Don climbing gear ascend the
secondary distribution, transformer
polo.

(5 of 7)

CEA 2.1.12.JS.1

krf ronirs

3a. On secondary distribution you
will be reading voltages less than
250 volts.

3b.. Eye height for easy viewing amd
to ensure against dropping'.

J.

3c. The 1000V scalef. If reading is
approx. 240V. Move selector to 250V
scale.

4a. Amlirobe scales as follows:

Ammeter - 0 to 6-15-40-100-300
Voltmeter - 0 to 150-300-600,



WEILT IC DO NOV TO DO IT

4c. Assume a working. position:

the 4-spool secoridary-rack and.the'
single-Spool clevis assembly.-

4d. Check each phase conductor and
neutral on the secondary distribution'
system.

4e. Inform a recorder on the ground
of ammeter reading on each hot hase

and neutral.

4f. Checkeach service drop for
amperage reading at the drip loops.

(1) Inform recorder of ammeter
readings on West-and East service_'
drops; - -

4g. Descend tramsforeer.p ole-and
prepare to take readings at the
interior astribetion-panelss

4h. -Place the main disconnect in the
"Off" pbsition.

4i. Position each branch circuit
conductor-with'a loop for accessible'
operatimi of the clamp-on ammeter:

4j. .Place the'main disconnect in the
On position.

4k. Check each branch circuit and

iecord ammetei readihgs.
4

(6 of 7)

812 813

-- CEA 2.1.11.JS.1

-

10ET POINTS

4d. Set matid-on the 0-100 ammeter
scale before using. If reading is
less than 40 move to,0-40 scale. If
less than 15, move to 0-15.

tt,

.

4i. Start with either West or East
panel.

41. Repeat same procedures with
remaining panel.



-4,

. CEA 2.1.12JS.1

NUT TO DO 11011 TO DO IT UT POINTS

: ;'Add ammeter loads of individual

-branch circuits and compare with the
load readings on the main secondary

.distribution conductors.

4m. All circuit checking procedures
shall be executed 100%. correct.

814
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NAVAL SCHOOLS, CONSTRUCTION
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CEA 2.1.13.JS.1
CLASS: 1 PRACT: 11

;2.1. 13.

TITLE: DISASSEMBLE POLE LINE
A

INTRODUCTION: This job sheet will guide you in the proper procedures
required to,disassemble a pole line, and store all the equipment and
hardware. , s

,

.:-...,

i.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: Lineman's tool kit, climbing gest-, hard hat, handline,
tag line, wire grips, *le -top gin; - `block and tackle

A A

,...t ?

MATERIALS: None

PROCEDURES: ,Sse attached procedures

*QUESTIONS: Instructor Prepared

REFERENCES: None

(1 of 7)



WET. To DO NOV TO DO IT

1. Remove primary conductors
from fused cutouts at platform-
mounted transformer bank.

. "

T

2. Disconnect and remove primarY
and secondary jumper wires at the
secondary distribution transforme
pole.

- 3; Remove service drops, secon-
"tdary mains and associated hard-

817.

I
la. Lineman: Ascend platform assembly
and assume a position to disconnect
primary conductors from bottom termi-
nals of fused ,cutouts.

12a.. Lineman: Ascend transformer pole
with handline secured tol)elt.

(I) Secure handline above top
crossarm.

2b. Groundman: Hoist the linemans
kit of tools required to disconnect
jumper wires.

2c. Lineman: Disconnect and remove
primary and secondary jumper wires;
and jumper wires inter-connecting the
transformers. .

3a. Lineman: Disconnect service drops
from secondary distribution mains.

(1) Remove neutral (of tri-plex
cable assembly) from the single-spool
clevis assembly. Lower end of cable
to ground with handline.

(2) Remove single-spool clevis
assembly and lower to grounduan.

3b. Lineman: Remove and lower each
secondary conductor.-1

(2 of 7)

1

CEA 2.1.13.JS.1

INT POINTS

la. This initial disassembly procedure-
will ensure against the possibility
of accidentally energizing the line.

2c. All jumper ties, jumper'wires and
hardware shall be lowered to the ground
using the "grunt" bag. "Do not drop
anything to the ground".

(1)/ Ground crew - Complete remove
of tri-plex cables, coil and stow as
directed.

818



NUT TO DO'

4. Remove primary conductOrs
between `transformer pole and
corner pole.

5. Remove lighning arresters,
pin insuIatdrs, fused cutouts and
dedd-end clevis assemblies at the
transformer pole.

819

- HON TO DO IT

(1) Remove` secondary rack and
lower withfandline.

14
-

4a. Groundian: Select a "wire grip"
and raise to lineman.

4b. Lineman: Apply wire\ grip On
outside conductor. Secure clip end
of handline to wire grip. \Notify
ground'crew to take a strain on con-
ductor before cutting conductor an
inch from where it enters dead-ending
device:

(1)
ground.

Lower conductor t the

4c. Lineman: Ascend corner pole and
remove other ends of iripary conduc-
tors and tovier to the.grouni.

(OrGroundman: Coil' onductors
in a continuous coil using pressure
splicing devices.

5a. Lineman: Remove lightninwarres-
tors from their L-brackets and lower
to the ground. Remove L-brackets.

(1) Remove pin insulators, ,fused
cutouts dead-end assemblies,

(2) Stow gear is directed.

(3 of 7)

CEA 2.1.13.JS.1 oi/702.:

UT POINTS

4. The two outside conductors will
be removed first before removing the
inside conductors.

(1) Use hand line on wire grip when
lowering conductor.

Rr

(1) Lower all procelain items very
carefully.

.

820



WILT TO DO
.0"

O

NOV TO DO IT

CEA 2.1.13.JS.1

ICIT 'POINTS'

6. Remove transformers (secon-
dary distribution)

.

821

6a. Groundman:, Raise pole-top gin to
lineman.

6b. Lineman #2: Ascend pole'and as
East Lineman #1 in-securing pole-top
gin to,top of pole;

6c..-Croundman:- Raiie block and tac-
kle, wire sling and tag line to line-

.

man.

6d. Linemen #1 & #2;: Secure block
and tackle to pole-top gin with fall
line caring from top block.

.11). Secure wire sling to center
transformer and attach' block and tac-
kle to wire sling.

(2) Attach tag -line to trans-
former using a timber hitch:,

6e. Ground. crew: Take a strain sin/
block and tackle fall line until trans-
former hanger clears the supportilig
crossarm.

(1) Lower transformer'to(ground.
-

(2) Repeat steps of procedures on
the two remaining transfoxiMers. -

(3). Store transforbeikas dir-
ected by instructor. /

(4 of 7)

ti

(1) Crew member will steady
transformer descent with tag line..
Move transformer away from base of
pole before lowering #2 and #3.

r)
4.1 4.0



Wia'TO DO

7. Remove remaining primary
conductors.

823

HOW TO 1:10 IT

7a. Lineman: Ascend corner pole
(next pole in line,aftertransformer
pole) with handlinet

-

(1) Secure handlineabovethe
top crossarm.

7b. Groundman: Hoist lineman's tools

and wire grips.

7c. Linemau: RemoVe tie wires from
all line pin insulators.

(1) Attach wire grip on outride
conductor.

(2) Attach, clip of hardline to

wire grip.

(3) , Take a strainon wire grip-
before cutting conductor at the auto-
matic dead-end device.

7d. Groundman: Lower conductor to the
ground.,

7,e. Lineman: Remove remaining con-
ductors as per la' -'7d..

ware.

(1) Remove all, associated hard7

(5 of 7)

CEA 2:1.1345.3

KEY mars ...

(3) If conductor is cut while
there is slack on the line, _the next
pole in line will vibrate back and
forth-caOing poiiikle hazard to a
lineman on that pole.

7d. Use hardline on wire grip when
lowering-conductor.

O



Ral TO DO IT

(2Y Repeat 'procedures for re
moving primary conductors on remaining

poles.

If. Groundaen: Splice conductort
together and roll into 2 coils.

'8.' Remove guys and guying hard-. 8a. Lineman: Ascend guyed pole with

ware. headline.

(1) Securchandline above top

crossarm.

8b. Groundmeni Heist lineman's tools

and wire grip.

'8c. Linesian: Attach wire grip to guy

wire. _

(1) Attach-clip of hardline on

wire grip._

8d. Groundman:- Take a strain on the

hardline.

8e. Lineman: Remove thru-bolt holding

guy attachment to the pole.

('

8f. Groundeam Lower guy assembly to
the ground.

.(l). Reim* preformed guy grips

ifrom guy-assembly.

(2) remove strand vise -from

'anchor rod.

(6 of 7)

CEA 2.1.13.JS.1

REP POINTS

O



1gBAT TO DO

9. Remove. hardware and
crossarms.

ti

HOW TO DO IT

(3)- Roll guy strands into a
coil and identify with a tag Stating
assigneci'pole.

(4) Store hardware and guy
strands as directed by instructor.

9a. Linemen #1 and #2: Ascend pole

with handline. - t

(1) Secure hapdline above top

crossarm.

CEA 2.1.13.JS.1

UT POINTS

47

9b. Groundman: Hoist tineman's.tool

kit.

9c4, Linemen #1 and,#2: Remove-dead-

end clevis assemblies, pin insulators
and carefully, lower items to. the ground

(1) Secure handline to cross-
arm with clove and Walf hitch;

(2) Remove flat brace lag (2) On double arm, allow thru-bolt to

screws, nuts and washers. support one crossarm while opposite
crossarm is lowered to the ground.

(3) Lower, crossarms.

9d. Groundman: Store all line mater-

ial as directed by the instructor.

9e. Lineman: _Remove handline before e. All steps of procedure shall be

descenqing pole. executed 100% correct.

(1) Make up handline and store in

a hanging position.

'821- 828



MODIFICATIONS

"71 444E1 d.Q./.) of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in-Vocational
-

and Technical, Education.." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, -procedures, systems, etc.` and was not considered appropriate

'for. use invocational and technical education.

82J
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TO THE STUDENT:

Y20

The ability to read and understand an-archetectural
and electrical layout drawing, like the one on the opposite
iage, is part of the job of the Engineering Aid and the .

Construction Electrican. If the EA were required to draw
a picture of all the components on the drawing, it would
take'forever to make and be too large to be practical for
the field.

Subsequently, the Department of Defense, with the
approval of the American Standards Association, has
standardized a System of symbols to-represent these components.
This booklet uses,a lively, stimulating, and unique way of
teaching someof:the -most commonly, used symbols through an
assortment of qutiizes atd tests.

When there s more than one symbol for a specific com-
ponent both will be used. Consequently; a legend is required
on the drawing t identify each individual symbol and ref-
erence to this legend is recommended. at all times,

Though thiidbooklet uses quizzes and tests throughout,
the programmed Instruction should not be regarded as a test,
bUt a learning guide.

1°-
The most effective, way to use this program is to study

it at your own paice. The guide is broken into small steps,
usually one per page, with a teachinkbody, a.question, and,
a choice of answers on each page. ,The correct answers to
the questions are located at the top of the next page.o

Read each step-carefully and be able to answer each
qUestion before proceeding to the next page. DO NOT LOOK
AHEAD. You may look back if you tend to forget any of the
information. You may ask your instructor for help at any
time you feel you need it. *.

TURN Io NEXT PAGE
'

AND READ YOUR OBJECTIVES

r



UPON THE COMPLETION OF THIS PROGRAM, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO:

Identify, using the correct nomenclature, various
electrical symbols used on electrical floor plans.

IN ORDER TO DO THE ABUE.OBJECTIVE, YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO:

if Identify, when given a list of electrical
symbols, the proper wiring designations,
the branch circuits, and'the miscellaneous
control items that the symbollrep

2. Identify, when given a list of electrical
symbols indicating lighting fixture outlets,
if the symbol is an incandescent or fluor-
escent light, a junctjon box, a night light,
or an exit light, and whether it is ceiling
or wall mounted;

3. Identify, when given a list of electrical
symbols indicating convenience outlets, if
the symbol is a duplex or other than duplex,
a weatherproof, a range, a switch, a special
purpose, or a floor mounted; and

4. Identify, when given a list of electrical
symbols indicating switch outlets, if the'
symbol is a single-or two pole, a three or
four way, a thermostat, an isolating, or
a push button or pull.swttch, ceiling or
wall mounted.

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE
AND START YOUR PROGRAM ...

iv
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1

In order to make learning what fhe symbols on an electrical
print represent easier, let's trace an electrical circuit
from the source to the fixtures and then return,to the panel.

The National Electricsal Code says-that the circuit conductor
between the service equipment, or.the generator switchboard
of an'isolated plant, and the branch circuit overcurrent
device is called the feeder.

The symbol for a feeder is an extra heavy line:

LISTED BELOW ARE FOUR ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS,.THREE (3) REPRESENT
BRANCH CIRCUITS AND ONE (1) REPRESENTS A 'FEEDER. PLACE A
CHECK (ye) MARK NEXT TO THE ELECTRICAL. SYMBOL THAT REPRESENTS
THE CONDUCTOR BETWEEN THE SERVICE EQUIPMENT AND'THE GVERCUR-
RENT DEVICE:

A.

B.

OW AM .....
0.11 OMMMIIIM

4-

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...

1.

837
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A

MINgOidobliOO11r11

Lk

ANSWER: D.
p-

The illustration below shows a typical layout for= the entrance'
switch, lighting, and power panels.

3" PLYWOOD BACKBOARD
4 tr.--"777,7:7

TO LIGHTS

.

ON

F

FEEDER TO MOTORS AND CONVENIENCE OUTLETS

The symh 1 for the lighting and power panels are:

Lighting 'Panel ( )

P

rower Panel ( ).
4

IN THE SPACE PROVIDED, DRAW THE ELECTRICAL SYMBOL NEXT TO THE
NAME THAT IT REPRESENTS:

A. FEEDER

B. LIGHTiNG PANEL_ (1 )

C. POWER PANE!. ( )

- TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...

2.

83s.
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ANS4W.,: A. LIGHTING PANEL

B. POWER PANEL

C. MOTOR CONTROLLER

SD. MOTOR-

Now that we have covered the feeder, panels, and controller,
let's get the electricity to the fixtures. The portion of a
wiring system extending. beyond the-final overcurrent devite
protecting the 'circuit is called-a branch circuit.

Thtre-are,ihree (3) ways of symbolizing a. branch circuit!

Concealed in Ceiling or Wall ( )

Conteiled in Flbor ) .or MINUM ONINM )

Exposed ---

I

-IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, IDENTIFY THE SYMBOLS WITH THE NAME OF
THE ELECTRICAL COMPONENT:'

(. A.-

-(: B.

) or ( ) .c.
( ----- - ) D.

1

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...
. .

4.

o



ANSWERS: A. (

B.

C. ( 07

7
I

, 1

The National, Electrical Code states., that a con0I-oller is
, .

required for' motors- It iO device, or grct of devices,
which serves to govern, itlione predetermined manner (stop,
start,-;and reset), the electrical power delivered to,the
motor to which it it-connected.

4

The symbols for the motor and the controller

( 0 ) INDICATES A MOTO\

( )- INDICATES A MOTOR CONTROLLER

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, IDENTIFY THE ELECTRICAL, SYMBOLS BELOW:

O

3.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...



ANSWERS: A. FEEDER

B. BRANCH CIRCUIT (CONCEALED IN CEILING OR WALL)

C. BRANCH CIRCUIT (CONCEALED IN FLOOR)

D. BRANCH CIRCUIT (EXPOSED).

ANY Branch Circuit-withoqttfurtherdesignation indiqates a two
f.:112j wire circuit:

EXAMPLE: ) Two (2) wires

,

NOTE: THE SYMBOL IS THE SAME AS THATOF THE BRANCH CIRCUIT
(CONGEALED IN CEILING OR WALL).

For a greater number of wires indicate as follows:

Three (3) wires

Four (4)(wires

t

CHECK 1-(N/) YHE CORRECT WAY OF INDICATING A FIVE WIRE BRANCH CIRCUIT:

A. ( s

B. -( il1N ')

C. (

D.

5.

0

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...

811 1



ANSWER:

B.

.

.,

-
Let's cover one more item that comes under the same- category as_
a branch- ci rcui t.. The HOME RUN:symbol resembles that\ of a', branch f'-'
circuit concealed in a ceiling or wall, except that the number of
circuits is indicated by a number Tf arrows..

EXAMPLE:,

INDICATES TWO (2) CIRCUITS RETURNING
TO THE-PANEL.

INDICATES tHREE (3) CIRCUITS
RETURNING.TO-THE PANEL.

. _

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, -INDICATE BY DRAWING THE REQUESTED SYMBOL:

A. TWO CIRCUIT HOME-RUN
,--

------ \ ),

B.' THREE WIRE BitANCH-CIACUIT )

C. NO WIRE BRANCH CIRCUIT )

0:----iOUR WIRE BRANCH CIRCU\IIT )

842

\TURN TO NEXT PAGE

6.
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C.

ANSWERS:

A. ( )

B. (

C. (
)

D.- (

.

Up to this point you have learned twelve (12) symbols, let's
see if you remember them, and take a quick stop and review ...

COMPLETE ,HE FOLLOWING:

THIS 'SYMBOL ( ),-REPRESENTS A/AN

CHECK YOUR ANSWER ...



1'

A

° ANSWER: FEEDER

HOW ABOUT THESE FOUR SYMBOLS, DO YOU REMEMBER WHAT THEY
REPRESENT? 1

) B.

0

O

0

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS

8.

0

r"



ANSWERS:

A. LIGHTING PANEL
. .

B. POWER PANEL

C. MOTOR CONTROLLER

D. MOTOR

I BET YOU REMEMBER THESE SYMBOLS WITHOUT ANY TROUBLE:

A.

( ) or ( ) B.

C.

. CHECK YOUR ANSWERS
ON THE NEXT PAGE ...

9.°
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ss,

ANSWERS:

A. BRANCH CIRCUIT (CONCEALED IN CEILING OR WALL)

B. BRANCH CIRCUIT (CONCEALED. IN FLOOR)

C. BRANCH CIRCUIT (EXPOSED)

r

AND THE LAST OF THE SYMBOLS YOU HAVE JUST LEARNED:

) A.

( -'r$4'77--- B.

`CHECK'YOOR ANSWERS
ON THE NEXT PAGE ...,



ANSWERS: A. TWO WIRE BRANCH CIRCUIT

B! THREEWIREBRANCHCIRCUIT

C. FOUR WIRE BRANCH CIRCUIT

O. HOME RUN TO PANEL (2 CIRCUITS)
9

aa,

CO"ON TO THE NEXT PAGE TO SEE IF YOU GOT THE FIRST OBJECTIVE
DOWN PAT-...

1):

84 7
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br

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, IDENTIFY THE ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS:

SYMBOL NAME

/ ////2 3.

11111

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

0

11.

TURN TO NEXT

12.



ANSWERS::

!

J

SYMBOL NAME'

411MINIO 0110 41,1110

'SY

. Feeder

2. Lighting Panel

3. -Power Panel

4. Motor Controller
I

S. Motor

I

,

'6.: Branch Circuit (Concealed in Ceiling
or Wall)
2 Wire Circvit

V. Branch Circuit (Concealed in Flo 9r)
2 Wire Circuit

Branch Circuit\(E4osed)-
2 Wire Circuit

9. 2 Home Runs to Panelboard-

10. 3 Wire Branch Circuit

11. 4 Wire Branch Circuit

TURN TO NEXT\PAGE

13.
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If you were to look at an electrical print, you'd b able to
follow a circuit from a source to a fixture and return to the
panel.. Since you are out at the fixtures, let's see what those
circles and squares represent.

There 'are two types of lighting fiitures - incandescent and
fluorescent - and they can bemounted.on the ceiling or wall.

Their symbols are:

1( 0 )

(1 0 1)

Indicates an -incandescent fixture outlet,
ceiling'mounted; and

I

Indicates a fluorescent fixture Outlet,
ceiling mounted.

WHICH SYMBOLS BELOW REPRESENT AN'
FIXTURE-OUTLET, CEILING MOUNTED,

B. (

C. (

0. (

0

INCANDESCENT AND A FLUORESCENT
CHECK (I) THE CORRECT ANSWERS:
'\ 7 i

. 1

\ /

\ i

\

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...

14.
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On the previous page, it said that the two lightng fixture
\ outlets cauld be ceiling or watl- mounted.

The _symbols that.r1preseni the Wall mounted lighting fixtures
are:"

i (4

(

(

I) Indicates an incandescent fixture outlet,
wall mounted;. and

Indicates a fguoreicent fixture outlet,
wall, mounted.1

i 1

WHICH 'SYMBOLS BELOW REPRESENT AN INCANDESCENT AND' A FLUORESCENT "`1
FIXTURE OUTLET, WALL-MOUNTED,, CHECK () THE CORRECT ANSWERS:

A.

40

B.

C.\

D.

)

TURN TO NEXT PAGE

1.5. kr

\,\
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ANSWERS:,. C. (

0: tl ? )

BEFORE YOU GOON TO A NEW SYMBOL, LET,S SEE IF YOU CAN IDENTIFY
THESE SYMBOL% PLACE YOUR ANSWERS IN THE SPACES PROVIDED:

( )

O

* ,

.1"

CHECK YOUR ANSW RS ON
THE NEXT PAGE; .

1.62
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ANSWERS: A. FLUORESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET, CEILING MOUNTED

B. INCANDESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET, WALL MOUNTED

C. FLUORESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET, WALL MOUNTED

D. INCANDESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET, CEILING MOUNTED

The-American Standards Association puts electrical symbols into
six categories. In the General Outlets category the ASA uses
the incandescent fixture outlet,.ceiling mounted as-a basic
symbol, and by placing.a letter - (J) for junction box or (X),
for exit light outlet - withinsthe_symbol, it differentiates
between each symbol.

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, DRAW THE ELECTRICAL SYMBOL NEXT TO THE
NAME THAT IT REPRESENTS:

A. A JUNCTION BOX, CEILING MOUNTED

.0

.d.: AN EXIT ,LIGHT OUTLET; CEILING MOUNTED'

C. AN INCANDESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET, CEI1ING
'MOUNTED

D. AN INCANDESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET, WALL
MOUNTED

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...

17.
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ANSWERS: A. ( .0. ) A-JUNCTION SOX,;CEILING MOUNTED

B. ( (X) ) AN EXIT LIGHT OUTLET, CEILING MOUNTED'

C. (. -/C) ) AN INCANDESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET,
CEILING MOUNTED .

D. (k (:>-. ) AN INCANDESCENT-FIXTURE OUTLET,
. WALL MOUNTED

o

The same rule applies to wall mounted outlets as that of the
ceiling mounted outlets. The basiCsymbol is that of the in-
candescent fixture outlet, wall mounted. °

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, DRAW ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS TO REPRESENT
THE NAMES' GIVEN:

A. A JUNCTION BOX,'WALL.MOUNTED

B. AN EXIT LIGHT OUTLET, WALL MOUNTED

C. AN INCANDESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET, WALL MOUNTED (

D. A FLUORESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET, CEILING MOUNTED (

TURN TO NEXT PAGE.

1885
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a

O

ANSWERS: A. ( 0 ) A JUNCTION BOX,.WALL MOUNTED

B. 0 ) AN EXIT LIGHTOUTLET, WALL MOUNTED

Ca, ( 0- ) AN INCANDESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET,
WALL MOUNTED

D. ( r-15--1-) h 1.UORESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET,
CEILING MOUNTED

The last symbOl-covered in this General Outlets category is
that of the. night light outlet.

The symbol is that of the basic symbol plus cross-hatching
and you have:

. . ..

( 0 ) A night light outlet, ceiling mounted;11 ,0 ) A night light outlet, Wall mounted.

IDENTIFY, IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, THE SYMBOLS LISTED BELOW:

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...

19.

855



ANSWERS:

A. EXIT LIGHT OUTLET,-WALL MOUNTED

B. NIGHT LIGHT OUTLET, WALL MOUNTED

C. JUNCTION BOX, CEILING MOUNTED

D. NIGHT LIGHT OUTLET, CEILING MOUNTED-. A

On the.preiriotis pages you have learned to identify various

symbols that would normally appear on-an electrical floor
print. Let's see if you remembAr some of them:

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, IDENTIFY. THE COMPONENT REPRESENTED BY
THE SYMBOL:

0

) A.

') B.

_ CHECK YOUR ANSWERS
ON THE NEXT PAGE ...

20. ,
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ANSWERS: A. FEEDER

B.- LIGHTING PANEL

C. POWER PANEL

D. BRANCH CIRCUIT (CONCEALED IN CEILING OR WALL)
or 2 WIRE CIRCUIT

E. BRANCH CIRCUIT (EXPOSED)

F. 3 WIRE BRANCH CIRCUIT

NOTE: IF YOU'HAD.ANY.TROUBLE REMEMBERING THESE SYMBOLSTAN
BACK TO PAGE 13 AND DO A LITTLE REVIEW'.

HOW ABOUT THESE?

) A.

B.

0 ) :C':

)

.21.

a.

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS
ON THE NEXT PAGE ...



U.

Qr

0

ANSWERS: A. INCANDESCENT'FIXTURE OUTLET, CEILING MOUNTED
0

B. JUNCTION BOX, WALL MOUNTED

C. EXIT LIGHT OUTLET, CEILING MOUNTED

D. NIGHT LIGHT OUTLET, CEILING MOUNTED

0

0

AND SOME MORE ...

1 o ) A.

) B.

s) C.

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS
ON THE NEXT PAGE ...

22.
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ANSWERS: A. FLUORESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET, CEILING MOUNTED

B. FLUORESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET, WALL MOUNTED,'

C. NIGHT LIGHT OUTLET, CEILING MOUNTED

D. EXIT LIGHT OUTLET, WALL-MOUNTED

AND SOME MORE ...

ro

)' A.

) B.

a

.CHECK YOUR ANSWERS
ON THE NEXT PAGE. ...

23:
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ANSWERS: A. INCANDESCENT FIXTURE OUTLET, WALL MOUNTED °

-B. JUNCTION BOX, CEILING MOUNTED

.NOTE: IF YOU HAD. ANY PROBLEM ON THE LAST THREE PAGES REMEM-
.BERING THE NAMES OF THE SYMBOLS, GO BACK TO THE PAGES
WHERE THEY WERE DISCUSSED.

24.

8G0

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...
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.. .

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, DETERMINE WHAT ELECTRICAL FIXTURE THE
SYMBOL REPRESENTS AND HOW IT IS'MOUNTED (CEILING OR WALL): -

SYMBOL . NAME

0

o 1

1 0 I

/

.

1.

2.

3.

4.

...:

..1111.

7.

8.

9.
a

el

10.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...

25.
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ANSWERS:

SYMBOLS NAME

% 0-
O
0-
0

o-

862

3'61.

1. Incandescent 'Fixture (Cill'ing)

2. Incandescent Fixture (Wall.)

3. Junction Box (Ceiling')

4. Junction Box (Wall)

5. Fluorescent Fixture (Ceiling)

6. Fluorescent Fixture (Wall)

7. Night Light Outlet (Ceiling)

8. Night light Outlet (Wall)

9

9. Exit Light Outlet (Ceiling)

4

le. Exit Light_Outlet jWall)

O

.TURN TO NEXT PAGE .

26.

0



The Duplex Co6enience Outlet, grounding or non-grounding, is
installed on a branch circuit for the connection of an attach-
ment plug and flexible cord of your radio, TV, and etc.

The illustration at the right
is the grounding type outlet.

On a electrical, print, either
type maybe shown as such:

NON-GROUNDING

GROUNDING

IN 'THE SPACE PROVIDED, IDENTIFY,
BY DRAWING, THE DUPLEX CONVENIENCE
OUTLET DEPICTED BY THE ILLUSTRATION:

(

27.

a

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ,..
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ANSWER:

SE,

4

1

The Amercian Standard Association has adopted the use of a basic

standar1 symbol:from:which to create the other receptacle outlet

symbols:

EXAMPLES: 9

( -48 ) OR (' 0 1 ) SINGLE CONVENIENCE OUTLET,
NON-GROUNDING TYPE

) OR (* 3403 ) TRIPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET,
GROUNDING TYPE

* NOTE: THIS SYMBOL MAY DENOTE A GROUNDING OR NON-GROUNDING TYPE

OUTLET. YOU SHOULD CHECK LEGEND OF THE DRAWING FOR

SPECIFICATIONS.

,DETERMINE WHAT' EACH SYMBOL REPRESENTS, AND PLACE YOUR

ANSWERS IN THESPACES PROVIDED:

==in IMF
) A.

B.'

( C

D.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...

28.
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ANSWERS: A.

B. (

) C.

WP
D. (

The illustrations below show some of the shapes and forms of
a,Range Cqnvenience Outlet:

,
v.

0

but on an electrical print_the_outletbasonlyoneshape:.

IDENTIFY THE BELOW LISTED ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS. [PLACE YOUR
ANSWERS IN THE SPACES PROVIDED):

-( 133 ) A.

( C.

D.

30



ANSWERS: A. TRIPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET, NON-GROUNDING TYPE

B. SINGLE CONVENIENCE OUTLET, NON - GROUNDING OR

GROUNDING TYPE

C. DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET, NON- GROUNDING TYPE

D. SINGLE CONVENIENCE OUTLET, GROUNDING TYPE

.9

Another method of-identifying convenience outlets, other than
duplex convenience outlets, is by using-a capital letter in-

stead of a number. The letter represents a type of outletT---
and is usually the first letter of the type of outlet or a

combination of letters.

EXAMPLES: ( ) INDICATES A WEATHEROROOF'CONVENIENCE

OUTLET

) INDICATES A SWITCH & DUPLEX CONVENIENCE

OUTLET

IN:THE SPACES PROVIDED, DRAW THE.ELECTRICAL SYMBOL THAT WILL
REPRESENT,WTONVENIENCE OUTLETS,USTEB-BELOW1--

A. A DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET, NON- (

GROUNDING TYPE

B. A WEATHERPROOF CONVENIENCE OUTLET (

C. A TRIPLEX°CONVENIENCE OUTLET,
GROUNDING TYPE

D. SINGLE CONVENIENCE OUTLET,
GROUNDING TYPE-

4
29.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...

866



ANSWERS: A. TRIPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET, NON-GROUNDING
OR GROUNDING TYPE

E. RANGE CONVENIENCE OUTLET'

C. DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET, NON- GROUNDING
TYPE

D. SWITCH & DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET

Two more IISPC of the basis standard sYinbol'are thP.

) SPECIAL PURPOSE OUTLET,,
NON-GROUNDING TYPE

) OR (* 0 ) FLOOR DUPLEX CONVENIENCE
_OUTLET, NON-GROUNDING TYPE ,

*NOTE: THIS SYMBOL MAY-DENOTE-A-GROUNDING-TYPE OR-NON-GROUNDING
TYPE OUTLET. YOU SHOULD CHECK LEGEND OF_THEARAWING_FOR_
-SPECIFICATIONS.

E-S-OF-S-OME-RECEPTACLE-OUTLETS ; -DRAW-THE -

SYMBOL -TMAT-W-ILL--REPRESENT-THEM--ON--AN-ELECTRICAL-PRINTT

I : "

A. SPECIAL PURPOSE OUTLET, GROUNDING TYPE (

(B. RANGE CONVENIENCE OUTLET

C,, FLOOR DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET,
GROUNDING TYPE

.31.,

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...
4



ANSWERS: A. (

B. 1

C. ( OR.(

On the previous pages you have learned to identify various
symbols that would normally appear on an electrical print.
Let's see if you remember some of them:

IDENTIFY THESE:

A. (' )

0

O

TURN TO NEXT_PABE
. AND CHECK YOUR ANSWERS ...

32.
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ANSWERS:

10,
A. ( DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET,

NON-GROUNDING TYPE."

B. (

aim
) OR ( ) TRIPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET,

3 GROUNDING TYPE
NOTE: IF YOU HAD TROUBLE REMEMBERING, TURN TO PAGES 27 & 28.

HOW ABOUT THESE:

W

5/40

33.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
AND. CHECK YOUR ANSWERS ...

863
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ANSWERSi.,

A. (
WP

( )

a

WEATHERPROOF CONVENIENCE OUTLET,

NON-GROUNDING-TYPE

SWITCH A DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET

\
NOTE: TROUBLE HERE? TURN TO PAGE 29.

0

>

REMEMBER THESE:

A. ( R

8 ( )

C. ( ® ) OR (

34.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
AND CHECK YOUR ANSWERS



__ANSWERS:

A.

B: (

C. ( O

RANGE CONVENIENCE OUTLET

SPECIAL PURPOSE OUTLET,
NON - GROUNDING TYPE

) OR ( )* 'FLOOR DUPLEX CONVENIENCE
OUTLET, NON-GROUNDING TYPE

NOTE: IF TROUBLE HERE, TURN TO PAGES 30 & 31.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
AND CHECK. YOUR ANSWERS ...

-4
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o

,

Sr

IN THE SPACE PROVIDED, DETERMINE WHAT TYPE OF CONVENIENCE
OUTLET THE SYMBOL REPRESENTS:

SYMBOL NAME

2.

3.

WP

7.

8.

C

ft

C

TURN TO NEXT PAGE

AND CHECK YOUR ANSWERS ...
36.

872 .



*ANSWERS:

WP

1. DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET,
NON-GROUNDING TYPE.

2. TRIPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET..,-----
__GROUNDINfr-TYPE-.---

3. SINGLE CONVENIENCE OUTLET,
NON-GROUNDING TYPE.

4. WEATHERPROOF CONVENIENCE OUTLET,
NONGROUNDING TYPE.

5: SWITCH & DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET

6. RANGE CONVENIENCE OUTLET_ --------"

1. SPECIAL PURPOSE OUTLET,
NON-GROUNDING TYPE.

8. FLOOR DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET,

NON-GROUNDING.TYPE.

37.

N:

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...



BEFORE GOING ON TO THE NEXT OBJECTIVE, LET'S REVIEW THE FIRST

OBJECTIVE.

REMEMBER THESE:

SYMBOL NAME

3.

11
5.

6.

7.
MI

8.

10.

11.

TURN TO PAGE 13 FOR THE CORRECT ANSWERS. AFTER CHECKING YOUR

ANSWERS GO,DIPAGE 39.
38.

87
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- A

THE SYMBOLS LISTED BELOW AR' FROM THE SECOND OBJECTIVE.

TRY TO IDENTIFY THEM:

SYMBOL

asL.._ei.

-NAME

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

7.

8.

9.

10.

#00

TURN TO PAGE 2,5 FOR T.HE CORRECT ANSWERS. AFTER CHECKING YOUR
ANSWERS GO TOAGE 40..

4

39.

8

1

Imo

(
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0.4'4744.

For interior wiring you will' use single pole, two or double
pole, 34way, or 4-way "toggle" switches. Most of the switches
you use will he angle pole, but occasionally you will have
to install a 3-way system and on occasions a 4- way systeM
very rarely.

The symbol for a single pole switch on an electrical print
-- is:

By placing a number
pole switch symbol,
types of switches.

EXAMPLE: (

to the lower right & below the single
you can differentiate between the other

52 ) INDICATES A TWO OR DOUBLE, POLE

SWITCH. . .

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, DRAW THE SYMBOL OF THE REQUESTED

SWITCH:

. SINGLE' POLE SWITCH

B. TWO OR DOUBLE 'POLE SWITCH

C. THREE-WAY SWITCH

D. FOUR-WAY SWITCH.

(

of

TURN TO NEXT PAGE ...

40. -8C



0I

ANS9116f A. ( S ) (

B. ( S2 ) D.

/1/=0.

The AmeTcart Standard Association utilized that basic standard
symbol:

from which to -create two types of switches:

PULL SWITCH; WALL MOUNTED-

PULL SWITCH, CEILING MOUNTED

THERMOSTAT, USUALLY WALL MOUNTED

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, DRAW THE ELECTRICAL SYMBOL THAT
REPRESENTS THE sigTCHES .LISTED BELOW:

A. 24=.14AY SWITCH

THERMOSTAT SWITCH

C. PULL SWITCH, WALL MOUNTED (

0. 2 OR DOUBLE POLE SWITCH

-9

.41.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE*...

877
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ANSI A. (

B. (

S4 C.

D. ( S2

r-

The National Electrical Code states that an isolating switch
is a switch intended for isolating an electrical circuit from
the source of power. It is intended to be operated only after
the circuit has been Opened by some other means.

The symbol for do Isolating Swi tch is:

, ,--
,-..

ANSWER,
'

IDENTIFY THE SYMBOLS LISTED BELOW. [PLACE YOUR CORRECT N

..,/

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED]: ' .
,/`"*.

---

( A
e rs

42.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE

.4.



ANSWERS: A. TiiREE-WAY SWITCH

B. PULL SWITCH, CEILING MOHNtD

C. -ISOLATING SWITCH.

U. THERMOSTAT-SWITCH

'The final symbol you will have to learn and use is tnat of a
.push button switch. It looks like this on an.,*lectrical print:

. -//

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED, DRAW THE ELECTRICAL SYMBOL THAT
RIPRESENTS THE SWITCHES LISTED BE W:

/

.

PULL SWITCH, CEILING MOUNTED (

a. SINGLE POLE SWITCH

C. ISOLATING SWITCH (

D. PUSH BUTTON SWITCH

3

O

TURN TO NEXT-,PAGE,...

43.



ave-l-ea-------------In the previous sequencetyou_h rned how the various
types' of switcheeare-rgpresented on electrical prints.

'LET'S SEE IF YOU REMEMBER 'THEM,

S

s2

S4

O

) B.

) C.

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS
ON THE NEXT PAGE ...

44.

8s d
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ANSWERS: A. SINGLE.POLE SWITCH

B. TWO'OR DOUBLE POLE SWITCH

, C. 3-WAY SWITCH

D. *4-WAY SWITCH.
2

I

HOW ABOUT THESE?'

tt

0

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS
ON THE NEXT PAGE ...

45.

881



ANSWERS: A. PULL SWITCH, CEILING MOUNTED

B. PULL SWITCH, WALL MOUNTED__

C. THERMOSTAT SWITCH

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS.
ON THE NEXT PAGE

46,-
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ANSWERS: A. ISOLATING SWITCH

B. PUSH BUTTON SWITCH

IN TIE SPACES PROVIDED, DETERMINE WHAT TYPE OF SWITCH OUTLETS.
THE SYMBOLS REPRESENT:

SYMBOLS NAME

5.; I.

2.

3r

4.

5.

6.

7.

.8.

S2

S3

ICI 9.

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS
ON THE NEXT PAGE ...

47.
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ANSWERS:

SYMBOLS

S

NAME

1. Single Pole Switch

2. Two or Oouble.Pole Switch

3. 3-Way Switch

4. 4-Way Switch

5. Pull Switch, wall mounted,

6. Pull Switch, ceiling mounted

7. Thermostat Switch

8. Isolating Switch

9. Push Button Switih

TURN TO NEXT PAGE....

48.
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ONE LAST ITEM; THOUGH THE SYMBOLS YOU HAVE JUST LEARNED
REPRESENT A COMPONENT ONAN ELECTRICAL PRINT, IT IS RE-
QUIRED OF THE DRAFTSMAN TO PLACE A LEGEND.ON THE PRINT
TO. SPECIFICALLY IDENTIFY EACH-SYMBOL USED ON THE-DRAW-

ING.

CONGRATULATIONS !!! YOU HAVE JUST FINISHED A VERY DIFFI-
CULT PROGRAM. IF YOU FEEL YOU WOULD LIKE TO REVIEW THE
INFORMATION FIRST BEFORE TAKING THE TEST, PLEASE DO SO.

NOTIFY THE INSTRUCTOR WHEN YOU WANT TO TAKE THE. TEST.

49
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1,-,TO THE STUDENT

Every young, man, sometime in his life, has watched a lineman working

.oft and silently desired, or at least wondered, what it is like to work

as a linemen. Quite often, when watching an experienced lineman, little

thought is given to. the knowledgtand skills needed to work aloft.

As-a prospective lineman, you must be concerned with climbing knOwledge

and skill.
This-is-4--Programed-InstruetioneCorrectiy-rmedach

you the theory of pole climbing techniques, as-outlined in the object-

, ivies on page iv; By reading thescobjectivess, you will have a better.

understanding of the subjects being taught as you'proceed through the

program.
Programed Instruction is a self-teaching method of instruction, and

you proceed at your own pace. This program is broken down into smali

steps, one step per page. Each pigs contains a small amount of teach- .

immaterial with a question or problem at the bottom. bnce you have

ask. your response to the question, you cal immediately check your

answer with the correct answer located at the top of the next page.

If your answer is torrent, continue; if your answer is incorrect,

return to the previous page end.reread the information and correct

the error.
Since the answers to all of the questions found in this. program

''are readily avai?able, it would be easy to go through the. program

filling in the correct answers. It is obvious, however, thit it would

be moreto-your benefit to work one page at a time, in sentence, and

try to answer each question before lookincat the answers.

Some pages throughout the program wilVconsist of nothing but

questions. These are self-testgoand are found at the end of each

objective. These, will tell you if you need further study in that area.

You will be given a written test upon completion of this program.

As you proceed througN school, practice climbing periods will be ached..

:uled so ypu can develops your climbing skills. Upon entering the

Power phasesyon Must accomplish' e terminal.objective on page iv.

O

iii
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.OBJECTIVES

UPON COMPLETION OF THIS MODULE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO:

Climb to within 2 ft. of the top of a 35 ft. practice pole;
maintain a three point contact,and belt off at the top; circle
the:pole 360 degrees conterclockwise and then clockwise;

while observing prescribed procedures and appropriate

safety precautions.

IN ORDER TO ACCOMPLISH THIS, YOU,MUST:

1. Identify, by name and purpose, the climbing equipment
ccamonly used by a lineman.

2. Select, from a given list, the correct care and maintenance

of pole climbing equipment.

3. complete given statements pertaining to the'selection,
adjustment, and inspection of climoing equipment and area.

14. Select, from a given list, the statements that best dessribe;
proper climbing techniques while ascending a pole.

5. List the corrictprocedures, in order of occurincep.for

belting ofroma pole.

-6. List the correct procedures, in order of occurance, for

circling clockwise counterclockwise on- a pole.

7. List the correct procedures, in order of Clow:rams, for

unbelting on a pole.

8. Select, from a given list, the statements that best
describe proper climbing techniques for descending a
pole. ,

iv

TURN TO NEXT PAZ

8°9
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7he linesman's.body belt, often called in "extra pair of hands",

is divided into four basic parts. It has, (A.) a cushion section

which provides comfort for the lineman; (B) a belt sectiontd'

secure the body belt to.the lineman, (C) a tool saddle (toolloops)

is provided for - carrying tools, and 0) two D-rings, one oneach

side, to ensure i strong securing point for the safety strap.-

.,

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED 6ELOW, WHITE IN THE NAME OF THE BELT PART

WHICH BEST FITS THE PURPOSE. GIVEN.

1.
provides comfort for a lineman.

2.
holds tools on the body belt.-

. -3.
securing points !Or a safety

itrap.

secures the 'body belt to the

lineman.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE



a

4

.

ANSWERS:

1. THE CUSHION SECTION

2. THE TOOL winds (TOOL LOOPS)
3. THE D.RINGS

4: THE BELT StOTION

The safety strap supports the lineman while he is working aloft,
enabling his hands to be free: It has a snap/keeper combination

at each end and a buckle assembly is provided for length
adjustment.

er

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS

1. The safety strap provides for the lineman.

2. The body belt serves which of the following purposes?
(CIRCLE THE LETTER PRECEDING THE CORRECT ANSWER).
a. Provides `comfort

b. Carry tools
c. Securing points for the safety strap
d. All of the above

2

TURN TO-NEXT PACE

o
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ANSMRS:

1. SUPPORT

a

q

Climbers are used.to ascend, descend, and maintain a working
position on a pole. Climbers are comprised of four basic parts:
a.steel leg iron; a gaff; an ankle strap; and leg strap.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS

1. In the spaces provided below, list the four parts of the
climbs*.

2. What is /are the function/s of the climber?
fa= THE LETTER PRECEDING THE CORRECT ANSWER /S)
a. Going up a pole
b. Coming down a pole
c. Maintaining a position. on a pole

4. ',amides comfort onthe pole.

3

TURN TO NEXT PAGE

1".



ANSWERS:

1. LEG IRON, am, ANKLE STRAP, LEO STRAP (IN ANY ORDER)

Climbinugroves:protect the hands sad forearms from splinters

and creosote burns. Safety hats protect against impact from
--falling'objects, adcidental contact with energized conductors

up to 20,000-volts, andthe elements

O

COMPUTE THE FOLLOVONG STATEMENTS.*

1. Protection for the lineman is provided by

and

2. Climbers-are used to
--etwarairgiri ltand a niLon a po 0.

Syo



ANSWER131

1. GLOMS and SAFETY HAT (IN EITHER ORDER)

2. ASCEND, DESCEND (IN EITHER 'ORDER), .MAINTAIN

ILLUSTRATED AT THE RI CWT IS A
!UMW OUTFITTED 'FOR CLIMBING.
WON IT MIR AND STUDY IT.

IN THE SPACES PROVIDED HELM, IDENTIFY THE EQUIPMENT THAT EACH
'DYER REPRESENTS, IN TIM ILLUSTRATION ABOVE:

A

C
D
E

5

8 f)

TURN TO NEXT' PAGE



A. SAFETY .HAT .

. B. BODY BELT

C. SAFETY STRAP

D. .GLOVES
E. amen

WRITE THE LETTER PRECEDING.THE.STATEMENTS IN COLUMN "B" IN THE

APPROPRIATE SPACES IN COLTJM "A".

COL:NN- A . COLUMN

1. Safety hat A. Ascend, deecend, and main-
tain a working poWition on

2. Safety strap a.pole.
z

,

3. SOdy belt B. Gives supporton a pole.

A. Gloves, C. Protecti hands.

,

5. Climbers D. Insulation protection up to

30,000 volts.

o

;. ,Provides comfort .and tool

loops.

Protection from falling

objects.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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'Many parts of the climbing equipment are vade'of genuine
leather and require cleaning and,dressing. Leather-goods
should be cleaned every 3 months and dressed every 6 months.
However, excessive moisture and/or persOiration may'require
the leather to be'cleaned'ind dressed more frequently.

ANSWER THE romostrao QUESTION .

1. During- a,one. yeaperoid, under normal working andweather conditions, C. E. Sailor should clean and dresshis leather goods how many times?

s. Cleaned times
b. Dressed -------- times

TURN' TO Npla. PAGE
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ANSWITAS:''

a.

b. 2

yr

Cleaning, the first step in care of leather goods and synthetic
produits, .s done with a damp. sponge and a mild. soap. On the
item to be, cleaned, work up a thick, creamy lathei then rinse
it with frish water and wipe it with a dry cloth. Next, to
keep leather goods soft and pliable, they are fathered well
with "saddle" soap. Work the lather irtb the leather, then
place it in the shade to dry. After the leather has nearly
dried, rub it down with a soft cloth.

0

NOTE: SYNTHETIC PRODUCTS ARE SUBJECT TO CLEANING ONLY

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION'

1. Which of the sequences, listed below, is the
correct procedire for cleaning and applying "saddle"
soap to leather goods.
(CIRCLE THE LETTER PRECEDING THE CORRECT ANSWER'S)

a. Wash it with a-sponge and soap, apply saddle soap,
rinse, rub it down.

b. Wash it with a'aponge'and soap, rinse, dry, apply
saddle soap, allow it to dry, rub it down.

c. Wash it with.a sponge and soap, rinse, apply saddle
soap, rinse.ruh IA town.

4or

9
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ANSER:

,1. (0

Dressing for leather gooda.is done only after cleaning and
saddle soaping. While the leather is still damp, apply a good
lestherdressing or nests foot oil. Work the oil or dressing
into the leather with your hands. Do not use an excessive amount
of oil. Excess oil will saturate the leather, and weaker it.
Allow the leather parts to dry in a cool, shady place for 24.
hours.,

'NOTE: NEAT DESTROYS' LEATHER

Lion THE PMEZATING4MTINUT

0 , 1. In the space below, using your own words, list the correct
procedure for cleaning and dressing leather goods.

10
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ANSWER:

1. CLEAN WITH A SPONGE AND MILD SOAP, RINSE, WIPE DRY,
APPLY SADDLE SOAP, WHEN THE LEATHER IS NEARLY DRY RUB IT
DOWN, APPLY DRESSING OR NEATS-FOOT OIL WHILE THE LEATHER
IS DRY FOR 24 HOURS'THEN RUB IT DOWN.
(OR WORDS TO THAT EFFECT).

-4

e.

'Gifts, through use or dakag, require filinaV The amount of

filing necessary is Determined by checking it with a gaff gage

such am illustrated below. .

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEHENTS

1. Prior to dressincleather goods, they should

and

2. -The amount of filing required'onLa gaff is determined
throught the use of a. ,

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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ANSWERS:

1. CLEAN and 'DA) (IN EITHER-ORDER)

2. GAFF GAGE

The gaff gage checks the gaffli width, thickness, and, on some

models the length and the shape, of the shoulder near the point.

The length -ean be measured with a rule, and :nest be 1 1/0

minimum from the crotch, to the point.(ILLUSTRATION "A") Visual

checks can determine it the shoulder near the point is proper.

The shoulder should'be about an 1/8" back from the point.

(ILLUSTRATION 'TB")

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. CIRCLE THE LETTER.PRECEDING

CORRECT ANSWER/S:

1. Which of the following item/s do all gaff gages measure?

a. Width - .

b. Shoulder at the Point

c. Length
d. Thickness
e. Gaff angle '

'2: What is the minimim length of a gaff?

a. 1 1/8"

b. 2"

c. 1 1/2"
d, TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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ANSWERS:

1. 60*
2. CI

Filing of the gaf:, if necessary, must be.done in a definite
manner. The proper thickness of,a gaff and the forming of the
shoulder is accomplished by filing the flat underside. The filing
is done in a straight line from the leg ircn to the point. Width
is corrected:by filing the sides ofthe gaff in a straight line
movement iron the leg,iron to the point. NEVER FIZZ THE RIDGE
(BACKBONE) OF A GUM

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT.

1. In your own words, -state the method of filing a gaff.

13 °

902
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ANSiERS:

1. GAFFS MUST BE_ nimp A STRAIGHT LINE FROM THE LEG IRON

TO THE POINT.
(OR WORDS TO THAT EFFECT)

Climbers are worn only ',then, climbingor working on a pole. They

must bi removed when working on the ground. When not in use, the

ankle strap should -be looped around the gaff and buckled. This

provides protection forthe gaff and you. Climbers are to be

tored in a designated area assigned by your supervisor. Equip-

dt, properly stors6, pre7ents
accidents and adds to the life of

the equipment.

\\

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION

1. WhichAf the follbwinitsyleetiorusis the correct sequence

to follow when Yon step off a pole?
(max TWIETTER PRECEDING THE CORRECT ANSWER/S)

a.. Wilk over\to the line.trucks.rimme your gaffs, and

store theieln the.proper place.

b. Remove your4affs and place them in the propbr place.

c. Remove your gaffss.make them up properly, and store

them in the designated pled..

903

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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ANSTA:RS:

1.0

' TURN TO NEXT PAGE.
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SELECT, FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST, THE ITEMS(S) THAT IS /ARE INCLUDED
IN CORRECT CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF CLIMBING EQUIPMENT. CIRCEL THE
LETTER PRECEDING-THE ANSWERTS.

a. Clean all leather goods.
b. Wear gaffs from one pole to another.-
c. Dress_leather goods with'a high grade of motor oil.
d.. Apply dressing only after cleaning liather goods.
e. Never file the sides of a gaff.
f. Filing is done in a straight line motion from the leg

iron to the point.
g. Use a gaff gage to check the width and thickness of gaffs.
I. Clean leather goods with mild acid.
i. Apply neat-hfoot oil to:synthetic goods.
j. The gaff ridge (backbone) is always filed.
k.. Stdre climbers in designated places.
1. Work dressing into leather goods with a wire brush.
m. Use neats-foot oil as a leather dressing.

'n. When storing climbers, use the ankle strap to protect
the gaff.

o. Follow all correct care and maintenance proc'edures for
climbing eqiiipment.
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t.

4

0

Before using any climbing equipment - INSPECT IT - ALL OF IT!!
You should check for: loose or-broken rivets; cracks, nicks,
stretching, dry rot, or tears in the leather; defects in snaps,

hooks, buckles and D -rings; worn "leatherand, enlarged tongue
holes for belt buckles._ .

O

ANSWER TI FOLLOWING QUESTION

1. What should be done to climbing equipment prior to
!using it?

18
907
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ANSWER:
oaf

1. INSPECTIPN_

Body belts, like all belts, must, be fitted-to the individual

------beforerthey can serve_ their purpose. Uhlike other belts however,

`bodyrbeltb haNi two measurements: the -ring size, which is the

distance= between the D-r ng heels; and the waist size, the dis..

.
tenet: between the buckle and the center hole of the tongue end.

10.,2BING SI

wan SIZE

-'ANSWEit THE FOLLOWING QUESTION

I. The size of a Ody belt is determined by what factor/s?

19 ".

TURN '.00 NEXT PAGE
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ANSWER: [

. 1. THE D=RING SIZE AND WAIST SIZE

When selecting a body belt, you must determine the D-ring size
and the waist size you will need. Sizes are best measured with

a cloth measuring tape. The D-ring size is,-,Ihe'measured from

the prominent point of your hip bone, around your beck, to the
prominent point, on your other hip bone, plus-1". The waist size
is the measurement.around your c,ody,apprdatmate4 2"' below the
belt line. All measurements should be made over work clothes:,

COMPLE1ETHE FOLLOWING STATEMNTS

4.4

1. The measurement made approximately 2" below the bolt line
is the size.

2. Proper D-ring size, the distance between D-ring heels, is
determined by measuring around the back from
to , plus 4"

3. Sam Seate measured for his D -ring. size and the measure-
ment on the tape was 35* . The correct D-ring size for
San is

20

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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ANSWERS

1. WAIST

2. PROMINENT HIP BONE to PROMINENT HIP BONE, plui 1"

3... 2§:

There is a standardized relationship between the D-ring size and

the waist size. However, if your measurements do not coincide

with these measurements; base your selection upon yOur D.ring size,

as Waist else is adjustable. .

Your body.belt is worn snugly, but not too tightly; approximately

2R below your waistline with the buckle on your left side. When .

tools are carried in, the tool loops, no tool will be placed in:

tool loop'directly over yoUr spine NEVER
no toots

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS

1. Final choice for,body belt size should be based

measurement.

2. The body belt is worn approximately beloW

the belt line with the buckle on -tne

3. Tools are 'never carried. in the. tool loop

on

side.

' TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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ANSWERS:

1. D-RING

3. DIRECTLY OVER THE SPINE

The choice between leather or .

synthetic safety straps is left

''to-the individual. When not in

used the tio safety-strap_snape

are snapped into the sane D-ring.

Nest rightrhanded man and some

left-handed men carry the safety

strap on the left. side. However,

;it may be worn on the rightaide.-

Notice in the illustration, that

the tionb.1";z and snap plidild

at the back of the D-ring with they

keeper facing out; and the single

end snap is placid in front of the,

first snap with the keeper facing

in. The safety strap-must be

carried in this manner on the pre-

ferred side.
5

=METE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS

...

1. Ails being carried, the keeper on the doUble end' snap

faces

2. The single end snap is placed in

double end.ksnap and single end snap keeper faces

of the

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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ANSWERS:

1.. OUT

2. FRONT, IN

'The length of the safety strap adjusted

to meet working conditions. However, there

is a starting, or basic, length that can

be determined for you. Standing at the base

of a-poleamith a body belt and safety strap

on, pees the single end'of the-safety strap ,

around thepole and snap it on the opposite

b-ring with the keeper facing out. Place

both feet against the base of the pple at

a 90 degree angle and lean backs-allowing
the safety strap to support your body.

In this position, attempt to touch your
!finger tips together While reaching around

the pole. Adjust the safety strap until

this can be accomplished.

'ANSWER/COMETE THE FOiLOWINO.STaTEKENTS

1. State how the starting length of a safety strap is

determined.

2. Once the starting length is established; it maybe

adjusted to meet

.TURN TO NEXT'PAOE



ANSWERS:

1. STAND, WITH ,BOTH PERT AT A 90 DEGREE ANGLE, AT .THE SASE

OF A POLE. PASS THE SAFETY STRAP AhOUND THE POLE AND

SNAP IT ON Tr 'OPPOSITE D-RING. LEAN BACK, ALLOWING THE

SAIWY STRAP TO HOID-YOUR WIGHT. ADJUST THE
SAFETY

STRAP wpm UNTILL YOU CAN TOUCH YOUR FINGER TIPS

=ETHER WHILE REAChTNG &ROM THE POLE.

(OR WORDS TO THAT EFFECT)

2. WORKING REQUIRMNTS (ORWORDS TO THAT EFFECT)

Climbers are manufactured in both fixed and tcjustable lengths.

Whin fitted properly, the leg iron will reach to'about t" below

the inside prominence of the knee joint. Fixed climbers must be.

measured for thecorrect fit. Adjustable climbers may be adjusted

by removing the two screws on the leg iron, sliding the ;'sleeve up

or down until the'properposition is obtained and then replacing

the two screws. e;-

COMPLETE THE'FOLUNING STATEMENTS

1. The top of the leg iron should -reach

the

below

2. Adjustable climbers use screws and 'a sliding

to make various positions available.

2h

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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ANSWERS:

1., PROMINENCE OF THE KNEt JOINT

2: SLFEVE

When fastening the climber to the

leg, place the arch of the foot

over the climber's saddle with the

leg iron running up the inUde of

the leg. The ankle strap buCkle

must pant toward the toe of the

shoe and the leg strap buckle must

point toward the back'of the leg.

If the buckles are reversed, place

the climber on the other leg then

check the buckles again.

NOTE; IF THE STRAPS ARE WRONG
EACH TIME - - - -- '! YOUR

SUPERVISOR

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS

1. The distinction between the left and right climber is

based on the direction the ouckle. and the

buckle point:

2. With the climber on the correct foot; the'.

buckle points toward the back of the leg and,the

buckle points toward the toe of, the shoe.

TURN TO NE;CT PAGE
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ANSWKRS:

1. *ANKLE STRAP, LEG STRAP (IN EITHER ORDER)

2. 1.E0 STRAP, ANKLE STRAP

When the climber is correctly fitted

to the leg, buckle-the ankle strap

around yoUr.ankle and the leg iron.

Before buckling, the leg strap, pull

the. pant leg up and fold itsmoothly

against the calf, toward the outside

of the leg, to ,prevent binding.

Ankle and leg straps Should be mug,

hit-not so_tight-that-ciivulation is

restricted.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

26
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Your gloves should fit snug to prevent slipping, end long sleeve
shirts are a must to protoit your arms. Safety hats are equipped

with adjustable head bands and must be tight enough to hold;the
hat on your head regardless of the working, position. SAFETY EATS ,

are required to be worn at all times when you arcon the pole field. .

O

ANSWER" TN! POLIKIIIINO QUESTION

1. that is one piece eclimbing equipment that must be worn
at all times on the pole field?

27
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ANSWER:

1. THE SAFETY HAT

Prior to climbing a pole, the pole and'gro=d area around the pole

must be inspected for safety haaaards. ReMove rocks and other

objects from the area around the,pole. Poles should.be checked

for knots, naili;craCki, rotted:placei, ice, pole steps, and
foreign-objects before and while climbing.

CO TLETE THE-FOLLOW/NO STATEMENTS

1. Climbing equipment the and must

ba:inspected prior to climbing.

2. The pole should be inspected
climbing.

el,

28
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SELECT WORDS OR PHRASES FROM THE FOLLOVUX LIST THAT BEST COM-
PLETE THE STATEMENTS BELOW. EACH SELECTION MAY BE USED MORE THAN
ONCE. WRITE YOUR ANSWER IN THE SPACES PROVIDED.

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.

F.

G.
H.

I.
J.

K.

L.

11/2"

Working conditions
Knee Joint
Directly over the spine
Safety hat
D-ring
Pole
Inside of the leg-
1/2"

Distance from D-ring heel
to D-ring heel
Front
6"

M. Outside of the leg
N. Body Si -ze
0. On the side
P. 3/4"
Q. Around -
R. Inside,prominence'of the

knee joint
S.' In
T. Pole area
U. Waist
V. Out
W. Inspect itn

1. Once the starting length of the'safeti strap is
established. it may be adjusted to meet

2.. D-rzng size of a body belt is the
3.---Thr-top-ofthe leg iron, when fitted correctly, is

belOw the
4.- Theoody belt is worn below the waist line.

5. Tools are never carried in the tool loop .

6.. before using any climbing equipment, you must

7. must be worn at all times on the pole

8. When, not in use, the keeper on the double end snap of
the safety strap faces

9. When determining your baralriIiithe two factors
taken into consideration are size aniii*

size:

10. YEICTIM3 to climbing equipmentiiite and
must be inspected prior to climbing.-

11. %ihen not in use, the single end snap of the safety strap
4s'placed in of the double end snap and'the

. single end shiFTWerfaces

O

9
A.

0
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1. POLE, POLE AREL (IN EITHER ORDER)

2 BEFORE, DURING (ISLE)

a

29

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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ANSWERS:

1. WORKING CONDITIONS
2. 'DISTANCE PROM D,..RING HE'LL TO D.411NO rf EL

3. Es- INSIDE tOMIleNCE OF THE KN7.E JOINT

5. NRECTLT OVER ISE SPINE
6. -INSPECT IT
7. SAFETY HAT'

8. OUT

9. M.,_ST D:AING (ER EITHER ORDER)

10. .:7=e. POri AREA, (IN EITHER ORM)
U. FRONT, IN

va

4

31,
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The skill involved in climbing a polo canon-1y be sainedlby

practice, practice, and more practice. However, this extensive

practice time can be reduced by knowing and using all proven\

basic rules dealing with climbing positions and procedures.

-

,
>

CT=
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Ilhen.climbing a pole you should always climb

side. -The high side_is_the side of .the pole

_from you :When you are
standing on the ground

tcas.
NOTE: SOME POLES DO NOT HAVE HIGH SIDES. IN

IOU CLIMB /8 UP TO YOU.

ANSWER THE FOLLORING QUESTION.

CIRCLE THE LETTER PRECEDING THE

ANSWER/S.- *. #

1. What side of a pole should be climbed?,

6

the back, or,high

that,curvesiaway
loold..ng up at the

THIS CASE, THE SIDE 3

a. High
b. Lou
c. Face
d. Front

1 33

-CLIMB :THIS

SIDE
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When you are ready to start climbing, position

yourself facing the high side of the pole and

extend your arms around the pole until your

fingertip* touch. Your arms must be kept

straight., notbent. Note the distance the

knees and the body tat from the pole. When

you ars:cliMbing-,-MAINTAIN THE DISTANCE

=SEMI

-1. Once you have determined the distance you body and knees

shOuld be from the pole, what is the moat important fact

to remember?

34
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ANSWER:

1. WHILE CLIMBING, MAINTAIN THE DISTANCE CLOSELY

The gaff must be staboeinto the pole, toward the heart (center),
in a downward- motion similar to climbing a step ladder. Your right
-foot is raised, with your toe pointed away from the pole and
slightly, higher-than your heel.. Hy_ stepping downward and' toward

the pole, the gaff will stab into the pole near the center line.

I \
.%

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION. CIRCLE ThT LETTER PRECEDING THE
ANSWER/S.

1. What best deicribes the procedure/s for sinking-a'gaff
into a' pole?

a. Straight into the side of the pole.
b. Downward' motion, toe level with the heel.
c. 'Downward motion, near the centerline.
d. All of the above

ti

TUR TO NENT PAGE
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With the right gaff stabbed into the
pole; .the lineman can swing up and rest
his full -weight on Mit Wright leg, lock-
ing his right knee straight. Keep the
knee and the body. away from the pole.

SWF.R TIM FOLLOWING QUESTION.. .

1. What are the key factors to remember ?hen .stepping up on
a. stabbed in gaff?

36
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ANSWER:

1. KEEP THE KNEE STRAIGHT &ND MAINTAIN KNM AND BODf
DISTANCE FROM THE POLE. (OR WORDS TO THAT EFFECT)

Do not climb with your arms. Let your
legs do the work.. Arms are used only
for balance. While climbing up a pole,
your legs "push" your arms. When o

right leg gAes upLygurfright-irm should
more up_sitr-therne time. This is the

c imbing rhythm method. Remember,

climb with your legs.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS

1.*- Describe the climbing rhythm method.

2. What function do your arms serve while climbing?_
(CIRCLE THE LETTER PRECEDING THE ANSWER/5=r-

47a. Climbing
b. Balance and climbing
v. Balance
d. Maintaining a step distance

37
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ANSWERS:

1. THE LEFT LEG AND ARM MOVE UP THE POLE TOGETHER AND THE
RIGHT LEG AND ARM MOVE UP THE POLE TOGETh1R. (IN EITHER

ORDER)

2., CO

The next step is taken by raising the left
leg approximately 8", aim the gaff toward
the centerline of the pole, toe pointed out,

and slightly higher than the heel. Then by
stepping downward, the left gaff can be

stabbed into the pole. The lineman then

swings up onto the left leg until the left

knee is locked straight. The right gaff
can be broken free of the pole by twisting

the toe away-froi the pole.

ANSWER THE,FOLLOWINd QUESTION

1.- What is the_approximateheight of the step up?

38,
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ANSWER:

O

The stepping up and locking stiff- legged procedure is continued
until the lineman resches the desired height.
Don't forget the rhythm: right leg and arm move up together,

'left leg and arm move up together.
Maintain the lineeand body -distance from the pole.

O

ti

39
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.
FROM THE LIST OF STATEMENTS BELOW, SELECT THE STATEMENTS THAT
BEST DESCRIBE PROPER CLIMBING PROCEDURES AND/OR'RUIES. CIRCLE

THE LETTER PRECEDING THE ANSWER/S.

a. Sink the gafinto the'sides of the pole.
b. Use the climbing rhythm method.
c. Climb with your hands
d. Miintain the knee and body distance from the pole.

e. Use your hands for balance only.

f. Keep your knee locked straight after you have stepped
up on that leg.

g. Use a downward motion to sink the gaff into the pole.

h. Take approximately 8" steps.

i. KeepyoUr knees close to the pole.
j. Climb the low. side of the pole.

k. Climb the high side of the pole.

929
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ANSITERS:.

930
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Once-the lineman has reached the detired Working height, he

mmst."belt off,. "Belting off" means fastening 1.he safety strap
*round theloole so-AM safety strap can hold the body Weight,

this fries the hands for working. Again, there are proven
procedures for accomplishing this feat, and strict observance of

those procedures must -be followed to insure'your safety

NOTE: TRE:FOLLCWING PROCEDURES ARE WRITTEN WITH THE LINEMAN,
WHO WEARS HIS SAFETY STRAP ON THE LEFT SIDE, IN MIND.
THOSE WHOVEAR THE SeETY-STRAP ON THE RIGHT SIDE MUST
MENTALLY INSERT THE WORD "RIGHT" WHERE "LEFT* IS WRITTEN
AND "LEFT" WHERE *RICHT" IS WRITTEN. .

t.

.

o
TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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Altorreaching the working height, the
"belting off" procedure is as follows:
Both feet should be at or near the same

-level. The right.larm is hooked around
the pole until the forearm is balancing
the bodY, with the right hand .free.
ReMetuber, keep the knees and hips away

from the polet This. is accomplished

by landing at the waist.

O

4-ANSWER THE FOLLOWING SUTEMENt

Y

1.i State the first two ;steps of the belting off plocedure.

.Step 1.

'Step 2.

932
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ANSWER:

1. STEP 1. BOTH FEET AT OR NEAR THE SA) LEVEL.

STEP 2:j RIGHT FOREARM BALANCING THE BODY, WITH THE
RIGHT HAND FREE.

(OR WORDS TO THAT EFFECT)

Once in a 3 point contact; one hand and
two gaffs engaged on the pole, the line I-,

,i.
man can proceed 'to tne next step. .

,,, ,

Drop the left hand down.and'unanaP the
Single end snap of the safety strap. l'. 4,!

t:

Using the left index finger to depress '
*, I ,,

remove the snap from the D-ring.
I 101 I,

the keeper on the snap, it is easy to . :

.

' l',

1. 1 il

tit

r

a
1

...

_10
:1*

t )11

ANSWER THE FOLLOWINGSTATMENT:

1. State the first three steps of the belting off procedure.

Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

" 933
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ANSWER:

1. STEP 1. BOTH,FEET AT OR NEAR THE SAMEIEVEL.'
STEP2. RIGHT FOREARM BALANCING THE BODY, WITH THE

RIGHT HAND FRZE.
STEP 3. 'UNSNAP THE SINILE END SNAPOF THE SAFETY

STRAP WITH THE LEFT HAND.

(OR WORDS TO THAT EFFECT)

Pass the snap to the right hand. Then
balance the body with the left hand and
pull the safety strap around the pole
with the right hind. The strap must not
be twisted or turned. Notice in the
Illustration that the right hand is held
palm down and the snap is placed between
the thumb and index finger into the palm.

0

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT:

1

1

.-..

CI

4

If

1

4I S4.: el.
'. 1,

ti
S

1. With the safety strap unsnapped and still in the left
hand, state thel next 3 steps of the beltingioff procedure.

Step L.

Step 5.

Step 6.

45 I
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ANSWERS:

1. STE? 4. PASS THE SNA? TO THE RIGHT HAND.

STEP 5. Bnatia THE BODY WIT% TM-MT-RAND.
STEP 6. PULL THE SAFETY STRAP AROUND THE POLE WITH THE

RIGHT Hilt.

(OR WORDS TG TpT EFFECT}

After the-strap is pulled eround.6e pole,
engage the, snap on the right D-ring with

the keeper facing .out. SEE, FEEL,-AND-

MEAR THE SNAP ENGAGE THE D-RING.'''
The safety strap i$ held horizontal with
the righ handand the body is:eased back
until theisafety strap bears the weight of

the body.

1.

4

ANSWER,THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT:

1. With the Safety strap p ed around the pole and still
in the right hand, state the'next 3steps of the-belting

off procedure.

'Step 8;

Step 9:

A

TURN TO NEXT.PAGE



pER:

1. STEP 7.

,.._ - . .

ENGAGE THE SHA? ON THE RIGRT D-RING WITH THE

TEMER-FACTNG Oft.

__-----'7 H * T z TRAP HORIZONTAL WITH THE RIGHT

NANO. I
.

STEP 9. IxaTHE BODY BACK UNTIL TNE SAFETY STRAP IS

mom THP-BODY-WEIGHT.

I

1
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IN'THE S ?ACE, ti;LOW, LIST, I!! ORDER OF OCCURAWX, THE NINE STEP
PROCFZURE FOR BELTING OFF.

1

STEP 1.

STEP 2.

111101.

OM.

.411.1111111110111.11111111M1116111iEn.

.11=01,11111..
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'ANSWERS:

STEP 1.

Wf

STEP 2.

STEP 3.

STEP 4.

STEP S.

STEP 6.

STEP

STEP 8.

BOTH FEET AT OR NEAR THE SAME LEVE111.

RIGHT "FOREARM BALANCING THE BODY, WITH THE
RIGHT HAND FREE.

UNSNAP THE ASINGLE END SNAP OF THE SA7TYSTRAP
WITH THE LEFT HAND.

PASS THE SNAP TO THE RIGHT HAND,

BALANCE THE BODY WITH THE-LEFT HAND.

PULL THE SAFETY STRAP AROUND' "THE POLE WITH, THERIGHT HAND.

_ .

ENGAGE THESNAP ON THE -RIGHT D-RING WITH THE
KEEPER FACING OUT. _

HOLD.THE SAFETY_STRAP HORIZONTAL WITH THE RIGHT HAND.
STEP 9. EASE THE BODY BACKUNTIL THE SAFETY STRAP IS-

HOLDING THE'BODY_WEIGHT.__ _--=

( OR WORDS TO THAT EFFECT)

.-s

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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Quite often, aftir belting off, it becomes necessary to, shift

.clockwise or counterclockwise from the orginil position. When

shifting clockwise or
counterclockwise, both hands. should be on

the. safety strap. The left hand grasps the left side and the

right hand graspsthe=right side of the safetylstrap.

NSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION:

1. What is the first step in circling a pole counter-;

clockwise'or Clockwise!

STEP I.

0,0

9 :3 9
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ANSWEHt'
4

1. STEP 1. bOTH HANDS SHOULD E ON THE SAFETY STRAP.

When circling clockwise (to the left), the
right gaff is.stibbed into the pole approx-
imately 4" above and 4" to the right of the

left gaff. Stepping up-.pn,the right leg andi:n s ! 's.

pulling the left gaff loose, the body is 1,0T's-,2,;

swung to left approxiiately 6".
. 1. 6 $,1 .$rst , 6

h'1,6
..1 .

. 1

$.6 ,, ., 6

.1 , 4 t:

31,1:1 t

. Atv 6 I

'1.
. 1 . ;

! . ' .. )4

i. 1
0 ,

517

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION:

1. When circling a pole to the left, what are the 3 steps
taken after the lineman,has both hands on the safety

strap?

Step 2.

Step 3..

Step 4.
V

°TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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ANSWEii:

1: STEP 2. STAB THE RIGHT GAFF INTO , ^iE POLE 4" Ak12
1101-Thifr: OF fd-7-avraFF.

N

STEP 3. STEP UP ON THE RIGHT GAFF AND PULL THE LEFT

GAFF fo6sE..

STEP 4. SWING THE BODY 6" TO Taz aFr.

After swinging approximately 6" totkle

left, the lineman locks his left knee

straight and bends the right knee.

.The lift gaff iiietabbed into the pole

6" to the left and 4" below the right .

gaff. Body weight is sufficient force

to drive the gaff home. .e

:I.

. '. '

A iSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION:

1. After the'body is; swung 6" to the le ; what are the

next 2 steps in circling to the left2

Step 5.

Step6.

O

52
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ANSWER

1. STEP 5. LOCK THE LEFT KNEL STR/GHT AND BEND THE
Hier Ogg.

STEP 6. STAB.; THE !sir GAFF INTO THE POLE 6" TO THE
SAND W bELCfl llirittGHT GAFF.

Atfthe lineman. moves around the pole, he must also slide the
s ety strap around the pas. When moving zo the left, the
right hand pulls the safety strap to the right. This also

.helPs the stiffing procedure.

NOTE: ;REPEATING THE PREVIOUS STEPS CONCE1.NED WITH CIRCLING THE

AND P OCEED TO DO THE ASSIGNED TASK.
POLE THE LINEMAN CAN REACH THE DESIRED POSITION

ANSWER, THE FOLLOWING QUESTION:

After he left gaff stabbed, back into the pole;,
what is the last step in circling a pole to the left?

Step 7.

53
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ANSWER:

1. STEP THE1126THAND PULLS TIE SAFETY STRAP TO THE

RIGHT.'

I- . .

I

Circling the pole counterclockwise is accomplished by following

the 7 steps for circling clockwise except all rights are lefts

and all lefts are rights. .

'ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION":

1. Stab the'left gaff ito the pole 6" to the left and
belo4 the right g ff is step 6-of circling ipole

clockwise: How would step,6 read if it was written

for circling counterclockwise?

it

54
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ANSWER:

1. STAB THE RIGHT GAFF INTO THE POLE WI TO THE RICHT AND

IMINOWIRC LEFT Ciline.

55
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ANSWER THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT AND QUESTION:

1. IN THE SPACE BELOW,'LIST,.IN ORDER OF OCCUANCE, THE SEVEN
1

STEP PROCEDURE FOR CIRCLING A POLE CLOCKWISE,

STEP 1.

STEP 2.

siimk 3

STEP 4.

,STEP S.

STE..? 6.

STEP 7.

11.11 II 0,0

.
11,

2. 'WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CIRCLING A POLE COUNTER-
CLOCKWISE AND CLOCKWISE?

ti

9 15
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ANVERS:

e '

1. STEP 1. BOTH HANDS SHOULD BE ON THE SAFETY STRAP.

STEP 2. STAB THE RIGHT GAFF INTO THE POLE 4" ABOVE
AND 4" TO THE RIGHT OF THE'LEFT,GAFF.

STEP 3. STEP UP ON THE RIGHT GAFF AND PULL THE LEFT
GAFF LOOSE.

. /

STEP 4. SWING THE BODY 6 " -'TO THE LEFT.

STEP 3. LOCK THE_LEFT/KNES STRAIGHT AND REND THE
.RIGHT ,KNEE. I t .

STEP 6. STAB THE LEFT GAFF INTO. THE POLE 6" TO THE
LEFT AND 4" BELOW-THE RIGHTGAFF.

STEP 7. THE RIGHT HAND PULLS THE SAFETY STRAP TO THE
.RIGHT.

. --
2. THE PROCEDURE IS THE SAME EXCEPT THAT ALL RIGHTS ARE

LEFTS AND ALL LEFTS ARE RIGHTS.

.5"

c.)

57
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Having completeid
descend the polie.
safety.
The left. forearm
Maintain the hip

/-

ti

1the task alo
Once again

ft,-fhe lineman must unbelt and
, care must be taken to ensure

lialances\the body and the left hand is free.
and knee distance from the pole;

4

j

4.21rigit THE FOLIft1WING,STATE(ENT: ,

1.. :S\,at,e the first step of the urn siting produre.
,

Step

0

58
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ANSWER:

1.MTP1. .THE LEFT FOREARM BALANCES THE BODY AND
THE LEFT HAND IS FREE.

The right hand is dropped to the right D-ring
and,unsnaps the safety strap. The hand must,he'.
rousted counterclockgse ao the thumb can
Idepromsm the keepor.,(SEE ILIXSTRATTON ON THE
RIGHT) The safety strap"is then passed to '

N*Ithe left hand.

ANSWER THE IOLLOWINO STATEMENT:

1. Number he following 3 steps as they would occur in
_

the unbolting proCedure.

Step.

1,\

Pass. the-'safety strap to the left hind.

Step The left forearm balanCes tho body and the
left hand is free.

Step 'The right hand unsnaps the safety strap.

59
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ANSWilis

1. STEP

STEP 1

snp 2

When re4iving the safety strap, .the

left hand is held palm down. The

safety srap.as placed into the palm of
the left hand with the keeper
facing up and thesnap pointing
toward the lineman. Once the strap
is in the left hand, the right
hand- is used to balance the body.

/6-

'
Atrli I '14,

---ANSWER_THE__FOLLOWING QUESTION:

1. What is Ehe next- step a,ftercirseih--gt-he sa-f-e-ty_strap

to the left hand?

Step 4.

C

6O.

C
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.1. STEP 4. USE THE RIGHT HAND TO BALANCE THE BODY.

...

Once the right hand is balancing the body,
the left hand can carry the strap around
the pole, back to the left sideD-ring,
and engage,the snap. 1.1,e'snap, with the
keeper facing in, is engaged in front of
the other snap. Both snaps should now be
back in their original position.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION:

1. What.trethe-next two steps taken after passing the
strap to the, left hand? ..

Step 14.

Step.S.

.TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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ANSWERS:

1. _STEP 4. pst THE' RIGHT HAND TO HAZANCE THE BODY.

STEP 5. ENOAGE.THE SNAP ,ON THE LEFT D-RING. .

62.
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IN THE SPACE BELOW, LIST, IN ORDER OF OCCURANCE, THE FIVE STEP

, PROWURE FOR UNBELTING.

STEP'1.

STEP 2.

STEP 3.

STEP,4.

STEP 5#

O

63.
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ANSOOS:

STEP 1.

STEP 2.

STEP 3.

STEP 4.

.STEP 5.

$

O

THE LEFT FOREARM BALANCES THE BODY AND THE LEFT HAND
IS FREE.-

THE RIGHT HAND UNSNAPS THE SAFETY STRAP:

PASS THE SAFETY STRAP"TO THE LEFT HAND.

USE THE RIGHT HAND TO BALANCE THE BODY.

ENGAGE THE SNAP ON THE LEFT D-RING.

0

64
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After the safety strap Was been secured, the lineman is pre-

pared to.actually descend.the pole.

NOTE:, THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE IS WRITTEN.WITH THE RIGHT LEG
TAKINGTHE FIRST STEP DOWN. HOWEVER, IN'ACTUAL
PRACTICE, YOU MAY START WITH EITHER LEG.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED:"

05

954
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Shifting the weight to the left leg

enables the lineman to disengage his

'right gaff lrom the pole., His right leg
-is locked _straight and the right hand moves

down: the pole, along-With the right leg- As/

his right hand moves down, the left knee is
biht, and'the right gaff is stabbed into the
pole approximately 8" below and 4" to the
right of the, left gaff.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT:

I. Starve how and there the right gaff is stabbed into
the pole.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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ANSWER:

1. KNEE STRAIGHT ----- 8" E,ELOd AND 4"-TO THi RIGHT OF THE

LEFT GAFF.

(OR-WORDS TO THAT -EFACT)

.1

After the right gaff is stabbed into the
pole. the left Off 'cin be broken tree
by allowing the left knee to fall away
from the pole.
The left leg is, then locked straight
and the -left band moves down the pole,
aloigwitt -the left leg.-----The left gaff

is stabbed into the pole 8" :below and

4" to the left of the right gaff.

'ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION:

1. Which of the following statements Ware true when
descending a pole?
(CIRCLE THE LETTER PRECEDING THE CORRECT ANSWER/S)

a. Left hand moves down with the right hand.
b. Right hand moves down with the left foot.

c. Left ,hand moves down with the left foot.
1-

C

.11
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The preyioua procedures are repeated,. alternating right to left,
until thelineman reaches the base otthe pole;



- a

SELECT FROM THE FOLLOWING LEST, THE'STATEMENT/S WHICH BEST
DESCRIVE THE'PROPER CLIMBING TECHNIQUES WHILE DESCENDING A
POLE. CIRCLE THE LETTER PRECEDINGTHE ANSWER /S.

9

a. The length-of the step down is:approximately 6".

b. When taking a step downwith the right leg, the gaffis
stabbed into the pole 4" to the right and 8" below the
left gaff.-

c. The right hand moves up with the right foot.

d.' The leg is straight when the gaff stabs into the pole.

e. The left hand moves down with the left leg.

f. The right hand moves down with the left hand.

69
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THATIS,ALL.! ! CONGRATULATIONS 47

Now that you have completed this program, see your learning,
supervisor for,,the,'Post...Test on this program. After you
cokplete the Post Test,,turn this page.

.

ti

. 71
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CONGRATULATIONS AGAIN ''''

See your learning supervisor for the film CLI 001 "CLIMBING

WITH CONFIDENCE".
As you-watch this film, you will notice that pome of the

measurements differ with those taught in the program." However, there

is a certain4amount flexability and fof CE School purposes you

must use our program measurements.

. NOW LET's SEE THE FILM!

0
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r

0
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PREFACE
The purpose of this manual is to provide 'naval personnel with an in-.

formative handbook. rcontains data pertinent to a variety of tools and
may be used as a supplementto other training manuals.

6` The satisfactory performance of modern technical equipment used by
the Navy depends, to a great extent, upon adherence to approved mainte-
nance procedures and the proper use of the correct tools.

The objectives of this manual, then, are to aid in the maintenance ef-
fort by

(a) providing descriptions, general uses, correct operation, and ap-
proved maintenance procedureses for those handtools and power tools
commonly used in the Navy.

(b) indoctrinating all personhel engaged in maintenance work with- the
importance of good workmanship..

(c)- preventing and minimizing peisonal injury and equipment damage
by emphasizing good safety practices.

Upon completion of this martual, you should be able to. identify tools
and fastening devices by their correct names; cite the specific purposes
and uses of each-tool; describe the correct Operation, care and mainte-
nance required to keep the tools. in proper operating condition; and
finally, perforin accurate measurements.

Chapter 1 describes tract tools (hammers; mallets ;-and. sledges),
twisting and turning tools (wrenches and- crewdrivers),woodcutting tools
(wood saws, planes, wood" chisels), metal cutting tools (chisels; dies,
drills, files, hacksaws, punches, reamers, taps),,kd tooleiclamps,
plierr; and vises), miscellaneous tools (knives mechanical fingers, in-
spection mirrors), equipment (gloves, ;goggles, hard hats), and
safety rules.

Chapter describes pneumatic and electrically powered -tools. Drills,
sanders, grinders and scalers are some othe tools discussed.

Certain tools are especially useful for measur purposes. For this
reason, rules, tapes; calipers, micrometers squares, together. with
technique's for using them are placed in Chapter, 3.

Although fasteners are notproperly classified as tools, they aroused
extensively with tools. Chapter 4 describes such fasteners as bolts,
cotter pins; 'nails, nuts, rivets, screws, special speed fasteners (Dzus
and Cannon types), and several methods for safetying some of these
components _. w _

Chapter 5 diseusses abrasive wheels and methods for grinding-and
chisels, drills, -punches,

Metal operations using the chisel; drill, reamer and several
and snips.

typei of thread cutters are described .in Chapter 6.
The final discribesritie elliiiirourta-Skr the rtiident may. en-

counter. These include bending and - flaring tubing, removing broken
bolts, studs and taps, stripping insulated wire, and several soldering
techniques and lubrication procedures.

As one of the Navy Training Manuals, this book was prepared by the
Training Publications Division,Naval Personnel Program Support Activ-
ity, Washington, D.C., for the Bureau of Naval Personnel.

Special assistance has been rendered by various Navy personnel spe-,
daily cognizant of the, handtools and portable power tools used, and the
work operations in which they are chiefly'employed.

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON' D.C. : 1971

,

Stock Ordering No.
0500-029-0010
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THE UNITED STATES NAVY

GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY
The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining control of the sea
and is a ready force on watch at home and overseas, capable of strong
action to preserve the peace or of instant offensive action to win in war.

It is upon the, maintenance of this control that our country's glorious
future depends; the United States Navy exists to make it so.

WE SERVE.WITH HONOR

Tradition, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. To
these may be added dedication, discipline, and vigilance as the watchwords
of the present and the future.

At home or on distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the respect
of our country, our shipmates, and our families,

Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us.

Unties to God and Country is our special privilege. We Wu with honor.

THE.FUTURE OF THE NAVY

The Navy will .always employ new weapons, new techniques, and
greater power to protect and defend the United States on the sea, under
the see, and in the air.

Now and. in the future, control of the sea gives the United States her
greatest advantage for the maintenance of puce and for victory in war.

Mobility. surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of
the new Navy. The roots of the Navy lie in a strong belief in the °

future, in continued dedication to our tasks, and in reflection on 'our
heritage from the past.

Meyer have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater.

9s4
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SUGGESTIONS FOR USING THIS BOOK

Many people do not know how to study. The following suggestions
might improVe your study habits and enable you tolearn more from this
book.

Not up a regular study plan. It will probably be easier for you to stick
to a schedule if you can plan to study at the same time each day. If
Pneeible,-echedule_yogr stud_ Bing for a time of day when you will not
have too many interruptioris or distractions.
Befoie you begin to study any part of the training manual intensively,
become familiar with the entire book. Read the preface and the table
of contents. Check through the index. Thumb through the book with:
out any particular plan, looking at the illustrations and reading bits
here and there as you see things that interest you.
Look at the training manual in-more detail,to see how it is' organized.
Look at the table of contents again. Then, chapter by chapter, read
the introduction, the headings, and the subheadings. This will give you
a pretty clear picture of the scope and content of the book. As you
look through the hook in this -way, ask yourself some questions: What
do I need to learn about this? What do I already know about this?
How is this information related to information given'in other chap-
ters? How is this information related to the qualifications for ad-'
vancement in rating?
When you have a general -idea of what is in the training manual and
how it is organized, fill in the details by intensive study. In each

. study period,. try to cover a complete unitit may be a chapter, a
, section. of a chapter, or a subsection. The amount of material that

you can cover at one time will vary. if you know the subject well, or
if the material is easy, you can cover quite a lot at one time. Diffi-
cult or unfamiliar. material will require more study time.
In studying any one unit chapter,, or subsectionwrite down
the questions that occur to you. kany-tieople find it helpful to -make a
written outline of the unit as they study, or at least to write down'the
most important ideas.
As -you study, relate the information in the training manual to the
knowledge you already have. When you read ab'Out a process, a skill,
or a situation, try to see how this information ties in with your own
past experience.
When you have finished studying a unit, take time out to see what you
have learned. Look back over your notes and questions. Maybe some'
of your questions have beeri answered, but perhaps you still have some
that are not answered. Ask one of your senior petty officers or ship-
mates for assistance. Without looking at the training manual, write
down the main ideas that you have gotten from studying this unit.
Don't just quote the book. If you can't give these ideas in your own
words, the chances are that you have not really mastered the
information.

, Think of -YOUR future as you study Navy Training Manuals. You are
working for advancement to third claps or second class right now, but
someday you will be working toward higher rates. Anything extra that
you can learn now will help you both now and later.



If you desire information .ibout a specific tool or operation, simply
refer to the index at the alphabetical end of the book and then turn to
the pages to which you are directed-by that index.

Alwiiis keep in mind that a knowledge of the tools and their funda-
mental uses islhe preliminary step in mastering the basic handtool
skills. The next step is careful practice until you have mastered the
'various skills involved. The end result must be that you become capi-
ble of performing required operations, and of meeting the standards es-
tablished in your rating qualifications. To accomplish this final result,
you must first STUDY the tools and skills;. then, you must PRACTICE
the skills; and finally, you must DEMONSTRATE the skills.
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CHAPTER 1

COMMON HANDTOOLS

- Tools are designed to make a job easier and
enable you to work more efficiently. Tools are
a craftsman's best friend. (A craftsman is a
master-of any one of a number of trades such
as amachinist, carpenter, hull technician,
builder, or steelworker.) ` If the tools_ are not
used properly or cared for, their advantages"
Will be 'lost. Without them a craftsman Is as
Willie's as he would be without his eyes. In
fact, he would be more helpless, for a blind
mechanic or craftsman skilled in the use of
good tools and having them available, can do
more than the most expert mechanic. without
tools.

Regardless of the type of Work to be done, a
craftsman must have, choose, and use the cor-
rect tools in order to do his work quickly, ac-
curately, and safely. Without the proper tools
and the knowledge of bow to use them, he Wastes.

.time, reduces his efficiency, and may even in- .

jure himself. This chapter explains the spe-
Cific purposes, correct. use, and proper care of
the more common tools you may encounter in
your jiavy career.

THE MOST VALUABLE TOOLS
IN THE WORLD

What would you pay for THE MOST VALU-
ABLE TOOLS IN THE WORLD? These tools
can help you grip, grasp, push, .twist and help
you operate equipment. Furthermore, these re-
markable tools can .distinguish temperature
variations and are sensitive to touch. It is im-
possible to purchase such tools .. . they are
your HANDS.

These fabulous tools are subject to injury by
being caught-in machines, crushed by objects,
or cut by.a variety of sharp edged tools such as
chisels, knives, or saws. Additionally, your

can be damaged by being burnt, frac-
tured 'o sprained unless you are always alert.

Why? Becauie they cannot THLNK for them-
selves. PROTECT 'THEM. They are invalu-
able. KEEP ALERT while you work.. THINK as
you work., THINK before you make adjustments
to machinery. Has "the electric power been

1

Gig

turned off? Are the required guards on the ma-
chinery? Is the object on which you are going
to work properly secured and clamped?

Protect your hands from injury as directed
by the applicable safety instructions whenever
you use tools. You will be working under se-
vere handicaps -without the full use of both
hands. Make it a habit to FOLLOW ALL _

SAFETY _RULES.

TEN COMMANDMENTS

Obey the ten commandments of safety:
1. LEARN the safe way to do your job be-

fore you start.
2. THINK Safety, and ACT safety at all

3. OBEY safety rules and regulationsthey
are for your protection.

4.- WEAR° proper clothing and protective
equipment.

5. CONDUCT yourself properly at all
timeshorseplay is prohibited.

6. OPERATE only the equipment you are
authorized to use.

7. INSPECT tools and equipment for safe
condition before 'starting work.

8. ADVISE your superior promptly of any
'Unsafe conditions or practice.

9. REPORT any injury immediately to your
superior.

10. SUPPORT your safety program and take
an active part in safety meetings. -

In addition tothe above, there are other good
tool habits which will help you perform your
work more efficiently as well as safely.

TOOL HABITS

"A place for everything and everything in its
place" is just common sense.- You can't do an
efficient, fast repair job if you have to stop and
look around for each tool you need. The follow-
ing rules, if followed,will make your job easier
for you.
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KEEP EACH TOOL IN ITS PROPER STOW-
AGE PLACE.-A tool is useless if you .cannot
find it. If you return each tool to its proper
place, you'll know where it is the next time you
need it.

KEEPYOUR TOOLS IN GOODCONDITION.4
Protect them .from rusts nicks, burrs, and
breakage. -

KEEP YOUR TOOL ALLOWANCE COM-
PLETE.-If 'you are issued a tool box (fig. 1-1),
each tool should be placed in it when not in use.
U possible, the box should be locked and stored
in a designated area. Note: Never leave the
handbox adrift where it could become a missile
and cause injury to personnel. An inventory list
retained in the box and checked after each job
will help you keep track of your tools.'

USE EACH TOOL ONLY ON THE JOB FOR
WHICH IT WAS DESIGNED.-df you use the
wrong tool to make an adjustment, the results
will probably' be unsatisfactory. For example,
if you use a socket wrench that's a trifle too
big, you'll round off the corners of the wrench

4 or nut. If this rounded wrench or nut is not re=
placed immediately the safety of your ship may
be jeopardized in an eminency. Does this

4' Sound exaggerated? Remember!. .. for want of
a nail, a kingdom was lost.

KEEP YOUR TOOLS WITHIN EASY REACH
AND WHERE THEY CANNOT FALL ON THE
FLOOR OR MACHINERY.-Aioid placing tools
anywhere above machinery or electrical appa-
ratus. .Serious damage will result if the tool
falls into the machinery after the equipment is
energized.

NEVER USE DAMAGED TOOLS.-A bat-
tered screwdriver may slip and spoil the screw
slat, damage other parts, or cause painful
injury.. A gage strained out-of shape will result
in inaccurate measurements.

Remember,-the- efficiency-of -a-craftsman
and the tools he uses are determined to a great
extent by the way he keeps his tools. Likewise,
he is frequently Judged by the manner in which
he handles and cares for them. Anyone watch-
ing a skilled craftsman at his work notices the
care and precision with which he uses the tools
of his trade.
. The care of hand tools, should follow the
same pattern as for personal articles; that is,
alwayskeep hand tools clean and free from dirt,
grease, and foreign matter. After use, return
tools promptly to their proper place in the tool-
box; Improve your own efficiency by organizing
your tools .so that those used most frequently
can be reached easily without digging through
the entire conteuts'of the box. Avoid accumu-
lating unnecessary junk.

t
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Figure 1-1.-Standard Navy toolbox.
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Figure 1-2.-Hammers, mallets and sledges.
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STRIKING TOOLS

Hamaiers, mallets, and sledges are used to
apply a striking force. The' ool you select (fig.
1-2) will depend upon the intended application.

HAMMERS

A toolkit for nearly every rating in the Navy
would not be complete without at least one ham-
mer. In most cases, two or three are included
since they are designated according to weight
(without the handle) and style or shape. The
shape (fig. 1-2) will vary according to the in-
tended work; The carpenter's hammer is de-
signed for one purpose while the machinist's

. hammer has other priMary functions.

4, Carpenter's Hammer

The pr imary use of the carpenter's hammer
is to drive or draw (pull) nails. Note the names
of the various -parts of the hammer shown in
figure 1-2. The carpenter's hammer has either
a curved or straight claw. The face may be
either bell-faced or plain-faced, and the handle
may be made of wood or steel. The carpenter's
hammer generally used in the Navy has a
curved claw, bell face, and wooden handle.

Machinist's Hamt$4mer

Machinist's hammers are mostly used by
people who work with metal or around machin-
ery. These haMmers are distinguished from
carpenter hammers by a variable-shaped peen,
rather than a claw; at the opposite end of the
face (fig. 1-2). The ball-peen hammer is prob-
ably most familiar ,to you.

The ball-peen hammer, as its name im-
plies, has a ball which is smaller in diameter
than the face. It is therefore, useful for striking
areas 'that are too small for the face to enter.

Ball-peen hammers are made. in different°
weights, usually 4, 6, 8, and 12 ounces and 1,
1 1/2, and 2 pounds. For most work a 1 1/2-
pound and a- 12-ounce hammer will suffice.
However, a.4- or 6-ounce hapuner will often be
used for light work such as tapping a punch to
cut gaskets out of sheet gasket material.

Machinist's hammers maybe further divided
into hard-face and soft-face classifications.
The hard Paced hammer is made of forged tool
steel while the soft-faced hammers have a head
made from brass, lead, or a tightly rolled strip

of rawhide. Plastic-tipped hammers, or solid
plastic with a lead core for added weight, are
becoming increasingly popular.

Soft-faced hammers, (fig. 1-2) should be
used when there is danger of damaging the sur-
face of the work, as when poynding on a ma-
chined surface. Most soft - faced hammers have
heads that can be replaced as the need arises.
Lead-faced hammers, for instance, quickly be-
come battered and must be replaced, but have

° the advantage of striking a solid; heavy nonre-
bounding blow that is ugeful for such jobs as
driving shafts into or out of tight holes. If a
soft-faced hammer is not available, the surface
to be hammered may-be protected by covering
it with a piece of soft brass, copper, or hard
wood.

Using Hammers

Simple as the hammer- is, there is a right
and wrong way of using it. (See fig. 1 -3.). The
most common fault is holding the handle too
close to the head. This is known as choking the

3

5.5.1(44A)
Figure 1 -3. Right and wrong way to use a

ball-peen hammer.
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hammer, and reduces the force of the blow. It
also makei it harder to hold the head in an up-
right position. Except for light blows, hold the
handle clomp to the .end to Increase the lever
arrR. and ptoduce a morcieffectiie blow. Hold
thevhandle With the fingers underneath and the
thumb along side or on top of the handle. The
thumb should rest on the handle and never over
lap the fingers. Try to hit the object with the
full force of the hammer. Hold the hammer at
such an,ingle that the face of the hammer and
the surface of the object being hitwill be paral-
lel. This distributes the force of the blow over
the full, face and prevents damage to both the
surface being struckand the face of thehammer.

MALLETS AND .SLEDGES

The ,mallat is a short - handled tool used to
drive wooden-handled chisels, 'gouges, wooden
pins, or form or 164 sheet metal where hard-
faced hammers would mar or injure the finished
work. Mallet heads are made from--soft ma-
terial, usually wood, rawhide, or rubber. For
example, a rubber-faced mallet is used for
knocking out dents in an automobile. It is .
cylindrically shaped with two flat driving faces
that are reinforced with iron bands. (See fig..
1.2.) Never use a mallet to drive nails, screws,
or any object that may cause damage to the
face.

The sledge is a steel headed, heavy duty
driving tool that can be used for a number of
purposes. Short-handled sledgerare used to'
drive bolts, driftpins, and large nails, and to
strike cold chisels and -small hand rock drills.
Long/handled sledges are used to break rock
and concrete, to' drive spikes, bolts, or stakes,
and to-strike rock drills and chisels.

5.5(44B)B
Figure 1-4.Handle expanded

. in 'hammer head by wedges.
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The head of a sledge is generally made of a
high carbon steel and may weigh from 6 is) 16
lb. The shape of the head will vary according
to the job for which the sledge is designed. --
MAINTENANCE OF
STRIKING TOOLS

Hammers; Sledges, or mallets should be
cleaned and repaired if necessary before -they-
are stored. Before using, ensure that the faces
are free from oil. or other material that would
cause the tool to glance off nails, spikes, or
stakes. The heads should be dressed to re.
move any battered edges.

Never leave a wooden or rawhide mallet in
the sun, as it will dry out and may cause 'the
head to crack. A light film of oil should be left
on the mallet to maintain a little moisture lathe
head. .

The hammer handle should always be tight,
in the head. If it is loose the head may fly off
and cause an injury: The eye or hole do the
hammer head is made with a slight caper in
both directions from the center. After the
handle, which is tapered to fit the eye, is in-
serted in the head, a steel or wooden wedge As
driven into the end of the handle that is inserted
into the .head. This wedge expands the handle
and. causes it to fill the opposite taper in the
eye. Thus the handle is wedged in both direc-
tions as shown in figure 1-4. U the wedge
startg to come out, it should be driven inagain
to tighten the handle. U the wedge comes out,
replace it before continuing to use the hammer.
If you cannot get another wedge right away, you
may file one out of a piece of flat steel, or cut

OPEN - END
WRENCH

15°, .

DISTANCE ACROSS
FLATS

s1SO RIGHT ANGLE
WRENCH

1.16.1
Figure 1-5.Open-end wrenches.
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one from s portidn of the tang of a wornout file.
The tang is the end of the file that fits into the
handy;.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Hammers are dangerous tools when used
carelessly and witIt consideration. Practice
will help you learn to use a hammer properly.

Some ipliforts.nt things to remember when
using a hammer or mallet follow:

Do not use a hammer handle for bumping
parts in assembly, use it as a pry
bar. SUch abuses will i se the handle to split,
and a iplit handle produie bad cuts or.
pincles. When a handle spine or cracks, do not
try to repair it by binding with-string or wire.
REPLACE. IT. . .

Make sure the handle fits tightly on the
head. , \

Do not strike a hardened steel surface
with a steel hammer. Small pieces of steel may
break off and injure someone in the eye or dam-
age the work. However, it is permissible to
strike a pin& or chisel directly with the ball-
peen hammer because the steel in the heads of
punch'', and chisels is slightly softer than that
of the hammerhead.

TURNING TOOLS (WRENCHES)

A wrench is a basic tool that is used to exert
a twisting force on bolt heads, nuts, studs and
pipes. The specialawrenches designed to do
certain. jobs are, in most cases, variations of
the basic wrenches that will be described in this
section.

Some ratings will naturally have more use
for wrenches in doing their jobs than Other rat=
ings; however, practically all ratings, including
clerical, win have °cession, from time to time,
-to use wrenches. It is necessary, therefore,
that all hands have a basic understanding of the
description and uses of wrenches.

The best wrenches are made of chrome va-
nadium steel. Wrenches made of this material
are light in weight and almost unbreakable.,
This is an expensive material, however, so the
most common wrenches found in the Wavy are
'made of forged carbon steel or molybdenum
steel. These latter materials make good
wrenches but they are generally, built a- little
heavier and bulkier in order to achieve the
same degree of strength as chrome vanadium
steel.

5

The size of any wrench used on boltyffeads
or nuts is determined by the size otilie6pening
between the jaws of the wrench. The opening of
a wrench is manufactured slightly larger than
the bolt head or nut that it is designed to fit.
Hex=nuts (six sided) and other .lypes- of nut or
bolt heads are measured across opposite flats
(fig. 1-5). A -wiench that is designed to fit a
3/8-inch nut or bolt usually has a clearance.of
from 5 to 8 thousandths of an inch. This clear-
ance allows the wrench to slide on andoff the
nut or bolt with a minimum of "play." If the
wrench is too large, the points of the nut or
bolt head will be rounded and destroyed.
. There are many types of wrenches. Each
type is designed for a specific use. Let's dis-
cuss some of them.

OPEN -END WRENCHES

Solid, nonadjustable wrenches with open-
ings in one or both ends are called. open-end

'wrenches. (See fig. 1-5.) Usually come in
sets of from 6 to 10 wrenches with ibises rang-
ing froin 5/16 to 1 inch. Wrenches with small
openings are usually shorter than wrenches
with large openings. This proportions the lever
advantage of the wrench to the bolt or stud and
helps preventwrench breakage or damage to the
bolt or. stud. One exception exists.

Aircraft today are built in a very compact
manner; and generally, many of the hydraulic

1.16(44B)A
Figure 1-6.Hydraulic wrenches.
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a

A

1. WRENCH, WITH Q?ENING SLOPING TO THE LEFT, ABOUT TO
BE PLACEIV T.

AND READY TO TIGHTEN NUT. NOTE
NGING THE WRENCH IS LIMITED.

MOVED CLOCKWISE TO TIGHTEN THE
RIKES THE CASTING WHICH PREVENTS

MENT.

2. WRENCH PO fioi41
THAT SP ft'

3. WRENCH
NUT
FURT

4. WRENC1416-/(6440VEDFROM NUT AND,TURNED COUNTER .
CLOCKWISE TO BE PLACE0 OH THE mi. SET OF FLATS

-ON NUT. BUT CORNER OF CASTING PREVENTS WRENCH fr-zt

FROM.FITTING ONTO THE NUT.

5. WRENCH IS BEING-FLOPPED OVER SO THAT WRENCH
OPENING WILL 41.0PE TO THE RIGHT.

6. IN THIS FLOPPED"POSITION, THE WRENCHWILL FIT THE
NEXT TWO FLATS ON THE NUT.

7. WRENCH NOW IS PULLED CLOCKWISE:TO FURTHER
TIGHTEN NUT UNTIL WRENCH AGAIN STRIKES CASTING.
BY REPEATING THE FLOPPING PROCEDURE, TH4 NUT
CAN BE TURNED UNTIL IT IS TIGHT.

Figurer-1-T.Use of.open7end-wrench.-
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installations ars in_close spao.e_s. During cer-
tain phases of hydraulic maintenance it may be
impossible to swing an ordinary wrench due to
its length. Ordinary wrenchesthat are normally,
available increase in length as their size in-
creases. Thus, when a large size wrench is
needed, the length of the 'Wench sometimes
prevents its use, duo to the space available .to
swing the wrench.- The Bonney wrench shown
in figure 1-6, is an open-end wrench that may

'be.used to great advantage, due, to its thickness'
and short length. This wrench is normally pro-
cured in the larger sizes, although it is avail-
able in a range of sizes to fit all 'aircraft hy-
draulic fittings. -

- Open-end wrenches may haute their jaws
paiallel to the handle or at angles anywhere up
to 90 degrees. The avenge angle is 15 degrees
(fig. 1-5). This angular displacement variation

-permits selection of a wrench suited for places
where there is room to make only a park_of a
complete turn of a and or bolt. If the wrench
is turned over/after the first swing, it will fit
on the same flats and turn Itie nut farther.
After two swings on the wrench, the mit is
turned far enough so that a new set of flats are
in position for the wrench as shown in figure
1 -It.

Handles are usually straight, hit may be
caved. Those with curved handles are called
3-wrenches. Other open-end wrenches may
have offset handles. This allows the head to
reach nut or bolt heads that are sunk below the
surface.

BOX WRENCHES

Boi wrenches (fig. L-9) are safer than open-
end wrenches since there is less likelihood they
will slip off the work. They complete:4 sur-
round .orbox a nut or bolt head.

The most frequently used box wrench has 12
points or notches arranged in a circle in the
head and can be used with a minimum swing
angle of 30 degrees. 'Six-. and eight point
wrenches are used for heavy, 12 for medium,
and 16 for light duty-only.

*.

1.16.2
Figure 1 -8. 12 -pointbox-endwrench.

One advantage of the 12 point construction is
the thin wall. It is more suitable for turning
nuts which are hard to get at with an open-end
wrench. Another advantage is that the wrench
will operate'between Obstructions where the
space for handle swing is limited. A very short
swing of the handle will turn the nut far enough
to allow the wrench to be lifted and the next set
of points fitted to the corners of the nut.

One disadvantage of the box -end wrench is
the lois of time which occurs wheniver a
craftsman has to lift the wrench off and place it
back onthenut in another position in case there
is insufficient clearance to spin the wrench in
a full circle.

COMBINATION WRENCH

After a tight nut is broken loose, it can be
unscrewed much more quickly with an open-end
wrench than with a box-wrench. This is where
a combination box-open end wrench (fig. 1-9)
comes in handy. You can use the box-end for
breaking nuts- loose or for snugging them down,
and the open-end for faster turning.

The box:-end portionrof the wrench can be
designed with an offset in the handle. Notice in
figure 1-9, holy', the 15- degree- offset allows
clearance over nearby parts:

The correct use of open-end and box-end
wrenches can be summed up in a few simple
rules, most important. of which is to be sure
that the wrench properly fits the nut or bolt
'head.

When, you have to. pull hard on the wrench,
as in loosening a tight -nut, make sure the
wrench is seated squarely- on the flats of the
nut.

PULL on the wrench DO NOT PUSH. Push-
ing a wrench is a good way to skin your
knuckles if the wrench slips'or the nut- breaks
loose unexpectedly. If it is impossible to pull,

1.16.3(44B)
Figure 1-9.Combination wrench.
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44.3(44B)
Figure 1- 10. Socket set components.

The best way to tighten a nut is to turn it until
the wrench has a-firm, solid "feel." This will
turn the nut to. proper tightness without_ strip-
ping the threads or twisting off the bolt. This
"feel" is developed by experience alone. Prac-
tice untU you have mastered the "feel."

Drive end

44.4
Fleur*. 1-11.-13 -point sockets.

the wrench, and you must push, do it with the
palm of your hand and hold your palm open,

Only actual' practice will tell you if you are
Wing the right amount of force on the wrench.

8

SOCKET WRENCH

The socket wrench is one of the most verta::'
tile wrenches in the toolbox. Basically; it con-
sists of a handle and a socket type wrenchwhich
can be attached to the handle.

The "SPintite? wrench shown in figure 1.10,
is a special type of socket wreUch.,ft has a hol-
low shaft to accommodate a bolt protruding
through a nvIthas a hexagonal head, and is used
like a screwdriver. It is supplied in small
sizes only and is useful for assembly and elec-
trical work. When used for the latter purpose,
it must have an insulated handle.

A complete socket wrench set consists of sev-
eral types of handles along with bar extensions,
adapters, and a variety of sockets-(fig. 1-10).

0
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Sockets

A socket (fig. 1-11) has a square opening cut
in one end to fit a square drive lugon a detach-
able handle. In the other end of the socket is a
6 -point or 12-point opening very much like the
opening in the box end wrench. The 12-point
socket needs to be swung only half as far as the
8-point 'socket before it has to be lifted and
fitted on the nut for a new grip. It can there-
fore be used in closer quarters where there is
less. room to move the handle. (A ratchet
handle eliminates the necessity of lifting the
socket and refitting it on the nut again and
again.

Sockets are classified for size according to
two factors. One is the size of the square open-
ing, which fits on the square drive lug of the
handle. This size is known as the drive size.
The other isthe size of the opening in the oppo-
site end, which fits the nut or bolt. The stand-
ard toolbox can be outfitted with sockets having
1/4-, 3/8-, and 1/2-inch-square drive lugs.
Larger sets are usually available in the tool-
room for, temporary checkout. The openings
that fit onto the bolt or nut are usually gradu-
ated in 1/16 -inch sizes. Sockets are also made
in deep lengths to fit over spark plugs and long
bolt ends.

Socket Handles

There are four types of handles used with
these sockets. (See fig. 1 =10.) Each type has
special advantages, and the experienced worker
chooses the one beet suited for the job at hand.
The square driving lug on the socket wrench
handles has a sprilig-loaded ball that fits into a
recess-in the socket receptacle. This mated
ball-recess feature keeps the socket engaged
with the drive lug during normal usage. A
alight pull on the socket, however, disassembles
the connection.

RATCHET.The ratchet handle has a re-
versing lever which operates a pawl (or dog)
inside the head of the tool. Pulling the handle
in one direction causes the pawl to engage in
the ratchet teeth and turn the socket. Moving
the handle in the opposite direction causes the
pawl to slide over the teeth, permitting the
handle to back up without moving the socket.
This allows rapid turning of the nut or bolt
after each partial turn of the handle. With the
reversing lever in one position, the handle can

9
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be used for tightening. In the other position, it
can be used for loosening.

HINGED HANDLE. The -hinged handle is
also very convenient. To loosen tight nuts,
swing the handle at right angles to the socket.
This gives the greatespossible leverage. After
loosening the nut to the point where it turns
easily, move the handle into the vertical posi-
tion and then turn the handle with the fingers.

SLIDING T-BAR HANDLE.When using the
sliding bar or T-handle, the head can be posi-
tioned anywhere along the sliding bar. Select
the position which is needed for the job at hand.

SPEED HANDLE .The speed handle is
worked like the wood-worker's brace. After the
nuts are first loosened with the sliding bar han-
dle or the ratchet handle, the speed handle can
be. used to remove the nuts more quickly. In
many instances the speed handle is not strong
enough to be used for breaking loose or tighten-
ing the nut. The speed socket wrench should be
used carefully to avoiddamagingthe nut threads.

Accessories

To complete the socket wrench set, there
are several accessory items. Extension bars
of different lengths are made to extend the dis-
tance from the socket to the handle. A univer-
sal joint allows the nut to be turned with the
wrench handle at an angle. Universal sockets
are also available. The use of universal joints,
tar extensions, and universal sockets in com-
bination with appropriate handles makes it pos-
sible to form a varft0 of tools that will reach
otherwise inaccessible nuts and bolts. ;

Another accessoryltem is an adapter which
allows you to use a handle having one size of
drive and a socket having a different size drive.
For example, a 3/8- by 1/4-inch adapter makes
it possible to turn all 1/4 -inch square drive
sockets with any 3/8-inch-square drive handle.

TORQUE WRENCHES

There are times when, for engineering rea-
sons, a definite force must be applied to a nut
or bolt head. In such cases a torque wrench
must be used. For example, equal force Must
be applied to all -the head bolts of an engine.
Otherwise, one bolt may bear the brunt of the
force of internal combustion and ultimately
cause engine failure.

6
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Figure 1-12.Torque wrenches.

Dial Indicating torque wrenches, the torque is
read visually on a dial or scale mounted on the
handle of the wrench.

To use the Micrometer Setting type, unlock
the grip and adjust the handle to the desired
setting on the micrometer- type scale, then re-
lock the grip. Install the required -socket or
adapter to the square drive of the.handle. Place
the wrench assembly on the nut or bolt and pull
in a clockwise_ direction with a -smooth, steady
motion. (A fast or jerky motion will result in
an improperly torqued unit.) When the torque
applied reachei the torque value, which is
cittedon the handle setting, a signal mechanism
Will automatically issue an audible click, and
the handle will release or "break," and move
freely for a short distance. The release and
free travel- is easily felt, so_ there is no doubt
about when the torquing process is complete.

Manufacturers' and technical' manuals gen-
erally specify the amount of torque to be

-applied. To assure getting the correct amount
of torque on the fasteners, it is important that
the wrench be used properly in accordance with
manufacturers' instructions.

Use that torque wrench which will read about-
mid-range for the amount of torque to be ap-
plied. -BE SURE THAT THE TORQUE WRENCH
HAS BEEN CALIBRATED BEFORE YOU USE
IT. Remember, too, that the accuracy of torque-
measuring depends a lot on how the threads are
cut and the cleanliness of the threads. Make

MONKEY

THONG
SCREW
ADJUST

MENT

CRESCENT

44.6(44)B
Figure 1-13.Adjustable

wrenches.

The three most commonly used torque
wrenches are the Deflecting Beam, Dial In-
dicating, and Micrometer Setting types (fig.
1-12). When using the Deflecting Beam and the

KIrLECT910 RAM

5.9
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sure you inspect and clean the threads. If the
manufacturer specifies a thread lubricant, it
must be used to obtain the most accurate torque
reading: When using the Deflecting Beam or
Dial Indicating wrenches hold thetorque at the
desired value until the 4ading is steady.

Torquewrenches are delicate and expensive
tools. The following precautions should be ob-
served when using them:

1. When using the Micrometer Setting type,
do not move the setting handle below the lowest
torque. setting. However, it should be placed
at its lowest setting -prior to returning to
storage. *

2. Do not use the torque wrench to apply
greater amounts of torque than its rated
capacity.

3. -Do not use the torque wrench to break
loose bolts which have been previously tightened.

4, Do not drop the wrench. If dropped, the
accuracy will be affected.' .

5. Do not applya torque wrench to a me that
has been tightened. Back :off the nut one turn
with a non-torque wrench and retighten to the
correct torque with the indicating torque wrench.

8. Calibration intervals have been es-
tablished for all torque tools used in the Navy.
When a tool is calibrated bya qualified calibra-
tion activity at a shipyard, tender, or repair
ship, a label showing the next calibration due
date is attached to the handle: This date should
be checked before a torque tool is used to en-'
sure that it is not overdue for calibration.

ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES

A__handy all-round wrench that is generally
included in every toolbox is the adjustable

RIGHT WRONG

1.16.6(1)
Figure 1-14.Proper procedure for

pulling adjustable wrenches.
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open-end wrench. This wrench is not intended
to take the place of the regular _solid open -end
wrench. Additionally, it is not built for use on
extremely hard-to-turn items. Its usefulness
is achieved by being capable of fitting odd-
sized nuts. This flexibility is achieved although
one jaw of the adjustable open -end wrench is
fixed because the other jaw is moved along a
slide by a thumbscrew adjustment (fig. 1-13).
By turning the thumbscrew, the jaw opening
may be adjusted to fit various sizes of nuts.

Adjustable wrenches are available in vary-
ing sizes ranging from-4 to 24 inches in length.
-The size of the wrench selected for a particular
job is dependent upon the size of nut or belt
head to which the wrench, is to be ,applied. As
the jaw opening increases' the length of the
wrench increases.

Adjustable ter enches are often called
"knuckle busters," because mechanict fre-
quently suffer these consequences as. a result
of improper usage of these tools. To avoid ac-
cidents, follow four simple steps. First, choose
a wrench of the correct size that is,do not pick
a large 12-inch wrench and adjust the .jaw for
use on a 3/8-inch nut. This could result in a
broken bolt and a bloody hand. Second, be sure
the jaws of the correct size wrench are adjusted
to fit snugly on the nut. Third, position the
wrench around' the nut until the nut is all the
way into the throat of the jaws. If not used in
this manner, the result is ,apt to be as bloody
as before, Fourth, pull the handle toward the
side. hiving the adjustable jaw (fig. 1-14). This
will prevent the adjustable jaw from springing
open and slipping off the nut. 11` the location of
the work will not allow for all four steps to be
followed when using an adjustable wrench, then
select another type of wrenci for the job.

Pipe Wrench,(Stillson)

When rotating or holding round work an ad-
justable pipe wrench (Stinson) may be used (fig.
1-15). The movable jaw on a Me wrench is

44.6
Figure 1-15.Adjustable pipe wrench.
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44.7
Figure 1-180-Chain pipe wrench.

44.208
Figure 1- 17.-Strap wrench.

pivoted to permit a gipping action on the work.
This tool must be used with discretion, as the
jaws are serrated and always make marks on
the work unless adequate precautions are ob-
served. The jaws should be adjusted so the bite
on the work will be taken at about the center of
the jaws,

Chain Pipe Wrench

A diffeient type pipe wrench, used mostly on
large sizes of pipe, is the chain/pipe wrench
(fig. 1 -16). This tool works in one direction,
only, but can be backed partly around the work
and fresh hold taken without freeing the chain.
To reverse the operation the grip is taken on
the opposite side of the head. The head is

12

HOOK SPANNER

ADJUSTABLE HOOK SPANNER

PIN SPANNER

FACE PIN SPANNER

1.17:44.8
Figure 1-18:-General-purposi spanner.

wrenches.

double ended and can be reversedi when the teeth
on one end are worn out.

Strap Wrench

The strap wrench (fig. 1-17) is -similar to
the chain pipe wrench but uses a heavy web
strap in place of the chain. This wrench is
used for turning pipe or cylinders where you
do not want to mar the surface of the work. To
use this wrench, the webbed strap is placed

k
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1.17.1-.2
Figure 1-19.Allen and Bristol type

wrenches.

around the cylinder and passed through the slot
in the metal body of the wrench. The strap is
then .pulled up tight and as the mechanic turns
the wrench in the desired direction, the webbed
strap tightens further around the cylinder.
This gripping action causes the cylinder to
turn.

SPANNER WRENCHES ..

Many special nuts are made with notches cut
into their outer edge. For these nuts a hook
spanner (fig. 1-18) is required. This wrench
has a curved arm with a lug or hook on the end.
This lug fits into one of the notches of the nut
and the handle turned to loosen or tighten the
nut. This spanner may be made for just one
particular size of notched nut, or it may have a
hinged arm to adjust it to a range of sizes.

Another type of spanner is the pin spanner.
Pin spannershave a pin in place of a hook. This

I pin-fits into -a-hole in the outer part- of the-nut.
Face pin spanners are designed so that the

pins fit into holes in the face of the nut (fig.
1 -18).

When you use a spanner wrench, you must
ensure that-the-pins, lugs,-or hooks-make-firm
contact with the nut while the turning force is
transferred from the wrench to ,the nut. If this
is not don*, damage will result to either per-
sonnel, kids, or equipment..

SETSCREW WRENCHES
(ALLEN AND BRISTOL)

. In some places it is desirible to use re-
cessed heads on setscrews and capscrews. One
type (Allen) screw is used extensively on office
machines and in machine shops. The other
type (Bristol) is used infrequently.

13

STRAIGHT HAND SNIPS

CW- CIRCLE SNIPS

HAWKS -BILL DAPS

AVIATION SNIPS

44.10
Figure 1-20.Snip's.

Recessed head screws usually have a hex-
shaped (six-sided) recess. To remove or tighten
this type screw requires a special wrench that
will fit in the recess. This wrench is called an
Allen-type wrench. Allen-type wrenches are
made, fronyhexagonal L-shaped bars of tool
steel (fig. 1-19). They range in size up to 3/4
inch. When using the,Allen-type wrench make
sure you use the correct size to prevent round-
ing or spreading the head of the screw. A snug
fit within the recessed head of the screw is an
indication that you have the correct size.

The Bristol wrench is made from round
stock. It is also L-shaped4, but one end is fluted
tq, fit the flutes or little splines in the Bristol
sets "rew (fig. 1-19).

NONSPARICING WRENCHES

Nonsparking wrenches- are-wrenches that
will not cause sparks to be generated when
working with steel nuts and bolts. They are
generally made .from a copper alloy (bronze).
However, they may be made from other non-
sparking materials. . .

Nonsparkingwrenches musebe used in areas
where flammable niaterials are present. These
tools are used extensively when working around
gasoline- carrying vehicles and when working
around aircraft or explosives.
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/SAFETY RULES FOR WRENCHES

There are a few basic rules that you should
keep in Mind when- using wrenches. They are:

1. Always use a wrench that fits the nut
properly.

2. Keep wrenches clean and free from oil.
Otherwise they may slip, resulting in possible
serious injury to you or damage to the work.
. 3. Do not increase the leverage of a wrench
by placing a pipe over the handle. Increased
leverage may damage the wrench or the work.

4. Provide some sort of kit or case for all
wrenches. Return them, to it at the completion
of each job. This saves time and trouble and
facilitates selection' of tools for the next job.
Most important, it eliminates.the possibility of
leaving them where they can cause injury or
damage to men or equipment.

5. Determine which way a nut should be
turned before trying to loosen it. Most nuts are
turned counterclockwise for removal. This may
seem obvious, but even experienced men. have
been observed straining at the wrench in the
tightening'direction_ when theY wanted to loosen
it.

6. Learn to select 'your wrenches to fit the
type of work you are doing. If you are not fa-
miliar with these wrenches, make arrange-
ments to visit a shop that has most of them and
get acquainted.

METAL CUTTING TOOLS

There are many types of metal cutting tools
used by skilled mechanics of all ratings. As
you become better acquainted with your rating,

1 11.253X ,

Figure 1-21.Cutting an inside
hole with snips.

you will probably discover many tools that you
use for cutting metal that are not described in
this text. In this, text, only the basic hand
metal cutting tools will be considered.

SNIPS AND SHEARS

Snips and shears are used for cutting sheet
metal. and 'steel of various thicknesses and.
shapes. Normally, the heavier or thicker ma-
terials are cut by shiers.

One of the handiest tools for cutting light (up
to 1/16 inch thick) sheet metal 11 the hand snip
(tip snips). The STRAIGHT HAND SNIPS shown
in fig. 1-20 have blades that are straight and
cutting edges that are sharpened to an 85-degree
angle. Snips like this can be obtained in differ-
ent sizes ranging from the small 6-inch to the
large 14-inch snip. Tin-snips will also work on
slightly. heavier gages of soft metals such as
aluminum alloys.

Snips will not remove any metal when a cut ,
is 'made.. There is danger, though, of causing
minute metal fractures along the edges of the
metal-timing the shearing process. For this
reason, it is better. to cut just outside the lay-
out 'line. This procedure will allow you to
dress the cutting edge while keeping the mate-
riai within requirbd dimensions.

Cutting extremely heavrgap metal always.
presents the possibility Of springing the blades.
Once the blades are sprung,hand snips are-use-
less. When cutting heavy. material use the rear
portion of the blades. This procedure not only

14

11.252X
Figure 1-22.Cutting a disk out of

sheet metal.
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avoids the possibility of springing the blades
but also gives you greater cutting leverage.

Many snips have small serrations (notches)
on the 'cutting edges of the blades. These ser-
rations tend to prevent the snip's from slipping
backwards when a cut is being made. Although
this feature does make the actual cutting easier,
it mars the edges of the metal slightly. You
can remove these small cutting marks if you
allow proper clearance for dressing the metal
to size. There are many other types of hand
snips used for special jobs but the snips dis-
cussed here can be used for almost any com-
mon type of work.

Cutting Sheet Metal with Snips

It is hard to cut circles or small arcs with
straight snips. There are snips especially
designed for circular cutting. They are called
CIRCLE SNIPS, HAWKS-BILL SNIPS, TROJAN
SNIPS, and AVIATION SNIPS (fig. 1-20).

To cut large holetrin- the-lighter gages of
sheet metal, start the cut by punching or other-
wise making a hole in the center of the area to
be cut out. With an aviation snips, as shown in
figure 1-21, or some other narrow-bladed
snips, make a spiral cut from the starting hole
out toward the scribed Circle and continue cut-
ting until the scrap falls away.

To cut a disk in the lighter gages of sheet
metal, use a combination snips or a straight
b)dde snips as shown in figure 1-22. First,-cut
away any surplus material outside of the scribed
circle leaving only a narrow piece to be re-
moved by the final cut. Make the final cut just
outside of the layout line. This will permityou
to see the scribed line while you are cutting and
will cause the scrap to curl up below the blade
of the snips where itwill be out of the way while
the complete cut is being made.

Figure 1 -23. Bolt cutters.
44.12

98 :I

To make straight tuts, place the sheet metal
on a bench with the marked guideline over the

<,,edge of tne bench and hold the sheet down with
one hand. With the other hand hold the snips so
that the flat sides of the blades are at right
angles to -the surface of the work. It the blades
are not at right angles to the surface of the
work, the edges of the cut will be slightly bent
and burred. The bench edge will also act as a
guide when cutting with the snips. The snips
will force the scrap, metal down so that it does

. not interfere with cutting. Any of the hand snips
may be used fora straight cuts: When notches
are too narrow to be cut out with a pair of
snips, make the side 'cuts with the snips and cut
the base of 'the notch with a cold chisel.

Safety and Care.

Learn to use snips properly. They should
always be oiled and adjusted' to permit ease of
cutting and to produce a surface that is free
from burrs. If the blades bind, or if they are
too far apart, the snips shoidd be adjusted.

Never use'snips as screwdrivers, hammers,
or pry bars. They break easily.

Do not attempt to cut heavier materialls than
the snips are designed for. Never use tin snips
to cut hardened steel wire or other similar ob-
jects. Such use will dent or nick the cutting
edges of the blades.

Never toss snips in a toolbox where the cut-
ting edgea can come into contact with other
tools. This dulls the cutting edges and may
even break the blades.

When snips are not in use, hang them on
hooks or -lay them on an uncrowded shelf or

. bench.

15

ADJUSTABLE

1.19(44)
Figure 1-24.Hacksaws.
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ALTERNATE SET

RAKER SET

OCCECICJDOCOM131:17
WAVE SET

28.40(44)
Figure 1-25."Set" of hacksaw

blade teeth.

I4 TEETH PER INCH

FOR LARGE SECTIONS
OF MILD MATERIAL

24 TEETH. PER INCH

FOR ANGLE IRON, HEAVY
PIPE, BRASS, COPPER

___.

KEEP At LEAST V TEETH
TO AVOID THIS

18 TEETH PER INCH

FOR LARGE SECTIONS
OF TOUGH STEEL

32 TEETH' PER INCH

FOR THIN TUBING

44.167
Figure 1-26.Selecting the proper

hacksaw blade.

BOLT CUTTERS

Bolt cutters (fig. 1-23) are giant shears with
very short blades and long handles. The handles
are hinged at cue end. The cutters are at the
ends- of extensions which are jointed in such a
way that the inside joint is forced outwards
when the handles are closed, thus forcing the
cutting edges together with great force.

16
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44.168
Figure 1-27.Installing a

hacksaw blade.

11.4
Figure 1-28.Proper way to hold

a hacksaw.-

Bolt cutters are made in lengths of 18 to 36
inches. The larger ones will cut mild steel
bolts and rods up to 1/2 inch. The material to
be cut should be kept as far back ip the jaws as
possible. Never attempt to cut spring -wire or
other tempered metal with bolt cutters. This
will cause \the jaws to he sprung or nicked

Adjusting screws near the middle hinges
provide a means for ensuring that both jaws
move the same\ amount when the handles are
pressed together Keep the adjusting screws
just tight enough to ensure that the cutting
edges meet along their entire length when the
jaws are closed. The hinges should be kept well
oiled at all times.

9
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When using bolt cutters make sure your
fingers are clear of jaws and hinges. Take
cares that the bolt head or piece of rod cut off
does aot fly and injure you or someone else. If
the cutters are brought together rapidly, some-
times a belt-head or piece of rod being,cut off
will fly some distance.

Bolt cutters are fairly heavy, so make sure
that they are stored in a safe place where they
will not fall and injury!? someone.

HACKSAWS
7

Hacksaws are used to cut Metal that is too
heavy for snips or boltcutters. Thus, metal her
stock can be cut readily with hacksaws.

There are two parts to a hacksaw; the frame
and the blade. Common hacksaws have either
an adjustable or solid frame (fig. 1-24). Most
hacksaws found in the Navy are of the adjust-
able frame type. Adjustable frames can be.
made to hold blades from 8 to 16 inches long,
while those with solid trainee take only the
length 'blade .for which they are made: This
length is the distance between the two pins that
bold the blade in place.

Hacksawladei are madinf high-grade tool
steel, hardened and tempered. There are two-
types, the all -hard and the -flexible. All hard
blades are hardened throeghbut, whereas only
the teeth of the flexible. blades are hardened.
Hacksaw blades are about one=half inch wide,
have from 14 to 32 teeth per inch;and are from
8' to 16 inches long. The blades have a hole at
each end which hooks to a pin in the frame. All
hacksaw frames which hold the blades either
parallel or at right angles to the frame are
provided with a wingnut or screw to permit
tightening or removing the blade.

The SET in a saw refers to how much the
teeth are pushed out in.Opposite directicins from
the sides of the blade. The four different kind's
of .set are ALTERNATE set, DOUBLE ALTER-
NATE lot, RAKER set, and WAVE set. Three
of these are shown- in figure 1-25.

The teeth lathe alternate set are staggered,
one to the left and one to the right throughout
the length of the blade. On the double alternate
set blade, two adjoining teeth are staggered to
the right, two to the left, and so on. On the
raker it blade, every third tooth remains
straight and the other. two are set alternately.
On the wave (undulated) set blade,' short sec=
tions of teeth are bent in opposite directions.

O

O 9-5)r.

Using Hacksaws

The haiksaw is often Used improperly. Al-.
though it can be used with limited success by
an inexperienced man, a little thought and study
given to its proper use will result in faster and
better work and less dulling and breaking of
blades.

Good work with a hacksaw, depends not only
uOn the proper use of the saw, but"also upon .
the proper selection of the blades for the work a
to be done'. Figure 1-26 will help you select
the proper blade to use when sawing metal iith
a hacksaw. Coarse blades with fewer teeth per
inch cut faster and are less liable to choke up
wia chips. However, finer) blades with more
teeth per inch are necessary when thin sections
are being cut. The selection should be made so
that,as each tooth starts its cut,the toothahead
of it will still be cutting.

To make the cut, first install the blade' in the
hacksaw frame (fig. 1-27) so that the teeth point
away from the handle of the hacksaw. (Hand.
hacksaws cut on the push stroke.) Tighten the
wingnut so that: the blade is, definitely under
teneion. This helps make straight cuts.

Place the material to be. cut in a vise., A
-minimum of overhang will reduce vibration,
give a better cut, and lengthen the life of the
blade. Have the layout line outside of the vise
jaw so that the line is visible while you work.

The proper method of holding the hacksaw is
depicted in figure 1 -28,. See bow the index
finger of the right hand, pointed forward, aim.:
in guiding the frame. .

When cutting, let your body sway ahead and
back with each stroke. Apply pressure on the
forward stroke, which is the cutting stroke,
but not on the return stroke. From 40 to 50
strokes per minute is the usual speed. Long,
slow, steady strokes are preferred.

For long 'cuts (fig. 1-29) rotate the blade in
the frame -so that the length of the cut is not
limited by the depth of the frame. Hold the
work with-the:layout line Close to the vise jaws,
raising the work in the vise as the sawing
proceeds.

Saw thin metal as shoin in figure 1-30.
Notice the long angle at which the blade enters
the saw groove (kerf). This permits several
teeth to be cutting at the same time.

Metal which is too thin to be held, as shown
in figure 1-30, can be placed between blocks of
wood, as shown in figure 1-31. The wood pro-
vides support for several teeth as they are

17
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44.169
Figure 1-29.Making a long cut

near the edge of stock.

44.170
Figure 1-30.Cu tting thin metal

with a hacksaw.

eating. Without the wood, as-shown at Bin fig-
ure 1-31, teeth will' be broken due to excessive
vibration of the stock and because individual
teeth hrieto absorb the full power of the stroke.

Cut thin metal with layout lines .on the face
by using a piece of wood behind it (fig. 1-32).
Hold the wood and the metal in the jaws of the
vise, using a C-clamp when necessary. The
wood block helps support the blade mid pro-
duces a smoother cut. Using the wood only in
back of the metal permits the layout lines to be
seem

Toremove atiozen nut with a hacksaw, saw
into the nut 'as shown in ftgute 1-33, starting_

the blade close to the threads on the bolt or stud
parallel to one face of the nut as shown in

Ague 1-33A. Saw parallel to the bolt until the
teeth of the blade almost reach the lockwasher.
Lockiasbers are hard and will ruin hacksaw
blade's; so do not try to saw them. Figure 1-33B
shows when to stop sawing. Then, with a cold
chisel and hammer, remove this one side of the
nut completely by opening the saw kerf. Put an
*dilatable wrench across this new flat and the
one opposite,and again try to remove the frozen
nut. Since very little original metal remains

18
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44.171
. Figure 1-31.Cutting thin metal

between two wooden blocks.

curnw aeon `Pk

moose 'Lock

44.172
Figure 1-32.Cutting thin metal using

wood block with layout lines.
.

on this one side of the nut, the nut will either
give or break away entirely and permit its
removal.

To saw a wide kerf in the head of a cap screw
or machine bolt, fit the hand hacksaw frame
with two blades side by side, and with teeth
lined up In the same direction. With slaw,
steady strokes, saw the slot approximately one-
third the-thickness of the head of the cap screw
as shown in figure 1 -34. Such allot will per-
mit subsequent holdingor turning with a screw-
driver when it is impossible, due to close
quarters, to use a wrench.

Hacksaw Safety

The main danger in using hacksaws is injury
to your hand if the blade breaks. The blade
will break if too* much pressure is applied,when
the saw is twisted, when the cutting speed is
too fast,or when the blade becomes loose in the
frame. Additionally, if the work is not tight in
the vise, it will sometimes slip, twisting the
blade enough to break it.
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44.174
'Figure 1-33.Reno;ing a frozen

nut With a' hacksaw: ; .

639

t 44.173
Figure 1-34:Cutting a wide ken in

the head of s capscrew or bolt.

ROO SAW WOE

ONtssommotwatotanommeassmatomemsamorwtsittmwomms.........moste

MAIRNPICO PORTION OF SLADE

ROD SAWS

curTemrssoitetl FILL

29.15(44B)X
Figure 1-35.Rod Saw and operations.

An improvement in industrial technology
provides us with a tool that'' an cut material an
ordinary hacksaw can't even scratch.' The rod
saw (fig. 1-35) acts like a diamond in its capa-
bility of cutting hard metals and materials such
as stainless steel, Inconel, titanium, and carbon
phenolics.

The rod saw cuts through material by means
of hundreds of tungsten-carbide particles per-
manently bonded to the rod (see magnified por-
tion of fig. 1-35). The rod saw cuts through
stainless steel and files with ease.
.'. A unique feature of this saw is its. capability

of cutting on the forward and reverse strokes.

CHISELS

Chisiels are tool; that can be used for chip-
ping or cutting metal. They will cut any metal

softer than the materials of which they

0

are made. Chisels are made from a good grade
tool steel and have a hardened cutting edge azd
beveled head. Cold chisels are classified ac-
cording to the shape of their points, and the
width of the cutting edge denotei their size. The
most common shapes of chisels are flat (cold
chisel), cape, round nose, and diamond point
(fig. 1 -36).

The type chisel most commonly used is the
flat cold chisel, which serves 43 cut rivets,
split nuts, chip castings, and t thin metal
sheets. The cape chisel is used for special
jobs like cutting keyways, narrow grooves and
square corners. Round-nose chisels make

sand

grooves and chip, inside corners with a
- fillet. Finally, the diamOnd-Point is used for

culling V- grooves and sharp corners.
As with other tools there is a correct tech-

nique for using a chisel. Select a chisel that is
large enough for the job. Re sure to use a ham-
mer that matches the chisel; that is, the larger
the chisel, ,the heivier the hammer. A heavy

19
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COiD CHISEL

CAPE CHISEL

HALF ROUND CHISEL

DIANONO POINT CHISEL

ROUND NOSE CHISEL

29.911
Figure 1=38.Types of points on

metal cutting chisel.

chisel will. absorb the blows of a light hammer
and will do virtually no, cutting.

h thumb and first,finpr about 1 inch
As a lral rule, hold the chisel in theeft

hand with
the ,should be held steadily but not

tightly.- The flew muscles should be relaxed,
so if the hammer strikes thehand it will permit
the hand to slide down the tool and loam the
effect of the blow. Keep the eyes on the cutting.
edge of the chisel, not on the head, and swing
the baninier is the memeplane as the body of the
chisel. It you have a lot of chiseling to gio, elide
at piece of rubber hose over the chisel. This
will lessen the shock to your hand.

When using a chisel for chipping, Always
west goggles to protect your eyes. If other
men are working close by, see that they are
protected fromflying chips by erecting a screen
or shield to contain the chips. Remember that
the time to take these precautions is before you
start the job.'

FILES

A toolkit for nearly every rating in the Nary
is not complete unless it contains an assort- -

mint of files. There-are a number of different
- types of files in common use, and etch type

may range in length from 3 to 18 inches.

20
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A. SINGLE AND 01/USLECliT FILES

SINGLE CUT

BASTARD CUT SECOND CUT
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SMOOTH

'SMOOTH
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OF PILE TEETH
a

C. FILE NOMENCLATURE.

12)
SQUARE

A
TRIANGULAR ROUND

FLATHALF ROUND MILL

D. CROSS.SECTIONAL SHAPES OF FILES

1.20(44B)A
Figure 1-37.File information.
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Grades

Files are graded according to the degree of
fineness, and according to whether they have
single- or double-cut teeth. The difference is
apparent when you compare the files in figure
1-37k,-

Single-cut files have rows of teeth cut par-
allel to each other. These teeth are set at an
angle of about 65 degrees with the centerline:
You will use single-cut Ines for sharpening
tools, finish filing, and drawfiling. They are
also the best tools for smoothing the edges of
sheet metal.

Files with crisscroiled rows of teeth are
double-cut files. The double cut forms teeth
that are diamond- shaped and fast cutting. You
will use double-cut files for quick removal of
metal, and for rough work.

Files are also.lraded according to the sPac,
ing and size of their teeth, or their coarseness

S.

A. CROSSFILING A PIECE OF MILD STEEL

C. DRAWFILING A SMALL PART

and fineness. Some of these grades are. plc-
[lures in fig. 1-37B. In addition to die three
grades shown, you may use some DEAD SMOOTH
files, which have very fine teeth, and some
ROUGH files with very coarse teeth:,,The fine-
ness or coarseness of file teeth is also influ-
enced by the length of the file. (The length of a
file is the distance from the tip to the heel, and
does not include the tang (fig. 1-37C).) When
you have a chance, compare the actual size of
the teeth of a 6-inch, single-cut smooth fileand
a 12-inch, ,Single -cut smooth file; you will no-
tice the 6-inch file has more teeth per inch than.
the 12-inch file. -
Shapes

Files come in different shapes. Therefore,
in selecting "a file for a job, the shape of the
finished work must be considered. Some of the
cross sectional shapes are shown in figure
1-37D.

STOCK

B. ALTERNATING POSITIONS WHEN FILING

. ENO OF STROKE'

D. FILING ROUND METAL STOCK

Figure 1-38.Filing operations;
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TRIANGULAR files are tapered (longitudi-
nally) on all three sides. They are used to file
acute internal angles, and to clear out- square
corners. Special triangular files are used to
file saw teeth.

MILL files are tapered- in both. width and
thickness. One. edge has no teeth and is known
as a SAFE EDGE. Mill files are used- for
smoothing lathe work, drawfiling, and other
fine, precision wopk. Mill files are always
single-cut;

FLAT file's are general - purpose files and
may be either single- o ble-cut. They are
tapered in width and thickness. HARD files, not
thown,.are somewhat thicker than flit files.
They taper slightly in thickness, but their edges
are parallel.

The flat or bard filet most often used are the
double -cut for rough work and the single-cut,
smooth file for finishwork.

SQUARE fUes.are tapered on all four aides
and are used to enlarge rectangular-shaped
holes and slots. ROUND files serve the same
purpose for round openings. Small round files
are often called "rattail"-files.

The HALF ROUND file is a. general=purpose
tool. The rounded side is used for curved sur-
faces and the flat face on flat surfaces. When
you file an inside curve, use a round or half--
round file whose curve most nearly matchei the
curve of the work. -

Kits of small files, often called "Swiss Pat-
tern" or "Jewelers" files, are used to fit parts
of delicate mechanisms, and for filing work on
instruments. Handle these small files care-
fully because they break' easily.

FILING OPERATIONS

Using a file is an operation that is nearly in-
dispensable when working with metal. You may
be crossfiling, drawfiling, using a file card, or
even polishing metal. Let's examine. these
operations.

When you have finished using eine it may be
necessary to use an abrasive cloth or paper to
finish the product. Whether this is necessary
depends on how fine a finish you want on the

. work.

CROSSFILING.Figure l-38A shows a piece
of mild steel being crossfiled. This means that
the file is being moved across the surface of the
work in approximately a crosswise -direction.
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A. POLISHING METAL WITH ABRASIVE CLOTH
WRAPPED AROUND A FILE

EMERY CLOTH

WOODIE4 I WORK
BLOCK

A

B. ALTERNATE METHODS FOR POLISHING METAL
SURFACE

ABRASIVE CLOTH

WORK

WORK
PROTECTORS

C. POLISHING ROUND METAL STOCK

44.135:.138
Figure 1-39.Polishing operations.
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For beet results, keep your feet spread apart
to steady yourself as you file with slow, full,.
length, steady strokes': The file cuts as you
push .it-ease up on the return stroke to keep
from dulling the teeth. Keep your file clean.

Figure 1-38B shows the alternate positions
of the file when an exceptionally flit surface is
required. Using either position first, file
across-the entire length of the stock. Then,
.using the other position, file across the entire
'length of the stock again. Because the teeth of
the file pass over the surface of the.stock from
two directions,the high spots and low spots will
readily,be visible after filing in both positions.
Continde filing first in one position or direc-
tion and then the other until the surface has
been filed flat. Test the flatnest with a straight
edge or with prussian blue and a surface plate...

DRAW FILING.-Draw filing produces a finer
surface finish and usually a flatter surface than
crosafiling. Small parts, as shown in figure

, 1-38C, are best held in a vise. Hold the file as
. shown lathe figure;, notice that the arrow indi-
cates that the cutting stroke is away from you
when the handle Of the file is held in the right

_ hind. If the handle is held in the left hand, the
cutting stroke will be' toward you. Lift the file
away from the surface of the work on the re-
turn stroke. When draw filing will no longer
improve the surface' texture, wrap a piece of
abrasive cltoh around the file and polish the
surface as shown in figure 1-39A.

.

USE OF FILE CARD.-As you file, the teeth
of the file.rnay "clog up" with some of the metal
filings and scratch your work, This condition is
known as PINNING,. 'You can prevent pinning by
keeping the file teeth clean. Rubbing chalk be-
tween the teeth' will-help prevent pinning, too,
but the best method is to clean the file fre-
quently with a FILE CARD or brush. A file
card (fig. 1-40) has fine4Wire bristles. Brush
with a pulling motion, holding' the card parallel
to the rows of teeth.'

Always keep the file clean, whether you're
filing mild steel or other metals. Use chalk
liberally when filing nonferrous metals:

FILING ROUND METAL , STOCK.-Figure
1-38D shows that, is a file is passed over the
mufti's of round work, its angle with the work
is changed. This results in a rocking-motion of
the file as it passes over the work. This rock-
ing motion permits all the teeth on the file to
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SLOT FOR PICK

44.11
Figure 1-40.-File cleaner.

make contact and cut as they pass, over the
work's surface, thus tending to keep the file
much cleaner' and thereby doing better work.

POLISHING A FLAT METAL SURFACE.
When polishing4 flat metal surface, first draw
file the surface as shown in fig. 1-38C. Then,
when the best possible draw filed surface has
been obtained, proceed with, abrasive cloth,
often called emery cloth.' Select a grade, of
cloth suited to the draw filing. If -the draw fil-
ing was well done only a fine cloth will be
needed to do the polishing.

If your cloth-is in a roll, and the job you are
polishing is the size that would be held in a
vise, tear off a 6" or 8" length of the 1" or 2"
width. If you are using sheets of abrasive
cloth, tear off a strip from the long edge of the
8" by 11" sheet.

Wrap the cloth, around the file (fig. 1-39A)
and hold the file as you would for draw filing.
Hold the end of the ..cloth in place with your
thumb. In polishing, apply a thin film of lubri-
cating oil on the surface being polished and use
a double stroke with pressure on both the for-
ward and the backward strokes. Note that this
is different from the drawfiling, stroke in which
you cut with the file in only one direction.

When further polishing does not appear t.)
improve the surface, you are ready to use the
next finer grade of cloth. Before changing to
the finer grade, however, reverse the cloth so
that its back is toward the surface bcing
polished. .

Work the reversed cloth back and forth it. the
abrasive-laden oil as an intermediate step be-
tween grades of abrasive cltoh'. Then, with the
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solvent. available in. your shop, clean the -job
thoroughly before proceeding with the next finer
grade of cloth. Careful cleaning between grades
helps to ensure freedom from scratches.

For the 'final polish, ,uae a strip of crocus
cloth first the face and then the backwith
plenty of oil. When polishing is complete,' again
carefully'clean the job with a solvent an pro-
tect it, with oil or other means, from rusting.

Figure 1-39B(A) shmis another way to polish
in which the abrasive Cloth is wrapped around a
bloOk of wood. In figure 1-39B(B), the cloth has
simply beeii folded to form a pad from which a
worn, dull surface can be removed by *simply
tearing it off to expose a new -surface.

POLISH-NG ROUND METAL STOCX.In fig-
ure, 1-39C, a piece of round stock is being
polished with a strip of abrasive cloth which is
"seesawed" back and forth as it is guided over
the surface being polished.

Remember that the selection of-zgrades of
abrasive cloth; the application of. Olt, and the
cleaning 'between grades, applies to polishing
regardless of how the cloth is held or used.

Care of Files
A

A new file should be broken in carefully by,
using it first on brass, bronze, or smooth cast
iron. Just a few of the teeth will cut at first, so
use a light pressure to prevent tooth breakage.
Do not break in a new file by using it first on a
narrow surface.

Protect the file teeth by hanging your files in
a racketen they are not in use; or by placing
them, in drawers with wooden partitions. Your
files should not be-illowed to rustkeep them.
away from water and moisture. Avoid getting
the files oily. 611 causes a file to slide across
the work and prevents fast, clean cutting. Files
that you keep in your toolbox should be wrapped
in paper or cloth to- protect their teeth and pre-

,/ vent demob) other tools.
Never use a file for prying or.pounding. The

tancis soft and bends easily. The body is hard'
and ixtremely brittle. Even a-slight bend or a
faiLto- the -deck may cause a file to snap in two.
Do not strike a file against the bench Or vise to
clean ituse *Fe card.

Safety

Never use a file unless it is equipped with a
. tight-fitting handle. If you use a file without the

0
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DEAD CENTER

THE POINT

CUTTING LIP

LIP,_

; .

LIP OR . DEAD MARGIN
CUTTING CENTER

EDGE

LAND
BODY
CLEARANCE

44.20 (11)CX
Figure 1-41.Tivist

nomenclature. .

handle and it bumps' something or jamsto a
sudden stop, the ,,tang may 'be driven into your
hand. To put a handle on a file tang, drill a
hole in the handle, slightly smaller , than the
tang. Insert the tang end, and then tap the end

9 o2
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of the handle to seat it firmly. Make sure you
get the handle on straight.

TWIST DR/LLS

Making a- hole in a piece of metal is gener-\ ally a simple operation, but in most cases is an
important and a precise job. A large number or
different tools and machineshave been designed
so that holes may be made speedily, economi-
cally, and accurately in all kinds of material.

In order to be able to use these tools -effi-
ciently, it is well to become. acquainted with
them. The most common tool for making holes
in metal is the twist drill. It consists of a'
cylindrical piece of steel with spiral grooves.

. *One and of the cylinder is pointed while the
other end is shaped so that it may be attached
to a drilling machine. The grooves, usually
called FLUTES, may be cut into,the steel cyl,
inner, or the flutes may be formed by twisting
a flat piece of -steel into a -cylindrical shape.

The principal parts of a twist drill are the
body, the shank, and the ,point (fig. 1-41). The
dead center of a drill is the sharp edge at the
extreme -tip end of the drill. It is formed by
the intersection of the cone-shaped surfaces of
the point and should alwaits be in the exact
center of the axis of the drill. Thpoint of the
drill shotild not be confused with the dead cen-
ter. The point is the entire cone-shaped sur-
face at the and of the drill.

The lip or cutting edge of a drill is that par,t
of the point that actually cuts away the metal
when drilling a hole. It is ordinarily as sharp
as the edge, of a knife. There is a cutting edge
for each flute of the drill.

The lip clearance of a drill is the surface of
the point that is ground away' or relieved just
back of the cutting edge of the drill. The strip
along the inner edge of the body is called the
margin. It is the greatest diameter of the drill
and extends the /entire length of the flute. The
diameter of the margin at the shank end of the
drill is smaller than the diameter at the point.

. This allows the drill to revolve without binding
when drilling deep holes. .

The Wadi is. the part of the drill which fits
into the Micket, spindle or chuck of the drill
press. Several types exist (fig. 1-42).

A tang is found pnly on tapered-shank drills.
It is designed to fit into a slot in the socket or
spindle of a machine. U may bear a portion of
the drivingtorque, but its principal use is to

TAPERED STRAIGHT SQUARE

44.20(44B)
Figure 1-42.Representative shanks.

make it easy to remove the drill fromthe socket
of the driving machine.

Twist drills are provided in various sizes.
They are sized by letters, numerals, and
fraction*.

Table* 1-1 illustrates the relationship, by
decimal equivalents, of all drill sizes (letter,
number, and fractional) from number 80 to 1/2
inch. 'Note how the decimitl sizes increase as
the number of the drill 4ecreases.

Sets of drills are usually made available ac-
cording to the way the Sips are stated; that is
"sets of letter drills" or "sets of number
drills." Hoviever, twist drills of any size (let-
ter, number, or fraction) are available indi-
vidually if desired.

The maintenance of twist drills and more
about how to use them on specific jobs are dis-
cussed later.

COUNTERSINKS

Countersinking is the operation of beveling
the mouth of a hole with a rotary tool called a
countersink (fig. 1-43). The construction of the
countersink is similar to the twist drill. There
are four cutting edges, which are taper ground,
to"the angle marked on the body.

kcountersink used primarily to set the
head of a screw or rivet flush with the material
in which it is being placed. Countersinks are
made in a number of sizes. One size usually
takes care of holes of several different sizes.
That is, the same countersink can be used for
hole..: from 1/4 inch to 1/2 inch in diameter.
Remove only enough metal to set the screw or
rivet head flush with the material. If you

25
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Table 1-1.-Decimal Equivalents of Drill Sizes

Drill Decimal Drill Decimal

-
Drill Decimal Drill Decimal

. .

80 0.0135 49 0.073 20 0.161 H 0.266

79 0.0145 48 0.076 19 0.168 I 0.272

78 0.016 5/64 0.078125 18 0.1695 .1 0.277

1/64 0.0156 47 0.0785 11/64 0.171875 K . 0.281

77 0.018 46 0.081 1? 0.173. 9/32 0.28125

76 0.02 45 0.082 16. 0.177 L 0.29

75 0.021 44 -0.086 15 0.18 . M 0.295

74 0.0225 43 0.089 14 0.182 19/64 0.296875

73 0,024 '42 , 0.0935 13 0.185 N 0.302

72 0.025 , 3/32 0.09375 3/16 0.1875 5/16 0.3125

71 0.026 41 0.096 ..12 0.189 0 0.316

70 0.028 40 0.098 11 0.191 P 0.323

'69 0.0292 39 0.0995 10 .0.1935 - 21/64 0.328125

es 0.031 38 0.1015 9 0.196 Q 0.332 .

1/32 0.03125 37 0.104 8 0.199 R 0.339

67' 0.032 36 0.1055 7 0.201 11/32 0.34375

66 0.033 7/64 0.109375 13/64 0.203125 S 0.348

65 0.035 35 0.11 6 0.204 ',- T' 0.358

64 0.036 34 0.111. 5 0.2055 23/64 0.359375

63 0.037 33 0.113 4 0.209 \ U 0.368

62 0.038 32 , 0.116 3 0.213 3/8 0.375

61 0.039 31 0.12 7/32 0.21875 V 0.37?

60. . 0.04 1/8 0.125' \ 2 0.221 W '0.386

59 0.041 30 0.1285. 1 0.228 25/64 0.390625

58 0.042 29 0.136 A 0.234 X 0.397

57 0.043 28 0.1405 15/64 0.234375 Y 0.404

56 0.0465 9/64 0.140625 B 0.238 13/32 0.40625

3/64 0.0461175 27 0.144 C 0.242 Z 0.413

55 0.052 26 0.14? D 0.246 27/64 0.421875

54 0.055 25 0.1495 E 0.25 7/16 0.4375

53 0.0595 24 0.152 1/4 0.25 29/64 0.453125

1/16 0.0625 23 0.154 F 0.257 15/32 0.46875

52 0.0635 5/32 0.15625 G 0.261 31/64 0.484375

51 0.067 22 0.157 17/64 . 0.205625 1/2 0.5

50 0.0? 21 0.159

reinove too Much material the hole.will enlarge
and weaken the work.

Select the countersink with the correct lip
angle to- correspond with the screw or rivet
head being used. These countersinks can be
turned by any machine that will turn a twist drill.

26

-REAMERS .

44.209

learners are used to enlarge and true a
hole. The reamer consists of three parts-the
body, the shank, and the blades. The shank has
a square tang to allow the reamer-to be held

9 9 4
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28.59(44)
Figure 1-43.Countersink.

5.10.1
Figure 1-44.Abovesolid spiral flute
'reamer. Belowsolid straight flute
reamer.

5.10.2
Figure 1-45.Expansion reamer.

with a wrench for turning. The niaiu purpose of
the body is to support the blades.

The blades on a reamer,are made of steel
and hardened to such an extent that they are
brittle. For this reason you must be careful
when using and storing the reamer to protect
the blades from chipping. When you are ream-
ing a hole, turn the reamer in the CUTTING DI-
RECTION ONLY. This will prevent chipping or
dulling of the blades. Great care should be
used to assure even, steady turning. Other-
wise, the reamer will "chatter," causing the
hole to become marked or scored. To prevent
damage to the reamer while not in use, wrap it
in an oily cloth and keep it in a box.

Reamers of the types shown in figure 1-44
are available in any standard size. They are
also available in size variations of .001" for
special work.. A solid straight flute reamer
lasts longer and is less expensive than the ex-
pansion reamer. However, the solid spiral
flute reamer is preferred by craftsmen because
it is less likely to chatter.

For general- purposes, an expansion reamer
(fig. 1-45) is the most practical. This reamer
can usually be obtained in standard sizes from
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CENTER PUNCH

'PUNCH

1=IR
DRIFT OR STARTING PUNCH

PIN PUNCH

PUNCHPUNCH

HOIlOW SHANK GASKET PUNCH

1.18(44B)
Figure 1- 46. Punches.

1/4 of an inch to 1 inch, by 32nds. It is designed
to allow the blades to expand 1/32 of an inch.
For example, the 1/4 -inch expansion reamer
will ream a 1/4-inch to a 9/32-inch hole. A
9/32-inch reamer will enlarge the hole from
9/32 of an inch to 5/16 of an inch. This range
of adjustment allows a few reamers to cover
sizes up to 1 inch.

Reamers are made of carbon steel and high-
speed steel. In general, the cutting blades of a
high-speed reamer lose their keenness more
quickly than a carbon steel reamer. However,
after that "keenness is gone, it will last longer
than the carbon reamer.

PUNCHES -

A handpunch is a tool that is held in the hand
and struck on one end with a hammer. There
are many kinds of punches designed to do a
variety of jobs. Figure 1-46, shows several
types of punches. Most punches are made of
tool steel.. The part' held in the hand is usually
octagonal shaped, or it may be knurled. This
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Figure 1-47.Punching

mating parts of a
mechanism.

prevents the tool/from Slipping around in the
hand. The other/end is shaped to do a particu-
lar job. //

When you-use a punch, there are two things
to remember:

1. When you hit ate punch you do not want it
to slip, sideways over your work.

2. You do not want the hammer to slip off
the punch and strike your fingers. You can
eliminate both these troubles by holding the
punch at right angles to the work, and striking
the punch squarely with your hammer.

The center punch, as the name implies is
used for marking the center of a hole to be
drilled. If ydu try to drill a hole without first
punching the center, the drill will "wander" or
"walk away" from the desired center. .

Another use of the center punch is to make
corresponding marks on two pieces of an as-
sembly to permit reassembling in the original
positions. Before taking a mechanism apart,
make a pair of center punchmarks in one or
More places to help in reassembly. To do this,
select places staggered as shown in figure
1-47, where Matching pieces ate joined. First
clean the places-selected. Then scribe a line
across the joint and center punch the line on
both sides 'of the joint, with single and double
marks as shown to eliminate possible ery,qrs.
In reassembly, refer first to the sets of ilunch-
marks to determine the approximate non of
the parts. Theo line up the scri lines to
determine the exact position.

Automatic center punches are ful for lay-
out work. They are operated by ressing down

C

44.83
Figure 1-48.Marking the inter-

section of lines with a prick
.punch.

on the shank by hand. An.insidaopring is com-
pressed and Teleasod'aiitomatically, striking a
blow on the end of the punch. The impression
is lights but adequate for marking, and serves
to locate the point of a regular punch when a
deeper impression is required.

Thepoint of a center punch is accurately
ground central with the shank, usually at a 80-90
degree angle, and is difficult to regrind by hand
with any degree of accuracy. It is, therefore,
advisable to take care of a center punch and not
to use it on extremely hard materials. When
extreme accuracy is required a prick punch is
used. Compare the point angle of the center
and prick punches.

To make the intersection of two layout lines,
bring the point of the prick punch to the exact
'point of intersection. and tap the punch lightly
with a hammer. If inspection shows that the
exact intersection and the punchmarkdo not co-
incide, as at A In -figure 1-48, slant the punch
as shown at B and again strike with the ham-_
mer, thus enlarging the punchmark and con-
tering it exactly. When the intersection has
beep correctly punched, finish off with a light
blow on the punch held in an upright position. C
shows the corrected punchmark.

DRWT punches, sometimes called "starting,
punches," have along taper from the tip to the
body. They are -made that way to.withatand the
shock, of heavy blows. They may be used for
knocking. out rivets after the heads have been

28 b'
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Chiseled off, or for freeing pins which are
"frozen" in their holes.

After a pin has been loosened or partially
driven out, the drift trona may be' too large to
finish the job. The tt)Llowup tool to use is the
PU4 PUNCH. It is assigned to follow through
the bole without jamming. Always use the
largest drift or pin punch that will fit the hole.
These punches usually come in sets of three to
five assorted sizes. Both of these punches will
have Hai points, never edged or roundetd. ,

To remove a bolt or pin that is extremely
tight, start with a drift punch that has a point
diameter that is slightly smaller than the diam-
eter of the object you are removing. As soon
as it loosens, finish driving it out with a pin
punch. Never use a pin punch for starting a.pin
because it has a slim shank and a hard blow
may cause it, to bend or break.

For assembling units of 'a machine an
ALINEMENT (alining) punch is invaluable. It is
usually about 1 foot long and has a long gradual
taper. Its purpose is to line up holes hi mating
Parte. -

Hollow metal cutting punches are made from
hardened tool steel. They are made in various
sign and are used to cut holes in light gage
sheet metal.

Other puncheshave beendesigned for special
uses. One of these is the soft-faced drift. It is
made of brass or fiber and is used for such
jobs as removing shafts, bearings, and wrist
pins from engines. It is generally heavy e gh
to resist damage to itself,but soft enough to
injure the finished surface on the part is
being driven.

You may have' to rake gaskets of ru r
cork, leather, or composition materials. For
cutting holes in gasket materials a hollow
GASKET PUNCH may be used (fig. -48):
Gasket punches come in sets of variou sizes
to accommodate standard bolts and stud . The
cutting end is tapered to a sharp edge, pro-

_duce a clean uniform hole. To use the gasket_
punch, place the' gasket material to be ut on a
piece of hard wood or lead so that th cutting
edge of the punch will not be damag . Then
strike the punch with a hammer, lying it
through the gasket where holes are squired.

TAPS AND DIES

Taps and dies are used to cut threads ,in
metal, plastics, or hard rubber. T e taps are
uied for cutting internal threads, the dies
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Figure 1-49.Types of common taps.

are used to cut external threads. There are
many different types of taps. However, the
most common are the taper, plug, bottoming,
and pipe taps (fig. 1-49).

The taper (starting) hind tap has a chamfer
length of 8 to 10 threads. These taps are used
when starting a tapping operationand when tap-
ping through holes.
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RETHREADINO

Figure 1750.,LTYPas of solid dies.11'53
Plug hand taps have a chamfer length of S to

5 threads and are designed for use after the
taper tap.

Bottoming hand taps are used for threading
the bottom of a blind hole. They have a very

short chamfer length of only 1 to 11/2 tfireads
for this purpose. This tap is always used after
the plug tap has already been used. Both the
taper and plug taps should precede the use of
the bottoming hand tap.

Pipe taps arSused for pipe fittings and other
places where extremely tight Mears necessary.
The tap diameter, from end to A i of threaded
portion, increases at the rate i/4 inch per
foot. All the threads on this tap JO the cutting,
as compered to the straight taps Where only
the nonchamfered portion does the cutting.

Dies are made in several, different shaper:;
. and are of the solid or adjustable type. The
square pipe die. (fig. 1-50) will cut. American
Standard Pipe Thread 'only. It comes in a va-
riety of sizes for cutting threads on pipe with
diameters of 1/8 inch to 2 inches.

TWOPIECE COLLET DIE

TWO-PIECE RECTANGULARPIPE DIE

ADJUSTING-
SCREW

SCREW ADJUSTING TYPE

'INCHES if

Figure 1-51.Types of adjustable dies.

30
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STRAIGHT HANDLED TAP WRENCH

THANDLE TAP WRENCH

ET1111111Ellia

SINGLE SCREW DIESTOCX

COLLET DIESTOCK

/vr------......"-

COLLET
CAP

1HREE SCREW COMSTOCK

Figure 1-52.Diesto s, diecollet, and tap wrenches.

TWO-PIECE RECTANGULAR
PIPE DIE T.n111111,11L

COLLET
GUIDE

11.5.8

CAM

1.1. SIZE
\RATCHET
COMSTOCK

ADJUSTABLE
GUIDE

THUMBSCREW

ADJUSTABLE
GUIDE

LARGE SIZE
RATCHET
DIESTOCK

\
. Figure 1-53.Adjustable die guide and ratchet'diestocks.

. ,

'A rethreading die (fig. 1-50) is used prin-
cipally . for dressing over bruised or rusty
threads on screws or bolts. It is available in a
variety of sizes for .,-rethreading American
Standard Coarse and Fine threads. These dies
are usually hexagon in shape and can be turned
with a socket, box, opeti-end, or any wrench that
will fit. Rethreadink dies are available in sets
of 6; 10, 14, and 28 assorted sizes in a case.
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Round split adjUstal;le dies (fig. 1-51) are.
called "Button" dies and can be used in either
hind diestocks or machine holders. The ad-
justment in the screw adjusting type is made by
a fine-pitch screw which forces the sides of the
die apart or allows them to spring together.
The adjustment in the open adjusting types is
made by .means 'of three screws in the holder,
one for expanding and two for compressing the
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PIPE THREADING SET WITH RECTANGULAR
ADJUSTA1LI DIES. DIUTOCK.
WRENCH, GUIDES AND TAPS

alb

DOLT AND SCREW THREADING UT WITH
ROUND ADJUSTABLE SPLIT DIES,

IHISTOCICS. TAPS. TAP WRENCHES,
AND SCREWDRIVERS

44.32
Figure 1-54.Threading sets.

, .

dies. Round split adjustable dies are available
in a valety of sizes to cut American Standard
Coarst.and Fine threads, special form threads,
and the standard Axes of threads thai are used
in Britian and other European countries. For
hand threading, these dies are held in diestocks
(fig. 1 -52). One type die stock has three
pointed screws that will hold round dies of any
construction, although it is made specifically
for open adjusting -type dies.

Two-piece collet dies (fig. 1-51) are used
with a collet cap (fig. 1-52)-and collet guide.
The die halves are , placed in the cap slot-and
are held in place by the guide which screws into
the underside of the cap. The die is adjusted
by means of setscrews at both- ends of the in-
ternal slot. This type of adjustable die' is issued
in various sizes- to cover the cutting range of
American Standard Coarse and Fine and special
form threads., Diestocks to hold the dies come-
in three different sizes.

k

.EXTERNAL-12 TPI

INTERNAL-12 TPI

EXTERNAL-32 TN

INCKS
ITT.

INTERNAL 32 TPI

44.33
Figure 1-55.Thread chasers.

Two-piece rectangular pipe dies (fig. 1-51)
are available. to cut American Standard Pipe
threads. They are held in ordinary or ratchet-
type diestocks 1-53). The jaws of the dies
are adjusted by means of setscrews, An adjudt-
able guide serves to seep the pipe in alinement
with ,respect to the dies. The smooth jaws of
the guide are adjusted by means of a camplate;
a thumbscrew locks the jaws firmly in the de-
sired position.

Threading sets ,are available in many dif-
ferent combinations' of taps and dies, together
with diestocks,tap wrenches, guides and neces-
sary screwdrivers and wrenches to loosen and
tighten adjusting screws and bolts. Figure 1-54
illustrates typical threading set for pipe, bolts,
and screws.

Never attempt to sharpen -taps or dies.
Sharpening of taps and dies involves several
highly precise cutting processes which involve
the thread characteristics and chamfer. These
'sharpening procedures must be done by experi-
enced personnel in order to maintain the ac-

curacy and the cutting effectiveness of taps and
dies.

Keep, taps and dies clean and well oiled when
not in use. Store their so that they do not con-
tact each othei or other tools. For long periods
of storage, coat taps. and dies with a rust-
preventive compound, place in individual or
standard threading set boxes, and store in a dry
place. ,

THREAD CHASERS .

Thread chasers are threading tools that
have several teeth and are used to rethread
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ti

(chase) damaged external or internal threads
(fig.1-55). Them tools are available to chase
standard threads. The internal thread chaser
has its cutting teeth located on a side face. The
external Abroad chaser has its cutting teeth on
the end of the shaft. The handle end of the tool
shaft tapers to a point.

SCREW AND TAP
EXTRACTORS

Screw extractors are used to remove broken
screws without damaging the surrounding mate-
rial or the threaded WO. Tap extractors- are
need to rensove'broken taps.

Some, screw extractors (fig. 1-56A) are
straight, having flutes from end to end. These
extractors are available in sizes to remove
broken screws. having 1/4 to 1/2 inch outside
diameters. Spiral tapered extractors are sized
to remove screws and bolts from 3/16 inch to
2 1/8 inches outside diameter.
-:Most sets of extractors include twist drills

and a drill guide. Tap extractors are similar
to the screw extractors and are sized to re-
move taps ranging from 3/19 to 2 1/8 inches
outside diameter.

To remove a broken screw or tap with a
spiral extractor, first drill a ,hole of proper
size la the screw or tap. The size hole re-
quired for each screw extractor is star roped on
it. The. extractor is then inserted in the hole,
and turned counterclockwise to remove the de-
fective component.

If the tap has broken off at the surface of the
work, or slightly below the surface of the work,
the straight taP extractor shown in figure 1-56
may remove it. Apply a liberal amount of pene-
trating oil; to. the broken tap. Place the tap ex-
tractor over the, broken tap and lower the upper
collar to insert the. four sliding prongs down
into the four flutes of the tap. Then slide the
bottom collar down to the surface of the work

thst-it will hold the prongs tightlyagainst thPt
body of the extractor. Tighten the tap wrench
on the square shank of the extractor and care-
fully work. the extractor, back and forth to
loosen the tap. It may be necessary to remove
the extractor and strike a few sharp blows with
a. small - hammer and pin punt, to jar the tap
loose. Then reinsert th' tap remover and
carefully try to harp tap out of the hole.
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Figure 1-56.Screw and tap extractors.

PIPE AND TUBING CUTTERS
AND FLARING TOOLS

Pipe cutters (fig. 1-57) are used to cut pipe
made of steel, brass, copper, wrought iron, and
lead. tube cutters (fig: 1-57) are used tocut
tubing made of iron, steel, brass, copper, and
aluminum. The essential difference between
pipe and tubing is that tubing ha's considerably
thinner walls. Flaring tools (fig. 1-58)' are
used to make single or double flares in the ends
of tubing:

Two sizes of hand pipe cutters are generally
usecicin the Navy. The No. 1 pipe cutter has.a
cutting capacity of 1/8 to 2 inches, and the No.2
pipe cutter has a cutting capacity of 2 to 4
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O
&:

PPE CUTTER 1/1
40 2 114. CAPACITY

.e

TUBE CUTTER 1/11 ft
TO 3'4 114.,CAPACITY

ipioltls 1 21 1- 3

Figure 1-57.Pips and tubing cutters.

inches. The pipe cutter (fig. 1-57) has, a spe-
cial alloy-steel cuttinj wheel and two pressure
rollers which are adjusted and tightened by
turning the handle.

Mast TUBE CUTTERS closely resemble pipe
cutters, except that they are of lighter con-
struction. A hand screw feed tubing cutter of
1/8-inch to 1 1/4-inch capacity (fig. 1-57) has
tw4krollers with cutouts located off center so
that crackedflares may be held in them and cut
off without Smote of tubing. It also has a re-
tractabie cutter blade that is adjusted by turn-
ing a bob. The other tube cutter shown tide-
signed to cut. tubing up to and including 3/4 and
1 inch outside diameter. Rotation of the tri-
angular portion of the tube cutter within the
tubing will eliminate any burrs.

FLARING TOOLS (fig. 1-58) are used to
flare soft copper, brass, or aluminum. The
single flaring tool consists of a split die block
that has holes for 3/16-, 1/4-, 5/16-, 3/8.,

TUN CUTTER 1 R IN.
TO 1 IN. CAPACITY

4

44.36

7/16-,and 1/2-inch outer diameter (o.d.) tubing,
a clamp to lock the tube in the die block, and a
yoke that slips over the die block and has a
compressor screw and a cone that forms a 45'
flare or a bell shape on the end of the tube. The
screw has a T-handle. A double flaring tool
has the additional feature of adapters that turn
in the edge of the tube before a regular 45' 0
double flare is made. It consists of a die block
with holesfor 3/16-, 1/4-, 5/16-, 3/8-, and 1/2-
inch tubing, a yoke with a screw, and a flaring
cone, plus five adapters for different size tub-
ing, all carried in a-metal case.

WOODCUTTING HANDTOOLS

. A man working with wood uses a large va-
riety of handtools. He should be familiar with
these tools,their proper names,the purpose for
which they are used, and how to keep them in
good condition'.

34
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SINGLE FLARING TOOL

HANDLE

DIE (LOCK

ADAPTORS

WOOLS FLARING TOOL

Figure 1-58.Flaring

29.15(44)
Figure 1-59.Nomenclature of a handsaw.

_

lakfiVAf i ffIrkerf
oim .m.vw ab

- 29.15A
Figure 1-60."Set" of hand saw-teeth.

In this section of the text, only the basic
woodcutting tools are covered. It includes
tools that any man in the Navy may have the
occasion to use during his career.

HANDSAWS

The most common carpenter's handsaw con-
sists of a steel blade With a handle at one end.
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TOP View OF RR! TEETH TOP VIEW OF CROSSCUT TEETH

---0- -141 KEFtF

TEETWOFRIP TEETH OF CROSSCUTISM

42A

29.15(4413)
Figure 1-61.-=ComparIng rip and

crosscut-saw teeth._

The blade is narrower at the end opposite the,
handle.- This *end of the blade is called the
"point" or "toe." The end of the blade nearest
the handle is called the "heel" (fig. 1-59). One
edge of the blade has teeth, which act as two
rows of cutters: When the saw is used, these
teeth cut two parallel grooves close together.
The chips (sawdust) are pushed out from be-.
tween the grooves (kern by the beveled part of
the teeth. The teeth are bent alternately to one
side or the other, to make the led wider than
the thickness of the blade. This bending is
called the "set" of the teeth (fig. 1-60). The
number of teeth per inch, the size and shape of
the teeth, and the amount of set depend on the
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BAOC SAW

DOVETAIL SAW

29.20-.22
Figure 1-62.Special saws.

to be made of the saw and the material to
be cut. Carpenter's handsaws are described by
the number of points per inch. By custom,
there is always one More point than thereare
teeth per inch. A number stamped nea.r the
handle givekthe number of points of the :saw.

Cross-cut and Rip Saws

Woodworking handsaws designed for general
cutting consist of RIPSAWS and CROSSCUT
saws. Riplaws are used for cutting with the
grain and crosscut saws are for cutting across

°the grain.

The major difference between a ripsaw and
a crosscut saw is the shape of the teeth. A
tooth with .a square-faced chisel-type cuttingi,;
edge, like the ripsaw tooth shown in figure 1-61,
does a good job of gutting with the grain(called
ripping), but a poor job 'of cutting across the
grain (called crosscutting). A tooth with a
beveled, knifetype cutting edge, like the cross-.
cut saw tooth. shown in the same figure, doesa
good job of cutting across the grain, but a poor
job of cutting with the 'grain.

Special Purpose Saws

BACKSAW1s a crosscut saw designed for saw-
ing a perfectly straight line across the face of a
piece of stock. A heavy steel backing along the
top of the blade keeps the blade perfectly
straight.

The DOVETAIL saw is a special type of
hacksaw with a thin, narrow blade and a chisel-
type handle.

The COMPASS saw is a long,, narrow, taper-
ing ripsaw designed for cutting out circular or
other nonrectangular ; sections from within the
margins of a board-or panel. A hole is bored
near the cutting line to start the saw. A KEY-
HOLE saw is simply a finer, narrower compass
saw.

The COPING saw is used to cut along curved
lines as shown in figure 1-62.

Saw Precautions

C
.The more common types of saws used for

special Purpoles are shown in figure 1-62. The

A saw that is not being used should be hung
up or stowed in a toolbox. A toolbox designed
for holding saws has notches that hold them on
edge, teeth up. Stowing saws loose in a toolbox
may allow the saw teeth to become dulled or _.:-

..--Oent by contacting other tools. Some right and
wrong methods of using and caring for a saw
are shown in figure 1-63. Be sure to read the
captions for each section of the illustration. _

Before -using a saw, be sure there are no
nails or other edge-destroying objects in the
line of the cut. When sawing out a strip of
waste, do not break out the strip by twisting the
saw blade. This dulls the saw and may spring
or break the blade.

Be sure that the saw will go through the full
stroke without striking the floor or some other/
object. If the work cannot be raised high enough
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WRONG RIGHT

WHEN WORK IS COMPLETE, HANG UP THE SAW. STRIPS OF WASTE SHOULD NOT BE TWISTED OFF WITH
BLADE, BUT BROKEN OFF WITH HAND OR MALLET.

DO NOT PILE TOOLS ON TOP OF THE BENCH SO AS TO 0
SUPPORTING THE WASTE SIDE OF WORK WILL PRE-DISTORT BLADE

VENT SPLITTING OFF.

OLOOK CAREFULLY OVER REPAIR OR ALTERATION WORK; 0 'RAISE THE WORK TO A HEIGHT SUFFICIENT TO KEEPSEE THAT ALL NAILS ARE REMOVED TO AVOID"' THE BLADE FROM STRIKING THE FLOOR. IF THE'CUTTING INTO METAL
WORK CANNOT BE RAISED, LIMIT THE STROKE.

Figure 1-63.Care of handsaws.

to obtain full clearance for the saw, you must
carefully limit the length of each stroke. 9

Using A- Hand Saw

To saw across the grain of the stock,uie the
crosscut saw, and to saw with the grain, use a
ripsaw. Study the teeth in both kinds of saws so
you can readily identify the saw-that you need.

Place the board on a saw horse (fig. 1-64),
or some other suitable object. Hold 1the saw in
the right hand and extend the first finger along
the handle as shown in the figure. Grasp the
board as shown and take a position so that an
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imaginary line passing lengthwise of the right
forearm will be at an angle of approximately 45
degrees with the face of the board. Be sure the
side of the saw is plumb or at right angles with
the face of the board. Place the heel of the saw
on the mark. Keep the saw in line with the fore-

-arm and pull it toward you to start the cut.
To begin with, take short, light strokes,

gradually increasing the strokes to the full
length of the saw. Do not force or jerk the saw.
Such procedure will only make sawing more
difficult. The arm that does the sawing should
swing clear of your body so that .the handle of

1 u
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44.101
Figure 1-64.Proper position

for sawing a board to size.

44.102
Figure 1-65.Using

a wedge in a saw
kerf to prevent
binding.' -

the saw operates at your side rather than in
front of you.

Use one hand tooperate the saw. You may
be tempted to use both hands at times, but if
your saw is sharp, ostrhand will serve you bet-
ter. The weight of the saw /3 sufficient to make

,1t out.- Should the saw .stick or hind, it may Le
because the saw is dull and II-Poorly "set."
The wood =ay have too much moisture in it, or
you may have forced the saw and thus have
caused it to leave the straight line.
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29.12A
Figure 1-66.Parts of a bench plane.
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CURLED
SHAVINGS

C

29.12B
Figure 1-67..1-Plane iron and plane iron cap.

Keep your eye on the line rather than on the
saw while sawing. Watching the 'line enables
you to see instantly any tendency to leave the
line. A slight twist of the handle, and taking
short strokes.while sawing, will bring the saw
back.' Blow away the sawdust frequently 'so you
can see the layout line.

Final strokes of the cut' staid be taken
slowly. Hold the waste piece in your other hand
so the .stock will not split when taking the last
stroke.

Short boards may be placed an one sawhorse
when sawing. Place long boards on two saw-
horses; but do not saw so your weight falls be-
tween them or your saw will bind. Place long
boards so that your weight is directly on one
end or the Ward' over one sawhorse while the
other end of the board rests on the other saw-,
horse.

Short pieces of stock are more easily cut
when they are held in a vise. When ripping
short -stock. it is important that you keep the
saw from sticking, so it- may be necessary to
take a squatting position.' The isaw can then take
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FRONT -VIEW

29.12C
Figure 1- 68. Manipulation of the adjust-

ing nut moves the plane iron upor
down.

29.12D
Figure 1-60.Effectof manipulation of the

lateral adjustment lever.

upward direction and thus work easily. When
ripping long boards it will probably be neces-
sary .to use a wedge in the saw kerf to prevent
binding. (fig. 1-65).

The plane is the most extensively used of the
hand shaving tools. Most of the lumber handled
by anyone working With wood is dressed on all
four sides, but when performing jobs such as
fitting doors and sash, and interior trim work,
planes must be used.

Bencb and biockplanes are designed for gen-
eral surface smelt thing and squaring. Other
planes &redesigned for special types of surface
work.

V

The principal parts of a bench plane and the
manner in which they are assembled, are shoiin
in figure 1-66. The part at the rear Unit you
grasp to push the plane ahead is called the
handle; the part at the front that you grasp to
guide the plane along its course is called the

SMOOTH-OR
BLOCK

w4/1.fr-
BLOCK

29.12
Figure 1-70.Types of bench planes and

block plane.

knob. 'Tye main body of the plane, consisting of
the bottom, the sides, and the sloping part which
carries the plane iron, is called the frame. The
bottom of the frame is called the sole, and the
opening in the sole, through which the blade
emerges, is called the mouth. The front end of
the sole is called the toe; the rear end, the heel:

A plane iron cap, which is screwed to the
upper face of the plane iron, deflects the shav-
ing upward through the mouth, as indicated in
figure 1-67C, and thus prevents the mouth from
becoming choked with jammed shavings. The
edge of the cap should fit the back of the iron
as shown in figure 1-67A, not as shown in
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figure 1-67B. The lower end of the plane iron
cap should be set back 1/32 in, from the edge
of the plane top, as shown in figure 1-67A. The
iron in a bench plane goeis in bevel-down.

The edge of the plane iron is brought into
correct cutting position by the manipulation of
first the ADJUSTING NUT and next the LAT-
ERAL ADJUSTMENT LEVER, as shown in fig-
ures 1-68 and 1-69. The adjusting nut moves
the edge of the iron up or down; the lateral ad-

. justment lever cants it to the right or left. To
adjust the plane you hold it upside-dowii, sight
along the sole from the toe, and work the ad-
justing nuLuntil the edge of the blade appears.
Then work the lateral adjustment lever until the
edge of the blade is in perfect 'alinement with
the sole, as shown in figures 1-68B and .1-69B.
Then use the adjusting nut to give the blade the

i amount of protrusion you want. This amount
will depend, of course, upon the depth of the cut
you intend to make.

There are three types of bench planes (fig.
1-70): the SMOOTH plane, the JACK plane, and.
the JOINTER plane (sometimes called the FORE-

. plane or the GAGE plane). All are used pri-
marily for shaving and smoothing with the
grain; the chief differencels the length of the
sole. The sole of the smooth plane is about 9
in. long, the sole'of the jack plane about 14 in.
long, and the sole of the jointer plane from 20
to 24 in. long,

The tenger the sole of the plane is, the more
uniformly flat and true the planed surface will
be. Consequently,which bench plane you should
use depend, upon the requirements with regard
to surface trueness. The smooth plane is, in
general, smoother only; it will plane a smooth,1,..,
but not an especially true surface in a 'short
time. It is also used for cross-grain smoothing
and squaring of end-stock..

The jack plane is the general "jack=of-all-
work" of the bench plane grodp. It can take a
deeper cut and plane a truer surface than the
-smooth plane. The jointer plane is used when
the planed surface must meet the highest re-
quirements with regard, to trueness.
. A BLOCK PLANE and the-names of its parts
are shown in figure 1-71. Note that the plane
iron in a block plane does not have a Plane iron
cap, and also that unlike the iron in a bench
plane, the iron in a block plane goes in bevel-up.

The block plane, which is usually held at an
angle to the work, is used chiefly for cross-
grain squaring of end-stock.; ft is also useful,
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29.12E
Figure 1-11.Blodk plane nomenclature.

however, for smoothing all plane surfaces on
very small work. .

BORING. TOOLS

When working with wood, you will freqiiently
be required to bore holes. It is important,
therefore, that you know the proper procedures
and tools used for this job. Auger bits and a
variety of braces and drills are used exten-
sively for boring purposes.

Auger Bits

Bits are used for boring holes for screws,
dowels, and hardware, as an in mortising
(cutting a cavity in wood for joining members)
and in shaping curves and for many,other pur-
poses. Like saws and planes, bits vary in shape
and structure with the type of job to be done.
Some of the most common bits are described in
this section.

AUGER bits are screw-shaped tools consist-
ing of six parts: the cutter, screw, spur, twist,
shank, and- tang (fig. 1-72). The twist ends
with two sharp points called the spurs, which
score the circle, and two cutting edges which
cut shavings within the scored circle:- The
screw centers the bit and draws it into the
woods The threads of the screw are made in
three different...pitches: steep, medium, and
fine. The steep pitch makes for quick boring
and thibk chips, and the fine or slight 'pitch
makes for slow boring and fine chips. For end-
wood boring, a steep- or medium-pitch screw
bit should be used because end wood is likely to
be forced in between the fine screw threads,
and that will prevent the screw from taking
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TANG

CUTTER

,SCREw SPUR TRIST

SMARR

44.20
Figure 1-72.Nomenclature of an auger bit.
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4.33:44.20(448).6 Figure 1 -75. Brace and drills.16

44.20F
Figure 1-73.Size mark-

ings on auger bits.

44.21A
Figure 1-74.Expansive bit.
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hold. The twist carries the cuttings away from
the cutters and deposits them in a mound
around the hole.

The sizes of auger bits are indicated in six-
teenths of an inch and are stamped on the tang:
(fig.'1-73). A number 10 stamped on the tang
means 10/16 or 5/8 in.; number 5 means 5/16
in. and so on. The most common woodworkers
auger bit.set ranges in size from 1/413o ,1 in.

Ordinary auger bits up to 1 in. in diaineter
:are from 7' to 9 inches long. Short auger bits
that are about 3 1/2 inches, long are called
DOWEL bits.

EXPANSIVE auger bits have adjustable cut-
ters, for boring holes of different diameters
(fig. 1-74). Expansive bits are generally made
in two different sizes. The largest size has
three cutters and bores holei up to 4 inches in
diameter. A scale on the cutter blade indicates
the diameter of the hole to be bored.

.
Braces and Drills

The auger bit is the tool that actually does,
the cutting in the wood; however, it is neces-
sary that another tool be used to hold theauger
bit and give you enough leverage to turn the bit.
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TO OPEN

....=111

44.20G
Figure 1-76.Placing an auger bit

in a chuck.'

4440H
Figure 1-77.Using scrap lumber to pre-

vent splintering when boring.

The tools most often used for holding the bit are
the carpenter's brace, breast drill, and push
drill,(fig. 1-75).

BORING THROUGH HOLES 114 WOOD.To
bore a hole in wood with an auger bit, first

44.20K
Figure 1-78.Method of sighting in for

perpendicular hole.

8

44.20L
Figure 179.Boting a through

hole by reversing direction.

select the proper fit indicated on or near the
square tang. Then you insert the auger bit into
the chuck (fig. 1-76).

To chuck the bit, hold th shell of the chuck
(fig. 1-76A), as you turn th handle to open the
jawe. When the jaws are apart far enough to
take the square tang of the bit, insert it (fig.
1-768), until the end Seats in the square -driving
socket at the bottom of the chuck. Then tighten
the chuck by turning-the handle to close the jaws
and hold the bit in placer

With a chuck having no driving socket (a
square hole which is visible if 'ou look directly
into the chuck), additional carp must be; taken
to seat and center the corners of the tapered
shank in the V grooves 'of tie chuck jaws.
(See figure 1-76C.) In this t e of chuck the

42. n
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44.20(4)
Figure 1-80.Twist drills (Sizes

No. 1 to No. 60).

jaws serve to hold the bit in the center and to
prevent it from corning out of-the chuck.

After placing the point of the feed screw at
the location of the center of the hole yOu will

..bore, steady the brace against your body, if
possible, with the auger,, bit square with the
surface of the work. .

To bore a horizontal hole in the stock held in
the bench vise, hold the head of the brace with
one hand, steadying it against your body, while
turning the handle with the other hand. Scrap
stock behind the job will prevent .splintering
(fig. 1-77).

When it is not possible to Make a full turn
with the handle of the bit brace, turn the cam
ring, shown in figure 1-75; clockwise until it
stops. This will raise one of the two ratchet
pawls affording clockwise ratchet action for
rotating the bit. For counterclockwise ratchet
action; turn the cam ring counterclockwise as
far as it will go.

'To bore a vertical hole in stock held in a
bench vise, hold the brace and bit perpendicular
to the surface of the work. Placing a trysquare

1

44.20R
Figure 1- 81. Drilling whole in wood

with a twist drill.

near the bit, alternately in the two positions
shown in figure 1-78, will help you sight it in.

Another way to bore a through hole without
splitting out on the opposite face is to reverse
the bit one or two turns when the feed screw
just becomes visible through this opposite face
(fig. 1-79A). This will release the bit. Remove
the bit while pulling it up and turning it clock=
wise. This will remove the loose chips from

° the hole. Finish the hole by boring rom the'
opposite face. This will remove the r maining
material which is usually in the form of a
wooden disk held fast to the feed screw (fig.
1-79B).

DRILLING HOLES WITH A TWIST DRILL.
, An ordinary twist drill may be used to drill
holes in wood. Select a twist drill of the size
required (fig. 1-80) and secure it in the chuck
of a drill.

In figure 1-81, the twist. drill has been
chucked. Notice that the job is secured to the
table with a pair of C-clamps. Beneath the job
is a block of wood. °In drilling through wood, a
backup block is used to ensure a clean hole at
the bottom of the job.

Figure 1-82 shows a hole being drilled with
a breast drill. Turn the crank handle with one
hand as you hold the side handle with the other
hand.- This will steady the breast 'qui while
feed pressure is applied by resting your chest
on the breast plate shown in figure 1-82. Notice,
too, that the breast drill has a high or a low
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4.33A
Figure 1-82.Drilling a hole with

a breast drill.

speed available, according to the setting of the
speed selector nut. When drilling a horizontal
hole, apply feed pressure by resting your body
against the breast plate.

In drilling a horizontal hole with the hand
drill shown in figure 1-83, operate the crank
with the right hand and with the left hand guide
the drill by holding the handle which is opposite
the Chuck end of the drill.

DRILLING HOLE wail A "PUSH" DRILL.
Figure 1-84A shows the Stanley "Yankee" auto-
matic drill which is often called a "push" drill.

4.34A
Figure 1-83.Drilling a hole with

a hand drill.

8
44.116

Figure 1-84.Push drill and drill point.

44.117
Figure 1-85.Selecting a drill for

use in a push drill.

This drill can be used to drill either horizontal
or vertical holes when the accuracy of the ri*ht
angle with the work is not critical. .

The drill point used in push drills (fig.
1-84B) is a straight flute drill. Sharpen its
point on the grinder and provide only slight
clearance behind the cutting tedge. It will drill,
holes in'wood and other soft materials.

44 4 ,
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44.118
Figure 1-86.Drilling horizontal and

vertical holes with a push drill. .
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Figure 1-87.Tang and socket

wood chisels.

To select a drill for use ina push drill, hold ,

the handle of the drill in one hand and release
the magazine eby turning the knurled screw as
shown in figure 1-85A. This will permit you to
drop the magazine. Figure 1-858, shows the
drill magazine lowered to expose the drills
from which the proper size can be selected.

To. chuck the drill, loosen the chuck several
turns andinsert the drill as far as it will go.
Turn the drill until it seats inthe driving socket
in the bottom of the chuck. Then tighten the
chuck to hold the drill in place.'4(fig. 1-85C).

To drill a vertical hole' with this drill (fig.
1-86A), place thezjob op a flat surface and op-
erate the push drill with alternate strokes up

SA
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SOCKET FIRMER CHISEL

TANG PARING CHISEL

MORTISING CHISEL,

BUTT CHISEL

29.9C
Figure 1-88.Shapes of common types

of wood chisels.

and down. If it is necessary to hold the work in
place while it is being drilled, use some me-
chanical means if you can. If you must hold the
job with your hand, grasp the material as far as
possible from where the drill-is drilling.

In drilling horizontal holes with the push
drill, as in figure, 1-86B, secure the job in a
vise. The back-and-forth strokes rotate the
drill, advancing it into the work on the forward
stroke ai the, drilling proceeds. The index
finger, extended along the body of the tool, will
help *guide the drilling at right angles to the
work.

WOOD CHISELS

A wood chisel is a steel tool fitted with a
wooden or plastic handle. It has a singlevbev-
eled cutting edge on the end of the steel part, or
blade. According to their construction, chisels
may be divided into tWo general classes: TANG
chisels, in which part of the chisel enters the
handle, and SOCKET chisels, in which the handle
enters into a part of the chisel (fig. 1-87).
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A socket chisel is designed for striking with
a wooden,mallet (never a iiiteel hammer), while
a tang chisel is desigtted/for.hand manipulation
only. .

Wood chisels are oleo divided into types, de-
pending upon their weights and thicknesses, the
shape or design of the blade, and the work they
are intended to do.

The shapeti of the more common types of
wood chisels are shown in figure 1-88. The
FIRMER chisel has .a strong, rectangular-
cross-section blade, designed for both heavy
and light work. The blade of the PARING chisel
is relatively thin, andle beveled along the sides
for the fine paring work. The BUTT chisel has
a short blade, designed for work in hard-to-get-
at places.

The butt chisel is commonly used for chisel-
ing the GAINS (rectilogular depressions) for the
BUTT hinges onlioors; hence the name. The
MORTISING chisel is similar to a socket firmer
but has a narrow blade, designed for chiseling
out the deep, narrow MORTISES for 'mortise -
and -tenon joints. ,TMi work requires a 'good
deal of levering out of chip; consequently; the
mortising chisel is made extra thick in the
shaft to prevent breaking.

A FRAMING chisel is shaped like a firmer
chisel, but has a very heavy, strong blade de-
signed for work in,rough carpentry.

A wood chisel should always be held with the
flat side or back of the chisel 'against" the work
for smoothing and finishing cuts. Whenever
possible, it should not be inshed straight
through an opening, but should be moved lat-
erally at the same time that it is pushed for-
ward. This method ensures a shearing cut,
which with.care,will produce a smooth and even
surface even when the work is cross-grained.
On rough work, use a hammer or mallet to drive
the socket-type chip

On fine work, use ybur haiid as the driving
power on tang-type chisels. For rough cuts,
the bevel edge of-the chisel is held against the
work. Wheneve. possible, other tools such as
saws and planes should be used to remove as
much of the,.waste as possible, and the chisel
used for finishing purposes only.

These are a' few basic precautions, that you
should observe at all times when using a chisel.

a; Secure work so that it cannot move.
b:. Keep both hands back of the cutting

edge at all times.

c. Do not start a cut on a guideline. Start
slightly away from it, so that there is a small
amount of material tube removed by the finish-

cuti.
d. When starting a cut, always chisel

away from the guideline toward the waste wood,
so that no splitting will occur at the edge.

e. Never cut towards yourself with a
chisel.

f. Make the shavings thin, especially
when finishing.

g. Examine the grain of the, wood to see
which way it runs. Cut with the grain. 'This
severs the fibers and leaves the wood smooth.
Cutting against the grain splits the wood and
leaves it rough. ,This type of cut cannot be
controlled. IV
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SCREWDRIVERS

A screwdriver is one of the most belie of
basic handtools. ft is also the most frequently
abused of all luindtools. It is designed for on
function onlyto drive and remove scraws.. A
screwdriver should not be used as a pry bar, a -
scraper, a chisel, or a punch.

STANDARD

There are' three main 'parts, to a standard
screwdriver. The portion you grip is called the
handle, the steel portion, extending from the
handle 11 the shank, and the end which fits'into
the screw is called the blade (fig. 1-19).

The steel shank is designed to withstand
considerable twisting force in proportion to its
size, and the tip of the blade is hardened, to keep
it from Wearing.

Standard screwdriver's are classified by
size, according to the combined length of the
'shank and blade. The most common sizes range
in length from 2 1/2 in. to 12 in. There are
many screwdrivers smaller and some larger
for special purposes. The diameter of the
shank, and the width and thicknels of the blade
are generally proportionate to the length, but
again there are special screwdrivers with long
thin shanks, short thick shanks, and extra wide
or extra narrow blades.

Screwdriver handles may be wood, plastic,
or metal. When metal handles are used, there
is usually a wooden hand grip planed .on' each
side of the handle. In some types of wood- or
plastic-handled screwdrivegs the shank extends
through' the handle, while in others the shank
enters the handle onlya short way and is pinned
to the handle. For heavy work, special types of
screwdrivers are, made With a square shank.
They are designeci,this way so that they may be
gripped with a wrench, but this is the only kind
on which's wrench should be used.

When using a screwdriver -it is important to
select the prop,' size-so that the blade fits the
screw slot properly. This prevents burring the
slot and reduces the force required to hold the
driver in the slot. Keep the shank perpendicu-
lar to the screw head (fig. 1 -90).

RECESSED

P.3cessed screws are now available in vari-
ous Shapes. They have a cavity ,formed in the

IY
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Figure 1-90.Positioning screwdrivers.

REED AND
PRINCE HEAD

a 29.123(44B)
Figure 1-91.Comparison of Phillips, Reed,
and Prince and Torq-Set screwheads.

(A) PHILLIPS

A1.

(8) REED AND PRINCE

1.14(4413)C
Figure1-92.Matching cross-slot screws

and drivers.

head and require a specially shaped, screw-
driver. The clutch tip (fig. 1-89) is one shape,
but the more common include the Phillips, Reed
and Prince; and newer Torq-Set types (fig.
1 -91).. The most common,type DAN) is the
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Phillips head screw. This requires a Phillips:
type screwdriver gig. 1-89).

Phillips Screwdriver

The head of a Phillips-type screw has a
lour-way slot into which the screwdriver fits.
This prevents the screwdriver from slipping.
Three standard sized Phillips screwdrivers'
handle a wide range of screw sizes. Their abil-
ity to hold helps to prevent damaging the slots
or the work surrounding the screw.. It is a poor
practice to try to use a standard screwdriver on
a Phillips screw because both the tool and
screw slot will be damaged.

Reed and Prince Screwdriver

Reedand Prince screwdrivers are not inter-
changeable with Phillips screwdrivers. There-
fore, always use a Reed and Prince screwdriver
with Reed and Prince' screws and a Phillips
screwdriver with Phillips screws, or a ruined
tool or ruined screwhead will result.

How do you distinguish between these similar
screwdrivers? Refer to figure 1-92.

The Phillips screwdriver has about 30-degree
flukes and a blunt end, while the Reed and
Prince has 45-degree flukes and a sharper,
pointed end. The Phillips screw has beveled
walls betieen the slots; the Reed and Prince,
streight, pointed walls. In addition, the Phillips
screw slot is not as deep as the Reed and
Prince slot.

Additional ways to identify the right screw-
driVer are as follows:

1. If it tends to stand up unassisted when
the point is put in the head of a vertical screw,
it rs probably the proper one.

2. The outline of the 'ad of a Reed and
Prince screwdriver is approximately a right
angle, as seen in the illustration.

*. 3. In general, Reed and Prince screws are
used for airframe structural applications,while
Phillips screws are found most often in com-
ponent assemblies:

"Torq-Set" Screws

"Torq-Set" machine screws (Offset cross-
slot drive) have recently begun to appear in
new equipment. The main advantage of the
newer type is that more torque can be applied
to its head while tightening or loosening than

48

any other screw of comparable size and mate-
rial without damaging the head of the screw.

Torq-Set machine screws are similar in
'appearance to tire more familiar Phillips ma;
chit* screws.

Since a. Phillips driver could easily damage
a Torq-Set screwhead, making it difficult if not
impossible to remove the screw even if the
proper tool is later used, maintenance person-
nel should bi alert to the differences (fig. 1 -91)
and ensure that the proper tool is used.

OFFSET SCREWDRIVERS."Anoffset screw-
driver (fig. 1-89) may be used where there is
not sufficient vertittal space for a standard or
recessed screwdriver. ,Offset screwdrivers
are constructed with one blade forged in line
and another blade forged at right angles to the
shank handle. -Both blades are bent .90 degrees
fo'lhe shank handle. By alternating ends, most
screws can be ,seated or loosened even when
the swinging space is very restricted. Offset
screwdrivers are made . for both standard and
recessed head screws.

RATCHET SCREWDRIVER

For fast easy wbrk the ratchet screwdriver
(fig. 1-89), is extremely convenient, as it can
be used one-handed and does not require the
bit to be lifted out of the slot after each turn': It
may be fitted with either a standard type bit or
k special bit for recessed heads. The ratchet
screwdriver is most commonly used by the
woodworker for ving screws in soft wood.

SAFETY

Never use a screwdriver to check an
electrical circuit.

Never try to turn a screwdriver with- a
pair of pliers.

Do not h9ld work in your hand while using
a screwdriyerg-ii Abe point slips it can cause a
bad cut. Hold, the work in a vise, with a' clamp,
or on a solid surface. If that is impossible,
you will always be safe if you follow' this rule:
NEVER GET ANY PART OF YOUR BODY
FRONT OF THE SCREWDRIVER BLADE TIP.
That'is 'e good safety rule for any sharp or
pointed tool.

PLIERS

Pliers are made in many styles and sizes
and are used to.. perform many different

197
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SIDECUTTING PLIERS

Figure 1-93.Pliers.

1.21.4A
Figure 1-94.Slipjoint pliers.

operations. Pliers are used for cutting pur-
poses as welLas holding and gripping small
articleC In situations where it may be incon-
venient or impossible to use hands. Figure
1-93 shows several different kinds.

The combination pliers are handy for holding
or bending flat or round stock. The long-nosed
pliers are less rugged, and break-easily if you
use them on heavy jobs. Long-nosed pliers
commonly called needle-nose pliers are espe-
cially useful for bolding small objects in tight
places and for making deliate adjustments.
The round-nosedkind are handy when you need
to. damp sheet metal or form a loop in a wire,
The diagonal cutting pliers, commonly called
"diagonals" or "dikes,"are designed for cutting

"` wire and cotter pins close to a flat surface and
are especially useful in the electronic and elec-.
trical fields. The :duckbill pliers are used ex-

.. tensively jn aviatioh areas.
here are two important rules for using

pliers:

1017
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CURVED-NEEDLE NOSE

1:21(44B)A

1.21.4B -
Figure 1-95.Slipj9int

combination pliers.

1. Do not make pliers work beyond their
capacity. The long-nosed kind, are especially
delicate. It is easy to spring or 'break them, or
nick their edges. After that, they are practi-
cally useless.

2. Do not use pliers to turn nuts. In juit a
few seconds, a pair of pliers e.,:n damage a nut.
Pliers must not be substituted for wrenches.

SLIP-JOINT PLIERS

Slip-joint pliers (fig. 1-94) are pliers with
straight, serrated (grooved), jaws, and the screw
of pivot with which the jaws are fastened to-
gether may be moved to either of two positions,
in order to grasp small- or -large-sized ob-
jects better.

to spread the jaws of slip-joint pliers, first
spread the ends of the handles apart as far as
pbslible. The slip-Jo:at or pivot, will now
move to the open position. To close, again
spread the handles as far as possible, then push
the joint back into the closed position.
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1.21D
Figure 1-96.Vise grip pliers.

_ -44.22
Figure 1-97.Water pump pliers.

LAND.
GROOVE

1.21(44B)B
Figure 1- 98. Channel -lock pliers.

Slip-joint combination pliers (fig. 1-95) arepliers similar to the slip-joint pliers just
described, but with the additional feature of aside cutter at the junction of the jaws. This
cutter consists of a pair of square cut notches,
one on each jaw; which act like a pair of shears
when an object is placed between them and thejaws are closed.

The cutter is designed to cut material such
as soft wire and nails. To use the cutter, open
the jaws until the cutter on either jaw lines up
with the other. Place the material to be cut asfar back as possible into the opening formed bythe cutter,ind squeeze, the handles of the pliers
together. Do not attempt to cut hard material

such as spring wire or hard rivets with the
combination, pliers. To do so will spring the

jaws; and if the jaws are sprung, it will be dif-
ficult thereafter to cut small wire with thecutters.

WRENCH (VISE -GRIP) PLIERS

Vise-grip pliers (fig. 1-96), can be used for
holding objects regardless of their shape. A
screw adjustment hone of the handles makesthem suitable for several different sizes. Thejaws of have standard serra-tions such as the piers just described or mayhave a -clamp -type, jaw. The clamp-type jawsare generally wide and smooth and are used
primarily when working with sheet metal,

Visergrip plieis have an advantage over
other types of plieis in that you can clamp them
on an- object and they will stay. This will leave
your hinds free for other work.

A craftsman uses this tool a number of ways.It may be used as a clamp, speed wrench, port-
able' vise, and for many other uses where a
locking, plier type jaw may be employed. These
pliers can be adjusted to various jaw openings
by turning the (knurled adjusting screw at theend of the handle (fig. 1-96). Vise-grips canbe' clamped_ and locked in position by pulling
the lever toward the handle.

CAUTION: (Vise-grip pliers' should,be usedwith care since the teeth in the jaws tend to
damage the object on which they are clamped.
They should not be used on nuts, bolts, tube fit-
tings, or other objects which must be reused.

WATER-PUMP-PLIERS

Water -pump pliers were originally designedfor tightenincor removing water pump packingnuts. They were excellent for this job because
they have a jaw adjustableto seven different po-sitions. Water-pump pliers .,(fig. 1-97) are
easily' identified by their size, jaw teeth, and
adjustable (slip joint. The- inner surface of the
jaws consists of a series of coarse teeth formed
by deep grooves, a surface adapted to grasping
cylindrical objects.

CHANNEL-LOCK PLIERS

Cnatmel-lock pliers (fig. 1-98) are another
version of water-pump pliers easily identified
by the extra long handles, which make them a
Vary powierful gripping tool. They are shaped
approximately the same as the pliers just
described, but the jaw opening adjustment is

50 1018
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effected differently. Channel-lock pliers have
grooves on one jaw'and lands on the-other. The
adjustment is effected by changing the position
of the grooves and lands. The Channel-lock
pliers are less likely to slip from the adjest-
meat setting when gripping an object. The
-channel-lock pliers will only be used where it
is impossible to use a more adapted wrench or
holding device. Many nuts and bolts and sur-
rounding parts have been damaged by improper
use of channel-lock pliers.

DIAGONAL PLIERS

Diagonal cutting pliers (fig. 1-93) are used
for cutting small, light material, such as wire
and cotter pins in areas which are inaccessible
to the larger cutting tools. Also, since they are
designed for cutting only, larger objects can be
cut than with the slip -joint pliers.

As the cutting edges _are...diagonally offset
approximately- 15 degrees, diagonal pliers are
adapted to cutting Small objects flush with a
surface. The inner jaw surface is a diagonal
straight cutting edge. Diagonal pliers should
never 'be used to hold objects, because they ex-
ert a greater shearing force than other types of
pliers of a similar size. The sizes of the di-
agonal cutting pliers are designated by the
overall length of the pliers.

5-

SIDE-CUTTING PLIERS

Side-cutting pliers (sidecutters) are prin-
cipally used for holding, bending, and cutting
thin materials or small gage wire. Sidecutters
vary in size and are designated by their overall
length. The jaws are hollowed out on one side
just forward of the pivot point of the pliers.
Opposite the hollowed out portion of the jaws
are the cutting edges (fig. 1-93).

When holding or bending light metal surfaces,
the jaw tips are used to grasp the object. When
holding wire grasp it as near one end as pos-
sible because the jaws will mar the wire. To
cut .sMall diameter wire the side cutting-edge
of the jaws near the pivot is used. Never use
sidecutters to graip large objects, tighten nuts,
or bend heavy gage metal, since such opetations
will spring the jaws.

Sidecutters are often called electrician or
lineman pliers. They are used extensively for
stripping insulation from wire and for twisting
wire when making a splice.

(A)

(B)

(C)

1.21(44B)C
Figure 1-99.Pliers. (A) Duckbill;

(B) needle nose; and1C) wire
twister.

DUCKBILL PLIERS

Duckbill" pliers (fig. 1-99A), have long wide
jaws and slender handles. Duckbills are used
in confined areas where the fingers cannot be
used. The jaw faces of the pliers are scored to
aid in holding an_ item securely. Duckbills are
ideal for twisting the safetywire used in secur-
ing nuts, bolts, and screws.

NEEDLE-NOSE PLIERS

Needle-nose pliers (fig. 1-99B), are used in
the same manner as duckbill pliers. However,
there is a difference in the design of the jaws.
Needle-nose jaws are tapered to a point which
makes them adapted to installing and removing
small cotter, pins. They have serrations at the
nose end and a side cutter near the throat.
Needle-nose pliers may be used to hold- small
items steady, to cut and _bend safety wire, or to
do numerous other jobs which are too intricate
or too difficult to be done by hand alone.

NOTE: Duckbill and needle-nose pliers are
especially delicate, Care should be exercised
when using these pliers to prevent springing,
breaking, -or chipping the jaws. Once these
pliers are damaged, they are practically useless.
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WIRE-TWISTER PLIERS

Wire-twister pliers (fig. 1-99C), are three-
way pliers, which hold, twist, and cut. They
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FigUre 1 -160. Common types of bench vises.

are designed to reduce the time used in twisting
safety wire on. nuts and bolts. To operate,
grasp the wire between the two diagonal jaws,
and the thumb will bring the locking sleeve into
place. A pull on the knob twirls the twister,
making uniform twists in the wire. The spiral
rod -may be pushed back into the twister without
unlocking it, and another pull on ',the knob will
give a tighter twist to the wire. A' squeeze on
the handle unlocks the twister, and the wire eau
be cut to the desired length with the side cutter.
The spiral of the twister should be lubricated
occasionally.*e.

MAINTENANCE OF PLIERS

Nearly all sidecutting pliers and diagonals
are designed so that the cutting edges can be
reground. Some older-models of pliers will not
close if material is ground from the cutting
Edges. When grinding the cutting edges never
take any more material from the _jaws than is
necessary to remove the nicks. Grind the' same
amount of stock from both jaws.

NOTE: When jaws on pliers do not open
enough to permit grinding, remove the pin that
attaches the two halves oof the pliers so that the
jaws can be separated.
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The serrations on the jaws of pliers must be
sharp. When they become dull, the pliers should
be held in a vise and the serrations recut by
using a small 3.-corner file. ,

Pliers should be coated with light oil when
they are not in use. They should be stored in a
toolbox in such a manner that the jaws Cannot be
injured by striking hard objects. Keep the pin
or bolt at the hinge just tight enough to hold the
two parts of the pliers in contact and always
keep the pivot phi lubricated with a few drops of
light oil.

VISES- AND CLAMPS

Vises are used for holding work when ,it is
being planed, sawed, drilled, shaped, sharpened,
or riveted, or when wood isbeing glued. Clamps
are used for holding work which cannot be sat-
isfactorily held in a vise because of its shape
and size, or when a vise is not available.
Clamps are generally used for light work.

Figure 1-100 shows the most common bench
vises that are used throughout the Navy.

A MACHINIST'S BENCH VISE is a large
steel vise-with rough jaws that prevent the work
from slipping. Most of these vises have a
swivel base with jaws that can be rotated, while

11J20
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others cannot be rotated. A similar light duty.
model is- equipped with a cutoff. These vises
are usually bolt-mounted onto a bench.

THE BENCH AND PIPE-VISE has - integral
pipe jaws for holding pipe from 3/4 ,.inchsto 3
inches in diameter. The maximum working
main jaw opening is usually 5 inches, with a jaw
width of 4 to 5 inches. The base can be swieled
to any position and locked. These vises are
equipped with an anvil and are also bolted onto
a workbench.

The CLAMP BASE VISE usually has a
smaller holding capacity than the machinist's
or the bench and pipe vise and is usually
clamped to the edge of a bench with a thumb-
screw. These type vises can be obtained with a.
maximum holding capacity varying between-1 1/2 in. and 3 in. These vises normally do not
have pipe holding jaws.

The BLACKSMITH'S VISE (fig. 1-101) isused for holding work that must be pbunded witha heavy hammer. It is fastened to a sturdy
workbench or wall, and, the long leg is secured
into _a solid base on the floor.

The PIPE VISE (fig. 1-101) is specifically.
desigaed'to hold round stock or pipe. The vise
shown has a capacitrof 1 to 3 inches. One jawis hinged so that the work can be positioned and
then the jaw brought down and locked. This vise
is also used on a bench. Some pipe vises are
designed to use a section of chain to hold down
the work. Chain pipe vises range in size from
1/8- to 2 1/2 inch pipe capacity .up to 1/2- to8 -inch pipe capacity.

A C-CLAMP (fig. 1 -102) is shaped -like theletter C. It consists of a steel frame threaded
to receive an operating screw with, a swivelhead. It is made for light, medium, and heavy
serviceln a variety of *zee.

A: HAND SCREW CLAMP (fig. '1-102) con-
sists of two hard maple jaws connected with two
operating- sciews. Each jaw has two metal in-
serts into which the screws are threaded. The
hand screw clamp is alsb issued from supply ina variety of sizes.

CARE

Keep vises clean at all times. They should
be cleaned and wiped with light uil after using.
Never strike a vise with a heavy object and
never hold large work in a small vise, since
these practices will cause the jaws to become
sprung or otherwise damage the vise. Keep
jaws in good condition and oil the screws and
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LOCKING DEVICE PIPE

11.3BFigure 1-101.-Blacksmith's and pipe vises.

the slide frequently.' Never oil the swivel baseof swivel Jaw joint; its holding power will be im-
paired. When the vise is not in use, bring thejaws lightly together or leave`a very small gap.(The. movable jaw of a- tightly closed vise maybreak due to the expansion of the metal in heat.)
Leave the handle in a vertical position.

Threads of C-clamps must be.clean and freefrom rust. The swivel head must also be clean,
smooth, and grit free. If the swivel head be-
comes damaged, replace it as follows: pry
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Figure 1- 103.-;-Shapes of sharpening stones and oilstones.

open the crimped portion of the head and re-
move the head from the ball end of the Screw.
Replace with a new head and crimp.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

When closing the jaw of a vise or clamp,
avoid getting any portion of your hands or

body between the jaws or between one jaw and
the work. -

When holding heavywork in a vise, place a
block of wood under the work as a prop to pre-
vent it from sliding down and falling on your
foot.

Do not open the jaws of a vise beyond their
capacity, as the movable jaw will drop off,
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causing personal injury and possible damage
to the jaw.

SHARPENING STONES

Sharpening stones are divided into two
groups, natural and artificial. Some of the
natural stones are oil treated during and after
the manufacturing processes. The stones that
are oil treated are sometimes called oilstones.
Artifidial stones are normally made of silicone
carbide or.aluminum oxide. Natural stones have

. very fine grains and are excellent for, putting
razorlike edges on fine cutting tools. Most
sharpening stones have one coarse and one fine
face. Some -of these stones are mounted, Sand
the, working face of some of the sharpening
stone& is a combination of coarse and fine
grains. Stones are available in a vareity of
shapes, as shown in figure 1 -103.

A fine cutting oil is generally used with most
artificial sharpening stones; however, other
lubricants,such as kerosene may be used. When
a tool has been sharpened on a grinder or
grindstone, there is usually a wire edge or a
feather edge left by the coarse 'wheel. The
sharpening stones are used to hone this wire or
feather edge off the cutting edge of the tool. Do
not attempt to do a honing job with the wrong
stone. Use a coarse stone to sharpen large and
very dull or nicked tools. Use a medium grain
stone to sharpen tools not requiring a finished
edge, such as tools for working soft wood,cloth,
leather, and rubbers Use a fine stone and an
oilstone to sharpen and hone tools reqUiring a
razorlike edge.

°Prevent glazing of sharpening stones by ap-
plying a light oil during the use of the stone.
Wipe the stone clean with wiping cloth or cotton
waste after each use. If stone becomes glazed
or gummed up, clean with aqueous ammonia or
drycleaning solvent. If necessary, scour with
aluminum oxide abrasive cloth or flint paper
attached to nflat block.

At times, stones wilt become uneven from
improper use. True the uneven surfaces on an
old grinding wheel or on a grindstone. Another
method of truing the surface is to lap it with a
block of cast iron or other hard Material cov-
ered with a waterproof abrasive paper, dipping
the stone in water at-regular intervals and con-
tinuing the lapping until the stone is true.

Stones must be carefully stored in boxes or
on special racks when not in use. Never lay
them down on uneven surfaces or place them
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Figure 1-104.Sharpening a

woodworker's chisel.

where they may be knocked off a table or bench,
or where heavy objects can fall on them. Do not
store in a hot place.

SHARPENING A WOOD CHISEL

To sharpen a wood chisel with a sharpening
stone, use a common oilstone that has coarse
grit on one side and fine grit on the other (fig.
1-104). Make sure the stone is firmly held so
that it cannot move. Cover the stone with a
light machine oil so that the fine particles of
steel ground off will float and thus prevent the
stone from clogging.

Hold the chisel in one handwith the bevel flat
against the coarse side of the stone. Use the
fingers of your other hand to steady the chisel
and hold it down against the stone. Using smooth
even strokes, rub the chisel back and forth
parallel to the surface of the stone (fig. 5-18).
The entire surface of the stone should be used
to avoid wearing a hollow in the center of the
stone. Do not rock the blade. The angle of the
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44.137
Figure 1-105.Sharpening a pocket knife.

blade with the stone must remain constant dur-
ing the whetting process.

After a few strokes, a burr, wire edge, or
feather edge 'is produced. To remove the burr,
first take a few strokes with the-flat side of the
chisel held flat on the fine grit side of the stone.
Be careful not to raise the 'chisel even slightly;
avoid putting the slightest bevel on the flat side,
for then the chisel must be ground until the
bevel is removed.

After whetting the flat side on the fine grit
side of the stone, turn the chisel over and place
the bevel side down and hold it at the -same
angle as used when whetting on the coarse side
of the stone. Take two or three light strokes to
remove the burr.

To test the sharpness of the cutting edge,
hold the chisel where a good light will shine on
thccutting edge. A keen edge does not reflect
light in any position. If there are no shiny or
white spots it is a good edge...

SHARPENING A POCKET KNIFE

Pocket knives may be sharpened on a me-
dium or fine grade sharpening stone witha few
drops of oil spread on the surface. Hold the
handle of the knife in one hand and place the
blade across the stone. Press down with the
fingers of the other hand and stroke the blade
following a circular motion as shown in figure
1-105. After several strokes, reverse the
blade and stroke the opposite side, following the
same type of motion. Use a light even pres-
sure. A thin blade overheats quickly and can

SHOP

1 44.210
Figure 1-106.Knives.

lose its temper. The wire edge or burr that
may be left on a knife blade after whetting-may
be removed by stropping both sides on a soft
wood block, canvas or leather.

MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS

Tools described in this section may be en-_
countered, at some time in your Navy career.
They may not necessarily be found in any par-
ticular toolkit but may be stored 'in a central
toolroom, to be checked out when needed. This
section of the text will give you some tips on
their nomenclature, where and how they can be
used, and some safety precautions to be ob-
served when:using these tools.

KNIVES

Most knives are used to cut, pare, and trim
wood, leather, rubber and other similar mate-
rials. The types you will probably encounter
most frequently are, the shop knife pocket knife,
and the putty knife (fig. 1-106).

The shop knife can be used to cut cardboard,
linoleum, and paper. It has an' aluminum han-
dle and is furnished with interchangeable blades
stored in the 5-inch handle.

' Pocket knives are used for light cutting,
sharpening pencils, cutting strings, etc. They
are unsuited for heavy work.. Multi-purpose
knives have an assortment of blades designed
for forcing holes, driving screws and opening
cans, as well as cutting. The blades are hinged
and should be contained within the case when
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not in use. They are spring loadedto keep them
firmly in place when open or closed.

A putty knife is used for applying, putty to
window ash when . setting in panes of glass.
The blade has a wide square point available in
different lengths and widths.

Safety with knives is essential. Do not use
knives larger than can be safely handled. Use
knives only for the purpose for which they were
designed. Always cut away from your body.
Do not carry open knives in your pocket or
leave them, where they may come into contact
with or cause-injury to others. Put knives away
carefully alter use to protect sharp _cutting
edges from contacting other hard objects.

MECHANICAL FINGERS!

Small articles which have fallen into places
where they cannot be reached by hand may be
retrieved with the mechanical fingers. This
tool is also used when starting nuts or bolts in
difficult areas. The mechanial fingers, shownis figure 1-107 have a tube containing , flat
springs which extend from the end of the tube
to 'form clawlike fingers, much like the screw
holder. The springs are attached to a rod that
extends from the outer end of the tube. A plate
is attached to the end of the tube, and a similar
plate to be pressed by the thumb is attached to
the end of the rod. -A-coil spring placed around
the rod between the two plates holds them apart
and retracts the fingers into the tube. With the
bottom plate grasped between the fingers and
enough thumb pressure applied to the top plate
to compress the spring, the tool fingers extend
from the tube in a grasping position. When the
thumb -pressure is released, the tool fingers
retract into the tube as far. as the object tbey
hold will allow. Thus, enough pressure is ap-
plied on the object to hold it securely. Some
mechanical:fingers have a flexible end on the
tube to permit their use in close quarters . or
around obstructions (fig. 1-107).

NOTE: Mechanical fingers should not be
used as a substitute for wrenches or pliers.
The fingers are made of thin sheet metal or
spring wire and can be easily damaged by
overloading.

Flashlight

Each toolbox shoUld have a standard Navy
vaporproof two-cell flashlight. .The flashlight

° 1

FLEXIBLE
TYPE

EXTENDED POSITION RETRACTED POSITION

44.211
Figure 1-107.Mechanical fingers.

1

is used constantly during all phases of main-
tenance. Installed in both ends of the flashlight
are rubber seals which keep oui all vapors.
The flashlight should be inspected periodically
for the installation of these seals, the spare
bulb,.and colored filters which are contained in
the end cap. NOTE: Do not throw away the
filters; they will be necessair during night
operations.
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44.212

Figure 1-108.Adjustable inspection
mirror.

INSPECTION MIRROR °

There are several types of inspection mir-
rors available for use in maintenance. The
mirror is issued in a variety of 'Sizes and may
be round or rectangular. The mirror is con-
nected to the end of a rod and may be fixed or
adjustable (fig. 1-108).

The inspection mirror aids in making de-
tailed inspection where the human eye cannot-
directly see the inspection area. By angling the
mirror, and with the aid of a flashlight, it is
passible to inspect most required areas. A late

model inspection mirror features a built-in
light to aid in viewing those dark places where
use of a flashlight is not convenient.

PERSONAL SAFETY EQUIPMENT

To protect you from danger, 'protective
equipment such as safety shoes, goggles, hard
hats and gloves are issued. The use of this
equipment is mandatory on certain jobs. Their
use is a MUST and there is no question about
that. Be sure to USE THEM on any job WHERE
they are REQUIRED. They can protect you
from a lot of harm.

SAFETY SHOES

Some safety shoes are designed to limit
damage-to- your toes from falling objects. A
steel plate is placed in the toe area of such
shoes so that your,toes are not crushed if -an
object impacts there.

Other safety shoes are designed for use
where danger froth sparking could cause an
explosion. Such danger is minimized by elimi-
nation of all metallic nails and eyelets and
the use of soles hich do not cause static
electricity..

Figure 1-109.--;;Eye protectiOn devices.
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29:201
Figure 1-110.Gas and electric-arc

welding gauntlet gloves.

BODY BELT SAFETY STRAP

29.239.1
Figure 1 -111. Safetyequipment.

GOGGLES

°Prdper eye* protection is the utmost im-
portance for all personnel. Eye protection is
necessary because of hazards posed by infrared
and ultraviolet radiation, or by flying objects
such as sparks, gldbules of molten metal, or
chipped concrete and wood, etc. These hazards
are everprese. luring welding, cutting, solder-ing, chipping, cuffing and a variety of otheroperations. It TMPERATIVE for you to useeye protection . .ces such as helmets, hand-
shields and goggles (fig. 1-109). during eye-hazard operations.

.ppropriate use of goggles will limit eye
hazards. Some goggles have plastic windows
,which resist shattering upon impact. Others

26.203
Figure 1-112.-1:.rd hat.

are designed to limit harmful infrared and ul-
traviolet radiation from arcs or flames by ip-
Oropriate filter lenses. .

Remember, eye damage can be excruciatingly
painful. PROTECT YOUR EYES.

GLOVES

Use gloves whenever you are requir4d to
handle rough, scaly, or splintery objects. Spe-
cial flameproof gloves are designed for gas and
electric welding, to limit danger and4ciaraage
from sparks and other hot flying objects .(fig.
1.110). Personnel in the electrical fields are
usually required to wear insulating rubber
gloves.

Be sure to follow all regulations prescribedfor the use of gloves. Gloves must not be wornaround rotating machinery unless sharp or
rough material is being handled. If such is the

. case, EXTREME CARE SHOULD BE EXER-
CISED to prevent the gloves from being caughtin the machinery.

SAFETY BELTS-AND STRAPS

The "safety, strap"nd "body belt" shown in
figure 1-111 are what might becalled your ex-tra hands when you work aloft. The body belt,
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strapped around your waist contains various
pockets for small tools., The safety strap is a
leather or neoprene impregnated nylon belt with
a tongue-type buckle at each end. While you are
climbing you will have the safety strap !urging
by both ends from the left ring (called/ a "D"
ring because of its shape) on the body belt.
When you are ,at working position, you unsnap
one end of the safety strap, pass it around the
supporting structure so there is no danger of
its slipping (at least 18 inches from the top of
the part on which it is fastened), and hook it to
the right "D" ring on the body belt.

The safety strap must be placed around a
part - of the structure which is of sufficient
strength to sustain a man's weight and his
equipment, and must rest flat against the suit
face without twists or turns. It must not be
placed around any part of a structure which is
being ,removed. Men climbing poles at shore
stations must be sure to place the straps be-
neath arms and braces of the poleS, wherever
possible.

Before placing your weight on the strap, de-
termine VISUALLY that the snap and "D" ring
are properly engaged. Do not rely on the
"click" of the snap-tongue as an indication the
fastening is secure.

The b0.1y belt and safety strap require in-
spection before use. Look for loose or broken
rivets, cracks, cuts, nicks, tears, or wear in
leather, broken or otherwise defective buckles;
such as enlarged tongue-holes, defects in
safety-belt' snap hooks and body belt "D" rings.
If you discover any of these or other defects,
turn in your equipment and replace it.

Perform maintenance periodically in ac-
cordance with applicable procedures. Remem-
ber that leather and nylon belts are treated in
different manners.

O

PROTECTIVE HELMETS

Protective helmets (hard hats) come in a
variety of shapes. They may be made of tough

polyethylene or polycarbonate, -one of the
toughest hat materials yet developed. Many a
man has had his life saved because he wore a
protective hat (fig. 1-112). When a falling
object struck the hat the shock-absorbing sus-
pension capabilities, minimized dimage to the
man's head.

Regular hard hats are required to have a
degree, of insulation resistance such that per-
sonnel, other than electrical, may be protected
frpm accidental head contacts with electrical
circuits and equipment at comparatively low
voltages (less than 2200 volts).

Electrical workers requiring head °protec -
tion incidental to their duties or to the working
environment, particularly those engaged in
:transmission or distribution line installation'
and repair must wear insulating safety helmets
or all-purpose protective helmets which must
be capable of withstanding 20,000 volt minimum
proof-tests.
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BUILT-IN SAFETY
EQUIPMENT

In previous paragraphs we discussed a va-
riety of safety equipment furnished by the.
Navy. Don't forget- about your own built-in
safety equipment, however.

You have EYES to see danger, EARS to hear
warnings, -FEET to get away, BRAINS to know
when danger is near, HANDS to help you re-
move or.correct unsafe conditions, and aVOICE
to warn your shipmates of unsafe acts. Use
this safety equipMent adirintageously to limit
accidents.

Above all, remember your ABC's.

1028
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CHAPTER 2

COMMON POWER TOOLS

Power tools are so commonplace in the Navy
that men in all ratings use some power tools at
one time or another. ,This chapter of the text
will be devoted to the; more common types of
electric and air-driven power tools and equip-
merit. Upon completion, you should be able-to
identify them, discuss applicable safety meas-
ures, and describe the general operating prac-
tices and dare of these tools.

SAFETY

Safe practices in the use of power tools can-
not be.. overemphasized. Thera are several
general safety measures to observe in operat-
ing or maintaining power equipment.

First of all, never operate power equip-.
ment unless you are thoroughly familiar with
its controls and operating procedures. When in
doubt, consult the appropriate' operating in-
struction or ask someone who knows.

All portable tools should be inspected be-
fore use to see that they are clean.And in a
proper state of repair.

Have ample illumination. If extension
lights are required, ensure that a light goisrd is
provided (fig. 2-1).

Before a power tool is connected to a
source of power (electricity, air, etc.), BE
SURE that the switch on the tool is in the "OFF"
position.

When operating a power tool, give it your
FULL and UNDIVIDED ATTENTION.
- Keep all safety guards in position and use
safety shields or goggles when necessary.

Fasten all loose sleeves and aprons.
DO' NOT DISTRACT OR IN ANY WAY

DISTURB another man while he is operating a
power tool.

Never try to. clear jammed machinery un-
less you remove the source of power first.

After using a power tool, turn off the
power, remove the. power source, wait for all
rotation of the tool to stop, and then clean the
tool.. Remove all waste and scraps from the
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work area and stow the tool in its a signed
location.

Never plug the r power cord of a portable
electric tool into an electrical power .source
before ensuring that the source has .the voltage
and type of current (alternating or direat)f ailed
for on the nameplate of the tool.

If an extension cord is required, alWays
connect the cord of a portable electric power
tool into the extension cord before the exten-
sion cord is inserted into a-, convenience outlet
(fig. 2-2). Always unplug the extension cord
from the receptacle before the cord of the port-
able 1,3ower tool is unplugged from the 'extension
cord. (The 'extension cord and the power' cord
can each be no -longer than 25 feet in length.
Extra extension cords should be limited, wher-'
ever possible, to maintain allowable resistance
to ground.)

NEVER; USE
AN EXTENSION, LIG14.17-x

GUARDK!I'Vr

Figure 2 - I.Safety poster. 40.67(67B)A
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USE THE CORRECT PLUG !

SAFETY
GROUND

PIN

MAKE CERTAIN THAT THE TOOLS
YOU USE HAVE A SAFETY PLUG
AND CORD WITH INTEGRAL
GROUNDING' CONDUCTOR.

ammolmwM
GROUNDING BLADE

Figure 2-2.-Grounding plugs and
convenience outlet. 40.67(67C)A:5.13

Be sure' to use a grounded 'plug and 3-
conductor cord. Figure 2-2 shows a perma-
nently molded type of groundedplug and also one
used for replacement purposes.

. The purpose of the properly groUnded. con-
ductor in the 3-conductor cord facto minimize
the, possibility of electrical shock. Theeentt of
the groundffigconductor within the tool or equip-
ment is connected to the metal houpint by the'- "'
manufacturer, and the other end is .connected
to the grounding blade o pin of the grounded
plug. In this manner, tht grounding conductor ,t
simulate! the' mounting bolts of peimaeen.:.r
'equipment; namely, it joins' the metal-case of
portable electric equipment to the metal of the
ship's hull.

One exception to the, use of 3-conductor A
grounded cord concerns plastic-cased .tooli .
(drills, sanders, grinders, etc.) that have been,
developed to eliminate the risk of electric
shock. In these tools the shafts/and chuclutiare,;',
isolated electrically from the drive motors. 1)Q, -

NOT replace the two-conductor cable on plastic!. -
cased tools with 1.:conduetor cable IF the
plastic-cased tool has an information plate on At
stating that "grounding is not required"! -

Be sure that power cords do not come in
contact with sharp objects. The cords should
not be allowed to kink, nor should they be al-

iowed to come in contact with oil, grease, hot
surfaces, or chemicals.

When cords are damaged, they should be
replaced.

Portable cables should be of sufficient
length that they will not be subjected to longi-
tudinal stresses or need to be pulled taut to
make connections.

Electrical portable cables , should -be
checked frequently while in service to detect
unusual heating. Any cable which feels more
than comfortably warm to the bare hand placed
outside the insulation should be checked im-
mediately for overloading by competent electri-
calcal personnel.

See that all cables are poiitioned so that
they will not constitute tripping hazards.

Electricity °must be treated with- respect
and handled properly (fig. 2-3). If :water ex-
ists anywhere in the vicinity of, energized
equipment-be especially cautious; And '-wher-
ever possible, deenergize the equipment,.;

Always remember:
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1. ELECTRICITY strikes viithotitVarning.
2. Every electrical circuit is a POTEN-

TIAL SOURCE OF DANGER and.,MUST
BE TREATED AS SUCH.

3. Make no electrical repairs yourself
unless you are qualified-to do so.
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NAMEPLATE

()PILL
CHUCK

KEY

. ."

k

Figure 2 -3.Know what you are ciing.
-

4. Sparking electric tools should never be
'used in places where flammable gases
or liquids or exposed explosives are
present. PneuMatic tools are used in
these areas. ,

5. The power should always be discon-
nected before accessories on tools are
.Changed.

40.67.3(111A)

Siiipboard conditions are particularly con-
ducive to electric shock possibilities because
the body may contact the ship's metal struc-
ture. Extra care is therefore needed, espe-
cially when body resistance may be low because
of peril,' 'ration or daMp clothing. Insulate your-
self from grou-d by means of insulating ma-
terial covering any adjacent grounded metal
with which you might come into contact. Suit-
able materials include dry wood, dry canvas,
dry phenolic material, several thicknesses of
dry paper,or rubber mats: ALWAYS REPORT
ANY \SHOCK-RECEIVED from electrical.equip-
ment. .:Minor shocks often lead to fatal shocks
later on. .

PORTABLE ELECTRIC POWER TOOLS

Portable Pc\wer tools are tools that an be
Moved from place to' place. Some of the most

\
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MOTOR
HOUSING

SWITCH
TRIGGER

4.35A

Figure 2-4.-1/4-inch portable electric drill.
common portable power idols that you will use
in the Navy are electrically powered and include
drills, sanders, grinders and saws.

DRILLS

The portable electric drill (fig. 2-4) is prob-
ably-the_moit frequently use power tool in the
Navy. Although it is- especially designed for,
drilling holes, by adding various accessories
you can adat it for different jobs. Sanding,
sawing, buffhig, polishing, screw-driving, wire-
brushing,and pain_t mixing are examples of pos-
sible uses.

Portable electric drills commonly used in
the Navy have capacities for drilling holes in
steel from 1/16 inch up to 1 inch in diameter.
The sizes of portable electric drills are classi-
fied by the maximum 'size :straight shank drill
it will hold. That is; a 1/4 inch electric. drill
will hold a straight shank drill up to and in-
cluding 1/4

'The revolutions per minute (rpm) and power
the drill will deliver are most- important when
choosing a drill for a job. You will find that the
speed of the drill motor decreases with an in--

acrese in size, primarily because the larger
unit are designed- to turn larger cutting tools
or id drill- in heavy materials, and both these
,fa c tor s .r equ i re slower speed.

If you are going to do .heavy _work, such as
drilling in masonry or steel, then you would
probably need to use a drill with a 3/8 or 1/2
inch 'capacity. If most of your drilling will be
forming holes in wood or small holes in sheet
metal, then a 1/4 -inch drill will probably be
adequate.

Thee chuck is' the clamping device into which
the drill is inserted. Nearly all electric drills
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CHUCK KEY
REMOVABLE

JAWS

44.46

Figure 2-5.Three jaw chuck
and chuck key.

DATA PLATE

44.49X
Figure 2-6.Portable electric sander.

- are equipped with a. three-jaw chuck. Some of
the drill motors ha_ye a hand-type chuck that
you tighten or loosen by hand but most, of the
drills used in the Navy have gear-type, three-
jaky' chucks which are tightened and loosened by
means of a chuck key, shown in figure 2-5. Do,
not apply fuither pressure with pliers or
wrenches after you hand tighten the chuck with

-the chuck key.
Always remove the key IMMEDIATELY after

"1---you use it. I Otherwise the key will fly loose
when the drill motor is started and may.cause

; serious injury'to you or one of your shipmates.
The chuck key is generally taped on the cord of
the drill; ,but if it is not, make sure you put it
in a safe place where it will not get lost.

-All portable electric drills used in the Navy
',have controls similar to the ones shown on the
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Figure 2-7.Portable belt sander.

1%4-inch drill in figure 2-4. This drill has a
momentary contact trigger switch located in the
handle. The switch is squeezed to start the
electric drill and released to stop it.

The trigger latch is a button in the bottom of
the drill handle. It is pushed in, while the
switch trigger is held down, to lock the triggei
switch in the "ON" position. The trigger latch

his released by squeezing and thenifeleasing the
switch trigger.

SANDERS

Portable sanders are tools designed to hold
and operate abrasives for sanding +wood, plas-
tics and metals. The most common types found
in the Navy are the DISK, BELT, and RECIP-
ROCATING ORBITAL sanders.

Disk Sander
Electric disk sanders (fig. 2-6) are espe-

cially useful on work where a large amount of
material is to be removed quickly such as scal-
ing surfaces in preparation for painting. This
machine, however, must not be used where a
mirror smooth finish is required.

The disk should be inovea smoothly and
lightly over the surface. Never allow the disk
to stay in one plaN:,a too long because it will cut
into the metal and leave a large depression.

1 32
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Figure 2.8.-Orbital sander.

Belt Sander

The belt sander (fig. 2-7) is commonly used
for surfacing lumber used for interior trim,
furniture, or cabinets. Wood floors are alr.iost
always made ready for final finishing by using
a belt sander. Whereas these types of sanding
operations were once laborious and time-
consuming, it is now possible to perform the
operations quickly and accurately with less
effort.

The portable belt sanders use endless sand-
ing belts that can be obtained in many different
grades (grits). The belts are usually 2, 3, or 4
inches wide and can be easily changed when they
become worn or when,you want to-use a differ-
ent grade of sanding paper.

The first thing to do when preparing to use
the sander As to be sure that the object to be
sanded IS firmly secured., Then, 'after the
motor has been -started veriff,that the belt is
tracking on .,center. Any adjUstment to make it
track centrally is usually made by aligning
screws.

The moving belt is then placed on the sur-
face of the object to be sanded with the rear
part of the belt touching first. The machine is
then leveled as it is moved forward. When you
use the sander, don't press down or "ride" it,
becausethe weight of the machine exerts enough
pressure for pro per cutting. (Excessive
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.
pressure alsocauses the abrasive belt to clog
and the motor to overheat). Adjust the machine
over ttsurface with overlapping strokes, al-
ways in a direction parallel to the grain.

By working over, a fairly wide_ area, and
avoiding any machine tilting or pausing in any
one spot,,an even surface will result., Upon
completion of the sanding process, lift the ma-
chine off the work and then stop the motor.

Some types of sanders are 'provided with a
bag that takes up the dust that is produced. Use
it if available.

Orbital Sander

The'orbital sander.(fig. 2-8) is so named be-
cause of the action of the sanding pad. The pad
moves in a tiny orbit, with a motion that is
hardly discernible; so that it actually sands in
all directions. This,motion is so small'and so
fast that, with fine paper mounted on the Pad, it
is-- nearly impossible to see any scratches on
the finished surfaCe.

The.pad, around which,the abrasikesheet is
wrapped, usually extends beyond the frame of
the machine so it is possible to work in tight
corners and against vertical surfaces.

Sonie models of the orbital sanders have a
bag attached to catch all dust that is made from
the sanding\ operation. Orbital sanders (pad
sanders) do not remove as much material as

\'
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ABRASIVE WHEEL

GROUNDED PLUG

44.51
Figure 2-9.Portable grinder.

fast as the belt sander or disk sander-but do a
better job on smoothing a surface for finishing.- .
If both a belt or disk sander and an orbital-
sander are available you should use the, belt or
disk sander for rough, preliminary work and the
orbital sander for finishing. The ;sandpaper
used on the sander may be cut to size from a
bulk sheet of paper or niay be available in the
correct size fOr the sander you have. The paper
is wrapped around a pad on the sander and is
fastened to the pad by means of levers on ihe
front and rear of the sander. The lever-action
fasteners.. make changing the paper easy and

v quick.
Zi,,,,

.

PORTABLE. GRINDERS

- \ : Portable grinders are power tools:that are__
used for rough -grinding-andlinishing of metal-
lic surfaces. They are made in revorat sizes;
however, the . ne used most in the Navy uses a
grinding whee with a maximum diameter of 6

-inches. (See fi . 2-9.)
The abrasive- wheels are easily replaceable

so that different-grain size and grades of
abrasives can bef,utted for the varying types of
surfaces to_be_gretind and the different degrees
of finish desired: .

-A- fleXible shaft attachment is available for
\ most portable grinders: This shaft is attached
t by removing the grinding wheel then attaching

the -shitft to the grinding\ wheel' drive spindle.
The grinding wheel can then be attached to the
end of the flexible shalt. This attachment is in..
valuable for grinding surfaces in hard to react?
pi.ces.

)4Ex NUT AND \
"FLANGE

GEPTN
ADJUSTING

KNOB

3-WIRE
CORD

BEVEL SCALE

BEVEL
ADJUSTING
THUMBSCREW

BLADE RIP GUIDE SLOT i

29.133

Figure 2-10.Portable electric
circular saw.1

The wheel ward on the grinder should be
positioned so that abrasive dust and metal
particles will be deflected away from your face.

Before you turn the grinder on, make sure
the abrasive grinding wheel is properly secured
to the grinder spindle sand not cracked or
damaged. ,,

. ,
PORTABLE CIRCULAR SAW

The portable circular saw is becoming more
,,, and more popular as a woodworking tool be-

cause. of the tin and labor it saves, the pre-
cision with which it works, and its ease of han-
dling and maneuverability.

Becauie of the many types of portable cir-
cular saws in the Navy supply system, and the
chinges.being made in the design of these saws,
only general informatio will be given in this
section. Information c ncernihg a particular
saw can be found by chec ting the manufacturer's
manual.

The sizes of portable electric saws range
from one-sixth horsepoWer with a 4-inch blade
to one-and-one half horsepower with a, 14-inch
blade. They are so constructed that they may
be used as a carpenter's handsaw, both at the
job site or on a bench in the woodworking shop.

66
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The portable electric saw (fig. 2-10) is
'started by pre$ing a trigger inserted in the
handle and stopped by releasing it. The saw
will run only when the trigger is held.

Most saws may be adjusted for cross-
cutting or for ripping: The ripsaw guide shown
in figure 2-10 is adjusted by the two small
knurled nuts at the base of the saw. When the
guide is inserted in the rip guide slot to the de-
sired dimensions, the nuts are then tightened to
hold it firmly in place.

In crosscutting, a guideline is generally
marked across the board to he cut. Place the
frtint of the saw base on the twork so that the
guide mark on the front plate and the guide line
on the work ire aligned,. Be sure the blade is
clear of the work. Start the saw and allow the
cutting blade to attain full speed. Then advance
the saw, keeping the guide mark and guide line
aligned.

keeping
the saw stalls, back the saw out.

:DO NOT RELEASE the starting. trigger. When..
the saw resumes cutting speed, start cutting
again.

Additional adjustments include a depth knob
and a beverthumbscrew. The depth of the cut
is' rerilated by-adjusting ethe' depth knob. The
bevel adjusting thumbscr is used for adjust-
ing the angle of the cut. This permits the base
to be tilted in relation to the savt.:- The gradu-
ated scale marked in degrees on the quadrant
(fig. 2-10) enables the operator to measure his-

. adjustments and angles otcut.
The bottom plate of the saw is wide enough

to provide the saw with a firm support on the
lumber being cut. The le of the saw is pro-
tected by a spring guar which opens when
lumber is being cut but snaps back into place
when the cut is finished. Many different saw
blades may be on the machine for special
kindi of sawing. By changing blades almost any
building material from elate and corrugated
metal sheets to fiberglass scan be cut.

"To change saw blades, first disconnect the
power. Remove the i?lade by taking off the saw
clamp screw \and flange, using the wrench pro-
vided for, this purpose. Attach the, new saw
blade making certain the teeth in the proper
cutting .direction (pointing tipwa d toward the
front ots the saw), arid tighten the flange and
clamp screw with the wrench.

CAUTION: Do not put the saw blade on back-
wards; most blades have instructions stamped
on them with the voidsids "This Side-Out."

THE PORTABLE ELECTRIC SAW IS ONE
OF THE MOST DANGEROUS POWER TOOLS

1 935
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44.213X
F_ igure 2-11.Saber or bayonet

saw operations.

IN EXISTENCE WHEN IT IS NOT .PROPERLY
USED. Make sure the board yod'are sawing is
properly secured so it will not stip or turn.
After making a cut be sure the saw blade has
come to a standstill before laying the saw down.
_ When using an electric saw remember that

all the blade you can normally see is \covered;
the portion of the blade that projects under' the
board being cut is not covered. The exposed
teeth under ,the work are dangerous and can
cause serious injury if any part° of your body,
should come into contact with them.

Make sure the blade ,of a' portable circular\
saw is kept sharp at all times. The
will Junction most efficiently when the ate of
feed matches the blade's capacity to cut. You
will not have to figure this outyou will be able
to feel it. With a little practice you will know
when the cut is smooth and you will know when
you are forcing it. Let the blade do its own
cutting. The tool will last longer and you will
work easier because it is less fatiguing.
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BRUSH HOLDER COVER

MOTOR HOUSING

GEAR HOUSING

REVERSING RING

HANDLE
CLUTCH HOUSING SOCKET

RETAINER

IMPACT DRIVING ANVILON AND OFF
TRIGGER SWITCH

FLEXIBLE COW

Figure 2- 2.Rversible electric impact wrench.

SABER SAW.

The saber saw (fig. 2-11) is a power driven
jigsaw that will let you cut smooth and decora-
tive curves in wood and light .metal. Most
saber saws Are light dui); machines and are of
designed for extremely fast cutting.

Thereare several, d4ferent blades designed
to operate in the saber sAw and, they are easily
interchangeable. For fAst cutting of mood, a,
blade with coarse teeth may ip used. A blade
with fine teeth is designed-It cutting metal.

The best way to learn how t handle this type
'of tool is-to use it. Before trying to do a fin-
ished job-with the saber saw, clamp down a
piece of scrap plywood and draw some curved
as will as straight lines to follow. You will de-
velop\ youi own way of, gripping the tool, and
this will be affected soniewhat by the particular
tool you are using. On some tools, for, exam-

, ple, you will find guidirig easier if you apply
some downward pressure on the tool at you
move it forward. If ydu are not firm 4xith your
grip, the tool will tend to vibrate excessively
and this will -roughen the cut. I.Do st force the

44.53

cutting, faster than the design of the blade al-
lows ,or you will; break the `blade.

1

ELECTRIC IMPACT _WRENCH
,

,
The electric.impact wrench (fig. 2-12) is a

portable hand-type reversible wrench. The one
shown has a 1/2-inch square impact driving
anvil over which 1/2-inch squire.drive socket's
can be fitted. Wrenches also can be obtained

. that have impact driving anvils ranging from
32131.nch to 1 inch. The driving anvils are not
ante changeable, however, from one wrench to .

another. .
. ,

The electric wrench with its accompanying
equipment is primarily intended for applying

s and removing nuts, bolts, and screws. It may
also be.used to drill and tap metal, wood, plas-
\tics, etc., and drive an.-1 remove socket -head,
Phillips-head, or slotted-head wood, machine,
orself-tapping screws. ,

0

Before you use an electric impact wrench
depress the on -and -off trigger switch and allow
the electric wrench to operate a few seconds,
noting carefUlly the direction of rotation. '

1 \

1-) 3 fi
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NOZ Z LE BARREL

imer0""APIPTIIIMPINIMOL

GRIP,HANDLE

THROTTLE LEVER

0

GRIP

OF
SECTION

HANDLE

FLATS FOR
GRIPPING IN VISE EXHAUST DEFLECTOR

THROTTLE VALVE CAP

Figure 2-13.Pneumatic chipping hammer.

Release the trigger switch to stop the wrench.
Turn the reversing-ring located at the rear of
the tool; it should move easily in one direction
(which is determined by the current direction of
rotation). Depress the on-and-off trigger again
to start the electric wrench. The direction of
rotation should now be reversed. Continue to
operate for a few seconds in each direction to

-be sure that the wrench and its reversible fea-
tures are functioning correctly. When you are
sure the wrench operates properly, place the
suitable equipment on the impact driving anvil
and go ahead with the job at hand.

PORTABLE PNEUMATIC
. POWER TOOLS

Portable pneumatic power tools are tools
that look much the same as electric power tools
but use the energy of compressed air instead of
electricity. Because of the limited outlets for
compressed air aboard ship and shore stations,
the use of pneumatic power tools is not as wide-
spread as electric tools. Portable pneumatic
tools are used most around a shop where com-
pressed air outlets are readily accessible.

44.55

SAFETY

In operating or maintaining air-driven tools,
take the following precautionary measures to
protect yourself and others from the damaging
effects of compressed air'.

Inspect the air hose for cracks or other
defects; replace the hose if found defective.

, ,

Before connecting an air hose to the com-
pressed air outlet, open the control lve mo-
mentarily. Then, make sure the hos is clear

'.of water-and other foreign material by connect7
ing it to the outlet and again opening the valve
momentarily.

69,

CAUTION: Before opening the control valve,
see that nearby personnel are not in the path of
the air flow. Never point the hose at another
person.

Stop thp flow of air to ,a pneumatic tool by
closing the &Intro' valve at the compressed air
outlet before connecting, disconnecting, adjust-
ing, or repairing a pneumatic tool.
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& 144.214X
Figure 2-14.Needle impact scaler.

_ .

exhaust deflector. This defleadf may be lo-
cated in any of four pcisitions around the barrel
in order to throw the stream ofexhaust air in
the desired direction.* _-

The pneumatic hammer may be used fdr
beveling, calking or beading operatithis, and for
drilling in brick, concrete, and other masonry-.

Chipping hammers should not be .oper4ted
without safety goggles and all other persons in
the immediate vicinity of the work should wear
goggles.

While working never point the chipping harnr
mer in such a direction that - other personnel
might be struck by an accidentally ejected tool.
When chipping alloy steel or doing other heavy
work, it is helpful to dip tire tool 'in engine lu-
bricatineoil about every 6 inches of the cut and
make sure the cutting edge of the tool is sharp
and clean. This will allow faster and easier
cutting and will reduce the possibility, of the
tool breaking.

When nearing the end of a tit, ease off on
the throttle lever to reduce the\intensity of the
blows. This will avoid any possibility of the
chip or tool, flying.

If fol. any reason3cou have to lay the chipping
hammer down,, always remove .the attachmenq-
tool from the nozzle. Should the chipp ng ham-
mer \be accidentally started wheq th tool is
free,;the bloW of the piston will drive the tool
out of the nozzle with great force and maydam-
age equipment or injure personnel.

' 3.209

Figure 2-15.Rotary impact scaler.

kNEUMATIC' CHIPPING HAMMER

The pneumatic chipping ha;mer (fig. 2-13)
consists basically of a, steel piston which is
reciprocal e4 (moved backward and forward al-
ternately) in la steel barrel by compressed air.
On its forward stroke the piston strikes the end
of the chisel, which is a sliding fit in a .nozzle
pressed into the barrel. The rearward stroke
is cushioned by compressed ai'r to prevent any
metal-to-metal contact. Reciprocation of the
piston is automatically controlled bya valve lo-
cated on the rear end of the barrel. Located on
the rear send of the barrel is a grip handle, con-
taining a throttle valve.

The throttle valvls actuated py a throttle
lever which protrude from the upper ,rear of
the gip handle for thumb operation. Projecting
from the butt of the handle is an air inlet. ThEt
handle is treaded onto the barrel and is prel
vented fro unscrewing by a locking ring. Sur-4
rounding and retaining the ring Is an

NEEDLE AND ROTARY
LMPACT SCALERS

Needle and rotary scalers (figs; 2-14 and
2-15) are used to remove rust, scale, and 'old
paint from metallic and masonry surfaces. You
must e especially careful when ubing these
tools ince they will "chew" up anything in their
path. Avoid getting the power line or any part
of your body,in their way.

70 \
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r

Figure 2i18.Needle scaler operations.

Needle scalers accomplish their task with an
assembly of individual needles impacting on a
surface hundreds of times a minute. The ad-
vantage of using individual needles is that ir-
regular surfaces can be cleaned readily. See
the operations and how the needle scaler self-
adjusts to the contour of various surfaces in
figure 2-18.

The rotary scaling and
as

tool, some-
tittles called a "jitterbug," s a bundle of cut-
te s or chippers for scaling or chipping (fig.
2-15). In use, the tool is pushed along the sur-
face to be scaled and the rotating chippers 'do
the work. Replacement bundles of cutters are
available when the old ones are worn.

'BE SURE YOU ARE NOT DAYDREAMING
when you use the rotary scaler.

PORTABLE PNEUMATIC
IMPACT WRENCH

The portable pneumatic impact wrench (fig..
2-17) is' designed for installing or removing
nuts and bolts. The wrench comes in different
sizes and is classified by the size of the\ square
anvil on the drive end. The anvil is equipped
with a socket lock which provides positive

71
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locking of the socket wrenches or attachments.
The wrench has a built-in oil reservoir and an
adjustable air valve regulator which adjusts the
torque output of the wrench. The torque regula-
tor reduces the'possibility of shr Jring or dam-
aging threads when installing\ nuts and bolts to
their required tension.

Nearly all pneumatic wrenches operate most
efficiently on an air pressure range of 80 to 90
psi. A .variation in excess of plus or minus 5
pounds is serious. Lower. pressure causes a
decrease in the driving speeds while higher
pressure causes the wrench to overspeed with
subsequent abnormal wear of the\ motor impact
mechanisms. .

The throttle lever lotted at the rear of the
pneumatic wrench provide the means for start-
ing and stopping the wrench. Depressing the
throttle lever starts the wrench, in operation.
Upon release, the lever raises to its original
position stopping wrench.

The valve stem 's seated beneath the pivot
end of the throttle 'Aver. Most wrenches have
a window cut in the throttle lever so that the
markings on the upper surface of the valve
stem will be visible. Two 'letters, "F" and,
"R," have been engraved on the head of the

nut
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vilvei stern to indicate the forward (clockwise) make .sure it is in accordance with the manu-
and everse (counterclockwise) rotation of the facturer's recommendatien.
anvil. To change fronl_forward to reverse ro-
tation, or vise versa,ilturn the valve stem 180° COMMON POWER MACHINE TOOLS
until the desired marking is visible through the
window in the throttle lever. When the valve Small power machine tools-are generally
stem is in proper position, the valve stem pin Speaking, not po table. All work that is to .be

THROTTLE LEVER

VALVE EM

AEVERSE POSITION

Figure 2-,(7.Portable pneumatic mpact. wrench.
44.56

engages a recess on the under side of the valve
stem, preventing accidental turning of the stem.

The air valve. regulator is looated at the bot-
tom and towards the rear of the wrench. Using
a screwdriver and altering the setting of the air
regulator up to 90°, either to the rig* or left,

,,reduces the torque from full power to zero
power.

Before operating the pneumatic impact
wrench make sure the socket or other attach-
ment you are using is properly secured to the
anvil. It is always good idea to operate the
wrench free of load in both forward and re-
verse directiot to see that 'it operates prop-
erly. Check th installation of the air hose td

'

done must be b ought to the shop where 'the
machine is set 4. Only the most common types
of power machine tools will be discussed in this
chapter. The drill preis and the bench grinder
may be found in several shops aboard ship oil
on shore stations. They_ate tools that are not .
confined to operation by men of any one ,par-

.
ticular rating but may be used by men of sev- .
eral ratings.

DRILL PRESS

The &ill press (fig. 2-18) is'an electrically
Operated power machine that was originally de-
signed as a metal- working tool. Available

72
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SASE

Figure 2-18.Drill press, 4.29

\accessories, plus ji)faand-special teptinique,
now_ make-it -a- versatile ood-working tool as
well.

There are two basic t s of drill presses
used in , .the Navy; the bench-type and

!
-the

\ upright -type. ,.These are hasicallY `the same,
1 the difference being in the mounting. As the .\

names, sugge'et, the bench-type drill press is \
mounted on at work bench and the upright-type
drill press is mounted- on a pedestal on the

° floor.
Drill presses are manufactured in a number.

of Muni. Only the small size drill press Will
be discussed in this text., The 'drill prelses
most commonly fohndn shops in the Navy have
a ,capacity to drill holes in metal up to 1 inch' in

diameter. The,' driving motors range in size
from 1/3 hp to '3 hp.

The motor is mounted to a bracket at the
rear of the head assembly and designed to
perMit V-belt changing for desired spindle
speed without removing the motor from its
mounting bracket. Four spindle speeds are
obtained by locating the V-belt on any one of
the four steps of the spindle-driven and motor-
driven pulleys..

The controls of drill presses are all similar.
The terms "right" and "left" are relative to the
operator's position standing in front of and
facing the drill press. Forward° applies to
movement toward the operator. Rearward ap-
plies to movement away from the operator.

The pow.* switch (fig. 2-19) is located on
the right side of 'the head assembly. The power
cord is placed In the pow receptacle and the
motor started by placing the switch in the "ON"
position.

The spindle and quill feed handle (fig. 2-19)
is located on the lower right-front side of the
head assembly. Pulling forward and down on
any one of 'the °three spindle and quill feed'
handles, which point upward at the time, moves 1
the spindle and quill assembly downward. Re-
lease the feed handle and the spindle and quill

. assembly will return to the retracted or upper
position by spring action. ,

The quill lock handle (fig. 2-20) enables the
drill press to be used as a milling ,tool and is
located at the lower left-front side of the head
assembly. Turn the quill lock handle clock-;
wise to lock the quill -at a desired operating
position. Release the quill by turning the-quill-- ,
lock handle counterclockwise: `However, in
mostoa6s-,-thir`iiiiill lock bindle will be in the
released position.

The headlock handle (fig. 2-20) islocated at
the left rear side of the 'head assembly. Turn
the headlock handle clockwiie to lock the head
assembly at r desired' vertical height on the
bench column. Turn the headlock handle coun-
terclockwise to release the head assembly.
When operating the drill press, the head lock .
handle must.be tight at all times.

The head collar support lock handle (fig.
-2-19) is located 'at ,the right side of the head
collar support and. below the head assembly.
The handle locks the head collar support, which
secures the -head, vertically on the bench col-
umn, and prevents the head from dropping when
the head lock handle is released. 'Lep the head

73
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1Figure 2119.1Drill press controls right side view.

collar support lock handle clockwise to \ lock
the support to the bench column and counter-
clockwise to release` the support. When op-
erating the -drill press, the head collar support
lock handle must be tight at all times,

The tilting table lock handle (fig. 2-19) is
located at 'the left-rear ,side of the tiltingtable
bracket. Turn the tilting table lock handle
counterclocinvise to release' the tilting' table
briCket so' it can be moved. up and or
around the bench column. Lock the tiling table
assembly at desired height by eutning the lock.
handle clockwise. When operating the drill
press; the tilting 'table lock handle must be
tight at all times.

The tilting table loCkpin (SI fig. 2-21) is lo-
cated below the tilting table assembly (T, fig.
2-21). The loCkPin secures, the table at a hoii-
zontal or 45' left or right fro the horizontal

position.'' To tilt the table left r right from its
horizOntal position, femire the 'lockpin and turn
the lable,to align the lofkpin holes. Insert the
lockpin through the stable arid bracket holes
after desired position is obtained:

4.29'

,
The depth gage rod adjusting and locknuts

(BB and CC, fig. ,2 -21) are located on the depth
gage rod (Z, fig. 2-21). The purpose o the
adjusting and locknuts is to regulate depth a M-
ing. Turn the adjusting and locknut clockwise
to.decrease the downward travel of the spindle.
The locknut mug be securedagainst the adjust-
ing nut when operating the drill press.

When operating.a drill press make sure the
drill is properly secuiedi hi,the, chuck and that
the work you are drilling is properly secured in
poSition. Do not: remove the work from the

lllting table or mounting device until the drill
press tias stopped. '

. Operate the spindle and quill and feed han=
dies with a, slow, steady pressure. It ,too much
pressure is applied; theA-belt pay slip in the
pulleys,the twist drill may breik, Or the start-
ing switch in .the Mot* may open and stop the
drill press. 11 the motor should stop because of
overheating, the contacts of the starting switch
will remain opet, long enough for the motor to
cpol,,then automatically close to resume normal
operation. Always turn the toggle switcA "to
"OFF" position while the motor is cooling.

74 .
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Figure 2-20.Drill press controlsleft side view.
4

check occasionally to make sure all locking
handles are tight, encl. that the V-belt is not
slipping and adjust as necessary in accordance
with the manufaCturer's manual.

Before, operating any drill press, visually
inspect the drill press to determine if all parts
are in the proper place, secure, and in. good
operating coedit on. Check all assemblies,
such as the motor, head, pulleys, and bench for
loose mountings!

While the drill press is operating, be alert
for any, sounds that may be signs of trouble,
such as squeaks:or unusual noise. 'Report any
unusual or unsatisfactory performance to the
petty officer in charge of the shop.

After opfrati ig a drill press, wipe off all
dirt, oil, and metal particles. Inspect the V-
belt to make sure no metal chips are 'imbedded
.in the driving sutfaces.

BENCH

The electric ben& grinder (fig. 2-p) is,1
desi\gned for hanid grinding operations, su9h as

r

44.60

sharpening chisels or, screw drivers, grinding
drills, removing excess metal from work, and
smoothing metal surfaces. It is usually fitted
with both a medium grain and fine grain abra-
sive wheel; the medium wheel is satisfactory
for. rough grinding where a considerable quan-
tity.of metal besot° be removed, or where a
smooth finish is not important. For sharpen-,
ing tools or grinding to close limits of size, the
fine wheel should be used as it removes metal
slower, gives the work a smooth finish and
doe's not generate enough heat to anneal the cut-
ting edges.1,

When a deep cut. is to be taken, on work or a
considerable quantity of metal removed, it is
often practical to grind with the medium wheel
first and finish up with the fine wheel. Most
bench grinders are so made that wire brushes,
polishing wheels, or buffing wheels can be sub-
stituted for the removable grinding wheels.
. 'To protect the operator.during the grinding
operation, an eye -shield and wheel guard are
provided for each grinding wheel. A tool rest
is provided in froht of each wheel to rest and

4
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Figure 2.21.Drill

guide the work during the grinding procedure.
The resits are removable, if necessary, for
grinding odd-shaped or large work.

When starting a grinder, turn it on and
stand to one side until the machine comes up
to full speed. There is always a possibility
that a wheel may fly to pieces when coming up
to MI speed. Never force work against a cold
wheel; apply work gradually to give the wheel

bq3

A SPINDLE DRIVEN PULLEY

B V-BELT

C MOTOR DRIVE PULLEY

D 1/8 SQ x 1 SQ-END KEY
E NO 10-24 x 5/8 HDLS SET SCREW

F MOTOR BRACKET STUD THUMBSCREW

G MOTOR

H MOTOR .BASE AND BRACKET ASSEMBLY

J 1/4-20NC 2 x 1 SQ-NECK RD-HD CAR-
RIAGE BOLT AND 1/4-20NC-2Q NUT

K DRILL CHUCK KEY /

L DRILL CHUCK KEY BRACKET

M TOGGLE SWITCH 'PLATE

N HEAD COLLAR SUPPORT

P BENCH COLUMN

Q CORE)
1

R BENCH BASE

S TILTING TABLE LOCKPIN

T TILTING TABLE ASSEMBLY

U DEPTH GAGE ROD BRACKET

HEX NUT

W DRILL CHUCK

X CHUCK KNOCKOUT COLLAR

'1 SPINDLE AND `QUILL ASSEMBLY

Z DEPTH GAGE ROD

AA HEAD ASSEMBLY

BB DEPTH GAGE ROD ADJUSTING NUT

CC DEPTH GAGE ROD LOCKNUT

DD SPINDLE DRIVEN PULLEY GUARD

4.29
press nomenclature.

an opportunity to warm. You thereby minimize
the possibility of breakage.

Handle grinding . wheels carefully. Before
replacing a wheel always check it for cracks:
Make sure that a fiber or rubber gasket is in
place between each eide of the wheel and its re-
taining washer. Tighten the spindle nut just
enough to hold the, wheel firmly; if the nut is
tightened too much the clamping strain may

78
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TOOL REST

SAFETY -TTFE REICH ;ROMER

4.31
Figure 2-22.Bench grinder Ana wheel.
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damage the wheel. When selecting a replace-
ment wheel, ascertain' thatthe grinder will not

0

exceed the manufacturer's recommended speed
for the wheel.

When grinding, always keep the work moving
across the face of the wheel; grinding against
the same spot on the wheel will' cause grooves
to be worn into the face of the wheel. Keep
all wheel guards tight and in place. Always
keep the tool rest-adjusted.so'that-it-Wst clears
the wheel and is at or just below the center line
of the wheel, to prevent accidental jamming of
work between tool rest and wheel.

Wear goggles, even if eye shields are at-
tached to the grinder. Keep your thumbs and
fingers out of-the wheel.

77
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CHAPTER 3

MEASURING TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

In performing many jobs during your4Navy
career, you will be required to take accurate
measurements of materials and objects. It is
common practice in the Navy to fabricate ma-
terial for installation on a ship or in the field.
For example, suppose you need a.box of certain
size to fit a space in a compartment. You would
have to take measurements Of the space and
send them to ,a shop where the box would. be
built. This example suggests. that the mearve-
ments you took and those taken in the process
of building the box must be accurate. How-
ever, the accuracy of the measurements will
depend on the measuring tools used and one's
ability to use them correctly.

Measuring tools are also used for inspecting
a finished product or partly finished product.
Inspection operations include testingor check-
ing a piece of work by comparing dimensions
of the workpiece to the required dimensions

_given on a drawing or sketch. Again, the meas-
urements taken-must-be-accurate and accuracy_ _

depends on one's ability to use measuring tools
correctly.

After studying. this chapter, you should be
able to the appropriate measuring tool to
use in doing a job and be able to operate prop-
erly, a variety of measuring instruments.

RULES AND TAPES

There are many different types of measuring.
tools in use in the Navy. Where exact measure-
ments are required, a micrometer ..caliper
(mike) is used. Such a caliper, when properly
used, gives measurements to within .001 of an
inch accuracy. On the other hand, where ac-
curacy is not extremely critical, the common
rule or tape will suffice for. most measurements.

Figure 3-1 shows some of the types of rules
and tapes commonly used in the Navy. Of all
Measuring tools, the simplest and most common

'is the steel rule. This rule is usually 6 or 12
inches in length, although other lengths' are
available. Steel :rules may be flexible or non-
flexible, but the thinner the rule, the easier it

.10
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is to measure accurately because the division
marks are closer.to the work.

Generally a rule has four sets of gradua-
tions, one on each edge of each side. The
longest lines represent the inch marks. On one
edge, each inch is divided into 8 equal spaces;
so each space repress is '1/8 in. The other
edge of this side is diviled into sixteenths. The
1/4-in. and 1/2-in. marks are commonly made
longer than the smaller division marks to fa-
cilitate counting; but the graduations are not, as
a rule, numbered individually, as they are suf-
ficiently far apart to be coubted without diffi-
culty. The opposite side is similarly divided
into 32 and 64 spaces per inch, and it is com-
mon practice to number every fourth division
for easier reading.

There are many variations of the common
rule. Sometimes the graduations are on' one
side only, sometimes a set of graduations is
added across one end for measuring in narrow'
spaces, and sometimes only the first inch is di-
videdinto 64ths, wiihtTie remaining inches di-
vided into 32nds and 16ths.

A metal or wood folding rule may be used
for measuring purposes. These folding rules
are usually 2 to 6 feet long. The folding rules"
cannot be relied on for extremely accurate
measurements because a certain amount of
play develops at the joints after they have been
used for a while.

f7:7777777
STEEL OR FIBERGLASS

TAPE RULE RULE

STEEL RULE
WITH HOLDER

STEEL OR FIBERGLASS
TAPE

t

HOOK RULE

FOLDING
RULE

44.24

Figure 3-1.Some common types of rules.
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44.66
Figure 3-2.- Measuring with and reading

a common rule.

29.124A

Figure 3-3.Measuring the length
of a bolt or screw.

44.67
Figure 3-4.Measuring the outside

diameter of a pipe.

Steel tapes are made from 6 to about 300 ft.
in length. The shorter lengths are frequently
made with a curved cross section so that they
are flexible enough- to roll up; but remain rigid

79
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. 44.68
Figure 3-5.Measuring the inside

diameter of a pipe.

***.*READ t01/8"

* 1$,N
ACTUAL CI KUM.
101/8-2 s 81/8"1r0

44.69
Figure 3-6.Measuring the circum-

ference of a pipe with a tape.

when extended. Long, flat tapes require support
--oveir-thelf en---niets-----urif---tg;-or the
natural sag will cause an error in reading.

The flexible-rigid tapes are usually, con-
tained in metal cases into which they wind
theniselves when a -button- is pressed, -or--into
which they can be easily pushed. A hook is pro-
vided at one end to hook over the object being
measured so one man can handle it without as..
sistance. On some models, the outside of the
case can be used as one end of the tape when
measuring inside diniensions.

MEASURING PROCEDURES .

To take a measurement with a common rule,
hold the rule with its edge on the surface of the
object being measured. This will eliminate
parallax and other errors which might result

7
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0

44.26.6
Figure 3-7. Using a folding rule to

measure An inside dimension.

44.24.1A:

Figure 3-8.Measuring an inside
dimcnsion with a tape rule.

due lo thi thickness of the rule. Read the-meaS-
urement at the graduation which coincides with
the distance to be measured, and state it as be-
ing so many inches and fractions of an inch.
(Fig. 3-2.) Always; reduce fraction's to their
lowest terms, for example, 6/8 inch would be
called 3/4 inch. -A hook or eye at the end of a
tape or rule is normally part of the first meas-
ured inch.

Bolts or Screws

The length of bolts or screws is best meas-
ured by holding them up against a rigid rule or
tape. Hold both the bolt or - screw to be meas.,
ured and the rule up to your eye level so that

_your line_ofeight will not be in error in reading
the measurement. As shown in figure- 34,-the

80
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44.70
Figure 3-9.Measur-

ing the thickness of
stock through a
hole.

44.24.1B
Figure 3-10.Measuring an outside

dimension using a tape rule.

bolts or screws with countersink type heads are
measured from the top of the head to the op-
posite end, while those with -other type heads
are measured from the bottom of the head.

Outside Pipe Diameters

To measure the outside diameter of a pipe,
it is best to use some kind of rigid rule. A
folding wooden rule or a steel rule is satis-
factory for this purpose. As shown in figure
3-4, line up the end of the rule with one side of
thpipe, using your thumb as a stop. Then with
the one end held in place with your thumb, swing
the rule _through an arc and take the maximum
reading at the other side of the pipe. For most
practical purposes,_the measurement obtained

O
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OUTSIDE CALIPERS

661

INSIDE CALIPERS

litzog I 2) 1 31

FIRM JOINT ADJUSTASLE TRANSFER

FIRAI,JOINTFIRM JOINT ^

O

Figure 3-11.Simple calipersnoncalibratiii.

by using this method is satisfactory. It is nec-
esiary.thal-yoit know-how" to take this-measure-_
meht as the outside diameter of pipe is some-
times the . only dimension giveri on pipe
specifications.

Inside Pipe Dikineters

To measure the inside diameter of a pipe
with a rule, as shown in' igure .43-5, hold the
rile so that one corner of the rule just rests
on the inside of One side of. the pipe. Then, with
one end thus held in place, swing the rule

81.

HERMAPHRODITE
CALIPERS

ADJUSTAILE POINT SOLID POINT

4.17A

through an arc and read the diameter across
the -maximum- -inside distance. This method
is satisfactory for an approximate inside
measurement.

Pipe Circumferences

To measure.the circumference of a pipe, a
flexible type rule that will conform to the cylin-
drical shape of the pipe must be used. k tape
rule or a steel tape is adaptable for this job.
When measuring pipe, make sure the tapg has
been wrapped squarely around the axis of the

1049
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pipe (i.e., measurement should be taken in a
plane perpendicular to the axis) to ensure that
the-reading-will not be more than the actual
circumference of the- pipe. This is extremely
important when measuring large diameter pipe.

Hold the rule or tape is shown in 'figure.
3-6. Take the reading, using the 2-inch gradu-
ation, for example, as the reference point. In
this, case the correct- roeading is found by sub-
tracting 2 inchegi from the actual"- reading. In
this way the first 2 inches of -the tape, serving
as a handle, will enable you to hold the tape
securely.

Ink& Dimensions

To take an inside measurement, such as the
inside of a box, a folding.rule that incorporates
a 6- or 7-inch sliding extension is one of the -
11est measuring tools for this job. To take the

measurement, first unfold the folding
rule to 'the approximate dimension. Then ex-
tend the end of the rule and read the length that
it extends, adding the length of the extension to
the length -en the main body of, the rule. (Fig.
-3-7.) In this illustration the length of the main
body of the rule is 13 inches and the extension
is pulled out 3 3/16 inches. In this case the
total inside dimension being measured is
16 3/16 inches. -

In figure 3-8 notice in.the circled insert that
the hook at the end of the particular rule shown
is attached to the rule so that it is free to move
slightly. When an outside dimension is taken by
hooking the end of the rule over an edge, the
hook will locate the end of the rule even with the
surface. itom which the measurement is being
taken.: By being free to move, the hook will re-

- trae&away,from the end of the rule when an in-
side dimension Letiken.--To measure -an inside -
dimension using a tape rule, extend the rule be-
tween the surfaces as ,shown, take a reading at
the point on the scale Where the rule enters the
case, and add 2 inches. The 2 inches are the
width of the case. The total is ail inside di-
mension being taken.

To measure the thickness of stock through a
hole with a hook rule, insert the rule. through
the hole, hold the hook against one face Of the
stock, and read the thickness at the other face.
(Fig. 3-9.)

. .

Outside Dimensions
To measure an outside dimension using a

tape rule, hook the rule -over the edge of the

4'

stock. Pull the tape out until it projects far
enough from the case to permit .measuring the
required distance. The hook at the end of the
rule is designed so that it will locate the end of

c)the rule at the surface from which the meas-
urement is being taken. (Fig. 3-10.) When tak-
ing a measurement of ,length, the tape is held
parallel to the lengthwise edge. For measuring
widths, the tape should be at right angles to the
lengthwise edge. Read the dimension °of the rule
exactly at the edge of.the piece being measured.

It may not always be possible- to hook-the
end of the tape over the, edge of stock being
measured. In this case it -may be necessary to
butt the end of the- tape against another surface
or to hold the rule at a starting point from
which a measurement is to be taken.

Distance Measurements

Steel or fiberglass tapes arc generally used
for making long measurements. Secure- the
hook end of the tape. Hold the tape reel in the
hand-and allow it to unwind while walking inpthe
direction in which -the measurement is to be
taken. Stretch the tape with sufficient tension
to -overcome sagging. At the same time make
sure the tape is parallel to, an edge or the sur-
face being measured. Read the graduation on
the tape by noting which -line on the tape coin-
cides with the mea,surement being taken.

CARE

Rulei and tapes should be handled carefully
and kept lightly oiled to prevent rust. Never
allow the edges of measiiiing to be-
come nicked,by striking that'll with hard objects.-
They should preferably be kept in a wooden box
when not in use.

To-avoid kinking tapes, pull thernetraiy,ht out
from their cases do not -bend them backward.
With the windup type, alWays turn the crank
clockwiseturning it backward will kink or
break the tape. With the spring-wind type, guide
the tape by hand. If it is allowed to snap back,
it may be kinked, twisted; or otherwise dam-
aged. Do not use the hook as a stop. Slow dovin,
as you reach the end.

SIMPLE CALIPERS

SiMple 'calipers are used in conjunction with
a scale to measure diameters. The calipere2,
most commonly used in the Navy are shown in
figure 3-11.

82
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. 4.17B
. Figure 3 -12. -Using an outside caliper.

A B

4.17C
Figure 3-I3.-Measuring the thickness

of the bottom of a cup.

.

900

A B

4.17D .
Figure 3.-14.-Measuring a hardp reach
inside dimension with an inside caliper.

4.17E
Figure 3- 15.- Measuring the distance

between two surfaces with an
inside caliper.

The legs may then be opened Or closed as
needed to clear' the obstruction, then brought
back and locked to the leaf again, thus restoring
thim to the original setting.

A different type of caliper is the hermaphro-
dite, sometimes called odd-leg caliper. This
caliper has one straight leg. endink in a sharp
point, sometimes removable, and one bow leg.
The hermaphrodite caliper is used chiefly for
locating the center of a shaft, or for locating a
shoulder.

USING CALIPERS

A caliper is usually used in one of -two ways.
Either the caliper is set to the dimension of
the work and the dimension transferred to a
scale, or the caliper is set on a scale and the
work machined until it checks with the dimen-
sion set up on the caliper.- To adjust a _caliper_
to a scale dimension, one leg of the caliper
should be held firmly against one end of the
scale and the other leg adjusted to the desired
dimension. To adjust a caliper to the work,
open the legs wider thin the work and then
bring them down to the work.

CAUTION: Never place a caliper on work
that is revolving in a machine.

`Outside calipers for measuring outside di-
ameterd are bow-legged; those used for inside
diameters have straight legs with thefeet turned
outward. Calipers are adjusted by pulling or
pushing the legs to open or close them. Fine
adjustment is made by tapping one leg lightly on
a hard surface to close their,.' or, by turning
them upside down-and-tapping on the joint end
to oped them. -

Spring -joint calipers have the legs joined by
a strong spring hinge and linked together by a
screw aid -adjiisting nut. -For measuring cham-
fered cavities (grooves), or for use over
flanges, transfer calipers are available. They
are equipped with a mall auxiliary leaf at-
tached to one of the leg:: by a screw. (Fig.
3-11.) The measurement is made as with ordi-
nary calipers; then the leaf is locked to the leg.
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4.17F

Figure 3- 16. Measuring an inside
diameter with an inside caliper.

A

Figure 3:47.Setting a combination firm
Joint caliper. ---44,97

Measuring The Diameter of Round or
The Thickness of Flat Stock

To measure the diameter of round stock,
or the thiclaiess of flat stock, adjust the out-
side caliper so that you feel a alight drag as
you Pass it over the_ stock. (See fig. 3-12.)
After the proper "feel" has been attained,
measure the setting of the caliper with a rule.
In reading,the measurement, sight over the leg
of' the caliper after making sure the caliper is
set squarely with the face of the rule.

laleaSuring Hard to Reach
Dimensions

To measure an almost inaccessible outside
dimension, such as the thickness of the bottom
of a cup, use an outside transfer firm-joint
caliper as shown in figure 3-13. When the
proper "feel" is obtained, tighten the lock joint.

84
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A' , B

44.97A
Figure 3-18.Decreasing and increasing

the setting of a firm joint caliper.

44.97B
Figure .3-19.Setting a com-.

bination firm, joint 411per
for inside measurements.

Then loosen the binding nut and open the caliper
:enough to remove it from the cup, pose the
caliper again and tighten the binding nut to seat
in the Blot at the end of the auxiliary arm. The
caliper is now at the original setting, repre-
senting the thickness of the bottom of the cup.
The caliper setting can now be measured with a
rule.

To measure a hard to reach inside dimen-
*on, such as the internal groove shown in fig-
ure 3-14, a lock-joint inside caliper° should be
used: The procedure followed for measuring
a hard' to reach outside dimension is a used.

Measuring The Distance
Between Two Surfaces

To measure the, distance between two sur-
faces with an inside caliper, first set the caliper
to the approximate distance being measured.
Hold thecaliper with one leg in contact with one
of the surfaces being 'measured. (See fig. 3-15.)
Then as you increase the setting of the caliper,
move the other leg from left to right. Feel for

1 U 5 2
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4.r7G
Figure 3-20.Setting an outside

spring caliper.

4kA,

Figure 3-21.Setting,an inside'
spring caliper.

the slight drag indicating the proper setting of
the caliper. Then s-remove the caliper And
measure the setting with a rule.

Measuring Hole Diameter;

To measure the diameter of a hole with an
inside caliper, hold the caliper with one_ leg in
contact with one side of.the hole (fig: 3-16) 'and,
as you increase the setting, move the other leg
from left to right, and in and out of the hole.
When you have found the point of largest diam-
eter, remove -the caliper and measure the cali-
per setting with a rule. .

Setting A Combination
Firm Joint Caliper

. To set a combination firm joint caliper with
a rule, when the legs are in position for outside
measurements, grasp the caliper with both
hands, as shown in figure 3-17A, and adjust

OMSK CAUKR.

4.17K
Figure 3-22.Transferring a meas-

urement from an outside to an
inside caliper.

28.4A

Figure 3-23.Caliper square
(slide caliper):

,, both legs to the approximate setting. By adjust-
ing both legs, the shape of the tool will be ap-
proximately symmetrical. Thus it will maintain
its balance and be easier to handle.

Check this approximate setting as shown in
figure 3-17B. Sight squarely across the leg at
the gradiations on the rule to get the exact set-
ting required.

If it is necessary to decrease or increase the
-gutting, tap one leg of the caliper, as shown in
'figure 3-18. The arrow indicates the change in
setting that will take place.

When the caliper is set for inside measure-
ments, the tame 'directions for adjusting the
-sitting apply.. Figure 3-19 shows how the-end
of the rule and one leg of the caliper are rested
on the bench top so that they ate exactly even
vith each other when the reading is taken.

.Setting Outside And Inside
Spring Calipers

85.

To set a particular reading on an outside
spring caliper, first open the caliper to the ap-
proximate setting. Then, as shown in figure
3-20, place one leg over the end of the rule,
steadying it with index finger. Make the final
setting by sighting over the other leg of the

t) 5 3
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703

44.71
Fig Ure 3 -24. Measuring an outside

dimension with a pocket slide
caliper.

. .
. .

caliper, squly with the face of the rule at
the reading, and turning the luyirled adjusting
nut 'until the desired setting is obtained.

To set an inside spring caliper to a particu-
lar reading, place both caliper and rule on a
flat surface as shown in figure 3-21. The- rule
must be held 'squarely or normal (9Q in both
directions) to the surface to ensure accuracy.
Adjust the laturled adjusting nuts reading the
setting on the rule with line of sight normal, to
the face of the rule at the reading.

Transferring Measurements From
One Caliper To Another

To transfer a measurement from one spring
caliper to another, hold the calipers as shown
in figure 3-22. Note that one of the' man's
fingers is extended to steady the point of con-
tact of the two lower -caliper legs. In this figure
the inside caliper is being adjusted to the size
of the outside caliper. As careful measure-
ments with calipers depend on one's sense of
touch, which is spoken of as "feel," calipers
are best, held lightly. When you notice a slight
drag, the caliper is at the -proper setting.-

CARE

Keep calipers clean and lightly oiled, but do
not overoil- the joint of firm joint calipers or
you may have difficulty in keeping them tight.
Do not -throw them around pr use them for
screwdrivers or pry bars. Even a-slight force
may spring the legs of a caliper so that other
measurements made with it are never accurate.
Remember they are measuring instruments and

86

44.72

-Figure 3-25.Measuring an inside
dimension with a slide caliper.

Must be used only for the purpose for which
They are intended.

SLIDE CALIPER

The main disadvantage- of using ordinary
calipers' is tMat they..do not give a direct read-
ing of a caliper setting. As explained earlier,
you must measure a caliper setting with a rule.
To overcome this disadvantage, use slide cali-
pers (fig. 3 -23). This instrument is occasion-
ally called a caliper rule.

Slide calipers can be used for measuring
outside, inside, and other dimensions. One side
of the caliper is used as a measuring rule,
while 'the scale on the opposite side is used in
measuring outside and inside dimensions.
Graduations on both scales are iii inches and
fractions eof. A locking screw is incor-
porated to hold tide caliper jaws in position
during use. Stamp on, the frame are two
words, "IN" and "OUT." 'These are used in
reading the scale while making inside and out-
side measurements, (respectively.

To measure the outside diameter of round
stock, or the thickness of flat stock, move the
jaws of the caliper into firm contact with the
surface of the stock. ,Read the measurement
at the reference line stamped OUT. (See fig.
3-24.)

When measuring the inside diameter of a
hole, or the distance between two surfaces, in-
sert only the rounded tips of the caliper jaws
intoihe hole or between the two surfaces. (See
fig. 3-25.) Read the measurement on the ref-
erence line stamped IN. \

Note that two reference lines are ge
the caliper is to measure both outside and in-
side dimensions, and that they are separated

1.054 0
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Figure 3-26.Vernier caliper.,

9

DEDUCT SLIDING SCALE DIVISIONS
TO LEFT OF MAIN SCALE GRADUATION

SLIDING SCALE

r- 0.023 INCH.

1

1 I

ADD SLIDING SCALE DIVISIONS TO RIGHT OF,MAIN SCALE GRADUATION

23 DIVISIONS, EACH 'DUAL TO 1/25 OF 0.025, OR 0.0011NC14.

Figure 3-27.Vernier scale principle.
by an amount equal to the outside dimension of
Our rounded. tips when the caliper is closed.

Poclat_ models of slide calipers _a,- com-
jab:ay made in 3-in. and 5-1n. sizes and are
graduated to read in 32tide. and 64ths. Pocket
slide calipers are valuable when extreme pre-
cision is not required. They are frequently used
for duplicating work when the expense of fixed

, gages is not warranted.

VERNIER CALIPER

A vernier caliper (fig. 3 -26) consists of an
L- shaped member with a scale engraved on the
long shb:nk. A sliding meinber is free to move
on the bar and, curies a' jaw which' matchei the
arm of the L. The vernier scale is engraved on
a small plate that is attached 'to the sliding
member.

Perhaps the most t(ietinct advantage of the
vernier caliper, over other types of caliper, is
the ability to provide very accurate measure-
ments over a large range. It can. be used for

2i.26'6A

both internal and external surfaces. Pocket
models usually measure from zero to 3 in., but
sizes are available all the way to 4 ft. In using
the vernier caliper, you must be able to meas-
ure with a slide caliper and be able to read Avernier scale.
PRINCIPLES OF THE
VERNIER SCALE.

7.
It would be possible to etch graduations

1/1000 inch (0.001) in. apart on a steel rule or
sliding caliper as shown in figure 3-27. This
enlarged illustration shows two graduatedscales. The top scale has divisions which are
0.025 inches apart. The small sliding lower
scale has 25 0.001 inch graduations which can
divide any of the main scale divisions of 0.025
inch into 25 parts. When the first graduation
marked "0" on this small scale aligns with a
graduation on the main scale, the last, or 25th
will also align with a graduation on the main
scale as shown. Consequently, the small 0.00
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-1 l

"MIER
SLIDING
SCALE

DIFFERENCE EQUALS 1 DIVISION ON SCALIA, FIGURE 3-2?

DIFFERENCE EQUALS 2 DIVISIONS ON SCAM A, FIGURE 3-21

DIFFERENCE EQUALS 3 DIVISIONS ON SCALE A. FIGURE 3-37

lab-{ 0.42$ IN. MAIN SCALE DIVISION

J.1,1i I t 1 I1111111
I It 3 4 I 4 7 II 11 111 I3

Figure 3-28.Expanded view of the vernier scale.

29.266(442)B
Figure 3-29.English-measures.

vernier scale.

graduations are not significait is this position.,
But when the zero graduation does not align
with a graduation on the main scale, it' can be
readily determined how many thousandths the
zero missed the 0.025 inch graduation by count-
ing the misaligned graduation at either end of
the small scale. When the zero or index line
on the sliding scale does not quite reach the
graduation,the amount of misalignment must be
subtracted, but,when it passes the 0.025 gradu-
ation from which the reading is wadi, it must
be added. This illustrates the simple arrange-
ment to increase the accuracy of a common

Urdortunately, the 0.001 inch graduations
are not too legible and so the system is not
practical. A vernier arrangement overcomes
this problem.

VERNIER SCALE ARRANGEMENT

The Main difference between the vernier
scale and the arrangement shown in fig. 3-27 is
the spacing of the 25 divisions. Instead of 25
graduation's crowded within the space of one

0 88

29.266(44i3)A

main scale diiision, the vernier graduations
are arranged at intervals exactly 0.001 inch
less than the main scale graduations, as shown
in fig. 3-28. This arrangement results in an
accumulation of misalignments starting with
the first vernier graduation past the zero so
thaf each may be marked as shown with a num-
ber representing the space in thousandths to
the next upper scale graduation. For example,
if the zero index line would be moved past the
8 inch graduation until the vernier graduation
number 5 aligned with the next main scale
graduation, the exact reading would be 8 inches
plus 0.005 or 8.005 inches.

READING A VERNIER CALIPER

Figure 3-29 shows a bar 1 inch long divided
by graduations into 40 parts so that each gradu-
ation indicates one-fortieth of an inch (0.025 -
inch). Every fourth graduation is numbered;
each number indicates tenths of an inch (4 x
0.025 inch). The vernier, which slides along

,the bar,is graduated into 25 divisions which to-
gether, are as long as 24 divisions on the bar.
Each division of the vernier is 0.001 inch
smaller than each division on the bar. Verniers
that are calibrated as just explained are known,,
as English-measure verniers. The metric-
measure vernierjs read the same, except that
the units of measurement are in millimeters:

In figure 3-30, insert A illustrates the Eng-
lish measure vernier caliper. Insert B shows
an enlarged view of the vernier section. As you
can see in this figure, when the zero on the
vernier coincides with the 1-inch mark, no
other lineg coincide until the 25th mark on the
vernier.

1 U36
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SCALE

f

5 10 15 20

mcmic MEASURE VERNIER

A

SCALE

Iyti

Table 3 -1.- Measuring Point Allowances
44.216

Size of
. Caliper

English
Measure

Metric
Measure

6" or 150 mm . Add 0.250 "... Add 6.35 mm.
2" or 300 mm . .300"... 7.62 mm.
4" or 600 mm . .aoo"... 7.-62 mm.
:6" or 600 mm . .500"... 12.70 mm.

Now try to read the settings of the two ver-
niers shown in inserts Dwand E. Follow the
above procedure: You should read 2.350 in; on
-D and 2.368 in. on E.

To read a metric - measure' vernier, note the
number of millimeters, and the 0.25 millimeter'
ii the_settlig permits, that the zero on the ver-

10 15 20 25

METRIC MEASURE VERNIER

8.
29.2660

Figure 3-31.-Metric-measure
vernier scatelf:

To read the caliper in insert C, write down
in a column the nuniber of inches (1.000 in.), of

--tenths-of-an-inch(0,400 in.), and of thousandths
of.an, inch that the zero mark on tliiiiiiidefitc--
from' the_ zero mark on the rule. Because the
zero mark on the vernier is a little past a 0.025
in. mark, write down the 0.025 in. and then note
the highest number on the vernier where a line
on'the vernier coincides -with one on_the rule.

vernier,- so you also write the 0.011 in. in the
-column which will then look like this:

1.000 in.
:400 in.
A25. in.
.011 in:

rairrn.
The reading on the caliper shown in insert C

is 1.436 in. and was obtained by adding four
separate "readings." After a little practice you
will be able to make these calculations mentally.

nier has moved from the zero octhe-scale.
Then add. the numbet of hundredths of a milli-
meter indicated by the line on the vernier that
coincides with a line on the scale.

For example, figure 3-31A shows the zero
graduation on the -vernier coinciding with a
0.5-mm graduation on the scale. resulting in a
38.50 mm reading. The reading in figure 3 -31B
indicates that 0.08 mm should be added to the
scale reading and results" in 38.00 mm + 0.50
mm + 0.08 mm =48.58 mm.

If ,a er caliper is-calibrated-in-either
English measure or in metric measure, usually
one side will be calibrated to take outside
measurements and the other to take inside
measurements directly: The vernier plate for
inside-measurements_is_setiocoinnessate for
the thickness of the measuring- points of the
tools. But if a vernier caliper is calibrated for
both English and metric measure, one of the
scales will appear on -one side and one on the
other. Then it will be necessary, when taking
inside measurements over the measuring points,
to add certaincants-to-allow-for their-thick--
ness. For example table 3-1 shows the
amounts to be added tor various sizes of ver-
-nier calipers.

Outside Surface 'Measurements

To measure the distance between outside
surfaces or the outside diaineter of round stock
with a vernier caliper, steady the stockwith one
hand and hold the caliper in the other as shown
in- figute 3-32. In the figure, the clamping
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NN.
28.4C

Figure 3-32.Measuring an outside
diameter with a vernier caliper.

28.4D
Figure 3-33.Measuring an inside
diameter with a vernier caliper.

SPINDLE THIMBLE'
ANVIL SLEEVE RATCHETSTOP

-7-71
LOCKNUT

FRAME

screws- are at A and B; the horizontal adjust-,
ing screw nut is at. C. . With A and ,.}3 loose,
slide the movable jaw toward the piece being
measured until it is. almost in contact. Then
tighten A to. make C operative. With C, adjust
the movable jaw to the proper feel and secure
the setting with B. The reading can then be
taken as explained previously.

0.

Inside Surface Measurements

To measure the distance between inside
surfaces, or the inside diameter of a hole, with
a vernier caliper, use the scale marked Pin-
side." Figure 3-33 shows the measuring
points in place. Remember that if you are, using
a vernier caliper with both metric and English
scales, the scales appear on opposite 'sides of
the caliper and apply only to outside measure
ments. Then;. to get correct inside measure-
ments, you add to the actual reading the Meas-
uring point allowance for the size of caliper
you are using. Take this allowance from table
3-1 or the manufacturer's instructions. The
actual measurement in this case is made in the
same manner as taking an outside measurement.

The inside faces_ of the jaws and the outside
of the tips must be b. eated 'with great care. If
they become worn, (dr the jaws bent, the tool
will no longer give accurate readings. The ac-
curacy of vernier calipers should be checked
periodically by measuring an object of known
dimension. Vernier calipers, can be adjusted
when they are not accurate but the: manu-
facturer's recommendations for thig adjust-
ment must be followed. Keep vernier- cal
lightly oiled to prevent rust and keep them

(0--stored away from heavy tools.

MICROMETER

In much wider use than the vernier caliper
is the micrometer commonly called the "mike.--
It is important that a person who is workingwith,
machinery or in a machine shop thoroughly
understand the mechanical principles, Construc-
tion, use, and care of the micrometer. Figure
3-34. shows an oufsla micrometer caliper with
the various parts clearly, indicated. Microm-

. 4.20.1A eters are used to measure distances to the
. Figure 3 -34.- Nomenclature of an outside nearest one thousandth of an inch. The meas-

*micrometer caliper. urement is usually expressed or written as a.

91
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Figure 3-35.Common types of micrometers.

1

SCREW THREAD MICROMETER

DEPTH MICRO METERAND EXTENSION 8003

decimal; so you must know the method of writ-
ing and reading decimals.

TYPES

-----the-ouetstredear-emicrometer__
are most commonly used throughout the Navy:

types of micrometers that

the
screw thread micrometer), the inede microm-
eter,and the depth micrometer. (See fig. 3-35.)
The outside micrometer is used for measuring
outside dimensions/ such as the diameter of a
piece- of round stock. The screw thread mi-
crometer is used to determine the pitch diam-
eter of screws. The inside micrometer is used
for measuring inside dimensions, as for exam-
ple, the inside diameter of a tube or hole, the
bore of a 'cylinder, or the width of a recess.
The depth micrometer is used for measuring
the-depth-of-holes-or-recesses _

SELECTING. THE PROPER
MICROMETER

The, types of micrometers commonly used
are Made so that the longest movement possible
betweenthe spindle and the anvil is 1 inch. This

4:20;1B,.

movement is called the "range." The frames of
micrometers, however, are available in a wide
variety of sizes, from 1 inch up to as large as
24 inches.. The range of a 1-inch micrometer
is from 0 to 1 inch; in other words; it can be
used on work where the part to be measured
is 1 inch or less. A 2-inch micrometer has -a
range from 1 inch to 2 inches, and will mean-

--ure-only-work-between_land:iinches thick; a
6-inch micrometer has a range from 5 to 6
inches, and will measure only work between 5
and 6 inches thick. It is necessary, therefore,
that the- mechanic in selecting a micrometer

_first find the approximate size of the work to
the nearest inch, and then select a microm-
eter that will fit if. For example, to find -the
exact diameter of a piece of round stock; use a
rule and find the approximate diameter of the
stock. If .it is found to be approximately 3 1/4
inches, a micrometer with a 3- to 4-inch range

--would-be-required-to-measure the-exact_diam-
eter. Similarly, with inside and depth raicromz
eters, rods of suitable lengths must be fitted
into the tool to get the approximate dimension
within an inch; after which the exact measure-
ment is read by turning the thimble. The size
of a micrometer indicates the size of the larg-
est work measure.

92
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THIMBLE SCALE
SLEEVE SCALE

.500

.050

.000
:550

.4,01717

.000

um itimmitimmitan
01111111111111

.025 -4.

.050 -N.

.100+ .005

.550 I--7;--2-I5EvA4.
29.266D

Figure 3-36.Sleeve and thimbleicales
of a micrometer (enlarged).

s'

READING A! MICROMETER
CALIPER

The sleeve and thimble scales of the mi-
crometer caliper have been enlarged in figure
3-36. To understand these scales, you need to
know that the threaded section .on the spindle,
which revolves, has 40 threads per inch. There-
fore, every time the thimble completes a revo-
lution, the spindle advances or recedes 1/40"
(0.025").

Notice that the horizontal line on the sleeve
is divided into 40 equal parts per inch. Every
fourth graduation is numbered 1, 2; 3,-4, etc.,
tepzesenting 0.100", 0.200", etc. When you turn
the thimble so that its edge is over the first
sleeve line pae. the "0" on the thimble scale,
the spindle has opened 0.025". If you turn the
spindle to the second ma.rk,it has moved 0.025"
plus 0.025" or 0.050". You use the scale on the
thimble to complete your reading when the edge
of the thimble stops between graduated lines.
This scale is divided into 25 equal parts, each
part representing 1/25 of a turn. And 1/25 of
0.025" is 0.001". As youcan see, every fifth
line on the thimble scale is marked 5, 10, 15,

.200

.050

.010
.260

Figure 3 -37. -Read a micrometer caliper.
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$

Answers for checking-
1. = 0.327 4. = 0.438

1. 2. = 0.229 5. = 0.137
= 0.428 6. = 0.886

1

7..
8.
9.

=
=
=

0.246
0.148
0.349

Figure 3-38.-Micrometer-reading
exercises. 4.20

etc. The thimble scale, therefore, permits you

.

A .025
^ .015

.340

; .025
.014
.0007
.3397

29.266F
Figure 3-39.:-Interpolating a

micrometer reading.

decimal places, refer to' figure 3-39 and calcu-
lation A. To read it to FOUR dekimal places,
estimate the number of tenths of ,the distance
between .thimble-seale graduations the hori-
zontal line has fallen. Each tenth of this dis-
tance equals one ten-thousandth (0.0001) of an
inah-.71idd-.1lie--ten=thousandths-to-the-reading
as shown in the calcUlations of figure 3-39B.

to take very accurate readings to the thousandths -

of an inch, and, since you can estimate betiveen
the divisions on the thimble scale, fairly ac- READING A 'VERNIER
curate readings to the ten thousandth of an inch MICROMETER CALIPER
are possible.

The closeup in figure 3-37-will help you un-, ," Many times you will be required to work to
derstand hol to take a complete micrometer exceptionally precise dimensions. Under these
reading. Count the units on the thimble scale conditions it is better to use a micrometer that
and add themto the reading on the sleeve scale. is accurate to ten-thousandths of an inch. This
The readiniTi-th% 111-pre-shows-a-sleeve-read--degree-of_accuracyJs obtained by the addition
ing of 0.. 50" (the thimble having stopped slightly of a vernier scale. This scale-,--elolfn rri-figure
more than halfway between 2 and 3 on the 3-40, furnishes the fine readings between the
sleeve) with the 10th line on the thimble scale lines on the thimble rather than making you
coinciding with the horizontal sleeve line. Num- estimate. The 10 spaces on the vernier are
ber 10 on this scale means that the spindle has equivalent to 9 spaces on the thimble. There-
moved away from the anvil an additional 10 x fore, each unit on the vernier scale is equal to
0.001" or 0.010". Add this amount to the 0.250" 0.0009" and the difference between the sites of
sleeve reading, and the total distance is 0.260". the units on each scale is 0.0001".

Read each of the.micrometer settiL7s When a line on the .thiinble scale does not
ure 3-38 so that you can be sure of yourself coincide with the horizontal, sleeve line, you can
when--you-bogin to use this_toolon the job. The determine She additional space beyond the read-
correct readings are given following the figure ible-thiftle--mark-by-finding-which-vernier_
so that you can check yourself.. mark coincides with a lint on the thimble scale.

Figure 3-39 shows -a reading in which the Add this number, as that many ten-thousandths
horizontal line fans between two graduations on of an inch; to the original reading. In figure
-the thimble scale and is closer to the 15 gradu- 3-41 see how the second line on the vernier
anon than it is to the 14. To read this to THREE scale coincides with a line on the thimble scale.
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0 -10

,200
.025

20

EXTENSION
ROD

.200

.025
.022
:0000

terar_15, .2470

Figure 3-40.Vernier scale on
a micrometer. 29.266G

.200
:075
.011
.0002
-.28S2

A B
44.77

Figure 3-42.Measuring an inside
diameter with an inside caliper.

4.20.2A,
-Moire 3=-43-.---=Measuring round-stock

with a micrometer caliper.,

MEASURING. HOLE DIAMETERS
WITH AN INSIDE MICROMETER o .
CALIPER

To measure the diameter of -small holes
from 0.2" to 1" in diameter, an inside microm-
eter caliper of the jaw type as shown in figure
3-42A may be used. Note that the figures on

29.26613.___both_theihimble_aud_...tkebarrel are reversed,Figure 3-41.Read a vernier
micrometer caliper.

This means that the 0.011 mark on the thim-
ble scale has been advanced an additional
0.0002"-beyond the horizontal sleeve line. When
you add this to the other readingt, the reading
will be 0.200 + 0.075 + 0.011 + 0.0002 or
0.2862", as shown.

1063

increasing in the opposite direction from those
on an outside micrometer caliper. This is be-
cause this micrometer reads inside measure-
ments. Thus as you turn the thimble clock-
wise on this micrometer; the measuring
surfaces move farther -- apart-
increases. (On an outside micrometer caliper,
as you turn the thimble clockwise, the meas-

., uring surfaces. move closer together and the
reading decreases.)
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Figure 3- 44.- Measuring flat
stock with a micrometer
caliper. 4.20.1C

For holes from 2" up to several feet in
diameter, select the inside micrometer having
extension rods whose range includes the re-
quired dimension. The extension rod marked
"6-7," for . example, when inserted into the
head of the micrometer, will measure inside
diaineters from 6" to 7". The shoulder on the
rod must seat- properly to ensure a correct
reading.. Figure 3-428, shows that, for large

--measurements, both_hands are used to set the
micrometer for checking a diameter. Hole-one
'Min place with one hand at you "feel" for the
Iriaximum, possible setting by moving the other
end from- left to right, and in and out of the
hole with the other hand. When no left-to-right
movement is possible, and a slight drag is no-
ticed on the in-and-out swing, take the, reading.

MEASURING ROUND STOCK

When measuring the diameter of, a small
-jai) rf--6--stock;hold-the-stock to be meas-

ured in one hand. Hold the micrometer in the
other hand so that the thimble rests between
the thumb and the forefinger. (See fig. 3-43.)
The third finger is then in a position to hold

- the frame against the palm of the hand. The
frame is supported in-thirmanner-and,:makes_
it easy to guide the-work over the-anvil.--The.
thumb and forefinger are in position to turn the
thimble either directly or through the ratchet
and bring the spindle over against the surface
being measured.

Turn the spindle down to contact by "feel,"
or else use the ratchet stop. Your feel should

produce the same contact pressure and there-
fore the same reading as that produced when
the ratchet stop is used. Develop. your "feel"
by measuring a certain dimension both with and
without the aid of. the ratchet stop. When you
have the correct feel, you will get the 'same
readings by both methods.

In measuring round stock the feel must be
very light because there is only a line contact
between the spindle and the stock and the anvil
and the stock. Therefore the contact area is
exceptionally small, causing a propbrtionally
high contact pressure per -unit of area. This
tends to give a reading emtller than the true
reading unless the light feel is used. ,More-
over, in measuring a ball from a ball bearing;
the contact is at only two points, so the contact
area is again very small, which results in a
tremendous pressure per unit of area. This
condition requires only the lightest possible
contact pressure to give a true reading.

Hold the micrometer lightly and for only as
long as is necessary to make the measurement.
Wrapping- the hand around it- or holding-it-for_
too long a time will cause expansion of the
metal and will- introduce errors in measure-
ment. Read the setting on-the thimble scale (if
the object is small) without removing-- the- mi-
crometer calipeiirpm the object.

MEASURING A-FLAT SURFACE

When measuring a flat surface with a mi-
crometer caliper, the entire area of both the
anvil and the spindle is in contact with the sur-
face being measured. This causes a propor-
tionally low contact pressure per unit of area.
Therefore the "feel" should be slightly heavier
than when measuring round stock.

On large flat work, it is necessary to have
the work stationary and positioned to permit
access for the micrometer. The proper method
of holding a micrometer wheraltacking-a-part-
too large to be held in one hand is shown in fig-
ure 3-44. The frame is held by one hand to
position it and to locate it square to the meas-
ured surface. The other- hand- operates the
thimble_eilker directly or thrbugh the ratchet.
-Alargellat _surface s ould-be measuredin-sev.4
eral places to determine ilit-eineuntr-of-varia--
tion. It is vied practice to lock the spindlain
place with the locknut before removing the mi-
crometer from the part being measured. After
removal of the micrometer the measurement
indicated on the thimble scale can then be read.
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HEEL BACK OF SQUARE
( BLADE)

HEEL

FACE OF SQUARE
(BLADE)

TONGUETONGUE

Figure 3-45.Carpenter's square.

To retain a particular setting, in cases where
several pieces are to be gaged, lock the spindle
in place with tlie locknut. When a piece is
"gaged" With a micrometer whose spindle is
locked to a particular setting, the piece can
quickly be identified as oversize, correct size,or undersize.

CARE OF MICROMETERS

Keep micrometers clean and lightly oiled.
Make sure they are placed in a case or box
when they are.not in use. Anvil faces must be
protected from damage and must not be cleaned
with emery cloth or other abrasive..

SQUARES

Squares primarily -used for testing and
checking truenels 6f an angle or for _laying out
lines on materials. Most2squares have a rule
marked on their edge. As a result they may

0

29.23A

also be used for measuring. There are sev-eral types of squares commonly used in the
Navy.

CARPENTER'S SQUARE

The size of a carpenter's steel square. (fig.
3-45) is usually 12 inches x 8 inches, 24 inches x
16 inches, or 24 inches x 18 inches: The flat
sides of the blade and the tongue are graduated
in inches and fractions of an inch. (The square
also contains information that helps to simplify
or eliminate the need for computations in many
woodworking tasks.) The most common use
for this square are laying out and squaring up
large patterns, and for testing the flatness and
squareness_of_large ,suriaces._Squaring is ac-
complished by placing the square at right angles--
to adjacent surfaces and observing if light
shows between the work and the square.

One type of carpenter's square (framing) has
additional tables engraved.on the square. With

loG5
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COMMON
- TRY

44.25

Figure 3-46.CoMmon try square.

SLIG T
BEVELM

44.25
Figure 3-47.Sliding T-bevel.

the framing square, the craftsman ctutsperfOrm
calculations rapidly and layout rafters, oblique
jojnts and stairs.

TRY SQUARE
_

The try square (fig. 3-46) consists of two
parts'at right anglea to each a thick wood
or iron stock and a -thin, steel blade. Most try
squares are made with the blade's graduated in
iiitrand-fractions_of an inch. The blade length
varies from' 2-inches to 1311-Ches. This square
-is used for setting or checking lines or sur-
faces which have to be at right angles to each
other.

T BEVEL

The sliding T-bevel (fig. 3-47) is an ad-
juStable try square with a slotted beveled blade.
Blades are _normally 6 or 8 inches long. The
sliding T-bevel is used for laying out angles

. other than right angles, and for testing con-
--- struoted-angles_auch as bevels. These squares

are made with either- wood or- metal handles.
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FRAMiNG
SQUARE

COMBINATION
SQUARE

A

C °,

45
DRAFTING
TRIANGLE

SETTING THE T-BEVEL
0

*921) 44.26A
Figure 3-48.Adjusting a sliding T -bevel

to a desired setting.

44.268 -----
Figure 3-49.Testing the trueness

of a bevel.

Adjustments

To adjust a sliding T-bevel to a desired
setting, loosen the blade screw, at the round
end of the handle, just enough to permit .the
blade to slide-along its slot and to rotate with
slight frictidn.

To set the blade at a 45° angle, hold the
handle against a framing square, as shown in
figure 3-48A, with the blade intersecting equal
graduations on the tongue and blade of the
square. Or: hold the bevel against the edges of
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Figure 3-50.Combination square set.

4 45' drafting triangle as shorn in figure
3-480. Wlien.usdng drafting triangles for set-.
Ling a sliding T-bevel, different size_ triangles
must be used for each different setting. A 45'
angle can'alw be set by'using the squaring head
of a combination set as shown in figure 3-48C..

A sliding _T -bevel can be set to any- desired
angle.by using n-protractor. Loosen the blade
screw as before, and hold the bevel 'with its
blade passing through the graduation selected,
and the center of the protractor as shown at (D)
is figure S-48.

Constructed Angle Verification.

To test ichamfer or bevel for trueness, set
the T-bevel to the required angle, and hold the
handle to the 'working face of the 'stock being
tested. Face a source of light, and with: the
blade brought into contact, with the surface to
be tested, pass the blade along the length of the
surface. (See fig.- 3- 49.)- -The appearance of
'light between the blade and the surface of the
stock indicates where the angle is not correct.
Figure 3-49 indicates the checking of a bevel,
but testing the trueness of a chabder is ac-
complished in the same way.

COMBINATION SQUARE

A combination square is equipped with mov-
able beads called a SQUARE HEAD,PROTRAC-
TOR HEAD,and a CENTER HEAD. These com-
.bineihe functions of several tools, and serve a
wide variety of purposes; (See digs. 3-50 and
3-51.) Normally, only one head is used at a
time.

The-SQUARE HEAD may be adjusted to any
position along the scale and clamped securely
in place. The combination _square can thus
serve as a depth gage; height gage, or scribing
gage. Two of the faces of the head are ground
at right ingles-to eacbother, and a third face at
045 degrees. A small spirit level is built into
the head for checking whether surfaces are
plumb, and-a small scriber is housed in a hole
in the end of the head for marking layout lines.

The CENTER HEAD can be slid on to the
blade in place of the :guar* head. This is a V-
shaped 'member so designed that the center of
the 90 degree' V will lie exactly along one edge
of the blade. This -attachment is _useful when
locating the exact center of round stock.

-The _PROTRACTOR HEAD, commonly called
a bevel' protractor, can be attached to the scale,

. 29.25

41.
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A- SQUARING A LINE ON STOCK;

C- DRAWING PARALLEL LINES.

B...LAYING OUT A 4S' ANGLE.

.....aiRbroiMill.11111111111111111111111

D...DRANING ANGULAR LINES.

I...LOCATING A SHAFT CENTER. F- MEASURING THE DEPTH OF A SLOT.

Figure 3-51.Combination square applications.
.0

loo lue8_
44.73
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EXTENSION ROO

VERNIER

Figure 3-52.-'-Types of depth gages.-

adjusted to any position on it, and turned and
locked at any desired angle. Angular gradu-
ations usually read from 0 to 180 degrees both
ways, permitting the supplement of the angle to
be read. A spirit level may be included on
some models forming,. in effect, an adjustable
level to show any required degree.

Care of Squares

Make 'certain the blades, heads, dials, and
all accessories are clean. Apply a light coat of
oil on all metal surfaces to prevent rusting
when not in use. Do not use squares for pur-
poses other than those intended. When storing

,squares or bevels for long periods of time,

101

1d69

O

44.27

ff

apply a liberal amount of oil or rust - preventive
compound to all surfaces, wrap in oiled paper
or cloth, and place in containers or on racks
away from other tools.

MISCELT:ANEOUS GAGES

There are a number of miscellaneous gages.
The depth gage, feeler gage, thread gage, tele-
scoping, gage, dividers, and plumb bob are
among some of the gages that will be discussed
here.

DEPTH GAGE

A depth gage is an instrument for measuring
the depth of holes, slots, co unterbores, recesses,

;
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" 44.74
Figure 3-53.Using depth gages.

and the distance from'. a -gurface to some re-
ceased part. The RULE DEPTH GAGE and the
MICROMETER DEPTH GAGE are the most
commonly used in the-Navy. (Sea fig. 3-52.)

The rule depth gage is a graduated rule with
a sliding head designed to bridge a hole or scot,
and to hold the rule Perpindicular to the sur-
face on which the measurement is taken. This
type has a measuring range of 0 to 5 inches.`
The slidinghead has a clamping screw so :hat it
may be clamped in any position. The sliding
head has a flat base which is perpendicular to
the axis of the rule and ranges in size from 2
to 2.5/8 inches in 'width and from 1/8 to 1/4
inch in thickness.

- The micrometer depth gage consists of a
flat base attached to the barrel (sleeve) of- a
micrometer head. These gages have a range
from 0 to 9 inches, depending on the length of
extension rod used. The hollow micrometer
screw (the threads on which he thimble ro-
tates) itself.has a range of tither 1/2 or 1 inch.
Some are provided with a ratchet stop. The flat
base ranges in size from 2 to 6 inches. Several
extension rods are normally supplied with this
type of gage.

To measure the depth of a hole or slot with
reasonable accuracy, use a depth gage as shown
in figure 3-53A: Holt.--the body of the depth
gage against the lurface-from which the depth
is to be measured and extend the scale into the
hole or slot. Tighten the setscrew to maintain
the setting. Withdraw the tool from the work
and read the depth on the scale.

To measure the depth of a hole or slot with
more accuracy than is possible with an. ordi-
nary depth gage, place a vernier depth gage
over the got as shown in figure 3-53B. Notice

Pt.

CLAMP ---

SCRIBER -

ROCKER
ADJUSTING

EW

SCRIBERLIBBER

T
.

SPIND411

SPINDLE
ROCKER
BRACKET

. -7141
GAGE PINS

---102

SPINDLE
NUT

BASE

28.25.3
Figure 3-54.Surface gage.

the clamping screws are at X and Y; the hori -'
zontal 'adjusting screw nut is at Z. With X and
Y loose, slide the scale down into the slot being
measured until it is almost in contact. Then
tighten X to make Z operative. With Z, adjust
the scale to the "proper feel" and secure the
setting with Y. By proper feel we mean the ad-
justment at which you first notice contact be-
tween the end of the scale and the bottom of the
slot. Then read the setting as described under
"Reading a vernier scale."

To set, the vernier depth gage to a particular
setting, loosen both setscrews at X and at Y
and slide the scale through' the gage to the ap-
proximate setting.- Tighten the setscrew at X,
turn the knurled nut at Z until the desired set-
ting is made, and tighten the setscrew at Y to
hold the 'setting.
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08.25Figure 3-55.Setting a surface gage
to height.

To measure the depth of a hole or slot, as
shown in' figure 3-53C, with more accuracy
Auer is possible with either an ordinary depth
gap or a vernier depth gage, place a microm-

% Aster depth pp over thi; slot and adjust the
thimble taint the contact of the spindle causes
the ratchet stop to slip. Remove the microm-
toter from the work and -read the micrometer.
Remember, if extension -rods uied, theto dipth readingwill be the sum of the length
of the rods plus the reading on the micrometer.

SURFACE GAGE

iFiace-pge is a measuring tool generally
used to transfer measurements . to work by
scribing a line, and to indicate the accuracy or
parallelism of surfaces.

. The surface gage (fig.. 3-54) consists of a
base with an adjustable spindle to which may be
clamped a scriber or an indicator. .Surface
gagman made in several sizes tinders classi-
fied by the length of the spindle, the smallest
spindle being 4 inches long, thiraverageg or 12
'inches Jong and the target* .18 inches. The
scriber is fastened to the .ipiadle with a clamp.
The bottom and the front end of the belie owf the
surface gage have deep V-yrooves cut in-them,-
which allow the gage to be seated on a cylindri-
cal surface.

44.28Figure 3-56.Surface plate.
-

The spindle of_ a surface gage may be ad-
justed to- any position with* respect to the base
and tightened in place with the spindle nut. The
rocket adjusting screw provides for the finer
adjustment of the spindle by pivoting the spindle
rocker bracket. The scriber tan be positioned
at any height and in anydesired direction on the
spindle by tightening the scriber- nut. The
scriber may also be mounted directly -in the
spindle nut mounting in place of the spindle,
and dsedwhere the working space is limited and
the height of the work is within range of the
scriber.

To set a surface gage for height, first wipe
off the top of a layout table ersurface plate and
the bottom of the surface gage. Use either a
combination square or a rule with rule holder
to get the measurement. A rule alone caneot be
held securelywithout wobbling and consequently
an error in setting generally results. Bemuse-
a combination square is generally available, its
use for setting a surface gage is explained in
this section.

Place the squaring ,head of a combination _
square on a fiat surface as shown In figure
3-55,and secure the scale so that the end is in
contact with the surface. Move the surface
gage Into position and set the scriber to the
approximate height required, using the adjusting
clamp that holds the scriber onto the spindle.'
Make the final adjustment for the exact height -

rewired (4 1/2_ inches in this case) with the
adjusting screw onthe base of the gage..

SURFACE PLATE

A surface plate provides a true, smooth,
plane surface. It is a flat-topped steel or cast
iron plate that is heavily ribbed and reinforced
on the under side. (See fig. 3-56.) It is often
'used in conjunction with ,a surface gage as a
level base on which the gage and part 'to be
measured are placed to obtain accurate mess- _

moments. The surface plate can also be used
for testing parts that must have flat surfaces.

r.
_

a
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44,4
Figure 3-57.Testing a

surface for flatness.

26.33
Figure 3-58.Using prussian blue

toaid in testing a flat surface.

To test a wartime for flatness, carefully
clean it and" remove all ,burrs. Then place the
surface of the object on a flat area such as the
surface plate in figure 3-57. Any rocking mos-
tion that is apparent will indicate a variance
from flatness of the piece being tested.

For, very fine work, lightly coat the surface
plate-with prussian blue (bearing blue) and move
the piece being tested across the blue surface.
(See ,fig., 3-58.) The low- spots on the. surface
being tested will not 'take the blue; the high
spots will. See insert in figure 3-58.

To determine how much variation there is
from flatnessand whereit isyoU can insert
leaves of a thickness gage to determine the
amount-of variation of flatness. Remember to
add the thickness of all leaves together to get
the total variation. (See fig. 3-59.)

A surface also maybe tested for flatness
with a straightedge. To do this, clean the sui-

lace thoroughly and hold the straightedge on the
surface in several places as you look toward
a source of light. The light showing between

104
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44.95
Figure 3-59.Checking the conformity

of a flat surface.

4.1
Figure 3-60.Thickness gages.

9

the surface being tested and the straightedge
will reveal the low spots.

Care of Surface Plates

The surface plate should be covered when
not in use to prevent scratching, nicking, and
denting. It must be handled carefully to prevent
warping (twisting). Never use the surface plate
as an anvil or" workbenchexcept for precision
layout work (marking and measuring).

THICKNESS (FEELER) GAGE

Thickness (feeler) gages are used for check-
ing and measuring small openings such as con-
tact point clearances, narrow slots,..etc. These
gages are made in many shapes and sizes and,
as shown in figure 3-60, thickness gages can be
made with multiple blades (usually 2 to 26).
Each blade is a specific number of thousandths
of an inch thick. This enables the application of
one tool to the measurement of a variety of

1.J72:
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O.

5.14(44)
Figure 341.Screw pitch gage.

:>pez

It 01\\I\\\\1\111

GAGING SINGLE
PITCH EXTERNAL
THREAD -

GAGING INTERNAL
THREAD

28.153A
Figure 3-62.Using a screw

pitch gage.

thicknesses. Some thickness gage blades., are
straight, rhile others are bent at 45.and 90 'de-
gree-angles at the 'end. Thickness gages can

, also be grouped so that there are several short
aid several long blades together. Befbre using
a feeler gage, remove any foreign matter from
the blades. You cannot get a correct measure-
neent'unless the blades are clean.

When using a feeler gage consisting of a
number of blades, insert various blades or

105

SHEET
METAL
(NON-FERROUS)

5.15
Figure 3-63.Using a wire gage to

measure wire and sheet metal.

combinations of blades between two surfaces
until a snug fit is obtained. The thickness of
the individual blade or the total thickness of
ALL THE BLADES USED is the measurement
between the surfaces. .

Care of-Thickness Gages.

Handle the blades with care at all times.
Keep from forcfng the blades into openings that
are too small for them. Some blades are-very
thin and can be bent or kinked easily. Blade.
edges and polished surfaces are also easy to
damage. When not using a thickness gage, keep
it closed.

THREAD GAGE-

Thread gages (screw-pitch gages) are used
to determine the pitch and number of threads
per inch of threaded fasteners. (See fig. 3-61.)
They consist of thin leaves whose edges are
toothed to correspond to standard thread
sections.

To measure the unknown pitch of a thread,
compare it with the standar,ds of the screw
pitch gage. Hold a gage leaf to the thread being
measured (fig. 3-62), substituting various sizes
until you find an exact fit. Look at the fit toward
a source of light for best results.

The number of threads per inch is indicated
by the numerical value on the blade which is
found to fit the unknown threads. Using this
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Table 3-2.-Wire and Sheet Metal Gages
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value as a basis, correct sizes of nuts, bolts,
tap cutters, and die cutters are selected for

.

WIRE GAGE

The wire gage shown in fig. 3-63, is used
for measuring the diameters of wires or the
thickness of sheet metal. This gage is circular
in shape with cutouts in the outer perimeter.
Each cutout gages a different size from No.0 to
No. 36. Examination of the gage will show that
the larger the gage number, the smaller the
diameter or thickness. .

Gages similar to the one shown in figure
3-63 are available for measuring a variety of
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TELESCOPING

44.29
Figure 3-64.-Small hole and

telescoping gages.

wires and sheet metals. The names of some
common standard wire gages and their uses
are given in the column headings of table 3-2.
The body of this table contains gage numbers
and their corresponding equivalents in decimal
fractions of an inch.

Wire diameters may also be, expressed in
mils as well as by gage numbers. One mil
equals one thousandth of an inch. Each decimal
equivalent in table 3-2_can be convertedto mils
by multiplying by 1,000. For example, the cir-
cled decimal inthe table is equivalent to .0640 x
1000 or 64 mils. -

To use table 3-2, you select from the' four
gages listed' in the table the one that applies to
the sheet of 'metal or wire you Want to gage.
For instance, column 2 of the table tells you
that the American Wire Gage shown in figure
3-63 is the one to use for nonferrous sheet or
wire. Notice that each of the four gages has its
own decimal equivalent for a particular gage
number. -.

To measure wire size, apply the gage to the
wire as shoin in figure 3-63. Do not force the
wire into the slot. Find the slot that refusei to
pass the wire without forcing. Then, try the
next larger slot until one is found that passes
the wire. This is the correct size. Remember,
your measurements are taken at the slot portion
of the cutout rather than the inner portion of the
gage. Now that you have the gage number turn
your gage over and read the decimal equivalent
for that number.

To measure the gage of a piece of metal,
first remove any burr from the place where you

lot 4
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TELESCOPED
POSITION

LOOKING-
NUT

44.29.2
Figure 3-65.Using a

telescoping gage.

44.29.1
Figure 3-66.Measuring the

diameter of a hole with a
small hole gage.

. T

o

ma
O

intend to apply the gage. Then selett the ap-
propriate gage for the metal to be measured.

After the right gage has been selected, apply
the gage to the wire, or to the edge of the sheet
as shown in figure 3-63. The number opposite
the slot that fits the wire or sheet is its gage
number. The decimal equivalent is stamped on
the opposite face of the gage.

TELESCOPING GAGE

Teliicoping gages are used for measuring
the inside size of slots or holes up to 6 inches
in width or diameter. They are T-shaped tools
in which the shaft of the T is used as a handle,
and the crossarm used-for measuring. (See fig.
3-64.) The Crossarms telescope into each
other and are held out by a light spring. To use
the gate-theat mcare7compriSsed, placed in
the hole to be measured; and allowed to expand:
A twist .of the lockout on top of 'the handle locks
the arms. The tool may then be withdrawn and
the distance across the arms measured.

These tools are commonly furnished in sets,
the smallest gage for measuring 'the distances.
from 5/16 to 1/2 inch, and the largest for dis-
tances from 3 1/2 to 6 inches.

SPUR "'

44.30
Figure 3-67.Marking gages.

To measure the diameter of a hole from
1/2" to 6" in diameter, select from a set of
telescoping gages the one whose range includes
the size you need. Loosen the knurled nut at
the end-of the handle; and telescope the adjust-
able end of the gage to a size slightly smaller
than the hole and retighten the nut. Insert the
gage into the hole as shown in figure 3-65,
loosen the nut to permit" the spring-loaded ad-
justable end to expand to the hole diameter, and
tighten the nut. The spring loaded contact of the
adjustable endwill assurkproper contactaiake
sure, however, that the gage is held with the
telescoping end at right- angles to the axis of
the hole to measure the true, maximum diam-
eter; Remove the gage mud measure the setting
with an outside micrometer caliper.

SMALL HOLE GAGE

For .measuring smaller slots or holes than
the telescoping gages will measure, Small hole`
gages can be used. These gages come in sets
of four or more and will measure distances of
approximately 1/8 to 1/2 WA.

The small hole gage (fig. 3-64) consists of a
small; split, ball-shaped member mounted oar
the end of a handle. The ball is expanded by-
turning a- knurled knob on the handle until the
proper feel' is obtained (the slight drag of the
ball end, on the sides of -the hole). The gage is
then withdrawn (fig. 3-66) and the size of the
ball-shaped member on the end of the gage can
be measured with an outside micrometer cali-
per. On some types of small 'hole gages, the
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A

44.81
Figure 3 -68. Using the marking gage.

4.18
Figure 3-89.Setting a divider

to a desired radius.

the ball is flattened at the bottom near the cen-
torn= to permit' use in shallow holes and
111101111111111.

MARKING GAGES

A m a r k i n g g a g e is u s e d to mark o f f guide-
lines parallel to an edge, end, o r s Wace of a

metal.piece of wood or me. It has a ahakp..e spur or
pin that does the marking. .

Marking gaps (ftg.°3-87) are made of wood
or steel. They consist of a graduated beam

28.22.1
Figure 3-70.Scribing a circle

with a divider.

28.4K"
Figure 3-71.Setting a divider

with a vernier caliper.

about 8 inches long on which a head slides. The
head can be fastened at any pbint on the beam
by means of at thumbscrew. The thumbscrew
presses a brass shoe tightly against the beam
and locks it firmly in position. The steel pin
or spur that does the marking projects from
the beam about 1/16 inch.

To draw a line parallel to an edge with a
marking gage, first determine the distance the
line must be from the edge 'of the stock. Adjust
the marking gage by setting the head the de-
sired distance from the spur. Although the bar
of a marking gage is graduated in inches, the
spur may work loose or bend. If this occurs,
accurate measurement should be made with a
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Figure 3-72:Plumb bobs. 29.256AX

rule between the head and spur. (See fig.
3-68A.) To draw a line after setting the gage,
grasp- the head of the gage with the palm and
fingers as shown in figure 3-6813; 'extend the
thumb along the beam towards the spur. Press
the head firmly against the edge of the work to

-be marked, and with. a wrist motion tip the gage
forward until the spur touches the work. Push
the gage along the edge to mark the work, keep- _

iag the-head-firmly apinst the edge of thework.

. DIVIDERS

Dividers are useful instruments for trans-
ferring measurements and are. frequently used
in scribing arcs and circles in layout work.

'To lay out a circle with-Cdivider, set the
.divider at the desired radius, using a rule as
shown in figure 3-69. Note that the 3-inch
radius being set here is being taken at a central
portion rather than at the end of the rule. This
reduces the chance of error, as each point of
the dividers can be-set on a graduation.

Place one leg of the divider at the center of
the proposed circle, lean the tool in the direc-
tion it will be rotated, and rotate' it' by rolling
the knurled handle between your thumb and in-.
den finger (fig. 3-70).

Vernier calipers, which have two center
points similar to prick punchmarks are par-
ticularly useful in setting a divider to exact
dimensions. One center point will be found near

-the zero end of the scale on the rule. The other
,point is in line with the first and to the left of
the zero on. the vernier scale. (See fig. 3-71.)
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29.258
Figure 3-73.Plumb bob,

cord, and target.

Set and secure the desired setting on the
vernier caliper and adjust the divider until
both points readily enter the center points on
the vernier caliper as shown in figure 3-71.

PLUMB BOB

A plumb bob (fig. 3-72) is a pointed, tapered
brass or bronze weight which is suspended
from a cord for determining the vertical or
plumb line to or from a. point on the ground.
Common. weights for plumb bobs are 6, 8, -10,
12, 14,.16, 18, and 24 oz.

-,*A plumb bob is a precision instrument and
mast :be cared for as such. If the tip becdmes
bent, the cord from which the bob is suspended
will not occupy the true plumb line. over the
point, indicated by the tip. A plumb bob usually
has a detachable lip, as shown in figure 3-72,
so that if the tip should become damaged it can
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POi In A

Figure 3-74.-Locating apoint
with a plumb bob. 44.91

44.92
Figure 3-75.-Plumbing a structural

member with a plumb bob.

be renewed "y/ thout replacing the entire
instrument.

The cord fiom a plumb bob can be made
more conspicuous, for observation purposes,
by attachment of a red - and -white- target- as-- -t
shown in figure 3-73.

The plumb bob is used LI carpentry to deter-
mine true verticality when erecting vertical up-
rights and 'corner posts of framework. Survey-
ors'use it for transferring and lining up points.

To locate a point which is exactly below a
particular point in space, when working ashore
or on a ship in drydock, secure the plumb bob
string to the upper .point, such as A in figure

CHECKING FOR TRUE
HORIZONTAL

a

SCALE GRADUATION

'BUBBLE

GLASS TUBE LIQUID

BUBBLE CENTERED
BETWEEN LINES

CHECKING FOR TRUE
VERTICAL

Figure 3 -76.- Horizontal and vertical
use of level. 29.13

3-74. When the plumb stops twinging, the point
as indicated at B in the illustration, will be ex-
ictly below A.

To plumb a structural member, or an elec-
trical, conduit, as shown by figure 3-75, secure
the plumb line A so that you can look at both the
line and piece behind the line. Then, by sight-
ing, line up the member or conduit with the
plumb line.

If this cannot be done, it may be necessary
to secure the plumb line at some point such as
B, and then measure the offset from the line to
the piece at two places so that, for example,-C
and Din figure 3-75 are equal. If the distances
between C and D are not equal, adjust the struc-
urakinember-or-conduit until they are.

LEVELS

Levels are tools designed to prove whether
a plane or surface is' true horizontal or true
vertical. Some precision levels are calibrated
so that they will indicate in degrees, minutes,
and seconds, the angle inclination of a surface
in relation to a horizontal or vertical surface.
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44.89
Figure 3-77.Leveling a bench.

The level is a simple instrument consisting
of a liquid, such as alcohol or Chloroform,
partially filling a glass vial or tube so that a
bubble remains. The tube is mounted in a
frame ,which may be aluminum, woos, or iron.
Levels are equipped with one, two, or more
tubes. One tube is built in the frame at right
angles to another (fig. 3 -76). The tube inditated
in figure 3 -76 is slightly curved, causing the
bubble to seek always the highest point in the
tube. On the outside of the tube are two sets of
'graduation lines separated by a space. Leveling
is accomplished when the air bubble is centered
between the graduation lines.

To level a piece of equipment, such as the
workbench in figure 3-77, with a carpenter's
level, set the level on the bench top parallel to
the front edge of the, bench. Notice that the
level has several pairs of glass vialS. Regard-
less of the position of the level, always watch
the bubble in the bottom vial of a horizontal
pair. Shim or wedge up the end of the bench
that will return that bubble to the center of its
vial: Recheck the first position of the level be-
fore securing the shims or wedges.

Toplumb a piece of equipnient, such as the
drill press shown is figure 3-78, place the level.

lo79

4.29
Figure 3-78.Plumbing a piece of

equipment with a level.

on the side and on the front of the main column
of the press. Figure 3-78 shows the level on
the side. Use shims as necessary to bring the

1 bubble in the lower vial of either pair of the
horizontal vials to the center in each case.

Levels must be checked for accuracy. This
is readily accomplished by placing the level on
a true horizontal surface and noting the vial in-
dication. Reverse the level end'for end. If the
bubble appears on one side of the graduations
with reference to the operator on the first read-
ing and onthe other side for the second reading,
the level is out of true and must be adjusted.

Do not drop or handle a level roughly. To
prevent damage, store it in a, rack or other
suitable place !len not in use.
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CHAPTER 4

FASTENING COMPONENTS AND PROCEDURES

This chapter will discuss a variety of fas-
ts t will
be able to, identify, select, and. use the proper
fasteners on specific jobs. Your knowledge
of these fasteners will also enable you to per-
form 'assembly and disassembly work accu-
rately, swiftly., and safely with proper tools.
Furthermore, you will be able to minimize the
effects of ship and aircraft vibration on these
fasteners by using. several safetying methods.

All fasteners are designed for one purpose
to attach components together securely. Some
are used advantageously in woodworking.
Others have, special applidations for fastening
metal parts. 'au' others% are used to acceler.T.
ate fastening, and unfastening panels. Let's
examine the distinctions between various kinds.

WOODWORKING FASTENERS

Before the development of nail-making,
screw-making and bolt-making machinery,
wooden members were held together by various
types' of interlocking joints that were rein-
forced with glue and wooden cloWels. (A dowel
is a cylindrical pin which is driven into a hole
bored to receive it, and which serves much the
same purpose as a nail.) Glued joints akkjoints
fastened with wooden dowels are now confined
mainly to futniture.

NA/LS

Nails achieve their fastening or holding
power' when they displace wood fibers from
their original position. The pressure exerted
against the nail by these fibers, as they try to
spring back to their original position, proVides
the holding power.

The usual type of shink is round, ut there
are various special- purpose nails with other
types of shanks.. Nails with square, triangular,
longitudinally grooved and spirally grooved
shanks have a much greater holding power, than
smooth round wire nails of the same size.

The lengths of the most commonly used
nails are designated by the PENNY system.

0

The abbreviation for the word "penny" is the"
letter "d." ThuS the expression "a 2d nail"

e any sizes and
corresponding length; and thicknesses gage,
sizes)- of the cominon nails are shown in table
4-1. The thicknele of a nail increases and the
number of nails r pound decreases with the
penny size. -

Nails larger 20d are called spikes and
are generally' designated by 'their length in
inches (such as 5 inches or 6 1/2 inches); nails
smaller than 2cl are esignated in fractions of
an inch instead of in penny system.

Figure 4-1 shows e' more common types of
wire nails. The and the FINISH hail both
have a deep counter head thane designed to
be "set" below the Ware of the work.. These
nails are used for interior and exterior trim-
work where the s are "set" and patted to
conceal their location. The CASING nail is used
for the same purpose,ose, but because of its flat
countersink head; may be driven flush anti left
that way.

The other nail's\ shown in figure 4-1 are all
flat-headed, without 'countersinks. One of these
flat-headed nails (called the COMMON nail) is
one of the most widely used in general wood
construction. Nails !with large flat heads are-.
used for nailing roo paper, plaster board, and
similar thin or so materials. DUPLEX or
DQUBLE-HEADED ils are used for nailing
temporary structur s, such as scaffolds, which

dismantled. When using
1 it is driven to the lower

be easily drawn at a later,

\ are eventually to
the double-headed
head so that it
time

WOOD SCREWS

Screws have
They may be
out injury to
wood more s
and, generall

Wood scr
type of head i
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several advantages over nails.
ily withdrawn at any time with -

e\ material. They also hold the
urely, can be easily tightened
ire. neater in appearande.
s are\designated by material,
. 4-2), and size.
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Table 4- 1. Common Nail Sizes
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Most wood screws are made of steel or
br*si, but other inetids are used as well. Cost
or special purpose applicatiok will determine
the selection of the material to be used.'

The sire of an ordinary wood screw is indi-
cated by the length and body diameter (un'
threaded part) of the screw. Fipre 4-3 shows
the nomenclature and the three most common
types of wood screws. Notice that the length is
always measured from the point to the greatest
diameter of *timid.

Bodydiameters are desigrated by gap num-
bers, rimming from 0 (for about a 1/18 in.diam-
eter) to 24 (for about a 3/8-in. diameter).

Destination of length and gap number ap-
pear as "1 1/4 -9 ". This. means a No. 9, screw
1 1/4 inches long.

Ai a metal rule, the length of a screw for
holding two pieces of wood together should be
such that the body extends through the piece
being screwed down so the threaded portion
will then enter the other piece. The wood screw

29,122

o

simply passes through the bole in the top piece
and the threads take hold in the bottom piece.
See figure 4-4.

ROLTS

A 6o11 is distinguished from a wood screw
by the !tot that it does not thread into the wood,
but goes through and is held by a nut threaded
onto the end of the bolt. Figure 4-5 shows the
four common types of bolts used in woodwork-
ing. STOVE bolts are rather small, ranging in
length 'from 3/8 Lit. to 4 in., and in body diam-
eter from 1/8 in. to 3/8 in. CARRIAGE AND
MACHINE bolts run from 3/4 in. to 20 in. long,
and from 3/16 in. to 3/4 in. in diameter. .(The
carriage bolt has a square section .below the
head, which is imbedded in the wood to prevent
the bolt from turning as the nut is drawn up.)
The machine bolt has a hexagon or Square head
which is held with a wrench to prevent it from
turning.

113
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0
.BRAD

..... 0
FINISH NAIL

42

CA SING NAIL

OD X NA IL

COMMON NAIL

I
11411/1111

SPIKECLARGER THAN 60d)

DUPLEX HEAD NAIL

29.121A
Figure 4-1.Nail varieties.

FLAT MIAS 11011M0 HEAD OVAL 1411AD PIIILLIPS HEAD LAO

29.123A
Figure 4-2.Woodscrew heads.

METAL FASTENING DEVICES

Many, mechanism's and devices are held to-
gether with metal fasteners. Only the more

114

DIAMETER
OF HEAD

Rota Booy
DIAMETER DIAMETER.

1*---" LENGTH
FLAT HEAD

4ssawste=4)
1111". LTH

ROUND
ENG

HEAD
04

Astatea=11)
10 LENGTH --for

OVAL HEAD

29.1.23111

Figure 4-3.Nomenclature and
types of woodscrews.

29.123G
Figure 4 -4. Using a woodacrew

to hold two pieces of wood
together.

commonly used fasteners will be discussed here
so you 'will know when, where, and how they
should be 'used. For example, if a flat' point
setscrew is used when specifications called for
a cone point ari important installation might fail
at a crucial moment.

O
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CARRIAGE BOLT

MACHINE BOLTS

0.11114
STOVE BOLTS

.29.124X
Figure 4-5.Bolts.-

A DOLT.GRIP LENGTH CORRECT

.q11

1.111111111--__t--

B .eou imp LENGTH roo SHORT

sou GRIP LENGTH TOO Loma

29.124(448)
Figure 4-6.Correct and in-

correct grip lengths.

Table 4-2.Screw Threads per Inch
44.217

44
No.

eter Threads Per Inch

Inch
Decimal
Equivalent NC NF EF

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
8

10
12

1/4 -,
516
3//8
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4
7/8
1

. 0600

. 0730
.0860
.0990
.1120
.1250
. 1380,
.1640
.1900
.2160
.2500
.3125
.3750,
.4375
.5000
.5625
.6250
.7500
.8750

1.0000

Mai Mi

64
56
48
40
40
32
32
24
24
20
18
16
14
13
12
11
10
9
8

80
72
64
56
48
44
40
36
32

,28
28
24
24
20
20
18
18
16
14
14

40

36
32
32
28
28
24
24
20
20
20

Metal parts can be fattened together with
various fastening devices, such as rivets, bolts,
screws, etc. Rivets provide a more permanent
type of fastening whereas bolts and screws are
used to fasten together pa,rts that may have to
be taken apart later.

BOLTS

When installing bolts, always be certain to
-install the bolt with its head in the direction of
flight (in aircraft) or whenever possible, install
it with the head UP: This way; if the nut has
been improperly secured or is shaken loose by
vibration and falls off, the bolt will remain
within the part and continue to retain its holding
capability although the nut is missing.

Be certain that the grip length of the bolt is
correct. The grip length is the length of the un-
threaded-portion of the bolt shank. Generally
speaking, the grililength should equal the thick-
ness of the material which is being bolted to-
gether. Not more than ONE thtead should bear
on the material, and the threaded portion of the

115
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Figure 4-7.Machine screw and

caption), heads.

shank should be showing through the nut. (See
fig. 4-6A). In figure 4-6B no threads from the
bolt shank show through the nut extremity and
too many threads are bearing on the material.
In figure 4.6C the nut can't be threaded far
enough to apply pressure on the material.

Proper "election of bolt material is very
'important. R might even be VITAL. BE SURE,
when required to, replace bolts (or any.type of
fastener) you select the type of material de-
lipid for the -equipment. For instance,. sup-
pose a stainless steel bolt were replaced by an
iron bolt-in a high pressure system aboard a
subniarine. Fast erosion and galvanic action
could cause the bolt to fail and result in an ex-
plosion. Replace a bolt -with one that has an
identical part number only, or refer to bolt
identification charts if the number is missing.

MACHINE SCREWS

The term "machine screw" is the general
term used to designate the small screws that

are used in tapped holes for the assembly of
metal parts. Machine screws may also be used
with nuts, but ueuilly, they are screwed into
holes that. have been tapped with matching Er
threads.

Machine screvis. are manufactured in a va-
riety of lengths,diameters, pitches (Uvalde per
inch), materials, head shapes, finishes and
thread fits. A complete description of Machine
screws must include these factdrs. For exam-
ple, "1/2 inch, 8-32, round head, brass,
chromium-plated, machine screw." The first
number is the length of the screw. Let's ex-
amine some of these other factors. st

Diameter and Pitch

The diatneters of American Standardmachine
screws are expressed in gage numbers or frac-
tions of an inch as shown in table 4-2. In the
preceding paragraph, the "8-32" means that the
screw gage is No. 8 and that it has 32 threads
per inch. Note, particularly, that the -"eight"
and "thirty-two" are two aspirate numbers; in-
dicating two individual measurements; they are
never to be pronounced "six-thirty-seconds" or
written as a fraction such as 6/32.

Materials and Finishes

Most machine screws are made of steel or
brass. They may be plated to help prevent cor-
rosion. Other special machine screws made of
aluminum or Monel metal are also obtainable.
The latter metal is highly resistant to the cor
rosive action of salt water.

Head Shapes

A variety of common and special machine
screw head shapes are shodn in figure 4-7.
Some of the heads require special tools for
driving and removing. These special tools are
usually included in a kit that comes with the
machine or installation on which the screws
are used.
Fits

At onetime each manufacturer made as many
threads per inch on bolts, screws, and nuts as
suited his own particular needs.. For example,
one made .12 threads per -inch on 1/2" bolts
whilifaiiiitlier might put on 13 or 15 threads per
inch. Thus the bolts of one manufacturer would
not fit the nuts made by another.

116
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111
CUP

COMMON
SQUARE

e

CONE FLAt FULL DOS OVAL HANGER HALF DOG

SETSCREW POINTS

4.-Ze

HEADLESS

WING KNURLED

THUMB

Figure 4-8.Setscrews and thumb screws.

The National Screw Thread. Commission
"studied the problem and decided to "standardize
on a two-thread series, one called the MA-
MMAL COARSE _THREAD SERIES (NC) and
the other thellATIOtfAL:FINE THREADSERIES
OM. -The- SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE EWGI-
NUBS decided to _standardize-on-some EXTRA
FINE (SF) thr_eade hi' be used in airplanes,

. automobiles, and other places where extra fine
threads are needed. Table 44 shows the num-
*tr. of threads per inch for NC, NF, and EP

-thread sines up to 1 inch in diameter. Four
class's of fits were also established by the Na-
tional Screw, Thread ComMission. They are:
Class 1,loos fit; Class II, free fit; Class,
medium fit; and Class N, close fit..

_ The loose fit is for -threaded parts-6M can
be put together quicidyand easily even when the
threads are slightly bruised or dirty, and when
a cossiderable amount of 'hake or looseness is
not objectionable.- The free fit is for threaded
parts that*. to be put together nearly or
eatirety with_the fingers and a little shake or
looseness is not objectionable. This includes
most of the screw thread work. The medium fit
is for the higher, grade of threaded parts where
the MI.s somewhat closer. The close-fit is for
the finest threaded work vthereyerylittle shake
or looseneiis, is desirable and where a screw-
driver or wrench may be necessary to put the
parts together, The manuficture of threaded
parts belonging to this class requires the use of
fine tools and gages. This fit should, there-
fore, be, used only when requirements are ex-
acting or where special condition's require
screws having a fine, snug fit,

in

CAPSCREWS

29.123F

Capscrews perform the same fractions as
machine screws, but come in larger sizes for
heavier work. Sizes range up to 1 inch in diam-
eter and 6 inches in length.

Capscrews are usually used without nuts.They are screwed into tapped holesiland are
sometimes referred to as tap bolts. Threads
may bseither NT or NC. r

Capscrews may have square, hex, flat, but-
ton,0c.fillister heads (ftg. 44). Fillister heads
are best for use on moving parts -*when such
heads are sunk into counterbored holes. Ilex
heads are usually used where the metal parts
donut move.

The -strOngest capscrews are made of alloy
steel,and can withstand great stresses, strains,
and shearingforces. Capscrews made of Monel
metal are often specified on machinery that is
exposed to saltwater.

Some capscrews- have small holes throughtheir heads. A wire, calla. SAFETY WIRE,
is run through' the holes of several capscrews
to kiep them from coming loose.

SETSCREWS

Setscrews are used to secure small pulleys,
gears, and cams to shafts, and to provide posi-
tive adjustment of machine parts. They are
classified by diameter, thread, head shape, and
point shape. The point shape is important be-
cause it determines the holding qualities, of thesetscrew.

Setscrews .hold best If they have either a
CONE POINT or a DOG POINT, shown in figure

.
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CASTEU.ATED

WING CAP TMIA6 STOP
t

. . 44.63
Figure 4-9.Common kinds of nuts.

FLAT VASHER SPJT LACK sow PROOF
VASHER< V/ASHER

44.64
Figure 4-10.Washers.

WOODRUFF KEY

STEEL DOWEL PIN 4 STEEL TAPER PIN

44.65'
Figure 4-11.Keys and pins.

4-8- These points -fit into matching recesses
in the shaft against which they bear.

HEADLESS SETSCREWSslotted, Allen or
Bristol typesare used with moving parts be-
cause they do not stick up above the surface.
They are threaded all the way from point to
head. COMMON SETSCREWS, used on fixed
parts, have square headi. They have threads
all the way from the point to the shoulder of the
head. .

STUD
ASSEMBLY

RECEPTACLE

-44.218
Figure 4-12.Camloc fastener.

THUMB SCREWS are used for setscrews, -
adjusting screws, and clamping screws. Be-
cause of their design they can be loosened or
tightened without theuse of tools.

. -

NUTS .

SQUARE and HEXAGONAL nuts are standard
but they are supplemented by special nuts. (See
fig. 4-9.) One of these is the JAM NUT, used
above a_ standard hex nut to lock it in position.
It is about half as thick as the standard hex nut,
and has a washer face.

CASTELLATED nuts are slotted so that a
safety wire or COTTER KEY may be pushed'
through the slots and into a matching hole in
the bolt. This provides a positive method of

118-1 jp 0o%...
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STUD

DETACHAB
ART

STUD ASSEMBLY

DIMPLED
HOLE

C=P
44FIXED
PART

PRING
AND

gRIVETS

CUT-AWAY VIEW OF COMPLETE
PIUS ASSEMBLY

SPRING ASSEMBLY

Figure 4-13.Dzus fastener.

preventing the nut from working loose. For
example, you will see these nuts used wi
bolts that hold the two halves of an engine con-
necting rod together.

WING NUTS are used where the desired de-
gree of tightness can be obtained by the fingers.
CAP,nuts, are usedwhere 'appearance is an im-
portant consideration. They are usually made
of chrom(um plated brass. THUMB NUTS are
knurled, so they can be turned by hand for easy
assembly and -disassembly. .

ELASTIC STOP NUTS are used where it is
imperative that the nut does not come loose.
These puts have a fiber or composition washer
built into _them which is compressed auto-
matically against the screw threads to provide
holding tension. They are' used extensively on
radio, sound equipment, fire control equip-
ment and on aircraft.

Figure 4-10 shows the types of washers
used extensively throughout the Navy. FLAT

119

are used to back up bolt heads and
nuts, and to provide larger bearing surfaces.
They prevent damage to the surfaces of the
metal parts'.

SPLIT LOCK WASHERS are used under nuts.
to prevent loosening by vibration: The ends of
these spring-hardened washers dig into both the
nut and the work to prevent slippage.

SHAKEPROOF LOCK WASHERS have teeth
or lugs that grip both the work and The nut.
Several patented designs, shapes, and sizes are
obtainable.

KEYS AND PINS

COTTER KEYS (fig. 4-11) are used to, secure
screws, nuts, bolts, and pins. They are-also
used as stops and holders on shafts and rods.
SQUARE KEYS and WOODRUFF 'KEYS are used
to preyent hand wheels, gears,cams and pulleys
from turning on a shaft. These keys are strong
enough to carry heavy loads if they are fitted
and seated properly.
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SAFETY METHODS SHOWN ARE FOR
RIGHT HAND THREADS. LEFT HAND OPPOSITE.

SAFETY WIRE OVER HEAD

CASTLE NUT

SAFETY WIRE AROUND HEAD

TWIST METHODS

SINGLE WIRE PLAIN .

12.245(44B)A

Figure 4-14.Safety wiring methods.

TAPER PINS are used to locate and position.
matching parts. They are also used to secure'
small pulleys and gears to shaftS. They usually
have a taper of 1/4-inch per foot. Holes for
taper pins must be reamed with tapered ream-
ere. If this is not done the taper pin will not fit
properly.

DOWEL PINS are used to position and align
the units or parts of an assembly. One end of a
dowel pin is chamfered, and it is usually .001
to .002 Inch greater in diameter than the size of
the hole into which the pin will be driven.,

TURNLOCK FASTENERS

Turnlock fasteners are used to secure in-
spection plates, doors, and other removable
panels on items of support equipment and air-
craft. These fasteners are also referred to by
such terms as quick-opening, quick-acting, and
stress panel fasteners. The most desirable
feature of these fasteners is that they permit
quick and easy removal of access panels and
doors for inspection and servicing..

Turniock fasteners are manufactur
supplied by a number of urers under
various trad . Some of the more com-

e names are the Cgmloc and Dzus (pro-
nounced zoo's) types.

CAMLOC FASTENERS-

Camino fasteners are made, in a variety of
styles and designs. Regardless of the particu-
lar style or shape, the Camloc fastener consists
of a stud assembly, receptacle, and a grommet
(fig. 4-12).

The stud assembly consists of a stud, a cross
pin, spring; and spring cup. The assembly is so
designed that it can be \quickly inserted into the.
grommet by compressing the spring. Once in-
stalled in the grommet the stud 'assembly-can-
not be removed unless the spring is again
compressed.

The grommet is a flanged sheet-metal ring
made to fit into a hole in the access door or
panel. It is ribbed and can be pressed or
dimpled into place.

The receptaile consists of a metal forging
mounted in a stamped sheet metal. It is riveted
to the access opening frame attached' to the
structure or equipment.

A quarter turn clockwiseof the stud screw
locks the cross pin into the grooved receptacle.
Conversely, a counterclockwise rotation re-
leases the connection between the stud assembly
and the receptacle.

DZUS FASTENERS

The Dzus fastener (fig. 4-13) consists of a
rotatable stud, which may have a slot for a
screwdriver, or a winged fitting on it for hand
operation. It also has a permanently mounted
spring and a grommet. The stud and grommet
are mounted in the door or other removable
part, and the spring is riveted to the frame of
the access on which the door fits.

120
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STEP 1 STEP 2 P3 STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

FINAL TWIST

'12.245(44MB'Figure 4-15.Standardtwist safety wire installation procedure.

-UNEVEN PRONGS OPTIONALL4

Figure 4-16.Types of
cotter pins. 44.65(443)A

Cams on the stud engagi with the spring
to lock the fastener in the engaged position.
The purpose of the grommet is to retain the
stud in the access door. In some installations,
the grommet is not used as a retainer; the stud
is secured to the access door by a =spring,
cup washer, or by dimpling of theinetal around
the stud.

The quick acting action of the Dzus fastener
is achieved when a quarter turn rotation of the

121

OPTIONAL PREFERRED

44.65(44146
Figure 4-17.Cotter pin

installations.

stud causes its engagement or disengagement
with the spring.

SAFETYING METHODS

Safetying is a process of securing fasteners
and other equipment so they do not work loose
due to vibration. Loose bolts, screws and nuts
or other parts can ruin delicate equipment or
endanger life when they fall off equipment.

Variou .1 methods for safetying parts exist.
The most widely used are safety wircand cotter

1 :J89
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CONS ROM° TOP SUTTON
UNIVERSAL MAO COUNTERSUNK MAO NM

PAN 'FLAT TOP FLAT
AN4311 KM/ COUNTERSUNK READ HEAD

TRUSS
READ

TINNCRS'
RIVET

11.292A
Figure 4-18.Some common types of rivets.

1LENOT14--y
A

f.- LENGTH .1
13

MCP
EE4gfpzi`vi

1/01A.

DIAMETER
FACE

C

11.2928
Figure 4-19.Showing what is meant

. by "grip" of a rivet.

Table 4-6.Guide for Selecting Rivet
Size for Sheet Metal Work

11.390

Gage of
sheet metal

Riiet size
(weight in pounds
per 1000 rivets)

26 1

24 2
22 2 1/2
20 3
18 3 1/2
16 4

pins. Learn the proper techniques and USE
them. YOUR LIFE may depend upon proper use
of these techniques.

SAFETY WIRING

Safety wiring is the most positive and satis-
factory-method of safetying capscrews, studs,

nuts, and bolt heads which cannot be safetied by
any other practical means. It is a method of
wiring together'two or more units in such a
manner that any tendency of one to loosen is
countered by the tightening of the wire and the
other unit. Components are safety wired by the
single wire plain method or the twist method
(fig. 4-14).

The single wire plain method may be used
on small ,components in a closely spaced,
closed geometrical pattern, and in plartsthat
are difficult to reach. When safety wiring
-closely spaced components, take advantage of
safety wiring the whole series. The number of
parts in the series safelywired together by this
method depends upon the application; but the
maximum number in the series is limited by a
maximum 24 inch wire length.

The twist method is the most common
method of safety wiring. The technique is-
shown in figure 4-15. A group of three should
be the.maximum in the series when safety wir-
ing widely spaced components by this method.

The following general rules should be followed
when using the safety \wire method to secure
components.

The safety wire must be new upon each
application.
All safety wires must be tight after in-
stallation, but not under such tension that
normal handling or vibration will break
the wire.
The wire must be applied so thatall pull
exerted by the wire tends to tighten the
nut.
Twists should be tight' and even and the
wire between the nuts as taut as possible
without overtwisdng. Wire twister pliers
should be used if available; otherwise,
wire Between nuts should be twisted with
the hinds. The use of regular pliers for
twisting will damage the wire. Regular
pliers may be used only for .the final end
twist prior to cutting off the excess wire.
When castellated nuts are to be secured,
tighten the nut to the low side of the se-
lected torque 'range, unless otherwise
specified, and if necessary, continue
tightening until a slot, aligns with a hole.

COTTER PINS

Some cotter pins are made of low-carbon
steel, whsle others consist of stainless steel

122
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Figure 4-20.Drawing, upsetting, and heading a rivet.

CORRECT. RIVET*

rE54==4dial
I. DRAWN 2. UPSET 3. HEADED

Jc....-HEAD TOO

RIVET NOT DRAWN SHEETS NOT DRAWN

TROUBLES

11.296
Figure 4-21.Correct and

incorrect riveting.

and thuis are more resistant to corrosion. Re-
gardless of shape or material, all cotter pins
are used for the same- general purpose-
-safetying.'

Dimension perimeters of a cotter .pin are
shown in figure 4-16. Whenever uneven prong
cotter pins are used, the length measurement
is to the'end of the shortest prong.

A cotter pin installation is shown in figure
4-17. The cotter pin should fit neatly into the
hole with very little sideplay.

In the preferred installation method, the
bent prong above the bolt end, should not extend
beyond the bolt diameter. Additionally, the bent

`prong should not rest against the surface of
"the washer. Cut the prongs down to size if
-necessary.

If the optional wraparound method is used,
the prongs should not extend outwards, but
should be bent over a reasonable radius to the

11.295

sides of the nut. Shaipingled bends invite
breakage. Usually the initial bending of the
prongs of a cotter pin is accomplished with
needle nose or diagonal pliers and the best tool
for final bending of the prongs is a soft faced
mallet.

RIVETS

Rivets are used extensively as a, fastening
device in aircraft. They are also used to join
metal sheet when brazing, welding, or locking
techniques will not provide a satisfactory joint.

RIVET TYRES

The major typet-of rivets used extensively
include the-standard type -and pop rivets. Stand-
ard rivets must be driven using a bucking bar
whereasthe pop rivets have a self heading capa-
bility and may be installed where it is impossi-
ble to use a bucking bar.

,Standard Riiets

Wherever possible, rivets should be made of
the same material as the material they join.
They are classified by lengths, diameters, and
their head shape and size. Some.of the standard
head shapes-are shown in-figure 4-18.

Selection of the proper length of a rivet is
important. Should too long a rivet be used, the
formed head will be too large, or the rivet may
bend or be forced, between the sheets being
riveted. Should too short a rivet be used, the

123
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CLOSED-END TYPE
HOLLOW-CORE 'TYPE

DOMED j HEAD

SOLID-CORE TYPE
COUNTERSUNK HEAD

OPEN -END TYPE

DOMED HEAD

Figure 4-22.-Pop rivets. 11.292

formed head will be too small or the riveted
material will be damaged. The length of the
rivet should equal the sum of the thickness of
the metal plus 1 1/2 times the diameter .of the
rivet, as shown in figure-4-19.

When using tinner's rivets, refer to table
4-3 as a guide' for selecting rivets of the proper
size for the different gages of sheet metal.

The riveting procedure for the standard type
,of rivet involves three operations: drawing,
upsetting, and heading as shown in figure 4-20.
The sheets are .drawn 'together, by placing the
deep hole of the rivet let over the rivet and
striking the head of the set with a hammer.
Upon removal of the set,.the end of the rivet is
struck lightly to upset the end of the rivet.
Finally, the heading die (dished part) of the

AL_
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11,374
Figure 4-23. -Pop rivet tools.

(1) INSERT POP RIVET

.

.

. (2) APPLY RIVETER sesame FLUSH
WITH STRUCTURE KING RIVETED. .

BLIND
SIDE

(3) GRIPPING MECHANISM GRASPS
MANDREL MINK PARTS TOGETHER
AND CLINCHES RIVET ON SUM SIDE.
FURTHER RETRACTION REMOVES
MANDREL.

(4) COMPLETED RIVET, SET.

11.292
Figure 4-24.-Setting pop rivets.

'rivet set forms the head of the rivet when the
hammer again strikes the head of the rivet set.
-The 'results of correct and incorrect riveting
are shown in figure 4-21.

Pop Rivets

Pop rivets (fig. 4-22) have two advantages
compared to standard rivets in that they can be
set by one man and also be used for blind Lis-
tening. This means that they can, be used where
there is limited or no access to the reverse
side of the work.
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Opeiation is simple. Drill holes in the parts
to be riveted together and align the holes. In-
sort the pop rivet (a hollow rivet assembled on
a solid mandrelYand set it with a pop riveter
(fig. 4-23) using the procedure shown in figure
4-24.

There are two basic designs for pop rivets:
'closed-end and open-end (fig. 4-22). The
closed-end type rivet fills the need for blind
rivets which seal as they are set. They are

. gal and liquid tight, when used properly, since
a high degree of radial expansion provides ex-
cellent hole-filling characteristics and the
mandrel head' is within the core of the rivet
body. .

The open-end type4s not liquid-tight because
the mandrel head which remains in the rivet
body is not . enclosed within that body as is the
closed-end type. This obviousli leaves room
for possible seepage of liquid or gas.

Pop -type- rivets discussed in this chapter
have a variety of general purpose applications.
Naval Aviation Maintenance activities utilize
more sophisticated types of pop rivets. They
are usually of higher strength alloys than com
mon pop type rivets and include either friction
or mechanit.al lock features which will ensure
that they will not fail under vibration of the air-
craft and its Structure.

RIVET SELECTION

The following rules govern the selection and
use of rivets in, making a repair:

.
1. Replacements must not be made with

rivets of lower strength material unless they
are larger than those removed.

2. When rivet holes become enlarged, de-
_ .

formed, or otherwise damaged, use thet next
larger size as replacement.

3. Countersunk head rivets are to be re-
placed by rivets of the same type and degree
of countersink.

4. Rivets selected for specific applications
must always be of the type recommended in the
repair manual. for :that particular- equipment.
Rivets are available in a variety of metals and
alloys having specific shear strength andhard-
ness characteristics. Selection of the wrong
alloy/type rivet could produce hazardous re-
sults. Rivets common to aircraft and aero-
space equipment application are identified by
head or shank markings. In all cases, choose a
rivet that is capable of meeting the load and
holding requirements to which it will be
subjected.
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CHAPTER 5

G NDING OPERATIONS

To keep hand tools in be usable condi-
tion, cutting edges must ed frequently
and certain other tools or shaped foe
special purposes. Chin punches, drills,

rtinsnips,srewdrivers,and r hand ;ools are
shaped or sharpened on an, abrasive grinding
wheel.

Grinding may be defined s the act of shag-
, ing or wearing down a sur or sharpening an
edge by means of the cutting ction of thousands
of abrasive grains on the fact of the grind-
ing wheel. &scenic* g shortens the
useful life of a tool.

A variety of grinding ma es are in use in
the Navy. Many of them are pedal machines
used in tool and die making or machines used
for other special purposes. The bench grinder,
explained in chapter 2 of this 'fest, is the type
of grinder found in general use in the Navy.
Nearly all mechanical shops !tore initalla-
Nona or aboard ship will have bench grinder.

GRINDING SAF

The grinding wheel is a fragile cutting tool
which operates at high speeds. Great emphasis
must be Oren, therefore, to the safe operation
of bench and pedestal. grinders. Observance of
safety precautions, posted on or near all
grind's-i used in the Navy, is mandatory, for the
safety of the operator and the safety of person?
nel in the nearby vicinity.

What are the most common sources- of in-
jury during.grinding operatiOn? Hazards lead-
ing to eye injury caused by grit generated by
the grinding process are the most common and
the most serious. Abrasions caused by bodily
contact with the wheel are quite painful and can
be serious. Cuts and bruises caused by seg=
ments of an exploded wheel, or a tool "kicked"
away from.the wheel are other sources of in-
jury. Cuts and abrasions can become infected
if. not protected from grit and dust from
grinding.

.Safety in using bench and pedestal grinders
is- primarily a matter of using common sense
and concentrating on the job at hand., Each time

iv3

you start to grind a tool, stop briefly to con-
sider how observance of safety precautions and
the use of safeguards protect you from injury,
Consider the complications that could be caused
by your loss -of sight, or loss or .mutilition of
an arm or hand.

Some guidelines for safe grinding practices
are:

I. Read pasted safety precautions before
starting to use a machine. In addition to re-
freshing your memoryabout safe grinding prac-
tices, this gets your mind on the job at hand.

2. Sedure all loose clothing and remove
rings or other jewelry.

3. Inspect the grinding wheel, wheel guards,
the toolrent, and other safety devices to en-
sure they are in good condition and positioned
properly. Set the toolrestso that it is within
1/8 inch of the wheel face and level with :se

center of the wheel.
4. Transparent shields, if installed, should

. be clean and properly adjusted. Transparent
shields do not preclude the use of goggles as
the dust and grit may get around a shield.
Goggles, however; provide full eye protection.

5. Stand aside when starting the grinder
motor until operating speed is reached. This
prevents injury if the wheel explodes from a
defect that has not been noticed. .

8. Use light pressure when starting grind-
ing; too much pressure on a cold wheel may
cause failure.

7. Grind only on the face or outer circum-
ference of a grinding wheel unless the wheel is
specifically designed for side grinding.

8. Use .a coolant to prevent overheating the
work.

9. Wear goggles and respiratory filters to
protect your eyes and lungs from injury by grit
and dust generated by grinding operations.

GRINDING WHEELS

A grinding wheel is composed of two basic
elements: (1) the abrasive grains, and (2) the
bonding agent. The abrasive grains may be
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compared to many single point tools embedded
in a tootholder of bonding agent. Each of these
grains extracts a very small chip from the ma-

.. terial as it makes contact on each revolution of
the grinding wheel.
. An ideal cutting tool is one thatwill-sharpen
itself when it becomes dull. This effect, is
what banana to the abrasive grains. As the in:
dsvidual grains become "den, the pressure that
is generated on them causes them to fracture
and resod new sharp cutting edges to the
work. When the grains can fiacture no more,
the pressure becomes too great and they are
released from the bond, allowing new sharp
pains to be presented to the work.

SIZES AND SHAPES*

Grinding wheels come in various sizes and
shapes. The size of a grinding wheel is given
in terms of its diameter in inches, the diam-
eter of the spindle hole, and the width of the
face of the wheel. The shapes of all grinding

eels are too numerous to list in this manual,
figure 5-1 shows most of the more ire-

y used wheel shapes. The type numbers
and are Used by all manufacturers.

The gapes are shown in cross-sectionalviews.
The apScific job will dictate the shape of wheel
to be used.

WHEEL MARIaNGS AND
C

Grinding wbsl markings are comprised of
six sections. Figure 5-2 illustrates the stand-
ard marking and possible variations. The fol-
lowing information \breaks the marking down
and explains each Section. This information
should be studied carefully as it will be invalu-
able in making the 'proper wheel selection for
each grinding job you wilt\ attempt.

Hind of Abrasive

The first section on the ,wheel marking .
(reading from left to right) shows the abrasive,
type. There are two typal of abrasives: natu-
ral and manufactured. Natural abrasives, such
as emery, corundum, and diamond, are used
only in honing stones and 'in special types of
grinding wheels. The common manufactured
abrasives are aluminum oxide and silicon car-
bide. They have superior qualities and are

. more economical than natural abrasives.

TYPE I STRAIGHT

TYPE 'CUT-OFF
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TYPE 5 RECESSED ONE SCE

4,111=1111111;t

, MENEM
TYPE T RECESSED TIMONE

TYPE cnatecit

TYPE STRAIGHT CUP

TYPE 11

yveE 12 DISH TYPE 13

PLARIN3 CU!

28.310
Figure 5-1.Grinding wheel shapes.

Aluminum oxide '(designated by the letter A)
is used for grinding steel and steel alloys, and
for heavy duty work such as cleaning up steel
castings. Silicon carbide (designated by the
letter C), which is harder but not as tough as
aluminum oxide, is used mostly .for grinding
nonferrous metals and carbide tools. The abra-
sive in a grinding wheel comprises about 40
percent of the wheel.

Grain Size

The second section on the grinding wheel
marking is the grain size. Grain sizes range
from 10 to 600. The size is determined by the
site of mesh of a sieve throughwhich the grains
can pass. Generally speaking, they are rated
as follows: Coarse: 10, 12, 14, 16, 20, 24;
Medium: 30, 36, 46, 54, 60; Fine: 70, 80, SO,
100, 120, 150, 180; and Very Fine: 220, 240,,
280, 320, 400, 500, 600. Grain sizes finer than
(240) are generally considered flour. Generally
speaking, fine grain wheels are preferred for
grinding hard materials, as they have more
cutting edges and will cut faster than coarse
grain wheels. Coarse grain wheels are gen-
erally preferred for rapid metal removal on
softer materials.
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ABRASIVE
TYPE

A-ALUMINUM
OXIDE

-1C-SILICON
CARBIDE

C 60 1 V

GRAIN
SIZE

8040
GRADE

STRUCTURE BONO
TYPE

10 A-SOFT 1- DENSE IANUFACTURER'S
12 2

, RECORD
14 C 3 S SILICATE SYMBOL
16 4
16 E 5 R-RUBBER-
20 F S
24

N TO e To
D-RESINOID

E-SHELLAC
10

K 11' 0.OXYCHLOR-
I. 12 IDE

13
14
15-OPEN

Z-MAID

28.311
Figure 5-2.Standard marking system for grinding wheels

(except diamond)., .

of bond is said to be a hard grade and the wheel
with a small amount of bond is said to be a soft
grade.

Grade (Hardness)

Section three of the wheel marking is the
grade or lucidness of the wheel. As shown in
figure 5-2, the grade is designated by a letter
of the alphabet; grades run from A to Z or soft
to hard.

-The grade of a grinding wheel is a, measure-
ment of the ability of the bond to retain the
abrasive grains in the wheel. Grinding wheels
are said to have, a soft to .hard grade. This
doss not mean that the bond or the abrasive ie
soft or hard; it means that the wheel has a large
amount of bond (lard grade) or a small amount
of bond (soft grade). Figure 5-3 Illustrates a
magnified portion of a soft grade and a hard
grads wheel. You can _see by the illustration
that a part of the bond surrounds .the abrasive
grains and the remainder of the bond forms
into posts that both hold the grains to the wheel
and hold them apart from each other. The
wheel having the larger amount of bonding ma-
tarts! has thick bond posts and will offer great
resistance to pressures generated in grinding.
The wheel having the least amount of bond will
offer less resistance to the grinding pressures.
In other words, the wheel viith .a large amount

Structure

The fourth section of the grinding wheel
marking is the structure. The structure is

' designated by numbers from 1 to 15, as illus-
trated 'in figure 5-2. The structure of a grind
ing wheel refers to the open space between the
grains, as shown in figure 5-3. Grains that are
very closely spaced are said to be dense; when
grains are wider apart, they are said to' be
open. Generally spealOng, the metal removal
will be greater for open-grain wheels than for
close-grain wheels. Also dense or close-grain
wheels will normally produce a finer finish.
The structure of a grinding wheel comprises
about 20 percent of the grinding wheel.

Bond Type

The fifth section on the grinding wheel
marking is the bond type. The bon4 comprises
the' remaining 40 percent of the grinding wheel
and is one of the most important parts of the
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ABRASIVE
GRAIN

BONO
COATING

OPEN SPACE

.WHEEL A

LAM

WHEEL (3
28.312

Figure 5-3.How bond affects the grade of
the wheel. Wheel A, softer;
Wheel B, harder.

wheel. The'bond determines the strength of the
wheel. The 6 basic types of bonds are con-
sidered in this chapter.

VITRIFIED bond, designated by the letter V,
is not affected by oil, acid, or water. Vitrified-
bonded wheels are strong and porous, and rapid
temperature changes have little or.no effect on
them. Vitrified wheels should not be run in
excess of 6500 surface feet per minute.

SILICATE bonded wheels are designated by
the letter S. Silicate bonded wheels are used
mainly for large, slow rpm machines where a
cooler cutting action is desired. Silicate bonded
wheels are said to be softer thaw vitrified
wheels as they release the grains more readily
than the vitrified bonded wheels.. This wheel,
like the vitrified bonded wheel, is not to be run
in excess of 6500-surface feet per minute.

RUBBER bonded wheels, designated by the
letter R, are strong and elastic. They are used

for the manufacture of thin cutoff wheels and
are used extensively for regulating wheels on
centerless grinders. Rubber bonded wheels
produce a high finish and can be run at speeds
up to 16,000 surface feet per minute.

RESINOID bonded wheels are designated by
the letter B and are shock resistant and strong.
They are used for roughgrinding and cutoff
wheels. Resinoid wheels also can be run at
speeds up to 16,000 surface feet per minute.

SHELLAC bonded wheels, designated by the
letter E, give a high finish and have a cool cut-
ting action when used as cutoff wheels. Shellac
bonded wheels can be runup to 12,500 surface
feet per minute.

OXYCHLORIDE bonded wheels are desig-
nated by the letter 0. They are not to be run
at speeds greater than 6,500 surface ,feet per
minute.

Manufacturer's Record

The sixth section on the grinding wheel
marking is the manufacturer's record. This
may be a letter or number, or both. It is used
by the manufacturer to designate bond modifi-
cations or wheel characteristics.

SELECTING AND USING'
THE WHEEL

The selection of grinding wheels for preci-
sion. grinding can be discussed generally in
terms of such faCtors as the physical properties
of the material to be ground, the amount of
stock to be-removed (depth of cut), the wheel
speed and work speed, and the finish required.
Selection of a grinding wheel having the proper
abrasive, grain, grade, and bond is determined
by considering one or more of these factors.

An aluminum oxide abrasive is most suitable
for grinding carbon and alloy steel, high speed
steel, cast alloys and malleable iron. A silicon
carbide abrasive is most suitable for grinding
nonferrous metals, nonmetallic materials, and
cemented carbides..

Generally, the softer and more ductile the
material being ground, the coarser the grain
selected should be. Also if a large amount of
material isto be removed,a coarse grain wheel
is recommended (except on very hard mate-
rials). If a good finish is required, a fine grain
wheel should be used.

'For soft materials, small depth of cut, or
high work speed, use a soft grade wheel. If the
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Table 5-1.Recommendations for Selecting Grinding Wheels
28.253.0

OPERATION

\
WHEEL DESIGNATION

, \
MATERIAL

Abrasive Grain
size

Grade Struiture\ Bond Mfg.
Symbol

Cylindrical .'
grinding

.

A
A
A '
C

A

60
60
54
36

.

54

K
L
M
K

L

\
8

. 5
5
S

5 t

V
V
V
V

V

- - -"-
-- - -,-
- - -..- -
- - - -

- - - -

High speed steel
Hardened steel
Soft steel
Cast iron, brass,
aluminum.
General purpose ,

Surface grinding

-
A
A
A
C
A

46
60
46
36,
24

-

j

H
F
J
J
H

8
12

5
8
8

V.
V t
V
V
V

- - - -
.. ... -
- - - - -
- - - --
- - -'-

High speed steel
Hardened steel
Soft steel
`Cast iron and bronze
General purpose

Tool ind
cutter grinding A

A
A

46

54
60

K

0

L
K

,

8

5
8,

'

--,

V

V
V

..- - - - -
.

- - - -
- -

.- -.
High speed steel or
cast alloy milling.
cutter
Reamers

-

Taps .

machine you are using is worn, a harder grade
may be necessary to help offset the effects of
wear of the machine. Using a, coolant ale° per-
mits the use of a harder grade of wheel.

Table 5-1 lists recommended grinding
wheels for various operations.

Before you perform these operations, you
should be able, however, to install and dress
the wheels properly, whenever required.

INSTALLING THE WHEEL

The wheel of a bench or pedestal grinder
must be properly installed; otherwise accidents
may occur and the wheel will not operate
properly. Before a wheel is Installed, it should
be inspected for visible defects and "sounded"
by tapping lightly with a piece ,of, hard wood
to determine whether it has invisible cracks. A
good wheel gives out a clear ringing sound
when tapped, but if the wheel is cracked a dull

thud is heard. The following information on
mounting the wheel should be more readily
understood if the reader refers to figure 5-4.

Ensure that the shaft and flanges are, clean
and free'of grit and old blotter' material. Place
the inner flange in place and followl-it with a
blotter. NOTE, the blotter thickness for paper
must be no thicker than .025 Inch and no thicker
than .125 inch for leather or rubber. The blot-
ter is used to ensure even pressure on the
wheel, and to dampen the vibration between the
wheel and shaft when the grihder is in opera-
tion. Next mount the wheel, and ensure that it
fits on the shaft without play. A .002 to .005
inch clearance should be provided: This may
be accomplished by scraping or reaming the
lead bushing in the center of the wheel. NEVER
FORCE THE WHEEL OK THE SHAFT. Forcing
the wheel on the shaft may cause the wheel to
crack when placed in operation, or cause the
wheel to be sligheiy out of axial alignment.
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IVO TOR

/MK*
111.0t TER

OJITE
ft-0SE

NUT

28.62(28Th
Figure 5-4.Method of mounting a

grinding wheel.

The next item is another blotter and, then the
outer flange. NOTE the flanges are recessed
so they previde an even pressure on the wheel.
The flanges should be at least one-third the
diameter of the wheel. Next, install the washer
and secure the nut. Tighten the securing nut
sufficiently to hold the wheel firmlyj tightening
too much may damage the wheel.

TRUING AND DRESSING,
,THE WHEEL

Grinding whoels,like Other cutting tools, re-
= quire frequent reconditioning of cutting sur-
faces to perform efficiently. Dressing is the
term used to describe the process of cleaning
the periphery of grinding wheels. This cleaning
breaks away dull abrasive grains and smooths
the surface so that there are no grooves.
Truing is the term used to describe the re-
moval of material from the cutting face of the
wheel so that the resultant surface runs abso-
lately true to some other surface such as the
grinding wheel shaft.

u93
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28.63
Figure 54.-.-Using..,a, grinding

- wheel dresiee.

The wheel dresser shown in figure 5-5 is
used for dressing grinding wheels on bench and
pedestal grinders. To dress a wheel with this
tool, start the grinder and let it come utrin
speed. Set the wheel dresser on the rest as
shown. In figure 5-2 and bring it in firm contact
with die wheel. Move the wheel dresser back
and forth across they faceof the wheel until the
surface is clean and approximately square with
the sides of the wheel.

It grinding wheels get out of balance because
of out-of-roundness, dressing the, wheel will
usually remedy the condition. A grinding wheel
can get out of balance by being left sitting with
part of the. wheel immersed in the coolant; if
this happens, the wheel should be removed and
dried out by baking. ff the wheel gets out- of
balance a31ally, it probably Will not affect the
efficiency:of the wheel. This unbalance May be
remedied simply by removing the wheel and
cleaning the shaft spindle and spindle hole in
the wheel and the flanges.

Each time that a wheells dressed it is nec-
essary that you check the clearance between the
tool rest and the wheel. Reestablish the clear-
ance at 1/16-inch as required. Adjustments
must be madikwith the machine secured to pre-
clude possible injury to the operator.-

GRINDING METAL STOCK

To grind a straight ec.ge on metal stock
(figure 5-6A) adjust the tool rest so that it just
clears the wheel and is approximately at the
center line of the wheel. Then, keeping the edge
of the stock parallel with the center line of the
grinder shaft, pass the stock across the face of
the wheel. Grind across the entire width of the
piece, using that pressure which will keep the
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44.124
-----:------Flipare-56A.Grindingi straight*

edge on metal' stock.

44.125
Figure 5-68.Grinding a

bevel on metal stock.

wheel cutting:but will not appreciably decrease
its speed. Grinding across the entire width of
the piece and the wheel wears the wheel evenly
and helps prevent overheating.

To grind a bevel on an edge, (figure 5-6B),
hold the stock as shown so that it is resting
both on the wheel and on the edge of the tool
rest. ,The edge being ground is away from the
tool rest and therefortiis not liable to get caught
bitween the tool rest and the wheel. Pass the
stock across the face of _the wheel just as you
do when grindinea square edge.

To grind a rounded edge,-set the tool rest at
the center line' of the wheel. With one hand,
hold the end of the stock being grOund so that
you caw move it from left to right, across the
face of the wheel, as shown by the small double-
beaded arrow in figure 5-7, and also hold it
down firmly on'the tool rest. With the other

7 V4

44.126
Figure 5-7.Grinding a rounded

edge on metal stock.

44.127 .

Figure 5-8.Dressing a center punch
with a bench grinder. .

hand swing the arc shown by the longer curved
double-headed arrow at the opposite end of the
stock. The motion indicated by the curved ar-
row will produce the rounded edge on the stock.
The travel indicated by the short straight
double-headed arrow will prevent the wearing
of a groove in the wheel which would have to be
removed by dressing...

1321L00
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D

1.14.1A
Figure 5-P.Sha.ixts of screwdrivers when

properly dretsed.

Figure 5-10.Checking
the squareness of
the end of a
screwdriver.

CENTER PUNCH
SHARPENING

1.14.1C
Figure 5-11.Grinding a screwdriver

tip with a bench grinder. ;

44.128
1.14.1B Figure 5-12.Sharpening snips on

a grinder.

To sharpen a center punch, cradle the end
of the punch between the index finger and thumb
of one hared, as shown in figure 5-8, resting
that hand on the tool rest Of the grinder. Moire
the punch into light contact' with the rotating
wheel ,of the grindei with the center line of the
punchfoitning about a 45° angle with the.face of
the wheel. This will give the approximate 90°
included angle required for a center punch.
With the thumb and index finger of the other
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hand rotate the punch as shown by the direc-
tional arrow. in figure 5-8. Keep the point cool
by using onit*.-light pressure on the wheel and
by frequently dipping the punch in a can of cool-
ing water. Sharpen a prick-punch in the same
way with the exception that, since the included
angle should be 30° rather than 90°, the angle
between the center line of this punch and the
wheel should be about 15°.

SCREWDRIVER TIP.
DRESSING

Figure 5-9,parts A andC are the front views
of a properly dressed screwdriver; 5-9B and
5-9D are the side views.
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A
29.9K

Figure 5-13.Good
and bad shaped
chisel heads.

Figure 5-14.Grinding a chisel head
with a bench grinder.

tTo dress a common screwdriver, dress the
sides so that the blade is symmetrical in shape.
Thin, square off the end. Check the squareness
of the end by resting the tip on the handle of- a
trysquare and moving the shank of the screw-
driver close to the blade oftheequare. if the
blade and the shank appear to ftle parallel; the
tip is square. See figure 5-10.

On the common screwdriver, grind the faces
of the blade so that they are parallel or nearly
parallel at the tip as'shown at B and D in figure
'5-9. The thickness of the blade at the tip should
be such that the tip will just enter the slotof the
screws you intend to turn.' With sac.1 a tip
thickness, and the sides parallel or nearly so,
the screwdriyer will have the least tendency to
climb out of the screw slot when the screw is
being turned home.

44.129
Figure 5-15.Proper angle for

general use cold chisel.

44.130

Figure 5-16.Sharpening a chisel
with a grinder.

The screwdriver shown in figure 5 -9D has
been ground by resting it flat against the grind-
ing wheel. A 6-inch wheel produces about the
right grind on a screwdriver used for small
screws. Hold the blade high on the circumfer-
ence of the wheel and rest the shank on the tool
rest. See figure 5-11.

When grinding a screwdriver, do not let the
tip get too hot or the temper will be drawn.
Overheiting is discussed later in the section on
sharpening metal-cutting chisels.

TIN SNIPS
SHARPENING

To sharpen tin ships on a grinder, open the
snips as shown in figure 5-12, resting the
blade on-the tool rest. Hold level, the handle of
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A 13

44.131
Figure 517:Two cutting edge

shapes of cold chisels.

40.67

Figure 5-18.Mental alertness is
vital to safety.

t

the blade being ground and then rotate the other
blade at whatever anglels necessary to grind
the cutting edge to an included angle of 80° to
85°. Holding, the blade lightly against the ro-
tating wheels move it from left to right across
the face of the wheel. Sharpen first one blade of
thesnips'and then the other. While sharpening
ozie ,blads,.,be careful to keep the other blade

'from into contact with the side of the

1L03

40.67

Figure 5-19.Eliminate potential
hazards.

DRILL POINT
ANGLE

CUTTING UP

LIP CHISEL EDGE
CLEARANCE ANGLE

ANGLE

44.20S
Figure'5-20.Specifications for-

grinding a regular point
twist drill.

wheel. Sharpening tin snips requires close and
careful attention; improper techniques may re-
sult in,viretking.the snips or even in serious
personal injury.

CHISEL HEAD GRINDING

In figure' 5-13A you will see a properly
ground chisel head. Keep it that way by frequent
grinding before it begins to mushroom as shown
in figure 5-13B.

Never use a chisel whose head has been al-
lowed to mushroom. You, or others, can be
injured by chips or metal flying off the head
when it is hammered.

Remove the ragged edges of such a head by
grinding theth off. One way to do this is to hold
the head against the wheel as shown in figure
5- 14 .
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DRILL POINT
ANGLE

UP
CLEARANCE CHISEL EDGE

ANGLE ANGLE

Lem,

CHISEL
EDGE .4.

44.20T
Figtire 5-21.Spccifications for grinding

a flat point twist drill.

Turn the chisel with one hand as you
pressure with the other'. Grind across te en-

- tire face of the wheel to keep it flat.. .

'SHARPENING METAL-
' CUTTING CHISELS

Metal-cutting chisels are sharpened by
grinding. These chisels are designed to cut
cold metal; so the general term "cold chisel" is,
often Used. The angle of 60°, showil on the cold
chisel .in figure 5-15, is for a general-use cold
chisel.' Increase this angle somewhat for cut-
ting harder metals and decrease it for those
that are softer.

To sharpen a metal - cutting chisel, hold the
chisel to the wheel, resting it on the tool rest.
(See fig. 5-18.) Notice that the index finger,
curved beneath the chisel, rides against the
front edge of the tool rest. This affords_ good

'° control of the chisel and will help yoU to grind
a single, equal bevel' otveabh side.

Let the chisel "rest only lightly 'against, the
wheel when grinding. Less heat will be devel-
oped and, because the speed of the wheel is re-
duced only slightly, the air currents created by
the wheelwill have the maximum cooling effect.
If the temperature of the cutting edge rises to
the point where the metal_begins to turn blue in
'color ..the temper has: been drawn, the cutting
edge Las been softened, and the edge will net
stand up in, use. The .cutting edge will hait to
be rehardened, drawn- to the proper temper
(hardness), and the sharpening continued. As
long' as you can touch the cutting edge you are
grinding with your bare hand and keep it there,
you are in no danger of 'drawing the temper.
Notice that it is the temperature of the cutting
edge that is important. This means the very
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AXIS
I

CORRECT CURL OF CHIPS

RESULT OF CORRECT LIP GRINDING
44:20(44B)

Figure 5-22.Grinding drill lips
. correctly.
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44.20V
Figure 5-23.Checking the drill

point angle and cutting edge.

44.20W
Figure 5-24.Thre steps for grinding

a twist drill with a grinder.

tip of the chisel where the bevel is being ground.
The chisel at a point an inch or less from the
cutting edge may be cool, while the cutting edge
itself turns blue from overheating. Check this
carefully while grinding.

Figure 5-17A shows a cold chisel ground
with a slight curvature, and figure, 5-17B shows
a Straight cutting edge. Both types of edges are
used. The curved cutting edge is grciund by
swinging either end of the chisel slightly from

>?;,.

Figure 5-25.Grinding a twist drill with
a grinder (initial position). 44.20Y

44.132
Figure 5-26.Grinding a twist drill with

a grinder (flna' position).

left to right as the two faces of the cutting edge
are being ground.

For shearing metal in a vise the chisel `with
the straight edge may be better. The chisel
with the curvature wilr-tprobably work better
when you are cutting metal on a flat plate. .

Be sure you are alert when you work (fig.
5-18). After yolkhave completed your use.of
the tools, remove any possibility of danger
from slipping or tripping (fig. 5-19).
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7Gs

44.20AA.1
Figure 5-27.Grinding

a twist drill for
brass.

B

44.20BB.1
Figure 5-28.Thinning the web

of a twist drill.

44.202
Figure 5-29.Sharpening a twist drill

with a tool grinder.

HAND SHARPENING
TWIST DRILLS 1

L ;. 0;

The following requirements are of ;Teatest
importance in twist-drill. grinding: (1) equal
and correctly sized drill-point angles, (2) equal-
length cutting lips, (3).corxect,clearance behind
the cutting lips, and (4) correct .chisel-etige
angle. All four are equally important When
grinding either a reéular point (fig. 5-20) ,which
is used for general purposes, or a flat point
(fig. 5-21) which is ised for drilling hard and
tough materials:

Figure 5-22 sh s the results of correct
lip grinding and how equal drill point angles and
two equal length lips help achieve cor-
rect drill results.

Figure 5-23 showd,, a drill being checked
during grinding. The drill-point gage is.being
held 'against .the body of the drill and has been
brought down to where the graduated edge of the
gage:is in contact with one cutting edge. In this
way:hotli the drill-point tangle and the length of
the cutting edge (or lip) are checked at the
same time. The process %is repeated for the
other side of the drill.

Lip clearance behind the cutting lip at the
margin is determined by inspection. This
means that you look at the drill p'oint and ap-
proximate the lip-clearance angle (see figs.
5-20B and 5-21B), or compare it to the same
angle that has been set up on a protractor. The
lip-clearance angle is not necessarily a def-
inite angle, but must be viithin, certain limits.
Notice that in figure 5-20B this angle ranges
from 8° to 12° and that the range given in fig-
ure 5'-21B,is 63 to 9°. Whatever angle. in the
range is "Used, however, Jip clearance 'should
be the' same for both cutting lips of the.drill.

There must be lip clearance behind the en-
tire length of the cutting lip which extends from
the margin of the drill to the hisel edge. This
means that there *must be ".t. lief" behind the
cutting lip along its entire length.

When lip clearance 'is bein "ground into" a
drill, the lip-clearance angle and the chisel
edge angle (shown at C in figs. ,5-20 and 5-21)
will be your guide to the amount of clearance
you have ground into the drill behind the cutting
lip along its entire length. The greater these
angles are, the more clearance there will be
behind their respective ends of the cutting lip.
Too mubh lip clearance,which oc8turs when both
the lip-clearance angle and the chisel-edge
angle exceed their top limits, weakens the
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cutting edge or lip by removing too much metal
directly behind it. Too little -or po lip clear-
ance, prevents the cutting edge from producing
a chip, or cutting, and the drill will not drill a
hole. r

To SHARPEN 'TWIST DRILLS, first get the
grinder ready. If necessary, dress the face of
the- wheel so. that it is clean, a true circle, and
square with the sides. Before starting the
grinder, readjust the tool rest to :1/16" or less
from theY face of the wheel. This is an im-
portant sktety hieasure which will he;.p keep
work from wedging between the tool rest and
the face of the wheel.

. After starting the grinder and letting it come
--up-to speed, you can begin grinding the drill

point.' Hold the twist drill as shown in figure
51.24A, which is a top view of the first step in
grinding a drill. The axis of the drill, in the
first step, should make an angle of about 59°
(half of the drill-point angle) with the face of
the wheel as shown 'in fig. 5-27A. The cutting
lip should be horizontal. Figure 5-25 is an
actual photograph, side view, of the vane drill
Position which"is shown in figure 5-24A.

The actual grinding of the drill point con-
sists of three definite motions of the shank of
the drill while the point is held lightly against
the rotating wheel. These three :mcitions are:
(1) to the left, (2) clockwise rotation, (3) down-
ward.

Figure 5-24 shows the motion to the left in
three views as the angle between the face of the
wheel and the drill decreases from about 59° to
about 50°.

In figure' 5-24 the clockwise rotation is indi-
cated by ;the advance of the rotation arrows in
A, $, and C. Rotation is also pictured by the
change in position of the cutting lip as well as
that of the tang.
. Because figure 5-24 is a top view, the third
(downward) motion is not noticeable. However,
all three motions are apparent when an actual
photograph of the final position of the drill in
figure 5-26 is compared to the initial position
in figure 5-25. All three motions taking place
at the same time combine to produce the 4'1T_
portant requirements mentioned before (1) equal
and correctly sized drill-point angles, (2) equal-
length cutting lips, (3),1correct clearance behind
the cutting lips, and (4) correct chisel-edge
angle. Checking by means of a drill-point
gage, figure 5-23, and by inspection will show
when these four requirements have been met.
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SHARPENING A TWIST DRILL
FOR DRILLING BRASS;

To grind w drill for drilling brass hold the
cutting lip against the right side of the wheel
as shown in 'figure 5-27. Grinding the flute
slightly flat, in line with the axis of the drill,
greatly reduces the included angle of the' cutting
lip. This will give the 'drill a scraping action,
necessary for brass, rather than the cutting ac-
tion used for steel. This scraping action will
prevent the tendency, that invariably occurs with
drills not ground for brass, to stick in the hole
being drilled. This sticking is troublesome
especially when drilling through a pilot hole.

THINNING THE WEB OF
A TWIST DRILL

. .

Repeated sharpening; which sho'r'tens the
drill, nr the fact that the remaining length of a
broken drill has been resharpened, results in an
increase in the web thickness at the point. This
may require web thinning. Correct web thin-
ning, when it becomes necessary, is important
for satisfactory drilling.

To thin the web of a drill, hold the drill
lightly to "the face of, a round-faced wheel, as
shovin in figure 6-28A, and thin the web for a
short distance behind the cutting lip and intothe flutes. This, is shown in figure 5-28B.
Notice that the cutting lip is actually (but, only
slightly) ground back, reducing its included
angle only a very little and not enough to affect
the operation of the drill..

SHARPENING TWIST DRILL
BY MACHINE

Sharpening a twist drill by hand is a skill
that is mastered only after much practiceAnd
careful attention to the details. Therefore,
whenever possible, use a tool grindet in/which
the drills can be properly positioned, ,clamped
in place and set with precision for the various
angles. This machine grinding* (fig. 5-29) will
enable you to sharpen the drills accurately. As
a result, they will last longer and will produce
more accurate holes.

Whether you are sharpening a drill by hand
or by machine, it is very necessary that the
temperature at the point be kept down. the
point gets hot, it approaches the temperature at
which the temper of the steel will he drawn.
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Xtepthe.point cool enough to be held in your
Isire.hand. Do this by making a few light passes
over the grinding wheel. Take a few seconds to
let the point cool and repeat alternate grinding
and cooling. f

Once you notice the appearance of a blue'
temper color at the point, it. is too late. You
have drawn the temper and the steel is now too
soft to hold a cutting edge. Then the only thing
you can do is to continue the sharpening procr
ess, first one lip and then the other, until you

have finally ground away the soft tipof the drill.
This means. that you niust grind away' all that
portion of the tip which is blue. As the blue
color indicates softness throughout the. entire
point of the drill, and not only on the blue sur-
face,.resharpening must be continued.until all
of the blue-colored metal has been ground-away.
This operation must be done very slowly and
carefully, keeping the point cool to prevent con-
tinual bluing of the metal.
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CHAPTER 6

. ETAL CUTTING OPERATIONS
.Many handtools and power .tools hive been

designed for the specific purpose of cutting
metals quickly and accurately. This chapter
will describe some metalcutting operations that
*7:be performed with chisels, 'drill's, taps,dies, reamers, and pipe and tubing cutters.

METAL CUTTINCeWITH CHISELS

When -struck with a heavy hammer, a cold
chisel is capable of cutting metal. With chisel
and hammer, you can cut wires, bars, rods and
other shapes of metal and also cut off the heads
of rivets and bolts.

CUTTING WIRE OR ROUND STOCK

t,. Mark off a guideline on the stock and place
the work on the top face of an anvil or other
suitable working surface. Place the'ciitting edge/;:.Of the chisel on the mark in a vertical position

kL.,.land lightly,. strike the chisel with a hammer.
Check the chidel mark for accuracy. Continue,.
to strike the chisel until the cut is made. Thelast few blows of the hammer should be madelightly to avoid damage to the anvil, supporting'
surface, or to the chisel.

Heavy stock is cut in the same manner ex-cept that the cut Is made halfway through the
stock; the work is then turned over and the 'cut
finished train the opposite side.

CUTTING OFF A RIVET
OR BOLT HEAD

Hold the work in a heavy vise or secure it
some other way so that the work will not pove.(See fig. 6 -IA.) Hold the cold chisel with oneface oL the bevel flat on the surface of the job.
Strike the head of the chisel with the hammer
as you loosely hold and guide the chisel.'

To cut off a rivet head with a cape chisel,
select a chisel of about tlfe same size as the
diameter of the rivet. Cut through the center of

(-the rivet head,,holding one face of the bevel flat
on the surface of the job, and then sever the
center of the head from the shank or body, as_shown in figure 6-1B.

To cut off a rivet head with a side cutting
chisel, place the chisel nearly flat on the sur-

'face of the work with its single bevel upwards.
Drive the cutting. edge under the edge of the.rivet held just as you would if you were using
a cold chisel. (See fig. 6-2A). .Notice'in figure
6-28 that the cutting edge of the chisel has aslight radius which will tend to prevent the
corners from cutting undesirable grooves in the
surface of the work.

To remove a rivet head (fig. 6-3)-when thereis not room enough to swing a hammer with
sufficient force to cut the rivet,, first drill a --hole about the size of the body of the ,rivet inand almost to the bottom of the rivet head. Then
cut off the head' with a cold chisel.
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29.95
Figure 6-1.--Cutting off a rivet head

with a chisel.;
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757

29.9T

Figuie 8- 2. Cutting off a rivet head
with a side cutting chisel.

DRILLED HOLE

ROUND HEAD RIVET

29.9U

Figure 6-3.Removing a rivet
head in a hard to reach position.

' 1.25

Figure 6-4.Holding small pieces
in a vise for drilling.

METAL" CUTTING WITH DRILLS

In drilling any metal, there are several gen-
eral steps to be followed. First, ;nark the

7

tc,,i,;(3,I251:4o,i Nwl,(116(srl

11;18

Figure 6-5.Holding work with
a drill press

Y.

Figure 6-6.Holding work
in V-blocks.

44.140

exact location of the hole. Second, secure the
work properly. Then,_ use the correct cutting
speed and appropriate cutting oil or other
coolant, where applicable. Finally, apply pres-,
sure on the drill properly. it is assumed that
:'cu have selected the correct drill size.

LOCATING THE HOLE

The exact location of the hole must be
marked with a center punch. The punch mark
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44.141
Figute 6-7.Holding work to drill

holes in the end of round stock.

11.15X

Figure 6-8.Step block and clamps. 0

forms a seat for the drill point, thus ensuring
accuracy. Without Ole punch mark, the drill
may have a tendericy tb '"walk off" before it be-
gins to cut into the metal.

HOLDING THE WORK

Most work is held for drilling by some me-
chanical means such as a vise or clamps. It is
MANDATORY that the work be WELL SE-
CURED., U not, the work or stock may rotate
at high speed or fly loose, and become a high
speed projectile, endangering all personnel
within range. Various securing procedures are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

When drillirig in small 'pieces with a hand
held drill, it is best to hold the worin a vise
so that the axis of the drill is horizontal (fig.
64). This position.'piovides better control of
the drilling operation and will tend to ensure 4
hole which will be square with the surface of the
work.

When drilling in small pieces with .a drill
press, hold the work either in a drill- press
vise -(fig. 6-5), or between V-blocks (fig. 6-6).
CAUTION: BE SURE TO FASTEN THE DRILL
PRESS VISE OR Vs-BLOCK TO THE DRILL
PRESS TABLE.

f

;STEP BLOCK GOOSENECK WORK
CLAMP

MACHINE TABLE

28.231
Figure 6-9. Holding work with step

block and clamp for drilling.

- 44.1403
Figure 6-10.Holding thin gage metal

for drilling.

When using a drill press to drill holes in the
end of round stock, place the stock in one of the
V7grooves in the stationary jaw of the drill vise
at: shown in figure 6-7. These V-grooves will -

hold the work perpendiculir to the table of the
drill press. The drilled hole will then be paral-
lel with the axis of the round stock.

Drilling holes in large pieces can be ac-
complished by holding the work with a step block
and clamps (fig. 6-8). (A piece of,metal of suit-
able size, with a hole drilled near one end
makes a suitable substitute for a clamp.)

When holdg work with step blocks and
clamps, you bay use a gooseneck clamp as
shown in figure 6-9. Notice that the body of the

- clamp is' approximately parallel with the sur-
face of the drill press table and that the bolt is
held close to the work rather than close to the
step block. This setup provides the most'
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-741

Table 6-1.Drill Speeds in R.P.M
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favorable mechanical advantage. Usually, two
or mare clamps are used on each set*,

If you are required to bold thin metal, place
it on a block of wood to provide support directly
beneath the intended hole. This support will
also help minimize drill breakap when the 'feed
pressure is applied. Secure the C-clamp as
shown in figure 6.10 and drill through the metal.
and into Use wood. Stop drilling when wood
chips appear to avoid damage to the drill table,

SPEED INFORMATION
/

The correct cutting speed for metal drilling
depends upon the type of metal and its prop-
erties plus the diameter and type of drill (high
speed or carbon). See Table 6-1.

DRILLINGHINTS

R is necessary to use a cutting oil to lubri-
cate and cool the drill%when drilling steel and

;

wrpught iron. Cast iron, aluminum, briss and
other soft - metals. may be drilled dryalthough
at, high' drilling ,.speeds it ds advisable to use

. some mediumto cool Mete metals: Cotnpressed
air, water, and lard oil ;re examples of such
cooling media. Be sure to use goggles whenever
you use compreided.eir..

Always apply grepsure on a line attach goes
.straight jhrouith the axis, of the drill. (Side
preseurewill (item the hole and -can break
the drill,) '.

Keep the d;i1rsteady and apply enough pres-
, .:sure to keep it cutting. 'f,00 much pressure will

overload the 'motor; too little pressure will
merely cause the drill to -"polish" instead of D
Cit This will quickly dull the cutting 'edges Of

. the dtill,You will kpow the pressure is correct
when th6 drill bites contiauously without over-
loading, the drill motor.

ten drilling large holes, do it in stages. A-
pilot hole is a good idea, since it serves as a
guide for the. Ittger drill and helps to indroase,
accuracy::
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28.148(448)A
Figure 6-11.Thread

terminology.

MINOR DIA.

TAP DRILL
SIZE

A,

MAJOR DIA. 28.14444BM

44.145
Figure 6-13.Proper size drilled

hole for tapping.

44.145A
Figure 6- 14. Oversize drilled hole

for tapping..

action of turning the screw, nut, or bolt gives it
endwise as well as rotary motion. .

Many threadtypes exist. These types include
bolt threads, machine screw threads and pipe
threads. Befqre we proceed with descriptions
of thread cutting procedures, we must become
familiar with the terminology to be used.

THREAD TERMINOLOGY T..

Figure 6-12.Tap Refer to figure 6-11 and note that the outsidedrill size diameter of a thread is known as the MAJORdetermination. DIAMETER. The diameter across the roots of
the thread is -called -the MINOR DIAMETER.
The PITCH is defined as The distance from anyTHREADS AND THREAD CUTTING point onthe threadof a screw to the correspond-
tug point on an adjacent thread. It is usually*reads are helical ridges cbt into screws, measured froin crest to crest and is expressednuts, _bolts, or the walls of a hole, so that the by a specific quantity of threads per inch.
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The working drawing shownAn figure 6-16
specifies a 1/2 in. 13 National Coarse (NC)
thread to be tapped in a throuthole in one Fitt
(1/2 in. deep-hole in 1/2 in. ock). The same
thread is to be tapped in a bit& hole in another
part (3/4 in. deep hole in 1 stock). The 1/2
in. round stock is to be threided with this same"

thread to fit the tapped holes.
Refer to Table 6-2 and run down the first

two columns until you locate 1/2-13 N.C. Fol-
low this line to the rightiuittil you come to the
tap drill size, 27/64 in. which will produce ap--

44.145B - proximately a 75 percent full thread. Use the
27/64 in. drill to drill a 'through hole in the 1/2
in. block and a hole 3/4 in. deep - in the 1-in.
block as required- by the working drawing.

TAP NOIZ

Figure 6-15.Undersize drilled
. hole for tapping.

TAP -DRILL DETERMINATION

If a threaded hole is to be made in a piece of
metal, a hole of suitable size must first be
drilled. The' hole must be somewhat smaller
than the size of the bolt to be screwed into it.

How do you determine how much smaller to
drill this hole? Figure 6-12 shows the system
used for figuring this. The resultant thread ie
known as a "75% thread" because the diameter
of the hole is 75% of the difference between the
major and minor diameters, Subtracted from
the major diameter.

When the tap hole is the right size, it is a
little largerthan then root diameter of the tap as
shown in figure 6-13., The tap will cut a thread

,in the work which is only 75 percent as deep as
the thread on the tap. The other 25 percent of
the depth of thread,on the tap provides clear
ance between the tap hole and the root diameter
of the tap. (See fig. 6-14.) This makes tapping
easier.

If the tap drill selected is oversize, the tap
hole will be oversize, and the tap can cut only
shallow threads in the work. -(See fig. 6-14.)
With leis than a full 75 percent depth of thread,
stud or capscrew threads usually strip.

If the tap drill selected is undersize, the tap
hole will be undersize, being perhaps equal to
the root diameter_ of the,tap as shown in figure
6-15. Then there will be no clearance, and the
tap will turn hard, tear the threads, and prob-
ably break.

The best method to determine the exact size
of tap drill to use is to refer to Table 6-2. A
chart similar to this generally is included with
a set of taps and dies. Let's see how this table
is used.

vr,

CUTTING MACHINE THREADS
WITH TAPS

A 50-50 mixture of.white lead and lard oil,
applied with a small brush, is highly recom-
mended as a lubricant when tapping in steel.
When using this lubricant, tighten the tap in the
tap wrench and apply the lubricant to the tap.
Start the tap carefully with its axis on the cen-
ter line-of the -hole. The tap must be square
with the surface of the work, as shown in figure

6-17.
To continue tapping, turn the tap forward

two quarter turns, back it up a quarter turn to

-break the chips; and then turn forward again to
take up the slack. Continue this sequence until

the required threads are cut. After you cut for
the first 2 or 3' full turns, you no longer have to
exert downward pressure on the wrench. You

can tell by the feel that the tap is.cutting as you

turn it. Don't` permit chips to clog the flutes or
they will prevent the-tap from turning. When
the tap wonetiturn anclyou noticea springy feel-
ing, stop trying immediately. Back the tap up a
quarter turn to break the chips, clean them out

of theflutes,with a wireas shown An figure 6-18,

add some more lubricant, and continue tapping.
When the tap has cut threads through the hole,

the tap will turn with no resistance.
To tap a blind hole, start with the taper tap.

For a blind hole you will need all three tyries
the taper, plug, and bottoming taps. Be sure
they are /the size and thread series you need,
and Vat ;the tap hole is the size called for by
the working drawing acid Table 6-2.

tegirt with the taper tap. Handle it as de-
scribed land shown before. Figure 6-19A shows
the taper tap just starting to cut. In figure
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Table 6-2.-American National Form Threads
(Thread and Tap Drill Sizes)

4 minal
am

Thr'd
series

Major
diameter.

inches

Root
diameter.

inches

Tap drill to
produce aPProc-
15% full thread

Decimal
equivalent
of tap drill

'

6.80 N. F. .0600 .0338 is1-1,4 S. C. .0730 .0527 53 .059572 N. F. "0730 .0550 53 .0595
2-56 N. C. .0860 .06..n 50 .070064 N. F. .0860 .0657,- 50 .07003-18 N. C. . 0990 .0719 47 .078556 N. F. .0990 .0758

415 .08204-40 N. C. . 1120 .0795 4.3 .089048 N. F. .1120 .0849 42 0935
5-40 N. C. .1250 .0925 38 .101544 N. F. .1250 , .0955 a .1040432 N. C. .1380 .0974 36 .106540 N. F. .1380 .1055 33 .1130
8-32 N. C. .1640 .1234 29 .136036 N. F. .1641 .1279 29 .1360

10-24 N. C. .1900 . 1359 25 .149532 ; N. F. .1900 .1494 121 .1590
12-24 N. C. .2160 ;1619 16 .177022 N. F. .2160 :1696 14 .1820
v4-33 1 N. C. .2500 .1850 7 .201028

rle-18

N. F.
'..N. C.

.2500

.3125
.3336
.2403

3
F

.2130

.257024 N. F. .3125 .2584 ' I .2720N-16 N, C. .3750 .2938 .312524 ;_.N. F. .3750 .3209 t .3320
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4.6 -19B it has cut a little farther. In figure 6-19C
it has bottomed in the hole after having cut sev-eral full threads near the top of the hole. This
completes the work to be done with the taper tap.

In figure' 6-20A the plug tap has entered the
few full threads cut by the taper tap. At,figure
6-20B it has continued these threads a little
farther down into the hole. At figure 6-20C
it has bottomed in the hole. This is all the workthat you can do with the plug tap. It has cut full
threads about halfway ilown the tap hole before
bottoming.

44.205

O

In figure 6-21 the bottoming tap has been
substituted for the plug tap. In figure 6-21Ait has been run down the full threads cut by theplug tap and is ready to cut more full threads.In figure 6-21B it has cut a few more threads,
and in figure 6-21C it has bottomed.in the hole.The blind hble has now been completely tapped.

Because these threads are being tapped in ablind hole, chip removal must be done differ-ently. To remove chips, back the tap com-pletely 'out of the hole. very frequently, invertthe stock, if possible, and jar out the chips x-

147
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- 44.144

.Figure 6-16.A working drawing for tapping
and.cutling threads.

44.146A

Figure 6-18.Using a wire to
clear chips from flute
of a tap.

44.146

Figure 6-17.Using a square to ascertain
a tap is square with the work.

work them out of the hole with a wire-I/hire
stock is in the 'itwea,ed-poreliiin. If the work
canno e--inve-Rid, blow out the chips with air.

enever you use air, BE SURE TO USE
SAFETY GOGGLES. Chip removal in tapping
blind holes is much more difficult to do and is
very important because chips will fall ahead of
the tap through the flutes and accumulate in the
bottom of the blind hole. Until these chips are
removed, none of the three taps can complete
its work. In tapping blind holes alternate with
tapping and chip removal until each of the three
taps bottom in the blind hole.

44.1443

Figure 6-19.Tapping'a blind hole with
- a taper tap.

When you have finishecLusing-tlie threetaps,
brush the chips-out teeth, oil them well
with" tribircating oil, wipe off the- surplus oil,
and replace them in the threading set.

CUTTING MACHINE THREADS
WITH DIES

To cut threads on a piece of round stock,
first grind a chamfer on the' end of the rod as
shown in the working drawing in figure 8 -16.
Then hold the rod vertically in the vise to cut
,the threads. The working drawing in figure
6-16 calls 'for a 1/2-13N.C.-1 thread. The 1/2
signifies diameter and the 13 the number of
threads per inch. The figure 1 after the N.C.

148 /-/..LIG
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44.146C
11.5.48

Figure 6-23.Assembling a plain
round split die to diestock.

Figure 6-20.Tapping a blind hole
with a plug tap. .

44.146D

Figure 6-21.Finish tapping a blind
hole with a bottoming tap.

DIE STOCK

PIE

CHAMFER

CHAMFER

COMMON
CENTER UNE

44.149
Figure 6-24.Position of diestock in relation

to_ chamfer on end of work.

citats/ER TURN

-C14'

ONE
QIJARr..

ONE QUAR;i7;

4sp "le

11.5.4A

Figure 6- 22. Assembling an t . 11.5.4CadjUstable round split die Figure 6- 25. Cutting out side threadsto diestock.
', on round stock... -.
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indicates that a class 1 fit is required. A class
1 fit is a loose fit. The fit is controlled while
threading the round stock. We tap the threads
in the hole first, as therels no way to adjust a
tap. However, as threading dies are usually
adjustable,we can control thefit of the threaded
rod in the tapped hole by adjusting the threading
die.

The adjustable round split die shown in fig-
ure 6-22 has an adjusting- screw at A. By

tightening this screw and spreading the die
slightly, it will cut less deeply into the rod and
the fit in the tapped hole will be tighter. Thee
Shallow-hole at B is placed in the die stock op-
posite the adjustable handle E and serves as a.
drive hole. Also, when the adjustable handle is
tightened, it the split die together and
against the ajusting screw to maintainthe set-
ting while the die is cutting. The threads-o
cutting teeth of the/die a hamlet-4d or re-
lieved at C t the die squarely on the

stock. The die is put into th 3 die stock
with the face with the unchamfered teeth against
the shoulder, D.

Figure 6-23 is a plain round split die and
die stock. At A, where the die is split, there is
no adjusting screw. There are shallow holes at
B and C, on both sides of the split, opposite
which there are setscrews in the die stock at D
and E. F isthe adjusting screw which is pojnted
and .enters the split A in the die. D andt are
the holding. setscrews. They have flat points
and are tightened after the setting is made with
F. D and E hold the adjustment and furnish the
drive as they enter the shallow holes B and C
shown in figure 6-23.

Figure 6-24 shows a section of the die in
the die stock and its relation to the chamfer on
the end of the work. The taper on the face of

the die willaccept the chamfer on the end of the
work to start the threads square with"thecom-
mon center line. -

To thread the work, brush some 50-50 white-
lead and lard oil on the rod. Start the die square
with the work. Hold one handle with each hand,
apply downward pressure, and turn clockwise
until you feel the thread has been started. When
the die has started to cut, rotate the die stock

two quarter .turns, back it off onquarter turn
to break the chips, and repeat the cutting (fig.
6-25). When you have cut enough threads so
that the ,rod comes through the back of the die,
remove the die and try the rod in the tapped

hole.

Adjusting a threading die to produce a'thread
of the proper fit is a trial-and-error pro-
cedure. This was a trial run. If the fit is too
loose, cut off and discard the portion of the rod
that you threaded. Then expand the die by
tightening the pointed setscrews (or the adjust-
ing scre*) so that the die will cut shallower
threads on the rod arid produce a tighter fit.

If the fit is too tight, it will not be necessary
to, discard the threaded portion of the rod. Con-
tract the die by backing off (loosening) the
pointed setscrew (or the adjusting screw) to de-
crease the site of the split in the die. This will
cause the die to remove more metal, when ut-
ting, and produce a looser fit. Then run the die
down the cut threads that were too ti
test the fit again in e threaded end
into th ppedlto e.

When you have finished the threading job,
remove the die from the die stock, carefully
clean out all the loose chips, and apply plenty
of oil.. Wipe off the surplus oil and put the die
and die stock away in the threading set where
it will be protected and ready for the next job.

RECONDITIONING
MACHINE THREADS

To recondition machine threads, when the
damage is not serious, the general practice is
to select the proper threading die; one type of
which is shown in figure 6-26A. Start the die
with the chamfered face of the die which is
shown in the figure. Put it in a die stock, and

run over the threads that are damaged. For
steel, lubricate with a 50-50 mixture of white

A 8
44.151

Figure 6-26.Two thread recon-
ditioning tools.

44.152

Figure 6-27.Thread restorer.
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Figure 6-28.Adjustable thread restorer.

lead and lard oil, lard oil alone, or lubricating
oil if the others are not available. Use no lu-
bricant for brass and copper.

The screw and bolt rethreading die, shown
in figure 6-26B, is designed especially for re-
conditioning threads. The six sets of cutting
teeth, in place of the customary four sets on a
threading die, provide better alignment while
the die is recutting damaged threads. Turn
this rethreading die with any type of wrench or
hold the die in a vise and turn the threaded
piece through it.

When only the first thread or.the-firtt 2 or 3
threads are damaged, and a perfect thread is
not absolutely necessary, a three-square file
can be used to touch up the tops of the dam-
aged threads.

The thread restorer shown in figure 6-27
resembles a square file. Each face is designed
to match a 'certain pitch-screw thread. Two
sizes of this tool are available, each one cover-
ing eight different machine-thread pitches. To-:
gether they cover a' range of from 9 threads
per inch through 32 threads per inch. Use this
thread restorer as you would a file, maintaining
the 'proper angle. (that of the threads) as you go
over the damaged threads.

151
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Tools of_this type are available for external
pipe threads as well as for machine threads.
The thread restorer for internal pipe threads,
however, is similar to a tap. This type of
thread restorer, whether internal or external,
removes metal. Therefore, the threaa that re-
mains as a restored thread will not be a perfect
or full thread. Where the crest of the original
thread was battered over, the crest of the re-
stored thread will be noticeably flat. Threads
restored in this nianner are, for practical pur-
poses, as strong as new threads and will again
enter a nut or tapped hole.

Another type of thread restorer is shown in
figure 6:28. This tool is not designed to cut
new threads, but only as a maintenance and re-
pair tool. Its action is a reformirig action and
not a cutting action. Therefore no metal is re-
moved.from the thread that is being forced back
to its original shape.

Only four sizes of this tool are necessary to
cover thread diameters from one-quarter
inch to 6 inches. A fifth size takes all diam-
eters from 6 to 12 incites, inclusive. Each
size will' fit any pitch, left- or right-hand
threads, standard pipe or machine thread, within
the size limits specified, and no change of
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blades or dies is neces .This restorer
will not work reads..

perate this thread restorer, simply
slip it over the threads with the arrow on top,
or toward you. Then tighten the jaws or blades
to a snug fit into the threads close to the back
of the thread where no damage has been done.
Then, just, as you would remove a nut, turn the
tool counterclockwise in the direction of the
arrow on right-hand threads. To restore left-
hand threads, first flop the tool over so that
the face of the tool having the arrow is away
from you. Then, after bringing the jaws up
snug, run the tool off of the left-hand threads
by turning it clockwise so that it will move
toward you. Notice' that this type of thread
restorer normally works from the bottom or
back of the thread out toward the-end, restoring
the threads as it progresses.

In most cases, resotrers slide easily over
key ways and milled flats on threaded parts. It
may be found that the milled flat is rather wide
on large-diameter jobs. In such cases threads
can still be restored and the tool will negotiate
the flat if you will clamp a half round piece of
soft wood on the flat and operate the tool as
directed. When this is necessary, it is usually
on work of 2 -inch diameter or larger. When
used on studs or bona having cotter pin holes,
a small wooden plug in the hole will avoid
breaking teeth. Keep the restorer clean and
well oiled both in use and in storage.

{CAP
SCREW

MACHINE

TAP

fRPE
TwEAD

5t1

leTAMPPIPE l

44.154

Figure 6-29.-Comparison of machine
thread tap and pipe thread tap.

CUTTING INTERNAL
PIPE THREADS

Pipe threads are tapeied threads to provide
an airtight and liquidtight joint. A 3/8" machine
thread tap and a 3/8" pipe thread tap ate com-
pared in figure 6-29. show. their differences.
The 3/8" machine thread tap will cut machine
threads in a hole so that a 3/8" cap screw, hav-
ing the same thread can be _screwed into the
hole. The 3/8" pipe thread tap will cut pipe
threads in a hole so that a 3/8" threaded pips
can be screwed into the 'hole. Because pipe
diameters are measured and given as inside
diameters, and the wall thickness of the pipe
must be taken into consideration, the 3/8" pipe
thread tap in figure 6-29 is noticeably larger
than the 3/8" machine thread tap. It should also
be noted that the pipe thread tap is tapered, but
the machine thread tap is not...

The N.P.T., which formerly stood for Na-
tional Pipe Thread, is still used as a carryover
and now refers to the new name for the same
thread, American Standard Taper Pipe Thread.
This standard taper is 3/4" per foot.

To select the proper tap drill for the pipe
tap that you- will use 'to tap as hole to take a
given size of threaded pipe, refer to table 6-3.
For example, if you want to drill and tap a hole
to take a 3/8" pipe thread, find the 3/8" pipe
tap in the Pipe Tap Size column. Opposite this,
in the Tap Drill Size column, is 19/32", the
proper tap to use for a 3/8" pipe tap.

To eel internal pipe threads, drill a tap hole
in the stock to be tapped and, following the sug-
gested procedure for tapping machine threads
described earlier in the' chapter under the-
heading Cutting Machine Threads With Taps,

Table 6-3.-American Standard Pipe Tap
Drill Sizes

44.155
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run the pipe tap into the tap hole. Notice that
the first few threads on the pipe tap are ground
away. This makes starting easier. Plenty of
lard oil is the standard lubricant for steel. Tap
copper and brads with no lubricant. The depth
to which it is desirable to tap pipe threads is,
usually determined by turning the threaded pipe
into the tapped hole for a trial. As shown in
figure 6-30, the last few threads on the pipe
should still be visible when the pipe is dravin up
tight in the tapped hole. Figure 6-30 shows the
values of dimension A (the length of thread on
pipe required to make a tight joint) for various
sizes of pipe up to 12".

The general practice in tapping holes for
pipe threads is to drill the proper size tap hole
and then start the pipe tap right into the tap
hole. Some men recommend using a pipe
reamer, especially.,when large deep holes are
to be tapped. A pipe reamer has the same. 3/4"
per foot taper as a pipe tap. A reamed pipe tap
hole would have the same, shape as .the pipe
tai, and therefore would make tapping easier
and 'reduce wear on the.tap.

CUTTING EXTERNAL
PIPE THREADS

Usually, both ends of *a pipe are threaded
with external pipe threads. Notice, in all the
figures showing pipe threads, that they are
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Figure 6-30.Length .of thread on pipe
required to make a tight joint.

V-shaped. The standard 3/4" taper per foot of
pipe threads is equal to 1/16" per inch. There-
fore, the taper, of the threads on each side of
the pipe is 1/32" taper per inch. This taper
cannot be changed. This produces a tight joint.
The angle between sides of the threads is 60°,
and several threads on the end of the pipe are
perfect threads. The next few have V-bottoms
but flat tops, and the last few threads have both
flat tops and bottoms. Each size of pipe has a
certain number of threads per inch, built into
the.pipe taps and dies.

Adjustable pipe diei have a reference mark
on each die which, when lined up with the corre-
sponding reference mark on the die stock, will
give a standard-size thread. You adjust the
dies one way or the other from the reference
mark to cut a thread with the fit you want.

To cut external threads on iron pipe, first
determine its nominal size. Nominal size
means the "name size" of the pipe such as
1/8 ", 3/4", and so on. Except in the sizes be-
low 1'1 ", nominal sizes correspond closely to
inside diameters., For 1" pipe and larger,
measure the inside diameter (I.D.) with your
rule, to the closest 1/32 ", and you will have
nominal size. For sizes below 1", you can de-
termine nominal size, by measuring the outside
diameter (O.D.) to the nearest 1/32" and read-
ingthe corresponding nominal size in Table 6-4.
This method can also be employed for sizes 1"
and above in lieu of the I.D. measurement.

To begin cutting, put the die stock on the
pipe so that the pipe passes through the guide
and enters the tapered face of the pipe die.
Turn the die stock clockwise for right-hand

a

Table 6-4.Approximate O.D. of
Standard Wrought Iron Pipe

44.157
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Figure 6-31.Threading an external
pipe thread with a pipkdie. ,11.3.4

Figure. 6 -22. Using a tap wrench
to turn a hand reamer.

44.158

0

threads, applying pressure only when starting.
It is not necessary to turn the die back and
forth as you do when cutting machine threads.
Pipe-threading dies can cut continuously be-
cause they cut only, as many threads on the pipe
as there are on the die itself and because there
is plenty of room in a pipe die for the chips to
escape. After the die has taken hold, it will
feed itself. When cutting threads on steel pipe,
apply lard oil to the pipe and die where the cut-
ting is actually taking place. Continue turning
until the end of the pipe has gone through the
die and is flush with the near face. See figure
6 -31.

This will give you the length of thread called
for in the table in figure 6-30. Notice that, in
the assembled pipe joint in figure 6-30 several
threads remain on both pipe and fitting to per-
mit further tightening should a leak develop.

154
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44.159
Figure 6-33.Reaming a hole with

a straight hole reamer.

Table 6-5.Standard Taper
Pin Dimensions .

44.160
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REAMING ORATIONS

Rearhing operations are jobs that smoothly
enlarge drilled holes to an exact size and finish
the hole at the same time. A hole that has been
made by drilling is usually slightly oversize.
This is quite satisfactory for holes in which
bolts or rivets are placed. When greater ac-
curacy and a smooth, finish are required, the
hole is first drilled undersize and then finished

1422'
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FLANGE

Figure 6-34.-7% tapered pin
installed in a shaft and
flange.

Table 6-6.-Taper Reamer
Dimensions

No. of
Toper
Pin

Reamer---g---
7/0
6/0

Diameter
at Lens
End of

Reamer '

Diameter
it Small
End of

Reamer

,

Len t6

R-0,

.
0.0666
0.0106

0.0497
0.0611

.

13/16
15/16

5/0 0.0966 -, 0.0719 1 3/16
4/0 0.1144 0.0569 1 5/16
3/0 Q.1302 0.1059 1 5/16
2/0 - 0.1462 0.1137 1 9/16

0 0.1631 0.1257 1 11/16
1 0.1791 0.1447 '1 11/16
2 0.200$ 0.1605 1 15/16
3 0.2194 0.1813 2 5/16
4 0.2604 0.2071 2 9/16

.. 5 0.2994 0.2409 2 13/16
6 0.3540 0.2773 3 11/16
7 .. 0.4220 0.3297 4 7/16
$ 0.5050 0.3871 5 3/16
9 0.6066. 0.4805 6 1/16

10 0.7216 0.5799 6 13/16

44.161

44.162

by reaming. Ream. ; are also used to remove
burrs from the ins of pipe.'

STRAIGHT HOLES

A solid straight-hole reamer is used for
most work, since it is the most accurate and
rugged reamer. The straight-hole haridreamer
is turned by means of a tap wrench that is

155

11.3.4A
Figure 6-35:-Using a pipe

reamer to remove burrs
from pipe.

tightened on the square end of the reamer shank.
(See fig. 6-32.) Secure the work in a vise so
that the hole to be reamed is perpendicular to
the top of the vise jaws. Position the reamer at
the top of the hole (fig. 6-33). Straight-hole
reamers have a slight taper at the end so that
they will fit into the hole easily. Turn the
wrench clockwise very slowly until the reamer
is centered in the hole.

After the reamer is. centered, in tlie hole
turn the wrench clockwise with a steady firm
pressure until the reamer has baen turned all
the way through the hole. When reaming steel,
use cutting oil or machine oil to lubricate the
tool. When reaming soft iron, do not lubricate
the tool. To remove the reamer from the hole
turn the wrench clockwise and raise the reamer
simultaneously.

NOTE: Turning the wrench too fait or too
slowly will cause the reamer to chatter, pro-
ducing an unevenly reamed hole.

za

TAPERED HOLES AND
PIN INSTALLATION

To install a tapered pin, refer to the blue-
print or drawing for, the proper size of pin to

1i23 4
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ENO TO ENO LELS,RE

[0---- END TO CENTER MEASURE

STEP 0

SCREW THE CUTTING-WHEEL-
-LIGHTLY -AGAINST THE TUBING I

,

I

. FITTING LENGTH

CENTER TO CENTER MEASURE

1111
J 'FITTING LENGTH

FITTING LENGTH

. 11.335(44)

Figure 6-36.Proper methods for
measuring pipe to desired lengths.

29.205

Figure 6-37.Cutting pipe
with a pipe cutter.

use. The size will be given as a number and
lenith in inches (table 6-5). For instance, a
No. 3 pin 1 3/4" long might be. specified. Then,*

ti

STEP C

ROTATE THE CUTTER KEEPING A SLIGHT
PRESSURE AGAINST THE CUTTING WHEEL

WITH THE SCREW ADJUSTMENT.-

44.164X

Figure 6-38.Steps in cutting
tubing with a tube -cutter,.

when you have the- proper ,pin, measure the
diameter of its small end and drill a hole of
that size through for example, the hub of a
flange and a shaft while the flange is in place
on the shaft. (See fig. 6-34.) Then select the
same number of tapered pin reamer, a No. 3 in
this case.

Table '6-6 shows specifications of various
'sizes of reamers. The specifications given op:
posite the reamer numbers in the left-hand
column of table 6-6 are the dimensions of the
reamers. The small 'end of the reamer, should
Just enter the hole you drill and, if' the proper
size of reamer has been selected, the pin will
fit exactly. Turn the tapered pin reamer witha
tap wrench slowly and in a clockwise direction

, only, lifting it out of the hole to clean away the
chips while it is still turning. If you reverse
the direction of the reamer, chips may be
wedged behind its cutting edges,. causing them'
to break. Rearm brass dry but apply cutting oil
liberally when reaming steel. Try the taper pin
in the .hole several times as the reaming pro-
gresses. Stop reaming when the pin protrudes
the same amount on both sides of the hub of the
gear.:

.
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CUTTING '
WHEEL

BACK-UP
ROLLER

GROOVE

REAMER

Figure 6-39.Cutting tubing close
to the baskof a flare. 44.165

BURR REMOVAL

After a piece of pipe has been cut, the ends
should be reamed to remove the burr that is
left on the inside of the pipe. This burr, if not
removed, will restrict the flow of fluid in the
pipe. Besides the pipe reamer you will need a
vise to hold the pipe steady. After making sure
the pipe is held firmly in the vise, insert the
reamer in the end of the pipe and turn the
handle. (See fig. 6-35.) Rotate the handle of
the reamer clockwise in shcirt even strokes un-.
til the burrs inside the cut piece of pipe are
completely removed. Remove the reamer from
the pipe by rotating it clockwise and reducing
applied pressure.

CUTTING PIPING AND TUBING

In performing certain tasks, you may be re-
quired to cut pipe or tubing. The main differ-
ence between pipe and tubing lies in their wall
thicknesses; pipe has thicker walls than tubing.
Though pipe cutters are larger than tube cut-
ters, they work on the same principle.

PIPE

;",You will probably cut more pipes made of
iron than any other metal. These pipes must be
cut to specific lengths. Befdre cutting a pipe to
length, make sure you have the correct meas-
urement. Figure 6-36 shows three methods of
measuring threaded pipe to desired lengths.

. The end-to-end method includes measuring
the threaded portions of the pipe and measuring
the pipe from end to end. The end-to-center
method is used on a section of pipe that has a
fitting screwed on one end only; measure from
the free end of, the pipe to the center of the

44.166X I
Figure 6-40.Reaming the burrs

from a piece of tubing.

fitting at the other end of the pipe. The center-
to-center method is used when both ends of the
pipe have fittings; measure from the center of
one fitting to the center of the other fitting at
the opposite end of the pipe.

The approximate length of thread on 1/2-
and 3/4-inch wrought iron or steel pipe is 3/4
inch. On 1-, 1 1/4-, and 1 1/2-inch pipe, it is
approximately 1 inch long. On 2- and 2 1/2-
inch pipe, the length of thread is 1 1/8 and
1 1/2 inches respectively.

To determine the length of pipe required,
take the measurement of installation such as
center to center of the pipe requiring two fit-
tings. Measure the size of the fittings as
shown in figure 6-36. Subtract the total size:
of the two fittings from the installation meas-
urement. Multiply the approximate thread
length by 2 and add the result to the length ob-
tained. This will- give the length of pipe
required.

After the length of the pipe has been deter-
mined, measure the pipe and mark the spot
where the cut is to be made with a scriber or
crayon. Lock the pipe securely,in a pipe vise.

Inspect the cutter to make sure that there
are no nicks or burrs in the cutting wheel. Open
the jaws of the cutter by turning the handle
counterclockwise. Position the cutter around
the pipe at the marked point. Make sure the
cutting wheel is exactly on the mark and close
the jaws of the cutter lightly against the pipe
by turning the cutter` handle clockwise. After
making contact, turn the Cutter handle clocks,
wise one-fourth of a turn more. This will put a
bite on the pipe.

Grasp the cutter handle and rotate the cutter
as a whole one complete revolution, swinging it
around the pipe in the direct lon indicated in
figure 6-37. Turn the cutt41 handle clockwise
one-fourth of a turn more to take another bite
on the pipe and rotate the cutter another com-
plete revolution. Keep the cutter perpendicular
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to the pipe at all times or the wheel will not
track properly. Repeat this operation until the
pipe is cut. Remove the small shoulder on the
outside of the pipe with a file and remove the
burr on the inside with a reamer.

. TUBING

Copper tubing is one kind of metallic tubing
that you can.cut readily with a tube cutter. To
cut tubing, place the tube cutter with the cutting
wheel on the.mark where, the cut is to be made.
Move the cutting wheel into light contact with
the tubing. See step 1 in figure 6-38. Then
swing the handle around the tubing as you feed
the cutting wheel a little for each revolution by
turning the screw adjustment. Different wall
thicknesses, kinds, and diameters of metallic

tubing require different feeds. Step 2, figure
6-38, indicates the direction of rotation. The
feed pressure is correct when it keeps ...the
wheel cutting but does not flatten the tubing.

The design of some tubing cutters will per-
mit cutting off a flared end close to the base of-
the flare. In figure 6-39, notice the grobve -"
in the backup roller. Place the flare in this
groove so that the cutting wheel rides at the
base of the flare. Then cut off the flare as Oil
would cut tubing.

Burrs that form may be similar to those,-
formed in pipe cutting. Remove the inside biirr
with the reamer attached to the tubing :cutter
opposite the handle (fig. 6-40). In some cases
a three-cornered scraper, pocketknife brade,
or round file may work better than the reamer,
After. reaming clean out the chips. Then re-/
move any outside burr with a file.

SAFETY

DON'T LIFT MOTORS WITH YOUR SACK
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CHAPTER 7\

MISCELLANEOUS TASKS

Navy personnel. are required to have, or
develop, the skill or -ability to perform various
tasks that differ frOm those previoutIF.dis-
cussed in this manual. This chapter describes
the tools, procedures, and techniquiTs that per-
sonnel- must use to become proficient .when per-1
forming miscellaneous tasks such _as bending"
and flaring, tubes.; removing broken bolts and
studs, stripping wire, and soldering.

BENDING AND FLARING
METALLIC TUBING

-- The objective in tube_bending is to obtain a
smooth_ bend without flattening the tube. Tube
bending is usually accomplished with one of the
tube -benders disOutsed An this chapter. In an
emergenty, icy/ever, aluminum tubing under,'
one-fourth of an inch in diameter may be bent
by hand.

'SPRING BENDERS

External spring-type benders, shown in fig-
ure 7-1A, come in sizes to. bend 1/4", 5/16",
3/8'!,_7/16", 1/2", .and -5/8" out#e-diameter
soft copper, aluminum, and other soft metallic

-tubing. To bend tubing with :his type of bender,
first select the size that will just slip, over the
size Of tubing you want to bend. Then -slip it
over tile tubing so that-it centersAt -the middle
of the proposed bend: Grasp the bender -with
both hands and melte the bend. (See fig.-7-1B.)
The reittraining.aition of the bender will pre-
Venithe tubing from' collapsing at the bend and

will- produce a smooth. curve. To remove the
bender, grasp the belled end and Rik it off the
tubing. ---

Internal sprinptyPe benders, shown-in fig-
urer 7-1C, come in sties to bend 3/8";A/K;_and,
5/8" outside diameter tubingt, This 'type can

-be md.when both emit of a length of tubing are
Hared and the external type cannot be applied.
TO bend tubing with. an- internal spring-type
bender, select- the proper size bender and slip
it inside of the., tubing. Insert it sb,that the

center of-its length is at the center of the
proposed bend. Grasp the tubing with both__
hands and make the bend. If the bender sticks
out of the end of the tubing, remove it by pull-
inging t out. If not, remove it with a fish wire or
other simple means.

HAND TUBE
BENDER

The hand tube bender shown in figure 7-2
consists of four partshandle; radius block
(mandrel), clip,and slide bar. The radius block -
is marked in degrees of bend ranging from 0 to
180. The Slide bar has a -mark which is lined up
with the zero mark on the radius block. The
tube is' Inserted in the tool, and after lining up
the marks, the slide bar is moved around until
the mark on -the slide bar reaches the desired
degrees of bend on the radius bloCk. Follow the
procedure indicated in figure 7-2.

This type of bender fa furnished in 3/16",
1/4", 5/16", 3/8", and 1/2" sizes. For larger
sizes of tubing similar mandrel-type benders
are used. The only difference is that these
larger benders are,gearedfor greater mechani-
cal adiantage.
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\ Figure 7-2.Tube bending.

- 4.1,

The tube-flaring tool shown in figure ,7-3 is
one type Which is commonly used to flare cop-
per tubing.. To flare the, end of tubing, first
chedk to see that it has been cut off squarely
and has the burrs removed from both inside and
outside. Remember to slip the flare nut on the
tube befiii-kyou make the flare. Then, as shown
in figttre 7-1A, open the flaring tool at the die
which corresponda to the size of the tubing be-
ing flared. Insert the end of the tubing to pro-.
trude slightly above the top face of the die
blocks. The amount by which the tubing extends

4
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44.186X
Figure 7-3.Flaring metallic tubing.

Figure 7-4.Reinovin a
broken stud with vise-
grip pliers.

1.21C

above the blocks determines the finished *m-
eter of the flare. The flare must be Urge
enough so that it will heat priperly against the
fitting, but small enough so that the threads of
the-flare nut will slide over it.' You determine
the correct size by trial-anderror., Then as

cshbvin in figure 7-3Bclosi the die block and
secure the tool with the- wing .nut. Use the
handle of the yoke to tighten the wing nut. Then
place the yoke over the end of the tubing (fig.
7-3C), and tighten the handle to force the cone
into, the end of the tubing.. The completed flare
should be slightly visible above the face of the
'dieblocks.

9
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44.188
Figure 7-5.Removing a

broken bolt with
prick punch.

B

44.20B13.2
Figure 7- LScrew and bolt extractors

for Temoving broken studs.

REMOVING BROKEN BOLTS
AND STUDS

When the removal of a broken bolt or stud is
required, flood the part being worked on with
plenty of penetrating oil or oil of wintergreen.
Time permitting, soak the area for several
hours or overnight. A weeks soaking may
loosen-a bolt Which would otherwise have to be
drilled out.

If enough of the brokeii piece protrudes take
hold of it with vise-grip -Tilers, as shown in
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Table 7-1.Chart for Screw and Bolt Extractors 4.220

Extractor. Used For Use Drill Size
Dia., Inches

Size No. Overall Length,
Inches

°Nominal Screw
And Bolt Size,

Inches

Nominal Pipe
Size, Inchee

1 2. 3/16- 1/4 5/64,
2 2 3/8 1/1 - 5/16 7/64
3 2 11/16 5/16.. 7/16 5/32
4 3 7/16- 9/16 1/4
5' 3 3/8 9/16- 3/4 1/4 17/64
6 3 3/4 3/4 -1 1/8 - 13/32.
7 - 41/8 1 -,1 3/8 1/2 17/32
8 d 4 3/8 1 378 -1 3/4 3/4 , 13/16
9 4 5/8 1 3/4- - 2 1/8- li 1 1/1G

10 5) 2 1/8 - 2 1/2 1 1/4 1 5/16
11 55/8 21/2 - 3 1 1/2 1 9/16
12 6 1/4 .3 3 1/2 2 1 15/16

figure 7-4, and carefully try to ease it out. If
the bolt cannot be turned, further soaking with
Penetrating oil may help. Or try removing the
pliers and jarring the bolt with light hammer
blows on the top and around the sides._ -This
may looien the threads so that the-bolt can-then
be removed with the vise-grip.plie_rs._

If abolt has been broken off flush with the
surface as shown in figure 7-5, it is sometimes
posiible to back. it out with light blows of a
prick punch or center pinch: Heweyer, if -the
bolt was broken due to rusting, thie4hithod will
not remove it. 11 it`cannot hot-removed by _care-
ful punchingiirst on one side and then the other,
a screw and bolt extractor may remove it. (See
fig. 7-6B.)

.Whell using this extractor; file the, broken
portiori-cir-the b.;)1t td, provide a smooth surface
at the -center, for a punch' mark, if possible.
Then7ciisfUily center punch the exact center of
the bolt. --(See fig. 7-6A.).-

Refer -to table 1.1 to select the proper drill
size-to tise:according to-the size of the broken
bolt that you are trying td-remove. If possible,
dein through- the entire length of the broken
bolt. The carefully work some penetrating oil
through "this-hole so that Hillis the cavity be-

-heath the bOlt and has a chance to work its way
-upwarcip-from the bottom of the bolt. The more

time you let the penetrating oil work from
both ends of the broken- bolt, the better are
your chahces of remoing it.

When drilling a hole in a stud which has
broken off below the surface of the piece which
it was holding, as shown in figure 7-7A, a drill
guide will center the drill and may be preferred
-rather than a center punch- inark.-

When_ the hole has been drilled,- and addi-
tional penetrating oil has had time to soak, put
the spiral end of the screw and bolt extractor
into the hole, Set it firmly :with a fekv light
hammer blows and secure the tap wrench as
shown in figure 7-7B. Carefully try to back the
broken bolt out of the hole. Turn the extractor
counterclockwise.. (This type of extractor 1st
designed for right hand threads only.)

A screw and bolt extractor can sometimes
be used to,Temove an Allen head capscrew when
the socket as been stripped by the Allen
wrench. (Se fig. 7-8.) When attempting this
removal, car fully grind off the end of the ex-
tractor so that it will not bottom before the
spiral has had a chance to take hold. Figure
7 -8S shows this end clearance. In doing this
grinding operation, great care must be taken to
keep the temperature of the extractor low
,enough 40 that the tip can be handled with the
bare hands. If the hardness is drawn from The
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44.20C C
Figure 7-7.Removing a stud broken .

off below the surface.

44.20DD
Figure 7-8.Removing an Allen head

capscrew with a bolt extractor.

tip of the extractor by overheating during the
grinding, the extractor willIflot take hold.

A BROKEN BOLT
AND RE APPING ROLE

To remove, a broken bolt and retap the hole,
file the bolt smooth, if and center-
punch it for drilling. '

Then select a twist drill.which is a little less
thari the tap-drill size for the particular bolt
that has been broken. As shown in figure '7-9,
this drill will just abodt but not quite touch the
creists of the threads in the threaded hole or the
roots of the threade on the threaded bolt. Care-
fully start drilling ,at the center punch mark,

40.20EE
Figure 7-9.Removing a broken bolt and

retapping hole to same size.

A .13

44.189
Figure 7- 10.Removing broken bolt

and retapping hole to larger size.

crowding the drill one way or the other as nec-
essary so that the hole will be drilled in the ex-
act center of the bolt. The\ drill in figure 7-9
has almost d011eci the remaining part of -the--r---
bolt away and will,,eventuall realt-t1Ough,,the
bottom of the bol n this happens, all tiat
will remain of th bolt will be a threaded shell.
With a prick punti or other suitable tool, chip
out and remove the first 2 or 3 thr4.ads, if pos-
sible, at the top of the shell. Then carefully °

start a tapered, tap into these several clean
threads and continue tapping until the shell has
been cut away and the original threads restored.-

Insases where the identical size of capscrew
or bolt is not necessary as a k replacement,
center-punch and drill out the old bolt with a
drill larger than the broken bolt, as shown in
figure '7-10A. Tap the hole and then
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1.21D
Figure 7-11.Removing a broken

tap with vise -grip pliers.

.BROKEN SUDING
TAP PRONG

BOTTOM SQUARE
COLLAR SHANK

44.191
Figure 7-12.Removing a broken

tap with a tap extractor.

finish it with a,bottoming tap a Lown in figure
7-10E14.: Replace with a larger size capscrew or
stud. d

,

REMOVING A BROKEN TAP
FROM A HOLE .

°To remove a broken' tap from a hole, gener-
ouslY'appty penetrating oil to the tap,working it
clovin through the four flutes into, the dole. Then,
if possible, grasp the tap across the flats with
vise-grip pliers. This operation is shown in.'
figure 7-11. Carefully ease the tap out ofthe
'hole, adding penetrating oil as necessary.

If the tap has broken off at the surface lot the
, work, or slightly below the surface of the Work,

the tap extractor shown in figure 7-12 may re-
1 move ft. Again, apply a liberal amount of pene-

trating oil to the broken tap. Place the tap ex-
tractor over the broken tap and lower the upper
collar to insert the four sliding prongs down
into the four flutes of the: tap. Then slide the
bottom collar- down to the surface of the wo
so that it will hold the prongs tightly against the
body of the extiactor. Tighten the tap v. - ich

k

7V

; 44.192
Figure 7- /3.Using a plug weld

to 'remove a broken tap.

44.1E4
Figure7-14.Stripping insulated wire

with a pocket knife.

on the) quare shank of the extractor\and care-
fully work the extractor back and forth to loosen
the tap. It may be necessary to remove the ex-
tractor and strike a few sharp blows with a
small hammer and pin punch to jar the 'tap

\
-r
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Figure 7-15.Stripping insulated wire with
side cutting pliers. 1.21.8A

loose. Then reinsert the tap remover and care-
fully try tQback the tap out of the hole.

Each size of tap will require its own size of
tap extractor. Tap extractors come in the fol-
lowing sizes: 1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 7/16", 1/2",
9/16", 5/8", 3/4", 7/8", and 1".
\ When a tap extractor will not remove a
lirolien tap, it is often possible to do so by the
following method: Place a hex nut oyer the tap
(fig. 7-13):and wAtIci the nut to the tap. Be sure
to choose a nut with a hole somewhat smaller
than the tap diameter to reduce the possibility
of welding the nut and the tap to the job itself.
Allow the weld to coot before trying to remove
the tap, When the nut, tap, and job have come
to room temperature, it is often helpful to heat
quickly the immediate area around the hole
with an oxyacetylene torch. This 'quick heating
expands the adjacent metal of the work after
which the removal of the tap may be less diffi-
cult. if.the heating is too slow, the tap will ex-
pand with the adjacent metal of the work and
there will be no loosening effect.

gig

. 1.21.8B
Figure 7-16.Stripping insulated wire

with side cutting pliers (alternate
procedure).

STRIPPING INSULATED WIRE

Insulation may be stripped from wire by us-
ing one of several ibols. However, a pocket-
knife or side cutting pliers are generally used
fbr this work.

When using a\ pocketknlle for stripping insu-
lation, hold thewire in one hand and the knife in
the other. Use your. thumb to roll the wire over
the blaae'okthe knife to cut the insulation al-
most to the wire itself. (See figure 7-14A.)
Then pull off or "strip",the Short piece of in-
sulation from the end of the wire. Because any
nick in the wire will eventually cause a break-;
it is important not to cut clear' through the in-
sulation. By not cutting completely through the
insulation, the blade of the knife never comes
into contact with the wire itself,thus preventing
any possible injury to the surface of the wire.
However, cutting nearly through the insulation
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weakens it sufficiently so that the insulation
can be stripped from the wire.

Another way-to perform this operation is,
while holding the. wire in one hand and the
pocketknife in the other, hold the wire against
the knife blade and cut the insulation off with
several strokes of the blade, working ,around
the wire With each successive stroke. (See fig.,
7-14/34 Notice that the blade is held almost
flat against the insulation. This low angle pre-
vents the blade from cutting into the wire
itself.

Insulated wire can be stripped with the side
cutting pliers, as shown in figure 7 -15, by
nicking the insulation all around, bing careful
not to brak through to the wire itself, and
stripping the short length of insulation off the
end of the wire. Notice that, in' figure 7-15A,
the man's index finger is wedged between the
handles of the pliers close to the joint. This
affords better control over the cutting edges so
that there is less chance that the insulation will
be broken completely through. When the nick
has been made all around the wire, press your
thumb against the side of the pliers to break the
Insulation at the nick and, without changingthe
grip of the pliers, strip it off.the end. (See fig.
7-15B.) Care must be exercised to avoid cut-
ting too far through the insulation and nicking
the wire.

Insulated solid wire can also be stripped as
shown in figure 7-16. Starting. at the end of the
wire, grip and crush thkinsulation between the
flat places on the inside of the handles close to
the hinged joint. In figure 7 -1A, the insulation
has been crushed and the wire exposed. Then,
elk shown in. figure 7-16B, grasp the insulation
close to the end of the crushed .portion and tear
it, off. _Although this method leaves a rather
ragged appearing end on the remaining insula-
tion, there is, no possibility of damaging the
wire.

SOLDERING

Soldering is a metal-joining process in which
a lower melting-point metal (called solder) is
heated to the point where it melts and wets the
joint surface then is allowed to solidify in
place. To enanle the solder to sket'the surfaces
readily and bedrawn into fine cracksAthe sur-
faces and the solder must be clean and free of
oxide film. When necessary, the cleaning is
done with-chemicals otk abrasives. One clean-
.ing substance frequently used is called flux.

Copper, tin, lead, and brass are examples of
readily solderable 'metals. Galvanized iron,
stainless steel, and atuminum are difficult to
solder' and require the use of special tech-
niques which . are beyond the scope of this
manual.

Soldering is a practical method of forming
r4iable electrical connections where bare
wires are twisted together oy are wound on
terminals. Soldering is also used to make tight
'joints, such as lap seams of sheet metal, and to
hold parts together physically. Soldered joints,
however, do not support loads for long periods
of-fime as well as welded 'joints do. Where
load support is a governing factor, the usual,
practice calls for riveting, bolting, or using
another means of fastening followed by sealing
of the joints with solder.

In soldering the readily solderable metals,
you only need the solder, a flux, and a heat
'source. The following paragraphs will be lim-
ited to descriptions of the soldering equipment
and procedures required for making reliable
electrical connections.

SOLDERS

By definition, solders are joining materials
or alloys that melt below 800° F. They are
available in various forms -wire, bar, ingot,
paste and powder. Solders used for electrical
connections are alloys of tin and lead whose

at;

REPLACEABLE TIP

LIGHT.

TRIGGER

GRIP

44.54
Figure 7 -17.- Electric solder \ng gun.
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HANDLE

NON-ELECTRIC

-

COPPER TIP

PLUG TYPE
TIP

1 '
INCHES

21 41
. SCREW TIP

Figure 7 -18.- Soldering irons.

melting points range between 360° F and 465 °J.
(both endpoints are approximate).

A tin-lead solder alloy is usually identified
by two numbers indicating the percentages of
tin and lead in the alloy. The first number is
the percentage of tin. For example, a 30/70
alloy is made of 30% tin and 70% lead., Like-
wise, a 15/85 alloy is made of 15% tin and 85%
lead. In general, the higher the ,percentage of
tin in a solder alloy,, the lower the melting
point.

FLUXES

Soldering fluxes are agents which clean
solderable metals by removing the oxide film
normally present on the metals and also Ore-

. vent further oxidation. Fluxes are classified
as noncorrosive, mildly corrosive, or corro-
sive,, ranging from mild substances such'"! as

3

14.145:1.26

rosin to chemically active salts such as zinc,
chloride. Rosin is an effective and nearly
harmless flux used for electrical contions
that must be reliable, tight, and corkosion
free.*Rosin flux is'available in paste or powder
form for direct application to joints before\
soldering, or incorporated as the core of wire
solders. Unless washed off thoroughly after
soldering, salt type fluxes leave residues that
tend to corrode mstals. Because of their cor-
rosive effects, so=called acid core solders
(which incorporate salt-type fluxes) must NOT
nsused in soldering electrical connections.

SOLDECtil4O' TOOLS

The source of heat' for melting solder is a
soldering gun (electric) or a soldering Aron
(electric or nonelectric), sometimes called a
copper.
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SOLDERING GUN

The soldering gun. (fig. 7-17) operates from
Any standard 115-volt outlet and is rated in size
by the number of watts it consumes. The guns
used in the Navy are rated between 100 and 250
watts. All good quality soldering guns operate
it a temperature range of 500° to 600° F. The
important difference in gun sizes is not the
temperature, but the capacity,of the gun to gen-
erate and maintain .a satisfactory soldering
temperature while giving up heat to the joint
soldered.. The tip heats only when the trigger
is depressed, and then -ve rapidly. These

;guns afford easy access to ramped quarters,
because of their small tip. wit soldering guns
have a small' light thit is focused' on the tip
working area. - . . .. heiter head and, which are held in place by a

The tip of a soldering gun, should be-removed / setscrew, and screw tips which are thre ed,
occasionally to permit cleaning away the oxide / and which screw into oar on the heate ead.
scale which forms between the tip and metal Some tips are offset and have a 90-degre ogle

ach.

A nonelectric soldering iron (fig. 7-18) is
sized according to its weight. The commonly
used sizes are-the 1/4-, 1/2-, 3/4 -, 1-, 1 1/2-,
2 -, and 2 1/2-pound irons. The 3-, 4-, and 5-
pound sizes are not used in ordinary work.
Nonelectric irons have permanent tips and must
be heated over an ordinary flame, or with a
blowtorch:

The electric soldering iron (fig. 7-18) trans-
mits heat to the copper-tip after the heat is
produced by electric current which flows through
a self-contained coil of resistance wire, called
the heating element. Electric soldering irons
are rated according' to the number of watts they
consume when operated at the voltage stamped
on the iron. There are two types of tips' on
electric irons: plug tips which slip into the

housing. Removal of thi* oxide increases tie for soldering joints that are difficult t.1
heating efficiency of the gun. If forany reason Electric iron tips must be securely fastened
the tip does become damaged, replaceable tips in the heater unit. The tips must be clean and
are available. free of copper oxide. Sometimes the shaft oxi-

NEVER USE a soldering gun when working dizes and causes the tip to stick in place. Re-
on solid state equipment. Serious damage to move the tip occasionally and scrape off the
diodes, transistors, and other solid state corn- scale. If the shaft is clean, the tip will not only
ponents can result from the strong electromag- receive more heat from the heater-element, but
fletic field_ surrounding the tip of the soldering it will facilitate removal when the time comes

7 to replace the tip.

TINNING A SOLDERING IRON'SOLDERING IRONS

There are two general types of soldering
irons iu use by the Navy. One is electrically
heated and the other nonelectrically, heated.
The essential parts of both types are the tip and
the.4ndle. The tip is made of copper.

44.195
Figure 7-19.Soldering an electtieal

"connection.

If a soldering iron is new or has just been
forced, it will need to be tinned (coated with
solder). To do- ko hold it inthe vise and "diess"
the point with ewell-chalked, file. By "dr'ess-
ing" is meant filing to remove hammer marks

83.124(44B)
Figure 7- 20. Examples of properly

made soldered joints.
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'resulting from the forging process and to round
off the sharp corners slightly, This is not al-
ways required when a tinned iron is to be re-
tinned.Inspection will-reveal if it is necessary.
Then heat the copper tip hot enough so that it
will readily melt solder. Try melting solder
with the copper frequently as it is being heated,
and as soon as it will melt solder, it is ready
for tinning.

To tin the copper, first quickly dip it into
rosin or apply rosin core solder to the tip of,
the iron. The coating of solder is bright and
shiny and very thin. It aids in the rapid trans-
fer of heat from the iron to the work.

SOLDERING PROCEDURE
o

Many equipment failures can be attributed to
poorly soldered joints. Since such equipments
aboard ship are subjected to continual vibration
and frequent shock, it is imperative that all
soldering be done with thei utmost care. The
following suggestions are presented-in-an effort
to assist in effecting a good job of soldering.

The parts to be soldered must be absolutely
clean (free from oxide, corrosion and grease).
During the cleaning process,when removing in-
sulationsulation from wire, care be taken to 'avoid

1 producing cuts or nicks which greatly reduce
the mechanical strength of the,wire, especially
under conditions of vibration.

The joint should be prepared just prior to
soldering since the prepared surfaces will soon
corrode or bedome dirty if it remains exposed
to the air.

The parts to be joined must be securely
joined* mechanically before any soldering is
done.

To solder electrical connections (fig. 7-19),
hold the soldering iron (copper) beneath the
splice being soldered with as much. mechanical
contact'. as possible to permit maximum heat
transfer. Apply the rosin core solder to the
splice. The tinning on the soldering iron aidt.,
the transfer of heat to the spliced wire which,
when hot enough, will melt the solder. Before
this temperature is reached the rum core will
have melted and run out over the wire to flux
the splice. When the solder has coated the
splice,completely, the job is finished. No extra
solder is needed.

A good, well-bonded connection ',is clean,
shiny., smooth and round. It also approximately
outlines the wire and terminal ,as shownintfig-
ure 2-20.

,

O

PRECAUTIONS f

One sizzling 'burn experience is usually
enough to breed a healthy respect for hot ob-
jects. When using a soldering iron or gun al-
ways bear in mind the following:

Electric soldering ircns must not remain
connected longer than necessary and must be
kept away from flammable material.

In order to avoid burns, always assumefthat
a soldering iron is hot.

Never rest a heated iron anywhere but on a
. metal surface or rack provided for this pur-
. pose; Faulty action on your part cou4, result

in fire, extensive equipment damage, Aid seri-
ous injuries.

Never swing an iron to remove- solder be-
cause the bits of solder that come off may cause
serious skin or eye burns or ignite Combustible
materials in the work area.

When cleaning an iron, use a cleaning cloth
or damp sponge, but DO NOT hold the cleaning
cloth or damp sponge in your hand. Always
place the cloth or damp sponge on a suitable
surface and wipe the iron across it to prevent
burning your hand.

Hold small soldering jobs with your pliers
or a suitable clamping device. Never hold,the
work in your hand.

After completing the task requiring thee use
of a' soldering iron, disconnect the pdwer cord
from the receptacle and, when the iron has
.cooIed off, stow it in its assigned storage area.
Do not throw irons into a toolbox. When storing
irons for icing *periods of time, coat the shaft
and all metal parts with rust- preventive com-
pound and store in a dry place.

LUBRICATION

If you grew up in-a large city, perhaps the
only connection you had with lubrication was
taking the family car to the garage or gasoline
station for greasing and an oil change. If you
grew up on a farm or had a-car that you kept in
running condition yourself, you are well aware
of the need for regular lubrication of all moving
parts. If your car ever burned out a bearing,
you've had a lesson you are not likely to forget.

FUNCTIONS OF LUBRICANTS

Lubricants are used as coolants, to reduce
friction, to prevent wear, and to protect against
Corrosion.-
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AT ASSEMBLY -

4 RESPONSE WAR ADJUSTING COUPLING
(COAT WORM TEEM

WEEKLY OR 30 HOURS OPER-',
ATI ON (MINIMUM)

I SHIFTING LEVER

MANDWHIEL MOUSING
(CHECK' LEVEL AND REPLENISH)

3 MANDWMEEL HANDLES

G INBOARD MOUSING ASSEMBLY
(I FILL PLUG, I DRAIN PLUG)

G TRAIN ORDER AND RESPONSE HOUSING
(3 FITTINGS, I LEVEL PLUG)

TRAIN ORDER SEAR MOOING
FiTT9111,3 LEVEL PLUGS)

INTERMEDIATE RESPONSE um HOUSING
'( I PITTING, 1 LEVEL PLUG)

10 TRAIN INPUT FRONT MOUSING
( FILL THRU COVER,ILIVEL PLUG)

11- TRAIWHIPU T REAR MOUSING
FILL THOU COVER, LEVEL PLUG)

IS WORM AND wo,RmwHEEL HOUSING
(2 FILL PLUGS, 2 DRAIN PLUGS )

MONTHLY OR 120 HOURS OPER..-
. ATION (MINIMUM)

PILLOW. BLOCK ASSEMBLY

IIENERAL LUBRICATION INSTRUCTIONS -
`REFERREFER TO 0.0.3000

APPLICATION- EXERCISE PARTS WHILE
LUBRICATING ,

. -,I* PS
cum !ITM' OPERATHWI OF THE E0u1P-

0. MINT DUE TO LUBRICATION IN ACCORD-
ANCE WITH THIS CHART SHOULD SWISHY A
DETAILED REPORT TO THE BUREAU OF OW
NANCE WITH COPYTO THE.NAVAL SUN

\ FACTORY.

Inggg:afflint -REDUCED SIZE PHOTO-
, PRINT CORES OF THESE CHARTS. MAY GE

OBTAINED FROM THE/ NAVAL GUN FACTORY

FORUSE Al PERIODIC CHECK-OFF UST(.

REFERENCE CHARTS.r
PLANoF*LAN AIME ND

PLAN snow segur port SEE
:ono,.

" FOR' LyGRICATION OF RIGHT SIDE MOVE
SHELF PLATE SEE OR. NO. 501301.

INDICATES WORM GEAR LUBRICANT

0.11,1400)

OINDICATES UGHT IIIMERAL OIL (NAVY
SYMBOL 3050 OR 2130,

0 INDICATE! GEARING GREASE
(14-010(0RO

*LUBRICANTS ARE SHOWN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

61N. TRAINING GEAR MK.3 M00.1
(47 CAL.DOUSti PURPOSE TWIN)

LEFT SIDE ABOVE SHELF PLA$E
(LOOKING OUTBOARD)

LUBRICATION CHART
. 1 509300

SYMBOL
SPECIFICATIONSlinaFiCATIoNS

\ .

Figure it -21. Lubrication chart showing 4ricating symbols,4
schedules of lubilcatlon, and,other instructions.
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Chapter 7-MISCELLANEOUS TASKS

Table 7-2.Ta'rgets and Corresponding Lubricants Appearing on Lubrication Charts
44.221

TARGET
SYMBOL .

NAME OF LUBRICANT %i SPECIFICATION

0

0
,

0
AI

I ,

I
tE
i j

Lubricating Oil, General Purpose

Lubricating Oil, General Purpose

',Lubricating Oil, Aircraft Reciprocating
(Piston) Engine '

Lubricating Oil, Preservative,
Light

)J

Lubricating Oil, Aircraft Instrument,
Low Volatility

Lubricant, Worm Gear
.

.Greise, Extreme Pressure
.

Grease, Bearing, for General
Ordnance Use

Grease, Instrument

Lubricant, Ball, and Roller Bearing

Lubricants, Fluids,' Preservatives, etc.,
Other Than Those Indicated AboVe

/

!/

MIL-L-15016 (MS 3042)
(Supersede's NS 3042)

MIL-L-15016 (MS 3050)
(Supersedes NS 3050)

MIL -O -6082 (Grade 1065)
(Supersedes NS 1065)

MIL -L -3503,
(Supersedes 14L17 (Ord))

`MIL -L -6085
(Supersedes 14-0-20
(Ord))

MIL-L-18486 (NOrd)
(Supersedes OS 1400)

1. .

MIL-0-17740 (NAVY)
(Supersedes 14G9 (Ord)).

MIL-G-16908 (BuOrd)
(Supersedes 14G10)

(BuOrd)MIL -G -15793
(Supersedes 14G8 (Ord))

MIL-G-18709 (NAVY)
(Supersedes 14L3)

As Specified

Used To Designate Sn.-
cial Notes, References,
and Instructions

,
.4

\I

t

1

.

.

...
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TOOLS AND THEIR U§ES

In mechanical devices, lubrication is neces-
sary to minimize frictionhetween moving parts.
Only the presence of a layer or film of lubricant
between metal surfaces keeps the metals from
touching. Moving parts "ride" on this film. As
a result, friction is reduced between the moving
parts.

Prolonged operating life is ensured-when ilte
thinfilm of lubricant keeps mbtal surfaces from
direct contact with each other. If the film dis-
appears, you have "hot-boxes," burned out and
frozen bearings, scored cylinder walls, leaky
packings and a -host of other troubles. Appro-
priate use, of proper lubricants minimizes
possible damage to equipment.

LUBRICANTS

Lubricants are of two general classesoils
and greases. Oils are fluids; greases are
semisolid at ordinary temperatures. For Many
applications, liquid lubricants are more suit-
able than grease's, particularly if the lubricant
can be retained, as in an oil bath, a gear box, or
in a forced-feed system. Where conditions are
such that oil is not readily retained, or addi-
tionaL protection against co: )sion is needed,
greases are used..

CHARTS AND INSTR .CTIONS

How do you know which oil or grease to se-
lect for a particular application? Lubrication
charts and instructions_wilL- provide this
information.
....Lubrication instructions are- issued for all

natal equipment requiring lubrication. Such
instructions may; be issued as , lubrication
charts, maintenance requirigment cards, no-
tices, or any combination of these:

Lubrication charts (fig.' 7-21) generally in-
dicate 'the approved lubricants, lubrication
points, frequency of lubrication, and the target!
symbol (table 7-2)* of) the lubricant. .

GREASE' GUNS

The types of grease guns ,s own in figure
7-22 operate on the same princ ple,-but differ
in the ways they are loaded. You load one type
by removing a cap thatcomekoff with the handle
and stem,and filling the body *ith grease, using
a paddle.or spatula. As you might expect, this
method of loading can be messy, and it also ex-

,poses the lubricant to-flirt and moisture.

4.

In a second type, you load by inserting a
prepacked cartridge of grease into the body of
the gun. This loading method is fast and clean.
The gun shown in figure 7-22A also loads fast
and clean. You load it by removing the cap nut
from the end of the hollow handle and forcing
grease in through the handle with a hand gun
loader (fig. 7-23A), or a bucket-type lubricant
pump (fig. 7-23B).

The hand gun loader is a 25-pound container
equipped with a hand - operated' pump and-a 'fit-
ting that mates with the opening in the handle of
the grease gun. The bucket-type -lubricant
pump makes use of a loader adapter and loader
valve, when it is used for loading a grease:. gun.
One pound of lubricant is delivered with every
seven full strokes of the puthp. The loader will
deliver lubricant only when the gun is placed on
the loader valve. You can see how much less
messy the loader is than the paddle, and how it
protects the lubricant 4gainst contamination.
Besides, you don't have to run back to the store-
room to refill your gun.

Different nozzles can be 'attached to the
grease guns for different types of fittings. The
lubricant pump also has various couplers and
adapters that attach to the hose, so that the
pump can be used on different fittings.

Grease ',guns can be used for oil if the
anto be lubricated has the proper fitting, or an oil

gun (fig.7 -22E) may be used.

FITTINGS

Grease fittings are of several types
hydraulic (unofficially called the Zerk fitting),
buttonhead, pin-type, and flush (fig. 7-24).

The hydraulic fitting protrudes from,the
surface into' which it is screwed, and has a
specially shaped rounded end that the mating
nozzles dine grease guns can grip. A spring-
loaded ball acts as a check valve. The nozzle
will not slip off the fitting during lubrication,
but can be easily disengaged by a quickforwaid-
backward movement. Figure 7-24A shows a
cross section view of a straight hydraulic fit-
ting and figure 7-24C shows angledhydraulic
fittings made for lubrication points that are
hard to reach.

The flush fitting (fig.,7-2.4B) is flush with
(oebelow) the surface irito which it is set, so
that ie.._ will not interfere with moving parts. It
is also used where there is not sufficient Clear-
ance to install prottuding

172
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Figure. 7-22.Hand-operated grease guns.

Button-head and pin-type fittings (figs. 7-24D
and E) 'provide a-more positive connection with
the grease gun, A sile quarter turn of the
grease gun onthe pin-tWe fitting locks the con-
nection between the gun and the fitting.
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The oil cup with ball valve (fig. 7-24F) is
the most popular for oil fittings.

Plastic protective caps often are provided
for use on hydraulic fittings to prevent th6
entrance of dirt and water,..and__to_protect the

0
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IUNAND GUN LOADER

LOADER ADAPTER
10-FT HOSE WITH

HYDRAULIC COUPLER

BLICRET TYPE LUBRICANT PUMP

Figure 7-23.Hand-operated gieasepumps.

fittings during ice removal, painting and simi-
lar operations. The caps also .prevent the
greases from hardening in the fitting. If avail-
able, use them after you have completed your
lubrication task.

USING A HAND-OPERATED
GREASE cm-

To_ use a push -type, hand- operated -grease
gun, .you connect the nozzle of the gun to its
corresponding fitting at the lubrication point
and wink the handle in and out. To connect the
gun, align the nozzle and the, fitting end-to-end
and_ push on the gun handle so the nozzle slips
over the hydraulic fitting or into the flush fit-
ting. At the same time that the nozzle mates
with the ,fitting, the handle moves inward to
build pressure inside the gun to force grease
out of the nozzle and into the fitting. Then, fet

83.121

up on the. handle a moment. A spring in the
gun' will then force the handle out a little way
and prepare the gun for another inward stroke
of the handle.

When you connect the push-type gun to a hy-
draulic fitting, the nozzle grips the fitting and
is held firmly only as long as the nozzle and
fitting are .aligned or until: pulled free. In con -
necting'the gun to a flush type fitting, however,
you must keep a steadyfpressure on the fitting
because the nozzle doesn't grip the fittirig (fig.
7 -24B). -

LUBRICATING PROCEDURE

As with other routine jobs, it helps to have a
standard operating _procedure that you can ha-
bitually follow. Here's one that will be helpful
when lubricating.

174
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STRAIGHT
HYDRAULIC

Chapter 7 MISCELLANEOUS TASKS

1. First, consult the lubrication chart to
learn the location of each fitting.

2. After locating oa, fitting, clean it with a
Hatless cloth.

3. Apply the correct amount of the specified
lubricant, (Be careful of the amount you apply.:
too much will cause excessive heat in the 'bear-
ing and strain the grease retainers, while too\ little is on a par with to late.)

4. Wipe all excess grease from around the
FLUSH TYPE

WITH FLUSH TYPE GREASE
fitting.

GUN NOZZLE INSERTED

HYDRAULIC FITTINGS
POO DIFFERENT ANGLES,

PINHEAD TYPE

0

BUTTON-HEAD
TYFE

OIL CUP
(BALL VALVE)

:Figure 7-24.Lubrication fittings.
83.122

5. Check off the fitting on yotir chart: A
fitting must not be missed just because it is
battered or frsaen._., A-battered fitting must be
replaced. A "frozen" fitting probably means
that- the oil' holes 'throughout the bearing are

.clOgged: This means tearing' down the bearing
and cleaning all parts carefully: Grease that
fitting even if it requires an hour of extra
work!
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Adjustable wrenches., 11-13
Allen:-type wrenches, 13
Auger bits, 40

B

Belt- sanderi-15
---Bench-and pipe,ifise, 53 ,

Bench grinder, 75-77
Blacksmith's vise, 53
Bolt cutters, 16
Bolts, 113, 115
Boring-tools, 40-45
Box wrenches, 7
Braces, 41-45
Bristol wrench, 13 ,

Built-in safety equip'ment, 60

C

Calipers, 82-91
.Camloo fait-468ra, 120
Cipscrews, 117
Carpenter's hammer, 3
Carpenter's square, 97
C-clamp, 53
Clamp base vise, 53
Chain pipe wrench, 12'

°Channel-lock pliers, 50
Charts and instructions, 172-175 ,

fittings, 172
grease'gtms, 172
lubricating procedure., 174
using a hand-operated grease gun, 174

Chipping hammer, portable pneumatic, 'N.
'Chisels; 19
Circular. saw, portable, 68.
Combination square; 99
Combiration wrench, 7
Cotter Pins, 122

INDEX

Countersinki, 25
Crois-cut saws, 36 . .

Cutting metal with chisels, 141.
Cutting metal with drills, 142-145
Cutting piping and tubing, 157
Cutting threads, 146-154.

2

D

Decimal equivalents of drill sizes, 26
Depth gage, 101-103
Diagonal pliers, 51 -
Dice, 29-32
Disknander, 64
Dividers, 109
Drill press, 72-75
Drills, 41-45
Drills, portable electric, 63
Duckbill pliers, 51
Dzus fastener, 120

E

Electric impact wrench,- 68
Electric power tools, portable, 63-69

F

Fastening components and procedures,-112-125
metal fastening devices, 114-120
rivets, 123-125
safetying methods, 121
turnlock fasteners, 120
woodworking fasteners, 112-114

Feeler gage, 104
Files, 20-25

care of, 24
filing operations, 22
grades, .21
safety, 24
shapes, 21
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Flaring, 160
Flaring tools, 34
Flashlight, 57
Fltixes, 167

4

'INDEX 19V

G

Gloves, 59
Goggles, 59
Grinders, portable, 66
Grinding operations, 126-140

'grinding wheels, 126-129
safety, 126
selecting and using the wheel, 129-140

Grinding wheel selection-and use, 29-140
ceder punch sharpening, 133
chloral head grinding, 135
grinding .metal stock, 131-133
hand sharpening twist drills, 138
installing the wheel, 130
screwdriver tip dressing,. 133
sharpening a twist drill by machine, 139.
sharpening a twist drill for drilling brass,

139
sharpening metal-cutting chisels, 136-138
thinning theweb of a twist drill, 139
tin snip/ sharpening, 134
truing and dressing the wheel, 131

Grinding wheels, 126-129
markings and composition, 127
sizes and shapes, 127

H

Hacksaws, 17-19
Hammers, 3
Hand screw clamp, 53
Hand tube bender, 159
Handsaws, 35-39

cross-cut and rip saws, 36
saw'precautions, 36
special purpose saws, 36
use and care of, 37

Handtools, 1-60
metal cutting tools, 14-27
miscellaneous tools, 56-60
pliers, 48-55
punches, 27-34
screwdrivers, 47'
sharpening stones, 55
striking tools, 3
turning tools (wrenches), 5-14
vises and clamps, 52-55
woodcUtting handtools, 34-46

Impact wrench, electric, 68
Impact wrench, portable pneumatic, 71
Inspection mirror, 58

Keys, 119
Knives, 56

K

L

Levels, 110
-Lubrication, 169-172

functions of lubricants, 169
lubricants; 172

M

Machine screws, 116
Machinist's bench vise, 52
Machinist's haminer, 3
Maintenance of striking tools, 4
Mallets, 4 -
Marking gages, 108
Measuring tools and techniques, 78-111

micrometer, 91-97
'miscellaneous gages, 101-111
rules and tapes, 78-82
simple.calipers, 82-87
squares, 97-101
vernier caliper; 87-91

Mechanical fingers, 57
Metal cutting operations, 141-158

cutting piping and tubing, 157
reaming operations, 154-157
threads and thread cutting, 145-154
with chisels, 141
with drills, 142

Metal cutting tools, 14-27
Meal fastening devices, 114-120
Micrometer, 91-97

. care of, 97
measuring a flat surface, 96
measuring hole diameters with an inside

micrometer caliper, 95
measuring round stock, 96
reading a micrometer caliper, 93
reading a vernier micrometer caliper,

94 _
selecting the proper micrometer, 92
types of, 92
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N-

Nails, 112
Needle impact scaler, 70
Needle-nose pliers, 51
Nonsparking wrenches, 13.
Nuts, 118

0 °

Open-end wrenches, 5-7
Orbital sander, 65

P

Personal, safety equipment, 56
Phillips screwdriver, 48
Pins, 119
PiPetcutters, 33
Pipet vise, 53.
'Pipe wrench, 11
Planes, 39
Pliers, 48-55
Plumb bob; 109

. Pneumatic power tools, portable, 69-72
Pop rivets, 124
Portable electric power tools, 63-69

circular saw, 66
drills, 63
electric impact wrench; 68
grinders, 66 .

saber saw, 68
sanders, 64

Portable pneumatic power tools, 69-72
chipping hammer, 70

- impact wrench, 71
needle and rotary impact scalers, 70
safety, 69

Power tools; 61-77
common power machine tools, 72-77
portable electric power tools, 63-69
portable pneumatic power tools, 69-72
safety, 61-63

Protective helmets, 60
Punches, 27-34

Reamers, 26 ..

Reaming operation's, 154-157
-burr removal, 157
straight holes, 155
tapered holes and pin installation, 155

Reed and Prince screwdriver, 48
.:.Reneloying broken bolts and studs, 161-165

saws, 36
Rivets; 123-125

selection of, 125
types of, 123

Rod saws, 19
Rotary impact scaler; '70
Rules and Mpes, 78-82

care of, 82
measuring procedures, 79-82

Saber saw, 68
Safety

belts and straps, 59,
hacksaw, -18
poster, 61
power tools, 61-63
shoes, 58
snips, 15
ten commandments of, 1
vise and clamp, 54
wiring, 122
wrenches, 14

Safetying methods, 121-123.
Sanders, 64-66
Scalers, needle and rotary, 70
Screw extractors, 33

`SCrewdrivers, 47
ratchet, 48
recessed, 47
-safety, 48 -
standard, 47

.Setscrew wrenches, 13
Setscrews, 117
Sharpening stones, 55.
Shears, 14
Side-cutting pliers, 51
Simple-calipers; 82-86

care of, 86
use- of, 83-86

Sledges, 4
Slide caliper, 86
Sliding T-bevel, 98
Slip -joint pliers, 49

hkile gage, 107
Snips, 14
Socket wrenches, .8
Soldering, 166-169

fluxes, 167
precautions, 169
soldering gun; 168.
soldering irons, 168
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INDEX

Soldering Contiria
soldering procedure, 169
soldering tools, 167
solders, 166
tinning a.soldering iron, 168

Spanner wrenches,13
Spring benders, 159
Square.; 97-101
Standard rivets, 123
Stinson, 11
Strap wrench, 12
Striking tools, 3
Stripping insulated wire, _165
Surface gage,-103
Surface plate, 103

Tap extractors, 33
Taps, 29-32
Telescoping gage, 107
Ten Oommandents of safety, 1
Thickness (feeler) gage, 104
Thread chasers, 32
Thread gage, 105
Threads and thread cutting, 145-154

Cutting external pipe threads, 153
cutting internal pipe fnxeads, 152
cutting rmchine threads with dies, 148-150
cutting machine threads with taps, 146-148
reconditioning machine threads, 150-152
tap drill determination, 146
thread terminology, 145

Toolbox, Navy, 2
Torq - Setscrews, 48
Torque wrenches, 9-11

-Try squarei-98
Tube cutters, 34
Turning tools, 5-14
Turnlock fasteners, 120
Twist drills, 25 0

. Vernier caliper, 87-91
care of, 91
principles of the vernier scale; 87
reading a vernier caliper, 88-91
vernier scale arrangement, 88 .

Vise -grip pliers, 50
Vises and clamps, 52-55

Washers, 119
Water-pump pliers, 50
Wire gage, 106
Wire-twister pliers,.51
Mood chisels, 45
Wood screws, 112'
Woodcutting }Andtools, 34-46
Woodworking fasteners, 112-114
-Wrenches, 5-14
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Only Chapters 2, 4, 7, 8, and 9 of this publication have been

included with this course. These are the chapters required as readings-

for the course..
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A

CHAPTER 2

BLUEPRINTS, DIAGRAMS*AND SCHEMATICS

This chapter discusses the uses and im-
portance of being able to read and interpret ele-
mentary and detailedwiringdiagrams and sche-
matics. -These diagrams and schematics are
maps Which indicate the location of circuits and
circuit connections of electrical installations
and equipment.

Blueprints are reproductions of these work-
ing drawings. When properly utilized, they are
an invaluable lid in troubleshooting or in deter-
mining faults in an electrical circuit. Locating
and repairing faults are undoubtedly, the most
important work assignments you will have.

You will also be required to install new cir-
cuits or repair old' construction. The proper
use of blueprints payi dividends in many ways.

HANDLE WITH CARE

Blueprints are valuable permanent records
which can be used again and again if you take
care of them. Here are some Simple rules for
obtaining the best results from them.

Keep them out of sunlight to prevent fading.
DO NOT make pencil or crayon notations

on aprintwithout proper authority. If you should
be instructed to mark a blueprint, use a pencil*
with appropriately colored lead. A yellow crayon
provides good contrast to a blue background
since ordinaxiblack-leadpencil marks are hard
to see on a" coiored.background.

Avoid getting the prints wet or grease-.
smudged. . -

or example, blimprints. will save many man: __.-Keep-printsstored-properly-so-they -Cab
hours of "sight-trIveling" cables as- you seek be located quickly the next time you need them.-
malfunctions or an unknown termination point.

The ships; planes, buildings; and guns of the FOLDING BLUEPRINTS
. Navy were built from plans on blueprints and.'

they are operated, checked, and maintained ac- A standardized, accurate system of filing .
cording to informationfound on these blueprints. ° blueprints is necessary so 'that prints" mayte
When' mechanisms fail in service or are dam- _ found quickly. This standardized system ensures
aged in battle, blueprints are used to aid the that the identifying marks -appear in the same
repairman. -When new parts are to be made or place, preferably at the top, when the prints are
the system is expanded, blueprints provide the in vertical filing order. Most of the prints you
necessary' information. Remember, too,, that will see will already be properly folded. Your
much planning and manpower and material-es---'only concern will be to, see that they are re-
timating -is based-on-the-information contained folded correctly*. If you use prints that have not

----in-these blueprints, been folded at all; or that have been folded im-
, 'properly, fold them in such a manner that the

BLUEPRINT READING_ - --drawing-number in the lovierriglit hand corner
of the title block appears on the outside. (Some

--Th-e term "blueprint reading". refers to the older drawings may have the drawing numbers
ability to exprese the meanings conveyed in placed in other portions of the title block.)
drawings, whether the drawings are actually
blueprints or not. Be aware that all blueprints
are not blue in color, but a drawing of any color.
which delineates a master or key plan. A very
important reference book is the basio Navy
training manual Blueprint Reading and Sketch-
ing, NavPers 10077-C. Chapters 1 through 5
are especially pertinent to the Construction
Electrician. Be sure to review the contents of
these chapters in the latest edition of this
manual.

12
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PARTS OF A BLUEPRINT

-The chief part of a drawing is, of course, the
graphic representation of the object, whatever
it may be, together with dimension Linea, di-
mensions, symbols, and other graphic devices
which explain the representation. Additional in-
formation is inscribed in the title block, the
bill of materials, the scale, and the legends,
and notes.
a
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.Chapter 2 BLUEPRINTS, DIAGRAMS, AND SCHEMATICS

RESPONSIBLE
GOVERNMENT
ACTIVITY 'AS
APPLICABLE'

DESIGN ACTIVITY'

1

.

DRAWING
. -

TITLE

-7

piGINEER
CHECKED .

PREPARED . . .

APPROVED DATE
stsextuntaEsiGNAcT.vsTI)

SIZE
"TT"sin OF

OM

CODE 10ENT.NO.
(OF DESIGN

. ACTIviTY)

DRAWiNGNUMBER
s.

APPROVED DATE
SIGNATuRESImIN THAN OCSIGN ACTIVITY1 SdALE: (Of CalAWING1) 'SHEET OF'

Figure 2-1.Title block.

Title Block

The title block (fig. 2-1) gives the title 9f the
drawing,And the number\ that has been assigned
to that drawing. It indicates also who prepared
the drawing,whO checked, it, the authority under
which it was issued, and the date approved.

Drawing Numb& k

The drawing number is, especially impoilant,
both for purposes of filingthe blueprint, and for
locatingthe correct drawing when it is specified
on another blueprint. For example, where' a
number ci separate buildings shown on a series
ct blueprints are to have Identical wiring sys-
tems, cross - referencing' the other drawings to
one plan which showsall the details saves the
labor otrepeating the wiring system on every
drawing.-

Bill ci Material

The bill of material is a list ci all the items
required to install a particular piece of equip-
ment or to erect a particular building. The
list includes stock' number, description, and
quantity of each Item. As you can see by refer-

. ring to figure 2-2, the list is complete down to
the last screw. -

When equipment assemblies are received at
an advanced base,b it is possible for you, by
checking the bill ct material, /to quickly deter-
mine if the items shipped are what you need for

45.159(73G)

So/

.

th ej,4b in hand, and whether or not they allow for
Changes made necessary by local conditions.

Scale

The scale of a drawing is particularly im-
portant to the Builders, but it has a practical
value to the Construction Electrician as well.
Dimensions of buildings, and distances between
them, will have to be considered in figuring the
number ci reel of 'wire required, and the num-

- ber ci poles to be erected, or-the amount of wire
and conduit in the building.

Avoid measuring distance on a blueprint:-
Why? One reason is that the drawing may have
been reduced in size from the or . Another
idthat the print may have shrunk or s cued.
Whenever possible, you should READ" the di-
mensions indicated on the drawings in preference
to scaling the distance.

. If scaling is unavotOple, the griphic scale
must be checked for possible expansion or
shrinkage. 'Be sure to avoid using a wrong
scale. Note especially U-any details are drawn
to a scale different than that of the rest of the
drawing. Play it safe and READ dimensionsi
they always remain the same.

13

Notes and Legends

The' notes and legends which you can expect
to appear on a drawing are illustrated in figure
2-3. These notes contain equipment specifica-
tions, procedures for installing, and operating

1 51
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Figure 2-2.Safety shorting probe.

thoUsands. All draftsmen do not employ the
same symbol to represent a particular item.
These two facts can make blueprint reading a
major task for any rating.

Fortunately, however the Department of De-
fense prescribes 10LITARY. STANIMRDS in
this and other areas, which make for a high de-
gree of uniformity in symbols employed in draw-
ings used by the armed services. Graphic sym-
bols for electrical aiagranis are prescribed in
American National Standard Institute, Standard
4 Y 32.2, dated 1947. Wiring symbols for elec,
trice! drawings are shown in MIA-STD-15-3,
Part 3, Electrical Wiring Symbols for Archi-
tectural and Electrical Layout Drawings.

Other standards you should be familiar with
are MIL-STD-12B, Abbreviations for Use on
'Drawings and MIL-STD-103, Abbreviations for
Electrical and Electronics Use.

r

instructions. They may also contain explana-
tions of p'rts of the drawir*

'
and :other pertinent

information not Included inikhe views themselves.
i The legend lists the meaning of various sym-

bols, abbreviations, and item numbers. This
is agresi help to the men various ratings who
may be engaged in the ork, since not all of
them would lcnow the synibols well enough im-
mediately to grasp the overall plan for the con-
struction job. You will fiiid legends a help when
the drawings relate to job where you must
plan the laying of conduit and running of wire

'around plumbing fixtures valves, duct work, or
pipelines. _ 1'

1

Electrical Symbols

The number of symbols and of abbreviations
that may be used on drawings runs into the

14
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73.2
Figure 2-3.Representative notes and legends.

MIL- STD -12B contains a list of those abbre-

by each symbol. Trace the electricaNcircuits
estimating the length of wire required for each
circuit, and the locations of conductors and parts.
When the lines, symbols, abbreviations, and
notes make an understandable mental picture to
you, you have learned to read an electrical draw-
ing. Remember . . if you do not understand
what portions of the diagram mean, ask your
senior. .

ACCURACY

Your chief may ask you to determine the
amount of Romex cable to be used Jor wiring a
building. He'll hand you a blueprint ... . and .if
it doesn't have any BILL.OF MATERIAL, you'll
have to.obtain the information from appropriate
-measurements.

Be sure you don't over look any of the circuits.
One way to be sure is to cross out, with col-
ored' crayon, each 'circuit as soon asyou have
completed its measurement.

DIAGRAMS AND SCHEMATICS

Construction electricians, who Imow the trade,
"talk with diagrams." Whena technical question
is brought up, a single diagram is often worth
more than hours of discussion.

There are a number of types of electrical
drawings. These may vary from wiring diagrams
(scale drawings of :electrical apparatus which
show the exact location of all wiring and connec-
dons); to schematic diagrams and architectural
plans.

In figure 2-4, a pictorial drawing; an ele -.

mentary Wiring diagram, and a schematic are
compared. They show exactly the same thing,
but they look quite different,

Let's see how diagrams prove their worth in.;
-voltage distribution, interior wiring, communi-::
cations, and planning. Your work may involve ;.
you in any or all of these areas.

viations- customarily used orke*1 construction
drawings,' MIL STD -103 supplements this by EXTERNAL.
dealing-specificillywitlrabbFeviatiOTisnied only
on electrical and electronic drawings.7X

All of the references listed should be avail-
able in your battalion. However, you should
memorize the symbols shown in MIL-STD-15-3,
Pgt 3, Electrical Wiring Symbols for Archi-
tectural and Electrical Layout Drawings.

Use every opportunity you have to study the
blueprints of the job to which you are assigned.
Try to picture in your mind the item represented

15

11.117^'

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

Figures 2-5 and 2-6 illustrate a pictorial and
schematic view of a three-wire distribution
system. Assume that the system has a delta-
connected alternator generpng 220 volts. From
the generating station, three-wire feeders carry.
the power Overhead to the distribution center,
from-which two primary mains branch off. One
of these carries power to a lighting system and

L53
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soy

PICTORIAL

73.269
Figure 2-4.Variety of diagrams.

single-phase motor in a motor pool, both de-
signed to operate on 110 volts, and to a three-
phase motor designed to operate on 220 volts.
The 220-volt three-phase motor is connected
directly to the 220 -volt three-phase primary
main. For the lighting system and 110-volt

motor, however, two wires in t he i1mary.main
are tapped off to a transformer which reduces
the 220-volt primary main voltage to 110 volts.
Similarly, power to secondary mains running to
operational headquarters, living headquarters,
and mess hall is reduced to 110 volts. .

A PLAN drawing is another type of drawing
useful in exterior layout. Figure" 2-7A-and 2-7C
shows views.from directly above the items in
the drawing and the proportion and relations of
parts or obje'cts to one another. The PLOT
PLAN (fig. 2-7A) shows an area and gives the
exact layourof various buildings, roads, equip-
ment, etc.

Figure 2-7A is a plot plan showing 5 build-
ings which are to be supplied with electricity
for power and lighting. An electrical layout has
been superimposed. Generatistotes (fig. 2-7B),
one detail. (fig. 2-7C) and section A-A (fig:

-7Drof that detall-a-ri-shOiin. The dot-aline at
the bottom of the drawingindicates underground
ducts containing previously laid cable.

The design engineer has decided to tali the
cable at rhanhole (M.H.) 22, and run lines from
there overheactto dead end at the rear of build-
ing 126. Figure 2-7C shows that lines are to be
run.underground from M.H. 22 to the first pole,
ulithe pole to conductors on the pole crossarms.

' At huilding.126,1ines are to be carried down the
pole, regathered through a pothead into conduit
again, and run underground to a concrete 'slab,
and out- through another pothead to a transfor mer
bank. Where do you get this information?. Re-
fer to figure 2-8.

Figure 2 -8 shows the detail B indicated in
figure 2-7A. This represents the installation
behind building 126, where the overhead line
terminates. The last pole' in the system is
shown in the-lower -left corner.-- From the pole
to the transformer_ bank, the underground con-
caltiiFnclita-by dotted lines, The conduit
runs underground to the concrete slab on which
the transformers rest. Section A-A gives
construction details Of this slab.

The angle-iron sumbols in figure 2-8, with
the dimensions 3" x 3 ", indicate that the BUS
(connecting conductor) ;unning along the trans-
former _primaries will be supported on posts
made of 3" x 3" angles. From the transformer
secondaries, underground conduits (indicated by
dotted lines) will run to the junction box on
building 126.

Pay attention to the various notes and details
indicated in drawings. Your life, and the lives

16
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Chapter 2BLUEPRINTS, DIAGRAMS, AND SCHEMATICS

ai You,r shipmates and equipment may depend
on the care yciu take when reading and inter-
preting drawings:

INTERIOR WIRING

Figure 2-9 shows an electrical layout super-
imposed on an outline taken from an architec-
tural floor plan. The service line bringing power
into the hbuse is 'a 3-wire line in 1 1/4-in.

conduit. However, the .fact that the line voltage
is 120/240 indicates that these three wires
must be two hot wires and a neutral wire from
a 4-wire system. The third hot wire is not
brought into the house.

The service line runs by way of a service
switch to a lighting panel, from which three
BRANCH CIRCUITS run to the lighting fixtures
and convenience outlets in the rooms. The
character of these fixtures and outlets, and of

GENERATING
-STATION

FEEDERS

__DISTRIBUTION
CENTER

TRANSFORMER

TO OPERATIONAL
HEADQUARTERS

PRIMARY
MANS

QUARTERS 411111 11%1 .4111/1".
TO LW

SECONDARY
MAIN

TO MOTOR
POOL
LIGHTS
AND 110
VOLT
SINGLE
PHASE
MOTOR

TO 220V
3 PHASE MOTOR

TRANSFORMER

f0 MESS
'HALL

82.71
Figure 2-5.:Three-wire distribution system, pictorial view.
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Figure 2- 6. Three -Wire distributidniasttrascheMatic.

the service switch and the lighting panel, is
showtfunder "symbols."

Figure 2-10 is a wiring diagram showing the
connections for the layout shown in figure 2-9.
After entering the building, the, two hot wires
(black) in the service lead are connected to and
fused at the service switch, while the neutral
.wire bypasses-theswitch and runs to the NEU-
TRAL 'BAR in the panel board, with a branch
off to a waterpipe ground. Beyond the service
switch, the two hot wires run to vertical LIVE
BARS in the panel board.

t

The panel board is equipped to handle 6 cir-
cuits, with only three shown in the diagram.
Consider branch circuit 4. This contains two
wires, a hot wire running out from the live bar
in the panel board, and a neutral (white) wire
running back to the neutral bar in the panel
board. This circuit contains only a single switch,
which turns all the lights in the circuit on or
off simultaneously, but'has no effect on the flow
of power.to the convenience outlets.

Circuit #2 similarly contains a hot wire out
from the panelboard and a neutral wire back.

82.72
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Chapter 2BLUEPRINTS, DIAGRAMS, AND SCHEMATICS

GENERAL NGTES
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65.67Figure 2-7.Plot plan with electrical layout, general notes, detail and section drawings.
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Chapter 2 BLUEPRINTS,. DIAGRAMS, AND SCHEMATICS'

inf ormatiOn which they furnish,on proper instal-
lation of equipment and operating procedures
will furnish satisfactory answers to many Instal-
lation problems.

These standard drawings prepared by Nav-
Fac can save a surprisingamount of time in the
'erection of a number of similar structures, and
in wiring them for heating and lighting. For ex-
ample, if a series of quonsets are to be erected,
use (la standard plan enables the man in charge
to put the various tasks on an assembly-line
basis, and makes it possible to erect an entire
qUonset town in less time than it would to build
an ordinary house.

However-a single master plan cannot be used
for all buildings. Changes are -often necessary
because of the use of the building and_the type
of machinery to be installed. Where shops are
being erected, there will probably.be at least one
standard drawing for each type of-shop.

Whatever the number or type of draWings
available, they must furnish the Construction
Electrician with.the following infOrmation; lay-
out and, space arrangement; necessar m

, s of any ref
ence drawings; and notations about changes

made in standard, drawings to fit particular
buildings.

INOPERATIVE STATION

LINE
'CIRCUIT

NO.1

TIP "1

CONCLUSION---

Your ability to read and interpret intelligently
the Variety of plans, schematics, and diagrams

-described in this chapter should also enable you
to work more safely and efficiently on any part
of any electrical system- and_iniproVe your pro-
motion possibilities.

23

CALLING STATION

/ 13.210
Figure 2-11.Line circuit portion of

switchboard.
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Figure 2.12.Range wiring diagrams.
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Chapter 2BLUEPRINTS, DIAGRAMS, AND SCHEMATICS

SLACK W.DS TO TIMER

RED LEADS TO TIMER

RED LEADS TO
THERMOSTAT

WHITE LEAD
TO TIMER

goCK !SAM TO fl:.11,tr ErD LEADS TO TIMER

I r RV) LEADS TO
I OVEN SWITCH,-
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TO TIMER

NEUTRAL I
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1 1' V'

11

1t
11,_/
T-

DISCONNECT AND USE PORCELAIN
CONNECTOR CAP WHEN ADDING TIMER

NEUTRAL
TERMINAL

TO UNE

CONNECTOR

. Figure 2-13.Representative wiring diagrams for range.timer connections.
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TOP UNIT

BOTTOM UNIT

SWITCH

THREE WIRE SINGLE PHASE! 111
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LNL 2

Figure 2-14.Representative diagram of
electric-range single-pole oven timer.
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CHAPTER 3

SAFETY

All electrical systems are potential KILLERS.
All personnel should be aware of their potential
dangers. CEs especially should have complete,
knowledge of the Inherent and man-made elec-
trical hazards because they WORK on electrical
equipment or systems. But safety applies to
more than electrical equipment or systems.
The entire construction field requires con-
stant alertness to a variety of hazards which
are alwiys present.

In this chapter, we will examine some of
these hazards and basic safety precautions, re-
membering that many of the rules and regula-
tions instituted over the years are direct re-
sults of attempts to reduce accidents, pain, and
anguish. Remember, many men learned some
of these rules the hard way.

Your adherence to these basic safety prac-
ices will minimize danger to life and equip-
ment. Furthermore, your knowledge of first-aid,
and your ability to use it correctly, may save
someone's life in an emergency.. FOR Y)UR
OWN BENEFIT, LEARN THIS LESSON WELL!

ELECTRICAL SHOCK CAUSES
"AND CONSEQUENCES

Most fatal electric- shocks do not happen to
the uninitiatedthey happen to people who should
know better. As a Construction Electrician,
carelessness in your work can sentence you. to
death by electrocution. Familiarity with the
equipment tends to make you forget the little
precautions taught in trade school.

After an accident, particularly a fatal- one,
safety rules are restressedfor the benefit of all

. hands. Unfortunately it is impossible to bring
the dead back to life or change' the results of the
accident; that is why it is necessary, even at
the risk of monotony, to constantly stress or
even *preach SAFETY. It may make you think
twice before taking that last chance.--

Mostof us are apt to remember only the most
important safety precautions, but how many of
us stop to think of the small details that really
INSURE safety? Also, how many of us realize
it is the current, not the voltage, that is lethal?
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-Although the sign "CautionHigh Voltage"
serves as a reminder to keep hands off, don't.
forget. that an electric shock from 10,000 volts is
no more deadly than a shock from ordinary 115-
volt "house" current. Industrial equipment us-
ing,as little as 42 volts of direct current has
been fatal (30 volts a.c. is considered hazardous).
CURRENT, NOT VOLTAGE, IS THE LETHAL
AGENT,

The seriousness orali electric shock depends
upon. the magnitude of .the current flow in the
victim. Current flow .in turn depends upon the
electrical resistance of the circuit path through
the -victim's body. This can vary_considerably
depending .upon the'degree of contact and the
skin_resistance at the time of contact.

We are all aware of the presence of moist skin
caused by perspiration.on a hot day, but few of
us think about the sudden moistening of the skin
when we are frightened or startled. The NUMIX-
pected disCharge of a capacitor or the inadvertent
shorting of a voltage point when troubleshooting
often will startle the technician, make him jump,
and at the 'same time bring on a momentary
"cold sweat." Such reactions are not uncommon
and obilously they set up a shocking situation
(n6 pun intended).

Although this may be considered an extreme
case, it does illustrate how an individual's re-
sistance can vary. considerably from minute to
minute depending upon his emotional state atthe
instant of contact. Skin resistances of a few
hundred ohms when wet to well over 500,000
ohmswhen dry have been measured, so be care-
ftilrtake every safety precaution possibleit
may save your life.

Figure 3-1 illustrates what a person may ex-
pect when he is subjected to increasing (current)
electric shock. His first reaction occurs when
the current is only 2- or 3-milliamps. At 10
milliamps, the shock is no longer a mild tingling
sensation-but bactinie-s-tainftil: As the current
flow increases beyond 20 milliamps, muscular
paralysis begins.and the victim cannot release
the contact. In the range from 50 to 100 milli -
amps. -breathing becomes difficultin fact it
often stops. Between 100 and 200 millianips.

1&C3



CHAPTER 4

TEST EQUIPMENT

As a Construction Electrician, you will be
required to place new electrical equipment into
operation, repair defective equipment,, and per-
form routine preventive maintenance. To help .

you accomplish these jobs efficiently, many test
equipments are available. Some of these may
appear to by complex. When analyzedrhowever,
their theories and techniques of operation may
be reduced to simple basic circuits-and pro-
cedures.

This chapter will describe test procedures
and equipments used for investigating a variety
of difficulties. You will be able to repair vital

' equipment expeditiously and safely when you
follow correct test procedures and instructions

: as you use the instruments.
The purpose 4 these instruments is to test

and measure accurately certain circuit values
or to determine the operating condition of the
electrical circuits. Their accuracy depends on
their design...and bow the instruments are

: treated.
The operating energies involved in electrical

mooning instruments are extremely small.
The instruments themselves are necessarily
&delicate construction andapecial precautions
in handling and use to obtain accurate results
and to avoid injury. by mechanical shock, ex-
posure to strong magnetic fields, and excessive
floW are necessary. One of yoOr major respon-
sibilitiee-is to take care of any instruments as-
signed to you. Instructions and wiring diagiams
are furnished with instruments. Such instruc-
Aims are either attached to the iistrament case
or cover, or are given in separate instruction
books. These should be consulted freely gar
specific instruction; and precautioni.

AmOng. the. newer types of test equipment
presently being distributed to the battalions
and shore stations are the MB-IA Multi-Amp
relay and circuit breaker tester, and the Servi-
var electrical test set. You undoubtedly recog-
nize the importance of becoming familiar with
any teat equipment capable of performing special
tests. Knowledgeotthe_seinstruments-will-en--
able you to place equipment into Operation quickly
and safely.

POWER TEST EQUIPMENT

While some test equipment' is specifically
designed to either electrical power or communi-
cation equipment much test equipment can be
used for both. Therefore, description of the
instruments discussed under this- heading do not
necessarily imply that the equipment cannokbe
used in the communication field.

BASIC MEASURING
INSTRUMENT PRECAUTIONS

As a Construction Electrician Third or Sec-
ond Class, you must 11210W about the types and
functions of ammeters, voltmeters, and ohm-
meters. Information regarding these basic
measuring devices may be found in Basic Alec-
tricity, NavPers 10086 -B.

When using measuring instruments _certain
precautiontrmust be observed. For example,. it
is especially important to be caret& in using
an ammeter because of its low internal resist-
ance. If mistakenly placed across a voltage
source, the meter can be damaged. Always
break ?he circuit and CONFECT AN AMMETER
IN SERIES, with one meter, lead going to each
'point of the circuit break to measure an un-
known quantity. Be sure to deenergize the cir-
cuit before making or breaking the connections.

Whefi using either ammeters or voltmeters,
ALWAYS start at. the HIGHEST meter range.
Then drop down to a ldwer scale range if neces-
sary. This practice protects the meter from
injury if an-attempt is made to read a high value
in a low range. Damage to instruments can
also be minimized if you form the habit of plac-
ing the -range selector switch in the highest
range position after you have finished using the '
instrument.

OBSERVE POLARITY on all direct current
measurements. Take care to connect the posi-
tive terminal of the source to the positive termi-
nal-of the _meter, and the negative terminal of
the source to ihetneptive terminal of the meter.
This ensures that the meter polarity matches

41
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the polarity of the circuit in winch the meter is
placed.

Be careful .o avoid dropping a dieter or sub-
jecting it to excessive mechanical shock. Such
treatment may damage the delicate mechanisin
or cause the permanent magnet to lose some of
is magnetism.

Cue must be taken to avoid connecting the
ohmmeter across circuits in which a voltage,

r exists, since such connection can result in
damage to the instrument. TO ENSURE THE
REMOVALOF ALLVOLTAGE TO THE.EQUIP-
MENT UNDER TEST, DISCONNECT THE
SOURCE OF INPUT VOLTAGE BY REMOV-
ING THE RAVER PLUG: Furthermore, ALL

. CAPACITORS 'MUST BE DISCHARGED before
the ohmmeter prods are connected in the cir-
cuit.- Charges -remaining on capacitors after
the applied voltage has been removed can dam-
age the instrument severely..

Always turn ohmmeters OFF when finished.
This will avoid discharge of the internal battery
if the test leads are shorted inadvertently.

It is important that yoti remember to USE A
LOW VOLTAGE MEGGER TO TEST LOW
VOLTAGE, INSULATION. Application of high
voltage may initiate insulation breakdown. LOW
VOLTAGE MEGGERS should not be uae i to test
high voltage. insulation because an inaccurate
reading may result from the comparatively
small output voltages available from this instru-
ment.. Be careful, whether' using high or low
range meggers. Dangerous voltages exist at
meter terminals and leads. .

VIBROTEST MEGOHMMEITER

Figure 4-1 shows the Vibrotest Megohm-
meter. It is used as an insulation measuring
instrument primarily, but can also be used as
an a.c. and d.c. voltmeter. It is a multipurpose
instrument that does not require cranking. A
vibrator and transformer develop the voltages
required for insulation measurements. Special
circuitry reduces surface leakage interference
for more accuracy.

Records kept of `the various insulation read-
ings taken at the appropriate intervals will help
you spot potential insulation breakdovins before
consequent damage to equipment or personnel
Occurs.

CAUTION: It is imperative to remember that
a high voltage exists across the terminals when
testing in the megehm ranges.
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Figure -1.Vibrotest megohmmeter.

The f ollowing diagrams and brief descriptions
will show you how to determine insulation re-
sistance in a variety of electrical apparatus.
BE SURE YOUR EQUIPMENT OR WIRING IS
DEENERGIZED.

Cable Insulation Checks

Where you have an ungrounded distribution
panel, you can check insulation of the whole wir-
ing system to ground by attaching one test lead
to the dead post of the open main power switch
and the othir lead-to -a ground-(fig. 4-2).

Individual circuits are tested to ground by
opening distribution panel switches or fuses and
testing each circuit in turn (fig. 4-2, broken
lead).

Multi-conductor cables may be tested in any .

of the ways shown in fiore 4-3. The drawing
depicts the measurement of insulation resistance
between wire (3) and*fead sheath (5). Various
other measurements can be made such as wire
to ground (1, 2 and/or 3 to 6),wire to wire (1, 2
or 3 to any combination of each other), wire to
braid (1, 2, or 3 to 4), wire to sheath (1, 2 and/
or 3 to 5).

It is well to-remember ;that- when you test
wiring which is connected to any panel or equip-
ment, there 'may be appreciable leakage between

1 i 5
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73:277X
- _Figure 4-2.Testing a distribution panel and

its individual circuits.

terminals which will show up in your tests as
lowered insulation resistance. If your original
record cards were made with panels connected,
continue future tests in the same manner.

Checking Motors and GeneratorS

As you know, the bases, frames and enclos-
ures cl electrical equipment must be grounded.
The megohmmeter is used to verify that the
windings associatedwiathe varicpscomponents
of motors and generators aren't grounded and
are properly insulated (figs. 4-4 and 4-5).

4
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.73.279X
Figure 4 -4. Testing direct current motors

.and generators.

Before you make any tests, aBE SURE TO DIS-
CONNECT THE MOTOR OR GENERATOR
FROM THE LOAD and SOURCE.

Circuit Breaker and Switch
Insulation Tests

Figure 4.-e depicts the measurement of in-
sulation resistance be tw e en either circuit

73.280X
Figure 4-3.Testing multiple conductor cables. Figure 4- 5. Testing alternating current motors.
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Fignre 4-6.7-Checking circuit breaker

. insulation resistance.

breaker terminal to ground. This measurement
should also be made between terminals. If your
breakers are of the all type, dirty oil may be
,causing leakage currents through- the breaker
-even when it is open. Dirt or grease in the
-mounting may be causing leakage in the dry
type. 9witches and circuit breakers must be
COMPLETELY disconnected from line and re-
lay wiring before testing.

Insulators

'Insulators, the "forgotten men"' d electrical
-. systems, are subject to several ills that can

make them, a potential hazard unless they are
periodically tested. Breakage is probably the
first hazard with insulators, ,Casually accumu-

. lated dikt, grestse, or liquids is another. Rarely, -
faulty construction makes a brand new insulator
a source of danger. To-test insulators, connect
test leads to each end; then test each end to
ground (fig. 4-7, left half). -

Capacitors

You can use this instrument to checkboth in-
sulation resistance and approximate capacitance
of capacitors. Whenyou connect leadsto capaci-
tor terminals, observe. polarity carefully. Time
your test until meter pointer stops moving up-
ward, then record insulation resistance at high,
est reading. Dividing test rime, in seconds, by
15 will give you the approximate capacitance,
in Mierolarads, of the capacitor. If one pointer
has a tendency to waver toward the high read-
ing, then drop back down the scale. The capacitor

may be leaking, and further testing is indicated.
Be especially careful to RELEASE PUSH-
BUTTON before starting to disconnect test leads
from capacitors.- If you do not give the Vibro-
test discharge resistor an opportunity to dissi-
pate the stored potential in the capacitor,- you
may get a severe shock.

Transformers

Deenergize equipment. Disconnect the leads
from -both primary and secondary windings..
Tests can be. made of either the primary
secondary winding individually by connection of
the negative lead to an associated ground (case,
metal mounting, or man-made grOund), and
lead from the winding under test to the positive
lead. Following tests of each winding, it is a
good idea to test insulation resistance between
the windings themsclves. Connect one test lead
to the primary (either lead); and the second test
lead to the secondary. All of these tests, under
proper identifying labels, should be recorded on
a record card.-

If you have transformers with multiple-
voltage windings, the procedures .above should
be followed to test all windings tofgreund, and
each winding's resistance value to every other
winding.

Tests-ihould be made during clear, dry
weather. The temperature andreLltivehulidity
of ibe air and general atmospheric conditions
should be recorded at the time tests are being
made, if known. Test records should be. kept
since they show when trouble is developing as
a result of gradual or sudden deterioration of
the insulation or-because of local leakage. For
example, a40-megehm reading on the primary

73.282X
Figure 4- 7.- Testing insulators and switches.
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winding ci a transformer that has been testing
about 500 megoluns indicates trouble thatsbould

- be remedied. Low resistance values may re-- oil samples to be taken from the trans- -
former to determine whether or not the low
rims may be due" to deterioration Cl the oil:

PORTABLE OIL.TESTER

Let's assume that Your chief asks you to ver-
ify the condition of the oil in the. transformer.

. Now will you accomplish this task?
Figure 441 shows arepresentative anteater.

Adjustments ci the air-pp in the oil-testing
receptacle are made according to the specifics-
nom in the instruction -msumal. Your sample

. Oil is then added to theporcelain receptacle and
covered by the hinged safety guard. For a more
accurate reading, wait with air bubbles formed
when pouring oil disappear. Thainstrunient is
then plugged into_apower source and inmasing
voltage' applied until breakdown occurs via the
preset air-pp. .:Careini notation Cl the volt-
meter indiattica at the time Cl breakdown is
made. Three readings should be obtained.- If
tba.r.essitaat breakdown average isbelow 22,000
volt$, r_ eplacement of the oil is indicated. Nor-
malty, insulation breakdown- the 'oil beyond

42,000 volts is satisfactory, but breakdown above
26,000 volts is preferred.

WAVER CIRCUIT ANALYZER

A power circuit -or industrial analyzer .(fig.
4-9) is designed for alternatingcurrent only and
Should not be used on direct current.

The analyzer consists Cl' a voltmeter, am-
meter, wattmeter, power factor meteritwo cur-

- rent transformers, and the necessary switches
enclosed in one case to facilitate the testing of
three-phase, 3-wire loads.

Although the analyzer has been designed
primarily for three-phase, 3 -hire loads, it
can be used for measurements at single-phase
and polyphace circuits.

When testing other than a balanced three-
phase, 3-wire load, the indications of the power
factor meter should be disregarded.

Before connecting the analyzer, it is adiis-
able to set the voltage range changing switch
to the 600 volt range unless the voltage to be
measured is definitely imcnm to be suitable for
a lower range-.

ost.-resnas mrcvraa.e.

t`
1111111

tr.* -*".

73.283X
Figure 4-8.-35,000 volt portable oil tester.

One ampere flowing through the meter move-
ment will provide full-scale deflection. Larger
currents being measured must be reduced by
appropriate use of the current transformers or
additional shunts as required.

45
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o Figure 4-9.A.C. power circuit analyzer.

Connecting Analyzer to Circuits

All cables used for connections to source or
load should be of sufficient size to carry the
currents involved and connected securely to the
binding posts and the circuit terminals. Refer
to Table 310-13 (NEC) for information regard-
ing the allowable ampacities of insulated copper
conductors, for more data pertaining to cables.

BE SURE TO USE THE APPROPRIATE
CORRECTION FACTOR (bottom of Table 310-

' 13) wherever the ambient temperature exceeds
86° T. For example, if you plan to use THW
conductor, and the ambient temperature at your
station is 113° F., recogniZe that the current
carrying capacity of the size of wire you intend
to use will be reduced 18 percent and be

46

26:29x

equivalent to 82 percent of that listed in Table
310-13.

The most convenient place to make connec-
tions is at the fuse block, by using dummy fuses
with cables attached (fig. 4-10). The cables con-
nected to these dummy fuses may be connected
to the analyzer: When an-interruption to serv-
ice will be convenient, it is only necessary to
remove the goodfuses from-the cutout and insert
the dummy fuses with cables attached. CAU-
TION: .Discorined the circuit by opening the
main line switch before removing fuses and in-
serting dummy fuses. This may be done very
quickly. This method is only a suggestion and
may not always be practical. When using this
method be certain that the circuit-is protected

O
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VARIOUS TYPIIS'OF CV:1MT VOWS VOltialEASIIiik CURRANT
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26.31X
Figure 4-10.Various types of "dummy" fuses.

by other fuses or circuit breakers as these
dummy fuses remove the protection at that point.

Testing Single-Phase Loads

The diagrams of connections shown in fig-
ures 4-11, 4-12,- and 4-13 may be used for 2-
wire circuits.

Note in the figures mentioned above that a
connection is made on the analyzer from the C
to the A phase, to get as .great a deflection of
the wattmeter movement as possible.
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For single-phase, 3-wire circuits; the con-
nections are the same as the three- phase, 3-wire
connections.

Three -Phase 3-Wire Loads

Figure 4-14 and 4-15 show the connections
necessary for all three- phase, 3-wire- testing.
The readings of the wattmeter are correct re-
gardless of unbalance or power factor of the
load. The readings of the power factor meter
are correct for any current down to 1/5 of the
full scale valUe.

Three-Phase 4-Wire Loads

As mentioned' earlier, the analyzer. was de-
signed primarily for three-phase, 3-wire loads;
therefore, when three-phase, 4-wire loads are
to be analyzed certain limitations are to be
expected.

1. The power factor meter readings on
three-phase 4-wire loads should be disregarded.

2. The voltmeter readings will be "line -to-
neutral ", and "line-to-line". voltages depending
upon position of voltage-selector switch.

3. External current transformers Must AL-
WAYS be used. (See fig. 4-16.)

If the three-phase, 4-wire load is balanced,
with no current in the neutral wire, it may be
treated as outlined for a three -phase 3-wire
load the above limitations should be disre-
garded.

Regardless of the balance, each phase may
be treated as a single -phase load and tested
accordingly: External current transformers
should have the same ranges as the transform-
ers contained in the analyzer, that is, 125,25,
or 5 amperes.

Instrument Readings, Col.-
rections, and Connections

The readings of,the voltmeter (fig. 4-9), us-_
ing proper range and_ scale, represent the
following:

With switch at AB, the voltage from line A
to line. B.

With switch at BC, the voltage from line B
to lirie C.

With switch at AC1 the voltage from line A
to line C.

The wattmeter readings must be corrected by
the multiplying factors found on the wattmeter
scale.

li70
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SOURCE _ LOAD_

re

0
LINE

SAMPS 2SAMPS 125 PS 125-25 AMOS

PHASE A PHASES

0
MS AMPS 2SAMPS ;AMPS PHASE A PHASES

PHASE C

e r--. LOAD

ior (0( (or (or col

AsNGLE PHASE, 2 WIRE CIRCUIT, BOTH ELEMENTS OF WATTMETER IN SERIES. READ VOLTAGE AB, CURRENT A, APPLY THE WATTMETER MULTIPLIER AS

FOUND ON THE WATTMETER SCALE AND THEN DIVIDE BY 2. DISREGARD THE POWER FACTOR INDICATION.

SOURCE LOAD,

B

0 0
LINE

SAMPS 2SAMPS 125 MPS 125.2S- AMoS

PHASE A PHASE S

LOAD

125 AMPS 25AMPS SAMPS PHASE A PHASED

L.-m.7. PHASE C

[or 11°i 1°( 11°(
USING A SINGLE CURRENT TRANSFORMER AND WITH TWO CURRENT ELEMENTS IN SERIES, READ VOLTAGE AB AND CURRENT A USING 5 AMPERE SCALE

AND APPLYING TRANSFORMER MULTIPLIER. DIVIDE KILOWATT READING ON 5 AMPERE AND CORRESPONDING VOLTAGE SCALE BY 2 THEN APPLY

TRANSFORMER MULTIPLIER. DISREGARD POWER FACTOR INOICATION.

Figure 4- 11. Single- phase, 2-wire *cult connections.
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0 0 0

am.

o 0 0 0.1.

0

READ VOLTAGE MI USK 150 VOLT RANGE MD SCALE. MULTIPLY SY POTENTIAL

TRANSFORMER RATIO: CURRENT A USING 5 WERE SCALE MO APPLYING CURRENT

TRANSFORMER RATIO. READ AILOTIATTS ON SCALE CORRESPONDING TO 5 AMPERES
. MD ISO VOLTS THEN PINCE BY 2 MO MULTIPLY BY CURRENT AND POTENTIAL

TRANSFORMER RATIOS.

26.33X
Figure.4-12.Single-phise, 2-wire circuit
.using a current transformer and a potential
transformer.

When external potential transformers, are
used, as shown in figure 4-17 or 4-18, the
readings of the'voltmeter and wattmeter should
be multiplied by the potential transformer ratio
in addition to the above.

When currents to be measured are beyond the
range ct the internal current transformers, the
connections shown infigure 4-19 should be used.

The wattmeter readings must then be cor-
rected by the multiplying factors found on the
wattmeter scale and the external current and
potential transformer ratios.

Potential connections from lines A and C
are connected to the disconnect block binding
posts, with the block mounted with the binding
posts up.

WESTON MODEL 639 INDUSTRIAL
ANALYZER TYPE 3

The Weston Model 639 Industrial Analyzer
Type 3 can be used to measure the complete

load conditions of any three-phase our-wlie
system when used with proper current and po-
tential transforniers. twitches permit testing
ct 60- or 400-hertz power circuits. The power
factor meter,and wattmeter are combined into
one instrument and selection is made by another
switch.

49

Adapters

Adapters are available for use on single-
and three-phase, 3 -wire measurements and may
expedite testing procedure. These adapters in-
clude: Model 9815 Type 1 Adapter for three-
phase 3-iire. 200/100/50/5-ampere operation;
Model 9815 Type 2 Adapter for single-phase 2-
wire 100- ampere operation; and Model 9815
Type 3 Adapter for single-phase 2-wire 50-
ampere operation.

c.)

0

o00 0 boo b00
1110111M.011

READ VOLTAGE AB USING 150 VOLT SCALE AND RANGE, MULTIPLY

BY TRANSFORMER RATIO. READ KILOWATTS ON SCALE

CORRESPONDING TO 150 VOLTS AND CURRENT RANGE SELEC TED.

DIVIDE BY 2 AND MULTIPLY BY THE POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER

RATIO. READ CURRENT A USING SCALE CORRESPONDING
TO RANGE SELECTED.

0

26.34X
Figure 4-13.Single-phase, 2-wire circuitusing .

a Potential transformer and with current'
elements in series.
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Figure 4-14.Three-phase, 3-wire circuit hookups.
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READ VOLTAGE ACROSS PHASE AS DESIRED. USE 159 VOLT RANGE AND APPLY

POTES11AL TRANSFORMER RATIO. READ AMMETER IN ANY PHASE DIRECT

FOP RANGE SELECTED. READ WATTMETER SCALE. USE MULTIPLYING FACTOR

;OR CURRENT AND POTENTIAL RANGES SELECTEO. THEN MULTIPLY BY

20TPTIAL TRANSFORMER RATIO.

26.36X
Figure 4-15.Threet-phase, 3-wire circuit with

two' potential transformers.

Precautions

You shculd remember the following precau-
tions when using the analyzers..

1. Always set switches to the prOper settings
and ranges before connecting the instrument.

2. Always connect the load leads to the same
current on all three phases of the instrument
and to a high enough- range so that the current
inciicatid will,be belay/ the full scale deflection
of the ammeter.

3. NEVER USE THESE INSTRUMENTS
FOR D.C. MEASUREMENTS.
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26.37X

Figure 4-16.Three-phase 4-wire circuit
having identical transformers.

T.* POTENTIAL TRANSFORvERS 4AvviG :11 V3LT SECOuDARi ES. CONNE: "3?
NEUViAL LAES 'A* AID T' TK CURRENT TRANSRMERSOF S:l'ArstE
tuvriG 5 AI PERE SECONJARIES.

26.38X
Figure 4 -17. Three - phase, 4-wire circuit with

two potential transformers.
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MULTIAMP TESTER (MS-1A)
A

In a later chapter you will learn the impor-
tance of maintaining circuit breakers, relays,
controllers and other 'protective devices in- a
proper condition. How do we know whether or
not these devices will perform as designedto
trip at rated value? gc

ThepOrtable device described he're has as Its
main function exactly, these purposesto check
protective devices. It checks most types of pro-,
tective relays as well as small circuit breakers,
fuses, and insulation resistance.

The instrument test relays from 0.1 to 100
amperes and circuit breakers up to 100 ampere
capacity, measuring accurately the time-current
chatacteristics of these devices with a syn-
chronou's electronically actuated timer.

W

cc

0
C

+

04
0

0 0 0=1,
.1111. 1.=1

0 0

O POTENTIAL DIRECT CONNECTED. THREE CURRENT TRANSFORMERS OF SUITABLE

O RANGE HAVING 5 AMPERE SECONDARIES DELTA CONNECTED.

00 0 000 0 0 0

000

TIO POTENTIAL TRANSFO RVERS 0 F BJITABLE RANGE HAVING

115 VOLT SECONDARIES MN ECTED FRG(V NEUTRAL TO LINES

'A' AND 'V. THREE CURRENT TRANSFORMERS OF SUITABLE

RANGE HAVING 5 AMPERE SECONDARIESSONNECTE0 IN DELTA.

26.40X
Figure 4-18.Three-phase, 4-wire circuit con-

nected to three current transformers.

26.39X
Figure 4 -19.- Three - phase, 4-wire circuit with

potential directly connected.

The MultiAmp (MS-1A) instrument (fig. 4-20)
is used primarily in Public Works Installations.
Testing is rapid. It takes but a feiv minutes
know your equipment is properly protected.

The instrument can be used to check the
overload heaters of small motors. Refer to
manufacturer's data sheets or Allowance Parts
Lists for the tripping time characteristics for
the particular overload heater. After setting
the Current Adjust lamb to that current which
is supposed to trip the device and noting on the
Timer the time it takes for the device to trip, a
comparison is made with the manufacturer's
specifications. Obviously, any results beyond
the. specified limits will indicate a defective re-
lay which should be replaced or, if adjustable,
reset to meet the specifications.

Use of this instrument will expedite. deter-
mination of relay malfunctions or circuit faults.
Assured of relay accuracy, after testing, you
know the -cause of difficulty (if the relay keeps
tripping) lies within the circuitry other than the
relay and must be sought there.
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11C

tootle

26.224X
Figure '4 -20. Multi -Amp model MS-lAtest set.

An accessory to the MS-1A tester, used for
insulation measurements,fitsintothe accessory
socket in the test lead compartment (fig. 4-20).
With it, insulation measurements from 2 to 1000
megohmswith ±5 percent accuracy can be made.

MODEL 259 VIBROGROUND
O

causinga current flow inthe measuring circuit.
This current tends to cancel the current in the
measuring circuit due to the voltage drop across
the ground resistance between the electrodes
connected to terminals X and 1. When,the cali-
brated potentiometer and range switch are ad-
justed so that the two currents exactly -cancel;
the galvanometer-will indicate balance byresting
in the zero position. The reading on-the cali-
brated dial of the potentiometer, multiplied by
the range switch setting; then gives the value of
the ground resistance of the point' under test.

Repretientative test setups are shown in fig--
ures 4-23 and 4-24.

NavFac 9Yi says that grounding shall be in
accordance with the National Electrical Code
published by the National Board of Fire Under-
writers and the National Electrical Safety Code
published by the U.S. Department of CommerSer
National Bureau of Standards, except that grounds
and grounding systems shall have a resistance
of solid earthground not exceeding the following
values:, ,

Electrical systems and specific electrical
equipment must be protected from 'damage or
destruction by voltages from other circuits, or
lightning. Manmade grounds provide this safety
feature. To provide maximum protection, these
grounds must be checked regularly.

Figure 4-21 shows the Vibroground, an instru-
ment specifically 6designed to check grounds
quickly and Accurately.

The Vibroground works on a null-balance \
principle. The basic circuit is indicated in
figure 4-22. The voltage drop developed 'by a
current flowing through the unknown ground
resistance is measured by comparing it to a
portion of the voltage drop developed:by that
same current flowing through a calibrated po-
tentiometer. The current flowing thiough the
calibrated potentiometer_causes a voltage drop
which is fed to the primary of the 'ratio trans-
former, inducing a voltage drop in the secondary
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O

0#4'
Ohms

Generating stations 1

Main substations, distribution sub-
stations, and switching stations on
primary distribution system . . 3

Metal enclosures of electrical and
electrically. operated equipment and
cable sheaths of connecting cables.'

Systems to which portable electrical
utilization equipment or appli-
ances. are connected 3

Secondary distribution systems
(neutral), noncurrent carrying
metal parts associated with dis-
tribution systems, and enclosures
of electrical equipment not nor-
mally within reach of other than
authorized and qualified electrical
operating and maintenance

',personnel 10

Individual transformer and lightning
arrester grounds on a distribu-
tion system 10

Equipment noi\dovered above 4 10
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® BALANCE MEIER
EASILY-READ MEM SNOWS BALANCE
POINT FOR TARING READINGS. ARROWS
*OWE DIRECTION 00TENTiONEFER
IC) SNOuLO NE TONED TO (MAIN
BALANCED NEEDLE.

© RANGE SE LECTOR

® GROUND CONNECTIONS
TERNINat. X IS auvILFs CONNECTED TO
GROUND TO OE TESTED TERNMALS ANO?
ARE REFERENCE orlowOs.

© BALANCING POTENTIOMETER
GIVES TRUE GROUND RES.STANCE
Ammo TO 0 t OKI TIMES RANGE
MULTIPLIER

Figure 4-21.V1brogrqpnd test set.

OPERATING LEVER SWITCH
PRESSED uoNtAlto.iT ENERGIZES
INSTRUMENT AT ACOUCCOSERSOnat,
MS= 00*0.04vES MAXIMUM
SENSITIVITY FOR FINAL aojusoacto

SROf RSINOAL INCE FIWINNIPPTREOTTEITI rttN :foto

moo' ACIAiNSTE,NO ACCIOENTAU.T
LEFT ON BETWEEN mrAstoomNYs

1.55(26D)AX
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GALVANOMETER. -
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41.

CAPACITOR'
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BATTERY
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Figure 4-22.Basic Vibroground circuit.
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GROUND
UNDER

TEST

REFERENCE
GROUNDS

10'

-26.227X
Figure 4-23.Vibroground test setupfor check-

ing the resistance to earth of a driven trans-
former ground.

Where practicable, electrically continuous
metallic burled water piping shall be utilized
for grounding electrodes, Artifical grounding
electrodes, where required, shall be the sec-
tional type driven ground rods of cone-pointed
copper-encased steelor solid copper. Approved
copper-alloy clamps shall be brazed to the upper
end of ground rods, and ground wires securely
attached thereto by means of a bolted connec-
tion.. Each ground rod shall be die-stamped
near the top with the name or trademark of the
manufacturer and the length of the rod in feet.
Ground"-rods shall be driven to a depth of not
less than 8 feet and shall have diameters suf-
ficient to permit driving to.the necessary depth
without being damaged. In no case, however,
shall they be less than 5/8 inch in diameter.

SERVIVAR ELECTRICAL TESTER

The Servivar Electrical Tester is a multi-
purpose electrical instrument designed for re-
sistance, and alternating current and voltage
measurements. It is a portable, battery-
operated unit consisting of the basic indicator
instrument (fig. 4-25), an attachable "Snap-
Around" probe. for measuring a.c. currents
(fig. 4-26) and a "Line Splitter" (fig. 4-27).
- Only one scale on the instrument is' visible

to the user at any given time. This eliminates
or reduces confusion and erroneous readings
so common to multiple scale instruments. The
scales are color coded so that the user can
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26.228X
Figure -4-24.Vibroground' test setup when

there is a well established low resistance
reference ground.

quickly recognize whether he' is on the a.c.
current scale, a.c. volt scale, or the ohm scale.

Special circuitry (not shown) prevents damage
to the meter when voltage is applied inadvert-
ently to the instrument when it is on the ohm
scale. This is accomplished without the uses of
fuses, circuit breakers, or other devices that
would have to be replaced or reset.

Principles of Operation .

The a.c. current to be measured is inter-
cepted from the condUctor in which it is flowing
by transformer action in the magnetic path that
constitutes the "Snap-Around" probe. A pickoff
coil located inside the probe and around the mag-
netic path surrounding the reference conductor
supplies voltage to a full-wave bridge through a
resistance network. This' voita&e varies in
magnitude in direct proportion to the current that
is being, measured.

Probe

The probe has be
cramped electrical
individual conducto
without the need t
ductorq. It oper
device that acce

-diameter, rather
type jaw that req

The probes ar
dicators so that
permanently ins

et

1 i 7 8

n designed to enter into
xes-and to snap around an
in a mass of conductors
reposition the other con-

es as a true "Snap-Around"
wires up to 0.5 inch outer

han a cumbersome scissors
res maximum clearance.
interchangeable with all in-

dditional probes may be left
led in inaccessible locations.
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4

. .

a

Figure 4-25.Servivar electrical tester. .
The "Snap Around" probe features easy thumb

contralto? quickopening. Retraction is a simple
operation. ?direly slide thumb knob back and
hold at desired clearance. (See fig. 4-26.) To
close, release gently, encircling the wire whose
current is to be determined.
Line 3p itter

VAsry:pu Imo'', in measuring a.ct. current; it is
Mandatory that only one conductor be encircled...

26.231X
Figure 4-26.Snap-arotind probe.

4
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26.230X

It may not be convenient or possible to split
the conductors in a two conductor cable so that
a current measurement can be made. The line
splitter automatically, performs this function.

26.232X
Figure 4-27.Line splitter.

is '
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VOLTAGE TESTER

The sotrnold type voltage tester is the most
frequently used troubleshooting instrument.
Every electrician should understand the use and
care of this important tool.

The voltage tester (fig. 4-28) is encased in an
insulated housing and can be held" in the hand
when circuit testing. It has two test probes con-
nected to the meter movements by flexible leads.
Inside the housing is a solenoid, a coil having a
movable core. When the test probes are placed
across terminals having a difference of potential
(voltage), current flows in the coil. This re-
sultant current flow, which is dependent upon
the amount of difference in potential, sets up a
magnetic field surrounding the coil. This mag-
netic field will pull the movable core into the
coil. This magnetic pull workiagainst a return

. spring.. The movable core has a pointer attached,
which Is read against a calibrated scale on the
face of the housing. As you gain experience in
the art ct troubleshooting, you will find the
voltage tester an indispensable tool if used
properly.

73.32(778)
Figure 4-28.Voltage tester.

OTHER DEVICES
S-31

There are various other devices used to
measure electrical properties and for meas-uring the speed of electrical equipment. The
amount of output of rotating electrical equip-
ment usually varies directly with thg speed.
Measurement of rotation spcod will therefore
be one means of measuring and indicating out-
put. Let's examine some instruments usingthis
technique.

PHASE SEQUENCE INDICATORS

The PHASE SEQUENCE INDICATOR is a
device used to compare the phase rotation of an
in-coming alternator operated in parallel with an
alternator already on the line; or to determine
the phase rotation of equipment being put into
use for the first time.

The makeup of a phase sequence indicator is
at follows. A tiny three-phase incluctioti'motor
is equipped with three leads, labeled A, B, and
C as shown infigure 4-29. The insulating hoods
over the clips are of different colors: red for A,
white for B, and blue for C.

The rotor in the instrument can be observed
through the three PORTS as it turns, so that you
can note the direction in which it rotates. The
rotor can be started by means of a momentary
contact switch; it stops again when you release
the switch.

Phase sequence is the sequence or order in
which the three voltages of a three-phase sys-
tem appear. When an incoming alternator is cut
in with a loadside alternator already in opera-
tion, connections must be made so that the phase
sequence of the two will be the same.

Figure 4-30 illustrates the procedure for
ensuring this with a phase sequence indicator.
Connect indicator terminal A to Xl, B to Yl,
and C to ZI, press the contact switch, and note
the direction of rotation of the, rotor.

Now move the A terminal to X, the B to
and the C to Z, and again press the switch. If the
rotor turns in the same direction as before, the
pixa,se rotation is the same and the connection
can be :nade X to Xl, Y to Yl, anc: Z to Zl. If
the rotor turns in the opposite direction, trans-
pose the connections of any two of the incoming
alternator leads before making the connection..

It is not absolutely necessary that A be con-
nected to the left-hand terminal, B to the center
terminal, and C to the right-hand terminal. This
is a practical method, however,used to avoid the

57 1
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73.52
Figure 4-29.Phase-sequence meter.

danger of confusing the leads. The important
thing is to ensure that the phase sequenceindi-
cator that was used on X1 be brought down to X,
the one used on Y1 to Y, and the one used on Z-1
to Z. Reversing any two of the- leads will re-
verse the direction of rotation of the rotor.

SYNCHROSCOPES

The SYNCHROSCOPE is essentially a vower
factor meter connected so as to measure phase
relation between generator voltage and bus bar
voltage when an additional generator is being put
on the line.

INCOMING
ALTERNATOR

LOADSIDE- Y1 -Z1

ALTERNATOR
ALREADY IN
OPERATION

73.53
Figure 4- 30. Diagram for checking

phase sequence.
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Later in this-manual you will find that, when
two alternators are to be -operated in parallel,
phase sequence, voltage, and frequency must be
the same for the incoming alternator ad the
energized bus bars. The generator frequency
must be practically constant, and the generator
and bus bar voltage in phase.

Bringing this condition about is galled "syn-
chronizing" the alternator.- This is commonly
done by an arrangement of lamps described in a
later chapter. However, the use of a synchro-
scope is more accurate.

With a synchroscope you determine (1) if the
frequency of the alternators is the same or
different, (2) if frequency is constant for an
appreciable time, and (3) whether or not bus
bar voltages of both generators are in phase
that is, whether they reach maximum value at
the same time.

Figure 4-31A shows the dial of a synchro-
scope, figure 4-31B a wiring diagram of the
instrument. Coils A and B are connected to the
incoming generator through a potential trans-
former. Coil C is connected to the bus line.
One pointer holds a fixed position at the top of
the dial as shown in figire 4-31. The mooring
element is attached to the second, movable
pointer. If the frequencies are the same,_this
pointer takes a fixed position. With any slight
variation in frequency, however, it Will begin to
traveltoward SLOW if the incoming generator
is slow, toward FAST if it is fast. The amount
of difference in frequency is indicated by the
speed. of travel.

You synchronize by adjusting the speed of
the incoming generator, in accordance withwhat
you read, until you bring the movable pointer
even with the stationary pointer.

REVOLUTION COUNTER OR
TACHOMETER

To determine the speed ci a revolving shift
You use a FtEVOLUTION COUNTER or TACHOM-
ETER; &tachometer gives a direct reading on
the dial of the' number of revolutions per minute
(r.p.m.) the shaft is turning. On some types no
timing is necessary, and any variations in shaft
speed are reflected in the movement of the
pointer. On some equipment a tachometer can be
used in place of a frequency meter.

There are several types of tachometers or
indicators that can be used for indicating shaft
speeds from remote positions, such as:

C
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TO RUNNING
ALTERNATOR

TO INCOMING
ALTERNATOR

73.54:.55
Figure 4-31.-Dial face and wiring diagram

of a- synchroscope.

1. A d.c. generator type, with a voltmeter
indicator.

2. An a.c. generator type, containing a trans-
former and a rectifier-type ax. voltmeter.

3. A three-phase a.c. generator type,with an
indicator using a synchronous motor operating
a magnetic-drag assembly.

The first two types are usually switchboard-
mounted, although the d.c. type with. voltmeter
indicator can be a portable instrument: The third
type is attached to the rotor of the synchronous
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motor. The rotating magnets produce a torque
proportionate to shaft speed to drive the pointer.

For a switchboard-mounted instrument the
.operating principle is somewhat different. In the
d.c. generator, type, the generator is driven from
the shaftwhose rpm istobe measured. Because
generator output voltage is proportional to speed,
the voltmeter is simply calibrated' to revolu-
tions per minute instead of volts.

The a.c. generator type is frequency-sensitive
rather than voltage-sensitive. The transformer
output is proportional to the =frequency of the
applied voltage, bUttheIrequency is also pro-
portional to the speed-of the generator.

.Some Wes of a.c. tachometer equipment,
used principally to measure low speeds, may
consist of the a.c. generator and the rectifier-
type voltmeter. Over the rated speed range,
-voltage output is directly proportional to speed,
and the instrument dial may be calibrated in
any units.relited to speed, such as revolutions
per minute or feet per minute.

COMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Various testing instruments are used to check

out communication circuits and equipment. In
this portion of the chapter, we will discuss ap-
plitations rf the portable WHEATSTONE
BRIDGE, the CABLE REPAIRMAN's test set,
telephone test set AN/PTM- 5, and a cable tester.

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE

The Wheatstone bridge (fig. 4-32) may be
used to measure the resistance of a pair of
wires in a telephone cable, or to locate .the dis-
tance to a fault (ground) in the cable by either of
two methods, the Varlet' (Var) loop test or the
Murray (blur) loop test.

Preoperational Test
Place the instrument on a level surface as

near as possible to the test point and follow the
preoperational test procedure indicated in the
manufacturer's instruction manual.

Measurement of Unknown Resistances

Once the instrument accuracy has been veri-
fied, and the resistance of a loop or other re-
sistance is to be determined, measurement can
be easily made by referring to table 4-1 and
setting the MULTIPLY BY dial to that setting
closest to the estimated value of the unknown
resistance.
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I MULTIPLY BYi
DIAL

GROUND
BINDING
POST

RA

BINDING .
POST

SWITCH

I RES-VAR-MUR I
SWITCH

THOUSANDS
DECADE DIAL

BINDING
POSTS

HUNDREDS
DECADE
DIAL

UNE
BINDING
POSTS BINDING

POSTS

ZEROING
KNOB

POINTER
LOCK

GALVANOMETER
GALVANOMETER
SCREW .

GA SENS

SWITCHES

Figure 4-32.Wheatstone Bridge operating controls.

If the resistance .of a loop is to be determined,
disconnect all equipment from the near end of
the loop and connect one wire of the loop to the
binding post Xi and the other wire to line bind-
ing post X2 (fig. 4-33). Be sure that the wires
connected lo the test set are clean and firmly
secured to the binding posts. Have all equip-
ment disconnected-from the far -end of the loop
and a shortplaced across the circuit at that end.

Tithe resistance of an electrical component is
to be measured, connect the component across
line binding posts X1 and X2.

The bridge is balanced and the test procedure
complete when the-GA SENS switches (fig. 4-32)
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26.43.2

SWITCH

UNITS
DECADE
DIAL

TENS
DECADE
DIAL

are pressed in proper sequence and the pointer
on the galvanometer does not move. in either
direction. Resistance is determined by sum-
ming up the decade dial settings and multiply-
ing that result by the setting of the MULTIPLY
BY dial.

REGULAR VARLEY LOOP TEST

The regular Varley. loop test (fig. 4-34) is
used to locate a ground in a high-resistance
loop when the unbalance (difference in resist-
ance between the faulty and good wires) does not
exceed 1 ohm. The regular Varley method
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Table 4-1.MULTIPLY BY dial setting when
measuring resistance.

ESTIMATED RESISTANCE MULTIPLY BY
(ohms) dial setting

Below 10

10 to 1000

100 to 1000

1

1000

1
100

Used in Varley tests

Used hi Varley tests,

1000 to 10,000

10,000 to 100,000

100,000 to 1,000.000

10

9

NTIT
SIT . x0

-. .26.45
Figure 4-34.Connections for ground location,

regular Varley and Murray loop tests.

(2) The equation used to determine the re-
sistance from test point to fault (Xa) equals:

rBARX -
A +a B

where ; equals R + Rb (loop resistance)
(3) The equation used to determine resist-1 ance from far end to fault exb equals:

4

1

10
1

100

73.340
requires the use of one good wire between the
test point and the far end of the circuit.

Location at the ground can be achieved using
the following formulae, all of which are derived
from the original Wheatstone Bridge. (Refer to
the Regular Varley Loop test circuit (fig. 4-35).)

(1) Basic-equation:

+ Rb) - BRg
Xb

A + B

where A = numerator of position of MUL-
TIPLY BY dial,

B = denominator of position of
MULTIPLY BY dial,

r = loop\ resistance as calculated in
previous paragraph, Measurement
of Unknori Resistance,

R = decade dial reading after
balancing,

R = resistance 'of good wire from test
point to far end,

Rb = resistance of faulty wire from test
point to far end.

26.44
Figure 4- 33. Connection for measurement of

loop resistance.

-20

26.46.1
Figure 4-35.Regular Varley loop test circuit,

simplified schematic diagram.
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THREE VARLEY TEST

This test has a definite advantage, especially
for central desk testing, over other types of
tests in that the resistance of the test cords and
the conductors themselves neither need to be
known nor allowed for in the calculations. Its"
chief drawback lies in 'the fact that a good pair
(two conductors or any resistance) are needed
in addition to the faulty conductor-and ground..

NOTE: Lead wires and conduCtors may be
of unequal resistance, because this method bat-
ances out their resistances.
- The test derives its name from the Varley
Lobp and from the fact that three such tests
must be made: HoWever, each is simple as
Shown in the diagrams and any tester who can
perform the simple Varley should achieve ac-
curate results here. (See fig. 4-36 (a), (b), and
(c).) The three tests made are known as "Var-
ley 1", " Varlet' 2" and "Varley 3 ", using the
connections as shown in figure 4-36 (a), (b),
and (c).

Calling the rheoStat readings at balance
R1, R2, ,and R3 respectively, the basic' equa-
tions are:

A Rg Rg Xb Rg Rb
B R1 Rb R2 + Xa R3

From which may be obtained the working
equations:

Xa 2
A

x 112)
A + B

A
Xb ra

A + B x 012 R1)

Rb = Xa

A
A + B x (R3 -R1)'

e d to determine
the resistance
(Xa) between the
test point and the
fault:

used to determine
the resistance
(Xb) between the
fault.

to determine the re-
sistance (Rb) of
the full length -of
the faulty wire.

These symbols are identified in equation 3 under
Regular Varley, Loop Test. -

In using the three (3) Varley Test, MULTI-
PLY BY dial ranges 1/1, 1/4, or 1/9 are rec-
ommended. Once the range has been selected,

"VARLEY 1-"TEST

VARLEY I TEST BASIC EQUATION:

A Re

S + RI

X1

(b) "VARLET 2" TEST'

VARLET 2 TEST BASIC EQUATION:

A Re

IS X. + 13,

(R) "VARLEY 3" TEST

VARLEY 3 TEST BASIC EQUATION:

- A Re + Rb

R3

(41I MOOIFIEO"VARLEY I" TEST -'

NOTE: CONNECTIONS OF POSITIVE PORTION OF
BATTERY DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THE
THREE VARLET TESTS.

28.46.2
Figure 4-36.Simplified schematics and basic

equations for "Three Varley TeSts".
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it must be used on all. three tests to produce ac-
curate results. _ .

To determine the resistance to the fault to
tenths an ohm, the ratioA/B must be approxi-
irately' 1/10. The ratio 1/9 and 1/4. are con-
venient in some models, because their working
equations reduce, respectively, to the forms:

R2 - RI R3 R3 - R1
jb 10 9 Xa 10

,and
'lb 10

R2 R.1 R3 R2, R1Xb = , Xa = and Ftb at ,

When the tntalresistance of the loop is more
than about 1000 or 1100 ohms, it is impossible
to balance the bridge when using the 1110 or
1/9 MULTIPLY BY dial setting. It may then be
necessary to use A/B = 1. Then, if 'the good
wire icof lower resistance than the faulty wire
the bridge cannot be balanced in the "Parley 1"-
test. The good and bad wires, with their leads,
must be Interchanged as infigure 4-38 (d),while
mating the "Weep 1" test only. The working
evations under these conditions are:

>

R2 R3 Ft2. Rilcb a X -- and Rb
2 a 2 2

To avoid the need for interchanging the good
and bad conductors in the "Varley 1" test, ,a
small resistor may be connec_ted_between the
test set and the good cihctor. It 'is used dur-
ing, all three tests. Any reasonable value of
resistance may be used which is large enough
to make the resistance of the good condUctor
higher than that of the bad one. Its value need
not be Imola since itia automatically eliminated
by this method of test.

MURRAY LOOP TEST FOR
LOCATING=A GROUND

To use the Murray loop test for locating a
ground, a, good wire should be available (fig.
4-34) in addition to the grounded wire. A sim-
plified schematic is shown in figure 4-37. Re-
move all equipment from both ends of the circuit
and locate the fault usingthe manufacturer's in-

_ structions and.nither of the following methods:
(a) 'Direct computation, for solving da, the

distance from the test point to the fault, when
total mileage of loop is known.

d x L
a R + A'

26.46.3
Figure 4-37.Regular Murray loop test

for locating ground. .

where R equals the decade dial sum; t equals
the total loop distance in miles and A equals
the MULTIPLY BY dial reading (usually set at
M 10, M 100, or M 1000 for Murray Loop
,readings).

(b) Resistance-distance method 19 usedafter
the resistance Xa (from 'the test point to the
fault) has been determined using the formula

Rx r
R + A'

where R = total decade dial reading.
r = total loop resistance of the faulty

circuit
A = numerator of the position of MULTI-

PLY BY dial.
The result obtained from the above calculation
is then substituted in

Xa'd =a 772resistance per loop mile,

and should agree with the result calculated by
the direct computation method.

CABLE REPAIRMAN'S TEST SET

The cable repairman's test set, I-51 (fig. 4-
38) is used to pinpoint the location of cablefaults
after the approximate location of the fault has
been obtained by the use of the Wheatstone bridge
or some other method. The test set can be
used to locate shorts, grounds,, crosses, split
pairs, wet spots, and similar troubles in a cable.
IT CANNOT BE USED TO LOCATE OPEN CIR-
CUITS.

The test set- includes atone unit, an exploring
coil ,equipped with three sacks, and a telephone
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OUTPUT TONE TONE CIRCUITTERMINAL SWITCH UNIT T LABEL

BATTERY
COMPARTMENT

CARRYING
STRAP

sroFtaa.
GoMPARTMENT

TERMINAL
RECEIVER TELEPHONE

RECEIVER
PLUG

Figure 4-18.Cable repairman's test set 1-51.

receiver equipped with a cord and plug for con-
nection to the exploring coil' packs. The tone
unit has a switch for selecting steady or. inter-
rupted tone and a set of terminals for connecting
the. tone unit to the faulty conductors. These
units are housed in a carrying case. which is
provided with an adjustable carrying strap. The
inside of the carrying case.is divided into three
comparttnents: one for the tone unit, one for
the batteries, and one for storing the exploring
coil and the receiver. In addition to the compon-
ents supplied with the test set, it is necessary to
have 4 (BA-23) batteries tofurnish the required
6 volts, two alligator clips and approximately 10

,

4

64

E.AAR5;YI NG

EXPLORING
COI L

26.47

feet of two-conductor cable required to as-
semble the test cord. .

Operating Procedures
Before you use the test set study your in-

struction manual. Obtain information from the
Central office personnel on the type of cable
fault, the resistance of the faulty conductors,
and the approximate location of the fault.

Location of Grounds

Grounds are located by making connections
and setting controls as shown in figs. 4-39 and

1_i °7
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TICIPIONt *Katy.*

PLUG NO G
AND C TONI TONI

EXPLORING COIL UNIT SIVITCN

GROUNDID
CONDUCTOR

I .0 3
0 1

4
20

3

. CONDUCTOR
GROUND/0
ON CABLE
URA TN ,

LEAD CABLE Mil 34114Th

26.49
Figure 4-39.Connections for locating ground.

4-40. Note that regardless of how much4resist-
once exists between the point where the tone is
applied and the probable location ci the fault,
binding post 31s always used. Use binding posts
3 and 4 for cable faults having a resistance of
less than 100 ohms between those points and
binding posts 3 and 5 for those 100 ohms or more.

At the approximate location ci the fault, place
the telephone receiver in position over one ear
and hold the exploring coil parallel to the cable
as shown in figure 4-41. Be sure that the tele-
phone receiver plug is inserted into the G and C
ja.cksci the exploring coil (Fig. 4-39).

While listening with the receiver, .move the
exploring coil along the cable toward the fault
until the tone disappears or the volume of the
tone, is markedly decreased. This should be
the exact location ci the fault.

NOTE: In iiigh resistance faults, the tone
will not disappear when the fault is passed be-
cause cl a carryover effect of the line capaci-
tance. In sonic cases, the change in volume is

$100101
POSTS

alio
TUT
CORD

t

BATTIRT
COOP

1011CIT

None nation 11 Sion

11.. IFITCW POSSTIOR 1 FROMM IsTIRWPTIIII TONT.
SNITCH PossTION I PROvIell $11011 TONI,

I. CONstICT TO $01101 POST 401 101 RIIIRJ11110.
.

CAIRTING
CAST COVIR

AAAAA GI PACT FOR
T11.11 0W! If CCTV!
MO INC; COIL

C.AIRTING
CAST

exoftisc con. s39

CABLE

26.50
Figure 441.Position of exploring coil for

locating grounds, shorts, or split pairs.

so slight that an absolute location of the fault is
uncertain. In such cases place a chalk mark
at the approximate location, then transfer the
test set to the other end al the cable, and re-
peat the steps given above.

Location of Shorts

An insulation breakdown between the two
conductors of a pair which permits the two
wires to touch each other will cause a short
circuit. A short may also occur if moisture
enters the cable sheath and reduces the insula-
tion resistance between the two wires of the
pair to the point where the conductors cannot be
used efficiently.

In locating shortswith the cable repairman's
test set make connections as shown infig. 4-42.

At the approxiinate locAtion of the fault,
place the telephone receiver plug in position
over one ear and hold the exploring coil parallel
to the cable as shown,in figure 4-41 and 4-42.
Be sure that the telephone receiver plug' is

...,............

eximoRING con. 'Luc IN i 111"),YeR
A NO C . - --te 1.004 411T\_ N._ /

.

1.._... 1101110
PAIR

OS
10

I

CARL! TOO!
SWITCH

26:48 26.51
.Figure 4-40. Te st set, top view with cover open. Figure 4-42.Connections- for locating shorts.
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inserted in S and C jacks of the exploring coil.
(See fig. 4-42.)

While listening with the receiver, move the
exploring coil along the cable toward the fault.
The tone will decrease and increase in volume
as the coil is moved along the cable: This is
called the shOrt-circuited effect. When the coil
is moved over the fault, the tone will decrease
considerably in volume or disappear entirely.

NOTE: If uncertain of the exact Jocation,
transfer thetest set tothe other end& the cable
and repeat the steps given above.

Location of Crosses

'A cross is essentially the same as a short
except that the contact is between conductors
from two different pairs.

To locate crossed wires make connections
and hold exploring cables as shown in figures
4-43:and 4-44.

EXPLORING COIL

26.52
Figure 4-43.Position of exploring coil for lo-

cating crosses and wet spots.

RECEIVER

PLUG IN S AND C

WORT

TON! UNIT TONE SWITCH

!XpLORNIOcolL CROSS CONDUCTORS

I

26.53
Figure 4-44.Connections for locating crossed

wires.
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While listening with the receiver, move the
exploring coil along the cable toward the fault
until the tone fades out or is reduced consider-
ably in volume. The steady volume tone heard
while tracing crossed wires is known as the
crossed-wires effect. .;

NOTE: If uncertain of the exact location of
the fault, place a chalk mark at the approximate
location, then transfer the test set to the other
end of the cable and repeat the steps given
above.

Location of Split Pairs

A split pair is caused by splicing error in
which one wire of a pair is connected to one wire
of another pair. -

Make connections as shown in fig. 4-45 and
hold the exploring coil parallel to the cable as
shown in fig. 4-41 to locate a split pair.

TON! uNri DETiT DETECT _el
SNORT-CIRCUIT EFFECT CROSSED-HIRES EFFECT

SPLIT PA.
TONE SWITCH

26.54
Figure 4-45.Connections for locating split

' pairs.

While listening with the receiver, move the
exploring coil along the cable toward the fault.
The tone will increase and decrease in volume
(short-circuit effect) up to the location of the
fault and, thereafter, will be steady in volume
(crossed-wires effect). r -

To ensure accurate location of the fault, mark
the cable at' the location found above, and then
use the alternative method of locating split pairs
described below as a cheek. .

Alternative Method of Locating
Split Pairs

Connect the output terminals of the test set
to one wire of one of the split pair (strapped at
the far end of the cable). and to one wire of .the
other pair as shown in figure 4-46.

While listening with the receiver, move the
exploring coil along the cable toward the fault.
The tone will be steady in volume.(crossed-wire
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TONE UNIT

01
Soo,"

$

TONE--...TONE sNITCPI

CiraogitittiTtioTX:47y gTireri

. SPLIT AIR

26.55
Figure 4-46.Alternative conneatIcnii for

locating split pairs.

effect) until the fault is reached; thereafter the
tone will increase and decrease in volume (short-
circuit effect).

NOTE: It is possible to connect the test set
in such a manner that the short-circuit effect
will not be detected. If thikhappens, reconnect
one of. the test leads to the other wire of the
pair to which it is connected. The short-circuit
effect now should be heard as described above.

Location of Wet Spots

Norma Ity a wet spik.in a cable is caused by
an opening in the cable sheathIn aerial cable ,
this opening can be caused by squirrels chew-
pig on the cable 'sheath or by tree limbs, cable
rings, or cable lashing wire rubbing against the
sheath. In underground cables, an opening in
the sheath normally is caused by soil erosion
or electrolysis. When an opening appears in the
sheath, moisture, eventually enters the cable and
forms a combination of grounds, short circuits,
and crosses.

In locating wet spots with the test set, con-
nect the output terminals to each' group of
strapped wires (fig. 4-47) and set the tone
switch to position 1.

r"PLUG INS AND C

-4

VET SPOT
EXPLORING COIL

itecelven

TONE
TONE UNIT SNITCH

to
3

26.56
Figure 4-47.Connectionsfor locatingwet spots.
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Atthe approximate location of the fault, place
the telephone receiver in position over one ear
and hold the exploring coil at right angles to the
cable as shown in figure 4-43. Be sure that the
telephone receiver plug is inserted into the S
and C jacks of the exploring coil.

While listening with the receiver, move the
exploring coil ,along the cable toward the fault.
A steady tone will be heard up to the location of
the fault and, thereafter, the tone will either
decrease considerably in volume or disappear -
entirely.

To ensure accurate location of the fault, mark
the cable at the locationfound above, and use the
alternative method of locating wet spots de-
scribed below as a check.
Alternative Methods for
Locating Wet Spots

Strap together one group of:Wires which nave
a low resistance to ground.

Connect one output terminal of, the test set to
the cable sheath and the other to the strapped
group of wires. Leave the tone switch set to
position 1.

theapproximate location of the fault,
place the telephone receiver in position over
one ear and hold the exploring coil parallel to
the cable as shown in figure 4-41. Be sure that
the telephone receiver plug is inserted into the
G and C jacks of the exploring coil.

While listening with the receiver, move the
exploring coil along the cable toward the' fault
until the tone disappears or the volume of the
tone is markedly decreased,which indicates the
exact location of the fault.

Location of Burled Cable

It sometimes becomes necessary' to trace
the unknown path of a buried cable. When there
is trouble in a buried cable, much excavation
maybe avoided if the exact location of the cable
can be determined. Only the tracing methods di-
rectly applicable to buried cable are discussed
ia this section.

In conjunction with the cable repairman's,
test set 1-51, the folloWing items of equipment
are required for tracing buried cable.

Amplifier - - -BC -1388
.,Coil 24- or 26-irich diameter explor-

ingdnduction coil .

Receivars Two No. 716-D receivers
equipped with aWECo R2CF cord
and a WECo lla headband

Rods Two ground rods, GP-26

1190
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The exploring coil is not available as a stand- .

and item, but can be constructed locally as
follows:

Wind approximately .300 turns of No. 24-gage
double cotton-covered copper wire on a light
circular .frame with a diameter of 24 or 26
inches to make the coil: Then bring the twO'
ends of the windings-about 1/2 inch apart from
the side of the coil. Wrap a layer of rubber
tape and then a layer of friction tape in the re-
verse direction over the wound wire, bringing
the ends of the wire out of the coil between the
layer of the tapes. Terminate the ends of the
winding by soldering them to binding posts
mounted in a small insulating stri
of hard rubber inch by 2 1/2

sufficient stray current flowing to give an audi-
ble signal or tone in the receivers. U there is,
the tone volume rise gradually to a maxi-
mum as the conductor is approached, suddenly
fall to a low value when the, coil is directly over
the condictor, rise again to previous maximum
as the conductor it -passed, and then decrease

. slowly. If the exploring is done in the proximity
of a power line most of the tone heard may be
the result of induction from the line.
Tracing Conductor by Use of.
Test Set 1-51

___._L_tf her m uch disturbance from the
ever power line, or if the tone volume is inadequate,

the stray current method will not be effective.
Under such conditions the locating and tracing
of a cable can generally-be facilitated by using
Test Set 1-51 as a source of tracing current.
The test set is placed as far as possible from
the conductor at the point. of tracing. The set
may then be Connected in any one of three ways,
depending,on the distance. to be covered and the
accessibility of the conductor to be located. Re-
gardless of the method of construction, inter-
mittent tone should be used in the set`

When the conductor to be traced is relatively
short and is accessible at two points; as shown
in figures 4-49 and 4 -50 (one on each' side of the
area in question), it is advisable to connect the
set directly. The connection is made with insu-
lated wires which are attached to terminals 3
and 4 of the set, and are placed on the ground
in such a way that they will not parallel the

s will serve satisfactorily as the strip.
Apply t7O coats .of asphalt paint to the entire
coil. Then fasten the terminal strip to .the in-
side at the completed coil:

In an emergency any fine-gage insulated
e wound into a coil about 2 feet in diameter
be used in place of the cell described above.

'der some conditions, the pickup of the ex-
plor coil will be sufficient to give a suitable
signal 'hen connected directly to the No. 716-D
receivers. If the signal is not strong enough to
permit tr ing, an amplifier, such as the BC-
1388, is c ected to the listening circuit. Fig-
ure 4-48 sows a schematic view of the ex-
ploring coil.

Stray Current Method of
Tracing Conducter\

cable or a conductor which is not readily ac-
cessible,

locating and tr.cing.,the path of a buried'

cessible, it is generally 'advisable first to at-
tempt to make a location by the stray current
method with the coil held \ in a horizontal posi-
tion. Walk across the approximate 'path of the
conductor to determine hetheE., there is

AMPLIFIER

".EXPLORING COIL

26.57
Figure 4-48.Exploring coil for tracing

buried cable.

TEST SET t-51-(

CURB
AERIAL CABLE

I UNOERGROUNO 01P

TROUBLE

40.

AERIAL CABLE CURB
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26.58
4- 49. Tracing buried cable conductor

with test set I-.51;-underground dip.
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CONDUCTOR

MANHOLE

TEST SET 1-51-( )

26.59
Figure 4-50.Tracing cable conductor inunder-

ground subsidiary with test set 1-51.

conductorin the area where the location is made.
Intermittent tone should be used.

When the conductor to be traced. is aOcessible
at one point and the approximate location is
knawn'at another 'point, the tracing current can
be applied as illustrated in figure 4-51. Install
the ground rod 5 to20 feetfrom the cable. 'Con-
nect the set to the conductor and rod as described

CURS

1

):ABLE

-I-t__
SUBSIDIARY OR SERVICE CONNECTION

I

26.60
Figure 4-51.Tracing accessible conductor with

test set 1-51 and one ground rod.

a

,

above, except thaf a number 3 bridging con-
netor maybe used to attach the lead to the

If the conductor to be traced is n cessi-
ble and the approximate I s known, in-
*all one ground r It a to the conductor (5 to

/ 20 feet), other ground about 50 feet froth
ground rod and in a line approximately

--'at right angles to the conductor (fig: 4-52). If
the approximate location cl the conductor is not
known, the separation between the rods should
be about 100feet. If a power line is in the vicinity:
of the conductor, place the rods on the power-
line side of the conductor. Drive the rods ap-
proximitely 2-1/2 feet into the earth;but where
the soil is loosely packed or contains many
small stones, drive the rods deeper, or move
them to another location where the soil condi-
tions are more favorable. If the separition be-
tween rods is not over 50 feet, make location
tests at a point not less than 100 feet from the
rods. Within this area a strong- tone will be
heard, but the location will not be reliable.
Where the separation is more than 50 feet, the
restricted area extendsabout 200 feet from the
conductors.

69
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26.61
Figure 4-p2.Tracing inaccessible conductor

with test set 1-51 and two ground rods.

Locating Conductors

To locate conductors, stand ct a point that is
believed to be near the cable or conductor (on
the side away from any power line if there is
one near by). Hold the exploring coil in a hori-
zontal position and rock it slowly around a
horizontal axis which is considered parallel to
the conductor, as shown in figure 4-53, until a
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BURIED CABLE OR
OTHER CONDUCTOR

26.62
Figure 4- 53. Getting general -

location of buried cable.

tone is heard. If no tone is heard, move to other
positions in the generalvicinity of the suspected
location of the cable, until a tone is heard. This
verifies the fact that you are in within 40 feet
(approximately) ci the cable. (See fig. 4-54.)

VARIATION IN TONE VOLUME WITH
DISTANCE FROM CONDUCTOR

COIL VERTICAL
AND PARALLEL COIL 4

mOdWOgiiihk%ft

TO CABLE HORIZONTAL

30 0 30 20 10 I 10 20 30 40 SO

BURIED CABLE OR
OTHER CONDUCTOR

OISTANCE FROM CONDUCTOR IN FEET

26.233
Figure 4-54.Tone volume versus position of

coil and distance from cable.
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F/#
After this general location ct the. conductor

has been determined, the following procedure
is used to determine the exact location. -Start-
ing at the point where the tone is first heard
and with the coil held .in a horizontal position,
the volume ct the tone heard will rise gradually
to a maximum as the conductor is approached
(fig. 4-54), suddenly,fall to a low value when the
coil is directly over the buriedconductor, rise
again to the previous maximum as the conductor
is passed, and then decrease slowly.

A further check on the direction of the cable
run can then be made by holding the exploring
coil in a vertical position and then rotating" the
coil around its vertical axis. When the tone is
at a minimum, the plane of the coil is perpendic-
ular fo the conductor. When the tone is at a
maximum, the plane of the coil is parallel to
the conductor. -

A check may be made by holding the coil in
a vertical position, with the plane d the coil
parallel to the conductor, and again walk across
the conductor. The tone volume will rise as the
conductor is approached, reach a Maximum di-
rectly over the conductor, and then decrease as
the conductor is passed (fig. 4-54).

TELEPHONE TEST SET AN/PTM-5
0

Telephone test set AN/PTM-5 (fig. 4-55) is
a portable, lightweight, battery operated cable
splicer's test set that will detect and amplify
weak tone signals. The test set is used to iden-
tify single leads or pairs in a cable without
breaking the individual conductor insulation. It
can be used with either a test probe or an eX-
ploring coil.

The instrument consists of an AUDIOFRE-
QUENCY AMPLIFIER, ELECTRICAL ASSEM-
BLY, HEADSET, belt clip, carrying strap, case,
and associated spare parts (fig. 4-55).

Additional Equipment Required

The following equipment is not supplied as
part of the AN/PTM-5, but is required for all
types" of operation of the test set.

(1) One battery BA-261/U (22-1/2 volts).
(2) Two batteries BA-58 or one battery

BA-272/U (1-1/2 volts).
(3) An audio oscillator with an output fre-

quency of approximately 500 hertz is re-
quired as a tone. source.

When the test is usedwith in exploring coil
(such as SigC stock no. 3F4316.2), the following
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Figure 4 -55. Telephone test set AN /PTM -5.

additional equipment is required to connect the
exploring coil to the test set.

(1) Cord (Sig C stock No. 3E8000-72:2).
(2) Plug (Federal stock No. 5935-192-4774).

Audialrequency Amplifier AM -984/U

The AM-984/U (ampiifier) is contained in a
gray metal box. Operating controls (fig. 4-56)
are mounted on the plastic frbnt panel. A belt
clip can be secured to th amplifier case by snap

-fasteners on each sided the amplifier case.
The operating controls and jacks (fig. 4-56) per-
form the following functions. The INPUT jack
connects a probe or exploiingcoil to the input of
the amplifier. TheREC (receive) jack connects
the amplifier output to the headset. The PROBE-
COIL switch, when turned to the PROBE posit-

. lion, connects the INPUT jack to the amplifier
through a high 'impedance network. When it is
in the COIL position, the INPUT jack is connected

71

CORO

73.284

4

to the amplifier through a low impedance net-
work. The VOL control adjusts the volume of

a

73.285
Figure 4-56.Amplifier, front view..
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the amplifier output from MINIMUM to MAXI-
MUM as it is adjusted from the range 0 to 100.

Electrical Cord Assembly CX-4158/U

The CX-4158/U (test probe) consists of two-
' conductor test cord terminated in a switchboard-

type at one end and a: test clip and the probe tool
at the other end. The probe tool consistiot a
bluht brass tip fastened to a fiber handle..

- Headset H-147/U

The H-147/U (test receiver) consists of a
telephone receiver mounted on a headband. It is

°equipped with a two-conductor cord terminated
on a switchboard-type plug.

Operation

Connect a tone source to the cable in one of
the three arrangements_ below, as applicable.

LQCAL CABLE OR CABLE NOT IN USE.-
-Connect the tone source between one wire or a
pair and ground (cable sheath) (fig. 4-57A).

PAIRED TOLL CABLE.Connect the tone
source between the wires of a pair (fig. 4-57B).

QUADDED CABLE.Strap the two wires to
each pair in the quad together and connect the
tone source between the twwstrapped pairs
(fig. 4-57C). )

If a section of the sheath has been removed
from the chble, bond the two ends of the cable

ceowieures ram mote Tea cute
STAMM* MOP

STRAMI. pa,
C. COIMCC?0411 POtt SWSSLS ?Ott CIS 4.0

73.286'
Figure 4 -57. Tone source connections.
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73.287X
Figure 4 -58. TELA CABLE Model 262.

sheath together to prevent interference in the
amplifier. Place the probe tip on the cable
pairs at a right angle to the cable. DO NOT
TOUCH THE PROBE TIP WITH THE FINGERS,
AND DO NOT ALLOW THE TIP TO MAKE
CONTACT WITH THE METALLIC CONDUC-
TOR.

Move the probe tip around the outside it the
cable pairs to determine whether the wire to be
located is in the outside layer. If the wire is in
the' utside layer, a loud tone should be heard.
If no tone is heard, push the probe tip into the
cable at various point's until the loudest tone is
heard. Then separate. the pairs and test them
individually.

TELA CABLE Model 262
Tela Cable Mode1262 (fig. 4-58) is nportable

instrument which identifies cables and detects
grounds, shorts and defects very quickly and
simply. One advantage this'instrument affords
is that testing is accomplished by using one man
rather than the time-tested method of using two
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73.288X
Figure 4-59.Test probe.

C,
men with an elaborate procedure of rommunica-
ticks between the two.
Theinstrament sends out pulsating signals

which are received by a test probe (fig. 4-59).
The number cepulres seen visually identify each
wire oto cable when appropriate hoolcup is made.
Figure4-60 illustrateshow as many as 30wires

73.289X
Figure 4-60.Checking 30,wires with

TELA CABLE.

or cables can be checked using only the ten
binding posts on the instrument.

The procedure for using the instrument is
simple. Connect the test lead from the termi-
nal marked COM on the instrument panel to one
of the: following: conduit, metal raceway, shield
wrapped around cable; or any other grounded
equipment in the vicinity. Connect wires to be
tested to binding posts 1 through 10.

Check for Grounds

-t-"I`o check for grounds, turn the IDENTIFY--
OFF-SHORTED switch (fig. 4-58) to position
marked SHORTED. This turns the instrument
en. Rotate the CABLE SELECTOR switch
through positional to 10.

If a GROUND is present, the indicating light
will come on immediately and stay lighted. The
position ct the CABLE SELECTOR switch will
identify what circuit or wire has the GROUND.
If the instrument light flashea.on and off, this
indicates that the signal has reached its point

. of termination and returned safely without being
shorted or grounded out.

Identifying Wires and'Cables

To identify wires and cables, turn the IDEN-
TIFY- OFF - SHORTED switch tp IDENTIFY with
the wires stillcamected to the instrument. This
removes the CABLE SELECTOR switch from
the ciicuitry. Go. to the points where the wire
is terminated. The small test lighfurnished
(fig. 4-61) has two leads. Ground ale lead to the
metal raceway or equipment ground in. the vicin-
ity. Connect the other end of the light to the un-
identified wire. When appropriate hookup is
made, count the number of impulses being
emitted. It will correspond with the numbers at
the other end automatically. Mark or otherwise
identify your cable.

Wait for the short pause between cycles and
- then begin counting. NOTE: This instrument

must be used on dead circuits or cables only.
Be sure that all power is removed from the
cables to be checked before applying this
instrument.

CARE OF INSTRUMENTS

The instruments which have been described
are delicate precision instruments which must
be protected from damage causing erratic or
inaccurate readings. Replacements are not

..e43
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Remember that the information given in this
chapter is intended lo help you to use these in-
struments to advantage and care for:them

, 73.290X properlyNOT to enable you to adjustor repair
Figure 4-61.-Identifying wires and cables. them. The case of an electrical measuring in-

- stidment, -either switchboard-mounted or port-
ablei must never be opened except by a qualified

always available, and there is always delay repairman. Holever, you are responsible for
when an instrument must be. sent for shop over- proper handling and maintenance.

- ,-,

haul or repair. Even mire- hazardous is the
possibility that an instrument may be damaged,
so as to cause -inaccurate readings, without
anyone being aware of the fact.

The accuracy of a.c. instruments may be
affected both mechanically and electrically.
Mechanical factors include excessively high or
low temperature, moisture, corrosion, dirt,
vibration, shock, poor mechanical balance, and
bending or warping of pointer or scale. Elec-
trical factors include variations in voltage or
frequency, variation in power- factor, abnormal
;wave- forms, electrostatic deflections, and (par-
ticularly) overloading.

z
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CHAPTER 7

INTERIOR WIRING"

At any Navy base,the electrical system con-
sists of three parts: the power plant that sup-,,
plies the electrical- power, the distribution
system that carries the electrical from
the.generating station to the-various buildings,
andl. the interior wiring systems that; feed the
elecifical power tothe appliances and equipment
within a building.. ,

As defined here, interior Wiring begins at the,
. piiint where the distribution-systems service

leads are connected to the wiring from within
the building and extends through each circuit of
the building's interior wiring to the last fixture
installation.

The interior wiring system must meet two
essential requirements: it must be sale for per-
sonneland the appliances it serves,aiid,further,
must be capable of serving these appliances
properly for as long as necessary.

In this chapter,we will discuss your responsi-
bilities in meeting various code and specifica-
tion requirements and a variety of techniques to ,

install and repair interior wiring safely._

SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

AU Navy electricaliMstallations ashore must
conform to rigid standards and specifications.
What are these standards? What are these
specillcations,and where does one find out about-
them ? _

We learned in an earlier chapter the problems
that existed when draftsmen did notuse the same I,

symbols for representing certain items. This
lack of uniformity appliet to many different

ed cts and cents.man ufactur produ compo
Various engineering groups, committees;

standardization boards , and government agencies
have made and are stillinthe process of malting
tremendous contributions to standardization.
These specifications and standards might include
the physical aspects, sizes, ratings, tolerances,
test methods and evaluation techniques, identifi-
cation and packaging among other criterialocinu-

. merous to mention. The results achieved by rigid
standardization and specifications include econ-
omy' of production and substitution Capability.'
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Although various industry and government
agencies have developed many specifications and
standards, to a great extent the military' has
established its own MIL-STDs and MIL-SPECs,
which are frequently more rigid, so that the
components can work in severe environmental
and 'usage conditions.

NAVFAC -SPECIFICATIONS

CE's are required to follow the specifications
devised by the Naval Facilities Engineering Corn-
ma.nd when any work involving electrical ap-
paratus,distributing systems andwiring is con-
cerned. The latest guide in these areas is
NAVFAC 9Yi (ElectricalApparatus, Distributing
Systems, and Wiring, Feb. 1968). Refer to this
guide for any information regarding any installa-
tion or modification of electrical equipment.
Remember,that many specifications are altered
periodically and you must check to see that you
us_ e the most current.

It is important to remembei that MIL-STDs,
federal specifications and those standards and
specifications developed 'by the various commit-
tees boards and codes usually apply only to
specific components. NAVFAC_ specifications,
however,_ are_all-inclusive-ini advise you -of
those specifications (MIL -STD, federal, or
commercial) you must use for particular appli-
cations. For example, NavFac 9Yi refers fre-
quently to the National Electrical Code (NEC).

Incidentally, NAVFAC 42Y, which refers to
specifications to be used for electrical acces-
sories is also of importance to CE's.

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

The NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE (NEC)
is prepared and published every three years by
the National ,Fire Protection Association. Its
purpose is to safeguard personnel and buildings
and their contents fromhazards arising from the

0use of electricity.
How does this code minimize the dangers-

mentioned above? Briefly, the NEC describes:
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. a variety of wiring methods and materials,
techniques for wiring designand protec-

tion,
requirements of general and special equip-

ment,
special conditions and occupancy informa-

tion,, and
a variety of tables and examples for calcu-

lations.

This wealth of infoimation provides construction
electricians with a strictly -to-be -obse r ved guide
that experience has-shown will minimize elec-
trical hazards to personnel and buildings.

If there is edisparity between the National "
Electrical Code and NavFac 9Yi, NavFac 9Yi as-
sumes precedence*. Navy requirements will be
more rigid.

-Learn the organization-and contents of .the
NEC.- Such knowledge will pia-ye useful to you
throughout your career .as a ,Construction
Electrician. As you progress in rank, you may
be required to teach courses on its _contents.

CONDUCTORS

Electrical conductors generally consist of
drawn copper or-aluminum formed' into a wire.
They provide paths for the flow of electric cur-
rent and usually have insulating material (fig.
7-1) encasing the metal. The insulation'mate-
rial is provided to minimize short circuits and
for the protection of personnel. Atmospheric
conditions, voltage requirements, and environ-
mental and operating temperatures are factors
considered in the selection of the type of insu-
lating material.

SINGLE CONDUCTORS

A conductor may consist of a single solid
wire or combination of a number of solid wires
(stranded) which are not insulated from each
other and share in carrying the total current.
Stranded conductor has the advantage of being
more flexible than solid conductor, making it
more adaptable tor pulling through bends in
conduit.

ConductorS vary in diameter. Wire manu-
facturers have established a numerical system.
called the American Wire Gage (AWG) standard.
Table 8 of the NEC or page -127 of Basic
Electricity, NavPers 10086-B show how this
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BRAID BRAID

TIN ,

;at s, ,
COPPER WIRE

RUBBER

COPPER WIRE

RUBBER

RUBBER-COVERED

COTTON BRAID
STRANDED-

VARNISHED CAMBRIC

CAMBRIC-COVERED

COPPER WIRE COPPER WIRE

TWO LAYERS OF COTTON PLASTIC

IMPREGNATED WITH PARAFFIN

BELL PLASTIC-COVERED

73.301
Figure 7-1.Single conductors.

numerical system eliminates the necessity for
cumbersome circular rail or fractional inch
diameters when describing wire sizes. Notice
that the wire gage numbers increase froth- 1
through 18 as the diameter of the wire decreases.

The wire size most frequently used for in-!
terior, wiring is No. 12 AWG, used as a solid
conductor. Numbers 8 and 6 wires are normally
used for heavy power circuits or as service en-
trance leads to buildings.

The type of wire used to conduct current from
outlet boxes to sockets inthe lightingfixtures is
called "fixture" wire. It is usually size 16 or 18
AWG, stranded for flexibility.

CABLES

A cable is an-assembly of two or more con-
ductors insulated from each other with an addi-
tional insulating or protective shield formed or
wound around the group of conductors (fig. 7-2).
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laid in the interstices between the circuit con-
ductors, and under the outside braid. Newer
manufactured "Romex" cable is required to
have the ground wire. The ground wire,is used

'`to ensure the grounding of all metal boxes in the
circuit, and also furnishes the ground for the
grounded-type convenience -outletS .which are
prescribed by specification 9Yi for Navy installa-
tions. Nonmetallic sheathed cable may not be

NONMETALLIC used as service entrance cable, in garages, ih
SHEATHED CABLE....-- storage batter); monis, inibedded in poured con-

crete, or in any hazarclbus area.

RIMER'
COVERED WIRE

LEAD
SHEATHED CABLE

RIMIER
COVERED WIRES

MOSIER TAPE

RIMER
FILLER PAPER

LEAD

LEAD

-WIRE

UNINSULATED
WIRE

ARMOR
FARRIC

GALVANIZED STEEL TAPE

ASPHALT IMPREGNATED JUTE

ARMORED PARKWAY SERVICE ENTRANCE
CABLE CABLE

73.302
-Figure 7-2 .Multiconductor cables,

The ,individual color conductors are color coded
for 'proper identification.

Non-Metallic Sheathed Cable

This cable (fig. 7-2) is more commonly called
by the trade name "Romex." Older manufactured
cable consists of 2 or 3 conductors, insulated
with rubber or thermoplastic ,with paper or jute
insulation wound over the rubber ors_thermol
plastic, and an overall braid covering the com-
bined conductors. This type of cable comes
either with or without a bare (uninsulated)
ground wire. The ground wire, if included, is

Armored Cable

Aimored Cable (fig. 7-2) (commonly called
BX) is a combination of 1, 2, 3, or. 4, insulated
conductors with a wrap of paper over the con-
ductors and an outside coat of flexible gal-
vanized-steel' armor. The flexibility of the
armor makes BX easy to bend, and the armor
serves as a. continuous ground from outlet to
outlet. Unlike rigid conduit, BX cannot be
threaded, so a special, type of clamp con-
nector must be used to secure the Cable to metal
outlet boxes. _-

Armored dcable and nonmetallic sheathed
cable are used for temporary wiring in.
cations (such as in quonset huts) in which the
use of rigid conduit would be unfeasible.

Flexible Cord

A flexible cord is made up of two or more I
conductors, each insulated from the other, and
usually fine-stranded. Flexible cord is used I
for such purposes as the connection of portable
lamps, tools, and appliances; for elevator cables;
and for the connection of stationary 'equipment
in which connections,must be frequently inter-
changed. It must notbe used as a substitute for
fixed wiring; or run through , holes in walls,
ceilings, or floors; or run through doorways,
windows, or similar openings. It may not be
attached to building surfaces or concealed
behind building walls, ceilings, -Or floors.

Finally, flexible cord may be used only in
continuous .lengthsmeaning that splices or
taps,in it are forbidden.

INSULATION

'Electrical conductors are made with such var -
icu s kinds of insulation as rubber, thermoplastic,
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varnished cambric, paper, glass, sikasbestos(
and enamel. However, as a CE, you will be
concerned mainly with rubber, thermoplastic,
varnished cambric, and asbestos, in,that order
of frequency.

The NEC recommends insulations of various
kinds for use in dry,damp, and wet locations: A
dry location is one which may become only
temporarily subject to dampness or wetness.
A damp location requires moisture-resistant
insulation because it is subject to a moderate
degree of moisture. Underground installations,
those in concrete slabs, masonry, in direct
contact with the 'earth, or those areas subject to
saturation with water or other liquids are con-
sidered wet locations. Such locations require
either' rubber covered types (RHW or RUW),
thermoplastic (type TW, THW, THWN),, cross-
linked thermosetting polyethylene -(type
lead covered aluminum sheath (tYpe ALS),
mineral insulated-metal sheathed (type MI), or
a type approved for the purNse:'_Jie4iffer-ent-

-insulationsli-st6daboire have various maximum,
temperature ratings. Check the NEC to be sure
you are using the appropriate insulation, for the
location and temperatures in which the conduc-
tors will operate.

Type RH is a heat-resistant compound which
will stand higher temperatures thantype R. The
maximum temperature for RH is 167 °F. It is
used in dry locations.

Type RHW is a moisture-resistant rubber
Compound for use where the wire may be sub,
ject to wet conditions. The maximum tempera-
ture.rating is 167°F. RHW is used in buth wet
and dry locations.

Type RUH is a very high grade rubber com-
pound, Consisting of 90percent grainless rubber
known as Latex rubber. This type Is often used
for direct burial in 'dry locations. Maximum
temperature rating is 140°F.

Common grades of thermoplastic insulation
are type T, type TW, and type TA.

Type Tis suitable only for dry locations with
maximum temperature of 140°F.

Type TW is moisture resistant. Again maxi-
mum temperature rating is 140°F.

Type TA is a, thermoplastic- asbestos com-
pound which combines the characteristics of
Type T and type TW, and has a maximum
temperature rating of 194°F. Its use is re-
stricted to switchboard wiring.)

Thermoplastic insulationhas the advantages
of long life, toughness, and a dielectric strength
(that is, a capacity for insulating) equal to that

of rubber. It requires no protective coverings
over the insulation.

Varnished cambric insulation is, in most
respects, midway between rubber and paper in
insulating quality. It is more flexible than paper
but not as flexible as rubber. Its dielectric
strength is greater than that of rubber, btit not
as great as that of impregnated paper. Var-
nished cambric insulation is not adversely af-
fected by ordinary oils and greases. It is
made in two types: ``the "standard" with a
black finish, and the "heat-resisting" with a
yellow finish. It is used, on motor leads,
transformer leads,; and high-voltage cables.
Its use is restricted to dry locations.

Asbestos insulation has, as the name im-
plies, the highest .capacity for resisting heat.
Consequently, it is used for temperatures be-
yond the maximum BMUS-set foi other types of
insulation. HoWever, it is not Satisfactory for
damp or wet locations,and is limited to a maxi-
mum of 300 volts.

SIZE, NUMBER, AND AMPACITY

The wire size most frequently used for in-
terior wiring is No. 12 AWG, used as a solid
`copper conductor. Table 310-13 of NEC,
column 2, shows the llowable ampacity of a
single conductor in free air, No. 12AWGp (for
types RUW, T, and TW insulation) to be 25
amperes.. However, the minute that conductor
is not alone in free air, and is placed in a race-
way, cable or direct burial, you can see, by
referimg to Table 310-12, that its ampacity is
reduced to 20 amperes, provided that not more
than three conductors are in the raceway or
cable. What happens if more than three conduc-
tors are in the raceway conduit, or cable? The
following table indicates the reduced ampacities
for a variety of numbers of conductors in such
a situation.
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Number of
conductors

Percent of normal
current-carrying

capacity
a

4 to 6 80
7 to-24 70

25 to 42 60 ,
43 and over 50

Suppose, now ;that you have four to six No. 12
wires in a conduit. The allowable '''current.:
carrying capacity would be only 80 percent of
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"normal, ". or 16 amps. To ensure a current-
carrying capacity of 20 amps,you would have to
use No 10 wire,which has a "normal" current-
capacity of 30 amps, 80 percent of which is 24
amps.

NEUTRAL WIRE

-*To understand the purpose of a-neutral wire,
bear in mind that the path traveled by electricity
is always from source around the circuit and back
to source: As the current follows this path, it
energizes the fixtures and/or appliances that are
connected into the circuit. You can see, there-
fore, how essential it iso ensure current return.

Generally speaking, the fixtures can be' con-
sidered as resistances 'in series with the hot
wires. In a balanced circuit, one hot wire car-
ries the current to the load, while the other
carries it back to thesource.

The. neutral wire ensures current return in -

1 a:II...UNBALANCED circuit;-as shown in figure
7-3. Here there are two hot wires and a neutral.
There are three lamps connected across one hot
wire and the neutral, and five lamps connected
across the other hotwire and the neutral. 'These
lamps occasion a current.flow of approximately
1 ampere per ,lamp. It follows that the flow is
5 amps In one phase and 3 amps in the other-
meaning that the cficuit is unbalanced, with an-
unbalanced load of"5 minus 3, Or 2 ,amps.

If each phase carried only three lamps, the
circuit would be balanced. But because there
are,tivo extra lamps. in one phase, the neutral
`wire must pick uPYthe extra load and return it
to the source.

Why must the neutral have the same site as
the hot wires? In this case, with all the lamps
on, it must handle only 2 amps, whereas the hot
wire in phase B must handle 5 amps. Well, if
you think about it you will realize that if the
lamps in phase Awere all turned off,the neutral
would have to handle the fUll 5-amp return from
phase B.

A motor in a circuit usually, causes an
unbalanced circuit. A motor operating on 220
volts single-phase does not have a neutral wire
to aid the balance. Therefore, when a motor of
this type is connected across two phases, the
other phase should be given enough extra light-
ing load to balance the load as nearly as possible.
Perfect balance is possible in theory, but not
in actual practice.

With a 4-wire, system, one neutral wire can
be used for three circuits, provided the three

are connected to opposing phases. Never use
one neutral wire for two circuits connected to
the same phase.

The NEUTRAL, wire in a wiring system
must not d'e confised with the equipment groUnd
wire. The neutral wire should have white or
light grey insulation;, the equipment ground
wire, if insulated, will always have green in-
sulation. However, an equipment ground wire
may he uninsulated.

In-- a 4-wire system (fig.* 7-4), one of the
wires is always a neutral wire, but in a 3-
wire system there- may or may not be.a neutral
wire. In a 3-wire system you may have a
three-phase circuit (3 live or "hot" Wires), or
you may have a single phase circuit (2 hot
wires and a neutral).

INSTALLING THE SERVICE

-The term "service" me , in-geteraf, the
electrical system which bri s the power from
the pole or other point on th power line to the
point in the building from which it is to be dis-.
tributed to the building circuits.

The service for a. building consists of two
parts: thcservice, conductort, and the service
equipment. The service connectors are divided
into service "drop" conductors and service
"entrance" conductors. The service drop con-
ductors are those conductors which are run from
the pole to the building. The service entrance
conductors are those conductors which connect
the drop conductors at a point, outside the build-
ing and must be run in rigid conduit to the serv-
ice equipment inside the building according to
NayFad specification 9Yi.

The servke equipment consists of such de-
vices as circuithreakers, switches, fuses, and
their accessories, located near the-point of
entrance of the supply conductors to a building,
and constituting the, main contrdl and means of
cutoff for:the electrical supply to that building.

SERVICE DROP CONDUCTORS

Service drop conductors may consist of an,
approved multiconductor cable or they may be
qpen single conductors. In either, case they
must have thermoplastic, rubber, *other type
of weatherproof insulation, except that a
grounded conductor may be uninsulated if the
maximum voltage to ground of any conductor
does not exceed 300 volts. The current .\carrying
capacity of the service drop conductor must be
sufficient to ensure that ample current, for the
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Figure 7-3.Use of neutral wire in unbalanced circuit.
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Figure 7-4.Four-wire system.

prospective maximum load may be conducted
without a temperature rise high enough to dam-
age the insulation. Obviously, the c,qnductors-
must also have adequate mechanical strength.
The National Electrical Code specifies No. 8
awg wire as the minimum size, except that. in
special cases No. 12 may be used.

SERVICE ENTRANCE CONDUCTORS '

Service entrance 'conductors in the Navy
are single conductors run in rigid conduit;
in civilian construction they may consist' of an
approved type of -service entrance cable. Con-

', ductors also must have rubber or thermo-
plastic insulation, except that a grounded
conductor may be uninsulated if the maximum
voltage to ground of any conductor does not ex-
need 300 vOlts:*

The ,National Electrical Code specifies No. 6
awg wire as the minimum size conductor to be
used for service entrance, except that in special
cases and by specialpermission No.8 wire may
be used. For a Navy man, special permission
means that of higher authority. In civilian work,
(in most civilian communities the National
Electric Code has been incorporated into the'
building laws) it means that of the community's

. building inspectors.
Table 1 of NEC indicates the maximum

r 'number of conductors of agiven size to be used

73.14 L '

in rigid conduit for new work. Let's assume you
are going toithe No.6 wire with Type THWN in-
sulation. = Using three wires (the normal number
for service entrance) you see that you can use
1 inch conduit. The conduit must be continuous
from the weatherhead (point where the wires
enter the conduit) to the entrance switch except
when a condulet (fig. 7-5) is used in place, of a
bend.

The conductors must be continuous from the
weatherhead outside the building' to the con-
nections in the entrance service switchmean-
ing that no splices between these points are
allowed. However, a connection is permitted,
when properly enclosed, where an underground
service conductor enters a building and is to
be extended to the service or meter in another,
form of approved service raceway or service
cable.

When the service is run underground, the
conduit must be continuous from the pole or
underground ,vault to the service switch. If
the conduit enters the building through a con-
crete floor, a conduit coupling will be installed'
In the conduit line with the top of the coupling
flush with the finished floor surface. The ad-
vantage of this is that spare conduits can be in-
stalled in the concrete floor and a plug screwed
into the coupling, making a flubh job. Also, if
the wiring Were to be,removed for some reason,
the, open. conduit could be removed from the
coupling and a plug screwed into' the same.

ENTRANCE SWITCHES

The disconnecting device used as a service
entrance switch provides a means of discon-
necting,the service conductors from the supply
source. It may -consiit of a single maiiially
operated switch or circuit breaker. It must be
a type Which plainly shows whether the contacts
are in an open (OFF) or closed (ON) position, as
illustrated in figure 7-6.
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Figure 7-__5.Service entrance with condulet.

The neutral conductor must not be run
straight through the service switchL without a
means of disconnection. Therefore a screw
or bolted lug on the neutral terminal block
should be provided for disconnecting the neutral
conductoi from the interior wiring system.

The NEC sets a minimum size for entrance
switches at 60 amp for the fuse type and 50 amp
for the circuit breaker type. A circuit breaker
is a protective device which automatically
opens the circuit, rather than burning out like a
fuse, when the amperage exceeds that rated for
the circuit breaker.

However, the NEC recommends a minimum
size of 100-amp service for individual resi-
dences. An exception is that where not more
than two 2-wire branch circuits are installed,
a 30-amp entrance switch may be used.

No overcurrent device may be inserted in
a grounded conductor except a circuit breaker
which will simultaneously open all conductors
of the service. EVERY ungrounded conductor
must be provided with overcurrent protection.

Switches used for entrance equipment must
be of a type approved for such use. An ap-
proved type is usually a quick, make-and-break
type with an interlocked cover which,can't be
opened when the switch is in ON position. The
service conductors shall be connected to the
disconnecting device by pressure connectors,
clamps, or other approved means; but a solder
lug, or other type of soldered connection, must
not be used.

DISTRIBUItheltPANELS

A panelboard is defined by the NEC as "a
single panel or group of panel units designed for
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73.10
Figure 7-6.Entrance switch showing open

and closed markings.

assembly in the form of a single panel including
buses (buses and busways are explained in
Articles 364 and 384-21 of the. Code) and with or
without switches and/or automatic overcurrent
protective devices:for the control of light, heat,
or power. circuits of small individual as well
as aggregate capacity, .designed to be placedin
a cabinet or cutout box and placed in or against,
a wall or partition and accessible only from the
front."

As a Construition Electrician you will be
concerned mostlywith-the "breaker!! type panel
for both -light and power' (see fig. 7-7). The
breaker type is one which uses a thermal unit
built into the switch and is preset at the factory
to automatically open at a predetermined ampere
setting. It may be reset to the ON position after
a short cooling-off period.,

Lighting panels are normally equipped with
15 -amp single-pcile automatic circuit breakers,
while the power panels may have 1, 2, or 3
pole automatic circuit breakers with a capacity
to handle the designated load. Figure 7-8 shows
a typiCal layout for entrance switch, lighting
panel, and power, panel.

In most buildings the entrance switch and
panelboards can be mounted close to each other.
When wiring a building that has been built
previously, the best way to mount the switch and
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Figure 7-7.Lighting panel.

4
PLYWOOD BACKBOARD

73.11

panels is to mount a sheet of plywood for a back-
ing board. The bord should be large enough to
accommodate all of the equipment, be a mini-
mum of 3/4 'in. thick, and be securely fastened
to the wall with wood screws, lead anchors; or
toggle bolts depending on the type of.wall. The
switch and panels can then be fastened to the
back board with wood screws.

If you are working in a newly constructed
building where only the framework has been\ erected, it will, be a simple matter to arrange

\ for a concealed installation. One point to re-
member is that there are two types of switches
and panels. The recess or flusli type bas a
front flangethat extends.beyOnd the,edges of then
cabinet to cover the rough edges around the
cabinet wherethefinish wall hasbeen cut. Also,
the flush type switch has a front control for
operating the switch. The surface type switch
and panel has a front cover that does hot
extend beyond the sides of the cabinet,
and the switch may be side-operated or`.front-
operated.

TO MOTORS AND CONVENIENCE OUTLETS

73.12 .

Figure 7-8.Representative layout for entrance switch, lighting, and power panel.
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In locating panels, you must follow certain
basic requirements. The panels must be placed
where service and maintenance can be easily
performed; they should not block any passage
that is supposed to be open; they must not be in
a place where they might be exposed to corrosive
fumes or to dampness; and they should be located
as near as possible to the denter of the electrical
load.

The circuits controlled at the panelboard
must be clearly indicated. List themnumeri-
calk', from top to bottOrn, with the odd numbers
on the left. Put this list (called a "catalog") in
the slot proyided for it, as shown in figure 7-7.
If possible,proyidefor extra circuits in the new
panel to accommodate future additions.

WIRING TROUGHS

Wiring troughs are useful in any, location
where a large number of conduits enter a
panelboard. .One large conduit can be used
to carry' a number of conductors from the
panel to the trough and smaller conduits branch
out from the trough to the. various circuits. The
trough can also be used for feeders from the
entrance switch to the panelboards. Figure 7-8
shows a wiring trough used in this manner.

INSTALLING WIRING

For any type of interior. miring installations,
the next step after installing the service is to
install theoutlet, receptacle, and switch boxes
(fig. 7-9). A box is simply a metal container,
set flush or nearly flush with the wall,'floor, or
ceiling, into which the outlet, -receptacle, or
switch will be inserted and fastened. In figure
7-9A is- a 4-in. octagon box used for ceiling
outlets. This box is made with 1/2-in. or
3/4-in. "knockouts,"that is, indentations which
can be 'knocked- out to make 'holes for the ad-
mission of, conductors and connectors. Box B in
figure 7-8 is a 4 11/16-in. square box used for
heavy duty, such as for a range or dryer recep-
tacle. It is made with knockouts up to 1 in. in
diameter. Box C is a sectional or "gem" box
used for switches or receptacles. By loosening
a screw you can remove a side panel= so that
two or more boxes can be "ganged" (combined)
to install more than one switch or receptacle
at a location. Box k is a utility (called a
"handy"),, box, made with 1/2- or 3/4-in.
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knockouts and used principally for open-type
work. Box E Ina 4-in. square box with 1/2- or
3/4-in. knockouts, used quite often for switch
or receptacle-installation. It is equipped with
plaster- rings having flanges.of various depths,
so that. the box may be set in plaster walls of
various thicknesses.

Besides the boxes shown,there are "special"
boxes for switches when you have more thantwo
switches ata location. These are called "conduit
gangboxes," and they are made to accommodate
3, 4*, 5, or '6 switches. Each size has a covet
made to fit.

A ceiling box may be fastened to a wooden
""header" -Set between the ceiling joists, or it
may' be fastened to a "bar hanger" as shown in
figure 7-10. °

To locate outlet, receptacle, and switch
boxes you follow the electrical floor plan,
which shows the locations of all of these.
Assume you are working on a new building
'in which all wiring will be concealed by wall,'
ceiling, or floor covering:.-. Specification 9Yi
requires that the outside edges of outlet and"
switch boxes without flush plates shall not be
recessed more than 1/4 in. below the surface
of the finished Boxes. having flush plates
shall not project beyond the finished wall surface.
Wall outlets are to be located the following
distances above finished floor surfaces:- duplex.
receptacles, 12 in.; toggle:switches, 48 in.;

[wall fan receptacles, 78 in.; overcounter re-
- ceptacles, 46 1.n. All these measurements are
from the finished/loor surface to the, middle of
the receptacle. The usual way to mount a wall
box in a frame wall is on a wood header in-
serted between' studs.

For exposed *firing installed' in a building
after completion of the wall finish, the pro-
cedure for, securing boxes varies according to
the wall or ceiling surface material. Boxes

"are fastened to a 'wood surface with wood
screws; for plaster board or plywobd, toggle
bolts are better; for concrete yolk must drill
holes for setting lead anchors.

RIGID CONDUIT

Rigid steel conduit may be "either black-
enamel finished, sherardized (zinc-coated by
heat), or galvanized. Black enamel and sher-
ardized is not used much in the Navy, because
it deteriorates in damp locations or when ex-
posed to the elements. The galvanized' type can

a
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Figire 7-9.7-Types of outlet, receptacle and switch boxes.

be installed outside, inside, or imbedded in
concrete, even in wet locations.

When conduit is installed in- concrete, -it
must be imbedded in' the concrete, not in any
`Cinder bed -below it. In some overseas lo-
cations the conduit must be given a good coat
or red lead or asphalt paint as ,a. preservative
against corrosion caused,. by beach sand used
in the concrete and/or chemicals in the soil.

Rigid conduit comes in 10-ft lengths, threaded
on both ends, and each length has a coupling on
one end Tor joining lengths together., Sizes
range from 1/2 in. to 6 in. in diameter.

Rigid pipe may also be purchased -in plastic
and aluminum. Installation requirements for
plastic (nonmetallic polyvinyl chloride) are
covered in Article 347 of the NEC; installation,
requirements foraluminum in NavFac SPecifi-

.cation 0Yi.

Cutting and Threading Rigid Conduit

The use of rigid conduit involves a good deal
of cutting and threading of lengths. It is best to
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73.15

cut with aliacksaw or special conduit cutter. An
ordinary revolving wheel-type pipe cutter leaves
a heavy-inside ridge that is difficult to remove
and tends to jam the passage through of Conduc-
tors. Always ensure that you make a cut at right
angles to the axis of the pipe.

After the pipe-is cut to the proper length,
use a reamer to remove all burrs fro'm the
inside of the sawed end. The conduit should
be held in a vise during cutting and reaming.
If a, regular reamer is not available, a large
rat-tail or half-round file canbe used to remove
burrs. However, no matter what biirring tool
you use, you must get a smooth inside finish
to Allow the passage of the conductors.

The next step is thread-cutting on the cut-
off end. For the smaller pipe.,you use a ratchet-
type die that turns directly with the.handle.
On larger pipe you use a die with a mechanical
advantage-fhat is, one on which the diemakes
only a part- of a revolution when the, handle
makes a complete revolution.

A conduit-threading , die, like a plumber's
die, makes a taper'ed thread, so that a coupling

t)
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0 FACTORY-MADE
HEAD FOR HICKEY

CONDUIT.

73.16
Figure 7=1017Ceiling outlet box

on bar hanger.

starts rather loosely but binds hard as it is set
up. This tight connection serves purposes:
(1) it makes a watertight joint, and .(2) it makes
A good electrical connection for f continuous
ground throughout the length of the conduit.' To
ensure a tight connection when it is impossi-
ble to screw a piece of pipe into a coupling, a
special type of split coupling called "Erickson"

't coupling is used:. It is somewhat similar to-a
water-pipe union, but is used without gasket or
ground joint.

Manual Bending

In any conduit' job you will have to make'
bends, of various shapes, such as right-angle
or 90Lciegrie bends, offsets, and saddles. ;For
the smaller pipe, this is done with a bending tool
which is commonly called a "hickey." This can
be slipped over the conduit (fig. 1 -11).

When bending conduit beyond 90° never make
a sudden, sharp bend which may cause flattening
of the pipe. Make a bend in a series of gradual
moveinents..: Bend a small amount; then move
the bender aihort distance and bend again.

The procedure illustrated in figure' 7-11 is
recommended as one method of making a

23 #.4---1

0 STEPS IN MAKING A 90° BEND

CONDUIT

0 SAOOLE BEND
, 73.304

Figure 7 -11.- Bending rigid conduit.

right-angle bend in a length of 1/2-inch conduit.
If a 90-degree bend is to be made in a length of
conduit at a distance of 20 inches from one end,
the electrician must:

(a) Mark off 20 inches from the end of the
conduit.,
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(b) Place the conduit hickey 2 inches in
front of the 20-inch mark and bend the conduit
about-25 degrees.

(c) Move the bender to the 20-inch mark
. and bring the bend up to 45 degrees.

(d) Move the bender about 1 inch behind the
20-inch mark and bring the conduit up to 70
'degrees.

(e) Move the hickey back about 2 inches
behind the 20-inch mark and bring the bend up
to 90 degrees.

Miscellaneous conduit bends (offset bends,
figiire 7-11) can be made more accurately if
the contour of the bend is drawn with chalk on
the floor and the bend in the pipe is matched
with the chalk diagram as the bend is forined.
Conduit in excess of 1 inch is _usually bent by a
hydraulic bender. .

Hydraulic Bending

A hydraulic bender speeds conduit and pipe
installations by applicatiOn of a powerful,
smoothly applicator force to the pipe, resulting
in accurate bends without kinks or damage.

A portable hydraulic bender maybe operated
by a ,suitable electric motor, or manually by a
hydraulic hand pump. A bending ram assemlgy
which canbe quickly disconnected completesthe
unit. Fora single conchmtor which is not lead
covered, the bend must have a minimum radius of
six times_ the. inside diametei of the pipe; for
lead- covered - conductors the radius of a con-
duit bend must be at least ten times the inside
diameter of the conduit. Figure 7-12A illus-
trates -what cis meant by the radius of bend.
Making a quick, neat bend is a job that re-
quires a lot of practice.

Condulets

- _ Condulets , are a very convenient way of
- making bends, especially in conduit.which -will
*be exposed to the elements. However, a coa-
dulet _Must never be concealed, in a 'wall or

, elsewhere, because the cover must always be
accessible; Condulets may be used to reduce
the number of bends made- in a run of conduit.
The Code specifies not more than four 90-
degree bends between pull boxes (pull boxes
are explained in NEC Article 370-18), but a
condulet may be used in place of a pull box.

The L type of condulet shown in figure
7-13 is very convenient for sharp corners.

0
A

I.

V
C

RIGID - CONDUIT BEND

A- RADIUS OF BEND

B-LENGTH,STRAIGHT PORTION

.C- OFFSET TO OUTSIDE

73.17
Figure 7-12.Dimensionsuf a

conduit bend:

73.18
Figure 7-13.LR condulet.

Figure 7-13 actually- shows- an-LR type, which
can be-opened at the back to allow the wire to
be pulled without binding against the conduit
wall. In using .conclulets, be sure that covers
are set- on securely. For condulets exposed
to the elements, place a gasket under the
cover to ensure watertightness.

Neatness is a must in bending, conduit
work, and any other electrical work. Bends
which are not uniform detract, from the ap-
pearance of the job. The method of securing
conduit depends on it's size and type. A one-
hole strap is the type of fastener most fre-
quently used., The manner of fastening depends
on the material to which fastened. Hollow
walls require toggle bolts; concrete or block
walls require a lead anchor set in a drilled
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hole; steel construction requires a bolt set in
a drilled hole.

Explosion-Proof Fittings

In locations specified by the NEC (Articles
510.through 5,17) as explosion-hazardous you

-must install explosion-proof fittings. Locations
_ are classed by number in descending order of
dangerousness, as: class 1. division 1, highly
hazardous; clasi 1, division 2, slightly less
hazardous and so on.

As an example of explosion-proofing: in a
gasoline filling station the pump island is
classed as class 1, division 1. All conduits
in this area must be sealed with_ a special

.type sealing fitting, and on conduit for lights
above the pumps the sealing fitting must be
located at a height of not less than 4 ft above
the driveway surface. No junction boxes (ex-
plained in NEC Article 370-18) or condulets
may be used in the pump island area. Conduits
running from pumps to panels in the building
must be sealed not less than 18 'in. above the
building finished floor to avoid.fumes from the
gasoline .pumpic. An approved seal must also
be installed on any conduit entering or leaving
a dispensing pump-or other endlosure on the
pump island. .",

Inside the Wilding of a gasoline station the
class 1, division 1,; space extends 18 in. above
the floor. The space above the 18-in. level is
classed as class- 1, division 2.

Paint spray booths are listed as class 1,
division 1, and therefore all-fixtures, exhaust
fans, air compressors, or other electrical
appliances located in such booths must be ex-
plosion-proof, as well as all switches, con-
venience outlets, and motor starters.

Figure 7-14 shows an explosion- proof -fluor-
escent lightinglb_cture-forsfillition in a paint
spray--room, inthis fixture the fluorescent tubes
are sealed in k larger glass tube. The four
tube seal ends can be seen in the figure. The
ballast (explained in NEC -Artitle 410 Part P)
is enclosed in the container above the tube
seals.

Figure 7-15 shows an 'explosion-proof in-
candescent lighting fixture; figure 7-16 an ex-
plosion-proof- off-and-on switch for lighting.

TIJINWALL CONDUIT

Conduit consisting of electric metallictubing
in sizes from 1/2 in. to 4 in. in diameter is
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Figure 7-14.Explosion-proof
fluorescent fixture.

73.20
' Figure 7715.Incandescent

explosion-proof-fixture.

called "thinwall conduit." Thinwall conduit can-
not be threaded, do a special type of fitting
must be used for' connecting sections together
or connecting pipe to boxes. The type most
commonly used is the 'compression" type,
which is waterproof. Other types, called the

86/
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73.21
Figure 7-16.Explosion-proof

on-and-off lighting switch. .

"indenter" type and the "setscrew" type, are
not waterproof.

Again you cut thinwall conduit with a hacksaw
keeping the cut at right angles to the axis of the
pipe. Thinwall is bent with the special bender
shown in figure 7-17. A different size bender for
each size of pipe is required!

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT

Flexible conduit (also called "Greenfield")
is composed of a spirally wrapped metal band
wound on itself and interlocked so as to make
a cylindrical metal flexible tube of high me-
chanical strength. Greenfield can be used in
locations to which rigid conduit could not be
adapted. It is easily fished,..reqiiires no elbow
fittings; and -tome.; irk diameters from 1/2 in. to
3- in.

The only fittings required for Greenfield
are squeeze-type fittings for connecting the
pipe to boxes. A fine-tooth hacksaw should be

PIPE HOOK

BENDING GROOVE n 450 BEND
0 BENDER

73.22
Figure 7-17.Thinwall bender.

.

used for cutting, and again the cut should be
square.

Greenfield is made intwotypes: the standard -
unfinished-metal type, and a moisture-resistant
type called "sealtite"which has anoutskie jacket
of latex or plastic. The moisture-resistant type
is notintended for general use,but only for con-
necting motors or portable equipment_ in -dimp
or wet locations-whereflexibIlity of connections '

--is-destred. It must be used viith connectors ap-
- proved for the purpose.

The standard metal Greenfield is used pri-
marily for connecting motors mounted on sliding
bases, or for equipment which cannot be easily
wired with rigid conduit and requires conduit
which can be fished in walls or between floor
above and ceiling below. It is seldom used in
wet or hazardous locations except as expressly
permitted by the Code.

RIGID POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
(PVC) CONDUIT

PVC conduit has been developed by many
manufacturers. Some of, the advantages this
type of conduit Offers include.the lighter han-
dling weight. high corrosion resistance-,--ease
of installatigri,lealcproof joints and easy wire
pulling due to the mirror like walls. Refer to
NEC, Articles 347, 514-8, and 515-5 for in-

.
stallation requirements.

Joining PVC.
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Permanent joints are made 'quickly in PVC
conduit by cutting the conduit with a hand or
hack saw and removing the burrs with a pocket-
knife. The surfaces to be joined are wiped

0
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clean and a light coat of solvent Cement is ap-
plied to the inside of the coupling or fitting
and outside of the conduit. After the conduit is
inserted all the way into 'the fitting, give it a
quarter turn to ensure good distribution of the
cement. Any excess is wiped off.

A variety of threaded PVC fittings is avail-
able from manufacturers. Their use is covered
in Article 370 NEC. Installation using the
solvent-welding t d chniqn e described in -the
previous paragraph, however, is preferred be-
cause the joints are water and vapor proof.

Bending PVC

Bending is accomplished very easily by ap-
plication of heat from a hot-air cold-air blower
to a section PVC rigid conduit. Gradual pre's-

7sure is applied to form the bend desired. When
the desired curve is achieved,the cold air from
the blower is then applied to set the bend. Be
sure to compensate for any spring back. Re-
member too, that PVC conduit should be bent
on a minimum radius at least 10 times its
diameter.

ROMEX CABLE_

"Romex" is made in sizes 14 to, 2 awg and
having 2 or 3 conductors. Sizes 14, 12, and
10 are solid wires. Sizes 8 to 2 awe are
stranded conductors to a cable. Romex must
be secured at intervals of not more than 4-1/2
it and within 12 in. of each outlet box of fittings,
except where finished in walls. .

In naval install2tions Romex is used pri-
marily for temporary work, such as on quonset
huts. Civilian contractors, however, use it
extensively for residential- wiring; but the NEC
does not permit its use as service entrance
cable, in commercial garages, in theaters built
for more than 200 spectators,. in . storage
battery rooms, in any hazardous location, or
imbedded in concrete. All connections in Romex
must be- made at junction or outlet boxes, and
squeeze-type connectors must be used for

.... securing the cable to boxes.
In most installations where Romex is per--

miffed a ground wire must be used with the
cable to furnish a continuous ground through-
out the circuit. This ground_iire..is-fastened-
under_ a- screw -breach outlet box to which the
Cable is connected. Another way to secure the
ground wire is to wrap it. backward over the
braid in a close wrap and under the Romex

clamp. This makes a very good bond. When
using grounding type duplex receptacles, the

, ground wire can be fastened under the green
grounding screw.

When making bends in Romex, the radius of
the bend should be not less than five times the
diameter of the cable.

BX. CABLE

BX, an armored metallic cable, is also
used on naval installations for temporary wiring
but, unlike Romex, its use in civilian installa-
tions is restricted. Most city building codes
restrict the use of BX to oil burner control cir-
cuits and the like. A difficulty with BX is the
fact that it tends to ground after installation.
Small metal burrs on the armor can, because of
vibration, penetrate the insulation and cause a
ground. The trouble and expense involved in
clearing aground behind the wall covering, after
a building IS finished, can be easily imagined.

BX, like Romex, must be run continuous--
from boa to .bpx,_with-iur-spliiing allowed be-
tweeir-botes. It must be secured at intervals
not greater than 4 1/2 ft and within 22 in.
from each outlet box or fitting, except where
fished in walls. It must be secured to boxes
with .a squeeze-type connector. It is cut with
a fine-tooth hacksaw, and a fiber bushing is
installed over the conductors at each cut.

BX comes in sizes from 14 to 2 awg and in
cables containing 1, 2, 3, or 4 conductors. The
armor on the cable furnishes a continuous
ground between boxes.

Se43

LOCATING AND INSTALLING
CONDUCTORS

When the service switch, panelboards, and
conduits have been installed, you are ready-to
pull in the wires. The electrical print or plan
shows the-nuniber of wires to be pulled into
each individual conduit. Remember that there
must always be a neutral wire in any lighting
or convenience outlet circuit.

Lighting fixtures and convenience outlets
are connected between a neutral and a hot wire,
with the wall_switches connected in series with
thi hot-wire. Any solid color except white or
green can be used for the hot wire, except that
in switch_ leg wiring using cable The return leg
must be black. The neutral wire is always
white, and equipment grounds always green. if
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insulated. The accepted wire color code is in
NEC Article 210-5.

-Wires are pulled through conduit with a
narrow steel tape called a "fish" tape. Fish
tapes come in various thicknesses; on most jobs
you will use the small 1/8 by 1/16 in. size.

Start this tape through the conduit at an
outlet box or panelboard, as the case may be,

-and keep pushing the tape until it emerges at
the next opening or outlet box. You secure the
wires to a hook on the fish tape by removing
about 3 in. of insulation from the wires and
bending the bare wires over the hook. Make
a few wraps of friction tape over this cones
nection; to preventthe-wires-from igli pping off

__ and-to-pro-Val a smooth pulling surface. In
some cases you may have to put talc or a
lubricant called "pulling compound" on. the

",.wires, Never use oil or grease for this purpose,
because these substances will deteriorate the
insulation.

Proceed now to pUll the tape back through
the conduit and, of course, the wires with it.
If possible, have a man at the point where the
wires enter, to keep out kinks or twists. Where
wires pass through an outlet box without being
lapped, pull enough wire to continue on through
without making a slice, so as to eliminate extra
splices in the box or opening.

When the wires have been pulled in through-.
out the conduit system., connect the proper
wires to the various fixtures and outlets. Do
any necessary splicing at theLame-timelin-7
splicing, remember thatwr Wires connect
to white except for Rornex cable switch runs
and other colors to the same colors. In splic-
ing joints, always be sure the joint is well
soldered and taped with rubber friction tape--
or, in some places, you may use a plastic elec-
trical tape which does not require a cover of
friction tape.

Another way of insulating splices-is-with an
-insulated Wire connector called a "wire nut" (fig.
7-18A). You screw this device onto the.bare end
of a conductor. Wire nuts do not require tape if
the conductor ends are cut short -enough to
prevent them from extending outside the nut.

A wire nut is but one type of "solder:ess con-
nector." Another type is shown in figure 7-18B.
It. grips the wires like a vise, producing such
good metal-to-metal contact that it is unneces-
sary to use solder. All you have to do is apply
the connector to the wires, sand then cover the
joint with tape. Of course, you must prepare the
wire ends just as you would for a soldered splice.

There are other types (fig. 7-18C)- of solder-
less connectors, but all operate on the principle
of gripping or pressing the conductors. They
save time and provide as high mechanical
strength as soldered splices.

When installing Rornex or BX, make sure that
the conductors do not come in contact with metal
pipes, and that they are supported properly, with
no sag between supports. Exposed wiring in
basements or attics is bestprotected by carrying
the wire alongside joists or rafters. Where
wires run across these timbers, you can carry_ it__
through bored holes_-However-,--figure 7-19

-shows how wire can be carried across timbers on
a "running board.".

Flexible cords on portable equipment must
never be subject to mechanical strain. They must
be kept as short -as- possible: -All cords must be
3-wire,with the third wire grounding the equip-
ment on one end and terminating at the grounding
screw in a 3-wire grounding-type attachment
plug.

SWITCHES

For interior wiring you use single pole, 3-way,
or 4-way "toggle" switches. Most of the switches
you use will be singlepole, but occasionally you
will have to install a 3-way system and on rare
occasions a 4 -way system. Still another system
of switching, called the "low-vol tag&-t-systenrr---

.is co
A single-pole switch is simply a one-blade

on-and-off switch which may be installed singly
or in multiples of 2 or more in the same metal
box. Boxes were previously explained in this
chapter. In wiring a single-pole switch, connect
the colored wires to the two contacts on the
switch, the switch being always in series with
the hot wire. Figure 7-20 shows a single-pole
switch circuit. _

In switch circuit there are two posi-
tions, either` of which may be used to turn a
light on or 'off. The typical situation is one
in which one switch is at the head of a stairway
and the other at the foot. Figure 7-21 shows
how the circuit functions.

Terminals A and-Atare the common termi-
nals, and switch operation connects them either
to B or C and B' and C' respectively. Either
switch will operate to close or. open the circuit,
turning the lights on or off.

By tracing the circuit in figure 7-21 from the
source, you can seethat the hot wire goes to the
first switch, through the closed 'switch blade to

1681
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WIRE HUTS

SMALL WIRE
TERMINAL

t

SPLIT BOLT CONNECTOR

Figure 7-1g.Cable

the other switch by way of the traveler, and
through this switch to the light. By changing the
position of either of-the switches, the circuit is
broken.'

A 4-way switch is an extension of a 3-way
circuit by the additionofa 4-way switch in series
with the two traveler wires. Figure_ 7-22A
shows how a 4-way circuit is wired. By tracing
this circuit' from the source you observe the
hot wire connected to switch (C) passing throrgh

. position 1, which is closed. The hot wire con
tinues to point 4 on the 4 -way switch (B). At
this time the toggle on switch B is in the UP
position and contact is made from point 4 to
point 3. The hot wire continues on through the
traveler to switch (A), and through position 2
(which is closed) to the light.

Suppose, now, that you want to turn the light
off at 4-way switch B. By putting the toggle in
OFF' (down) position you change the switch
blades from point 1 to 2 and 3 to 4 to points
1 to and 2 to 3 (see fig. 7-22B). If you now
retrace the circuit from switch B to switch A

you win find that it goes from point 4 to point 1
on switch -13 and through the traveler to switch
A, where the circuit is broken by the blade in
open poSition.

Most 4-way switches have a taring diagram
on the 'switch body. Some, howeyer,linite the
diagram on the carton the switch is packed in.
This must be preserved. If it gets lost, you
will have to use an ohmmeter or battery to

SPLIT BOLT

C) INSULATED
TEST CLIP

73.305andyire_connectors.-------

965

trace the movement of the blades when you
change the poSition of the toggle. .

Note that 3-and 4-Way switches may be used
as single -pole switches-, and 4-way switches may
be used as 3-way switches. 'Some activities may
install all smalbtwattage, 4-way switches for all
lighting circuits, to reduce their inventories.
However, 3- and 4-way switches are usually
larger than single-pole switches and up
more box roo sw tch depends

s ampacity (rated maximum amperage).
The ampacity and maximum allowable voltage
are -stamped on the switch, and must be con-
sidered when ordering equipment for the job.

"Low-voltage" wiring is a switching system
which employs a transformer and low-voltage
relay. A low-voltage conductor (three No. 18
awg wires) is used-from the outlet to the switch
box instead of conduit or Romex. Some systems
use a. master transformer to reduce the voltage
from 110 volts to 6 volts,but one system uses a
combination transformer and relay (a relay is a
protective device which opens a circuit when
current in a line exceeds the rated value of the
relay at the outlet box. By using this individual
transformer, only one light wouldj.be affected in
case of transformer' failure.

The transformer-relay combination is in-
stalled in the outlet box for the light being con-
trolled, with the transformer inside the -outlet
bOx and the relay "protruding outside through a
knockout, as shown in figure 7-23.
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73.25
Figure 7-21.Three-way switch circuit.
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STRAP EVERY 4)4

73.23
Figure 7-19.Wires carried across

timbers on running board.

HOT WIRE

NEUTRA WIRE

LIGHT

SINGLE POLE
SWITCH

. 73.24
Figure 7-20.Single-pole switch circuit.
With the low-voltage syste n2, as many

switches as are required can be installed for
any given light, or a master switch can be in-
stalled to turn on as many as eight lights
simultaneously. There is a necessity for 3-way
or 4-way switches, because the switches are
connected in parallel, and the movement of the
switch toggle in one direction pulls the relay
one way (off the circuif)and energizes_the light.

t
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(B)
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73.26
Figure 7-22.Four-Way switch circuit.

A movement of the toggle in the other direction
pulls the relay the opposite way (into the cir-
cult) and breaks the circuit.

1170

RECEPTACLES

The several types of receptacles used in
interior wiring are discussed,below inthe order
in which they are most commonly used.

A "convenience outlet" (fig. 7-24) is a duplex
receptacle with two vertical or T slots and a
round, contact for the ground. This ground is
connected to the frame of the receptacle, and is
grounded to the box by way of the screws that
secure the receptacle to the box.

\
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73.27
Figure 7-23.Low-voltage relay

and transformer.
73.29

Figure 7-25.Range receptacle.

is made withlwo horizontal slots and one round
contact for the ground.

When the interior wiring system has been
completely installed,.make an overall inspection
to be sure that good installation practices have
been observed and are

ile making this check; don't forget
neatness. Make sure that- ground connections
are tight and that ground wire is protected
against injury. Be sure that all connections
in entrance_ switch -and-panelboards are- tight.
See that all metal noncurrent-carrying parts of
portable equipment are grounded.

CENTER TAO MAY
BE BROKEN OFF
TO ISOLATE THE
TAO SCREW
TERMINALS

73.28
Figure 7-24.Duplex convenience outlet.

When you desire to have the two outlets on
a receptacle supplied by two separate power
sources, break the center tab between the-two
screw terminals on each side. Then, wire the
same as you would single outlets (fig. 7-24).

Most floor receptacles, are single recep-
tacles with two vertical or T type slots.

A "range receptacle" (fig. 7-25) may be
a. surface type or a flush type. It -has two -
slanted contacts and; one vertical contact, 'and
is rated at 50 amps. Receptacles for clothes
dryers are similar, byt rated at 30 .amps.
Range and dryer receptacles are rated at 250
volts, and are used with three wire 115/230
volts, two hot wires and a neutral. A receptacle
for use with an air conditioner taking 230 volts

171

CALL SYSTEMS

The simple buzzer call system is merely a
bell or buzzer and a pushbutton switch wired in
series in the wires from a transformer. A call
systemtransfarmer reduces voltage from 110to
6 or 8 volt,

A "return" call system is often used in offices
locateddn the same building (because Of,the low
voltage,there would be considerable line loss if
the bells were far apart). In a return system a
call sounded froin one bell pi!sh, can be answered
by a call sounded from another. Figure 7-26
Shows a wiring diagram for this type of circuit.

MOTOR BRANCH _CIRCUITS

As a CE you will frequently have occasion
to wire in, connect, and service motors cf vari-
ous sizes and voltagee. A motor branch circuit
consists of the folloWing elements: circuit

1216
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RETURN CALL SYSTEM
2 BELLS-2 OuTTOVI 115 VOLT SOUNC2

-71:A 73.30
Figure 7-26.Return call system.

conductors, overcurrent protective devices,
means for disconnection, controller, and motor
running protection.

The circuit conductors_ are the wires _from_
panelboard to motor. Overcurrent protective
devices protect the motor, controls, and wires
against any overloads caused by grounds or
shorts. The means of disconnection separates
motor and controls from electricity source when
adjustment, maintenance, or repair work is being
done. The controller starts, stops, and reverses
the motor. Motor running protection is pro-
vided by overcurrent ,protective devices_ which__
protect motor,controlsiand-wires-against-dam----
age caused other than by grounds and snorts.

The circuit conductors may be feeding cur-
rent to a motor of less than 1 hp. or to one with
hp in the hundreds. The type of insulation used
will depend on moisture and temperature con-
ditions, and also on the danger of mechanical
injury. The size of conductor will be determined
on the basis of 125 percent of,the full-load
current of the motor. Table 1-1 gives you an
idea of the. wire size for a giien motor hp and a
given voltage.

The disconnecting means for most motors is
either a motor circuit switch or an air circuit
breaker. It must be located within 50 ft of and
visible from the motor, and must be equipped with
a device for locking in OFF position. In every
case the disconnecting device must be one which
opens all ungrounded conductors instantly. It
may also open the grounded wire, provided that
it opens all wires simultaneously. It must dis-
connect both motorland controller, and may be
installed in the came case with the controller.
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For portable motors , the attachment plug and
receptacle are sufficient means for discon-
nection. For stationary motors of'1/8 hp or less,
the branch circuit overcurrent device is suf-
ficient.

Motor controllers may be manual or auto-
matic. For smaller motors a general-use switch
or circuit breaker may be used. For larger
motors and three-phase motors, automatic con-
trollers give better service. An automatic con-
troller can be remotely controlled by push:,
button, and for machinery motors the push-button
canbe installed convenient to the operator's sta-
tion. This type of connection can alsobe used to
interlockdifferent motors, as in a system of con-
veyor belts. Figure 7-27 shows an interlocking
system for three motors. Motor 1, must be
running before motor 2 can be started, and motor
2 must be running before motpr3 canbe started.

Overcurrent protection deiices.:may be fuses
or circuit breakers, used to protect the con-
ductors against overloads of current greater than
normal starting-current. These devices, also
protect the motor controller, which cannot handle
amperage higher than What is normal for the
motor.

If fuses are used, one must be placed in each
ungrounded wire of sufficient ampacity to allow
for motor starting current. A device 'other than
afuse must be capable of opening allungrounded
wires feeding a circuit.

MOTOR7 overload protection Tti required to
Pratect against overload caused other than by a
short or ground in the motor branch circuit.
After a motor has come up to full speed, and
is operating at its normal rated amperage, the
equipment driven by the motor, because of a
temporary overload , or some other cause, may
require more power than the rated hp of the
motor. To.deliver this extra power, the motor
mutt consume greater-than-normal amperage.
This type of overload can be safely carried. for
a short interval; but if it continues too long The
Motor Will be damaged.

For example: suppose something causes a
fuse in a three-phase circuit to blow. The
motor will try to continue running on a single
phase. This will cause a much higher than
normal amperage to flow through conductors
and controller. However, a motor current pro-
tection device in the motor or controller will
open all conductors to the ,motor.

Automatic controllers have such a device
built into , the controller. Some small motors
have overload devices built into the motor.
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Table 7-1.Circuit conductor wire sizes for various motors.

Motor
HP

Single-phase amps
at 110 volts

Wire size Amps at
220 V

Wire
size

3-phase amps
at 220 V

Wire
size

3/i
1

1 1/2
2
5
7 1/2
10
15

14
16

20

,
.

12

12
10

v

.

6.

8
10
12
28
40.

9 14

14
14
14
8
6

. ,
3.5
5
6.5

15
22
27
40

.
14
14-
14

,12
10

8
6

TO MOTOR I TO MOTOR 2 TO MOTOR 3

73.31
Figure 7-27.-tInterlocking controls

for three motors.-

.
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frequently turn out, to be a poorly made'or poorly
soldered joint.

Review the section of troubleshooting fused
circuits in Chapter 5 for the procedures in
detecting grounds and shorts.

INTERIOR WIRE 'SPLICES
C

The way you' splice or join conductors to-
gether is one _indication of your_competenCy -as-
an electrician. An electrical system is only as
good as its worst splice. A good splice must
have the same mechanical strength and electrical
corluctivity as the wires it joins together.' A
spliced wire must be as good a conductor_as_a_
continuous conductor.1.----

-The best wiring practice is to -run continuous_
REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE __wires from the service box to the outlets.' UNDER

NO CONDITIONS SHOULD SPLICES BE PULLED
Practically all trouble calls on an interior THROUGH CONDUIT. SPLICES MUST BE

wiring system involve shorts, grounds, or open
circuits. A, short circuit is probably the most
frequent cause of trouble. When current is not
reaching a point where it is needed, an open
circuit is indicated. A blown fuse usually
means a short or ground, algiough it may have
been caused by overloading a circuit.

WIRING SYSTEM REPAIRS

As mentioned previously, failure of current
to reach a point in a circuit means an open in
the circuit. This is usually the'easiest type of
trouble to locate. With your voltage tester start
at the last place where you get an indication of
voltage. Usually a check of a few points will
show where the line is open. The cause will

0 PLACED IN APPROPRIATE ELECTRICAL
BOXES.

The following observations apply to electrical
soldering.

I. Soldering a splice helps to protect tt froni
corrosion.

2. Rosin 1is the; only fluie used in soldering
'electrical connections.

3. You can use'either a soldering copper or
a direct _flame to sweat' the solder to altplice.
Small-sized wire is best soldered with a copper.
Large-size requires a blowtorch or an alcohol
torch.

Always remember in soldering that you will
never get the solder to stick unless and until
the splice itself is hot enough to melt the solder.
When you apply the soldering copper to the

11,3
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splice, allow enough time for the splice to heat
up before you apply the solder itself, To deter-
mine when the splice is hot enough, however,
hold the solder to the side of the splice OPPO-
SITE the soldering copper. When the solder
melts, the splice is hot enough, and the solder
will then flow into every crack and hidden space.

Figure 7-28 shows wrong and right ways of
soldering a splice.

RIGHT

73.261
Figure 7-28.Right and wrong ways

of soldering a splice.

Refer to Chapter 7, Basic Electricity, Nav-
Pers 10068-B, and to Basic Handtools,NavPers
10085 for further information regarding, solder-
ing and splicing. °

MINOR REPAIRS TO LIGHTING
FIXTURES 1

Trouble in lighting fixtures is a common
problem, especially uorescent lighting fix-
tures, but a knowledg r the principle of this
type of fixture makes t to of trouble-shooting
a lot easier. --

If you are having trouble with fluorescent
lamps, check the voltage on this particular
circuit. Fludrescent lamps are made to op-
erate on a very small variation involtage.

' Check the sockets also, as they may come loose
and spread apart, so as not to permit the con-
tacts to make a good connection. Figure 7-29
shows typical fluorescent circuits.
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With incandescent lighting most of the trouble
is caused by bad sockets or bad wiring in the
fixture. Loose lamps in the socket will cause
arcing, especially with the larger lamps. A
pitted surface on the center contact of the socket
prevents a good contact.

A maintenance chart for fluorescent and in-
candescent lighting will prove helpful in locat-
ing trouble (Table 7-2).

APPLIANCE REPAIRS

Although most repairs related to appliances
will require removing and taking to the shop,
some minor repairs can be done onthe 'premises.

Check first for loose connections. In an
electric range, a loose wire could be touching
the frame of the range add this could cause a
fuse to burn out. With a refrigerator, there is
very little that can be done,except to check the
cord and attachment plug, -as most of these
appliances _have_ a _sealed-- unit, -with the -motor
and compressor sealed up in a Container.

For small appliances, always check the cord.- --
and, plug first, unless- trouble elsewhere is
obvious on inspection.

In repairing or servicing electric water
heaters, it is always best to work in conjunc-
tion with a Utilitiesman. In. this and many
other trouble calls you will probably have to
change the element? and if the element is of the
immersion type, you will have to drain all water,
from the tank before removing the element.
Some water heaters have a wrap-around ele-
ment, and this type can be removed from, the
inspection doors without opening the tank. When
removing this type, always pull a line around
the tank as you move the faulty element, so that
you can usehe same line to pull in the new one.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Electrical safety is an all hands job. How-
ever, every CE must understand that every elec-
trical device which he handles carelessly can
cause death to himself or to others. The CE
must never let familiarity with his work lessen,
the habitual determination to be careful and, by
that means, to stay alive.

If the CE does not know the safe way to
do his work, it will pay him to find Out. This
requires using PRECAUTION constantly
taking measures BEFOREHAND to ward off
accident, or to secure success without harm to
himself of others.
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A ONE LIGHT, 40 WATT,115 VOLT

FLUORESCENT CIRCUIT
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Figure 7-29.Representative fluorescent circuits.
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Table 7-2.Lighting maintenance chart.

Incandescent

Symptom

Lamp out, but nr)t
defective

Lamp burns dim

Short lamp life

Possible Cause Remedy

Lamp breakage

Loose lamp, or loose or broken con-
nections.

Low voltage.

High voltage, or .bulb cracked, or
incorrect lamp, or excessive
vibration.

Water contacts lamp bulb, or, bulb
touches luminaire.

Tighten in socket, or secure termi-
nals, or repair wiring.

Match lamp rating to line voltage.
Increase line voltage.'

Match lamp.rating to line voltage
and reduce voltage. Replace lamp.
Replace with lamp of proper rating.
Use shock-absorbing device.

Use inclosed, vaportight luminaire
if water vapor is present. Seal
joint where conduit stem enters
luminaire. Use correct-size lamp.
Straighten socket.

Pltiorescent

Symptom Possible Cause . Remedy

Lamp does not
start or flashes
on and off.

Note; A flashing
lamp usually indi-
cates end of lamp
life.
Lamp flickers;
arc wiggles,
swirls or flutters

Lamp starts sloWly
(should start in
a few seconds)

Short lamp life (A.
few early failures
do not indicate
average for group.
Some fail after a
few hundred hours;
others last 4000-
6000 hrs.)

Radio interference

Nbise from ballast.
(Don't expect per-

, fect silence).

Lamp pins not contacting, or lamp
worn out, or starter defective; or
low line voltage, or fault in
circuit of luminaire:

Defect which occurs in both new and
old lamps.

Low line voltage or slow starter.

Low lint voltage, or lam.0 turned on
and off too often.

May originate from other source
radio too close to lampaerial lead-
in not shielded.

Seat lamp firmly and correctly. Re-
place withtested lamp. Replace
with tested starter. Check with
voltmeter. Check wiring and lamp
holders. Check ballast.

Turn luminaire on and off several
times. Allow a new lamp to oper-
ate a few hours for seasoning. Re-
move lamp end shake one end down.
Replace lamp U flicker persists.
If flicker is repeated 'in new lamp,
replace starter

Check with voltmeter. Replace
starter.

Check with'voltmeter.

O

Operate radio with fluorescent lamps
turned off. Move radio 9 to 10 ft from
lamp. Shield lead -in and ground
shield. Install filter radio or lumi-
naire.

If quiet necessary, take special pre-
cautions in locating ballast. If unit
very noisy, replace ballast.

176
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CHAPTER 8

CENTRAL POWER STATION OPERATION

Electrical power throughout the world has
become so widespread and. reliable, we almost
take it for granted. Failure of commercial
power can cause severe hardships. Remember
the "blackout" that occurred in the mid-1960s?
A large portion of the northeastern part of the
United States remained without power for an
uncomfortable amount of time.

You can recognize the importance, therefore,
of being able to produce electric power locally.
In military operations, your ability to produce
electricity isirequently an absolute necessity.
How do weproduce this power? One method is
to use engine generators.

In this chapter, we will discuss the installa-
tion, operation, and components of a Variety of
engine generators. Upon -completion of this
chapter, and under the guidance of senior petty
officers, you should be able to install, operate,
maintain, and troubleshoot equipment efficiently
and safely.

INSTALLING CENTRAL
POWER STATION

The central point of a power distribution
system is the generating station. For an ad-
vanced base (temporary base located in or near
forward areas outside the Zone of the Interior,
the primary mission of which is to support mili-
tary operations of the Armed Forces), the gen-
erators must be rugged enough to take the effects
of rain, snow, or other severe weather condi-
tions. They 'must also be -portable, to permit
changes in location which may be necessitated
by a variety of circumstances.

An advanced base generator set is built as a
complete unit which includes, besides the gen-
erator itself, theprime mover and switchboard.
Such a unit can be installed rapidly at a point
wherepower is needed. However, it is advisable
to establish a larger central generating station.
capable of producing more power, as soon as
possible. A central power station usually in-
cludes two main generators and one reserye or
emergency unit.

177

The initialteneration and distribution'system
usually 'provided for use at an advanced .base
is 120/240-volt, 3-phase, 4-wire grounded
neutral. For replacenient a 2400/4160-volt,
3-phase, 4-wire generation and distribution sys-
tem is used This system, employs 2400/4160- ,

volt, 4-wire, grounded neutral generators in
banks of two or more in parallel.

There are three things in particular, which,
must be given ,careful attention when a 'power *;.
station is to be Installed-s-: They are vibration,
ventilation, and grounding.

Vibration must be kept to a minimum, which
means that generator foundatiois must be level
and based on firm support. If time perats,
poured concrete foundation is best. A level
and firmly supported wood platform is next
best. Make sure in any case that the founda-
tion is level, and that the generator is level on
the foundation. If the generator is not directV
connected to the prime mover, a flexible 'due .

piing (similar to the "universal joint"--,:on an
automobile drive shaft) between generator shaft
and prime-mover shaft will accommodate any
slight misalignment of the shafts.

The location must be dry and well - ventilated,
to prevent deterioration of insulation from damp-
.ness. Make sure that there is sufficientworking
spate around equipment to permit convenient
and safe maintenance work.

The frame of a generator with ,A= terminal
voltage of . more than 150 volts should be
grounded. The grounding system for a genera-
tor station should have a resistance of less than
1 ohm. No live parts of the unit should be left
exposed.

The generator voltage output js-controlled at
the switchboard.- It is first delivered to the bus
bars ,(bus bars are explained later in title chap-
ter), and distributed from there to the fekder
lines. All of this system should,, -;be carefully
inspected after the plant has been installed and
BEFORE it lz put into operation.

Cleanliness, as mentioned in a previous
chapter, is vital. When oiling bearings, be sure
no oil is spilled. Oil in the windings can,cause
serious damage.
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A visual inspection should be made for loose
or broken electrical connections, or loose bolts
or screws. If there is any doubt about a wiring
connection, recheck against the wiring diagrams
contained to -the manufacturer's manuals.

Before the plant is put into operation check
all electrical connections to ensure that they
agree with diagrams and ascertain that collector
ringeare clean and polished.- Then, check all
brushes for location, and ensure that they do not
stick.in the brush holders. Verify brush pres-
sure to ensure that it agrees with that recom-
mended in operational manuals.

In;most cases, generators supplying power
to feeder lines are of the "3,phase type. Only
very small portable units are single phase, for
the initia1.120/240-volt generator which is in-
stalled first .and, replaced by thecentral plant,
a concrete, foundation is not necessary. How-
ever, suchi- generator most have a firmfounda-
-tion, and must be protected from the weather as
much "as possible.

CONTROL PANELS

Every generator set at an advanced base must
have a control- panel.- This may or may not be
a bUilt4n part of the unit: The size of the panel
and the number 'and type of Controls mounted
thereon will depend on the size of the generator

Itand.40-tYPirtiequipment for which the sta-
tion must supply power.

, A generator must be-setup-immediatelywhen
an-advanced' base is first occupied, to provide
power for temporary lighting, communications,
and 'other services' as needed. If ,the base is .to
-be a permanent one, a central po*'er -station
Must be established for control and distribution
of electric-' power to -all spaces and services
which are to be located-aOhe base.

For*anAinitial, temporary unit the panel;or
control board contains all the necessary meters,
switches, and other devices. For a permanent
central power-station'with two main generators,_
the control panel is A cornbihation of-two Boards,
one for each-main genalator unit. This assem-
bly is knovmas "switchgear."

Figure 8-1 -shows the control panel for a
temporary single- generator unit. Figure 8-2
shows the control board of a single generator in
a central pOwerstation. Figure 8-3 -shows the
switchgear unit for a ,centrapower station con-
taining two diesel-electric plants.

A--study of these three illustratiOns will show
thati.there is a considerable difference between

an

the instruments shown" in figure 8-1 and those
shown in figure 8-2. HoWever, you can see that
each of the two panels shown to the right in
figure 8-3 is identical with the panel shown in
figure 8-2. To the left in figure 8-3, however,
there is a panel carrying meters and switches
common to the two generators in the unit.

In the control panel shown in figure 8-1 there
. are 18 identified devices. -Eight of theSe relate
to the prime mover. The installation, operation,
and maintenance of the prime mover are not re-
sponsibilities of the CE, but you should under-
stand thipurposes of control boarddevices-used
for those ends., Operatingthe-unit-becomes easy
if you know the part each meter and control plays.

The STARTER SWITCH controls the starting
motor. Pushing the, starter switch completes
the circuit beweeii the battery and. the starting
motor.

'The THROTTLE normally controls the 'Amount

of fuel fed into the cylinders of the engine and
therefore controls the speed of the engine. Most
of the advanced' base 'generating units are
equipped with a GOVERNOR. The governor is
an automatic throttle that maintains a constant
engine Speed by counteracting changes in load.
Thus, the frequency output of the generator is
kept constant.
__The AM-HEATER SWITCH controls the cur-
rent to an ignition system in the air-heater unit
installed in the engine. The air-heater twit
preheats: the ingoing charge of air to the cy in-
ders. This unit is used only for cold -wen er
starting. The air-heater switch is turned off
after the engine has started. It is common
practice to preheat the large Diesel-engines for
cold-weather starting. Several, methods exist.
One is described below.

The AIR-HEATER PUMP is used conjunc-
tion with the air-heater _switch. Oper tang this
pump causes oil to flow under pressure from
the air-heater unit spray- nozzle.___The ignition
system in the air - heater-unit ignites the oil

___spray.-- -The-heat from this miniature oil burner
warms the ingoing charge of air.

The ELAPSED -TIME METER indicates the
number of hours the engine is in operation. You
will record the reading of the elapsed-time meter
in the log. It is used to determine when the
engine is r ady for maintenance or lubrication.

The OIL-PRESSURE GAGE indicates the en-
gine oil pressure. A quick look at this gage
tells you the conditicin of your lubricating sys-
tem. The normal operating pressure averages
about 30 pOunds per square inch.
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FIELD
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SWITCH, METER THROTTLE'

- 'I 41163
Figure 8-1.--Control panel for single diesel-driven generator unit.

-The WATER - TEMPERATURE GAGE indi-
cates the temperature of -the cooling water in
the engine. The water temperature should read
160-185°F under normal operation of non-
pressurized systems,

The BATTERY-CHARGING AMMETER in-
dicates the amount of current sent over to the
battery from the charging generator. It also
indicates the amount of current being delivered
by the battery on discharge.

The FIELD SWITCH controls the output of
the exciter. In the OFF position, the switch
disconnects the exciter field from the exciter

-,armature. In the ON position, the exciter field
is connected to the exciter armature. Since the
exciter supplies current to the alternator-field

Ii Coils, the field switch also controls the alternator
output.` Before the engine is stopped, the field
switch is thrown to the OFF position. This
action disconnects the exciter field and at the
same time shAits a FIELD-DISCHARGE RE-
SISTOR across\ the exciter-field' coils. The
field-discharge

across,
absorbs any high volt-

ages which might-result from the quick opening
of the field circuit: ,

The FIELD RHEOSTAT is a manually con-
trolled variable resistor that is placed in series
with the exciter field. It controls the voltage

\
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output °tithe exciter. The value of the exciter
voltage determines the amount of exciter cur-
rent flowing, in the alternator field coils. The
amount of exciter current, in turn, controls the
voltage output: of the alternator. Thus, when
you adjust the field rheostat, the result is seen
as an increase or decrease of the voltage out-
put of your generator unit.

The VOLTAGE REGULATOR also serves to
control the voltage. It makes your generator
watch an easy job. Without the voDlge regula-
tor it would be necessary for you to change the
field-rheostat setting each time the output volt-
age of your generator unit varied from its nor-.
mal value. The voltage regulatordoet this for
you automatically; .Like the field rheostat, the
voltage regulator is a variable resistance in
series with the exciter field. Thedesistance is
varied automatically by a control unit. The
control,unit takes changes in generator voltage_

anand converts them to changes in mechanical
motion. The changes in meChanical motion will
increase or decrease e- voltage regulator
resistance. In this manner the output ofyour ,
generator isicept.at a constant value.

The VOLTAGE-REGULATOR SWITCH in the
ON position puti the voltage-regulator unit to
work. With the switch in the OFF position you

1

t
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Figure 8- 2. Control board of a single generator in a central pdwer plant.

must use the field rheostat to adjust the voltage
output of the generator unit.

The VOLTAGE-REGULATOR RHEOSTAT is
a smail.variable resistor mounted on the voltage-
regulator unit. It is in operation only when the
voltage regulator' is in the circuit. The Setting
of the voltage-regulator rheostat determines
the value of voltage kept constant by the voltage
regulator. ;

The A. C. VOLTMETER indicates the voltage
output of your generator unit. When you adjust
your field rheostat or voltage-regulator rheo-
stat you will be watching the a._c. voltmeter. It

'will tell you when you have reached the genera-
tor's rated voltage output..

The A. C. AMMETER indicates the current
output of your generator unit. Any overload or
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unbalancing of a line can be spotted with this
instrument. 0

The METER SWITCH-is-necessary because
this particular unit is a three-phase generatbr.
Each position of the switch puts the a. c. volt-
meter and the a. c. ammeter in a different leg
of the three-lt*se line. I Thus you are, able to
read the vol e across \any two leg% and the
current in any one leg. The OFF position of the
switch disconnects the ammeter and voltmeter
completely.

I The FREQUENCY METER measurestitefre-
quency'tgerkz) of ti+e voltage generated by the
alternator. 1,

-The SYNCHRONIZING LAMPS are tiedwhen
the generator unit is being paralleled with an-
other generator.

181
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The SYNCHRONIZING-LAMP SWITCH con-
trols the synchronizing circuit.

The *IN SWITCH ope s or closes the cir-
cuit between the generator and the load. Re-
member that it doesn't shut_ the engine off. In
most cases the main switch will have-a built-in
CIFtCUl-BREAKER. \This-device will auto-
maticall open the main switchwhenever a.con-
tinuousooverload current. appears on' the line.

All of these meters, switches, and controls
mounted on the face\of a panel board or switch-
gear unit either control or are controlled by
,other equipment located behind the board. -For
example; the output cables from the generator
arc brought to the back of .the switchgear and
connected to the line terminals of the main
switch. The load terminals of the main switch

1226
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are connected to the bus bars. These bus bars apparatus, particularly thi switchboard instru-
are bar conductors Which serve as callection----mentsrInstrument transformers, therefore,

are mounted on the back of the switchboard and
connected to the bus bars. Their purpose is to
step down the voltages and currents fed to in-
struments, relays, voltage regulators, and the
like. By the use of transformers, switchboard
apparatus can be insulated from the high-voltage
circuit, yet receive enough power to indicate
accurately the voltage, current, and power in the'
circuit.

Transformers used to reduce high current
values to the small values required to operate
aminetersi or to operate current coils in other.
instruments, are called current transformers.
Transformers which reduce- high -voltages to
Smaller voltages, required to operate voltmeters
or...the-potential-coils-6f other instruments are
known as "voltage" or "potential"- transformers.

Instrument transformers are explained in

and- distribtition points-that is, they receive
the power generated bythe system, and distribute
the same to the distribution circuits leading to
the various points of consumption.

At least once a year, a check should be made
of the switchgear component, with careful atten-
tion given to the following factors.

General cleaning of the component parts is
esSential. The front panels of dead-front switch-
boards can be wiped off with a dry chith. .A
metal-covered switchgear can be opened and in-
spected for surface cleanliness. Before any
work is done on live parts, however, deenergize
the switchboard. Wipe all dust from bus bars
andinsulating material.

Inspect electrical connections and mechanical
fastenings. Do not limiLthis-chec,11 -to--s- sight

-inspection\ but fouchand shake the Qrious parts
tn.-make sure that all connections are tight, and

all mechanidal parts free to function properly.
° Pay''special attention to the bolted joints of the

bus bar, because ti loose joint cancause over-
, heating.

Examine all meters and instruments mounted
on the switchgear panels. - Look for cracked or
broken glass,- or signs of .damage to the cases.
Aditist the pointer of each instrument, to that it
reads zero when the instrument is not energized.

Examine all indicating lamPs, to make sure
that none are burned out.

Inspect all instrument transformers mounted
on the switchboard. To be in good condition, an
instrument transformer must have all, primary
and secondary. connects tight, and all ground -
Ltd, cotk ections intact. Potential transformer
fuses must make firm ontact in their clips.

Check the condition of all \ rheostat mecha-
nisms. Replace broken or burned-out resistors.
If no replacements are available, make tempo-
rary repairs by bridging the burned-out sections
Check to see that there is nothing to block the
ventilation of rheostats and resistors.

Test the operation of t switchgear position-
changing mechanisms, such as the lowering and
raising mechanisms, and the pullout devices of
the circuit breakers used in metal-clad switch-

.gear.
1 o

INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS

The Voltage and currents delivered by a gZii-
erating system to the bus bars are too high for
safe operation of most of the swi\chboard

chapter 15 of Basic Electricity, NavPers
. 10086-B. To the discussion contained in that

chapter, the following may be added.
The primary, windhig of a current trans-

former may consist of a few turns around a
laminated iron. core, or it may, in some cases,
consist of the bus bar or cable carrying the line
current. The primary winding is always con-
nected in series with the line. '

The secondary winding consists of several
turns of relatively, small wire wound around a
laminated core. It is the secondary, of course,
that is connected to the ammeter or other in-
strument or switchboard device. The current
rating of the secondary on practically any cur-
rent transformer is 5 amperes, regardless of
the current rating of the primary.

The secondary of a current transformer
should never be open-circuited while the pri-
mary is energized. An open-circuited current
transformer might develop several thousand
volts across the secondary, where there would
be only a few millivolts (a 0.001
Volt) if the secondary' circuit were closed,. This
high voltage might well cause severe, even fatal,
shock to the operator. It would in any case break
down insulation and destroy the transformer.
Hence the invariable rule: NEVER OPEN THE
SECONDARY OF A CURRENT TRANSFORMER
WHEN IT IS CONNECTED IN THE CIRCUIT.

Potential (voltage) transformers have a low
current rating. The low side of-the transformer
is usually wound for 110 volts, and the ratiof
turns on one side to turns on the other is deter-
mined by the rating of the high-voltage side.

112
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bapter 8CENTRAL POWER STATION OPERATION

The primary is connected across the voltage
source to be measured, and the secondary is'
connected to the meter or other 'instrument or
device. The current through the potential trans-
former depends on the burden imposed by the
load on theimeter or other device'. This load is
always constant.

The secondary should always be grounded'at
one terminal, to eliminate static from the meas-
uring instrument, and also to protect personnel.
Again there is an important safety precaution:
NEVER- SHORT-CIRCUIT THE SECONDARY
OF A POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER.

BUS BARS

The bus bars through which%the power gen-
erated at a station is distributed to the distribu-
i3ccln lines are solid copperbars or copper tubes,
cent in portable or temporary.units,In-thest

units insulated-cables-laige enough to handle the
load are used instead of copper bars or tubes.

In a modern Metal-cladswitchgear assembly the
bus bars extend from one switchgear 'unit to the

.next.' A 'ground bus extends throughout the
switchboard assembly. Access to the main bin
is provided at the rear of, the switchgear unit.

Various controls have been explained and il-
lustrated in this chapter, but surge protection
(protection against -lightning) and controls for
feeder circuits remain to be mentioned. If your
central power station has the newer type of
metal-clad switchgear, there will probably be
one unit for surge protection in the assembly.
This unit will contain a sett of

. main bus bars,
capacitors, and lightning arresters. Tere will
also be a feeder circuit unit fidinswhic h the power
is sentout over feeder cables to the point of con-
sumption. This unit will contain a set of main
bus bars a feeder circuit breaker, instrument
transformerd, and the necessary switches,
meters, and relays:

ROUNDING a

The metal cabinet in which each power panel
. is mounted, and the neutral bus. in the switchgear

\snit, must be grounded. However, there are
many metal noncurrent-carrying parts of the
distribution system that must be grounded 'as
well. It is the custom, therefore, to draw up a
grounding plan or system whichwill ensure that
all metal parts (such as the bases and frames
of, otors and generators, the steel tanks of dis-
tribution transformers, switchgear apparatus,

0

and any other metal parts which might perMit
development of an electrostatic field) are
grounded. .

Figure 8-4 shows a representative grounding
plan. The dotted lines represent grounding
cables. The letter "R" denotes the locations of
driven ground rods. The letter "A" indicates
points at which branch cables are connected to
the equipment. Bare stranded copper cable is
used throughout the system, with size 1/0 awg
used for the main ground and fcir the branch
cables.

The usual method is to install thepreliminary
features of the grounding system during the
early stages of base construction. Cables must
be laid and ground rods driven before the con-
crete foundations and decks are poured. When
the power plant has been ,installed,-the branch -T

end to the equipment
and at the other end to the. main belt .of cable
encircling and running through the station. This
main cable is earth-groitinded at frequent inter-
vals throughoht its run ;see letter "R" points in
fig. 8-4).

One way to connect branch cables to main
cables and the main cables to grohnd rods is by
the use of "ground clamps." However, metal
clamps tend to corrode, and corrosion causes
high resistance (groimd resistance must be less
thin 1 ohm). To overcome this problem, the
metal must be cleaned thoroughly and the con-
nection made very tight. Periodic inspections
of the, connections must be made to ensure that
resistance to ground does not deyelop.

To eliminate the problem of .developing re-
sistance in grouIndclamp,connections, ,a thermit
weld process called the Cadweld process is
used on Navy installations. For this type of
weiciA no outside source of poWer' or heat is re-
quired. The equipment used includes mold
which is clamped over ground rod and cable,

. or ovei main and branch cables, at the point of
connection.
- The lower part of this mold .has cavities
which receive the items to be joined. The upper
part has a cavity into which first a metal oxide
is poured, and next a starting powder which, upon
being ignited, burns at very high temperature.

The starting powder ignited by a spark
from a welder's flint lighter. The resulting re-
action in ',the starting powder melts the metal
oxiderwhich flows from the upper recess in the
,mold into the lower, cools and hardens there,-
h.nd thus fuses the items to be connected to-
gether.

183
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Figure 8-4:Representative grounding plan for advanced baie power plant:

Because the reaction occurs quickly and with
high thermal efficiency, the procest, is ideally
suited for joining copper conductors. 1Normally,
the wild` is completed 10 seconds after the
powder is ignited. I This 'is of great advantage
where protection Of conductor insulation is a
consideration, because in a lengthy. heating
process the temperature of a considerable
length' of conductor might be raised high enough
to damage insulation.. 1

Figure 8-5 shows Cadweld equipment and
material used to, weld a ground conductor to a
ground.rod. A is the mold, B is the clamp which

. holds the mold in position, C is the cartridge
containing the powdered metal oxide and the
starting wder, and D 184 welder's flint lighter.

, Figure 8-8 shows some Welds mide.by the Cad-- ,,weldproce s. Constant, around-the-clock attention must'

OPERATION be given to the generators at a central power
..-'
`.,

. - station* that is required to supply a continuous

I Once the central power station has been ei- and adequate amount of power. The 24-hour

\ tablished the various base activities should b period is divided into a number of watches: the

f .' able to count on a contintuoleLangl_adequatelle __number...de ends, Sif,course, upon the personnel

cif elictric ',current to supply 'die nee of th available f r this tine\ of duty.
litig and woi,king spaces.. A (Cons unction At most stations, 8-hour watches are the

Ei trician who has worked on the installatio common practice. An 8-hour watch schedule

of the power distribution.. system will have a does .not ordinarily work. a hardship. but any

good working knowledge of this system as a
'whole. However, he should also have a thorough
understanding of how to operate and maintain
the equipment 'in the power generating station.

A complete knowledge of station equipment
canbe obtained from three sources which should
give you all the information you need to, satis-
factorily operate and maintain', a generating
plant. These three sources are the, information
on gener41 operating and maintenance proce-
dures given in this, chapter, -electrical' plans'
and diagrams relating 'to generators, , switch

'gear, cables, and other equipment, andi,the in-
struction manual furnished for each piece of
equipment v,i2 the plant.

STANDING THE GENERATOR WATCH

29
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Figure 8-5.Equipment and material used for Cadweld process.

watches of more than 8 hours should be avoided
unless emergency conditions make them neces-\
sary;

MAINTENANCE

To keep the station, equipment operating in a
- -satisfactory manner, you must know the system

and its operating procedures thoroughly. You
musit, know instantly that an irregularity has

, occurred, its probable cause, and the quickest
and hest way to remedy it.

The absolute necessity for keeping spaces in
a power station and orderly` is not, always
fully realized. T is not only protects the equip-
ment,"'but is also an essential safety measure.
Disorder and accident go together. A trip, or
stumble on trash or clUtter in a power station

185
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can send\you into contact with high' voltage and
consequent injury or death. Even minor acci-
dents to machinery or injuries to personnel re-
duce the efficiency of the station and conse-

s. when not in\
quently the supply of power to the base.

Keep all tools in proper place
uses so you can find the tool you want when you
want it, and so that tools out Of place will not
contribute to disorder' and hazard. Keep oily
waste in a separate container from clean waste, 1,

and reduce fire hazards disposing of oily waste
at least once daily. Keep the floor swept down
always, and if oil or grease is spilled, clean it
up at once, before it is tracked about, and be-
fore someone slips and falls on it. Make sure
that all auxiliary equipment is in good condition,
and in its proper place, so there will be no,delay
if it must be brought into emergency service.

to



Keep_ fiequency_and_voltage_at_xorreot
values. A variation of either will affect; to
some extent at least, the operation of electrical
equipment on the base, such as teletypewriters
or electric clocks. To maintain electric-clock
accuracy, an' electric clock at the

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN 3 & 2

Figure 8-6. Welds mad

Ttie following list of rules should be remem-
bered when you are standing a generator watch.
You must not assume, however, that a knowledge
of.these rules is of itself sufficient. You must
follow the general rules and doctrines previously
mentioned, and you must also be prepared to
act calm and. show good sense when unusual
situations or circumstances arise.

Allow no unauthorized personnel to loiter
about the station.

Allow no unauthorized personnel to go be-
hind any main switchboird.

Make frequent inspections of all running'
generators.

NEVER replace a blown fuse with a fuse
of higher rating.

Never use, or allow° to, be used, emery
cloth, steel wool, or other metallic abrasive
dear any electrical equipment.

Keep frequent watch on switchboard instru-
.
ments for any indication of an abnormal condition.

e by Cadweld process.
.

should be matched 'with an accurate nonelectric
clock, so that the operator can.keep the clocks
in time with each other.

Exercise caution before reclosing cizcuit
breakers which haVe tripped. If the breaker
trips' again immediately after reclosure, the
cause should normally be investigated before a
second closure is tried. However, a second
closure': may be warranted if immediate resto- ,

ration ,df power is essential and there is no r.

obvious indication of trouble anywhere. In this
connection you should remember. that repeated
closing and tripping may damage the circuit
breaker and thus increase,-repair and replace- \
ment work. ..

Never start a plant without, ensuring that
all switches and breakers are open and all ex-
ternal resistances in the ,exciter field circtiit.

Don't operate generators on continuous
overload. It, is better to be without power for'
15 minutes while you find the cause of the over-
load and correct it, than to-burn up a generator
and have no pOwer until it is repaired or re-
placed. Record tht amount and time length' 'of
an overload in the 1.g, along with any unusual
conditions (such as excessive tern eratures)
observed.

186
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During your generator watch you may be re-
quired to perform a variety of jobs. You may
have to start a gener4tor or shut it down. Per-
haps you will only have to perform operational
maintenance. Let's see what some of these jobs
will be.

Before starting, you will verify that the fuel
tanks are filled with the appropriate fuel (gaso-
ine or diesel). You will also check the crank-
case oil adding any if required. Be sure not to
overfill or spill any of the oil. Verify the liquid
level in- the storage batteries and add distilled
water, if necessary. One more check will limit
possible damage. Is the radiator filled with
water? Has an appropriate amount of anti-
freeze been added? If these conditions are
satisfactory, set the main switch and field switch
to OFF positions.

operation keep checks on the oil, fuel,
and wa er levels and temperature Id oil pres-
sure gages. Observe carefully th frequency
meter for proper frequency output and the volt-
ages available acrdss each leg of the line. Ask
iourself, "Is the _charging ammeter for the bat-
tery -ndicating properly? Is the amperage cor-
rect in each leg of the line?" Watch for any
leaks that may develop.

After shutdown you will brequired to clean
the machinery, fill thrt gasoline and diesel fuel
t , and check the radiator and oil. levels.
\ f equipment vibrates excessively, shut it

down, find the cause, and correct it. Record the
circumstances in the log.

Keep log sheets up to date (station logs are I
described in the next section).

Observe all` safety rules posted at the sta-
tion, and any others which are not posted but
do apply.

OPERATIONAL. LOGS
1/4

A statipn log is a written recordwhich serves
a number.of purposes. or one thing, it indi-
cates when various equipment units require
periodicaJA maintenance work or replacement.
A series of entries can often pinpoint signs of
breakdown when the breakdown occurs so grad-
ually that it ever becomes an obvious problem
at y particular instant.

1

With a great many items .of complex equip-
ment working together to produce heat, light,
and power for an entire base, it is vital that
each item of this equipment be kept operating
satisfactorily. A well-kept log is an important

means for ilerting a trained than to the first
signs of threatening trouble.

The form used for log entries varies with
the views' of the supervisory personnel in dif-
ferent plants, and there is no standard form to
be fdllowed by all stations. A CE must famil-
iarize himself with the form used at his par-
ticular plant. Regardless of form, any log must
describe the hourly performance, not only of
the generators, but also of the numerous indi-
cating and controlling devices.

Figure 8-7 shows one type of log that may
be kept on the generator units of a power plant:
This 'is only a suggested form, of ,course, and
there may be at your station numerous other
items 'about which it is desiredthat a record
be kept in the log.

STARTING AN A. C. GENERATOR

The following description of. the steps in
starting an a. c. generator is a general descrip-
tion orgy. For a particular generator you follow
step-by-step the instructions for starting given
in the manufacturer's manual.

kt is assumed that the ,generator is driven by
a diesel engine, and that engine is which is
started by air pressure (many diesels re started
by an electric starting motOr and .batteries or
by a gasoline engine which', is cut off after the
diesel engine starts running on its own fuel).

Figure 8-8 shows the controls and gages 4:,n
a typical large generator-drive diesel engine.
The STARTING AIR lever controls a valve which
admits starting compressed air to the engine
cylinders.., The ENGINE OPERATING lever con -
trols engine speed while starting, stopping, or
in an emergency. The SPEED CONTROL knob,
controls engine speed'during normal operation.'
Figure 8-9 shows details of the Engine operat-
ing lever.

The speed control lever controls engine speed
during normal operation through a governor.
In starting, the governor is made inoperative
so that the operator can control engine speed
during, starting by manipulating the engine op-
erating lever. To render the governor inop-
erative, you set the "pawl -actu ting lever" shown
in figure 8-9 in the position where it points away
from the engine. After the diesel engine starts,
you turn the pawl-actuating lever toward -the
engine.

When starting, you set the engine-operating
lever in the "INJ FULL" position shown in fig-
ure 8-9 (the pawl-aetuating lever/ as ,previously

\\187'
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Figure 8-7.Representative generating station operator log.

stated,
i

is set away from the engine at tliis time).
0, After the diesel engine starts, yo turn the

Pawl-actuating lever toward the engl4e and set
the engine-operating lever in the "GOV RUN"
position shown in figure 8-9. Engine speed is
now controlled by the governor.

The "latch lever" shown ,;in figure 8-9 re-
leases (by squeezing) the engine-operatintlever
for movement to a different position,V and locks
the same 'in the new position w1\n the latch lever
.is released.
' The "vernier knob" shown in figure 8-9 is
used to control speed adjustment when you are
operating the engine under manual speed c.?n-
trol, 'as in an emergency. .<

1

Before you start the diesel' engine, ascer-
tain,, that the circuit breaker and the field
switch on the generator switchboard are in
the OFF position. After you have verified that
no lod exists on the geilee ator, you set the
pawl-actuating lever for ual control (away
from the engine), and latch the engine-operating
fever in the "INJ FULL" position shown in fig-
ure 8-9.

:1

Pull down on the starting air lever (fig. 8-8).
This will admit sir to the cylinders, which will
in turn set- the pistons in. motion. The ngini
should fire within 10 seconds; when it does, re-
lease the starting air lever.

Immediately after, the engine fires, check the
"lubricating oil pressure gage" shown in figure
8-8. If it does not indicate oil within
10 seconds after the engine fires, stop e engine
at once by moving the engineroperatinglever to
the "INJ STOP" position (fig.t. 8-9)..

If lub loafing oil pressure is satisfactory,
turn the wl-actuating lever toward the engine
and move the engine-operating lever to the
"GOV RUN" position. Engine 'speed is now being,
controlled by the governor. f

You will have previously .ascertained the
engine speed required to maintain the required
voltage output. Assume that to produce a 60-
hertz voltage, the engine must make 600 rpm.
Check the, rpm indicator and if it does not read
600 rpm, turn the "speed control knob" in the
appropriate direction until the engine speed
indicator reads 600 rpm.

188
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Recheck the lubricating oil gage or. proper SWITCHBOARD CONTROLSoil pressure, the "fuel oil pressure' gage fot . ...proper fuel oil pressure, and the "cool ng water , This generator is now running, but it is nottemperature" gage for proper water tempera- yet "on the line" that is, not yet sending powerture (fig. 8 -5). out into the distribution line. Before discussing
\ ,
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I Figure Ett9.View of diesel engine

operating lever,' showing detailed

. .

the method of putting the generator on the line,
some mention' of the switchboard instruments
and controls is necessary. .

The switchboard instruments should include
. an indicating watttnete to avoid the necessity

for making numerous 'ammeter and voltmeter
, readings to compute power output. If records

mist be kept on generator efficiency, a watt-
.gstir metenis also needed.

. Remember that the Ivoltmeter measures the
voltage of the bus, nit that of any one generator
.confi,ibuting to the 'b s voltage. Ammeters,
however, should be c ected in series with at
least one lead of the tput of each generator.
If only i single ammetr is available for meas-
uring three-phase cur ent, it must be switched,
to the different phases

A group of lamps c nnected across the bus,
and with' a center point grounded, provides a
practical means for etecting any accideigal
ground.

4

PLACING GENERATOR ON THE LINE

Before you set About putting the generator on
the line, make sure that you know the locations
of the various switchboard controls, and that you
are able to operate them smoothly and in proper
sequence; check to see that the voltage regulator

. switch is-in OFF (or MANUAL CONTROL) po-
sition, and that the voltmeter selector switch is
set to permit the a. c. voltmeter to indicate the
desired measurement.

Turn the handle of the exciter field rheostat
counterclockwise as far as it will go, so as to
put maximum resistance into the shunt field Of
the exciter.

-Throw the field switch to the 'ON position,
thus maldng exciter voltage available to the
generator field. At the same time wattl the
.a. c. voltmeter 'and ensure .that it records a low
reading.

Turn the exciter field, rheostat knob dow,n
clock-wise, thus decreasing exciter field re-
sistance, and increasing exciter field voltage
and excitation current in the generator's field
winding. This will cause output voltage to 'rise.
Watch the a. c. voltage meter, and turn the rheo-
stat knob until,the rated, voltage is reached.

Check the frequency reading on the frequency
meter. _ Increase or decrease the engine Speed
until you read normal frequency (in this case,
80 hertz).

Turn the voltage regulator switch to the ON
or AUTOMATIC position, thus placing the volt-
age regulator in control. Then check the volt-
meter to\ensure that it still reads rated voltage
value. If the value hai changed, adjust the volt-
age regulator rheostat until the voltmeter'again
-reads ratevalue.

Release the interlock on the circuit breaker,
thus closing the generator circuit andenergizing
the bus. With the,generater ,now connected to
the external circuit, the a. ammeter will indi-
cate the current drawn by the load.

Checic the current in eachphase by switching
the ammeter. Recheck the voltage across each
phase.

SYNCHRONIZING ALTERNATORS

The load power 4mand may often reach a
point where it cannot be satisfied by a single
generator. in which case it becomes necessary
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- 7.to "cut in" another generatorthat is, add

another generator to the bus. This CANNOT
be done simply by starting up the engine of a
re rve generator and placing this one on the
line by throwing the=n switch.

Four very imp° t factors must be taken
into account. The incoming generator voltage
must the tibus volts e. It must have the
samefiiquenc_y 'and must be in iiWeviiffi the
SuliTroltage. 13 Eases must be con-

; nected in proper sequence.
The procedure called "synchronizing alter-

nators4' simply means bringing the incoming
generator" into correspondence with the bus in
all four of these respects.

To adjust electrical speed that is, free;
quenc you adjust the speed in rpm of the prim
mover in this case, the diesel enginei\Tobring

.

the incoming generator into phase with the volt-
age, on the bus, you will probably use a system
of synctironizing lamps. Watch the voltmeters
on the two -units until they read the same.

The purposetof synchronizing "frequency and
speed is to ensiire that the difference in poten-
tial \between CORRESPONDING terminals of the
two generators is zero. Synchronization is
completed by using lamp methods or a syn-
chroscope:

Lamp Synchronizing Methods

The most satisfactory arrangement for syn-
chronizing lamps to be connected is the two-
bright one dark method discussed in Basic Elec-
tricity, NavPers 10086-B. Two of er methods
are used, one is called the` "all -di k" method;
the other, the "bright-lamp" metho

In the all-dark method of sj chronizing,
lamps are connected across an open three-pole
switch between the bus and the incoming gen-
erator as shown in figure 8-10. If the lamps
increase and decrease in brilliance together,
the phaSe sequences of the tw_o_generators are
the same. If the lamps rotate hi brilliance, the
phase arc not identical. Intercliadg-

generator will obtain the c rrect phase sequence.
ing any two of the three lelds from the incoming

Be sure the lamps have a. oltage rating twice
the generator terminal voltage. If lamps of this
voltage-rating are unavailable, several lampsin
series, voltage dropping resistors, or step-
down transformers must be used. When the
lamps are dark the voltages are in phase and
the paralleling switch may be closed.
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GENERATOR NO. 1 GENERATOR NO. 2

73.60
Figure 8 -10. The all-dark

synchronizing method.

The "bright-lame method is more sensitive
and is used for large, high-speed generators.
The arrangement of lamps is shown in figure
.8-11. When lamps A and C burn with the same
brilliancy the unit is in phase. As one of the
two increases in brilliancy and the other de-
creases, the instant of synchronism is the in-
start when they match in brilliancy. The se-
quence of brightness of the I lamp's indicates
whether the incoming alternator is fast or slow.
It is standard practice to cline the generator
switch when the incoming alternator's frequency
is slightly ahead of that of the already operating
alternator.

TO GENERATOR
NO.

BUS LIN

GENERATOR NO. 2

73.61
Figure 8111. The bright lamp

synchronizing methodl

Synchronizing With Synchroscope

two
sequence Of operation in paralleling

two alternators by synchroscope follows.
Compare the bus voltmeter reading (voltage

eLoduced by alternator already operating) with

\ 4'36
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that on the incoming alternator voltmeter. If
they are not the.same, adjust the voltage regu-
lator 'rheostat of the incoming generator until
the voltage of that one is equal to the bus Non-
age. This is an important step, because unequal
voltages will cause circulating currents to flow
between the parallel generators.

Compare the frequency of the incoming gen-
. erator with that of the bus, and adjust to cor-

respond by ineans of the incoming generator's
governor motor-control switch. ,

° Turn the synchronizing switch to the ON
position. The synchroscope will rotate in one
direction or the cther. If the switchboard is
also equipped with synchronizing lamps, they
will increase and decrease in brilliancy.

Use the governor motor control switch to
adjilst the speed of the incoming generator until
it is operating at approximately the same fre-
quency as the bus voltage. This will be indicated
by the synchroscope rotating slowly in the FAST
direction, and the synchronizing lamps slowly
increasing anddecreasing in brilliancy.

.AScertain that the voltages of bus and incom-
ing generator are- the same. Then, JUST BE-
FORE the synchroscope pointer passes thrmigh
the zero position, close the incoming genera-
tor's breaker and thus "cut in" the generator.
If lamps only are being used, close the breaker
JUST BEFORE the midpoint of the dark period
of the lamps is reached.

After the incoming generator has been thus
in"._to the bus, there_ are trio ad_ ditional ad-

. justments_that must be made. One of these en-
sures that each generator is carrying its Share
of the kilowatt load. The other ensures that
each generator.is,operating with the same power
factor (power factor is explained in Basic-Elec-
tricity, NavPers 1008643).
. The division of kilowatt load between a. c.
generators operating in parallel depends.on the
relative setting of 1. their engine governors.
Equalizing power factor means ensuring that
each generator is producing its share of wattless
current or "reactive kv-a."- The amount of re-
active kv-a two generators supply depends on
the relative setting of their voltage regulators.
Therefore, to adjust -the generators for parallel
operation you take the following steps.

Tprn- the governor motor . control switches
until the wattmeters of the generators read the
same (if the generators have the same rating),
or until the load is proportionally divided- (if the
generators have different ratings). The load is
increased on a too lightly loaded generator by

A

,

increasing engine speed, on a too heavily loaded
generator by decreasing engine speeds. These
adjustments must be made simultaneously, to
maintain constant frequency.

To balanCe reactive load, turn the voltage
regulator rheostat of each generator until the
power factor' meter reading is the same for
each, indicating that the burden of reactive kv-a
is being properly shared. If the switchboard
is not equipped with 'power factor meters, the
a. c. ammeter of each generator can be used.
Proper adjustment exists when the ammeters--
show equal currents for generators of the same
rating, or proportionally equal ,,currents fbr
those of different ratings.

The direction in which you turn the voltage
regulator rheostat of each generator depends
on the reading of the generator's -power factor
meter or ammeter before the adjustment is
made. The voltage should be decreased on the
generator, carrying too much power factor, in-
creased on the one carrying too little.

After throwing the'main switch, observe the
a. c. ammeters of equal generating units to en-
sure that they read the same. Unequal readings
mean that one generator is doing more work-
than the other. You can even out the load by
increasing the speed of the generator having the
lower ammeter reading. Adjust the speed control
knob until both a. c. ammeters read the same.

SECURING _ GENERATORS

When-a-SINGLE -generator,_connected along_
to a bus, is to be taken out of operation,. it is
secured in the following manner.

Remove as many individual loads as possible
to reduce arcing and damage to the line switch
or circuit breakers when the circuit is opened.
Open the feeder breakeri to further reduce the
generator load as much as practicable.
. Trip the generator circuit breaker.

Turn the voltage regulator switch -to the OFF
or MANUAL position.

Turn the handle of the exciter field rheostat
counterclockwise, as far as it will Jo, thus
cutting in all resistance to the exciter field and
decreasing the voltage to the exciter field.

CAUTION:* The field circuit of a generator
which is to be disconnected from the bus bars
must not be opened before the main switch has
been opened. If the field circuit is opened first,
a heavy current will flow between the armatures.

Open the field switch slowly. Slow movement
of -the' switch reduces the danger of a high
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induced voltage in the field circuit. This, if the
field discharge resistors were inoperative, could
break down the insulation.

Move the governor control lever to the low
idle engine speed and run the engine about 5
minutes until it cools down.

Stop the, prime mover, as by moving tiled en-
gine operating lever shown in figure 8-9 to
"GOV STOP' position.

It maybe necessary to secure a generator
which is operating in parallel with another. The
typical situation is one where a peak load (as'
when darkness falls and many lights come on)
occurs and then passes. When the load comes
on, another generator is cut in; when it paSses,
the generator is secured.

Before you remove the generator power from
the bus, it is very important that you shift the
kilowatt load being carried by the generator
which will be cut out to the generator or gen-
erators 'which -will remain on the line. This

.shift of kilowatt load is accomplished by turning
the governor motor control switch of the gen-
erator to be secured to LOWER, and the same
switches on the remaining generators to RAISE:
The wattmeters on the switchboardwill indicate
how the shift is progressing and when it is
completed.

When the load has been shifted, trip the cir-
cuit breaker' on the generator which is to be
taken out, and then secure that one as you would
a single generator.

A generator which has been operating under
a heavy load should not be shut down until it has
been run on a light load for a few minutes to
reduce temperatures.

ENGINES

Engine generators are necessary in military
operations, as we have seen. There are thdu-
sands of them in existence, with a variety of
shapes, sizes, capacities, reliability, and econ-
omy. We will discuss only a few of these so
that you will be able to perform your duties in-
telligently and safely.

GASOLINE ENGINE SETS

Gasoline engines are *useful a'prime movers
for generators. They are also suitable to supply
power and light on an intermittent or emergency
basis. Their initiaLcost is much less than that of
diesel engines, but maintenance costs are higher
and their useful life is short. Nevertheless,
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they are used frequently by Seabees for emer-
gency purposes or where the power drain- is
small.

The one cylinder engine driven generator in
figure 8-12 is about the Simplest you'll find-in
an advanced. base. It will handle -loads up to
1.5 kilowatts. A starting rope wrapped around
the flywheel is used to start the engine in the
same manner as that for 'small outboard or
power lawn motors.

Some gasoline-driven generators used by the
Seabee's supply as much as 10 kilowatts of a. c.
power. These may be used as emergency
standbys for -a small central power station.
They are Skid-mounted, and if equipped with
weather-proof metal housing, are designed pri-
marily as portable Sets for outdoor operation.

Operation

In the gasoline engine; the gasoline and air
are mixed together before being admitted to the
cylinder in which compression takes place. The
intake stroke of the piston sucks air through the
air cleaner into the carburetor.

In the carburetor, the clean air is mixedwith
the vaporized gasbiine from the fuel tank. The
new mixture continues on- through to the intake
manifold which is connected to the cylinder head.
An intake valve admits the air-gasoline mixture
into the cylinder.

In the gasoline engine, a Spark is introduced
into the cylinder igniting the air-gasoline mix-
ture just as the piston completes its compression
stroke. The ignited gases expand and the piston
is pushed down into the power ,stroke. The ex-
haust stroke of the piston then expels the burned
gases out of the cylinder chamber. Sparks are
created at appropriate times using a small igni-
tion system, as shown in.figure 8-13.

The ignition coil delivers a pulse of high volt-
age through the distributor to the proper spark
plug when the coil is interrupted by -a set of
breaker points. The distributor, which is turned
by the engine camshaft, connects the high volt-
age to the sparkplug of each cylinder at the time
it is due to be fired. It also opens andcloses the
breaker points that determine the exact instant
each plug fires.

Servicing

You must always check the appropriate in-
struction manual for specific operating and serv-
icing procedures.. The following information,
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CONTROL
BOX

AMMETER VOLTMETER * ENGINE

GENERATOR

ACCESSORY
BOX

TOOL AND SPARE
PARTS BOX

Figure 8- 12. Gasoline- engine generator,

however, is general and applicable to all of the
possible generators you will encounter. :

Make sure that the fuel you are going to use
is not contaminated with dirt or water, and that
all equipment (cani, 'funnels, and/or nozzles)
for.transferring the fuel to the engine fuel tank
is clean. Dirty fuel clogs be carburetor and
fuel lines. .

Water in the fuel often keeps an engine from
starting and damages the injection- pumps and
nozzles of diesels. In cold 'weather, espe-
cially, fuel tanks should be kept full to minimize
condensation of moisture in them.

BE SURE THE FUNNEL IS IN DIRECT CON-
TACT' WITH THE TANK when fuel is being
transferred, to eliminate the possibility of an
explosion. ,

Damage due to "dirt ban- be eliminated or
Minimized by changing the air cleaner at ap-
propriate intervals. If the oil feels gritty when
checking its level, chinge it and the filter too.

If your generator requires water for its
cooling system, be sure. to keep it filled.

194
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Remember, that in freezing temperatures, anti-
freeze must be added.

Battery care is a necessity. Check- the
electrolyte level periodically and add- water if
required. Distilled water is preferable to. plain
water, if available. To minimize battery dif-
ficulties, coat the battery terminals with a light
coating of corrosion-preventive grease after
connections have been tightened.

BRUSHLESS GENERATORS

Figure 8-14 shows an elementary circuit
diagram for a brushless generator system.
Elimination of brushes, slip rings, and commu-
tators is accomplished by placing a rectifier
assembly, generator field and exciter armature
on the rotor."

In the brush type of a. c. generator (fig. 8-15),
the field current is transferred from the rotat-
ing part of the machine to the generator field by
the use of commutator, brushes and collector
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Figure 8- 13. An ignition system.

rings. 11, ^h time is spent on the maintenance
of these ....nponents.

Brushless type rotating exciters (fig: 8-16)
eliminate the necessity for commutator, collec-
tor rings and b.rushes by applying the a. c. out-
put of the exciter armature to silicon rectifiers
connected in a bridge. The d. c. rectified

O

4
-e

BATTERY

65.5365.53 ,

output is then applied directly to the field. Since
all these components are mounted on the rotor, -
no need exists for brushes, commutator or slip
rings, making the entire unit compact, simple,
and free of sparking. Mainte*nance is thus re-
duced. As time goes on, you will see more and
more of these generators, in the field.

195 °
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Figure 8-14.Basic brushless generator.
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Figure 8-15.Brush type rotating exciter. Figure 8- 16.-- Brushless type rotating exciter.
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CHAPTER-9

OVERHEAD POWER- DISTRIBUTION.

Power from the generating plant at an ad-
vanced base, may be carried to the various
points of consumption by overhead transmission
and distribution lines, by, underground cable, or
by a combination of both: At most advanced
bases, the high voltage developed at the central
power station is usually and preferably dis-;
tributed by overhead feedef lines. Such lines
are cheaper to build, simpler to inspect, and
easier to maintain than underground cables.
Obviously, use of underground cables is pre-
ferred at airports to prevent hazardous flight
conditions.

Voltagei developed normally range from
110/220 volts to 13,2'00/13,800 volts in more
populousireas such as Okinawa, Adak, Vietnam
and Puerto Rico. The initial generation and
distribution system at an advanced base is
provided by a 110/220 volt, 3-phaSe, 4-wire
grounded neutral. Replacement may then be
provided el, a 2400/4160 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire

,grourided neutral supplied by banks of two or
more generators. Finally," as requirements
increase, power sources capable of providing.
the larger voltages are installed.

. Whether underground or overhead, the dis-
tribution system in an advanced base is of the
radial type. A representative transmission and
distribution system is shown in figure 9-1.

GENERATING
STATION

SUBSTATION

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

SERviCES

SECONDARY (AYES

HIGH VOLTAGE-
TRANSMISSION

LINES

FEEDERS

In this chapter, we will discuss various as-
pects of overhead distribution so that you will
be able to perform various. assignments of
installing, maintaining, and repairing of over-
head distribution facilities more effectively.

Upon completion of this chapter, you should
be able to describe how to

erect and climb poles
install guys, strain insulators, and guy
anchors
mount crossarms and racks
string and tie conductors
install!transformers safely
install additional components and protec-
tive devices associated with high voltage
equipment
install and troubleshoot various compo-
nents of street lighting facilities
perform pole-top resuscitation
use safety procedures associated with
overhead line installation

'INSTALLING OVERHEAD LINES

The major stages in constructing-an over-
head transmission dis&ibution system include
the preparations erection and guying 'of poles,
crossarm mounting, stringing the conductors
and adjusting theth for proper sag.-

In planning an overhead system, arrange the
----route-with the possibility of future development

in mindthat is, make it possible to add addi-
tional circuits for new buildings and equipment.
Consider also the nearness of other electrical
circuits .or pole lines, and be careful not to
place electric light and/or power lines on the
same crossarrhs' with communication lines.
Remember that any power line below 8700 volts
crossing or running above a communication line
must have a minimum clearance of 2 ft. About
4 ft is the .clearance most commonly used. For
voltage higher than 8700 volts the minimum

26.77 clearance must be 6 ft.
All power lines must be located ABOVE tel-

ephone or other communication lines.

OISTRIBUsTA,ON
TRANSFORMERS

PRIMARY LINES

Figure 9-1.Transmission and
distribution system.
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PREPAIIING THE POLE

At-an advanced base you may have to use
standing trees. as.poies. If this is so, select
the straightest trees you can find and trim
theM. .

Trimming consists of cutting branches off
flush with the trunk and stripping off all the
bark. This procedure, necessary to mike the
pole safe for e.lineman to climb, will often re-
veal defects in- the pole. Flush knots left after
branches are trimmed should -be painted over,,
to prevent water penetration of the pole.

Most of the poles you will use will be already
trimmed and treated with creosote (to prevent
rotting) before they arrive at the site. 'Creosote

.,is a toxic compound that will blister the skin,
so use gloves when handling or climbing such'
poles. AVOID touching your eyes- with suph
gloves. -Be sure to have your sleeves rolled
down. 0

The next step is, to cut the "roof' (roof-like
cut at the upper end, made by sawing a single
slant cut that drains toward the back of the pole)
and the ','gains" (a gain is a notch in which a
crossarm is set); This cutting should be done
with the pole in a rack of some kind which will
hold one end of the pole above the ground. if
the pole is curved, at should be set in the rack
so that the curve or sag is toward .the_ground.
'Theircut-the-roof diraionallq and the gain or
gains on the upper surface,' so that the relation
of roof to gains is as sholn.inligure 9.2. Re-
Member that thgain is always cut on the face
of 'the pole, and the face is the inside' of any
curve the pole may have. Following this rule
ensures that the pull of wires on the crossarm

. will be against the curve of the pole. Remem-
ber, too, that the slope of the roof should be
parIllel to the wire lines, not across them.
Tlie-reason-
draining* off the roof will run down the back of
the pole, and not into the crossarm gains. ,

The center of the first or top gain should be
located 12 in. from the top of the ..pole. Since
the width of the gain is the height of the cross-
arm, measuring half the height of the crossarm
above and below the center of the gain will give
you the top and bottom of the gain. The gain
should be cut about 1/2 in. deep'. It is good
practice to make the gain slightly concave, so
the crossarm will bear solidly against the outer
ends. The spacing between -succeeding gains
depends on the voltage in the lines; For volt-
ages up to 8,700 volts the minimum spacing is

0 0 0: er

THROUGH
BOLT
HOLE

FACE

O

29.233
Figure 9-2.-The parts of the pole.

24 in. For voltages from 8700 volts to 50,000
volts the minimum spacing is 48 Mi-
. The next step is to bore the hole for the

crossarm through bolt shown in figure 9-2. The-
standard through bolt has a diameter_of 5/8 in.

e diameter of the bolt hole should be 11/16 in.
To center the hole, draw intersecting diagonal
lines across the gain. If possible, paint all this.
cut work to prevent decay.

DIGGING POST HOLES
4

The depth for a pole hole depends on the
length of the pole and the composition of the
soil. A hole in firm, rocky terrain does not
need to be as deep as a hole in soft soil. Table
9-1 gives recommended post-hole depths for
poles from 20 to 65 ft long in firm soil and in
rock.
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Table 9-1.-Depth for setting pole

-Length
of pole ft

(ft)

Setting depth

20
25
30
35

'40
45
50

55
60

5.0
5.5
5.5
6.0
6.0
6.5
7.0

3.0
3.5
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.5
4.5

7.5 5.0
8.0 5.0

73.310

A pole set in sandy or swampy soil must be
supported by guys or'braces,. or by "cribbing."
Cribbing Means the placement of some firm
material around the part of the pole that is be-
low ground. One method of cribbing.is to sink
an open- bottom barrel in the hole, set up the
pOle in the barrel, and then fill the space around
the base of the pole with concrete or small
stones "after the pole has been plumbed (brought
to the_vertical). Anotherinethod of cribbing is

There p-o-wer-driven hole-digger
available, but the absence of one-of these the
holes must be dug by handtools (fig. 9-4). You
use a "digging bar" to loosen the soil. About
the-first-2-ft-ofdepth--can-be- removed -with
short-handle shovel. Below that you loosen the
earth with a long-handle shovel, and haul it up
pritli along- handle device called a spoon.

A hole should have a diameter about 6 in.
larger than that of the base of the pole, to allow
room for tamping in backfill. It should be a

'little larger at the bottom, to allow for pluMb-
ing the pole.

ERECTING POLES.

If a line truck with winch and A-frame is
available,' the job of erecting poles is simple.
A sling is placed around the approximate mid-
point on the pole and the winch heaves it up.
The truck then proceeds to the hole, and the
base of the pole is guided in as the winch lowers
away. -Since the butt or base is heavier than
the top end, the pole will be raised to an almost
vertical position.

Se95".

SURFACE OF
GROUND

LENGTH
OF POLE

IP=
7

==;7111

4=z111

ROCK
BACK
FILL

73.69

Figure.9-3.-Cribbing a pole with stone and log.

.SPOON

LONO-HANOLET SHOVEL

199

Figure 9-4.-Digging tools.

In the absence of this equipment, however,
the pole must be "piked up"-meaning that the
pole sis placed with base adjacent to the hole and
the upper end supported on either a "mule" or
a "jenny." A ''jenny" is a wooden support made
in the form of an X, while a "mule" is a wooden
support made in the' form of aY. The upper
end is then "piked" into the air by men using
pike poles (fig. 9-5).

29.234
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roll SUPPORT

29.235

butt of the pole from sliding pas t the hole, and
also prevents the butt from caving in 'the side
of the hole. After the pole has reached uprig4t
position, it' is "faced"meaning that it is ro-
tated with the cant hook to bring the crossarm
gain to proper position. On a straight line it is

. the custom to set adjacent poles with c rossarms
facing in opposite directions, as shown in fig-
ure 9-7. This procedure called facing "gain to
gain" or "back to back" provides for maximum'
strength in thp. line.

On a curve the gains must be set so that the
crossarm is on the side. of the pole nearest the
center of the curve, as shown in figure 9-8,

After the pole has been faced, it must be
plumbed vertical. This is done by four pikers
on four sides of the pole, acting on signals given
by one man who sights along the line and an-
-other who sights from one side. In some cases`
a small amount of rake or lean (approxiinately
12 inches) is left to allow fora wire strain or
the normal give of a' guy.

After the pole has been pltimbed, the hole is
,-backfilled and the backfill tamped down hard.
Rackfilling should be done gradually, in shallow _
layers, with each layer thoroughlyta.mped down.
Usually two or three men tamp while a single
man shovels. When the' hole has been filled
to- the - grouncLline_withtanipgdbackfiu, the

Figure 9-5.--Pole tools.

This procedure is illustrated in figure 9 -6
The "butt man" holds- and guides the butt of the
pole with "cant hooks" or a "peavey" (hook on a
handle, the hook being designed to grasp the
pole when .pressure is applied to.the handle).
As the upper end of the pole is raised, a. man
keeps the jenny in approximate contact by ram-.
ing it toward the butt. The "butt board" is a
length of plank, set in the hole and long enough
to protrude--aboveltie-surface:It-prevents-the

o

RAISE PIKERS

1 Figure 9-6.Piking up a pole.
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remaining excavated soil is banked in a mound
around the base of the pole, to allow for subse-

a quent settling.
O

GUYING

A "guy" is a 'brace or cable which is "an-
-chored" in some fashion at the lower end, and
secured to a point on the pole at the other, and
serves to brace the pole in.position. Normally,
eat:3 or wire guy is .niade of 7-strandgalvanized
steel. There are various types of guys used,
some of which. are as follows:

A "line" guy is one installed in a straight
pole line and parallel to the line, to reinforce
the Hite against stress caused by broken con-
ductors.

A "head" guy is one which runs from the top
of one pole to a point below the top on another
pole.

An "arm"- guy is one which runs from the
:end of a crossarm to the next adjacent pole. It
is used when a line dead-ehds at the end of a
-crossarm.

A."storm" guy (fig. 9 -9) is one installed in
a line to prevent the entire line from being
pulled down in 'the event that line conductors
should break at some point in the line. A storm-
guy consists of two line guys (that is, guys run-
ning'parallel to the line) and two side guys (guys
running crosswise to the line). Storm guys are

*usually installed at intervals of 1/2 ml to 1 mi.
A "sidewalk" guy is outrigged (as shown in

fig. 9-9), so the guy will not obstruct pedestrian
_traffic on the sidewalk.

A guy which runs.from the top of a pole to -a
ground anchor is called a "down" guy.

A "stub" guy runs .from he top of a pole to
the top o a shorter pole called a stub. The
stub is itself braced by a dawn guy.

Figure 9-9 show's some guys used in special
situations.

46.

73.71
Figure 9-t Faciitg crossarms oti a

straight line.

Locating Guys

Guys are installed at any place in the line
where the stress of the cqnductors could pull
the crossarms or the pole out of proper posi-
tion. It is not possible to mention all the situa-
tions which call for guying, but some important
guy locations ars as follows:

73.72 DEAD ENDS.Dead ends or terminals mustFigure 9-8.Facing crossarms on a curve. be guyed as shown in figure 9-9.
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STRAIN
INSULATORS

6' -0" MINIMUM

.
11112- - //, _ , 7 77 oer

ANCHOR

DEAD END GUY

4.

SIDE GUY
CORNER GUY

STioRM dUY SIDEWALK GUY

Figure 9-9.Types of guys.
73.73

CORNERS.Corners, that is, poles where BRANCHES.Where a branch line takes off
the line changes direction radically-:must be from a main line, a side guy should be installed
guyed as shown in'figure 9-9. to support the stress of the branch line.
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ANGLES.A corner is, of course, an angle,
tigut -it is an angle which comes close to 90°.

When a line makes ANY angle, however slight,
a side guy should be installed. For a large
angle, two or more guys should be installed.

CROSSINGS.Electric lines crossing rail-
way tracks must be equipped with -head guys
installed on poles on both sides of the crossing.
These guys run from the top of the pole adjacent
to the tracks to about midway of the next pole:

Strain Insulators

All guys on power lines snould have one,
preferably two, strain insmators installed in
the guy to break contact bet*Ien Vie upper part
of the guy and the part low enough to be con-
tacted by persons on the ground. The lower
insulator should be at least 8 ft above the ground

a

and the upper one should be placed at least 6 ft
from the pole to prevent electrical contact
(fig. 9-9 top).

Guy Anchors, .

For securing the lower or ground ends of
guys there are various types of "anchors" used,
some of which are illustrated in figure 9-10.
The "Never Creep" anchor (this is a trade
name) Is. installed by digging a hole about 8 in.
in diameter, at about a 45° angle and sloping
toward the pole. After the' hole is dug, a rod is
driven in the ground closer to the pole and in
line with the guy wire froni the top of the pole.
This rod intersects the hole at a right angle
about 6 ft from the surface. The plate part of
the anchor is then -placed otter the rod and
locked on by the slot plate. A never creep an-
chor is shown in fig. s-ioA.

A NEVER CREEP ANCHOR B

LOG ANCHOR
0

a SCREW TYPE ANCHOR

Figure 9-10.Types of guy anchors in general use.
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The "expanding anchor" (fig. 9-10B) is in-
stalled by egging an 8-in: hole in line with the

'guy wire:from the pole or at about a 45° angle.
The anchor is pit in the hole, and a heavy
tamper is slipped the rod. The anchor is
rammed with the tarnperantil it expands to its
fullewidth. This usually takes about five or six

. blows with the tamper.
The "log" anchor (fig. 9-IOC) is a simple

do-it-yourself type which is very effective in
soft or, sandy soil. The log usually consists of
3 6-ft long section of a pole which-has outlived
its usefulness. The trench is dug at right angles
to the line of the guy, to a depth of at least 6 Yt,
and long enough tq receive-the log. 7A narrow
trench, to accommodate the guy, is dug as
shown. A threaded rod is through a hole in

__the_ log *4,,tecuren with nut and washer. The
rod iiioligiOtiOgh topeiiit the-e-Yelifilia-Iipper-
e,spo,telpoiipoint23. in. above the ground line.

"sctivetypf anchor is one. which can be
5:;.'licielyedit into the ground as shown in figure
.19-40b. A shallow hole is dug to start the screw

s"---bladeTatid --the rod_ is then rotated by two men
using a bar-toggle rim through the eye.

CLIMBING POLES

To climb a wooden pole you are equipped
with the .equipment shown in the lower part of
figure 9-11, The "stirrup" fits under the arch
of your foot, and the leg iron runs up the inner
aide of the calf -Of your leg. This puts the "gaff"
in aposition on the inner side of your foot where
you can drive it into the pole as you climb. Two
leather straps run through the loop straps and
hold the climber tightly against your, calf and
ankle.. The "leather" pad keeps'the upper end
of the climber froth digging into your leg.

The term "leather" refers not only to treated
animal hides but also to neoprene Impregnated
nylon products such as body belts, safety straps
and leg straps. These non-leather items are
cleaned with soap and water and are available
to the battalions. _

The "safety strap" and "body belt" shown in
the upper part of figure 9 -11 are-What might be
called your extra pair of hands when you work
aloft. The body belt, strapped around your
waist, contains various pockets foesmall tools.
The safety strap is a. "leather" belt with a
tongue-type, buckle (keeper snap) 'at each end.
While you are climbing you will have the safety
strap hanging by both ends from the cleft ring
(called a D-ring because of its shape) on the

2

-0
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... LOOP FOR
LEG STRAP

Oat

LOOP FOR
...ANKLE STRAP'

LEG OR
ANKLE STRAP'
()NTERCH ANG ABLE)

-LINEMAN'S CLIMBERS

29.239
Figure 9-11.- Pole - climbing equipment.

body beltk When you are at working position,
you will unsnap one end of the safety strap, pass
it around the pole, and hook it to the right "D"
ring on the body belt. One adjustable buckle
permits variation to suit the lineman And the
circumference of the pole. You can i Law lean

back against the safety strap and. maintain a
steady, comfortable, and SAFE position.

Careof Climbing Equipment

To a lineman the term "burning" a pole
means the highly unpleasant experience e'r slid-
ing all the way., or agood part of the way, down
a pole as a result of defective equipment or
some error in climbing technique made on the
way up. the "burning" you get doesn't need to
be explained in detail, and besides burning you
may get a :good many splinters. However,
climbers, body belt, and safety belt should keep
you up -where you belong-if you use them pro4.-
erly and take. proper -tare of them.

The body belt and safety strap require con-
tinuous inspection.- Look for:

1449
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1. Loose or broken rivets.
2. Cricks, cuts, nicks, or tears in "leather."
Broken or otherwise_ defective buckles.
.-.Defects in safety-belt snap hooks and

body-belt D-rings.
5. Worn "leather."
6. 'Enlarged tongue holes for belt buckles.

If,you discover any of these defects, turn in
the equipment and tepid-telt.

' You must periodically perforto maintenance
work on the "leather" parts of your climbing
equipment. Cleaning comes fiist. Use a damp
sponge and a -mild soap. Wolk .up a thick,
creamy lather. Then wash the soap off and wipe

.,the belt with a dry cloth.
Next, to make the- genuine leather soft and

pliable, lather well With "saddle" soap. Work
the lather into all parts; then place the belt in
the 'shade .to dry. After the lather has nearly.
dried, rub down the leather with a soft cloth.

Body be/te and safety straps made of genuine
leather "require oiling about every 6 Inonths.

. Be sure theleatheris_clean-before applying -oil.
Use about 2 teaspoonfuls of neat's-foot oil,
working the oil in -gradually. Place the belt in
a shady place and allow'. to dig for 24 hours.
Then rub down with a soft cloth.

Always, before you climb a pole, inspect the
climbers for the following defects:

1. Broken or loose straps.
2. Stirrup worn -to- a thickness of 1/8 in. or

less.
3. Length of gaff of less than 1 1/4 in. as

measured along inner surface.
4. Difference in lgaff -lengths-of more thane

1/8 _
If- you fin4 any .,i these defects, turn in your

climbers for a new pair.

Climber's Gage

0 To minimize certain dangers , which 'can
occur from negltct of the climbers, be .sure
that you are away, of the advantageous use of
climber gages (fig. 9-12). This gage is used to
check the dimensions of gaffs. These must be
within, certain tolerance§ or the climber will
"cut out" .or lose contact with a pole or tree.

Measurements of the length, width, and
thickness drftraffe-are iale as-follows.

LENGTH. Place the lined face of the gage
against the inner surface of the gaff with the
short edge_ of the gage held tightly against the
crotch (fig. 9-13A). The crotch is the point

205

9
Figure 9-12.Climbers gage.

26.259

90

'26.260
Figure 9 -13. Use, of climbers gage.

where the gaff joins the leg iron. If the point of
the gairextend:s to or beyond the short reference
line, the length of the gaff is satisfactory.

. WIDTHInsert-the gaff as far-as-possible
through the small slot marked W with the inner
surface of the gaff resting against the lined face
of the gage (fig. 9-13B). If the point of the gaff
does not extend beyond the -long reference line,
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the width of titter section of the gaff is satisfac-
tory. Insert the gaff as far as possible through
the large slot marked W, with the Inner surface
of the gaff toward the lined face of the gage (fig.
9 -13C). If the po of the gaff does not extend
beyond the far ed of the gage, the width of this
section of the is. satisfactory.

THICKNESS. Insert. the gaff as far as pos-
sible through the small opening marked TH,
with the inner surface of the gaff resting against
the lined face of the gage (fig. 9-13D). If the
point of the gaff does not extend tt.yond the ref-,
erence line the thickness of this section of the
gaff is satisfactory. Insert the gaff as far as
possible through the large opening marked TH,
with,the inner surface of the gaff resting against
the lined face of the gage (fig. 9-13E). If the
point of the gaff does not extend beyond-the far
edge of the _age, the thickness of this section
of the gaff is satisfactory.

Sharpen any dull gaffs by taking long strokes .
with a file from the heel to the point of the gaff,
removing only enough material to make a good
point. NEVER USE A GRINDSTONE OR EMERY
WHEEL TO SHARPEN GAFFS, since the metal
may become overheated a nd lose its -strength
(temper). Never sharpen the gaff to a needle
point (fig.,9-I4). since it will sink too deep into
the pole. and-make climbing difficult. Always_
leave a shoulder about 1/8 in. back from the point.

tricks you can learn in advance. First, of
course, make the preclimb inspection of equip-
ment previously described AND PUT ON YOUR
HARD HAT. Then inspect the pole to deterinine
the best side on which to start. This is usually
the back, or high side.

Get against the pole and grasp each side of
it with your hands-not that you will hand-
support your- weight in climbing, but simply
because you will use your hands to help in bal-
ancing yourself on the climbers (fig. 9-15).

WRONG RIGHT
1--

WRONG RIGHT

26.261
o Figure 9-14.-Sharpening the gaffs. ,

01.4

.40 .".404* 0.111

73.311
Figure 9-15.-Starting to climb a pole.

Raise your right leg about 8 in. off the ground
Remember-That climbers are -for-use---ar7and-sink-the-gat -on-that-leg.into_the_pole. Don't

poles ONLY. Do not wear them while working jab the gaff in the wood. Allow your weight to
on the ground, and do'not use the gaffs for such sink it in. Now, swing yourself up off the ground
irregular procedures as the opening of cans and lock your right leg in stiff -leg position, so

that all your weight is supported on that leg.
Take the next step by raising your left foot

about 8 in. and sinking the gaff on that foot into
To learn pole climbing you must practice the wood. Then swing up onto the left leg stiff-

actual pole climbing. However, there are a few legged,and take the next step similarly with the

and the like.
Going Up

206
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right foot. Continue this stepping up and locking
stiff -legged until you reach working position.
Keep the upper part of your body away from the
pole; if you "hug" the pole, you will tend to
throw the gaffs out of- the wood -(fig: 9 -16).

73.312
Figure 9-16.-Continuing the climb.

At Working Position

- At working position your feet should be-
placed so that most of your weight is on_the
right foot, stiff -legged. The left foot should be
slightly above the right, so that the left leg is
slightly bent. When you have attained this posi-
tion, you must proceed immediately, with great
care, to attach the safety strap:

-Crook your -right arni around the pole. -Use
your left hand to unsnap one end of the safety
strap from the left "D" ring on the body belt.
Holding the end of the safety strap in your left
hand, pass it around the back of the pole.
Transfer the end of the safety strap from the
left hand 'to the right hand, at the same time
crooking your left arm around the pole to hold.

207tp.1-0-

yourself in position. 'Then swing the end of the
safety strap quickly around with your right hand
and snap it onto the right D-ring on the body
belt.

WARNING: --Visually-check- to-ensure-that-
the . snap engages the D-ring. Don't depend on
the sound of the keeper snapping to indicate that
the snaphook has engaged the D-ring.

You can now release your left arm gradually,
so as to lean back against the safety strap (fig.
9-17).

73.313
Figure 9-17.-Working position.

Coming Down

Before -you start down the pole you must
release the safety belt. Crook your left. arm
around the pole, and unhook-the safety strap
from the right-D-ring with the right hand. Pass
the end of the safety strap to the left hand,
crook your right arm around the pole, and snap
the ,end cf the safety strap to the left D-ring.

YoU are now ready to descend. Break out
the left gaff by swinging the left knee out from
the side of the pole. Step down with the left foot
to a point about 12 in. below the- right; stiff-leg
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the left leg,' and bring your weight on it to sink
the gaff: Then . break out the right gaff by
swinging the. right knee away from the pole (fig.
9-18) and proceed, as formerly with the left leg.
Continue this stepping-down process until you
have reached the ground.

)1.

-

4t-

4

- .

mon-r"-
-

73.314

r :. e I.

Figure 9-18.Descending.

Pole-Climbing Safety

As you work aloft, keep the following .pre:-
cautions constantly in mind:

1. NEVER carry tools or other objects iri
your hand when climbing. .

2. NEVER trust pins, crossarm braces; or
guy wires as supports.

3. If you are working with another man- on
the same pole, and he goes up first, wait until
he is strapped in working position before you
start up.

4. Do not depend on the snapping sound when
you snap the safety strap to a D-ring. Look

down to ensure that the snap is engaged to the
ring.

5. It the top crossarm is near the top of the
pole, do not pass the strap around the short
length of pole protruding above the crossarm.

MOUNTING CROSSARMS
AND RACKS

Crossarms are -made in a variety of sizes,
the size fused depending on the Voltage on the
line and the number of conductors. For average
use, a "six-pin" arm with four pins occupied by

----Ootidiiitiiii-,-W-conunon. The size. orthls arm

gov

gives a good clearance space between con-
;uctors.

Crossarrns are sometimes mounted on a
pole before the pole is raised and set-in the
ground. This gives the man doing the sighting
an advantage. When a crossarm is mounted
before the pole is set up, the crossarm through
bolt is set up tight, but the crossarm braces
are left hanging loose. After the pole is set,
the crossarm is leveled and the braces then
attached. Finally, the through-bolt is set- up

hard.
If the crossarm is mounted after the pole is

set, it is pulledup to a lineman in working posi-
tion by a helper on the ground, using a handllne
attached as shown in figure 9-19. Willithe
handline attached in this fashion the lineman
can, after he inserts the Through bolt, cast off
the upper half-hitch, and. the helper on the
ground can then heave-the crossarm level.

Braces' are usuall y fastened to 'a crossarm
with 3/8-in. by 4-in. Carriage bolts. Each-brace
comes down diagonally and is -attached to the
pole at the lower end with a 1/2 in. lag screw.

On a straight line without excessive strains,
crossarms are used singly-mounted face-to-
face or back-to--bac.k, as previously mentioned.
At line terminals, corners, angles, or other
points of excessive strain, crossarms are

- doubled. Where a power line crosses a rail-
road or a telephone line, crossarms should be

doubled. .

When double arms are used, they are fas-
tened' together at the ends with double-arm
bolts. One of these is threaded all the way, and
has two square washers and two nuts on each
bolt betWeen the arms. The lineman can adjust
the spacing between. a pair of crossarms by
setting these nuts the desired distance apart on
the threaded bolts.

208 f
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HALF-HITCH"
TOP

CLOVE-HITCH
A-"" BOTTOM

73.75
Figure 9-19.Cross arm, showing
the proper way to fasten handline.

SECONDARY RACKS

Secondary conductors may be strung on
crossar_ms, _but are usually put on secondary
"ricksi These racks are imade in .sizes to
accomniodate 2, 3, or 4 conductors.' A second7
ary.rack.is mounted_on_the, side of a pole (for a

__straight_run) or- on-the inside of a pole (for-a
dead end) as sham in figure 9-20. A rack is
fastened to the pole with lag bolts on a straight
line; with a through bolt at the top and lag
screw at the bottom, or with through bolts with
nuts for a dead end or where .7 branch line
takes off from the main line.

Insulators are held to a -rack' by a rod pass-
ing through the insulators and brackets on the
rack as -shown in figure 9-18. , On a straight
line or inside angle the conductor is run on the
inside of thelniulator. On an outside angle it,
is run on the outside. The conductor is always

209

-26.85(73)
Figure 9-20.Secondary rack.

placed with strain against the insulator. Figure
9-21 shows rack arrangements at corners and
angles.

Another type of secondary construction con-
sists of a patented bracket for holding a single
conductor. This bracket can be opened in such
a way as to peiiiit the conductor to be pulled
over the insulator, which revolves like a pulley
during the process. After the conductor has
been pulled up to proper sag, the conductor is
tied in and the bracket snapped up into vertical
position.

**-
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73.77
Figure 9 -21. Rack aerangements

at corners and angles.

STRINGING THE CONDUCTORS

There are various ways. of stringing the
conductors. One method includes placing the
reels on a truck or trailer and driving along
the line of right of way, unreeling the wire.
this method has the advantage of not allowing
the wire to drag on the ground; but in some
locations you tharbot be able to drive a truck
along the right-Of way because of rough terrain.

No matter how you string the wire, you will
have to mount the reels' s:in some support-that
allows them to revolve freely. This is usually
done by raising a reel on cable jacks as shown
in figure 9-22. A metal rod strong enough to
support the reel is put through the hole in the
center, and the rod and reel- are. jacked up on
each side, with' the leg of the "T" base away
froth the reel, as shown. You may have to fasten
down the bases of the jacks to keep the strain
from upsetting the reel. When jackineupTitis-
only necessary to raise the reel just clear of
the deck.

. When stringing wire in rough terrain, the
best method is to anchor a reel' to the ground at
the end of the line by means of guys run to
driien stakes. A rope line is then run over the
crossarms for a horizontal distance of from
1000 to 1500 ft. This line is draped on each
crossarm by-a lineman climbing the pole.

After the rope has been strung over the
crossfarms, one end is sectiredtto the wires to
be pulled, and _a couple of turns taken with the
other end around the winch drum on the line
truck.. The drum is- then rotated to haul in the
rope, and the wires with it. As each wire passes

a--crifissaim, a lineman'must climb the pole to
set the wire iproper position and guard against
twisting.

To keep a paying-out reel from revolving
too fast,a brake or drag is set against the reel.
This can be simply a board, held against the
'outer edge of the reel by a helper. As a wire
or wires are being pulled, enough men must be
stationed along the way to establish a chain of

. signal communication from the head of the line
back to the line truck.

A, neutral_ wire should always be placed on a
. center crossarm pin or on a pole-top pin. With

a secondary -hats, put the _neutral wire on the
top spool, so the neutral can protect the hot
wires against anything that might fall from
-above. Putting the neutral on a center or pole
pin also gives the lineman a clear space around

210
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73.78
Figure 9-22.Cable reel on reel jack.

CONDUCTOR

CONDUCTOR

CONDUCTOR

:MILE GRIP

the pole to climb throughthat is, it ensures
that the hot wires are a considerable distance
apart. .

When the 'conduc-t ors have been:hoistedin
place on the crossarms and dead ended on one
end, you are ready to start "pulling in"that is,
heaving on the conductors until each has been
raised toproper sag. This is done with a tackle
equipped with a cable grip (commonly galled a
"come- along ") like those shown in figure 9-23.
A cable grips a clamp-type device which grips
the wire tightly when a strain is applied to the
grip.

When pulling two or more wires at once, it
is best to use the equalizer shown in figure
9-23. This devicedistributes the strain equally
on all; the wires.

.When wires have been pulled to approxi-
mately the desired sag, a lineman goes to the
center span to measure the sag. Meastrement
at the center of each span epsures mar*
measurement. Three commorways of meastir-
ing sag are by dynamometer, by timing vibraT
tion, and by the use of targets.

A lever-cam dynamometer is an instrument
--which is installed in the pulling line and which

measures the strain of the pull. It is used in
conjunction with a chart which gives the desired

vitt-ROPE
SNATCH CLOCK-

CARLE GRIP
ES [SOLT

3HRE ROPC
SNATCH /MOCK

CYCIOLT

WIRE ROPE^
SNATCH CLOCK

PULLING
CLOCK

Figure 9-23:Pulling wires with equalizer.
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gar
- pull tension for a given conductor size, span
length, and temperature. A traction dynamom-
eter, also installed in the pulling line, provides
direct readings on the face of the dial.

The timing-vibration process is done by
striking the wire sharply near one of the pole
supports,, and, timing by'stop watch the interval
which elapses during which the impulse from
the blow travels to the next pole and returns.
This system is not accurate if a wind is swing-
ing, the line, or if the line is being worked on in
an adjacent span.

'he target-sighting- method is a 'simple and
ac6rate means for measuring sag. The desired
sag is first ascertained from table 9-2.

Figure 9-24 illustrates the effect of temper-
ature, an the sag in a 200-ft span of 00 wire.
You target-measure sag by nailing slat targets,
such as a couple of pieces. of wood lath, on each

pole a distance below the conductor insulator
equal to the desired amount of sag. A lineman
then sights from one slat to the'other, and the
conductor is hauled up or lowered until its low-
est point is on the line of sight between the
slats (fig. 9-25),.

After the wires are "sagged in," you allow
7, rest period of from a 1/2-hour to 4 hours
(varying according to the length of the pull), to
let the wires adjust thimselves to the tension
in the pull. They will gradually "creep" until
tension in all the spans is equalized. After they
have crept to the final position, you are ready
to "tie in."

TYING IN CONDUCTORS

Tie wire fastens the conductor and insulator
together. Conductors can be tied in various

Table 9-2.-Sag variation with temperature.

No.
(awg)

Temperature
(degrees F) Sag in inches for span lengths of

100 ft 1,25 ft

6 30
60
90

4 30
60
90

2 30
60
90

1 30
60
90

30
60
90

oo N 30
'60
90=-

0000 30
60
90

5. 5
8

12

5. 5
8

12

5. 5
8.

12

5. 5
8

12

5. 5
8

12

5.5
8

-12- --

5.5
N, 8

12

8.5
12
17

8.5'
12
17

8,5
12
17

8.5
12
17

8.5
12
17

8.5
12
1?

8.5
12
17

212

150 ft 175 ft 200 ft 250 ft

13
18
23,5

18. 5
24

. 30

13 18.5 25 35
18 24 32 42
23. 5 30 39 50

13 16. 5 20 29
18 22 26 36
23.5 28 -33 - 44

13 15. 5 28. 5 24. 5
18 21 24 31
23.5 28 31 39

13 15.5 18. 23. 5
18 20.5 23 29
23. 5 27.5 29.5 36

13 15 17 21

18 20 22
---26 ----28

._27
3423.5

13 14.5 16 19
18 19 21, 24
23. 5 25 27 30

73.244
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73.80
Figure-9-24.Effect of temperature on sag in 200 -ft sp.:n of 00 wire;

Use a piece of tie wire that is long- enough to
make the complete tie, with enough left over
this to allow-grasping. After the tie li,com-
Piked,- cut off the excess and form a loop or
eye at the end of any projecting end of the wire.-

Make positive contact between tie wire
conductor to avoid chafing and to limit poissi-:
battles of causing interference with radio'
communications.

WOOD STRIPS

SAO

.10111

Aft..

73.315
Figure 9-25.Adjusting sag.

ways, but the ties shown in figure 9-26 are the
ones most commonly used. Hold the tie wire
tight against the insulator as . you make your
wraps around the insulator and the conductor

hi tying in wires observe the following
procedures:'
. Always use new fully annealed wire for ties.
Hard drawn wire is brittle and cannot be pulled
up agiinst conductor and insulator. -

Use the proper size wire. For No. 8 bare
use No. 8 bare. For No. 6 or No. -4 bare, use
No. 6 -bare. Use No. -4 bare for NO.2 conductor:
Use No. 2 bare wire for No. 1/0 through 4/0
bare conductor.

INTERFERENCE ELIMINATION

_Powerlines may be a s_ource of-interferenee-2-' -

with. rialTiErimmunication. Conductors, insula-
,tors, and hardware contribute their share by
means of spark discharges, localized corona
discharge and cross modulation.

Spark discharges _occur _whenlocalized ex-
cessive voltage stress exists. A cOnductOr may

. become partially insulated by corrosion prod-
ucts or an insulator partially conductive due to
cracks. A third source of stress occurs when
a conductor is placed with-13*A a small air 'gap
between it and another metallic part of a pole.

Corona is defined as the luminous discharge
due to ionization of.the air in the vicinity of a
conductor when the voltage gradient exceeds a
certain critical value.

Cross modulation (often the result of a cor-
roded connection which causes non-linear rec-
tification of currents) may occur when splices
are made by twisting or serving the conductors
rather than the morepositive-mechanical-spli .
Adilitronally; when conductors of dissimilar
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SIOE =-,SINGLE ARM

NOTE ENDS Of TIE WIRE SHOULD OE BENT
BACK FIRMLY AGAINST CONDUCTOR TO
PREVENT RADIO INTERFERENCE

STEP I ..HoLo II WHILE at.socs
TO A2

STEP 2

TOP TIE SINGLEARM
STEP 3

1

1 At -
0.0LO at *HAI SERVING A2
INTO POSITION A3

INSULATOR TIES FOR STRAIGHT

, SIDE GROOVE TIES
TOR pNES 11-n2 INCL.

START TIE BY PLACING
MIDDLE Of TIE WIRE AT
CENTER Of TOP GROOVE

TOP GROOVE TIE

FOR LINES Zit 4040 LARGER

tv:
83

9100ES TO 12 TO 113 TO 1114

PASS OVER LINE WIRE AND
SERVE . fIPASH AT Bs

, TOP TIE DOUBLE ARM

is,,Iswir,ar/mErnomolorommw/m/..
191Ir
1111=1/1 MINA

MAKE ONE FULL RIGHT HAND
TWIST BEFORE WRAPPING

NOTE; TIES MUST NOT BE REUSED,
ALL TIES FOR WEATHER RESISTANT CONDUCTORS
To DE MADE PROM WEATHER RESISTANT COPPER WIRE

4

Figure,9-26.Tying in conductors.

metals are joined, corrosion will-occur unless.
special connectors designed -for the specific
combination of metals are used.

Remedies for conductor, insulator and hard-
n e are re tively simple (figs.

9-27-9-29): Remember, the conditions for
hardware interference are set up whenever two
pieces of hardware are not securely bonded to
each other or are permanently separated by too
short an air gap.

Additional specific precautions to take to
minimize conductor and hardware interference
include the following.

73.316

Maintain at least a, 2-inchi. cleaiance
through or-along wood, and a 1 1/2-inch clear-
ance through air from metal insulator pins to
anyother-metal-parts-sacin braces,
through-bolts, square washers, molding staples,
conduit, brackets for arresters and cutouts,
deaderid atiahmentsi ground wires, etc.
- Permanently bond crossarm braces to-

gether on circuits greater than 5 kilovolts. Use
wood crossarm braces.

Where local electrical safety codes per-
mit, bond metal insulator pins together on cir-
cuits above 5 kilovolts.
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4

ARMOR TAPE

A. KEEP CONDUCTOR CLEAR OF BITS OF
WIRE, KITE STRINGS, ETC.

: B. KEEP ENDS OF TIE WIRES AWAY FROM
INSULATOR

F. 'STRIP INSULATION FROM CONDUCTOR
AND MAKE CLOSE CONTACT- WITH THE
INSULATOR.

G. USE ONLY APPROVED PRESSURE

C. USE ONLY tARE, SOFT TIE WIRE. SLEEVES FOR SPLICE. -

D. AVOID SHARP POINTS AND_PROTRUDING----4. USE SPECIAL BIMETAL CONNECTORS TO
ENOS ON-TIE-WIRE.

E. MAKE SURE TIE WIRE IS TIGHT. I. USE ARMOR TAPE AND GRADE A NO.OX1DE

CONNECTORS, AUTOMATIC SPLICE. OR

its

CONNECT DISSIMILAR METAL CONDUCTORS.

UNDER HOT LINE CLAMP ON CONDUCTOR.

_:.-----4(igaft-97-27.Cerrections for common sources of conductor interference.

WHERE NECESSARY. USE CONDUCTING
PAINT TO INSURE GOOD CONTACT IN
TIE WIRE AND CONDUCTOR GROOVES.

CHECK FOR HAIRLINE CRACKS.

DO NOT ALLOW INSULATOR
TO BECOME TOO DIRTY OR
COATED WITH SALT,
SMOKE, ETC.

SEE THAT CONDUCTOR IS
BARE, CLEAN. AND IN

INTIMATE CONTACT

73.317

AVOID USING TIE WIRE
TOO LARGE FOR GROOVE. .

SP ECIFYRADIOFREE
JNSULATORS.

7

a

AVOID AIR POCKETS BETWEEN PIN
AND INSULATOR.

USE ONLY METAL PINS.

NOTES: 1. USE FOG -TYPE INSULATORS IN AREAS WHERE:FOG IS COMMON.

2. USE CLAMPTOP POST TYPE INSULATORS AT VOLTAGES
OF 24 KILOVOLTS AND HIGHER.

, 4
Figure 9-28.Insulator interference corrections.
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CONDUCTOR TO INSULATolti

SuLATOtt TO Pull

CLEARANCE,-
SOLT TO PIO

4
DRIVE GkIP SCREW,
WASHER leAo sur LOCIINut DRIVE GRIP

SOLT. OR TAPPED LONER,

CLEARANCE. CLEARANCE,
HANGER TO MN' SCREW TO

sOLT ortfuel ....ALWAYS USE
NO.oXID UNDER
CONNECTICHS

CLEARANCE.
- sRACE TO SRACKET

FOR OVER S
ittLOVo.LTS FOND MIRE
*NENE PERMITTED

CLEARANCE.
ROUND Irma TO GUY1 01CKNUT

SPRING WASHER 2CLEARANCE,
IIRACI(IT TO LATE1

. WASHER-
HEAD SOLT

AVOID SLACK CUT
Mill OR EXTRA GUY'

AVOID TWO GOYS.
ON SAME PLATE

CLEARANCE,
; STAPLE TO

BOLT OR SRACKET13

1 GAP DISCHARGES OCCUILIP CLEARANCE IS INSUFFICIENT
=LOOSE OR CORRODED HARDWARE CAUSES DISCHARGES.

USE SONDED HARDWARE OR SPRING WASHER.
3USE GROUND CLIPS FOR FASTENING GROUND WIRE TO

POLE. USE GALVANIZED STEEL OR COPPERWELD
STAPLES OVER WOOD MOLDING.

73,319

Figure 9-29.Possible sources of hardware interference and means of prevention. .

Use double-coil spring washers on all
bolts of attachments that support primary con-
ductors, including primary neutral or common
neutral supported on primary crossarrns.

Use ground wire clips in place of staples
when attaching ground wires directly to a pole
of crossarm. If metal clips are to be used on
weatherproof qr other types of covered ground
wire, remove sufficient covering from the wire
so that the metal clip will make good contact
with the wire. If plastic clips are used, this
procedure is not necessary.

Insure that ground wires, -bond wires and
all staples /clamps are at least 1 1/2 inches
from anyungroundedmetal parts such as trans-
former brackets, crossarm braces, and through
bolts.

Clamp bond or ground wires only against
other metal parts and with a washer or locknut.

During construction, a lag screw with or
without a double-coil washer under the Head
should be screwed, not driven, into place for
the last 1 inch of its length.

.9

DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMERS

For long-distance power transmission a
voltage higher than that normally generated is
required. A transformer is used to step the
voltage up to that required for transmission.
Then, at the service distribution end, the volt-
age must be reduced to that required for lights
and equipment. Again a transforther is used,
this time to step down thefioltage.

Transformers are ocplained in Basic Elec-
tricity. To the discussion given there, the fol-
lowing may be added,

.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY
CONSTRUCTION

The change in voltage in a transformer de-
pends on the number of turns of wire in the
coils. The high-voltage winding is composed of
many turns of relatively small wire, insulated
to withstand the voltage impressed on "it. The
secondary winding is composed of a few turns
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PRIMARY
MAINS

( A )

2
3

:TRANSFORMER

42T3-10-,
SEC
itaus11°ARtEi

8 )

73.83
Figure 9-30.Single-phase transformer

with secondary windings connscted. in
series and parallel.

of heavy copper wire large enough to carry high
current at a low voltage. Figure 9-39 shows a
single -phase transformer, with secondary wind-
ings connected series and parallel.

In a distribution transformer a secondary
coil is wound on each leg of the laminated iron
'core, and the primary coil is wound over the
secondary coils. The primary leads pass
through a steel tank and are insulated from the
tank by porceliin_bushings. The secondary

:.leads are connected to studs on a terminal
block. Copper straps on the secondaryterminal
block permit connecting the two econdary coils
in series or in parallel. From t::e terminal
block, three secondary leads pass through por-
ceiain bushings to the outside of thktank. An
oil-level line inside the tank marks the level to
which the tank is filled with transformer oil.

TRANSFORMER OIL

Transformer oil, which has high insulating
quality, served two purposes. First, it insulates

the coifs,. Second, it helps dissipate the heat
'generated by resistance of the windings and
eddy currents in the iron core. If this 'heat
were not removed in a satisfactory manner, the
transformer would 'operate at excessively high
temperature, which would in turn damage or
destror the insulation on the coils.

OTHER COOLING METHODS

Thre are several other methods of cooling
transformers, such as self air-cooling, air-
blast cooling, liquid .immersed self-cooling,
and lit uid immersed water cooling. Self air-

s cooler types are simply cooled by surrounding
air at atmospheric pressure, the heat being re-
moved by natural, convection (normal dissipation
of heat by cooling). This type is called the dry
type transformer.

217

The air-blast cooled transformer has the
core and windings enclosed in a metal et:closure
through' which air is! circulated 'by a blower.
This type is used for large power transformers
with ratings up to from *2;000 to 15,000 kva.

The liquid-immersed self-cooled trans-
former is the type previously' describedthat
is, with coils and core completely immersed in
transformer oil. In the larger sizes, the fanks
are provided with external tubes 'or external
radiators through which the oil circulates by
natural convection caused by the differences in
temperature in the liquid.

The liquid-immersed water-coole rans-
former is sometimes used where there is a
plentiful supply, of cooling water available. In
this type a coil of copper or brass pipe is in-
stalled near the top of the tank in the cooling
oil. Water is circulated through this coil and
carries away the heat from the oil as it rises
in the tank.

SINGLE-PHASE AND POLYPHASE
TRANSFORMERS

transformers are built in both single-phase
and polyphase units; but on military installations
the single-phase type is the one most often used.-
By connecting three single-phase transformers
in a single bank, thesame results are obtained
as would be with one three-phase transformer;
and the bank is more flexible. With the three-
phase transformer, a failure in the transformer
interrupts the service more than woulda failure
of a single transformer in a bank of three
single-phase transformers. The three-phase

'162
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transformer is also more-bulky, and therefore
harder to 'handle, especially for pole or plat-
form mounting.

MOUNTING TRANSFORMERS

Tr formers are equipped with various
facilities. for mounting. Some 'are made with
lugs on Ihe back, of the, metal enclosure for
direet mounting on a pole by meaMpf through-
bolts. Others have lugs for mounting on 'cross-
'arm type-brackets. Still another type, called
the platform type, is suitable for mounting the
transformer on its own base. One of these may.
be ,moanted on any flat surface of sufficient
supporting strengthsuchxai a concrete plat-
form on the ground, or a wooden platform on
sills..

'fitANSFCiRMER -LOAD

° TRANSFORMER POWER' FACTOR,

Power input to the primary coil of a trans-
former is practically equal to outputmeaning
that.the power factor is close to 1.00. However,
there may be small losses,- in which case P will
again equal, not the product of E times I, but
the product of E times I times a power factor.
of less than 1.00. ,

In computing the load that a transformer can
carry, you must determine the.power factor
and apply it to the product of E times I.

a

GROUNDING TRANSFORMERS

Grounding of a distribution syStem helps to
prevent accidents to` personnel and 64mage to
.property in the event of insulation breakdown,
accidental shOrting of high- and low-voltage
lines, or a lightning Strike.

If a high-voltage line is accidentally Shorted
Most transformers are rated according to with a low-voltage line, the current will flow

the kva load the transformer can carry without --through the secondary coil of the transformer
developing a temperature rise olmore than 55°C tó- the Sidotidary ground, which will -in-turn
(about 131°,F), given the folloviing conditions: cause the primary protective device to open the

1. Thetransformer is operating at the rated circuit. In this case the primary protective-_
voltage, or not in excess 01405 percent of the device which functions is the substation circuit
rated voltage.

. breaker. An accidental shorting of the primary
2. The transforther is operating at the rated and secondary windings in the transformer will

---4requency.- -cause- the , primer* fuse ahead of-the-trans--
3.. The temperature of the surrounding air

at no time exceeds 40°C (104:F), and the aver:
age tturing any 24-hour-period does not exceed
30°C (86°F).

The 55°C allowable temperature rise is a
common standard; however, the nameplate of a

'particular transformer may indicate a different
standard.

The proper loading of a transformer also
depends on the balancing of the load on the dis-
tribution 'conductors. This balancing should be
Oheckedrriodically with a.clamp-on ammeter,
to ensure UM the circuit is correctly balanced.
You may at times halm to shift some of the load
from-one phase to another to keep the load bal-
anced in the transformer.

When current is being supplied to a motor
by a transformer, the kva atirig of the trans-,
farmer should be at least high as the.hp rat-

-) ing of the-motorme that (for example)
/5-hp motor would require a 75 kva trans-
former. Transformers for small motors shopld
have a somewhat larger kva capacity than the
motor kva capacity if the motors are to be run
at full load or slight overload most of the time.

former, to open.
lf, howeve r, there-are no ground connections,

- the primary voltage will be impressed on the
secondary condtictors, which are usually insu-
lated for 60p volts, and considerable damage to
equipment will occur. Great danger will exist
foanyone touching any electricalequipment at
the time.

All metal' noncurrent-carrying equipment of
a substation must be grounded. All services
must have the identified wire (white wire)
grounded on the line side of the service switch.
This ground may be inside or outside of the
building at the point where the lines are fastened
to the building.

Ifpossible, the ground mud be connected to
a: water pipe. If this IS not possible, either a
driven rod not less than 8 ft long and not less
than, 5/8 in. Tila diameter, or the metal frame of
-a building, plate electrode, or pipe electrode
may be used. Electrode grounding is explained
in article 250-54. of the National Electrical
Code (NEC).

Individual transformer and lightning arrester
grounds must not exceed 10 ohms.

218
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If one electrode does not meet the specifica-
tions given, more must be installed until . the
resistance does not exceed specifications in

The grounding conductor shall be attached to,-
the grounding electrode by an approved bolted
clamp of cast bronze or brass, or of plain or
malleable cast iron, or other equally substantial
and approved means. The grounding conductor
shall be attached to the grounding fitting by
means of suitable lugs, pressure connectors,
clamps, or other approved Means, except that
connections depending on solder must not be
used. All grounding conductors shall be pro-
tectedfrom mechanical injury bypipe or wooden
molding.

TRANSFORMER POLARITY

All transfonters carry stall dard polarity

. .

. markings. The letter "H" is used to indicate
the high-voltage terminals, and the letter -"X"
to indicate the secondary terminals. The ex-
treme right -hand lead as you face the high-
voltage sided the transformer-is marked"Hl,"

- the next ikmarked "H2," and so on. The sec-
=dark terminals, "Xl," "X2," and so on, may
be in numerical order or reverse order.

Transformer-hblail4is iMporffil only when
tralsformers are connected in parallel for
single - phase: operation or are used to supply
threerphase service. _Figure -9-31- shows the
le markings "of: single -phase transforiners
with additive and subtractive polarity. Figure I:-

-9-32-shows- how' toleat fofpolarity if-the name-
: Wale is missing.

CAUTION: When-making such tests, voltage
must not be applied across the secondary side
of the transformer because the-primary voltage
would then be equal to the applied secondary
voltage multiplied by the transformer turns
rail(); This voltage would be dangerously high
to personnel and damage the c'oltineter:

POLE- MOUNTED TRANSFORMERS

Transformers are-mounted-on poles in vari-
ous ways; such as: suspended on a bracket
bolted to the pole; suspended from a crossarm
with brackets; :or.set on a platform mounted on
an II-frame:

Single-phase transforMers -are -usually hung
with a through-bolt type bracket or a crossarm
type bracket. Figure 9-33 shows- a single
transformer hung with crossaim brackets.

xa

SUBTRACTIVE POLARITY

x2 xI

ADDITIVE POLARITY

HIGH-VOLTAGE SIDE

LOW-VOLTAGE SIDE

HI AND XI
DIAGOHAUX

OPPOSED

73.84
Figure 9-31.Lea

single-phase transformer.

VI- 2

1

CONVECT ONE
HIGH-VOLTAGE
LEAD TO
ADJACENT LOW
VOLTAGE LEAD

219

HIGH-VOLTAGE
LEADS' ENERGIZE HIGH-VOLTAGE

LEADS WITH A LOW
V_OtT4GE(120 TO 240-VOLTS)

3-

MEASURE VOLTAGE BETWEEN
UNCONNECTED HIGH AND
LOW-VOLTAGE LEADS, IF
VOLTAGE INDICATED HERE IS
GREATER THAN THE VOLTAGE
IMPRESSED ON THE H:GH.
VOLTAGE TERMINALS, POLAR-
ITY IS-ADOiTivE",; IF LEGS,
"SUBTRACTIVE"

LOW-VOLTAGE
LEADS

73.85
Figure 9-32.Test for transformer polarity.

Figure 9-34 showt a bank of three transformers
of 25 -]Eva capacity hung the same way.

Formerly, all banks of three transformers
were hung with crossarm brackets or:mounted
on a platform between two poles. Recently,
though, the transformer manufacturers have,,
because of improved materials, increased the
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73.86
Figure 9-33.Single transformer hung

with crossarm brackets..

capacities of transformers without increasing
their size and weight, so that banks of three
large transformers can be hung on a pole by
the use. of the through -hod bracket type of sus-
pension, as shown in figure 9-35.

The old method of mounting transformers
on a platform required an extra pOle and the
added cost of building the platform. Recently
various power companies have adjudged the
platform type mounting as obsolete, and are
using the through-bole method of hanging the
transformers for the smaller transformers on
all new construction. Figure 9-36 shows the
platform method of mounting a bank of three
single- phase, 25 kva transformers, Y-connected
to obtain single-phase and three-phase power.

SUBSTATIONS

There are various types of substations, but
only two, the "transmission" type and the
"local" type, will be discussed here.

The transmission type of substation is usu-
ally installed where a high-voltage transmission

26.82(73)
Figure 9-34.Three-phase bank of
transformers hung. on crossarm_

line from- a generating' source of power enters
a base or townthat is; at the point where high
transmission voltage (which may range up to
110,000 kva) is to be reduced to lower distribu-:
tics voltage (which is usually 2400 volts). This
type of substation (see figure 9-37) is equipped
"with_large .metal-clad transformers of a high
kva rating.

The local type of substation (fig. 9.48) is
equipped with the regular. tank-type trans-
former, but of a size too large for pole-
mounting. This type of station reduces 2400 -
volt line voltage to 110/220-volt distribution-line
voltage. -

Both types of substations are' mounted on a
ground-level concrete slab. A "cyclone" type
of wire fence surrounds the station to keep un-
authorized personnel away from the transformer
connections.

TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS f

Transformers are commonly Annected for
three-phase service by either "delti" connection
or Y-connection (also called star connection).

6
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OWN

"li72:
41.4

:....-
Pre abIllraVIVIIIP1110

_13.80
Figure 9-35.Three 37.5 kva transformers

mounted with through-bolt type brackets.

Delta connection (fig. 9-39) is made. by con-
necting adjacent terminals of the transformers.
The right lead of one winding is connected to
the left lead of the next winding. Coil voltage
equals phase-to-phase voltage of the line. Coil
current equals line current in each phase wire
divided by 1.73.

Y-connection (fig. 9-40) is made by con-
necting the three right (or the three left) leads
to a common neutral. The three left (or right)
leads are connected to phase wires of the lines.
Coil current equals line current in each phase
Wire. Thus, if three 2400-volt transformers

--are Y-connected to .a circuit which measures
2400-volts from phase-to-neutral or 41.60' voles-
from phase to phase, coil voltage -is 2400'volts.

Three single-phase transformers connected
to a three -phase circuitare called atransformer

"bank." Connections are made with combina-
tions of delta connections and Y-connections,
some of which are as follows:

A bank of transformers is "delta-delta-
connected" when the primary windings and the
secondary windings are both connected in delta
(fig. 9-41).

In an "open-delta" connection (fig. 9-42) one
of the three transformers in a delta-delta bank
is disconnected because of failure. This con-
verts the delta-delta connection to an "open-
delta" connection for emergency operation. The
open-delta connection delivers three-phase
power using only two single-phase transformers.
The removal of one of the three transformers
reduces the capacity of the bank, n to 66 2/3
percent of, the original capacity as one might
expect (100 percent minus 33 1/3 percent), but
to 58 percent of the original capacity.

A bank of transformers is "Y-delta con-
nected" when the three primary windings are
Y-connected and the three secondary windings
delta-connected (fig.. 9-43). This permits the
use of a primary voltage of 4160 volts with an
output of 240 volts. Actually the primary volt-
age of each transformer is 2400.volts,as show_n
in figure 9-43.

A- bank of t r ans fo-rnre-r-s-is-;"cklta=-Y-
connected" when the three primarywindings are
delta-connected and the three secondary wind-
ings Y- connected (fig. 9-44). By Y-connecting
tbs secondafy, you can take care of three-phase
power and single-phase lighting from the same

transformer-bank.-- The -single-;phase load is
evenly distributed by using the neutral wire and
alternate lines. You, can supply .al'110-volt
single-phase lighting system from a delta-delta
connected bank of transformers by grounding
the midtap of one of the transformers; however,
this has the disadirantage that it: puts the entire
lighting load on one transformer.

A bank of transformers is Y-Y-fmnr.".ted"
(fig. 9-45) when both primary and secondary
windings are Y-connected. Because ete ar-
rangement is one which causes inductive dis-
turbances, it is seldom used.

221

PROTECTIVE DEVICES

Circuit .protective devices are divided into
two main 6ategoriesi primary devices and
secondary devices. The primary devices pro-
tect the high-voltage transmission lines, the
transformer installations, and the substations.
The secondary devices protect the electrical
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Figure 9-36.Three single-phase 25 -kva transformers mounted on H-frame platform.
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0

- Figure 9-37.Transmission-type substation with high-voltage switehgear.
73.90

-
461W1-7- ''

Figure 9-38.Local type of substation.
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COIL
1X

COIL
VOLTAGE CURRENT

PHASE-
TO-PHASE

VOLTAGE
-0--LINE CURRENT

-PHASE WIRES
.

FOR DELTA CONNECTION

cot. VOLTAGE 'PHASE-TO-PHASE VOLTAGE

L
COIL CURRENT

LINE CURRENT

1.73

73.92 -
Figure 9-39.Delta connection.

TRANSFORMER

73.94
Figure 9-41. Delta -delta connection.

PHASE WIRES

FOR T-CONNECTION

COIL VOLTAGE PHASE-10:NEUTRAL VOLTAGE

COIL CURRENT,* LINE CURRENT

NEUTRAL

Figure 9-40.Y' connection.

.73.95-

Figure 9-42.Open-delta connection.

equipment on the secondary side of the trans-
'formersthat is, the lighting circuits, motors,

,. aid other appliances which are the final con-
Burners of power.

PRIMARY -DEVICES

- The primary protective devices consist of
fused disconnect switches, circuit breakers,
lightning arresters, and grounds....

Disconnect switches used in transmission
73.93 lbies are' not, strictly speaking, true protective

devices, because they are used for isolating
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Figure 9-46 shows a single-pole hook-
operated disconnect switch. Figure 9-47 shows
a pole-top disconnect switch.

Primary cutouts or fused disconnect switches
are placed ahead of transformers, in the pri-
mary feeder, .to open the circuit, should the
transformer 13ecome overloaded to a dangerous
point. They are also used to isolate the trans-
former in order to make repairs or changes on,
the secondary line. Figure 9-48 shows a 100-

---Impere-7500=volt-fage disconnect equipped with
a standard fuse holder and fuse link. By sub-
stituting the switchblade (shown at left of cutout)
for thefuse holder, the cutout can be used as a
straight disconnect switch. The switch blade

- has a 200-ampere carrying capacity. Figure
73.96 9-49 shows open-type fused disconnect switches.

connection.- -Disconneet switches are generally used in the
primary circuit when opening the circuit is
necessary under .voltage but with little or no
load current. -

Oil circuit breakers, mentioned in a previous
chapter, are used in circuits carrying more
than 600 volts.. One of thtse can be used to

- open-a- circuit automatically upon overload.
They are generally designed and connected for _

one or more automatic reclosings, thus restor-
,ing service rapidly-when a fault has cleared
-itself. Oil ay/itches are, therefore, used where
control of a high-current circuit as well is
protection from overload and short circuit are
desjred.

Figure 9-43.Y-delta

only certain parts of the line. By opening a
disconnect switch, linemen can cut a line off
from the main line or circuit, for repair work,
without deenergizing the complete circuit.

This type of switch is made for single-pole
or gang operation.

more
it may be motor-

operated, it is more commonly operated by
hand on the ground,by throwing a switch handle.
Both handle and rod must be grounded. A
handle-to-the-ground operated gang disconnect
switch must also have some means of locking
the switch in ON or OFF position, to prevent
operation by unauthorized, person.

3-PHASE DELTA

PRIMARY

HZ

3-PHASE,4-WIRE

120/208-Y-VOLT

O

. Figure 9-44.Delta-Y connection.
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220V

127V

127V

Figure:9.745.--f-Y connection.

73.99
Figure 9-46.Single-pole hook-type

disconnect switch.

Some transformers are protected against
excessive voltages and overload by lightning
arresters and circuit breakers which are inte-
gral parts of the transformer (see fig. 9-50).
k heavy overload on the secondary circuit
opens a breaker inside the tank, disconnecting
the transformer from the load. Overloads not
large enough to damage the transformer cause
an indicating light on the outside of the tank to
turn on. The, glowing light indicates that the
load is too large: Unless the overload is only
temporary, the transformer must be 'replaced
by one of larger capacity, or some of the load
.must be transferred to a different transformer.

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

---Alightning arrester protects a line against
the very high voltages which occur when light-
ning strikes. When the voltage rise above

73.100
Figure 9-47. Pole -top disconnect

226

normal. occurs, an arc forms across a horn-gap
in the arrester. and the overload passes from
the horn-gap to ground through the ground wire
or other grounding device. When the excessive-
voltage interval has passed (immediately after
the lightning has struck), the action of the ar-
rester prevents flow of normal current.

Various types of lightning arresters are
shown in figure 9-51.

Table 9-3 is a troubleshooter's guide to be
used in determining maintenance procedure for
oxide-film arresters.

OIL CIRCUIT BREAKER
TROUBLESHOOTING

-Table 9-4 should be helpful as a guide. for
the maintenance of oil circuit breakers.

EXTERIOR. LIGHTING -.

A "series" outdoor lighting circuit (fig. 9-52)
is supplied by a regulating transformer which
gives a uniform current usually of 6.6 amperes
to the street lights in the circuit. Insulating

4:71
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Figure 9-48.Fused cutout and
disconnect blade.

i--

transformers or autotransformers are avail- fingers are shorted -when the lamp is removed,
able for stepping, up the current to 15 or 20 preventing the circuit from being opened. CAU-
amperes. The higher amperage permits more \'1'10N: Do not re-use punctured film disk cut-
rugged- lamp filaments, which give longer life cults or substitute tape or paper for a film disk

-for lamps of eqUal candlepower and higher lamp. -cutout.
efficiency. The -series circuit is easily con- A 'I/multiple" circuit consists-of a number
trolled,- but any break interrupts the entire cir- of street lights supplied by a distribution
cuff. FilM-disk cutouts in the lamp socket - .transforMer delivering a constant low *oltage
(fig. 9-53) prevent lamp failures from inter- to a circuit or a' secondary main which, also

_rupting the circuit. supplies other loads. However, .running sec-
With the lamp operating,- the current passes ondary conductors-Any great distance to supply

from one finger through the lamp and out dthe a lamp or group,'of lamps is impractical be2.,____

73.101

qd-3

73.102
Figure 9- 49. Open -type fused

disconnect switches.

other finger. When a lamp fails .the film-disk .

insulation punctures, allowing the current to
pass- from one finger through the punctured
film disk' to the other without going into the
lamp. The center terminal is mounted so the

227
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WINNING
PROTICTION

73.103
Figure 9-50.Self-protected transformer.

cause of the excessive voltage drop. The cost
of the multiple luminaire (the term "luminaire"
is applied collectively to alight and its attendant
reflectors and other accessories) is low com-
pared to the series type, because of the low
voltage; but this saving is largely offset by in-
creased 'control devices and increased copper-
wire size.
INSTALLING LIGHTING CIRCUITS

A series circuit may be installed with the
return 'wire on the same pole or it may follow a
different route. These are known as closed loop
and open loop circuits (fig. 9-54). A series
circuit may be installed on the same crossarm
with the primary-distribution conductors (fig.
9-55). If two priniary crossarms are neces-
sary, the street-light wires should be carried
on the lower arm in the end-pin position. If
two separate. sifiglo-conductor street circuits
are on the same lead, they, should hot be placed
in adjacent pin positions because it would cause
confusion in troubleshooting.

a0

INSULATORS

-

Insulators should be based on the open-circuit
voltage-of the largest regulator (see later), and
are usually the dame sip as those used fcr
primary distribution.

CONDUCTOR SIZE

Conductor size' should be No. 6 medium hard-
drawn copper or- its mechanical equivalent. Sag
should be the same as for primary distribution.

REGULATORS AND CONTROLS

Constant-Current Regulators

The constant-current regulator is a trans-
former with a movable secondary winding that
positions itself to provide constant current for
any load within its full-load' rating. For series
street lamps, the current must be held close to
the current rating of the lamp, because higher
currents reduce lamp life and lower currents
reduce light output.

PRIMARY OIL SWITCHES

The switch for energizing streiet-light regu-
lators should operate in oil, because it must
break the primary. current of .a regulator at
least once each clay. If manual control switches
are used, someone must be on duty when
switches are turned on and off. Ordinarily, the
street circuits should be turned on one half-
hour before sunrise. 2

, TIME SWITCHES -

A time switch is a clack-driven mechanism
which can be set to turn street circuits on and
off automatically. A time switch should have a
weatherproof ease if mounted outdoors. In cli-
mates where the temperature goes lower than
10F, a heating unit must be included or the
time clock must be placed indoors. Ordinarily
a 40-watt resistor connected across the line
side furnishes enough heat.

There are other types of automatic switches
including the photoelectric relay, which turn;
on lighting circuits when the natural illumination
falls below a given level. ;

228
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Table 9-3.Oxide-tilm arrester maintenance schedule.

Trouble Probable Cause . Remedy. -.
Tracing or corona marks on Undue leakage of power cur- Disassemble cell stock.surface of wood clamping

posts. rent over surface of clamp-
Mg post caused by accumu-

Clean and refinish posts. =

Reassemble.. lation of semiconducting

.

dirt or foreign matter.
.

.

Flashover of wood clamping Accumulated semiconducting Replacement of clamping posts: posts. .
. dirt or foreign material., ,

on clamping posts.'
usually necessary. If cells
are badly burned, replace
them.

Arcing or corona discharges Loose or broken, connections. Tighten or repair connec-from gap assembly or cell- tions.stack assembly. -
. .

. Insufficient clamping Ares- Adjust clamping plate'i to
. sure on cells or improper press cell stack securely

centering of cells on ' in position.
clamping plates. ..

. .

Incorrect gap. Set gap in accordance with
instructiona.,

- EXTERIOR LIGHTING FIXTURES

A ..street-lighting fixture includes the mount-
ing bracket or post as well as the luminaire
itself. The mounting bracket for an overhead
light usually consists of a metal pipe or frame
work with a pole-mounting fitting at one end
and a luminaire at the other (fig. 1-56). An
"upsweep bracket" type of fixture is shown in
figure 9-57. A "straight-bracket" fixture is
shown in figure 9-58.

Positioning the lamp at or near the center
of the street (called center-span installation,
fig. 9-59) gives the most satisfactory street
lighting and is preferred.

. To prevent any possibility of fragmented
glass from entering your eye, wherever possi-
ble, keep your eye level 'above that'of the lamp
when replacing a defective lamp.

RUCTION LIGHTING

Obstruction lights are used to indicate the
existence of obstructions. These lights are

,

73.321

aviation red in color, with. an intensity of not
less than 10 candlepower. The number and ar-
rangement of lights at each level to be lighted
should be such that the obstruction is indicated
from every angle of azimuth. Figures 9-6Q
through 62 illustrate these methods of lighting.

Vertical Arrangement

At least two lamps, either operating simuly
taneously or

becomes
so -that upon failure of

one, another becomes operative, will be located
at the top of the obstruction. An exception ismade in the case of a chimney or similar
structure,. on which the top lights are to be
placed between 5 and 10 feet below the top.
Where the top of the obstruction _is more than
150 'feetabove the level of the surrounding
ground, an intermediate light or lights will be
provided for each additional 150 feet, or frac-
tion thereof. These intermediate lights will be
spaced as equally as practicable between the
top light, or lights, and the ground level.

229
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Table 9-4.70i1 circuit breaker troubleshooting.

Trouble Probable Cause Remedy

Switch overheats under
normal continuous service.

p

Overload

High resistance contact re-
sulting from burns.

Not enough tension on contact
springs.

Oxide deposit on contact
block.

Oil deteriorated.

Popr contact on bushing.

Leads to bushing terminals too
small.

Poor ventilation.
,7g, -

Reduce load or increase
capacity of circuit breaker.

Dress up contacts properly
and adjust to correct ten-
sion.

If contacts are not burned,
increase tension on contact
springs.

Dress contact block with
fine sandpaper.

Replice oil in tanks:

Remove and dress up connect-
ing lugs, terminals, and
the like.

Increase size of leads.

Improve yentilation.

Tanks bulged, oil thrown Switch opening too slow or Adjust switch to proper opening
out through breather,
'and the like from force
of explosion.

did not open all the way to
clear the arc.

speed. See that it opens all
the way and does not tebound
to reestablish arc.

Severe arc caused by switch
opening under short circuit.

Overhaul switch. Change or
renovate oil. Repair damage.
Remove primary cause of
trouble.

Co

Short or ground caused by
lightning.

Check lightning arresters
and repair or replace as
necessary.

Bushing failure inside switch
or failure of wood member
causing phase to'gramd

Replace bushing or wood mem-
ber. Repair damage.

short inside tank.
I.

Smoking at breathers, mech-
anism openings, and so on

Arcing at contacts or across
wood members below oil

Remove oil switch from cir-
cuit at once. Locate source

while switch is in service. line ignites liners-or wood
members. Leakage acrcsii
wood members may be
caused by water or carbon in
the oil or dampness in *ood.

of trouble. Clieck condition
of oil, wood members,
contacts, liners,'Sand baffles
in tank.

1
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Table 9 -4. Oil circuit breaker troubIshooting(continued).

Trouble
,---

Probable Cause Remedy
Switch overtravels in clos- Broken or weak buffer springs. Replace buffer springs.

lag.
. .

Bell crank mechanism travel-
ing too far over center.

djust bell crank linkage,

Mechanism stops not properly get stops on mechanism as
adjusted. indicated by hand operation of

switch.

Broken trip spring. Replace trip spring and adjust
properly.

Switch rebounds and partially =Empty dash pots. Clean arid zfill dash pots.
recloses after being tripped
out.

-

Dash pots not adjusted prop- Adjust daitt pot travel.
*erly. .

Broken bumper spring.
. ,

Replace bumper spring.

Overtension on balance djust balance spring
spring., tension.

Horizontal Arrangement

Obstructions consisting of built-up and tree-
covered was are examples of extensive ob-
structions. Where an extensive obstruction or
a group of closely spaced obstrictions is
marked with obstruction' lights, the top lights
will be displayed on the point or edge of the ob-
struction highest in relatiprito the obstruction
marking surface, at intervals of not more than
150 feet, so as to indicate the general definition
and extent on the obitrwtion. If two or more
edges of an obstructiob located near an:airfield
are at the same height, the edge nearest the
airfield will be lighted.

Lighting of Overhead Wires

When obstruction lighting of overhead wires
is needed, the lights will be placed not more
than 150 feet 'apart at a level not below that- of
the highest wire at each point lighted. 'When the
overhead wires are located more than 150,000

73.320.2

feet from the center of the landing area, the
distance between lights may be increased to no
more than 600 feet.

-z4 OVERHEAD SYSTEM SAFETY

PROTECTIVE CLOTH=
AND EQUIPMENT

A lineman should always wear gloves, if he
is tending a reel for stringing conductors.
Never work with the gauntlets of the gloves
turned down.

----- Do not wear hobnailed shoes or shoes with
fetal plates. When trimming 1..ees for pole
'lines, wear rubbeiv or rubber-soled shoes for

---311%bing. Always test safety strap and bodybelt
before using them. Never wear-a strap with
stitching across it, or one mended with tape.
Make all the safety checks of climbing equip-
ment previously mentionedin this chapter every
time you prepare to go aloft.
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Figure 9- 51.Types-or. lightning arresters.
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Figure 9-52.Seriei street - lighting
circuit.
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biterfere with each other. Never brace a Bike
pole on your Stomach. If the pole shifted-your
way, you would not be able to get clear.

CONSTANT-
CURRENT
REGULATOR- CLOSED-LOOP

CONSTANT-
CURRENT
REGULATOR

.CONSTA NT-
- CURRENT

COMBINATION,'REGULATOR
-

73.263
Figurel-54.-Closed and open loops

in series circuits.

SAFETY IN POLE-RAISING

As a pole is being raised, it is safest.to as-
sume that at any moment something may slip

- or break. Stand as far away from the pole as
possible if you are not in the raising crew.

The:pike-pole method of setting poles should
not be used unless there are enough men to do
the work 'lately. In using pikes, the men must
Stand far enough apart so ,that not

PRIMARY
SERIES STREET-

LIGHT CONDUCTOR

SAFETY IN POLE CLIMBING

Never climb an erected pole until it has been
plumbed, backfilled, and tamped. Before going
aloft, make sure the pole can stand your weight,
and make the previously described careful in-
spection of body belt, safety strap, azid.climbers.

The body belt contains pockets' for small
tools. It is important toeep the tools in these
pockets. Ne-ier use the center loop on the body
belt for carrying a tool, however. In case of a
fall, the tool may injure your tail bone.

If you try to climb with tools in yoUr hands,
your own balance on the pole will be unsafe, and
you could drop tools on someone below:

The safety strap, is used to secure you to the
--pole, leaving your 'bands .free to work. As you
go up it is always fastened to a single D-ring
on the body belt. For a right-handed man it is
carried on the left D-ring.

Never use an improvised safety strap, or
one that has been lengthened by the addition of
rope or wire. Never attach the strap to pins or
to crossarm braces. Never put the safety strap
around the pole above the highest crossarm if
the length of pole above the crossarm is short.
The strap,should never be less than 1 foot below
top of the-pole..

-Never wear climbers except when climbing
or about to climb. Be careful not to gaff

SERIES STREET -LIGHT CONDUCTOR;

PRIMARY

STREET SIDE STREET SIDE

6-PIN CROSSARM -

SERIES. STREET CIRCUIT ON
ARM WITH DELTA PRIMARY

CROSSARM I42 -,PIN SPACING

SERIES STREET CIRCUIT ON
ARM WITH vtyc, PRIMARY

73.264
Figure 9-55.-Series circuit on same crossarm with primary distribution system.
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73.265
Figure 9-56.Common type of

exterior lighting fixture.

DUPLEX
POLEAND
BRACKET
CABLE

73.267
Figure 9-58.L-Straight-bracket fixture.

POLE-TOP RESUSCITATION

When a man working aloft is shocked into
73.266 unconsciousness, there are several ways of

Figure 947.Upsweep-bracket fixture. performing "pole-top resuscitation," depending
. on the prevailing circumstances,

yourself or anybody else. Never wear climbers If the victim has_not-received-.-sevfeeface
while riding in a truck. or-nose-WU-ries, the mouth-to-mouth method

FASTEN CAME WITH
FRICTION TAPE

LOCATE STEEL SCR
. nos To on s"

CLEARANCE FROM
CABLE TO ALL
ATTACHMENTS

SEPARATE ARO
TAPE $'OUT MIREouster-tow

IN INSULATORS

OUT-STRAIN
INSULATOR

4o POLE
If DISTANCE FROM POLE
IS MORE THAN so"suPPooT
IN MIDDLE MTN OUT

'INSULATOR

SELF SUPPORT
POLE

Figure 9-59.Center-.Sian
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Figure 9-60.Lighting of towers, poles

`and similar obitructiona

described should be given in preference to
. other pole-top methods, becauie it is easier to
apply, can be started more quickly, is more
effective, and can be giyen for a longer period
of time without tiring the operator. The same
rule apply for this method on a pole as for on
the griamd.

If the mouth-to-mouth method cannot be
used, the next -best alternative is the Oester-
reich poletop method. This is administered
as follows. First free victim from electri-
cal contact, making careful use of rubber inn-

' lating equipment. Then, if possible, maneuver

ti
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NOT LESS THAN
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73.324
Figure 9-61.Lighting of smokestacks

and -similar obstructions. .

him into vertical positiOn and .remove his
climbers.

Next take a position on the pole just below
the victim's feet, and with your safety belt
around the pole, climb behind the victim with
your safety strap betiven his legs. Whenthe

Af

strap is as high between the legs as you can get
it, hold the victim in .straddle position' on the
strap as shown in figure 9-53A.

Next clear the victim's mouth of any ob-
structions "and/or foreign matter and tilt the

'head back to clear the air passage. Then en-
circle the waist of the victim with your arms,
and place both hands on. his abdomen, with
thumbs below the ribs and fingers touching, as
shown in figure 9 -63B. With your arms and
hands, compress the abdomen with an upward

_squeezing motion. At the finish of this motion,
cup your hands with the fingers depressing the
abdomen just below the breast-bone. Repeat

1Z80
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73.325
Figure 9-62.Lighting of water towers

and similar obstructions. -

this process of squeeze, pressure,- and release
about 12 times a minute. If the victim begins
to breath, take care to keep him under control
while the violent motion which usually accom-
panies recovering- consciousness is occurring.

I
4.227(73)

Figure 9-63.Oesterreich method of
pole-top resuscitation.

If you are the only other person (besides the
victim) at the scene, inch yourself mad the vic-
tim downthe pole as you apply the resuscitation.
After you complete each stroke, lean forward
-to slacken th4 safety belt (while jilt holding the
victim on it) and move downward, even if you
can only make an inch or two.

It others are available on the ground, have a
line passed'up and secure it to yonrself and the
victim so that the personnel on the ground can
lower you both as you give the. artificial respi-
ran=

After' a victim has revived, keep him
quiet as possible until he is breathing regular!
Have him lying down; of course. Keep himwill
covered and under constant close observation.-
Do not allow him to sit up; walk, or move until
he is under regular medical care.
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